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Chapter One. Subject and methodology

1.1 Introduction

One  of  the  most  frequently  made  transactions  throughout  the  world  is  that  in  which

someone hands  over  a  thing  to  another  person  who  in  return  compensates  him with

countable  units  by  which  the  worth  of  exchangeable  goods  can  be  calculated  and

acquired.1

However,  it  frequently  happens  that  the  thing  handed  over  is  defective.  For

example, the delivered horse suffers from an illness. If the compensator's intentions were

to acquire a healthy horse, the result is that he is left with something he never bargained

for. Moreover, the horse's illness may have caused him to incur veterinarian expenses, or,

even worse, the illness may have infected other animals in his possession. From a given

point in history onwards, it was deemed undesirable to leave the solution of such matters

to the parties themselves. Consequently, a legal  approach developed. As a result,  the

question arose as to how similarly undesirable situations could be satisfactory solved from

a legal point of view.

 In western legal systems the transaction just described is governed by the legal

concept  'sale',  if  the thing changed hands with the purpose to  put  the recipient  in full

possession  and  power  over  it.  If  the  thing  is  transferred  for  temporary  use  only,  the

transaction is a 'lease'. The units with which the transferor is compensated for the delivery

of the thing are termed 'money'. The money given in exchange for the thing's possession is

called 'price' or 'rent'. Furthermore, the transferor who alienates the thing in his possession

or  put  it  at  another  person's  disposal  is  a  'seller'  or  'lessor'  and  the  person  who

compensates the seller or lessor for enabling him to keep the thing in his possession or

detention a 'buyer' or 'lessee'. 

If the seller or lessor delivered a thing with a defect without the buyer or lessee

having  agreed  to  receive  it  in  such  a  condition,  the  latter  may  want  to  change  this

unwanted outcome into an outcome more to his taste, either by cancelling the sale or by

demanding compensation for the thing's defect. He then seeks to 'remedy' the undesired

situation in which he is put. It is known that since Ancient Roman law (753 – ca. 200 B.C.)

western legal systems have provided for such remedies. Yet, the content and conditions

under which these remedies could be brought varied in the course of time. The contents

and conditions of such remedies form the subject of the present investigation. 

1.1.1 Subject matter of this study

This study mainly focuses on defects in sold objects. As the factual situation underlying a

sale closely resembles lease and legal scholars throughout history applied rules governing

sales to lease and vice-versa, this study also pays marginal attention to lease of defective

things. Where this study refers to defects in things exchanged for money, both contracts

1 Grotius,  Inleidinge, 3.14.2; note by Brom, Urteilsbegründungen, p. 19; Zimmermann, The new German
Law of Obligations, p. 80.
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CHAPTER ONE

are meant.

In the course of western legal history, two methods for legally remedying a sale of a

defective thing emerged. The first method focused on the defect in the object. To be able

to remedy the sale, the buyer had to prove the object's defectiveness. The other method

was based on the object's price and only started to play a role in the late Middle Ages. If a

hidden defect in an object brought about that the initially agreed price based on an object

in good condition was no longer in proportion to the defective object's real worth, buyers or

lessees could bring a remedy on the basis of lesion beyond moiety, if the disproportion

amounted to more than half the thing's just price.2 To retrieve a remedy for the sale, the

buyer had to prove this disproportionality of price but not that the thing suffered from a

defect. Both methods originate in Roman law. The first took shape in particular remedies

for latent defects.  The second was given effect in the remedy for lesion beyond moiety,

though this method did not develop before the age of the medieval  ius commune.3 Both

types of  remedies eventually  gained a place in  the civil  law systems of the European

continent.

Initially, ancient  Roman law did not  provide remedies for  defects  in  things sold,

unless  the  seller  had warranted the  thing's  quality  or  committed  fraud.4 However, this

rather strict law backfired on the banks of the river Tiber, where cattle and slaves were sold

in large numbers by rather unreliable salesmen who were clever enough to conceal their

fraud. If the seller successfully proved that he had been just as ignorant of the defect as

the buyer and could not have known about it, he did not have to answer for the defect,

since he had  not behaved in a blameworthy manner. As a result, the buyer had to bear all

incurred losses.

Pre-classical Roman law (200 – 27 B.C.) tried to remedy the buyer's predicament

while attempting to steer a middle course between the position of the unknowing seller on

the one hand and the duped buyer on the other. Rules pertaining to latent defects were

spelled out in an edict promulgated by the aediles curules and turned into law no later than

the first century B.C. According to  this aedilician edict  the buyer of a defective movable

thing could claim a reduction of price (actio quanti minoris) or rescission of the contract

(actio redhibitoria)5. By means of a rather hard to follow development of Roman civil law,

remedying latent defects also became possible by instituting the civil action on the sales

contract  from the second century  A.D.  onwards.6 Furthermore,  the aedilician  remedies

were extended to immovables7, so that the edictal remedies and the remedies available

under the action on the sales contract could be brought under the same circumstances. All

of the above found a place in what would later become known as Justinian's Corpus iuris

2 A translation of the Latin laesio enormis, which I borrow from Decock, Theologians, p. 119.
3 Pre-Justinianic and Justinianic Roman law do not provide evidence for the remedy's application beyond

sellers of a plot of land (fundus). 
4 Zimmermann, Obligations, pp. 308-310.
5 De Senarclens, 'La date de l'édit', pp. 384, 392.
6 Kaser, Privatrecht, I, p. 557; Honsell, Quod interest, p. 82; Zimmermann, Obligations, pp. 320-321.
7 C. 4.58.4.1; D. 21.1.49; D. 21.1.61.
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INTRODUCTION

civilis.8 The aedilician remedies were brought under titles D. 21.1. and C. 4.58, the civil

remedies under titles D. 18.5, D. 19.1 and C. 4.49.9 

As a result of all this, according to Justinianic Roman law a buyer of a defective

thing could bring either an aedilician remedy based on D. 21.1 and C. 4.58 or a civil

remedy as contained in D. 18.5, D. 19.1 and C. 4.49. These sets of remedies had different

characteristics.  The  aedilician  remedies  were  limited  in  time,  applicable  only  to  non-

corporeal defects and based a possible price reduction on an objective value assessment

of the sold thing. On the other hand, the civil remedies lasted perpetually, applied to all

defects  and  calculated  a  price  reduction  by  looking  at  the  thing's  subjective  value.  It

remains unclear to what purpose both sets of remedies were incorporated in Justinian's

Corpus iuris civilis.10  

Another  way  to  remedy  a  sale  gone  awry  in  Roman law developed out  of  the

remedy  in C. 4.44.2, granted to a seller of a plot of land, who had been duped for more

than half the land's just price.  Suppose the land was worth 100, but the seller sold it for

less than 50, the latter could then sue the buyer, because the price deficit amounted to

more than 50, i.e. more than half the land's just price, or, in other words, because the seller

had been prejudiced for more than half the land's just price.11 This remedy became known

by the Latin words which express that a lesion beyond moiety had occurred, in Latin a

laesio enormis. The remedy steered towards a restoration of the parties' positions before

the  sale  (restitutio  in  integrum).  The  buyer  could  either  avoid  this  restoration  by  an

additional payment up to the value of the just price, or acquiesce and restore the seller in

his position before the sale. In the latter case, the buyer had to return the thing and the

seller  to  repay  the  received  sum.  The  Roman  law  texts  C.  4.44.2  and  8  grant  this

possibility only to the seller of a plot of land. Roman law therefore does not tell us anything

about whether also a buyer could be considered prejudiced for more than half the price, for

example when the object he had bought suffered from a latent defect. It does not follow

from Roman law sources that due to the condition of the object the price asked for it was

too high and could no longer  be  considered just.  However, this  would change in  late

medieval  ius commune.  Medieval scholars would extend the remedy for lesion beyond

moiety to buyers and sale of moveables. From that moment on, not only prices lower than

the just price, but also prices higher than what could be considered just on the basis of the

object's condition were open to attack on the grounds of laesio enormis.

Roman Justinianic  law about  latent  defects  and lesion  beyond moiety  played a

major role in the future development of European sales law concerning defects in sold

goods. Since the Bolognese revival of the study of Roman law around 1100 AD, scholars

took great pains to consistently interpret the mentioned Digest and Codex texts. However,

8 The 'body of civil law', which consists of the Digest, Institutes, Code, and Novels.
9 De Bruijn, 'Accursius', pp. 86-87.
10 Hallebeek, 'The Ignorant Seller's Liability', pp. 183-184.
11 This is the  majority view about how the prejudice should be calculated.  Competing views were also

present but a discussion of those does not fall within the scope of this study. See Baldwin,  Medieval
theories, p. 23. 
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until the beginning of the early modern period (ca. 1500) the law concerning defects in sold

things as it developed out of Roman law presents a rather jumbled picture. The differences

between the civil and aedilician remedies were not levelled out. On the contrary, medieval

scholars complicated the buyer's quandary even further by extending the remedy for lesion

beyond moiety to buyers, so that under certain circumstances this remedy also became

available to someone who had bought a defective thing.12

Nevertheless, a look at modern civil codes demonstrates that these codes are less

ambiguous as regards the remedies for defects in sold goods which they offer. To give

some examples: the 19th  century civil codes discussed in this study no longer distinguish

between civil and aedilician remedies, nor do they differentiate between corporeal or non-

corporeal  defects.  Furthermore,  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  has  virtually

disappeared from the European legal landscape with the coming of the first civil codes.13

Hence, somewhere between the dawn of the early modern period and the start  of the

modern  era,  the  law  about  defects  in  sold  things  must  have  undergone  significant

changes. Legal historians acknowledge that the development from the intricate medieval

ius commune  to  the less ambiguous law in today´s civil  codes with regard to  the law

governing defects in the thing sold must have taken place in the early modern era (1500-

1800).14 Yet, research into how this process took place is lacking. 

1.1.2 Aims of this study 

This study aims to fill this 'missing link' in the European civil law tradition up to the 19th

century civil codes by tracing the development of the legal remedies for defects in things

exchanged and the remedy for lesion beyond moiety in legal doctrine and practice in the

early modern period (1500-1800).15 The investigation is mostly concerned with what legal

changes took place. Furthermore, it explores why certain changes occurred. 

Knowledge of  what  developments  took place with  regard to  the legal  remedies'

content is necessary before one can speculate on why these changes were brought about.

Under which circumstances could the various remedies be instituted? How long after the

conclusion of the sale could a buyer invoke them? What happened when the remedies for

defects in the thing concurred with the remedy for lesion beyond moiety? And so forth. To

be able to appreciate what the changes in substantial law amounted to, detailed research

questions have been formulated on the basis of what both medieval ius commune scholars

as well as early modern scholars and practitioners considered controversial aspects of the

12 See 2.3.
13 See chapter 7.
14 Coing, Privatrecht, vol. I, 452; Zimmermann, Obligations, p. 324.
15 Although English common law of the early modern period had always been strongly influenced by legal

developments  across  the  Channel,  it  is  not  sufficiently  proven  that  early  modern  English  authors
influenced continental ius commune on its turn. References to English legal scholars in the early modern
works studied for this book are rare. Moreover, William Blackstone's (1723-1780) Commentaries on the
Laws  of  England  served  as  a  counterweight  to  the  contemporary  European  movement  towards
codification. As a result,  legal developments in  England did not result  in an exclusive civil  code, the
comparison of which among various jurisdictions is one of the aims of this research. For these reasons,
developments in early modern England are not taken into account.
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remedies for defects in exchanged things. By constantly juxtaposing medieval and early

modern  ius commune,  changes of  substantial  law come most  clearly  to  the fore.  The

research questions enabling such investigation are described more in detail  in section

1.2.2.

The question why certain changes occurred concerns the interplay between law and

society. Changes in substantial law do not take place in a vacuum. They are usually the

result of changed views about how society should be given shape. This book also explores

what those reasons were and how they impacted on the law governing defects in things

exchanged.  They  can  either  be  legal  arguments,  for  example,  arguments  of  legal

coherence or consistency. It is also possible that legal changes were induced by changed

views  about  what  constitutes  justice,  which  could,  for  example,  cause  that  current

interpretations of the law governing the sale of defective things were no longer considered

fair. As a corollary, this study produces some insights into how law and developments in

society interact.

1.1.3 Why study the law about defects in things exchanged for money?

A first argument in favour of studying the legal developments about defects in exchanged

things is that the evolution of western European law on the latter has not yet been properly

investigated for the early modern period. As earlier indicated, this study aims to fill a gap in

existing knowledge. Another reason for choosing this topic is that it serves well to present a

paradigmatic example about how legal developments through time might be investigated.

As already observed, sales and lease are frequently concluded contracts. Secondly, that

an exchanged thing turns out to be defective is likewise a problem which occurs in all

times  and  places.  Thirdly,  in  Europe,  the  law  pertaining  to  defects  has  always  been

formulated  in  Roman  law  terms.  Legal  scholars  and  practitioners  have  with  a  given

naturalness set themselves to the task of formulating the recipient's remedies against a

Roman law background through all stages of legal history, be it during the High Middle

Ages, the 15th and 16th century Renaissance, the 16th century Castilian Siglo d'Oro, the 17th

century Dutch Gouden Eeuw, the 18th century revival of Natural law-based scholarship or

the 19th  century codification era. During all these periods, legal scholars and practitioners

defined the recipient's rights with reference to the aedilician and civil remedies for latent

defects  or  to  the  remedy for  lesion  beyond moiety. Hence,  a  tertium comparationis  is

always present, which enables a relatively precise comparison of the legal solutions jurists

staged  over  the  course  of  many  centuries.  Together  with  the  relatively  simple  factual

problem which a defect in a thing exchanged for money presents, the topic is suited to

illustrate  the  evolution  of  law  through  time  without  losing  the  reader  in  too  technical

matters.

Finally, knowledge of how the Roman law-based ius commune of sales and lease

weathered the storms of these periods up until today contributes to the jurist's capability of

considering today's law in perspective. As Roman law-based  ius commune  still  plays a

significant role in the shaping of the newly emerging ius commune in the European arena,
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lawmakers and legal practitioners working in a European context are well-advised to take

notice of the various Member State's legal inheritance in order to prevent wasting time and

resources  on  misconceived  or  even  unnecessary  projects.  For  example,  the

implementation of Directive 1999/44/EC on Consumer sales caused significant changes in

the EU Member States' sales law, which cannot without reservations be said to have been

successful. Some of the problems faced by buyers under the revised codes today might

have been forestalled had the drafters of, for instance, the Dutch Civil code of 1992 or of

the  2002  Schuldrechtmodernisierung  of  the  German  Bürgerliche  Gesetzbuch

demonstrated more historical awareness.16 In this sense, research into the legal history of

the law about defects in a sold thing has  direct usefulness, though I have to confess not to

be part of those who believe that lack of usefulness deprives something of its right to exist.

1.1.4 Current state of research

Concerning  legal  doctrine,  thorough  research  has  already  been  done  on  this  book's

subject for medieval  ius commune  and the codification era.17 However, the period from

roughly 1500 to 1800 still lacks proper investigation. The most thorough exploration of the

subject is a monograph by Klempt.18 Though it meticulously discusses early modern legal

literature on the remedies for defects in a thing, it  does so with the aim of tracing the

natural  law roots of  the  seller's  duty  to  safeguard  from defects in  a  thing sold. 19 This

safeguarding duty is part of the broader concept of Gewährleistung which contains rules to

which a deliverer of a thing has to answer in addition to the general rules governing the

relations  between  creditors  and  debtors  (Schuldrecht). In  keeping  with  this,  of  course

legitimate, angle from which to address the matter, Klempt discusses a relatively small

number of early modern scholars and only in so far as their writings relate to the shaping

of contemporary German law. It can therefore be questioned whether Klempt's results are

representative  of  the  era's  legal  views  on  how  sales  of  a  defective  thing  could  be

remedied. The fact that Klempt does not address early modern Castilian legal scholarship

and moral theology, which, as it will presently be demonstrated, played a major role in the

shaping  of  the  law  pertaining  to  defects  in  sales  in  the  subsequent  ages,  leaves  an

important gap to be filled by further research. Moreover, Klempt deals with legal doctrine

and statutes but ignores legal practice. 

Essentially the same drawbacks attach to the study of Schulze and Becker as far as

these concern the remedy for lesion beyond moiety.20 Both discuss early modern legal

16 See chapter 8.
17 Baldwin, Medieval theories, passim; Dilcher, Leistungsstörungen, pp. 214seq.; Hallebeek, 'The Ignorant

Seller's Liability', passim; idem, 'C. 4.58.2', passim.
18 Klempt, Grundlagen der Sachmängelhaftung, passim. Others are: Zimmerman, The Law of Obligations,

pp.  322-327;  Honoré,  'The  History  of  the  Aedilitian  Action',  passim, and  Verhoeven,  'Het  gelijk  der
curulische aedielen', pp. 28-30.

19 Klempt,  Grundlagen,  p.  9:  'Im  Vordergrund steht  die  Frage,  auf  welchen  Grundlagen  nach  der  in
Deutschland verbreiteten vernunftrechtlichen Lehre...  'das Gewährleistungsrecht'  beruhte und welche
Bedeutung die hier erarbeiteten Ergebnisse für die Rechtswissenschaft der Zeit im deutschen Bereich
hatte'.

20 Schulze, Die Laesio; Becker, Die Lehre. 
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doctrine, not practice, and then only from a contemporary German civil law perspective.

Kalb, who also wrote a study on laesio enormis, concentrates on canon law doctrine and

does not, or only marginally, discuss civil law doctrine.21

Concerning legal  practice, Sprenger offers a very informative account  of a case

about the sale of encumbered land reported by Viglius of Aytta, a humanist scholar who

worked as an assessor22 to the Reichskammergericht, appellate court for the Holy Roman

Empire.23 For Roman-Dutch law, Brom, among other things, fairly recently delved into the

personal  notes  of  Bynkershoek,  judge to  the Supreme Court  of  Holland,  Zeeland and

West-Friesland,  studied  contemporary  literature  and  deciphered  the  same  Court's

resolutions.24 To my knowledge, further studies of the early modern practical side of the

subject matter of this study do not exist. 

21 Kalb, Laesio enormis.
22 An official who wrote a learned opinion on the case under litigation before the judges decided the case. 
23 Sprenger, 'De actio quanti minoris', passim. 
24 Brom, Urteilsbegründungen, passim. 
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1.2 Methodology 

1.2.1 Comparative legal history

Similar to contemporary comparative legal studies, a historical comparative study faces

some well-known  problems which  arise  when  comparing  legal  systems.  In  studies  of

contemporary law, the diverse origins of the law make that similar factual problems are

dealt with along various lines of legal reasoning. One example is how the risk of loss,

destruction  of  or  damage to  a thing  sold which has not  been delivered is  distributed.

French and Dutch  jurisdictions have opted for  divergent  solutions  to  the same factual

problem. In France, property in a movable thing is conveyed as soon as consensus has

been reached on its sale for a certain price. Consequently, the buyer, from that moment

onwards the owner of the thing, takes the risk of its loss, destruction or damage even if it

has not yet been delivered.25 In the Netherlands, however, transfer of property in a thing

requires not only title, but also delivery.26 As long as the object is not delivered, the seller

remains its owner and is the risk-bearer of loss, destruction of or damage to the thing.27

Yet, both jurisdictions aim to address one and the same underlying factual question. 'Who

bears the costs of loss, destruction or damage which occur, if the thing sold has not yet

been delivered?'

Comparative legal history can explore legal developments in a similar fashion. It can

appraise a changed approach to law and its factual consequences, if it continuously keeps

in mind the underlying factual situation which the law studied meant to tackle.

For the subject of this study, the following factual situation must be constantly born

in mind.

A agrees to  deliver  a  thing  to  B.  B agrees  to  give  A a  certain  sum of  money  in

exchange for receiving the thing in his possession. The thing appears to be defective

and therefore does not correspond to what A and B had agreed on. 

Confronted  with  these  facts,  the  legal  scholars  and  practitioners  central  to  this  study

continuously posed the following legal question: 

What  legal  recourse is  open to B now that  the  thing he received turns out  to  be

defective? 

This  book  explores  which  answers  have  been  formulated  to  this  question

throughout the early modern period. The focus lies less on the outcome of the legal debate

which evolved around it than on the arguments brought forward with which scholars and

practitioners underpinned their particular viewpoints. Medieval and early modern scholars

had to come to terms with the imposed limits of their legal environment and the society in

25 Article  1138  Cc:  L'obligation  de  livrer  la  chose  est  parfaite  par  le  seul  consentement  des  parties
contractantes. Elle rend le créancier propriétaire et met la chose à ses risques dès l'instant où elle a dû
être livrée, encore que la tradition n'en ait point été faite, à moins que le débiteur ne soit en demeure de
la livrer; auquel cas la chose reste aux risques de ce dernier; Watson, Legal Transplants, p. 82seq.

26 Art. 3:84 Dutch Civil Code. See Van Den Bergh, 'Perfecta emptione', p. 639. 
27 Art. 7:10 Dutch Civil Code.
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which they lived. It is precisely such struggles  which this study aims to unearth. To enable

a more precise study of how answers concerning B's position emerged, a selection was

made of five controversial issues involving the legal action B could invoke. The following

section discusses what these issues are and why these are selected to form the main

guidance throughout this book.

1.2.2 Research topics28

The  study  of  proposed  legal  solutions  through  time  for  a  given  problem  is  made

considerably easier when one is aware of the underlying controversies which argued for or

against adopting a particular solution. Controversy induces scholars to provide arguments

for their views. Hence, to be able to explore what moved early modern jurists to grant or

deny B certain legal possibilities it has first to be explored which issues sparked debate

throughout the period under investigation. Only after such recurring problems have been

located can research which spans the entire early modern period up until the dawn of the

first national codes of the mid and late 18th century properly be carried out.

To determine which issues surrounding B's legal position have continuously been

considered controversial, I let myself first be guided by what medieval scholars present as

the  most  debated  points  of  the  law  surrounding  the  remedies  for  defective  things.

Justinianic Roman law was far from  clear on what B could legally do in the event he had

received a defective thing. As a result, controversies arose in medieval legal scholarship

about the correct interpretation of the  Corpus iuris civilis'  provisions. Next, a superficial

reading  of  sources  from  later  periods  provided  hints  as  to  which  of  these  medieval

controversies  continued  to  be  regarded  as  problematic  issues  in  early  modern  legal

doctrine and practice. Despite the many hundreds of years separating the school of the

glossators from the drafters of the first civil codes, it proved that many points central to the

medieval scholarly debate concerning the law of defects in things over the ages had hardly

yielded their prominent position in the legal debate.

Below follow five  of  such legal  controversies  which  relate  to  solving  the  above

mentioned legal question and which resurface in almost all periods dealt with in this study.

These topics form the connecting thread in and between all chapters of this book. Whether

the  chapter  is  about  legal  humanism,  early  modern  Castilian  legal  scholarship  or  the

school  of  17th century  natural  law, every one of  them is  structured around the issues

described below. Such an approach facilitates locating shifts in legal thinking about the law

concerning sold and leased defective things at the various stages throughout Roman law-

based ius commune.

(1) First of all, Justinianic Roman law knows various competing remedies for a buyer of a

28 For  the setting  of  the boundaries  of  this  study  I  am highly  indebted to  my supervisors  prof.  mr. J.
Hallebeek and prof. dr. A. J. B. Sirks who wrote an application for the funding of this book's underlying
Ph.D. to the Dutch Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO). Much of the present section relies on this
unpublished  preparatory  paper.  See  further  Hallebeek's,  'The  Ignorant  Seller's  Liability',  Dilcher's
Leistungsstörungen, and Klempt's Grundlagen, pp. 13-18. 
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defective object.29 Justinian's Code contains two sets of seemingly similar rules for the

latter. Title one of Book 19 of the Digest, which discusses the actions available on the

sales contract (actio empti), contains the action for returning the thing (actio redhibitoria)

and the action for price reduction (actio quanti minoris) in case a thing turned out to be

defective.30 However, the first title of Book 21 on the aedilician edict also provides for an

actio redhibitoria  and an  actio quanti minoris.  If B has bought a horse that turns out to

suffer from an unknown disease, which of the remedies should he use? Those mentioned

in book 19 or those of book 21? Could it be that one of the sets is actually redundant or

does each one serve a specific purpose? Ius commune-scholars discussed this question

by means of four subquestions.

(1a)  One  answer  medieval  scholarship  provided  to  counter  allegations  that  the

remedies in the Corpus iuris civilis  were superfluous, was that the remedies in books 19

and 21 had a different scope. D. 21.1.4.4 suggests that the aedilician remedy for returning

the thing only lies in the event of corporeal defects. 

(1b)  Furthermore,  the  civil  and  aedilician  remedy  for  price  reduction  require  a

standard for the determination of the thing's just price in order to be able to assess the

reduction  to  which  the  bamboozled  buyer  is  entitled.  Texts  in  the  Corpus  iuris  civilis

suggest that the civil  remedies of book 19 were accompanied by a different method of

price assessment than the aedilician remedies. According to medieval ius commune-legal

scholarship,  the  civil  remedies came with  a subjective  standard  based on the  buyer's

personal feelings with regard to the thing's value. The aedilician remedies involved an

objective price determination based on the thing's market price at the time of the sale's

conclusion.31 Roman law is not explicit  on what assessment method is to be preferred.

Nevertheless, it provides room to question the medieval assumptions where it states that

prices  of  things  do  not  depend  on  affections  or  use  to  an  individual  but  on  what  is

commonly observed.32 Should the idea that one set of remedies should be based on the

buyer's subjective feelings be abolished then? The scholarly views on this subject changed

continuously throughout history. 

(1c) Another point that touches upon the question whether or not some remedies for

defects  in  the  thing  sold  might  be  done  without  regards  their  limitation  periods.  In

Justinianic Roman law, both civil and aedilician remedies have their own periods within

which they have to be instituted. The civil remedies are perpetual, whereas the aedilician

ones are limited in time.33 How do early modern scholars deal with seemingly identical

remedies to which divergent periods of limitation applied?

(1d) Finally, the aedilician remedies appear to possess buyer-friendly characteristics

29 The remedy for lesion beyond moiety was only available to sellers of plots of land and therefore played a
marginal role until the days of medieval ius commune. 

30 D. 19.1.11.3 (redhibitio); D. 19.1.13(14)pr. (quanti minoris); Hallebeek, 'The Igorant Seller's Liability', pp.
179-184.

31 D. 21.1.31.5; D. 21.1.38pr:
32 D. 35.2.63pr.; Baldwin, Medieval theories, pp. 21-21.
33 D. 21.1.19.6 (aedilician remedies); Inst. 4.12pr.; Hallebeek, 'The Ignorant Seller's Liability', p. 180.
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which the civil remedies did not. Classical and Justinianic Roman law state that when the

defendant against whom an aedilician remedy for returning the thing had been brought

refuses to return the sold object or to otherwise fulfil his obligations will be condemned for

the  double  amount.34 This  clause  resembles  a  punitive  clause,  such  as  the  adversus

infitiantem in duplum-clause under the lex Aquilia.35 As such, it induced the humanist Cujas

to qualify the aedilician remedy for returning the thing as penal.  However, the remedy

could be raised against the heirs of the seller, which a true penal action basically could

not.36 Be that as it may, the clause adds a distinct buyer-friendly flavour to the aedilician

remedy for returning the thing. Another buyer-friendly feature is in D. 21.1.44.1. In the

event  of  more  sellers  had  who  formed a  partnership  with  the  purpose  to  sell  slaves

(societas venaliciariorum),  the duped buyer could sue all  sellers for the entire sum (in

solidum), something which the action on the sales contract and its remedies did not allow

for. These aedilician remedies' favourable characteristics  – from a buyer's point of view

that is – were subjected to changing opinions in early modern legal thought about whether

the distinction between aedilician and civil remedies for defects in things sold should be

upheld or not. 

(2) A second topic which medieval and later  ius commune-scholars continued to

struggle with was that it seems common sense enough to apply the aedilician remedy for

returning the thing to contracts other than sale, but that D. 21.1.63 explicitly opposes such

an extension to lease. To argue in favour of extending a Roman law remedy limited to one

specific  contract  to  another  not  only  demanded  a  certain  amount  of  bravery  but  also

convincing  argumentation.  One  of  the  most  intriguing  subjects  in  legal  history  is  that,

eventually, ius commune-scholars ventured to demolish these and similar walls of Roman

law. The question of extending the aedilician remedies to lease can serve as a vehicle for

finding  and  illustrating  how this  process  evolved.  Conversely, Justinian's  Corpus  iuris

civilis contains remedies for lease too. To what extent do these remedies reduce the need

for an extension of the aedilician remedies to lease?

(3) A third controversial issue concerns the scope of the seller's liability. Justinianic

Roman law provides rules about an increased liability in the event a seller already knew of

the defect in the thing before concluding the sale.37 In that event, the seller is liable not only

for returning the price paid, but for the buyer's consequential loss as well. Yet, in a puzzling

Digest text, a seller of barrels is liable for all the buyer's loss even though he had not been

aware  of  the  barrels'  being  defective.38 Consequently,  from  medieval  ius  commune

onwards the question is posed whether a seller who was not aware of the defect faces

34 D. 21.1.45
35 D. 9.2.2.1: Et infra deinde cavetur, ut adversus infitiantem in duplum actio esset; D. 11.3.5.2.
36 That the Roman jurists themselves were puzzled by this qualification of a contractual remedy can be

gathered from D. 21.1.23.4 in which doubts are expressed whether the remedies can also be brought
against those who are not  sui iuris (...quamvis enim poenales videantur actiones, tamen quoniam ex
contractu veniunt, dicendum est eorum quoque nomine qui in aliena potestate sunt competere)'. 

37 D. 19.1.13(14)pr; D. 18.1.15. 
38 D. 19.1.6.4.
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only a liability limited to the value of the good or whether he nonetheless has to pay all the

buyer's  loss? After  all,  some Digest  texts  suggest  the  first,  others  the  second.  Which

factors had to be taken into account?

The buyer's knowledge is also considered relevant in the Digest titles on sales and

the Aedilician Edict.39 Buyers who are aware of the thing's poor quality should refrain from

complaining after knowingly concluding a sale of a defective thing. Later scholars further

discuss how knowledge of the defect has its repercussions on liability. It will appear that

the degree of fraud which is needed to be able to hold a seller liable differs from time to

time and from period  to  period.   D.  19.1.6.4  about  the  sale  of  a  defective  barrel  will

become the pivot of various arguments for or against relating the seller's liability to his

knowledge and behaviour. This study investigates that process.40

(4) A fourth controversial topic relates to the fact that the Corpus iuris civilis contains

texts specifically providing for remedies for encumbrances on immovables.41 The outlook of

these remedies differs slightly from that of remedies which are at the buyer's (or lessee's)

disposal in the event of sales (or lease) of movables. This difference sparked a debate

from medieval times to the era in which the first civil codes appear about whether or not a

liability regime for sellers of immovables different from the regime for sellers of movables

should be upheld.  

(5) Lastly, besides the civil  and aedilician remedies for defects, the  Corpus iuris

civilis has a remedy which a seller of land can bring, if his loss amounts to more than half

the just price of the land he had sold. In that case, the seller can institute a remedy for

lesion  beyond  moiety  (laesio  enormis),  spelled  out  in  C.  4.44.2.42 Although  in  pre-

Justinianic and Justinianic Roman law this remedy is not available to buyers and therefore

does not concur with the aedilician and civil remedies, this remedy will, at a later stage in

legal  history, prove pivotal  to the development of the law concerning defects in things

exchanged  for  money.43 Soon  after  the  reappraisal  of  Justinian's  Corpus  iuris  civilis,

medieval scholars begin to extend C. 4.44.2 to buyers of both movables and immovables

alike. They grant a buyer a remedy, if, due to a defect, he had paid an excess amounting

to more than half the thing's just price. The buyer can sue the seller on the grounds that

the sale has caused him to suffer an enormous prejudice. 

However, this extension gave rise to difficulties. How was this extended remedy for

lesion beyond moiety to be demarcated from the remedies for latent defects? After all, both

civil and aedilician remedies and the extended remedy for lesion beyond moiety could both

be brought when a defect had caused a prejudice of more than half the thing's just price.

39 D. 21.1.48.4; D. 21.1.1.6; D. 21.1.14.10; Dilcher, Leistungsstörungen, p. 224.
40 Questions about how and when the seller's knowledge is proven lie beyond the scope of this study.

Roman law, as it  has come down to us, hardly discloses information about these issues (Hohmann,
'Presumptions', p. 1), so that subsequent legal theory based on the Roma legal heritage does so neither. 

41 D.  19.1.21(22).1(tributum);  D.  21.1.61 (servitude);  C.  4.49.9  (capitatio);  Cf.  Hallebeek,  'The Ignorant
Seller's Liability', p. 215.

42 Though ius commune-scholars often discuss the matter under D. 18.5.
43 For a detailed discussion of this development see 2.3.
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Indeed, in medieval times and subsequent ages these remedies poached on another's

territory. Scholars since then grappled with the interconnection of the two. Did the one rule

out the other or vice-versa? Which limitation period applied in the event both remedies

concurred? Legal scholars had to assign to each remedy its proper place in the law about

the sale or lease of defective things in order to present to B a clear overview of his legal

possibilities.

1.2.3 Selection of sources and literature

In the following chapters, the five issues spelt out in the previous section are discussed

throughout  the  early  modern  period.  As  this  study  concerns  the  development  of  the

western European civil  law tradition, it focuses on  ius commune  civil  law doctrine as it

existed in early modern France, Germany, Spain and the Netherlands.  Account of canon

and  customary  law  is  taken  only  where  there  were  signs  that  these  influenced  the

interpretation  of  civil  ius  commune  based  on  Justinian's  Corpus  iuris  civilis.  The

geographical boundaries of this study may seem arbitrary. Yet, the selected regions are

sure  to  cover  legal  developments  which  had an impact  far  beyond their  own regions.

Spanish  16th century  scholasticism was exported  to  Northern  Europe,  where  German,

Dutch  and  French  natural  law  scholars  further  determined  the  course  which  the  law

governing defects in a thing exchanged for money would take. As these scholars only

rarely  refer  to  Eastern  or  South-eastern  European  colleagues,  legal  works  of  that

provenance are not used in this book. However, seeing that the Kingdom of Prussia and

the Austrian Monarchy covered large parts of Middle and Eastern Europe, these regions

are not altogether neglected, since the Prussian and Austrian civil codes take up ample

space in the eighth chapter of this study.

To gain insight into the development of remedies for defects in sold or leased things

this study chronologically follows the major currents of legal thinking known to western

legal history. Starting with the age of the medieval glossators and commentators (ch. 2),

the book continues with the study of Castilian law as it was heavily influenced by early

modern scholasticism (ch. 3). Traces of both medieval and scholastic reasoning emerge in

eclectic legal humanism (ch. 4) and Dutch legal scholarship and practice of the 16 th and

18th centuries  (ch.  5).  Natural  law  as  the  catalyst  for  legal  reform  in  the  sense  of

exclusively valid civil codes presents the final stage (ch. 6) before this study ends with a

description of the content of those natural law inspired codes themselves and their recent

or planned revisions (ch. 7).

Usus modernus scholarship is treated only marginally in the chapter on natural law,

as the studies of Klempt and Schulze cover a large part of that current. Contrariwise, a

special place is assigned to legal developments in Castile of the 16th century. Not only the

civil law of that age figures in this book; theological works of the period have been studied

for their doctrine on restitution which the catholic faithful were supposed to live up to. Early

modern scholasticism as it  developed on the Iberian Peninsula  drew heavily  from  ius

commune scholarship in its efforts to narrowly describe the sellers' and buyers' duties, the
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salvation of whose souls was at stake in the court of conscience. Early modern Castilian

theologians on their turn provided a treasure-trove of legal insights in 16th and 17th century

schools of Northern-European natural law. The influence of the latter is still felt in today's

codes of civil law.

The above mentioned sketch might suggest a chronologically smooth succession of

currents of legal thoughts, which is illusive, of course. Various approaches to law existed

and developed  next  to  each other  in  time.44 For  instance,  the  method  applied  by  the

medieval commentator Bartolus (mos Italicus) continued to be fashionable until deep into

the 18th and 19th centuries  when natural  law thinking  had already begun its  triumphal

procession in the direction of the government sees where the first  codification labours

were put in motion. Yet, it is hard to deny that certain views gained the upper-hand at

particular moments in legal history and that these views carried more weight in the shaping

of the law than others which were also present at the same time. The order of research

proposed above aims as far as possible to give expression to the alternating dominant

approaches to law in terms of bringing change and steering legal developments.  

As concerns the sources used: their selection aims at providing a representative image of

legal views in the periods and currents under investigation. In selecting doctrinal works

and (semi-) practical sources I took the following into account. In the first place, I did not

rely too much on overviews of early modern literature by present authorities. Today's legal

researchers do not necessarily value all legal topics to the same degree as did their early

modern colleagues, so that early modern scholars who did not happen to write on topics in

vogue in modern and present times are easily overlooked. Yet, such scholars might none

the less have formulated views on the central issues of this study which had far-reaching

consequences for the shape which the future law would take. One example of a scholar

whose works proved of pre-eminent importance is the Leuven professor Gabriel Mudaeus

(1500-1560).45 His rejection of the intricate medieval law system of remedies for latent

defects has proved formative far beyond his own age.46 At the same time, some of the

usual  suspects  frequently  mentioned in  today's  textbooks for  their  supposed formative

influence on the law, appeared remarkably absent from the discussion of such practical

importance as how to solve a flawed sales. For that reason, the famed humanists Budaeus

and Alciatus hardly enter this study. They simply did not make substantial contributions to

the topic of this investigation.  

The main strategy for tracing less known scholars who might nevertheless have had

an important say in the shaping of the law about defects in the thing sold, has been to let

early modern treatises and case law speak for themselves. One fortunate asset of the mos

Italicus  was  that  most  early  modern  scholars  painstakingly  cited  and  quoted  their

colleagues. For example, for the discussion of how the remedy for lesion beyond moiety in

Dutch law was applied, one cannot avoid the name of Johannes van den Sande (1568-

44 On the dangers of framing European legal history see Osler, 'Myth', passim. 
45 Dekkers, Humanisme, pp. 97-143.
46 See 4.2.1.
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1638)47, since almost all contemporary sources refer to the man's treatise on the subject.

The same goes for the Portuguese scholar Arias Piñel (1515-1563)48 Yet, one would hardly

find these names in present-day studies.49 Similarly, early modern commentaries to the

Digest offer valuable references, such as the  Ausführliche Erläuterungen der Pandecten

by Christian Friedrich von Glück (1755-1831)50, the man who died in harness, his hand

holding the pen from which ages of ius commune-wisdom had poured forth.51

Be that as it may, despite all precautions it is hard to avoid missing important works.

The mass of legal literature which the early modern printing presses spawned is gigantic

and gaining a comprehensive view of it is difficult. The increasing availability of prints in

digital  form in this respect  presents both a curse and blessing52:  everything lies within

reach. There is no hiding behind barriers of physical distance or unwilling librarians. By

taking early modern sources as point of  departure, it  is hoped that the risk of missing

important sources has been reduced to a minimum.

Besides investigating the doctrinal views on the law governing sales of defective things,

this study also takes some tentative efforts to unravel developments in early modern legal

practice. Both legal doctrine and legal practice mutually influence each other, so that a

study  of  a  legal  concept  through  time  from  a  doctrinal  perspective  would  amount  to

studying a country's political history without taking account of parliamentary acts. To avoid

walking into the trap of reconstructing a law that never made it to Court, each current of

legal thought which is investigated in this study is accompanied by examples taken from

legal practice. These also serve to illustrate to what extent doctrinal views were heeded by

the man in the field.

 Ideally, the sources used should be case law of early modern Courts. Yet, unlike

printed  doctrinal  works,  not  many  records  of  early  modern  case  law  have,  to  my

knowledge, become available in digitised form. As time was unfortunately lacking for an in

situ  investigation of the major early modern western European appellate court's records,

recourse was taken to early modern printed collections of case law, which present only a

47 R.  Visscher,  'Sande,  Johannes  van  den',  in:  NNBW,  vol.  4,  pp.  1199-1200;  see  Van  den  Sande's
Decisiones, which are discussed in 5.3. 

48 For biographical details on Piñel (Pinelus) see García Sánchez, Arias Piñel, p. 39ff. 
49 Dutch legal historians are familiar with the Van den Sande and his work. E.g. Lokin, e.a.,  Het Rooms-

Friese recht, passim. Piñel's work and person were recently recovered by García Sanchez in his 2004
study Arias Piñel. Catedrático de Leyes en Coimbra y Salamanca durante el siglo XVI. This early modern
law professor also received much attention in Decock's Theologians and contract law.

50 For biographical details see R. Stintzing, 'Glück, Christian Friedrich von', in: ADB, vol. 9 (1879), pp. 253-
256.

51 R. Stintzing, 'Glück, Christian Friedrich von',   in:  ADB,  vol. 9 (1879), p. 256:  'Noch am letzten Tage
seines Lebens, den 20. Jan. 1831, war er bis Abends 8 Uhr mit der Ausarbeitung des achten Bogens
des 35. Bandes seines Commentars beschäftigt. — Dann legte er sich, große Müdigkeit empfindend, zur
Ruhe und gegen 10 Uhr war er entschlafen'.

52 E.g.  the  collection  of  the  Bayerische  Staatsbibliothek  <www.bsb-muenchen.de>,  the  Bibliothèque
nationale  de  France <gallica.bnf.fr>,  the  comprehensive  search  databases  Europeana
<www.europeana.eu>,  the  Internet  Archive  <archive.org>,  and  the  digital  library  of  the  Max-Planck
Institute for European Legal History <www.dlib-pr.mpier.mpg.de/> to name just a few digital repositories
of early modern prints.
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fraction of what has been decided on the issues discussed in this book. However, the

chapter on early modern Castilian law constitutes an exception. Since legal developments

in  Spain's  golden  age  still  lack  the  attention  they  deserve,  I  made  an  extra  effort  to

incorporate not only doctrinal developments but also legal practice of 16th century Castile

in this study.53

In addition to these sources of legal practice, this study also takes into account what

may be called 'semi-' legal practice. Now and then prints appeared of scholars who had

gathered notes of cases to which they had attended as either judge or assessor (like

Viglius). Though these works are   somewhat farther removed from what happened in the

courts  than  the  courts'  original  files,  personal  notes  by,  for  example,  Cornelis  van

Bynkershoek (1673-1743)54, from 1704 to 1743 member and from 1724 president of the

Supreme Court of  the provinces of Holland, Zeeland and West-Friesland, nevertheless

provide revealing insights into how sales of defective things were dealt with in practice. 

1.3 Structure

This study chronologically explores the major currents of legal thinking known by western

legal history for their legal positions concerning remedying defects in things exchanged for

money. Starting with the age of the medieval glossators and commentators in chapter two,

chapter  three of  this  book continues with  the study of  Castilian law as it  was heavily

influenced  by  early  modern  scholasticism.  Traces of  both  medieval  and  early  modern

scholastic reasoning will be shown to emerge in the eclectic legal humanism discussed in

chapter four. How humanist viewpoints are further elaborated in Dutch legal scholarship

and practice of the 16th and 18th centuries is explored in chapter five. This said, the Dutch

scholar Grotius carried on the tradition of early modern scholastic natural law. The latter

tradition which built on his legacy and which formed the catalyst for legal reform in the

sense of exclusively valid civil codes is subsequently discussed in chapter six. The civil

codes which emerged from the late 18th century onwards are the central topic of chapter

seven. At the end of chapter seven, the early modern period has been dealt with in full.

However, to provide input for the legal debate today, another eighth chapter has been

added which addresses some major modifications of civil  law and the problems which

these recently carried out or currently pending civil law reforms might engender. The study

ends with chapter nine and  concluding remarks on the developments of the law governing

defects in things exchanged for money as they emerged from the findings presented in this

study. 

   

53 A four-month stay in Spain to study and transcribe manuscript records of cases decided by the Royal
Chancery  of  Valladolid,  Castile's  highest  appellate  court  of  the early  modern period,  enabled me to
endow the chapter on early modern Castilian law and scholasticism with a significant number of legal
disputes about the sale of a defective thing. A more detailed description of the files I studied in Valladolid
and the methodology used is contained in chapter 3.2.1.1.

54 Star Numan, Cornelis van Bynkershoek,  passim; J. van Kuyk, ''Bijnkershoek, Cornelis van', in:  NNBW,
vol. 1, pp. 533-535.
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Chapter Two. Medieval  ius commune  on the remedies for defects in a

thing exchanged for money

2.1 Introduction

'Therefore, let no one proclaim that in any part of the aforementioned code there exists

an antinomia ... No, let the code be one of agreeing voices, of one outcome against

which no contradiction is promulgated'.1

Thus  Emperor  Justinian  in  one  of  the  introductory  constitutions  to  the  Digest.  In  12th

century Bologna, legal sciences blossomed. The reappraisal of a copy of Justinian's Digest

in combination with a favourable scientific climate at the time prompted a feverish growth

in legal scholarly activity. The scholars of the age where filled with awe for the Roman

writers' sophisticated mind and clarity of expression. Ratio scripta, pure reason expressed

in words, was the epithet that medieval writers began to use as an expression of the great

respect they felt for the Ancients' achievements. However, despite Justinian's claim to the

contrary, the Digest was not altogether free from contradictory texts, particularly for the law

of contract. This should not have been surprising, since in the words of Gordley:

'As has often been said, the Romans had no theory of general law of contract. They

had a law of particular contracts such as sale, lease, pledge and partnership, each with

particular rules which they had worked out ad hoc. They had not tried to explain in a

general or systematic way why these contracts had the rules they did or what features

all contracts had in common'.2

As a consequence, Tribonian and his fellow compilers had to face an awesome task in

ferreting out all possible contradictions in the body of Roman law texts, which had been

passed down; a task in which inevitably some antinomiae would be missed. This process

left some work to the late medieval scholars who again took upon themselves to join the

same  enterprise.3 Starting  with  Irnerius  (†  c.  1130  AD),  medieval  scholars  made  the

Roman texts the subject of extensive study and debate. 

This  chapter  explores how medieval  scholars  tried to  solve the  antinomiae  and

other encountered difficulties of interpretation while studying the provisions in the Corpus

iuris civilis  concerning latent defects and lesion beyond moiety.  The ambiguous Roman

law  texts  offered  the  medieval  glossators  and  commentators  an  opportunity  for

distinguishing,  dividing  and  categorizing  the  circumstances  which  determined  when  a

remedy was available. Consequently, medieval sales law about latent defects too failed to

escape  that  notorious  feature  of  medieval  scholarship  which  vexed  later  humanist

scholars, such as Claudius Cantiuncula (149?-1549) who vented severe criticism over the

1 Const.  Deo auctore,  §8: ´Nulla itaque in omnibus praedicti  codicis membris antinomia...  aliquem sibi
vindicet locum, sed sit una concordia, una consequentia, adversario nemine constituto'.

2 Gordley, Origins, pp. 30-31.
3 See for how the two humanists Jacques Cujas and Hugues Doneau let themselves be inspired by their

medieval predecessors my study, 'No one is a better jurist', pp. 81-89.
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'flood, or even better, smoke of opinions', which it had as its result.4 

Before beginning the exploration of medieval  legal scholarship, a difficult point

with regard to medieval ius commune needs mentioning. It concerns the extent to which

12th and 13th century medieval scholars wrote for the legal practice of the time. Some

early examples of what seems to be a reception of  ius commune  as it developed at

Bologna's university are known.5 Yet, a lack of sources concerning 12th and 13th century

legal practice makes it hard to gauge the exact scope of the reception of ius commune-

theory in medieval legal practice. The discussion about the practical significance of what

medieval ius commune-scholars wrote lies beyond the scope of this book, as it is only

concerned with the influence medieval legal doctrine exercised on early modern legal

theory and practice. Nevertheless, when reading the following pages, the reader should

be aware that it is not at all clear whether what was written by Azo, Accursius and their

contemporaries about latent defects truly reflects how medieval practice actually dealt

with the matter.

This chapter addresses some problematic points involving legal remedies for a

buyer or lessee of a defective thing according to Justinianic Roman law as set out in this

book's  methodology.6 Section  2.2  deals  with  how  medieval  ius  commune-scholars

approached the obscure Digest and Codex texts about the remedies for latent defects in

the thing sold. Section 2.3 explores the same process of interpretation for the remedy

for lesion beyond moiety. Before  summarising the findings in section 2.5, section 2.4

analyses the differences detected by medieval  legal  scholars between remedies for

latent defects and the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. Further on in this book, it will

become apparent that medieval legal scholarship paved the way for the simplification of

the intricate Roman law rules governing the law concerning latent defects and lesion

beyond moiety. 

 

4 Cantiuncula,  De  ratione,  p. 57:  '....  opinionum  fluctus  aut  verius  fumos...';  about  the  medieval

approach to law see: Piano Mortari,  Dogmatica, 1976, p. 10; for biographical details see Wolf, Erik,

"Cantiuncula, Claudius", in: NDB 3 (1957), p. 128.
5 E.g.  in  gloss  1.7.19  to  the  Lombarda  by  Karolus  de  Tocco  (12th/13th century).  Tocco,  Leges

longobardorum,  fo. 16rb-16ra; for biographical details see G. D'Amelio, 'Carlo di Tocco', in:  DBI  20

(1977). 
6 See 1.2.2. 
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2.2 Medieval ius commune on the law of latent defects 

2.2.1 The aedilician remedies: redundant rules?

Justinianic law recognised various competing remedies which a buyer of a defective

thing could bring. The Corpus iuris civilis contains remedies for defects in the thing sold

based on the aedilician edict. In addition to these remedies, in the event of defective

goods, it was also possible to bring an action on the sales contract. Consequently, the

Corpus iuris civilis  had two sets of remedies. Yet, although the sets are assigned a

different place in Justinian's compilation, the content of the remedies seems to overlap.

Both provide the buyer with a remedy for price reduction or rescission of the contract.

Medieval scholars were puzzled why the Corpus iuris civilis contained such an apparent

duplication of remedies and spilled much ink over the issue whether perhaps one of the

sets was actually redundant.

2.2.1.1 Scope of the civil and aedilician remedies

'It should not be understood that when we say that an  actio redhibitoria  is

brought  on sales we mean to  say that  there is  a  returning of  the goods

because of defects and deficiencies based on a civil law action (de iure civili

per actionem ex empto). On the contrary, we should comprehend that there

is brought an action on sales derived from the aedilician edict  (ex edicto

aedilium per actionem ex empto)'.7

The Bolognese glossator Azo († 1230) saw the civil and aedilician remedies as being

distinctly  different  from each other. The content  of  the latter  was determined  in the

aedilician edict,8 for which Justinian had reserved a separate title in book 21 of the

Digest. 

A first difference between the civil and aedilician remedies for latent defects Azo

notes is that the  Corpus iuris civilis'  texts distinguish between the kind of defects and

their corresponding remedies. In some instances, the aedilician remedy for returning the

thing of book 21 was not available. Azo states that:

'Maybe there is only an  actio redhibitoria lying for non-corporeal defects in

cattle, see D. 21.1.1 and 43. The same actio redhibitoria, however, cannot be

7 Azo,  Summa Theol.,  to C. 4.49, no. 17,  p.  429: '...  porro quod dictum est  redhibitionem fieri  per

actionem ex empto, non est ita intelligendum, ut nomine morborum vitiorum fiat redhibitio de iure civili

per  actionem  ex  empto.  Imo,  fit  ex  edicto  aedilium  per  actionem  ex  empto...  ';  Dilcher,

Leistungsstörungen, p. 229. 
8 Dilcher, Leistungsstörungen, pp. 229–30.
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applied to slaves, unless the slave is a runaway or a vagabond or committed

a capital crime or committed suicide or unless a non-corporeal defect said to

be absent is present ...'.9

In other instances, the civil remedy was not available. D. 19.1.13.1 excludes the use of

the civil remedy against a seller who had unknowingly sold a slave prone to stealing. D.

19.1.21.1 states the same for a seller of provincial land of which he was aware that it

was encumbered with property taxes.10 From these texts, Azo draws some inferences:   

'Pay heed that in civil law you cannot sue for redhibitio because of corporeal

defects. You have to sue for your full losses or for a price reduction, either on

the  contract,  or  because  of  a  warranty  given,  as  happens  with  cattle  or

slaves. Yet, it is possible to start civil  law proceedings because of a non-

corporeal  defect  in  case of  a  runaway slave,  but  not  in  case of  a  slave

inclined to steal and neither in case of provincial land liable for taxes, as I

indicated above, D. 19.1.13(14)'.11

So, according to Azo, the civil actio ex empto for rescission is not available for corporeal

defects. Furthermore, both the civil  actio ex empto for rescission and the one for price

reduction  do  not  apply  to  the  non-corporeal  'defect'  of  being  inclined  to  steal  or

provincial land burdened with taxes.12 Azo explains the exception for sellers of thieves

and taxed provincial land as follows. Every man should be aware that slaves are prone

to steal and that provincial land is taxed with a tributum.13 

Contrariwise, D. 21.1.4.3 grants aedilician remedies where the 'thing' sold is a

9 Azo,  Summa  Theol.,  to C.  4.58,  no.  12:  'Vitium  autem  solius  animi  iumentis  forte  inducit

redhibitionem, D. 21.1.1.1 et l. 43, sed in servis non inducit redhibitionem: nisi servus sit fugitivus vel

erro,  vel  capitalem fraudem commisit,  vel  mortem sibi  consciscit,  vel  nisi  animi  vitium dictum sit

abesse et adest...'; Dilcher, Leistungsstörungen, p. 230; likewise Placentinus, Cum essem, p. 58, no.

244.
10 D.19.1.13.1 (thief); D. 19.1.21.(22)1 (tributum).
11 Hallebeek, 'The ignorant seller's liability', p. 192; Azo, gloss to D. 21.1.19.2: 'Et caue tibi quia propter

corporis morbosi non agebat ut de iure ciuili ad redhibitionem, set ad interesse, uel quanto minoris,

uel ex contractu, uel ex cautione, ut in pecore morboso et seruo. Set propter uitium animi in seruo

fugitiuo agebatur de iure ciuili, non in seruo fure, nec predio tributario, ut notaui supra de act. emp.

Iulianus  [D 19.1.13(14)]'. Note that here Azo seems to rule out the aedilician  actio redhibitoria  for

runaway slaves, while he accepts it in his Suma to  C. 4.58, quoted above. 
12 Azo, Summa Theol., to C. 4.58, no. 31; Dilcher, Leistungsstörungen, p. 218; Hallebeek,'The Ignorant

Seller's Liability', p. 192, note 48.
13 Hallebeek, 'The Ignorant Seller's Liability', p. 192.
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slave inclined to  flee  and of  which  characteristic  the  seller  is  unaware.14 Since the

inclination to flee is a non-corporeal defect,  this is an exception to the rule that the

aedilician remedies only apply to corporeal defects. Azo also notes this.15

Hugolinus († after 1233) similarly mentions that the civil and aedilician remedies

differed, although he does not draw further implications from that fact.16 Accursius (†

1263) appears  to  uphold  his  master  Azo's  theory,  since  in  various  glosses  he

emphasises that the aedilician remedy for returning the thing only applies to corporeal

defects. Accursius adds that the civil remedies only lie, if the seller was aware of the

defect.17  

Regarding the liability  of  a seller  who did  not  know that  he had sold a thief,

Accursius succinctly states that such a seller can 'in no way' (nullo modo) be held liable

with a remedy on the sales contract. For that, knowledge of the slave's kleptomaniac

inclinations  had  to  be  present.18 According  to  Accursius,  this  leaves  the  aedilician

remedy, which considered knowledge on the seller's side irrelevant and allowed for an

exception for the non-corporeal 'defects' of being inclined to steal or flee.19 Accursius'

gloss in which he applies the aedilician remedies to thieving slaves is remarkable, since

the texts of the Corpus iuris civilis dealing with the aedilician edict do not mention that

the  edict  applies  to  slaves  inclined  to  steal  without  warranties  being  given.20 Azo,

14 D. 21.1.4.3:  Idem Pomponius ait, quamvis non valide sapientem servum venditor praestare debeat,

tamen, si ita fatuum vel morionem vendiderit, ut in eo usus nullus sit, videri vitium. Et videmur hoc

iure uti,  ut vitii  morbique appellatio non videatur pertinere nisi ad corpora: animi autem vitium ita

demum  praestabit  venditor,  si  promisit,  si  minus,  non.  Et  ideo  nominatim  de  errone  et  fugitivo

excipitur: hoc enim animi vitium est, non corporis...
15 Azo, Summa Theol., to C. 4.58, no. 9, p. 441: ...sed in servis non inducit redhibitionem, nisi servus sit

fugitivus, vel erro... 
16 Hallebeek,  'The  Ignorant  Seller's  Liability',  pp.  194–95,  note  58,  who  cites  Hugolinus  to  D.

19.1.13(14): 'Vel aliter dic quod in istis duobus casibus tenetur, sed non adeo ut in aliis. Nam in aliis

tenetur  ignorans quanto minoris  fuisset  empturus,  set  hic  quanto minoris  res est.  Et  est  quidam

differentia inter has acciones, quoniam prima est civilis et perpetua, secunda temporale et pretoria…'.
17 Gloss iudicium to D. 21.1.1.1: 'sc. redhibitorium quando fuerunt vitia corporis, alias quanto minoris res

est, ut i.e. § si. et l. seq. [D. 21.1.1.2]'; gloss teneri to D. 21.1.1.2: 'sc. ex empto si scivisset, ut supra

de ac. em. Iul, circa pr. [D. 19.1.13(14)pr.] vel redhibitoria, si corporis est vitium'; I used Hugues de la

Porte's edition of 1558-1560 which  can be consulted on line at <http://amshistorica.unibo.it/176>.
18 Gloss non tenetur to D. 19.1.1.13(14).1: 'sc. nullo modo. Vel dic adeo sc. sciens: ut modo non'.
19 Gloss interest to D. 21.1.1.1: 'quo ad hoc edictum, sed quo ad actionem ex empto interest: ut supra

de act. emp, l. Iulianus in prin. [D. 19.1.1.13(14)pr]; gloss aiunt to D. 21.1.1.1: '...in servo non, nisi in

fure et errone...'; gloss excipitur to D. 21.1.1.4: 'infra separatim in edicto ponitur. Item de quibusdam

aliis animi vitiis, ut supra eod. l. j, § item si quod mancipium [D. 21.1.1.1]'.
20 D. 21.1.23.8 comes nearest to allowing the buyer of a slave an aedilician remedy, although D. 21.1.52

explicitly denies so, if the seller had not warranted the absence of inclinations to steal.
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therefore, had rejected the aedilician remedies in the event of slaves inclined to steal,

as just observed above.

Bartolus († 1357) adopts Azo's view that the civil action for price reduction is not

granted against ignorant sellers of slaves inclined to steal. The buyer could only sue the

seller, if  he had warranted that  the slave was not  a thief.21 Baldus († 1400),  in his

commentary to D. 19.1.13(14).3 similarly holds that only a seller who had specifically

warranted the slave not to be a thief is liable, if the contrary proves to be true. 'Someone

who is unaware that he sold a thief, is liable, if he himself had guaranteed that the slave

was of blameless behaviour'.22 Neither Bartolus nor Baldus discuss the thieving slave in

their comments to titles D. 21.1 and C. 4.58 on the aedilician edict and its remedies.

From what Paulus de Castro (†1441) writes in his comments on D. 19.1.11.323, it

follows that he too saw the aedilician remedies as having their own field of application.

Nonetheless,  he  concluded  so  from something  else  than  the  edict's  limited  range.

According to Baldus' one-time pupil De Castro, the aedilician remedy for returning the

thing applies to defects in the object sold, whereas the civil remedy for returning the

thing can be instituted, if a substantial quality of the thing is lacking, which is not really a

redhibitio triggered by a defect, but a rescission of the sale because of error.24 No longer

considering whether the defect was corporeal or not, De Castro shows himself to be a

herald  of  legal  humanism  in  which  the  first  signs  of  a  breach  with  medieval  ius

commune-doctrine present themselves. 

2.2.1.2 Assessment of price reduction

Another ambiguity in the  Corpus iuris civilis  relates to how the price reduction in the

event of a latent defect was to be calculated. The Digest texts in title 21.1 refer to a

21 Bartolus, Commentaria, to D. 19.1.13(14)pr, no. 1, fo. 126v: '...ignoranter tenetur quanto minoris. Fallit

in servo fure. h.d. cum § se [D. 19.1.13(14).3]...'; idem, to D. 19.1.13(14)pr., no. 5, fo. 126v: 'Item fallit

in servo fure ubi in nullo tenetur ignorans, ut hic. Ro[gerius] dicit glossa quia quilibet debet scire

servum esse furem' . 
22 Baldus,  Commentaria,  to D. 19.1.13(14).3, fo.  143v:  'Vendens servum furem ignoranter, tenetur si

ipsum assererat bonae vitae, h.d. usque ad § si venditor'; Baldus refers to the gloss in his comments

to D. 21.1.31.1, fo. 165v. : 'nota notabilem glossam, quae incipit cur secus et caet'.
23 D.  19.1.11.3:  'Redhibitionem quoque  contineri  empti  iudicio  et  Labeo  et  Sabinus  putant  et  nos

probamus'. 
24 Paulo de Castro, Lectura super Digesto, fo. 102v:  'Haec actio competit ad resolvendum contractum

vel ex eo quod res vendita sit morbosa quo casu dicitur proprie redhibitio et hic locum titulus de ed.

edic. sive non sit morbosa sed deficit qualitas substantialis ut quia venditur ancilla tamquam virgo

cum non sit quo casu non dicitur proprie redhibitio nec hic locum titulus de edi. edic. tamen potest agi

ad resolutionem contractus hoc casu...': cf. Schermaier, Die Bestimmung, p. 58.
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price reduction based on 'how much less the thing is (quanti minoris sit)'25. On the other

hand, the texts dealing with the remedy for price reduction on the sales contract use the

formula 'for  how much less I  would have bought,  had he known about  [the defect]

(quanto minoris empturus essem, si id ita esse scissem)'.26 

Azo already drew attention to these different formulae, slightly reformulating the

aedilician variant into 'how much less the thing is  worth (quanto minoris res valet)'.27

However, not  going into details about what exactly these different wordings implied, it

would be Accursius, who took the issue further. In his  glossa ordinaria  on the Digest,

Accursius ponders that the formula used under the sales contract for price reduction

(quanto minoris essem empturus) indicated the buyer's subjective judgement, whereas

the one used in the title on the aedilician edict (quanto minoris res sit,  reformulated,

valet)  hinted  at  the  thing's  real  worth,  that  is,  its  value  measured  by  an  objective

standard. According to Accursius, the latter boiled down to the thing's market value at

the time of the sale, termed  pretium commune.28 Accursius maintains a strict division

between these two calculation methods.29 

Yet,  not  all  medieval  lawyers  were  equally  convinced of  the  tenability  of  this

distinction  proposed  by  Accursius.  Although  Blanosco  (†  1287),  Bartolus,  Baldus,

Salicetus († 1412) and De Castro30, followed Accursius, Odofredus (†1265), Fulgosius

25 D. 21.1.31.5: '...quanti minoris is homo sit'; D. 21.1.38pr: '...vel quo minoris cum venirent fuerint'; D.

21.1.38.13:  '...quanti minoris sit...quanto minoris cum veniret utrumque fuit'; there is one exception,

vid. D. 21.1.61 in which the 'civil'  variant is used:  'quanti minoris emisset emptor, si scisset hanc

servitutem impositam'.  
26 D.  19.1.13(14)pr.:  '...quanto  minoris  essem  empturus,  si  id  ita  esse  scissem';  D.  19.1.13(14).1:

'...quanti minoris empturus esset, si eum esse fugitivum scisset...'; D. 19.1.39: '...vel minoris empturus

esset, si certioratus de loco certo fuisset'.
27 Gloss to D. 19.1.13(14):  'Alia est accio civilis quanto minoris empturus esset, alia pretoria quanto

minoris res valet...'. Manuscripts quoted in Hallebeek, 'The Ignorant Seller's Liability', p. 193, note 51.
28 Gloss funguntur to D. 35.2.63: 'id est, communi pretio aestimantur res. Quod ergo dicitur, res tantum

valet, quantum vendi potest, scilicet communiter ut hic...', in: De la Porte, Corpus iuris civilis, p. 1397.
29 Gloss  esset empturus to D. 19.1.13(14)pr., in: De la Porte,  Corpus iuris civilis,  p. 1483:  'no[ta]. hic

differentiam inter actionem quanto minoris civilem & praetoriam. nam in civili agitur quanto minoris

esset empturus si scisset: ut hic. Sed in praetoria quanto minoris valuit tempore contractus propter

vitium: ut ost.  aedili.edi., l. qd.si nolit, § si plures...(Note there is a difference between the civil and

praetorian action for price reduction, because under civil law the action is brought for a price reduction

based on what the buyer thinks he would have paid less, had he known about the defect (quanto

minoris esset empturus si scivisset). That is what is the matter here. Under praetorian law, however,

the action lies for a price reduction based on the thing's lesser worth (quanto minoris valuit) because

of  the  defect  at  the  time  of  the  contract,  as  is  the  case  in  D.  21.1.31.5...)' ;  Dilcher,

Leistungsstörungen, p. 231; discussed at length in Hallebeek, 'The ignorant seller's liability', p. 195,

198.
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(1367-1427)31, Cinus († 1336) and Pierre de Belleperche († 1308) refuted his twofold

calculation  of  price  reduction.32 Fulgosius  stated  that  there  is  no  place  for  a  price

estimation based on the buyer's personal feelings toward the thing. Only the thing's

common value counts  in  conformity  with  D.  35.2.63.33 According  to  De Belleperche

'quanto minoris is  quanto minoris'34,  which remark evoked the response from Baldus

that scholars who thus think 'do not know what they are saying'.35  

2.2.1.3 Limitation periods 

Concomitant with the remedies' civil or praetorian origins their limitation periods differed.

According to Placentinus and Accursius who closely follow the text of the Corpus iuris

civilis36, the civil law remedies were perpetual37, whereas the aedilician remedies were

only available for a limited period of time. The aedilician remedy for price reduction

lapsed after one year. The aedilician remedy for returning the thing had to be brought

within  six  months. As  a  result,  in  the  Accursian  Gloss,  two  distinct  sets  of  actions

remained for remedies for latent defects; one civil set and another aedilician. Each set

possessed its own characteristics. 

This  'Accursian'  distinction  was  maintained  by  a  great  number  of  medieval

scholars.38 In particular, there is one Codex text which at first glance offers a strong

argument for curbing the  limitation periods for the civil remedies for latent defects to the

30 De Castro, Commentaria, to D. 19.1.13(14)pr., no. 3, fo. 121; Hallebeek, 'The ignorant seller's liability',

p. 210-211.
31 Savigny, Geschichte, vol. 6, pp. 237seq.
32 Baldus,  Commentaria,  to  C.  4.58.2,  no.  8.  fo. 132v;  Fulgosius,  In  primam partem,  vol.2  ,  to  D.

19.1.13(14)pr., no. 2, fo. 143; for the others see Hallebeek, 'The ignorant seller's liability', p. 196, 202,

209; Hallebeek, 'C. 4.58.2', p. 279.
33 Fulgosius,  In primam partem,  to D. 19.1.13(14)pr, no. 3, fo. 143:  'Quia non est spectanda affectio

alicuius: arg. l. pretia rerum, infra, ad l. falci. [D. 35.2.63]'.  
34 De Belleperche, Lectura codicis, Firenze BML Plut 6 Sin 6, fol. 208ra and Cambridge, Peterhouse 34

(sheets without numbers), to C. 4.49.9.: '...cum idem sit quanto minoris et quanto minoris, ut ff., ad l.

fal. Precia [D. 35.2.63]'; quoted in Hallebeek, 'C. 4.58.2', p. 7. 
35 Baldus, Commentaria, to C. 4.58.2, no. 8: 'Pet[rus] et Cy[nus] reprehendunt et nesciunt quod dicant'.  
36 Placentinus,  Cum essem,  p. 58,  no. 249;  De la Porte (ed.),  Corpus,  gloss  'quanto minoris' to D.

19.1.13(14)pr., in: De la Porte, Corpus iuris civilis,  p. 1484: 'Item quid differt quanto minoris civilis a

praetoria?  Respondeo: haec  civilis,  illa  praetoria.  Item  haec  perpetua,  illa  annalis';  Dilcher,

Leistungsstörungen, p. 231.
37 Inst. 4.12pr.
38 Cinus, to C. 4.49.9, no. 2: 'est differentia inter eas; quia civilis est perpetua, praetoria annalis'.  Also

Baldus to D. 19.1.1.13(14)pr. and Salicetus, C. 4.49.9, no. 2; Dilcher, Leistungsstörungen, p. 237.
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duration of the aedilician.  Text  C. 4.58.2,  an imperial  rescript  to an appeal,  has the

following content:

'Emperor Gordian to A. Petilius Maximus:  When you say that a slave which you

bought a long time ago ran away after one year, I cannot think of a valid reason by

which you would be able to sue the seller of the said slave on that account, seeing

that it is plain law that the actio redhibitoria expires after six months and the actio

quanto minoris after one year.'39

Emperor Gordian seems to suggest that the action on the contract, when brought for

rescission  or  reduction  of  price  due  to  a  latent  defect,  is  similarly  subject  to  the

aedilician periods of limitation instead of the 30-year period. After all, Emperor Gordian

answers that he is unable to conceive of a valid action after one year has lapsed, which

words appear to rule out a civil action for latent defects lasting longer; or had Emperor

Gordian forgotten to mention that possibility? 

He had not, so Bartolus reasoned that the plaintiff only had asked the Emperor

about  the  aedilician  remedies.  This  should  clearly  follow  from  the  rescript's  being

accommodated under title C. 4.58. After all, this title discusses the aedilician remedies

and not the action on the contract. Consequently, texts under that heading cannot be

used as a basis for assertions about the limitation period of the latter.40 Ergo, the texts

must be about the aedilician remedies. Sancto Blasio (ca. 1425-1492) even contended

that, if  asked, Emperor Gordian would undoubtedly have confirmed the civil  action's

perpetual character.41 

39 'Imp.  Gordianus  A.  Petilio  Maximo: Cum proponas  servum,  quem pridem comparasti,  post  anni

tempus  fugisse,  qua  ratione  eo  nomine  cum venditore  eiusdem congredi  quaeras,  non  possum

animadvertere:  etenim redhibitoriam actionem sex  mensum temporibus  vel  quanto  minoris  anno

concludi manifesti iuris est. PP. K. Dec. Gordiano A. et Aviola conss. [a. 239]'; De Bruijn, 'Accursius',

pp. 93-95.
40 Bartolus, Commentaria, vol. 1, to D. 19.1.13(14)pr, no. 2, fo. 126v: '... non obstat l. ii C. de edil. edic.

[C. 4.58.2],  quia ut apparet in materia in qua posita est illa lex, ibi querebatur utrum possent agi

quanto minoris pretoria et imperator respondet non animaduerto etc. et non fuit quesitum in genere

utrum agere posset'; Baldus, Commentaria,vol. 1, to C. 4.58.2, no. 8, fo. 132; Hallebeek, 'C. 4.58.2', p.

280. 

41 Baptista  a  Sancto  Blasio, 'Tractatus  utilissimus solemnissimusque de  actione  et  eius  natura',  in:

Volumen V Tractatuum ex variis iuris interpretibus collectorum,  1549, actio XXI, no. 45,  fo 62:  'Ad

dictam legem ii. C. de edil. act. [C. 4.58.2]  respondetur quod imperator ibi non fuit interrogatus nisi

utrum competeret aliqua actio pretoria et si interrogatus fuisset de ciuili respondisset imperator eam

perpetuo competere.  Et  ego hoc probo ratione illius rub.  C.  de edil.  act.  que loquitur  de edilitiis

actionibus tantum et sic de propriis. Vnde et lex illa de qua in dicta lege ii. eodem titulo debet intelligi,

quod loquatur de pretoria tantum et quod nihil dicat uel tractet de ciuili redhibitoria  arg. l. Imperatores
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Nevertheless, this reading of the text was not applauded by all. Another column

of learned scholars, headed by Jacques de Revigny († 1296) and De Belleperche, held

exactly the opposite view.42 On the basis of the same rescript they concluded that, with

one year  lapsed,  all  remedies  holding  the  seller  of  the  escaped  slave  accountable

ceased to be available, including the civil actions on the contract43. The only possible

remedies for latent defects were those set out in the edict which, under peril of forfeiting

them, had to be brought within one year. 

Others again refuted the views of the ultramontani. 'The contrary is observed by

the world's custom, viz. that the seller can be sued because of a defect in perpetuum',

so Angelus de Ubaldis (1328-1407).44 Paulus de Castro only partly subscribes to De

Belleperche's view. The aedilician remedy for price reduction is indeed a special remedy

which can be brought because of a sale (specialis actio ex empto).45 Nevertheless, so

he continues, another remedy for price reduction which is not a separate remedy still

exists, which can be annexed to the action on the sales contract (adiectio). De Castro

compares the latter with the remedy that can be brought against a slave owner to the

height of his slave's peculium (actio de peculio) and the remedy lying against the same

for unjustified enrichment (actio de in rem verso) because of his slave's insolvency.46

ff. de in diem adiect. [D. 18.2.16] et quod notat glossa in c. Bone de confirma. uti. uel inutil. [X 2.30.3],

que dicit  in  dubio  tenendum est  quod nigrum disponat,  id  quod rubrum'. Cited  in Hallebeek,  'C.

4.58.2', p. 280.
42 Also Cinus. Cf Hallebeek, 'C. 4.58.2', p. 279-280. 
43 Jacques de Revigny, Lectura Digesti Veteris,  to D. 19.1.13(14), Leiden, d’Ablaing 2, fº 249: 'Et dicit

iurisconsultus [De Revigny means Gordianus, NdB] quod non animaduerto quod possit, ut C. de edilic

e.  l.  ii  [C.  4.58.2],  set  non  diceret  sic  aliqua  competeret.  Et  si  dicas  quod ciuiles  actiones  sunt

perpetue, uerum est regulariter, sed non hic. Et est ratio, quia ista actio ex empto cum adiectione

quanti minoris est redibitoria ad solucionem contractus et eius iura'; Pierre de Belleperche,  Lectura

Codicis, to C. 4.49.9, Firenze BML Plut 6 Sin 6, fo 208 and Cambridge, Peterhouse 34: 'Dicit glossa,

scire debetis, est quanto minoris, ut ff. de edic. e. l. Quod si nolit § Si plures [D. 21.1.31.5]  et est

effectus, quod pretoria est annalis. Est alia quanto minoris ciuilis et est perpetua, ut Inst. de perpe.

act. in prin. [Inst. 4.12.1].  Credo quod non sit nisi una actio quanto minoris que usque ad annum

competit tantum, ut infra de edil. act. l. ii in prin. [C. 4.58.2],  cum idem sit quanto minoris et quanto

minoris, ut ff. ad l. Fal. precia [D. 35.2.63]', Cited in Hallebeek, 'C. 4.58.2', p. 279.
44 'Angelus  to  C.  4.58.2:  '...mundi  consuetudo  observat  contrarium quod...ratione  vitii  in  perpetuum

venditorem agitur...'; quoted in Hallebeek, 'The Ignorant Seller's Liability', p. 212.
45 Hallebeek, 'The Ignorant Seller's Liability', p. 212.
46 De Castro,  Commentaria,  to D. 19.1.13(14)pr, no. 4, fo. 121:'Breviter in uno posset Pet[rus] dicere

verum quia quanto minoris praetoria est specialis actio ex empto, et sic est proprium nomen actionis

et cum non reperiatur inter actiones bonae fidei, est stricti iuris, ut idem Pet[rus] refert in l. fin. C. eo

[C. 4.58.2]. Sed quanto minoris civilis non est actio specialis, nec est proprium nomen actionis, sed

est quaedam adiectio. Nam conpetit actio ex empto, ut hic patet post principium ibi  [D. 19.1.13(14)pr]
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Although  De  Castro  is  not  very  clear  about  what  difference  this  subtle  distinction

actually entails, he thinks it provides sufficient reason to dismiss the idea that there is

only one remedy for price reduction.  

All in all, it appears that the true portent of C. 4.58.2 and, by consequence, the

question which limitation periods Justinian's corpus attributed to the various remedies

for latent defects was still open to debate at the end of the 15th century.

2.2.1.4 Favourable characteristics of the aedilician remedies

The aedilician remedies are said to have been introduced to come to the aid of the

bamboozled buyer.47 Besides the fact that they enable buyers to bring a remedy in the

event of buying a pig in a poke irrespective of the seller's knowledge of the defect, this

statement is underscored by other beneficial features for the buying party. According to

D. 21.1.44.1, if there are more sellers joined in a societas venaliciariorum, it suffices to

only sue the one with the largest share in the sale in order to recoup the entire sum

paid. Whether this remedy could be brought cumulatively does not follow from the texts.

The civil action only allowed at most for a claim for the defendant's share in the deal. 48

Furthermore, a seller who had been ordered but failed to return the price paid, could

count on a condemnation of double the price, according to D. 21.1.45.49

In his glosses to these provisions, Accursius does nothing more than provide

some  explanatory  lemma's.  He  does  not  problematise  their  content.50 Odofredus,

however, drops the detail that the D. 21.1.44.1 refers to a societas venaliciariorum and

seems to accept the provisions about liability for the entire sum in the event of multiple

(vel tamen ex empto actione, etc.) sicut dicimus in actione de peculio, et de in rem verso. Sed in

quantum Pe[trus] dicit quod tamen est dicere quanto minoris res est, quod quanto minoris fuisset

empturus, non est verum, ut patet ex supra dictis et in hoc est magna utilitas, si bene consideretur'.
47 D. 21.1.1.2: Ulpianus libro primo ad edictum aedilium curulium:'Causa huius edicti proponendi est, ut

occurratur fallaciis vendentium et emptoribus succurratur, quicumque decepti a venditoribus fuerint'.
48 D. 21.1.44.1:  Proponitur  actio ex hoc edicto in eum cuius maxima pars in venditione fuerit,  quia

plerumque venaliciarii ita societatem coeunt, ut quidquid agunt in commune videantur agere: aequum

enim aedilibus visum est vel in unum ex his, cuius maior pars aut nulla parte minor esset, aedilicias

actiones competere, ne cogeretur emptor cum multis litigare, quamvis actio ex empto cum singulis sit

pro  portione,  qua  socii  fuerunt:  nam id  genus hominum ad lucrum potius  vel  turpiter  faciendum

pronius est. 
49 'Gaius libro primo ad edictum aedilium curulium: Redhibitoria actio duplicem habet condemnationem:

modo  enim  in  duplum,  modo  in  simplum  condemnatur  venditor.  Nam  si  neque  pretium  neque

accessionem  solvat  neque  eum qui  eo  nomine  obligatus  erit  liberet,  dupli  pretii  et  accessionis

condemnari  iubetur:  si vero reddat pretium et accessionem vel eum qui eo nomine obligatus est

liberet, simpli videtur condemnari'. 
50 Accursius' glosses to the texts in: De la Porte, Corpus iuris civilis, pp. 1626-1627.
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sellers for all cases in which there is more than one seller.51

Yet,  in his  De formandis libellis,  a handbook for legal practitioners on how to

phrase their claims, Odofredus does not mention any penalty in his discussion of the

actio  in  factum  aedilicia.  Admittedly,  Odofredus  acknowledges  that  this  remedy

modelled to the direct aedilician  redhibitoria  could be brought against the seller, if the

buyer  had  already  returned  the  thing  but  the  seller  refuses  to  pay  back  the  price.

Nevertheless, the buyer then only sues for performance of the seller. Odofredus does

not mention the possibility of suing for the double amount.52

Of the later commentators, Bartolus is silent on the matter. Baldus, however, is

not. He accepts the aedilician remedies' penal or punitive character.53 Moreover, Baldus

elaborately  discusses  how  a  duped  buyer  could  sue  in  the  event  of  more  sellers.

Explicitly  stating  that  more  sellers  of  the  same  object  are  to  be  considered  in  a

partnership (societas) and have to be named accordingly in the libellum, Baldus further

elaborates on Odefredus' thoughts over the issue. He no longer exclusively limits the

aedilician remedies' characteristic that they can be brought against multiple sellers to

sellers joined in a partnership to sell slaves (societas venaliciariorum), but applies it to

all sales in which multiple sellers jointly sell one item.54  

51 Odofredus,  Lectura super digesto veteri,  vol. 2, fo. 139v:  'Contingit quod plures vendunt mancipium

morbosum vel iumentum indubitanter ne emptor distinguat in plures adversarios debet agere cum illo

qui habet maiorem partem mancipii'.
52 Odofredus,  De formandis  libellis,  n.p.:  'De  actione  in  factum aedilicia...  Competit  enim in  primis

quando facta fuit redibitorio: et precium non restituitur emptori... unde emptor sic format libellum. Ago

ego S. contra R. qui vendidit mihi equum morbosum cuius equi cum facta sit redibitio et precium non

sit  mihi  restitutum  et  accessiones/  puta  x.  ideo  predictum  precium  peto  mihi  restitui'; it  is  also

noteworthy that a  libellum  for a remedy on the contract is lacking in the booklet. Could it be that in legal

practice of Odofredus' time latent defects were only remedied with the aedilician remedies?
53 Baldus, Commentaria, to C. 4.58.4, no. 13, fo. 132v: 'sed pone quod venditor conventus redhibitoria

non vult reddere pretium. Respondeo. Condenatur in duplum sed si vult reddere, secus'.
54 Baldus, Commentaria,  to  C.  4.58.4,  no.  21,  fo.  132v:  'Sed  pone:  ego  emi  a  tribus  mercatoribus

bestiarium simul vendentibus porcos sive capras sive alia animalia vel a venalitiariis servorum emi

servos,  ago  redhibitoria,  vel  quanto  minoris:  utrum  possim  agere  contra  quemlibet  in  solidum.

Respondeo. Contra eum, qui maiorem partem habet possum insolidum agere et si omnes habent

aequalem partem, adhuc possum insolidum formare libellum: quia lex praesumit hos mercatores esse

socios,  quoniam ita consuetum est  et ideo qui habet maiorem partem, vel  non minorem, cogitur

iudicium pati per tota ista praesumpta societate: secus si haberet minorem partem, nam tunc non

cogit  nisi pro sua particula conveniri: non enim pertinet ad partum habentem in societate, totum onus

iudicii subire, ut d.l. iustissime, § proponit [D. 21.1.44.1]. [22] Et nota quia haec specialia sunt in istis

commercatoribus:  secus  in  aliis  compromissoribus';  likewise De  Saliceto,  In  secundam,  to  D.

21.1.44.1, p. 688.
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Considering the sources, there does not appear to have been much of a debate about

the issue among medieval glossators and commentators. Nevertheless, as outlined in

the  following chapters,  this  would  change.  The aedilician  remedies'  penal  character

became increasingly problematic as scholastic thought gradually gained ground in early

modern legal debate. Its content was not easy to square with the idea of inflicting more

harm on another than one had incurred, which is inherent to penalties.      

2.2.2 Extension to lease

D. 21.1.63 is rather straightforward: 

'Ulpian  in  the first  book  to  the  aedilician  edict:  You should  know that  the  edict

pertains to sales only. Not just sales of slaves,  but of other goods as well.  Why

nothing  has  been  promulgated  for  lease,  seemed  something  to  wonder  about.

However,  this  reasoning  is  given:  either  because  there  has  never  been  legal

competence for them [the aediles, NdB] for that subject, or because lease is not

carried out in the same manner as sales'55.

Hence, the aedilician remedies could not be brought by a lessee who had leased a thing

that turned out to be of bad quality. Yet, common sense might propose to extend the

remedies  to  other  contracts  as  well.  After  all,  what  difference  in  damages  is  there

between that suffered by a duped buyer or by a duped lessee when the thing they have

received turns out to be of bad quality? As  the  lease  contract  occupied  an  important

place in the legal culture of the Middle Ages, it would not be surprising that the question

whether the remedy for returning the thing could be extended received ample attention

in medieval legal doctrine. However, again the matter was left undecided. Accursius in

the gloss  fiunt  to D. 21.1.63 remarks that 'after all,  in lease one does not intend to

transfer property, as one does in sales, see above D. 19.2.39(42)'56. Thus, he appears

to argue that the conveyance of ownership is crucial to applying the aedilician edict to a

contract other than sales. With D. 21.1.63 stating that the different character of sale and

lease  contracts  impedes  an  extensive  application  of  the  edict's  provisions  and  D.

19.2.39(42) providing that lease does not convey ownership, Accursius assumes that he

has grasped the meaning of the text's phrase 'because lease is not carried out in the

55 'Ulpianus libro primo ad edictum aedilium curulium: Sciendum est ad venditiones solas hoc edictum

pertinere non tantum mancipiorum, verum ceterarum quoque rerum. Cur autem de locationibus nihil

edicatur, mirum videbatur:  haec tamen ratio redditur  vel  quia numquam istorum de hac re fuerat

iurisdictio vel quia non similiter locationes ut venditiones fiunt'.
56 'non  enim  in  locatione  intendit  transferri  dominium  ut  in  emptione,  ut  s[supra]  loca.  Non  solet

[D.19.2.39]',H.  de  la  Porte  (ed.),  Corpus  iuris  civilis,  Lyon,  1558;  D.  19.2.39(42):  'Ulpianus  libro

secundo ad edictum: Non solet locatio dominium mutare, (lease is not wont to change ownership)'. 
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same manner as sales'. Bartolus gives no sign of thinking otherwise.57 

Baldus further deepens Accursius' line of thought. The fact that the lessee does

not receive the thing's property, but its use, rules out the possibility to return the thing

after  it  is  found  defective,  as  required  by  the  remedy  for  returning  the  thing.58 De

Saliceto († 1412) also gives proof of medieval doctrine persisting in its refusal to extend

the aedilician remedies to lease.59

2.2.3 Increased liability

In Digest text  19.1.13pr. about the sale of  rotten beams and cattle suffering from a

contagious disease, a clear distinction is made concerning the seller's liability. If  the

seller knew the beams were rotten or the cattle contagiously ill, he had to account for all

the  buyer's  loss.  For  example,  if  the  buyer's  house  collapsed  because  of  the  bad

beams, the knowing seller had to compensate for that too. On the other hand, if the

seller did not know about the beams being rotten or the cattle bearing a disease harmful

to other cattle, he only had to pay back part of the purchase price. The full liability of a

knowing seller who did not inform the buyer of defects is grounded in the qualification of

such behaviour as fraud (dolus). Fraud triggered a liability for all damages resulting from

it. In the same vein, a knowing seller had to bear all the buyer's losses resulting from his

fraudulent concealment. Similarly, a given warranty (dictum et promissum) could also

impose a liability for all damages incurred, if the quality warranted to be present, proved

absent. Again, such behaviour constituted fraud. Medieval scholars took this division for

granted as the standard framework in which liability for defects had to be fitted in.60 

However, the  Corpus iuris civilis  contains a few texts which break with the rule

presented above. They suggest a liability for more than the selling price, even if the

57 Dilcher, Leistungsstörungen, p. 223. Dilcher's references to Bartolus' comments on D. 19.1.6.4 and 

D. 19.2.19(21).1 concern only a liability for a defective thing leased out,  not  an extension of  the

aedilician remedies to lease. Cf. Bartolus, Commentaria, to  D. 19.1.6.4 and D. 19.2.19(21).1, ff. 125

and 133.
58 Baldus,  Commentaria,  to  C.  4.58.2,  no.  9,  fo.  132v:  'Solutio.  In  contractibus  onerosis  ex  quibus

transfertur dominium datur redhibitoria et quanto minoris ut hic. Secus in contractibus lucrativis vel ubi

no debet transire dominium ut in contractu locationis, ut ibi  [D. 21.1.63]...quia redhibere est retro

reddere,  sed ex contractu locationis quis non consequitur  rem, quia quod non habet,  non potest

reddere. [10] Conductor enim accipit usum rei, non rem, l. nauta, ff. nauta caup. [D. 4.9.5]. Est enim

redhibitio in pristinum statum repositio, ff. eod. l. fact [D. 21.1.60]. 
59 De Saliceto, In secundam, to D. 21.1.63, p. 690: 'Solve ut gloss.'.
60 Among  others:  Placentinus,  Accursius,  Ravanis,  Cinus,  Bartolus  and  Baldus.  Dilcher,

Leistungsstörungen,  pp. 232,  235,  237-238;  Hallebeek,  'The  Ignorant  Seller's  Liability',  p.  215;

Fulgosius, In primam partem, to D. 19.1.13(14)pr., no. 1, fo. 143.
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seller was not aware of the defects in the thing sold. D. 19.1.6.4 is about a seller of a

barrel which was not intact. The seller is liable for the buyer's full interest, no matter

whether he knew of the thing's defective state or not.61 

'If you sell me a kind of barrel and state that it has a certain measure or weight, I

can sue you on the sales contract, if you deliver less. But if you sell me a barrel

while  affirming that  it  is  sound and it  turns  out  not  to  be so,  you also  have to

compensate me for that what I lost because of that affirmation. If, on the other hand,

you had not acted as if you would deliver the barrel intact, you are only held to be

liable in the event of fraud or deceit. Labeo thinks otherwise and is of the opinion

that the only rule that counts is that he [the seller] must deliver intact in all respects,

unless there was agreed to the contrary. That is the right view. Minucius states that

Sabinus  replied  that  this  was  also  owed  in  the  event  of  leased  earthenware

vessels'.62

It is obvious that the last part in which Labeo's view is expounded would attract most

attention from medieval scholars. The given opinion does not fit in with the framework

based on D. 19.1.13(14)pr. Consequently, work had to be done to satisfactorily explain

this text in the structure offered by the rest of the texts in Justinian's corpus.

Placentinus († 1192) merely mentions the cited barrel text and the one that contains the

same in the event of lease63 as exceptions to the rule that sellers or lessors not aware of

defects  in  their  wares are  liable  under  the  action  brought  on  the  contract  for  price

reduction at most.64 

De Revigny in his comments on C. 4.58.1 opines that 'he who is an expert in the

sale  of  cloth,  must  make  [the  buyer]  acquainted  [with  the  defect]'.65 Though  other

medieval scholars do not link such a duty of sellers based on their professionalism with

61 D. 19.1.6.4 (sold barrel); D. 19.2.19.(21)1 (leased barrel). 
62 D. 19.1.6.4:  'Si vas aliquod mihi vendideris et dixeris certam mensuram capere vel certum pondus

habere,  ex empto tecum agam, si  minus praestes.  Sed si  vas mihi  vendidieris ita,  ut  adfirmares

integrum, si id integrum non sit, etiam id, quod eo nomine perdiderim, praestabis mihi: si vero non id

actum sit, ut integrum praestes, dolum malum dumtaxat praestare te debere. Labeo contra putat et

illud solum observandum, ut, nisi in contrarium id actum sit, omnimodo integrum praestari debeat: et

est  verum.  Quod  et  in  locatis  doliis  praestandum Sabinum respondisse  Minicius  refert';  the  text

probably deals with storage jars (amphora), which were partly buried in the ground. For that reason, a

lessee  cannot  test  whether  or  not  they  are  leaky.  See  K.  Wernicke,  'Amphora',  in:  Pauly's

Realencyclopädie, I, 2 (1894), pp. 1969-1976.  
63 D. 19.2.19(21).1.
64 Placentinus, 'Cum essem Mantue', no. 235, p. 56.
65 Revigny, Lectura super codice, to C. 4.58.1, fo. 207r (top left column): '... debet certiorare illum qui

expertus est in emptione pannorum', cited in Bezemer, 'Stand als maat', p. 54.
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the barrel text, De Revigny's view would resurface in later times.66

On the other  hand,  the Digest  text  on lease led Bartolus to pronouncing the

tentative statement that the various degrees of liability depend on the type of thing that

has been sold.67 With regard to the sale of a defective barrel, Bartolus concedes that he

can hardly imagine how someone who sells barrels cannot be aware of their quality.

Accordingly, in his commentary on the text quoted above, he reads a presumption of

knowledge in the text. This presumption depends on the particularities of the thing sold.

Some things are easily overseen, whereas others are not. Where a barrel turns out to

be leaky, a  seller  cannot  convincingly  argue to  have been unaware  of  that  defect,

according to Bartolus:

'Either there is a condition of the thing which he [the seller] could not possibly have

ignored, as is the case with the condition of a barrel. Then he is also liable for loss

going beyond the thing's value (interesse extrinsecum). Or he possibly could not

have known it. Then the outcome is different...'68 

Baldus  also  seems  to  give  a  more  general  portent  to  what  he  encountered  in  

D. 19.2.19(21).1 about the lease of a defective barrel: 'Those for whom it is easier to

know, are to be held more gravely liable, if they are ignorant'.69 Hence, in Baldus' view,

the intrinsic characteristics of the goods may demand more stringent pre-contractual

behaviour from the seller. In the case of barrels, a seller can very easily make himself

acquainted with their condition. Consequently, he faces a graver liability for all damages

that may ensue, if it is proven that he has not done so to the buyer's detriment. 

66 Mudeaus  (1500-1560)  would  further  elaborate  the  view  that  an  increased  liability  rests  on

professionals See 4.2.3.
67 Bartolus, Commentaria, to. D. 19.2.19(21).1, fo

. 133: 'Qui locat vasa vitiosa scienter vel ignoranter ad

totum interesse tenetur. In aliis rebus distinguitur sciens ab ignorante...'; cf. Bartolus, Commentaria, to

D. 13.6.18.3, no. 1, fo. 85: '...aut contractus celebratur gratia utriusque ut locatio et conductio, et tunc

distingue vas vitiosum a aliis rebus vitiosis, D. 19.2.19(21).1 quod dic tu ibi'; similarly, Salicetus and

Paulus de Castro. See Dilcher, Leistungsstörungen, p. 239.
68 Bartolus,  Commentaria,  to C. 7. 47, no. 19, fo. 71:  'Aut est res cuius conditionem quis non poterat

probabiliter ignorare, ut conditionem vasis et tenetur etiam ignorans ad interesse extrinsecum. Aut

probabiliter poterat ignorare, et tunc secus, ut l. sed et addes, §1, ff. loca. [D. 19.2.19(21).1]'.  When

he refers to D. 19.2.19(21), Bartolus must have in mind the leased land on which weeds run riot;

Dilcher, Leistungsstörungen, p. 238.
69 Baldus,  Commentaria,  vol. 7, to D. 19.2.19(21).1, fo. 150v:  'Qui facilius scire possunt, si ignorantur,

gravius coercentur'; exactly the same has De Saliceto, In secundam, to D. 19.2.19(21).1, p. 608; cf.

De Castro,  Commentaria,  vol.  2,  to D. 19.2.19(21).1,  fo.  131:  'Tu dic quod est  speciale in doliis

vitiosis, sive vendantur, sive locentur, ut ignorans teneatur ad interesse quia tale vitium de facili potuit

sciri...'. 
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Differently, De Castro's  explanation of  the barrel  text  shows that  he attaches

consequences to the seller's capacity. In his comments on the text about the sale of a

barrel, De Castro imputes a full liability to the ignorant seller, 'because he is always held

to act as delivering intact, unless there are signs to the contrary'.70 Consequently, a

seller who feigns to offer only things of good quality, has to live up to not doing so. The

step that this is generally so in the event of professional sellers, however, still was a

long time coming and not yet taken in medieval legal doctrine.

The interpretation of D. 19.1.6.4 would remain one of the moot points in the ages

to come. In due time, the text would be used as an argument by legal scholars to justify

a stricter liability for sellers who acted in pursuance of their profession. 

Conversely, that buyers were not allowed to take sellers to court when the defects were

obvious is acknowledged in the Summa Trecensis, Lo Codi, by Placentinus, Accursius,

De Revigny, Cinus, De Belleperche, Jacobus, Bartolus, Baldus, Salicetus, De Castro,

and Aretinus.71 Moreover, in later ages too, certain capacities with regard to discovering

defects and the power of bargaining would be ascribed to professional buyers, which

made granting them the same rights as the average buyer less self-evident72 

2.2.4 Liability for encumbrances on immovables

The  Corpus iuris civilis  contains various texts dealing with the liability  of  a seller  of

encumbered land. The entirety presents a complicated and jumbled picture. First, to

determine the  seller's  liability  it  is  inconsistently  important  whether  or  not  the  seller

knows about the encumbrances. Sometimes the seller's knowledge matters, sometimes

it does not. Secondly, the texts differ regarding the impact of whether or not the seller

indicated the state of the land sold. Thirdly, the  Corpus iuris civilis  appears to apply

differing rules for provincial taxes (tributum). 

More in particular, D. 21.1.61 holds a seller  of  burdened land liable for price

reduction, if the sold land proved burdened with a servitude. The text however, does not

make it clear whether there is a difference in liability between knowing and unknowing

70 Paulo de Castro, Commentaria, vol. 2,  to D. 19.1.6.4, fo. 119v: 'sed si non est integrum sive dixerit

ipsum integrum sive non, tenetur ad omne damnum et interesse contingens emptori propter hoc quia

semper  videtur  actum  ut  integrum  praestetur  nisi  contrarium  appareat.  h.d.';  Dilcher,

Leistungsstörungen, p. 238.
71 Accursian gloss  habuisse  to D. 21.1.55; for references to the other works mentioned see Dilcher,

Leistungsstörungen, p. 221-222, p. 232, 235, 237-239.
72 See the sections throughout this book titled 'Increased liability'.
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sellers.73 It  seems that  according  to  D.  21.1.61  the  seller  is  always liable  for  price

reduction, no matter whether or not he knew about the servitude. Neither do C. 4.58.4.1

and D. 21.1.49 inform the reader about the meaning of the seller's knowledge.74

Other  texts about encumbrances on land seem to exclude unknowing sellers

from any liability and demand breach of an explicit  guarantee as to the absence of

burdens on the  land sold  in  order  to  grant  a  remedy under  the  contract. 75 All  this,

however, is at odds with the rule formulated in D. 19.1.13(14)pr. that a knowing seller

has to compensate for all loss and that an ignorant seller does not have to account for

more  than  a  reduction  of  price.  Moreover,  according  to  C.  4.49.9  a  capitatio,  an

additional tax, that proved higher than expected, triggers a remedy for price reduction

irrespective of the seller's knowledge, whereas in D. 19.1.21(22).1 a tributum, the tax on

provincial land, only allows for a remedy, if the seller knew about it.76 

To  conclude,  Justinianic  law  governing  the  sales  of  burdened  land  varies

significantly from the more coherent law about latent defects found in the title on the

aedilician edict and the action on the sales contracts.

Ius  commune-scholars  set  themselves  the  task  of  creating  some coherence  in  the

jungle  which  legal  liability  for  encumbrances  on  immovables  presents.  Regarding

liability  for  servitudes,  some glossators  seem to  opt  for  granting  the  buyer  a  price

reduction where the seller had not mentioned the existence of a servitude, although he

73 D. 21.1.61: 'Ulpianus libro 80 ad edictum: Quotiens de servitute agitur, victus tantum debet praestare,

quanti minoris emisset emptor, si scisset hanc servitutem impositam'; Lokin e.a.,  Het Rooms-Friese

recht, p. 148-149.
74 C. 4.58.4.1:  'Idem observatur et si pestibilis fundus, id est pestibulas vel herbas letiferas habens,

ignorante  emptore  distractus  sit:  nam  in  hoc  etiam  casu  per  eandem  actionem  eum  quoque

redhibendum esse. * DIOCL. ET MAXIM. AA. *<A . K. MART.>'; D. 21.1.49:  'Ulpianus libro octavo

disputationum  Etiam in  fundo vendito  redhibitionem procedere nequaquam incertum est,  veluti  si

pestilens fundus distractus sit: nam redhibendus erit. Et benignum est dicere vectigalis exactionem

futuri temporis post redhibitionem adversus emptorem cessare'. 
75 D.  18.1.59: 'Celsus  libro  octavo  digestorum:  Cum venderes  fundum,  non  dixisti  "ita  ut  optimus

maximusque":  verum  est,  quod  Quinto  Mucio  placebat,  non  liberum,  sed  qualis  esset,  fundum

praestari oportere. Idem et in urbanis praediis dicendum est'; similarly D. 19.1.41; D. 21.2.75; liability

for all loss in D. 19.1.35. 
76 D. 19.1.21(22).1: 'Si praedii venditor non dicat de tributo sciens, tenetur ex empto: quod si ignorans

non  praedixerit,  quod  forte  hereditarium  praedium  erat,  non  tenetur';  C.  4.49.9: Imperatores

Diocletianus, Maximianus: Si minor a venditore sive sciente sive ignorante dicebatur capitatio praedii

venditi et maior inventa sit, in tantum convenitur, quanto, si scisset emptor ab initio, minus daret pretii.

Sin vero huiusmodi  onus et  gravamen functionis  cognovisset,  nullam adversus venditorem habet

actionem * DIOCL. ET MAXIM. AA. ET CC. AURELIAE ZANIAE ANTIPATRAE. *<A 293 S. XV K.

IUN. PHILIPPOPOLI AA. CONSS.>; cf. Hallebeek, 'The Ignorant Seller’s Liability', p. 206.
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had been aware of it. If he was ignorant of the defect, he could not be held to account

for it. This appears to be the gist of Placentinus' writings in his Cum essem Mantue.77 

Accursius is of another opinion. In his gloss Quoties to D. 21.1.61, which holds a

seller   liable  for  price  reduction,  although  his  knowledge  regarding  the  servitude  is

unclear, Accursius notes: 

'In another place he [the knowing seller] is liable for all loss, as in D. 19.1.13(14).2,

D. 19.1.35 and D. 18.1.59. Similarly, if he did not know the defect but assures that

he sells the land in the best condition, he is liable for all loss [if a defect comes to

light], as in D. 19.1.13(14).3'.78 

This distinction between a knowing seller who pays all loss and an unknowing

seller who has only a limited liability also appears in Accursius' gloss to D. 18.1.59.

Contrary to the text's content, the gloss states that a seller who had not guaranteed the

land's best condition, still has to deliver it free from encumbrances on pain of having to

reduce the price.79

 From the  combination  of  the  glosses  mentioned  above  we  can  gather  that

Accursius  favours  the  rule  that  knowing  sellers  and  sellers  who  give  an  explicit

guarantee  account  for  all  loss,  if  the  land  nevertheless  turns  out  to  be  burdened.

Moreover, he has no problems with stretching the wordings of the text, if that yields a

more coherent law governing the liability for encumbrances as a whole. The result is

that Accursius brings the liability for servitudes in line with that for other defects.

Concerning liability for an encumbrance with taxes, Accursius' gloss minus daret

to C. 4.49.9 is of importance. The Codex text holds a seller liable for price reduction in

the  case  of  an  unduly  high  additional  tax  (capitatio) irrespective  of  his  knowledge.

Accursius inevitably had to come to terms with D. 19.1.21(22).1 in which an ignorant

seller contrariwise was not held to account for a tax (tributum). In the gloss Accursius

proposes a number of solutions:

77 Placentinus,  Cum essem, no. 235, p. 56:  'ignarus itaque venditor...  alias tenetur in nichilum, ut in...

servitute non dicta'.
78 Gloss  Quoties  to  D.  21.1.61:  'Alioquin  teneretur  ad  interesse,  ut  supra  de  act.  em.  Iulianus  [D.

19.1.13(14).2]  et  l.  quaero  si  quis  fundum  [D.  19.1.35]  et  supra  de  contrahen.  emptio.,  l.  cum

venderes  fundum [D.  18.1.59].  Item  et  si  ignoravit  et  asseverasset  eum optimum et  maximum,

teneretur ad interesse, ut supra de actio. em., Iulianus, § quid tamen [D. 19.1.13(14).3]...', in: De la

Porte, Corpus iuris civilis, p. 1631.
79 Gloss Cum venderes to D. 18.1.59: 'Tu dic quod etiam si non dicatur uti optimus, tamen liber debet

praestari, ut infra de acti. empt. in venditione [D. 19.1.41] et infra de evic. l. pen. no [D. 21.2.75], quod

si non fiat, quanto minoris erat empturus agit, ut infra de aedil. edic. l. quoties [D. 21.1.61] , in: De la

Porte, Corpus iuris civilis, p. 1426.
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'...but surely he [the seller] does not appear to be liable, if he was ignorant, as in D.

19.1.21(22).1, the words of which go against that. Solution: here the seller could

have known the defect, there he could not, since the land was hereditary... Or say...

that  here he gave a warranty...  or  it  does not  matter  whether he was aware or

ignorant when one sues for how much less he would have bought, as is the case

here and in D. 21.1.61'.80

In  his  gloss to  D.  21.1.61 Accursius again emphasises the distinct  liability  of

knowing and unknowing sellers. 

''Evinced': that is, the seller has to compensate by means of the civil remedy for

price reduction for how much etc. and that because the seller did not know that the

servitude was due. Otherwise, he would have been liable for all loss'.81 

Thus, by interpreting the seller as ignorant82, Accursius handsomely explains D. 21.1.61

in  conformity  with  the  more  common rule  that  an  ignorant  seller  is  liable  for  price

reduction and the knowing seller for all the buyer's loss.83 Consequently, he solves a

seeming contradiction in the law about latent defects by bringing servitudes and other

defects  under  the  same  liability  regime.   Baldus  interprets  C.  4.49.9  in  the  same

80 Gloss Minus daret to C. 4.49.9: '... Sed certe imo non videri teneri [venditor], quando ignoravit, ut ff. e.

l. si sterilis,  §i,  quae est contra. Solutio. Hic scire potuit venditor, ibi non, quia hereditarium fuit...Vel

dic...quod hic asseveraverit...  Vel  non refert  utrum fuerit  sciens an ignorans,  quantum ad hoc ut

agatur, quanto minoris emisset emptor, ut hic et ff. de aedil. edict. l. quoties', in: De la Porte, Corpus

iuris civilis, p. 730.
81 Gloss Victus to D. 21.1.61, in: De la Porte,  Corpus iuris civilis,  p. 1631:  'Sc. venditor per actionem

quanto minoris civilem, praestat tamen quantum etc. et hoc quoniam ignorbat [sic] venditor servitutem

deberi: alioqui teneretur ad interesse...',
82 Accursius' assertion regarding the seller's knowledge is doubtful because the text can be read in two

distinct ways. Depending on how one reads it, it is possible to defend either that the seller was aware

of  the  servitude  or  ignorant.  Taking  the  victus  as  the  subject  of  the  sentence  si  scisset  hanc

servitutum impositam turns the seller, who had to come to aid the buyer in a case of eviction but lost,

into a seller who was aware of the servitude. However, the text can also be read as if the victus has to

compensate for  quanto minoris emisset emptor, si scisset hanc servitutem impositam,  i.e. 'for how

much the buyer would have bought, had he [the buyer] known about the servitude'. 
83 Accursius interpretes D.  21.2.75 in  a like  manner  in  his  gloss  si  tacitae:  '...et  hoc cum venditor

ignorabat servitutes. Nam non ad interesse tenetur tunc, sed quanto minoris empturus esset, agitur.

Alioquin ad interesse ut supra titulum I. quotiens [D. 21.1.61]', in: De la Porte, Corpus iuris civilis, p.

1666; likewise in the gloss Cum venderes to D. 18.1.59, in: De la Porte, Corpus iuris civilis, p. 1426:

'...tu dic quod etiam si non dicatur uti optimus, tamen liber debet praestari, ut infra de act. empti. in

venditione [D. 19.1.41]  et infra  de evic., l., pe. no [D. 21.2.75],  quia si non fiat, quanto minoris erat

empturus agit, ut infra de aedil. edic., l., quoties [D. 21.1.61]'.
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manner.84 Accursius' view is also adopted by Paulus de Castro.85

Yet, Accursius' interpretation of D. 19.1.21(22).1, the text in which an ignorant

seller  who  sold  land  encumbered  with  a  provincial  tax  was  only  liable,  if  he  had

knowingly kept silent about it, did not change the text's literal content. Accursius argued

that an ignorant seller of land liable for provincial taxes (tributum) was not obliged to

compensate at all, because 'the buyer should have known about the provincial tax'. 86 

This last remark is criticised by De Revigny and Paulus de Castro. De Revigny

dismisses Accursius' various solutions for the texts about  capitatio and tributum.  'That

cannot  be  a  solution,  because  you  should  see  that  for  the  solving  of  the  claim to

payment there cannot be but one solution'.87 De Revigny contends that the text about

capitatio differs from the one about tributum, since in the first the seller had guaranteed

the height of the  capitatio  the owner of the land would be due.88 This given warranty

triggers the seller's full  liability, 'as if  he was a knowing seller',  so also De Castro.89

Though the letter of the law seems to indicate a price reduction, both De Revigny and

De Castro interpret the texts as condemning the seller for a full liability, because of a

given warranty. 

Further evidence of the inclination to squeeze texts about encumbered land into

the mould  of  movables'  latent  defects  law is  indeed present  in  the  minds of  these

scholars is demonstrated by De Revigny's further comments on the second sentence of

84 Baldus, Commentaria, vol. 1, to C. 4.49.9, fo. 124v: 'Si venditor asserit...tenetur emptori ignoranti ad

interesse...gl tractat hic de actione quanti minoris, de qua dic ut dixi supra de rescind. vend., l. ii [C.

4.44.2], quod tene menti'.
85 Quoted to D. 19.1.41, in: De la Porte, Corpus iuris civilis, p. 1500: 'Venditor qui certificat emptorem de

commodo debet etiam certificare de onere quod imminet ratione illius commodi:  alias tenetur ad

interesse. Paulus de Castro. Per hanc legem fundat se in glo.  in l. cum venderes, de contrahenda

emptio. [D. 18.1.59] quod venditor tenetur tradere rem liberam a servitute'. 
86 Gloss  Quanto minoris  to  D.  19.1.13(14).1:  'emptor  debuit  scire  praedium tributarium...',  in:  De la

Porte,  Corpus iuris  civilis,  p.  1484;  Dilcher,  Leistungsstörungen,  p.  219; Hallebeek, 'The Ignorant

Seller's Liability', p. 197; similarly De Belleperche († 1308), Quaestiones, q. 54, fo. 15v.
87 De Revigny, Lectura super codice, to C. 4.49.9, fo. 203v: 'Sed non potest esse solutio. Unde videatis

quod pro ista proprietate solvenda non potest esse nisi una solutio'; for the translation of proprietas as

'claim to payment' see Niermeyer, Lexicon, sub voce 'proprietas', no. 5; Ducange describes the verb

proprietare as 'Rem alicui propriam facere, assere, in proporium dare (To make another's thing one's

own, to lay claim to it, to add it to one's own property)'. Ducange, Glossarium, sub voce 'proprietare'. 
88 De Revigny, Lectura super codice,  to C. 4.49.9, fo. 203v:  'Hic autem loquitur ubi affirmavit quantum

deberetur nomine tributi unde tenetur sive sciens, sive ignorans'.
89 De Castro,  Commentaria,  vol.  2,  to D. 19.1.13(14)pr, no.  5,  fo.121:  'sicut  si  fuisset  sciens';  idem,

Commentaria, vol. 7, to C. 4.49.9, fo. 232v: 'Venditor qui asseveravit minus esse onus fiscale quam

esse...'.
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text D. 19.1.21(22).1. It states that an unknowing seller of taxed land is not liable at all. 90

In De Revigny's view, the seller really should be liable for price reduction in accordance

with the Digest text in which an ignorant seller  of  infected cattle or of a dilapidated

house can be sued for price reduction.91 De Castro is of the same opinion.

 '... there is a distinction between him who knows... and him who is unaware and

then he is not liable in any way. Yet, against the latter opinion goes that he should

be held liable, even if he was unaware of the defect, but then for price reduction

only, although I have to admit that he is not liable for all  the buyer's loss going

beyond the damage to the thing'.92

This somewhat loose interpretation brings the text back in line with the liability rules of 

D. 19.1.13(14)pr.

In his discussion of C. 4.58.4.1, De Revigny underscores that there is only a

possibility to rescind in the event of a seller who is aware of the defect. In this text a

buyer of land on which weeds appear to grow is granted this remedy, even though it is

not  clear  whether  the seller  knew about  the weeds.  De Revigny adds that  the rule

applies 'in case of a knowing seller'.93 Doing so, he again emphasises the distinction in

liability between knowing and ignorant sellers of encumbered land.

On the other hand, we find medieval scholars who clearly deny the right to sue a seller

who was ignorant of encumbrances on the land he sold. Fulgosius takes as a ground

rule that only a seller who guarantees the absence of encumbrances is held to deliver

the land free from burdens. Though the texts D. 19.1.21(22).1, D. 19.1.41 and also D.

21.1.61 indicate that a knowing seller has to compensate for all damages, they do not

say anything about the liability of an ignorant seller, according to Fulgosius. Unlike De

Revigny, he does not stretch the Roman law texts to fit the rule that a knowing seller is

liable for all loss and an unknowing seller for price reduction. He  interprets  the  texts

about provincial taxes as follows. First, he refutes Accursius' theory that buyers do not

90 ... quod si ignorans non praedixerit, quod forte hereditarium praedium erat, non tenetur.
91 De  Revigny, Lectura  super  codice,  to  C.  4.49.9,  no.  1,  fo.  203v:  'Dicendum lex contraria  [sc.  D.

19.1.21(22).1] loquitur  ubi  vendidit  simpliciter,  nec  affirmaverit  aliquid.  Unde  tunc  habet  locum

distinctio scientiae et ignorantiae, ut ff. e. l. Iul. [D. 19.1.13(14)pr.]'. 
92 Paulus de Castro, Commentaria, vol. 7, to C. 4.49.9,  no. 3, 5, fo. 121: '...  distinguitur an scivit... an

ignoravit et tunc non teneatur in aliquo, sed contra hoc ultimum, quod imo teneatur etiam quoniam

ignoravit, saltem actione quanto minoris, licet non ad omne interesse extinsecum [sic], ut d.l. Jul. circa

princ. [D. 19.1.13(14)pr.]'; similarly, De Saliceto, In secundam, to D. 21.1.61, p. 690. 
93 De  Revigny, Lectura  super  codice,  to  C.  4.58.4.1,  fo.  207v  (top  left):  'In  sciendo  casu  agitur

redhibitoria proprie, ut ff. e. l. etiam [D. 21.1.49]'. 
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have a remedy against ignorant sellers of taxed land, because the buyers themselves

should have been aware of provincial taxes. If that were so, Fulgosius acutely observes,

those supine buyers should neither be granted a remedy against knowing sellers. Yet,

D. 19.1.21(22).1, does grant a remedy in such a case.94 

Fulgosius then explains the ignorant seller's lesser liability for encumbrances by

arguing that the buyer, despite the taxes, can still have the full benefits of the land he

bought. Buyers of defective movables, Fulgosius' argument goes, are more hindered in

the use of them, so that there a price reduction against ignorant sellers is justified. That

explains the particular rule found in D. 18.1.59 that sellers who knew about provincial

taxes are liable for price reduction but ignorant sellers are not liable at all.95 

One may ask whether Fulgosius' argumentation is convincing. After all,  partly

encumbered land can be considered of  less use in  terms of  profit,  just  as a partly

damaged thing. Why should an ignorant seller be liable for price reduction in the latter

case  but  not  in  the  former?  Despite  the  shakiness  of  Fulgosius'  argument,  later

scholars, among which the famous Doneau, would use it.96 

94 Fulgosius,  In primam partem,  vol. 2, D. 19.1.13(14)pr., no. 10, fo. 143:  'non obstat ignorantia et ita

videtur mihi haec iura ad concordandia revocanda per rationem quod ipse Jurisc. exprimit'.
95 Fulgosius, In primam partem, vol. 2, to D. 18.1.59, fo. 134: 'Venditor pretii rustici praestare liberum si

dixerit se non vendere 'ut optimum maximumque' et hoc intendit secundum gloss. Leges tamen per

quas gloss. monetur haec non distinguunt, quia in l. in venditione [D. 19.1.41] venditor sciebat onus

annue  pensionis.  Hic  ignorans,  nam sciens  utique  teneretur,  infra  de  actio  empti,  l.  si,  §  si  [D.

19.1.21(22).1], infra de aedil. edic. [D. 21.1.61] loquitur cum de servitute agitur, et intelligitur quando

venditor ignorans liberum asseruit, quo casu tenebitur quanto minoris est'; However, Fulgosius seems

to contradict himself in his comments to D. 21.2.75 when he states that a seller who did not know

about a servitude on the land he sold is nevertheless liable for price reduction. Idem, to D. 21.2.75,

no. 5, fo. 188: 'Ignorans autem venditor servitutem deberi, non de evictione, sed de actione ex empto

quanto minoris esset emptor empturus tenetur'.
96 Fulgosius,  In primam partem,  vol. 2, to D. 19.1.13(14)pr., no. 10, fo. 143:  'sicut est quando pretium

tributarium, quando diminuitur utilitas, non autem aufertur emptori'.
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2.3 Lesion beyond moiety (laesio enormis) 97 

Justinian's codification has a rescript (C. 4.44.2) issued by Diocletian and Maximianus in

285 A.D. which provides the following:

'Emperors Diocletian's, Maximianus: If you or your father sold the land at a

price below its value, it is in accordance with human nature98 that you either

should repay the price to the buyers and recover the land with the assistance

of the authority of the court, or should, at the buyer's election, receive what is

lacking of the just price. The price is considered too low, if not even one half

of the true price has been paid (transl. Baldwin; Blume, with modifications)'.99

Hence, a seller who had sold for less than half the just price could remedy the sale by

forcing the buyer to either return the land and receive the paid price or to supplement it

to  the land's just  value.  A notable exception to  the generally accepted  laissez faire

attitude of the classical Roman jurists, as expressed in the adage that 'it is naturally

permitted  to  parties  to  circumvent  each other  in  the  price  of  buying  and selling'100,

throughout legal history C. 4.44.2 would become a model for a regime in which not only

the seller, but also the buyer could attack a sale on the grounds of having received or

paid less or more than half  or one and a half  times the thing's just price. Classical

Roman law had already limited the freedom of parties to outwit each other to situations

in which both had acted in good faith. The presence of dolus overruled the freedom of

bargaining.101 The rescript above went one step further; irrespective of  dolus,  a lesion

beyond moiety sufficed for remedying a prejudice in sales, albeit only in the event of

97 For  this  paragraph  I  mainly  relied  on  the  works  of  Baldwin,  Medieval  theories;  Schulze,  Laesio

enormis; Kalb, Laesio enormis, and Becker, Die Lehre. See also Grebieniow, 'Die laesio', pp. 194
98 Baldwin  translates  'humane'  with  'equitable',  Blume with  'just',  which  translations,  in  my  opinion,

provide unwarranted associations with a general theory on justice underlying the rescript. Classical

Latin does not seem to allow for either translation. See Lewis&Short sub voce, 'humanus', in: A Latin

dictionary;  Baldwin,  Medieval  theories,  p.  18;  Blume,  Annotated  Justinian  Code.

<http://www.uwyo.edu/lawlib/blume-justinian/>.
99 C. 4.44.2: Imperatores Diocletianus, Maximianus: Rem maioris pretii si tu vel pater tuus minoris pretii,

distraxit, humanum est, ut vel pretium te restituente emptoribus fundum venditum recipias auctoritate

intercedente iudicis, vel, si emptor elegerit, quod deest iusto pretio recipies. Minus autem pretium

esse videtur, si nec dimidia pars veri pretii soluta sit. * DIOCL. ET MAXIM. AA. AURELIO LUPO. *<A

285 PP. V K. NOV. DIOCLETIANO A. II ET ARISTOBULO CONSS.>'.
100 D. 4.4.16.4: 'Idem Pomponius ait in pretio emptionis et venditionis naturaliter licere contrahentibus se

circumvenire'.
101 Baldwin, Medieval theories, p. 16, 18; Westbrook, 'Origin', p. 39.
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sales of land and a prejudiced seller.102

Since in Justinianic Roman law the remedy based on C. 4.44.2 was limited to

sellers of immovables and the aedilician remedies and the remedies under the sales

contract to movables, these remedies did not encroach extensively upon another's field

of application. After all, C. 4.44.2 only applied to sellers of land, whereas the aedilician

and civil remedies applied only to buyers of defective things or encumbered or impaired

land, as seen in the previous sections. A constitution in the Codex Theodosianus even

discards the possibility to rescind on the grounds of lesion beyond moiety altogether.103

Neither are there signs that the remedy for lesion beyond moiety competed with

the remedies for latent defects or vice-versa in early-medieval doctrine. In anticipation to

this book's  investigation into early modern Spanish law and scholasticism the following

paragraphs discuss the legal situation in medieval Spain.

The  Lex  Romana  Visigothorum  or  Breviarium  Alarici,  a  compilation  of  Roman  law

promulgated by the Visigoth king Alaric II  (reigned: 484-507), contains a constitution

from the Codex Theodosianus stating that 

'it does not behove to break the faith of a sale made without the violence of deceit.

Neither can a contract concluded without any fraud be disturbed by the clamour of

litigation because of a suit solely based on the thing's lesser price.'104  

Thus, not only is the scope of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety limited to sellers. It is

discarded altogether. Combined with the fact that in another provision of the Breviarium

only a limited number of defects in slaves and cattle give grounds for a claim to have

the paid price returned,105 it appears that remedies for latent defects present the only

102 That a lesion beyond moiety did not constitute dolus in classical Roman law is defended by Wacke,

'Circumscribere', pp. 195-196.
103 CT 3.1.1.
104 Lex  Romana  Visigothorum,  3.1.1,  p.  72  (=  CT 3.1.1):  'Imp.  Constantinus  A.  ad  profuturum  Pf.

annonae.  Venditionis  atque  emtionis  fidem,  nulla  circumscriptionis  violentia  facta,  rumpi  minime

decet.  Nec enim sola  pretii  vilioris  querela  contractus sine ulla  culpa celebratus litigioso strepitu

turbandus est.  Interpretatio:  quum inter ementem et vendentem res fuerit definito pretio comparata,

quamvis plus valeat, quam ad praesens venditur, hoc tantummodo requirendum est, si nihil fraudis

vel  violentiae  egit  ille,  qui  comparasse  probatur.  Et  si  voluerit  revocare,  qui  vendidit,  nullatenus

permittatur'; the Lex Romana Visigothorum was also in force in early-medieval France. Hänel,  Lex

Romana Visigothorum, xci; on this law see also Mayer-Maly, 'Pactum, Tausch und laesio enormis', p.

228ff. 
105 Lex Romana Visigothorum, 3.4.1, p. 76 (= CT 3.4.1): 'Imppp. Valentinianus, Theodosius et Arcadius

AAA. Nebridio Pf. U.: Habito semel bonae fidei contractu mancipioque suscepto et pretio dissoluto, ita

demum repetendi pretii potestas est ei, qui mancipium comparaverit, largienda, si illud quod dixerit

fugitivum,  potuerit  exhibere.  Hoc enim non solum in  barbaris...  Dat.  III.  Kal.  Iul.  Constantinopoli,
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way by which a sale, once concluded, could be attacked in Visigoth law. A Visigoth

formula  from  the  beginning  of  the  12th century  supports  this  view,  as  it  similarly

emphasised the need that a sold slave be free from defects. There are no signs that a

just price is required.106 

The same combination of exclusion of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety and

acceptance  of  remedies  for  latent  defects  can  be  found  in  the  eight-century  Lex

Baiwariorum  with the addition that fraud allows for a rescission.107 Almost 500 years

later, the  Fuero Juzgo, an early 13th century translation of the  Liber iudiciorum  which

served as a kind of model legislation for Spanish municipalities which aspired to a local

statute (in Castilian: fuero)108, still explicitly denies the seller the right to rescind the sale

because of having sold the thing for too low a price.109

A further sign of reservation towards the remedy for lesion beyond moiety can be

gathered from 13th and 14th century Castilian legal practice. Although in the Fuero Real

(1250)  the lawgiver granted the remedy for lesion beyond moiety to sellers110, judges in

Toledo dismissed appeals to the pertinent provisions, stating that 

'we renounce... the new laws ordained by king Alfonso, may God pardon him, in the

Cortes of Alcalá de Henares in which he states that a sale concluded for more or

Honorio N.P. et Evodio V.C. coss.; interpretatio: quum inter emtorem ac venditorem de mancipii pretio

convenerit et fuerit conscripta venditio, nullatenus poterit revocari, nisi forte ille, qui emit mancipium,

probaverit fugitivum et tunc habebit licentiam pretium recipere'.
106 Zeumer, Formulae, p. 580-581: 'Definito et accepto a vobis omne praetium...nihil penitus de eodem

praeto apud te remansisse polliceor.  Et tradidi tibi supra memoratum servum non causarium, non

fugitivum,  non  vexaticium  neque  aliquod  vitio  in  se  habentem  nec  cuiuslibet  alterius  dominio

pertinentem...';  for an interpretation of   the terms used in this  formula see Olaitz,  'El  contrato de

compraventa', p. 312-322.
107 Lex Baiwariorum, 16.9, p. 437: 'Sed postquam factum est negotium, non sit mutatum; nisi forte vitium

invenerit, quod ille venditor celavit... '; also Grotius acknowledged that the 'ancient Germans' abhorred

restitution because of lesion beyond moiety as a breach of the bona fides. Grotius, Florum sparsio, to

C. 4.44.2, p. 343.
108 Tomas y Valiente, Manual, p. 162
109 FJ 5.4.7 = LI 5.4.7, in:  Los códigos españoles,  vol. 1, p. 143 and 37: [FJ] 'Si algun omne vende

algunas casas o tierras o vinnas o siervos o animalias o otras cosas, non se deve por ende desfazer

la vendicion, porque diz que lo vendiò por poco';  [LI] 'Venditiones hace forma servetur, ut seu res

aliquae sive terrae, vel mancipia, vel quodlibet animalium genus venditur, nemo propterea firmitatem

venditionis inrumpat, eo quod dicat rem suam vili pretio vendidisse´.
110 FR 3.10.5seq., in: Los códigos españoles, vol. 1, p.  388: 'Ningun home no pueda desfacer vendida

que faga, por decir que vendió mal su cosa, maguer que sea verdad, fuera ende si la cosa valia

quando la vendió mas de dos tanto de por quanto la dió: ea por tal razon bien debe desfacer toda la

vendida si el comprador no quisiere cumplir el precio derecho, segun que valia: ea en poder es del

comprador de desfacer la vendida, ó de dar el precio fecho, è de tener lo que compró'.
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less than half the thing's just price is not valid and we renounce these laws and all

other laws and fueros and rights granted which are opposed to that which we do not

approve of...'111 

111 Luz Alonso,  La compraventa,  annex 13, no. 3, p. 510-511:  'Renunçiamos que nos non podamos

aprovechar en esta rason en ninguna nin en alguna manera de las leyes nuevas que el rey don

Alfonso, que Dios perdone, fiso en las cortes de Alcala de Fenares en que dise que la vendida que

fuere fecha por la meytad mas o menos del justo preçio que non vala e nos renunçiamos esas leyes

e todas otras leyes e fueros e derechos que contra eso sean que nos non aprovechemos...'. This is

one of many examples quoted in the annex of Luz Alonso's article.
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2.3.1 The remedy for  lesion  beyond moiety  as  the  preferred remedy for  breach of

contract

However, things had already been changing when judges in Toledo spoke out against

the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. The remedy had experienced its reintroduction in

an extended version in the Siete Partidas (SP), a statute issued by Alfonse XI the Wise

(in the years 1254-1265), which drew heavily on contemporary ius commune-doctrine.

According to the Partidas, both buyer and seller can demand the other party to rescind

the sale or to make good the difference between the just price and the price that the

parties had agreed on.112 The  Siete Partidas and the later  Ordenamiento de Alcalá

(1348)113 proved to be the harbingers of new winds blowing in sales law in which the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety would begin to play a major role next to the remedies

for latent defects. In Castile the remedy was there to stay in the  Nueva Recopilación

(1506)  and  the  Novísima  Recopilación.114 Other  parts  of  Europe  likewise  saw  a

reintroduction of the right to rescind a sale due to lesion beyond moiety in their statutes

beginning around 1250 until deep in the 18th century and, in some cases, beyond.115

This  new  wind  had  already  been  blowing  for  some  years  in  medieval  legal

doctrine.  Whatever  the  reasons for  the  resistance to  the  remedy for  lesion  beyond

moiety in the Castilian courts might have been, scholars all  over Europe conversely

busied themselves with its interpretation. Civil lawyers as well as theologians extended

112 SP 5.5.56 in: Los códigos españoles, vol. 2, pp. 626-627: Otrosi dezimos que se puede desfazer la

vendida que fue fecha por menos de la meytad del derecho precio, que pudiera valer en la sazon que

la fizieron. E si el vendedor esto pudiere provar, puede demandar al comprador quel cimpla, sobre

aquello que avia dado por ella, tanto quanto la cosa estonce podria valer segund derecho... Otrosi

dezimos que si el comprador pudiere provar que dio por la cosa mas de la mitad del derecho precio

que pudiera valer en aquella sazon que la compro que puede demandar se desfaga la compra o que

baxe el precio, tanto quanto es aquello que demas dio.
113 Ordenamiento 17.1, in: Los códigos españoles, vol. 1, pp. 450-451: Si el vendedor ó comprador de la

cosa dixiere que fue engannado en mas de meytat del derecho prescio, asi como si el vendedor

dixiere que lo que valia dies, vendio por menos de cinco o el comprador dixiere que lo que valia dies

que dio por ello mas de quince; mandamos que el  comprador sea tenudo a complir  el  derecho

prescio que valia la cosa, ó de la dejar al vendedor, tornandole el vendedor el prescio, que rescibio, è

el vendedor debe tornar al comprador lo que mas rescibio de la meytat del derecho prescio, ó de

tomarla cosa que vendio, è tornar el prescio que rescibio. Et eso mesmo queremos, que se guarde

en las rentas, è en los cambios, è en los otros contractos semejantes, è que aya logar esta ley en los

contractos sobre dichos, aunque sean fechos por almoneda, è del dia que fueren fechos fasta quatro

annos, è non despues.
114 Novísima Recopilación 10.1.2; Nueva Recopilación  5.11.1, 6.
115 Langer mentions the Wismarsche Stadtbuch (1272-1297) and the Reichskammergerichtsordnung of

1495. See Langer, Laesio enormis, p. 55. 
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its range. Martinus († before 1166), Placentinus, Azo and Hugolinus applied the remedy

not only to prejudiced sellers but also to buyers who had paid more than half the just

price. The Lo Codi  (ca.  1150), a Provençal compilation, did the same.116 Furthermore,

the object of sales no longer needed to be a plot of land. Other immovables as well as

movables also qualified for a rescission or reduction of price in accordance with the

provision.117 

It remains a tantalizing question: what urged these medieval scholars to put their

weight behind the remedy for lesion beyond moiety based on disproportion of price and

value as being the most suited to remedy sales gone wrong? This even more so given

the presence of  other  ius  commune  remedies  of  aedilician  provenance which  were

specifically meant to serve that purpose. Recent literature suggests that medieval civil

ius commune-scholars aimed to 'save the face of Roman law' against the encroachment

of canon law upon their field.118 Ecclesiastical courts would have already applied the

remedy  in  cases  between  clerics  and  layman  at  an  early  stage.  Moreover,  with

Innocentius' III decretal Novit Ille in 1204 AD119 opening the way for laymen to sue each

other in front of an ecclesiastical judge via a denunciatio evangelica, the remedy is said

to have come within  reach of  all.  This  would have resulted in  a preference for  the

ecclesiastical courts over the secular, where the remedy was not applied in the broad

sense in which it was allowed in ecclesiastical jurisdiction.

This argument, however, is less convincing. First, the cases known from papal

decretals  all  deal  with  sellers  who  contended  selling  for  too  low a  price.  Canonist

scholars only rarely referred to a buyer who brought the remedy. That buyers were also

able to sue because of lesion beyond moiety was mainly a civil reading of the Codex'

text.120 Furthermore, such an extension of the remedy's availability to buyers is found in

civil law works antedating Innocentius' III decretal,  as is proven by the writings of Ugo

de Porta Ravennate († between 1166-1171)121 Martinus, Placentinus  and the  Lo Codi

statute.122 Consequently, it is not very likely that extension of the remedy's availability to

116 Full references in Baldwin, Medieval theories, p. 23; the canonists seem to have been less interested

in extending the remedy to buyers. Idem, p. 44.
117 Gordley, Origins, p. 65.
118 Hallebeek, 'Some remarks', p. 21; Dolezalek, 'Doctrine of Restitution', p. 105. 
119 Liber Extra, X. 2.1.13.
120 Baldwin, Medieval Theories, pp. 43-45. 
121 Grebieniow, 'Die laesio', p. 206.
122 Baldwin, Medieval Theories, p. 23; Fitting & Suchier (eds.), Lo codi, 4.62, p. 127: 'similiter si res fuit

vendita ultra in duplum quam valeret, potest destrui vendicio si emptor hoc vult, eadem racione qua

dictum est de vendicione'.
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buyers and its application to movables was a reaction to a feared encroachment of

canon law on civil  law territory, if  such fears  were  ever  present  in  the  devout  civil

scholars' minds at all.

Part of the answer to why from the 13th century onwards a renewed interest in the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety can be identified may lie in in the concept of a just

price which came with it. Medieval theologians of the time who started to link sales with

moral  questions, searched for leads to clarify what was, from a Christian viewpoint,

morally acceptable behaviour in sales.123 Seeing an elaborate system of liability in sales

waiting  in  the  law  department  just  around  the  corner  of  the  medieval  faculties  of

theology, its professors did not hesitate to exhaust for their own purposes what had

been worked out by their colleagues in the law faculties. In turn, ius commune-scholars

reworked theological viewpoints into their own theories.124 

Of  the  medieval  theologians  dealing  with  justice  in  sales  one  of  the  most

influential,  was  Saint  Thomas  Aquinas  (1225-1274),  a  Dominican  friar  and  priest.

Aquinas in his Summa Theologiae uses the views of the Greek philosopher Aristotle on

justice to formulate his Christian moral theology. In Aristotle's  Nichomachean Ethics is

written that justice was both distributive – a top-down division of wealth according to

people's status – and commutative.125 The latter comprised what was considered fair

behaviour in voluntary transactions between individuals, whose status was regarded as

equal, no matter whether one was emperor and the other peasant or whether one was

lazy and the other industrious.126 Sales is an example of such a voluntary transaction.

As a consequence, sales was governed by the demand for commutative justice which

postulated  that  a  mathematical  mean should be reached by  which  both  contracting

parties  benefited  most.  Thomas  expressed  this  mathematical  mean  in  terms  of

proportionality; the value of the goods exchanged had to be in proportion.127 

How could one know whether the mutual performances in transactions governed

by the demands of commutative justice were in proportion? In other words, when was

there fairness in exchange?128 Here the just price comes in. According to Aquinas, sales

123 Baldwin, Medieval Theories, p. 58.
124 This reciprocity between legal and theological  scholarship not only holds for the remedy for  lesio

enormis but for all legal issues involving moral dimensions. Aquinas' references to Roman law are

legion.  See the references to  Digest,  Institute and Codex texts in his treatment  of  law.  Aquinas,

Summa Theol., vol. 9, IIaIIae, q. 57, a. 3, p. 6, q. 58, a. 1,  p. 9.  
125 Sometimes also termed 'corrective'; Gordley, Origins, pp. 12-13.
126 Example cited from Albertus Magnus († 1280) by Baldwin, Medieval Theories, p. 62
127 Baldwin, Medieval Theories, p. 63
128 Decock, Theologians, pp. 507seq.
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has been introduced for the common good. People frequently need something which

the other has. Sales functions as an instrument to allocate those needs in a just way.

Seeing that a contract which of necessity serves the interests of both parties should not

be more detrimental to one than to the other, sales requires equality of value of the

things transacted. To ensure that equality, the thing's value had to be determined. In

order  to  do  so,  coinage  was  invented  with  which  every  thing's  just  price  could  be

expressed. If the amount paid for a thing equalled its just price, the contract met the

demands of fairness in exchange.

'And therefore, if the price exceeds the quantity of value of the thing, or conversely,

if the [value of the] thing exceeds the price, the equality of justice is destroyed. As a

consequence, considered on its own, it is illicit to sell for more or buy for less than

the thing is worth'.129

Thus, the  just price (justum pretium) became a vehicle to incorporate medieval

normative theory with regard to what was considered fair and acceptable behaviour in

commerce. If one only succeeded in formulating principles to determine what price was

to  be  considered  just,  the  right  correspondence  between  price  and  thing  sold,  as

required by Aquinas' contract theory, could conveniently be established. 

Aquinas and later theologians would explain the requirement for a just price in

commutative contracts with reference to C. 4.44.2.130 However, there is an important

difference between the Roman law text and the views adhered to in moral theology.

According to C. 4.44.2, the seller131 cannot rescind the sale as long as the deviation

from the just price is not enormis. Aquinas contends that the Roman law adage that 'it is

129 Aquinas,  Summa Theol.,  vol. 9, IIaIIae, q. 77, a. 1, resp., p. 147: 'Si autem fraus deficit, tunc de

emptione et venditione dupliciter loqui possumus. Uno modo, secundum se. Et secundum hoc emptio

et venditio videtur esse introducta pro communi utilitate utriusque: dum scilicet unus indiget re alterius

et e converso, sicut patet per Philosophum, in 1. Pol. Quod autem por communi utilitate est inductum,

non debet esse magis in gravamen unius quam alterius. Et ideo debet secundum aequalitatem rei

inter  eos  contractus  institui.  Quantitas  autem rerum quae  in  usum hominis  veniunt,  mensuratur

secundum pretium datum: ad quod est inventum numisma, ut dicitur in V Ethic. Et ideo si vel pretium

excedat quantitatem valoris rei, vel e converso res excedat pretium, tolletur iustitiae aequalitas. Et

ideo carius vendere aut vilius emere rem quam valeat est secundum se iniustum et illicitum' ; quoted

by Baldwin, Medieval Theories, p. 72.
130 Gordley, 'Equality', p. 1638
131 According to the Gloss, the choice between price compensation or rescission of the contract was

reserved for the party which had caused the prejudice, i.e. either the buyer who had bought to cheap

or the seller who had sold to high. See Gloss Elegerit to C. 4.44.2: 'Est ergo in potestate emptoris. Et

idem dico econtra emptore decepto esse in potestate venditoris...'. 
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by nature  allowed to  parties  in  sales  to  outwit  each other'132 should accordingly  be

understood. Contracting parties are allowed to deceive each other up to the amount of

half the thing's just price. With regard to divine law, however, Aquinas holds that every

deviation of the just price triggers a restitution.133 This difference between liability in the

worldly courts and what would in early modern scholasticism be called the court  of

conscience will be further explored in chapter three. 

2.3.2 Lesion beyond moiety - outlook

Both  developments  around  1200  A.D.  and  the  increased  theological  interest  in  the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety resulted in medieval scholars paying their full attention

to this alternative to the aedilician and civil remedies for latent defects. However, the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety differed markedly in some respects from the remedies

for latent defects. In order to be able to better appreciate developments at a later stage

in  the  law  governing  defects  in  a  sold  thing  the  following  sections  discuss  four

characteristics  of  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  which  will  appear  to  be  of

importance in shaping future remedies open to a buyer of a defective thing.   

2.3.2.1 Presumption of fraud

The first question regarding the remedy for lesion beyond moiety which kept medieval

legal scholars busy, was whether the remedy required fraud on the side of the party

receiving  too  much.  According  to  Justinianic  Roman  law,  the  mere  fact  of  a

transgression of the price by half its just value seems to suffice to enable one party to

132 D. 4.4.16.4: Idem Pomponius ait in pretio emptionis et venditionis naturaliter licere contrahentibus se

circumvenire; D. 19.2.22.3: Quemadmodum in emendo et vendendo naturaliter concessum est quod

pluris  sit  minoris  emere,  quod minoris  sit  pluris  vendere  et  ita  invicem se  circumscribere,  ita  in

locationibus quoque et conductionibus iuris est; Hallebeek, 'Some remarks', p. 19. 
133 Aquinas, Summa Theol.,  vol. 9, IIaIIae, q. 77, a.1, ad. pr.:  'Videtur quod aliquis licite possit vendere

rem plus  quam valeat.  Iustum enim in  commutationibus  humanae  vitae  secundum leges  civiles

determinatur. Sed secundum eas licitum est emptori et venditori ut se invicem decipiant inquantum

venditor plus vendit rem quam valeat, emptor autem minus quam valeat [D. 4.4.16.4; D. 19.2.22.3]...';

idem, resp. ad. pr.:  'Ad primum ergo dicendum quod, sicut supra dictum est,  lex humana populo

datur, in quo sunt multi a virtute deficiente: non autem datur solis virtuosis. Et ideo lex humana non

potuit prohibere quidquid est contra virtutem, sed ei sufficit ut prohibeat ea quae destruunt hominum

convictum; alia vero habeat quasi licita, non quia ea approbet, sed quia ea non punit. Sic igitur habet

quasi licitum, poenam non inducens, si absque fraude venditor rem suam supervendat aut emptor

vilius emat, nisi sit  deceptus ultra dimidium iust pretii  quantitatem. Sed lex divina nihil  impunitum

relinquit quod sit virtuti contrarium. Unde secundum divinam legem illicitum reputatur si in emptione et

venditione  non  sit  aequalitas  observata.  Et  tenetur  ille  qui  plus  habet  recompensare  ei  qui

damnificatus est, si sit notabile damnum'.
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bring  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety.  As  already  mentioned,  the  aedilician

remedies could also be brought irrespective of the seller's good or bad faith. Medieval

scholars held on to the interpretation that the aedilician remedies could be instituted

irrespective of the seller's intentions. 

Yet, medieval legal scholars have more problems with accepting a remedy in the

event of lesion beyond moiety without the seller having acted fraudulently. Inspired by

D. 45.1.36134, they coin a new term to justify a buyer or seller being found liable without

having actively committed fraud. The simple fact that a lesion of more than half the

thing's just price has occurred constitutes fraud 'in the situation itself (dolus in re ipsa)',

as opposed to fraud 'on purpose (ex proposito)'.135

Bartolus, perhaps for similar reasons of unease with such an 'automatic'  dolus,

contends that the duped party has to prove not only the other party's bad faith, but also

that he had mistakenly (errore ductus) sold or bought for too low or too high a price.136

This requirement, however, seriously weakens the plain rule of dolus in re ipsa. After all,

if we follow Bartolus' view that the duped party has to prove error, the opposite party

would be given a chance of escaping liability. He would be able to attempt to prove that

the duped party had not erred but had wanted the prejudicial sale. If he succeeds in this

proof, he would escape liability, because there was no error. Lesion beyond moiety in

itself is then no longer enough to prove liability against the party who had acquired for

too few or sold for too much. Objective fraud gives way to subjective fraud.137

Bartolus'  theorising  demonstrates  how  a  medieval  scholar  struggled  with  the

oddity of liability without subjective fraud. Eventually, the division between  dolus in re

ipsa and dolus ex proposito became blurred. Luca's (1614-1683) statement that in the

event of prejudice of more than 2/3, something 'smelling of presumed fraud (redolentem

134 D. 45.1.36: Si quis cum cum aliter eum convenisset obligari, aliter per machinationem obligatus est,

erit quidem subtilitati iuris obstrictus, sed doli exceptione uti potest; quia enim per dolum obligatus

est, competit ei exceptio. Idem est, et si nullus dolus intercessit stipulantis, sed ipsa res in se dolum

habet; cum enim quis petat ex ea stipulatione, hoc ipso dolo facit, quod petit.
135 Baldwin,  Medieval theories,  p. 30-31; gloss  dolum habet  to D. 45.1.36:  'Qui proprie non potest dici

dolus, sed ipsa res iniqua est, ut si sine causa promiserit totum, vel pro parte stipulatus sum rem

quam minus emi dimidia iusti pretii, vel da exemplum de dolo superveniente ut supra de exceptione

doli, apud Celsum, § Labeo [D. 44.4.4.7] et l. ii, § Item quaeritur [D. 44.4.2.4]', in: De la Porte, Corpus

iuris civilis, p. 835; Hallebeek, 'Some remarks', p. 17, 22; Grebieniow, 'Die laesio', p. 202.
136 Bartolus,  Commentaria,  to C. 4.44.2, no. 16,  fo. 164:  'Narrari  debet quod tempore venditionis res

valebat tantum et quod venditor errore ductus vendidit eam pro viliori pretio'.
137 About  the thin  line between objective and subjective fraud in relation with  the remedy for lesion

beyond moiety see Grebieniow, 'Die laesio', p. 211.
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dolum praesumptum)' has to be presupposed, is telling in this respect.138

As  such,  the  scope  of  the  difficult  concept  of  fraud  in  the  situation  itself  as

formulated in  the  Accursian  Gloss  is  reduced to  cases in  which  the  prejudice  runs

between 1/2 and 2/3 of the just price. Nonetheless, the concept lingered on in the early

modern period as the Gloss was still considered an authoritative source of law which

could not be ignored. 

It is my deliberate choice to translate dolus in re ipsa with 'fraud in the situation itself'

and not with the often read 'fraud in/from the thing itself'.139 Such a translation is difficult

to comprehend, because the supposed fraud is not linked with the thing itself, but with

the price paid for it. Suppose that an ignorant seller sells a defective thing as being in

good condition and consequently causes a prejudice of more than half the thing's just

price. The fraud is, in that case, not caused by the defect in the object, but by the fact

that the seller sold it for too high a price. As will be demonstrated further on in this book,

moral theologians accept that 'fraud' is absent, if the seller had sold the same defective

thing for a lower price which corresponds with the thing's lower quality.140 Hence, the

'fraud' lies not in the thing, but in the circumstances which breach contractual fairness.

Furthermore, the word  res  can be translated as both movable and immovable

property. Seeing  that  early  modern  French  scholars  who  abolished  the  remedy  for

movables continue to use the term dolus in re ipsa, it can be ruled out that they interpret

res as 'thing'. Besides, in many cases in which the remedy for lesion beyond moiety can

be brought the object of the contract is not a thing. One might think of a contract for an

undertaking  or  donation.  Finally,  the  argument  that  in  medieval  legal  terminology

something broader was meant by res finds support in Aquinas' Summa theologiae. The

theologian, who demonstrates reluctance in holding someone liable in the absence of

deliberate  fraud,  explains  that  someone  who  unintentionally  causes  injustice  is

nonetheless liable as follows: 'then he does not do injustice in the proper and formal

sense of the word (per se et formaliter), but only accidentally, as if  according to the

occasion he does what is unjust [my emphasis]'.141  

138 De Luca, Theatrum veritatis, vol. 7, 2.7.27: '... excedens etiam in besse, qui juxta opinionem in Rota

receptam reputatur sufficiens ad enormissimam redolentem dolum praesumptum, inductivum etiam

nullitatis'.  Quoted in Kalb, 'Enormissima', in: TvR, vol. 57, p. 336, note. 94. See the same article for

further references to canon law scholars.
139 Baldwin, Medieval theories, p. 30.
140 Section 3.2.2.1.
141 Aquinas, Summa Theol.,  vol. 9, q. 59, a. 2, p. 21: 'Et ideo si aliquis faciat aliquid quod est iniustum

non intendens iniustum facere,  puta  cum hoc facit  per  ignorantiam,  non existimans se  iniustum

facere;  tunc  non  facit  iniustum per  se  et  formaliter  loquendo,  sed  solum per  accidens,  et  quasi
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2.3.2.2 Limitation periods

Another  question  which  medieval  jurists  discussed  concerned  the  limitation  of  the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety. Johannes Bassianus († 12th century), Azo, Accursius,

Odofredus, and De Revigny prefer the view that a claim for lesion beyond moiety has to

be  brought  with  an  action  on  the  contract  which  lasted  for  30  years.142 The

commentators Bartolus, Baldus, and De Castro are of the same opinion.143

As already observed, medieval scholars interpreted Justinianic Roman law as

containing two sets of remedies for defects in sold goods. Each set had its own periods

of limitation. The remedies available with the action on the contract, being civil, lasted

for 30 years, whereas the aedilician remedies knew periods of six months and one year.

Accordingly, there is a huge difference in limitation between the civil remedy for lesion

beyond moiety and the aedilician remedies for latent defects.  

2.3.2.3 Assessment of the just price

Medieval  scholars  determined the  just  price  in  C.  4.44.2  by  means of  an  objective

standard. According to Bartolus 

'how much the thing is worth cannot be seen through the eyes, but must be grasped

by the intellect. For which reason experts in their art should be called in to do so...

and if  someone would want to prove it  by means of witnesses, although that is

difficult, he can nevertheless prove it in a simple way, if there are witnesses who say

that in the time preceding to the sale and after it they have seen multiple men willing

to buy the thing for such a price which is then the common estimation (communis

aestimatio)'.144 

materialiter faciens  id  quod est  iniustum';  for  the translation of  materialiter  into  'according to  the

occasion',  see  Lewis  &  Short,  'Dictionary',  sub  voce 'materialis';  that  the  the  latin  word  res  is

frequently used for, among other things, 'event, occasion, case, object',  can be read in the same, sub

voce 'res' (E-F); The early modern Portuguese jurist Piñel interpreted the word res in D. 45.1.36 as

'lawsuit',  Pinelus,  Ad rubricam,  to C. 4.44.2, 1, 1.8, p. 155. For an extensive treatment of Piñel's

interpretation of the Digest text see Decock, Theologians, pp. 574-577.
142 Baldwin, Medieval theories, p. 24. De Revigny, Lectura, to C. 4.44.2, fo. 200 (below right): 'Sed dico

quod agetur actione ex eodem contractu et sic erit perpetuum auxilium huius l. durabit xxx. annis...'.
143 Bartolus,  Commentaria,  to C. 4.44.2, no. 2, fo. 162v.:  'cum hic petatur rescindi de iure communiter

quod non  datur  aliquo  speciali  favore,  detur  peti  actione  ex  eo  contractu  et  sic  est  vera  opinio

gl[ossae]'; De Castro, Commentaria, to C. 4.44.2, no. 12, p. 228: 'et tenet ergo gl. quod competit actio

ex eo contractu'.
144 Bartolus,  Commentaria,  to C. 4.44.2, no. 22, fo.164:  'Sed quantum res valeat non potest videri per

oculum sed intelligitur per intellectum. Et ideo debent mitti periti in arte sua ad hoc faciendum...Sed si

quis [23] vellet probare per testes, istud esset difficile. Posset tamen sic probari uno modo levi, si de
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Medieval jurists equal the common estimation of price to that for which things were

commonly traded, as is stated in Accursius gloss funguntur to D. 35.2.63pr. 'Things are

estimated by the common price, by which is meant that a thing is worth as much as it

can - in general that is- be sold for'.145 De Revigny, Bartolus, and De Castro hold the

same view.146 

2.3.2.4 Extension to lease and movables

In the  Commentaria  of Baldus we can catch a first  glimpse of what early scholastic

thinking could bring about in the interpretation of the  Corpus iuris civilis  when Baldus

explicitly ties the extension of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety to the requirement of

equity, which, he says, governs all bona fide and stricti iuris contracts.147 Consequently,

rights formulated in the context of one contract, automatically apply to other contracts,

so he contends. Interestingly, Baldus backs his argument with a Digest text about the

aedilician remedies, while nonetheless opposing its extension to lease.148 Here we see

that  the  Roman  law  boundaries  between  contracts  are  overcome  by  a  need  to

hoc essent testes qui dicerent quod tunc temporis ante et post viderunt quam plurimos homines

volentes eam rem emere pro tanto precio communi aestimatione'.
145 'communi pretio aestimantur res. Quod ergo dicitur res tantum valet quantum vendi potest, scilicet

communiter', in: De la Porte, Corpus iuris civilis, p. 1397; Baldwin, Medieval theories, p. 28; Gordley,

Origins,  p. 65; Gordley also takes the edge off the argument that the medieval notion of how the

market worked differed from today's views. See Gordley, 'Equality', pp. 1606ff. 
146 De Revigny,  Lectura,  to C. 4.44.2,  fo.  201 (above left):  '...rerum precia non ex affectione sed ex

communi estimatione considerantur,  ut. ff. ad. l. falc. l. precia [D. 35.2.63] et ff. ad. l. acquil., l. si

servum [D. 9.2.33pr.]  unde oportet probare quod esset res digna tanto precio communi opinione' ;

Bartolus, Commentaria, to D. 35.2.63, no. 3: 'Quaero qualiter probabitur aestimatio frumenti proteriti

[i.e. protriti]?Et gl. in l. 2 C. de resc. vend. [C. 4.44.2] dicit quod est clarum quantum poterat vendi illo

tempore et ante et post...et ideo do tibi consilium quod in speciebus facias mentionem quod tantum

vendi poterat  in foro publico';  De Castro,  Commentaria,  to D. 35.2.63, no. 1, p. 106:  'illud dicitur

justum quod communiter potest vendi, non attenta singulari affectione vel utilitate unius'.
147 Schulze's remark 'Kontrakte 'stricti iuris' unterlagen den Grundsätzen der laesio enormis nicht ' and his

reference  are incorrect in so far as they concern Baldus. Schulze,  Die laesio,  p. 14; Grebieniow

acknowledges Baldus' extension of the remedy to stricti iuris negotia. Grebieniow, 'Die laesio', p. 199. 
148 Baldus,  Commentaria,  to C. 4.44.2, nos. 16-17, fo. 117:  'Tertio quaero an haec lex habeat locum in

omnibus  contractibus  bonae  fidei  et  videtur  quod  non,  quia  loquit  solum in  contractu  emptionis

venditionis. Ergo secus in aliis, de quibus non loquit...In contrarium, quia  [17]  omnium contractuum

bonae  fidei  eadem est  aequitas  et  ratio,  ergo  idem ius  debet  esse,  ut  ff  de  aedilitio  edicto,  l.,

sciendum,  §  deinde  aiunt  [D.  21.1.19.5]...[18]  Dico  et  quod  aequitas  huius  legis  extendit  se  ad

contractas [sic] stricti iuris, in quibus hinc inde par debet nasci obligatio quam naturalem aequitatem' ;

De Castro, Commentaria, to C. 4.44.2, no. 14: '...an ista lex quae loquitur in venditione habeat locum

in aliis contractibus bona fidei, dicendum est sine dubio quod sic...'.
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accommodate  the  law  with  the  requirements  of  thomist-aristotelian  thinking.149 This

mode  of  legal  reasoning  would  in  subsequent  ages  be  further  developed  and

strengthened in early modern scholasticism and natural law theory. 

Furthermore,  medieval  ius  commune-scholars  quietly  extend  the  remedy  for

lesion beyond moiety to movables. Although C. 4.44.2 and C. 4.44.8 only mention a plot

of land, the Accursian gloss discusses the just price of grain, which is a movable.150 In

addition, Bartolus and Baldus, commenting on C. 4.44.2, discuss how the just price of

grain, a movable thing, should be established in order to determine whether or not there

has been a lesion beyond moiety.151 A result of this extension to movables enhances the

remedy's scope considerably and enables its concurrence with remedies for defects.

Whenever defective movables cause prejudice of more than half the thing's just price,

remedies for both latent defects and lesion beyond moiety are available.   

149 For Baldus' references to equity and aristotelianism see Gordley, Origins, p. 67.
150 Gloss iudicis to C. 4.44.2: 'in mobilibus autem rebus, ut frumento, est pretium certum', in: De la Porte,

p. 714.
151 Bartolus,  Commentaria,  to C. 4.44.2, no. 25, fo. 163v:  'In rebus vero mobilibus quae consistunt in

numero pondere vel mensura, qualiter debeat fieri probatio dixi in l. pretia rerum, § nonumquam, ff. ad

leg.  Fal.'  [D.  35.2.63]; Bartolus,  Commentaria,  to  D.  35.2.63,  no.  3,  fo.  135v:  'Quaero  qualiter

probabitur aestimatio frumenti praeteriti? Et gl. in  l. 2, C. de resc. vend. [C. 4.44.2]  dicit...'; Baldus,

Commentaria,  to  C.  4.44.2,  no.  54,  fo.  118v:  'si  vero  sunt  mobiles,  ut  frumentum,  facilior  est

probatio...'.
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2.4 Remedies for latent defects vs the remedy for lesion beyond moiety

The  increased  attention  of  medieval  moral  theology  and  legal  doctrine  paid  to  the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety as a fit vehicle to maintain justice in contracts had

consequences for the interpretation of the remedies for latent defects. These had to be

given their proper place in a framework governing cases in which someone had been

prejudiced because of a defect in the thing sold next to the extended remedy for lesion

beyond moiety. Inevitably, such a tangled ball  of competing remedies with their own

particularities caused difficulties.

A first difficulty is that – most likely under influence of contemporary theological

scholarship  – medieval  legal  scholars  question  the  fact  that  the  remedy  for  lesion

beyond moiety as in C. 4.44.2 does not seem to presuppose fraud on the side of the

one who receives more than his due.  This is something they had not  done in their

discussion of the remedies for latent defects. Taking all the deliberations surrounding

'fraud  in  the  situation  itself'  (dolus  in  re  ipsa)  into  account,  it  is  striking  that  the

comments and glosses on the aedilician remedies do not  really  revolve around the

question  whether  or  not  fraud was required  to  be  able  to  bring  them.  Yet,  in  later

periods, the absence of this requirement for the aedilician remedies would increasingly

be questioned by those scholars who aimed to create a coherent regime of sales law.

After all, why should the aedilician remedies for defects not be construed with some sort

of dolus similar to the remedy for lesion beyond moiety is?152

Besides the opaque theory of dolus in re ipsa, medieval legal scholars consider

that the remedy for lesion beyond moiety has some advantages over the remedies for

latent defects. First, the remedy can be brought over a significantly longer period than

the  aedilician  remedies  for  latent  defects.  Baldus  revealingly  concludes  that  this

perpetual  remedy  'thus  is  not  like  the  aedilician  remedy  for  returning  the  thing'.153

Perhaps Baldus'  remark is  a reaction to  a proposal  to  render  the limitation of  both

remedies  the  same.  That  would  not  have  been  a  strange  thing  to  do,  since  the

demarcation between the remedy for lesion beyond moiety and those for latent defects

is not at all clear. As we have already seen, medieval scholars accepted both the short

aedilician periods of limitation and the 30-year life of the civil action on the contract.154 

These divergent  limitation  periods  posed  something  of  a  problem.  Could  the

152 See in particular early modern scholastic authors on the subject 3.2.2.1.
153  Baldus, Commentaria, to C. 4.44.2, no. 10, fo. 117: 'Alii dicunt que est actio ex eo contractu...et haec

est ipsa veritas...et ideo ista actio est civilis et perpetua nec est sicut illa redhibitoria quae pertinet ad

aedilitias actiones'.
154 See 2.2.1.3
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remedy for lesion beyond moiety be brought after the aedilician remedies had lapsed? If

so, then that meant that duped buyers were assured of having the remedy for lesion

beyond moiety in reserve, if  they had missed the period within which the aedilician

remedies should have been instituted and the defects had caused a prejudice of more

than half of the just price. 

Conversely,  if  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  was  ruled  out  after  the

limitation  periods  of  the  remedies  for  latent  defects  had  lapsed,  its  duration  was

effectively equalled to that of the aedilician or contractual remedy depending on the kind

of defect in the thing sold. In the event of a corporeal defect, the available aedilician

remedies lapsed after six months (rescission) or one year (price reduction). In the event

of non-corporeal defects, the actio empti for defects died after 30 years. The remedy for

lesion beyond moiety would then also vary in accordance with the availability of other

remedies. Its extension to fields which were of old the prerogative of particular remedies

for  latent  defects  thus  created  obscurities  which  had  to  be  illuminated  by  later

generations of legal scholars.

Moreover, it remained unclear which standard had to be used for the calculation

of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety and, consequently, the seller's compensatory

reduction calculation after selling for an unjustifiably inflated cost. Similar to the remedy

for lesion beyond moiety, the remedy for price reduction for defective goods required a

standard to determine the amount of reduction which the duped buyer was entitled to.155

Yet,  medieval  ius  commune  scholarship  is  undecided  about  which  method  of

assessment a litigant had to use in court.  Although both a subjective and objective

assessment are defended – the first in the event of a remedy for price reduction under

the contract, the other in the event of the aedilician variant  – notably the ultramontani

De Revigny and  De  Belleperche  argued  for  the  objective  assessment  as  the  sole

method to establish the thing's just price.156 It is to be observed, in the long run, with

scholastic reasoning having gained firm ground among legal scholars, the subjective

price standard would be ousted by the objective one based on the thing's current price. 

With  regard  to  the  possibility  to  use  remedies  in  contracts  other  than  those

provided for in  the  Corpus iuris civilis,  the differences between the remedy for lesion

beyond  moiety  and  the  remedies  for  defects  in  the  thing  are  also  noteworthy. The

remedies for defects could not be used in contracts other than sales. For the remedy for

lesion beyond moiety, however, the contrary was accepted quite early by Azo for at least

155 Baldwin, Medieval theories, p. 20.
156 See 2.2.1.2
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other bona fide contracts such as lease.157 Medieval scholars not only allowed for the

remedy in  sales,  but  in  all  bona fide  contracts.  Some scholars  even argued for  its

application to contracts stricti iuris. Nothing of the kind ever happened with the aedilician

remedies; their which scope is more narrowly defined in keeping with D. 21.1.63. The

latter text  even dissuaded Baldus from accepting such an extension, despite all  his

equity-based reasoning in his discussion of C. 4.44.2.158 

Finally,  speaking  in  terms  of  legal  procedure,  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond

moiety  seems  better  to  digest  than  the  remedies  for  defects  in  the  thing  sold.  A

transgression of half of the just price suffices to trigger the remedy for lesion beyond

moiety, whereas the remedies for latent defects require proof of the defect in a particular

thing impeding normal use. It would seem that it is much easier to find out whether a

thing's price deviated from the current market price than to prove that a defect existed at

the moment the contract was concluded in the first place, and, secondly, that that defect

impeded the thing's normal use. 

As we shall see in later chapters, the disadvantageous make-up of the remedies

for latent defects became subject to change. 

157 Azo,  Summa Theol.,  to C. 4.44, no. 5, p. 417:  'Quod dixi in venditione, ad quemlibet contractum

bonae fidei exteditur'; Schulze, Die laesio, p. 14; Langer, Laesio enormis, p. 47.
158  See 2.2.2.
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2.5 Summary and concluding remarks

This  chapter  explored  how  medieval  legal  scholars  worked  their  way  through

problematic points of law in the  Corpus iuris civilis concerning the remedies which a

buyer of a defective thing could bring.  On the one hand, Justinian's compilation offers

remedies for latent defects which were based on the aedilician edict and it provided for

an  action  on  the  sales  contract  which  also  involved  rescission  or  price  reduction

because of a defective thing. On the other, the Corpus iuris civilis  grants a remedy to

the party to a contract who had been prejudiced for more than half the object of the

contract's just price. As these three possibilities were not sufficiently demarcated from

each other, medieval scholars set the task of clarifying how these remedies' related.

A  first  difficulty  tackled  by  medieval  jurists  concerns  the  duplication  of  the

aedilician and civil remedies for latent defects (2.2.1). Why did the Corpus iuris civilis

contain  two seemingly identical  sets of  remedies for  defects in  the thing sold? The

medieval legal mind could not envisage that the Roman ratio scripta had not known its

proper reasons for accepting these remedies side by side. 

Indeed, medieval scholars managed to distil differences between the remedies

from the Roman law texts. A first difference pertains to the kind of defects to which

these  applied  (2.2.1.1).  The  glossators  Azo  and  Accursius  and  the  commentators

Bartolus and Baldus held that the aedilician remedy for returning the thing only lay in the

event of corporeal defects. Hence, a buyer who saw himself confronted with a non-

corporeal defect such as an animal inclined to kick or a slave prone to fleeing had to

bring a remedy for price reduction available with the action on the sales contract or for

breach of  warranty. By formulating this  difference in  scope,  the mentioned scholars

succeeded in explaining away the apparent redundancy of the aedilician remedies for

latent defects and in bringing ratio in the Roman law scripta. 

Though  the  majority  of  medieval  scholars  agreed  on  the  difference in  scope

between the aedilician and civil remedies for latent defects, views markedly differed with

regard to the question whether or not the  Corpus iuris civilis  also assigned different

methods by which to calculate the price reduction which a seller of a defective thing

owed the buyer (2.2.1.2). Azo and Accursius read in the Roman law texts that the civil

remedy came with a subjective method of assessment, whereas the aedilician remedy

involved an objective calculation of the price reduction. As a consequence, a buyer who

brought the civil remedy, had to declare under oath in court what he thought was the

thing's value. In the event the aedilician remedy had been instituted such an oath was

not required. The common market price was taken to calculate the shortfall between the
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price paid and the thing's real value. However, some medieval scholars, notably those

from the School of Orléans, dismissed the existence of two ways to compute by what

amount the seller had to reduce the thing's price. They believed that the only right way

to calculate a reduction was based on an objective price assessment.

A similar picture presented itself in the medieval debate about which limitation

periods the various remedies for latent defects possessed (2.2.1.3). Accursius, Bartolus

and Baldus held that the civil and aedilician remedies possessed different limitations

periods.  The  civil  remedies  lasted  for  30-years,  whereas  the  aedilician  remedy  for

returning the thing lapsed after six months and the aedilician remedy for price reduction

after  one year. However, again  the  ultramontani  from Orléans,  De Revigny and De

Belleperche, concluded that there was just one set of limitation periods for both civil and

aedilician remedies for defects in the bought thing. The only limitation periods which

applied  when  a  buyer  brought  a  remedy  for  a  defect  in  the  object  sold  was  the

aedilician.  Both  scholars  in  favour  and  against  accepting  various  limitation  periods

managed to draw arguments from C. 4.58.2.

In addition to their particular periods of limitation, Justinianic Roman law texts

contain more clues to assign the aedilician remedies a unique position vis-à-vis the civil.

A Digest  text  suggests  that,  in  the  event  of  multiple  sellers  who  have  joined  in  a

partnership  with  the  purpose to  sell  slaves (societas  venaliciariorum),  the  aedilician

remedies can be brought against any one of them for the entire sum ( in solidum) of the

performance. Furthermore, the aedilician actio redhibitoria could involve a penalty, if the

seller, in contempt of court, refused to pay back the price to the buyer (2.2.1.4). The

majority  of  medieval  scholars  whose  works  were  consulted  in  this  chapter  did  not

appear  to  problematise  these aedilician  traits.  Odofredus  even  seems  to  drop  the

requirement of a societas venaliciariorum and to allow a suit in solidum in all cases of

multiple sellers, regardless of their being joined in a partnership. On the other hand,

Odofredus seemed to ignore the possibility to sue for the double amount, if the seller

refuses to return the sum paid for the defective thing, even after a judge had ordered

him to do so. De Revigny and De Belleperche did not discuss the matter.

Thus, in the debate about the seeming redundancy of the aedilician remedies for

latent  defects  it  has  become clear  that  these  remedies  were  'saved'  by  Azo's  and

Accursius'  skilful  art  of  distinguishing  on  the  basis  of  Roman  law  texts.  However,

opposition against  this 'Accursian'  distinction and a tendency to merge the civil  and

aedilician  remedies  into  one set  already shimmered through in  the  writings  of  their

contemporaries.  Nevertheless,  these  competing  views  resulted  from  very  similar
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techniques  of  interpretation,  which  consisted  of  skilfully  analysing  the  texts  of  the

Corpus iuris civilis.

A strict adherence of medieval scholars to the text of the  Corpus iuris civilis  is also

found in their treatment of the question whether the aedilician remedy for returning the

thing could also be brought in lease (2.2.2). D. 21.1.63 explicitly seems to rule out this

possibility. From Accursius onwards, medieval scholars brought no objections to this

text, even though it is hard to fathom why a lessee would not be able to demand that he

return the defective leased thing and that the lessor pay him back the agreed rent.

Medieval scholars justified their position by reasoning that 'in lease one does not intend

to transfer property, as one does in sales'.

Concerning the scope of the seller's liability for defects in the thing sold, medieval

scholars agreed that the rule of D. 19.1.13(14)pr was the general rule which had to be

applied (2.2.3). According to this text about liability for sold rotten beams and contagious

cattle, the knowing seller  is liable for more than the seller who was not aware of any

defect in the object he sold. Digest texts which seem to run counter to this rule are

explained away, either as texts dealing with particular things for which an increased

liability applies or as dealing with sellers who were in the position to know about the

defects. Medieval legal doctrine did not yet take the step that professional sellers form a

particular category, the members of which should always be aware of defects in things

sold.

Yet, at other points medieval legal scholarship did demonstrate a tendency to

come to a less intricate law regarding the seller's liability for defects in things sold. This

particularly holds with regard to the seller's liability for encumbrances on immovables

(2.2.4). Although the question what a seller of land burdened with servitudes or taxes is

liable for closely resembles the issue of the seller's liability for defects in movables, the

Corpus iuris civilis  contains a large amount of texts with rules which deviate from the

seller's liability for defective movables. Whereas in the event of defects in movables, the

knowing seller is always liable for more than the seller who was not aware of any defect

in the thing he sold (D. 19.1.13(14)pr), some Digest and Codex texts suggest that only

the knowing seller can be held liable and then for price reduction only. 

Accursius  consequently  put  much  effort  into  bringing  these  varying  liability

regimes for  a  comparable factual  problem in  line with  each other. By means of  an

extensive interpretation of texts which suggest otherwise, Accursius managed to place

both the seller's liability for encumbrances on immovables and for defects in movables

under one and the same regime of D. 19.1.13(14)pr. Yet, he accepted one exception:
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some encumbrances were so common that buyers could have known about them when

concluding the sale. For these burdens sellers could not be held to account. All  the

same,  a  deviation  of  more  than half  the  just  price  could  involve  liability, as  will  be

summarised further below.

A similar urge to bring the seller's liability for encumbrances on immovables in

line  with  that  for  movables could  be sensed in  the  writings  of  De Revigny and De

Castro. They even went  so far as to read given warranties and, accordingly, full liability

in texts where these warranties do not seem to be present.  Contrariwise, Fulgosius

stuck to a literal interpretation of the same texts and defended that the liability regimes

for movables and immovables differ.

Besides the remedies for defects in the thing sold, buyers who had bought a defective

object  could bring the remedy for lesion beyond moiety, if  the defect had caused a

prejudice for more than half the thing's just price (2.3). Under influence of late medieval

moral  theology, this remedy became the vehicle for theologians such as Aquinas to

express  what  should  be  considered  just  in  contractual  behaviour.  Essential  to  the

remedy laid down in C. 4.44.2 was the concept of a just price, which Aquinas could well

use  to  skilfully  explain  Aristotle's  views  on  commutative  justice  in  ius  commune-

terminology.  In so doing, it  seems that Aquinas took his cue from legal scholarship,

which  had already at  an  earlier  stage acknowledged the  remedy for  lesion  beyond

moiety as one which could be used more generally than C. 4.44.2 allows for. Though

moral theologians did not accept any deviation of the just price at all, jurists allowed

contracting parties to outwit each other up to half the thing's just price, Aquinas' moral

colouring of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety nonetheless provided an impetus for

the further elaboration of the remedy by later jurists. Eventually, it would emerge as the

preferred remedy to correct breach of contract, also if the breach had been caused by a

defect.

Unlike what was the case concerning the remedies for latent defects, scholars

such as Bartolus and Baldus assigned a wide field of application to the remedy for

lesion beyond moiety. Though medieval scholars justified the remedy in the event the

party who had disproportionately benefited from a contract had not acted in bad faith

with  a  rather  opaque  theory  of  'fraud  in  the  situation  itself'  (dolus  in  re  ipsa),  the

remedy's  long  period  of  limitation,  its  straightforward  objective  method  of  price

assessment, its applicability to lease, and its procedural clarity made it  a formidable

competitor to the remedies for defects in the thing sold. As already noted, the latter

remedies suffered from ambiguities regarding their limitation, the calculation of price
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reduction  and a  limited  reach  beyond the  sales  contract.  Buyers  would  thing  twice

before opting for an obscure remedy based on defects, if also the remedy for lesion

beyond moiety was available. Yet, the writings of medieval legal scholars do not provide

evidence for a preference for the remedy for lesion beyond moiety over the remedies for

defects in the thing. Such a development would appear later in European legal history,

as shall be demonstrated in the next chapter. 

At the beginning of this volume a factual situation was set out which serves as a means

of comparison.159 What legal recourse is open to B now that the thing he received turns

out to be defective? For medieval ius commune doctrine we observed that B had many,

though intricate, legal options at his disposal. 

If his prejudice because of the defect amounted to more than half the thing's just

price, he could bring within  six months or one year  a remedy for latent  defects for

rescission or price reduction based on the thing's objective value, if  the defect  was

corporeal. 

In the event of non-corporeal defects B could only demand a price reduction. A

remedy for rescission only lay, if A had acted with fraud, which remedy lasted for 30

years. 

B could also institute within 30 years the remedy for lesion beyond moiety with

which again rescission or reduction of price could be realised. Yet, this remedy needed

proof of a disproportionate price paid. 

For encumbrances on immovables, B could, according to the medieval majority

view, opt for a remedy for rescission or a reduction of price, or for the remedy for lesion

beyond moiety. Both remedies shared the same features as the contractual remedy for

defective movables. Hence, they lasted for 30 years and determined the scope of the

seller's liability by means of his good or bad faith. 

An overview of the remedies available to B is in the schedule below.

159  See 1.2.1.
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Chapter Three. Early modern Castilian law on the remedies for defects

in a thing exchanged for money

3.1 Introduction

The  16th  century  marked  a  period  of  Spanish  military  and  cultural  dominance  on  the

European continent.1 New worlds, inland conquests and lucrative marriages had forged a

powerful  imperium  reigned  over  by  the  descendants  of  Castillian  and  Aragonese

noblemen. The joint kingdoms under Charles V (reigned: 1520-1558) and his son Philip II

(reigned: 1556-1598) and grandson Philip III (reigned: 1598-1621) offered an environment

in which academic learning and fine arts rose to brilliant heights. This also applied to the

legal sciences which knew important hubs in Salamanca, Coimbra and Alcalá de Henares.

However, with the peace of Westphalia (1648), Spain had to cede its pre-eminent position

as European superpower to France, England and the Dutch Republic. The decline which

had set  in  under the reign of  Philip  IV (reigned: 1621-1665)  had its  repercussions for

Spain's intellectual  position as well.  From now on, the scholars of the Dutch Republic

chose their own path, as had the English done already at an earlier stage. Accordingly, this

chapter will follow in the wake of Spain's rise and decline and focus on the jurists who lived

and worked from the era of los Reyes Católicos (1479-1516) until, roughly, 1648. Works

that appeared after 1648 will only be discussed marginally, if necessary.

In addition to an investigation into Castilian legal scholarship on the law about latent

defects and lesion beyond moiety, this chapter contains a discussion of theological thought

as it developed in what is later referred to as the 'school of Salamanca'. In answer to the

protestant reformation, catholic theologians used the work of Thomas of Aquinas (1225-

1274) and medieval ius commune to define rules to which the penitents should answer in

order to salvage their souls in the afterlife.2 For instance, if it happened that a seller sold

things for more than what was considered their just price, when and how should he as

penitent restore this breach of the moral requirement of fairness in exchange?3 These and

similar questions were imagined to be dealt with, via the confessor, in the forum internum,

or the 'court of conscience', 'a jurisdiction over man as a spiritual being'.4

1 The Spanish golden age is, arbitrarily, said to have begun with the conquest of Granada in 1492 and to
have ended with the peace of Westphalia in 1648. F. Piétri, La España del siglo de oro, pp.  413–419; for
an overview of Spain's legal history see Masferrer, Legal Traditions, passim.

2 Notably after the Council of Trent (1545-1563). Decock, Theologians, p. 50.
3 A term coined by Decock which will be fully explained in 3.2.2.2.
4 Decock, Theologians, pp. 27.
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Theologians from the 'School  of  Salamanca' such as Francisco de Vitoria (1483/1492-

1546)5,  Domingo  de  Soto  (1494/5-1560)6 and  Francisco  Suárez  (1548-1617)7,  wrote

extensively on questions pertaining to sales and the mutual  obligations of  buyers and

sellers with regard to the object sold in the forum internum, the jurisdiction in which one

'accuses himself'8 in front of a confessor in order to come to terms with one's conscience.

They  explored  the  rights  and  wrongs  of  all  behaviour  in  which  man took  part,  which

included entering into and carrying out contracts.9 

When one reads their arguments, not only does it surprise how thoroughly the topics

were  explored,  but  also  that  Aquinas’  13th  century  theory  of  natural  law  provides  the

backbone of the answers which are formulated to the day’s legal moral dilemmas in trade

practice.10 

As  a result  of  this  intermingling  of  theological  thought  and  legal  doctrine  and

practice,  early  modern  Castilian  sales  law gained  new  depths.  Indeed,  the  rules  and

principles theologians elaborated for the forum internum percolated into the 'worldly', that

is, the ecclesiastic and secular, jurisdictions (forum externum) where one did not 'accuse'

oneself, but where one could be sued by others seeking justice.11 By the latter are meant

the ecclesiastical  courts  in which canon law was applied in cases touching on church

prerogatives. The other half of the forum externum, consists of the secular courts in which

judges applied civil  ius commune and local customary or statutory law in cases between

ordinary citizens. In 16th  century Castile both jurisdictions adopted theological concepts

initially developed for confessional practice. Rules formulated for the forum internum were

merged with medieval ius commune. This new amalgamation was consequently applied to

wordly matters under dispute. Illustrative is Luis de Molina's (1535-1600) remark that 'the

things in civil law... about... , unnamed and named contracts, more subtly than usefully

invented and introduced by  a  heathen people,  should  be abolished...  and the   forum

externum should be brought into line with the forum internum'.12 Catholic morality steered

the direction the law of defects was going to take in early modern Castilian law.

The conceptual results of this encounter of theology and law were later exported to

other parts of Europe, albeit in an abstracted, secularised version. Natural law scholars,

such as Grotius, Pufendorf and Thomasius were to a high degree inspired by early modern

5 For biographical details see R. Hernández Martín, 'Vitoria Compludo, Francisco de', in: DBE, vol. 50, p.
308-314.

6 For biographical details see M. del Pilar Cuesta Domingo, 'Soto, Domingo de', in: DBE, vol. 47, p. 178-
182.

7 For biographical details see S. Rábade Romeo, 'Suárez, Francisco', in: DBE, vol. 47, p. 340-343.
8 Albornoz, Arte, fo. 66v [F, left column]: 'Fuero judicial llamo donde la parte no se acusa a si mismo, sino

quo otro le pide su derecho, hora sea ante el juez seglar, hora ante el Ecclesiastico'.
9 Decock, Theologians, p. 27: 'a juristic notion of conscience'.
10 Decock, Theologians, pp. 49seq. 
11 Albornoz, Arte, fo. 66v [F, left column]: 'Fuero judicial llamo donde la parte no se acusa a si mismo, sino

quo otro le pide su derecho, hora sea ante el juez seglar, hora ante el Ecclesiastico'.
12 Molina,  De iustitia,  vol.  2,  disp.  258,  no.  9,  p.  16:  'quae de...  contractibus innominatis  et  nominatis

subtiliter potius quam utiliter de iure civili ab ethnicis hominibus inventa atque introducta sunt aboleri
deberent,...  exteriusque  forum conscientiae  foro  aequari  deberet';  Decock,  Theologians,  p.  125;  for
biographical details see F. Gómez Camacho, 'Molina, Luis de', in: DBE, vol. 35, p. 414-417.
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scholastics.13 Consequently, if one wants to trace the history of how buyers were legally

defended  against  defects  in  the  things  they  bought  in  European  continental  law,

knowledge of legal and theological developments in 16th  century Castile is indispensable.

As  there  do  not  exist,  to  my  knowledge,  studies  of  substantial  depth  in  which  it  is

investigated  how  issues  concerning  latent  defects  were  dealt  with  in  early  modern

Castilian doctrine and practice such will be explored here. 

That the day's moral theology not only ordained how the civil law should be but actually

influenced  how civil  law  was administered  in  practice  follows  from the  study  of  early

modern reports of case law. First of all, the cases studied for this book demonstrate that

theological concepts of justice determine which remedies were available in the event one

had bought  a  defective thing.14 Moreover, the common man in  Castile too defined his

behaviour outside the confessor's bench in the moral terms which were used in front of a

confessor. We hear Francisco de Castañero, who had allegedly sold an orchard for more

than the just price, bring the defence that 'I am a good Christian, fearful of God, and by my

conscience I am not prone nor used to sell... for more than the just price'. 15 Hence, men

tuned their behaviour in the  forum externum to the demands formulated to keep a clear

conscience in the forum internum.                                      

The particular  aim of  this  chapter  is  to  provide  insight  into  how the  confessor's

morality influenced the day's civil law both in legal doctrine as well as practice. Beside the

works of  legal  scholars,  manuscript  records from cases brought  before  la  Chancillería

Real de Valladolid (the Royal Chancery of Valladolid)16, Castile's highest appellate tribunal

in early modern times, offer a rare possibility to see to what extent Castilian legal doctrine

and,  particularly,  concepts  and  rules  formulated  for  the  forum  internum found  their

expression in the day's practice.  

The structure of the chapter is as follows. In section 3.2, the reader not so acquainted with

the legal situation in early modern Castile, is introduced to its legal sources. Section 3.2.2

focuses on theological doctrine as concerns the rules which were formulated for the forum

internum.  First,  the  scholastic  foundations  of  these  rules  will  be  discussed.  There

subsequently follows a treatment of the concepts of fairness in exchange and the just

price. Both are key concepts necessary for the correct understanding of the rules of liability

theologians formulated for the sale of defective things or the sale of things for more than

their just price. 

After these preliminary sections about the context in which Castilian law developed,

the following are devoted to Castilian secular law regarding latent defects (3.3) and lesion

beyond moiety (3.4). In the treatment of these topics, frequent recourse will be taken to the

13 Feenstra, 'L’influence de la Scolastique', pp.  377-402; Decock,  Theologians, xvii, 103, 598-600; more
references in Decock&Birr, Recht und Moral, p. 80.

14 See 3.5.
15 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f), caja 971, 7, fo. 25 (sc. 49): 'soy buen | christiano temeroso de dios y de mi con- |

sciencia y no suelo ni acostumbro | vender... | ... mas de por el justo prescio'.
16 See on this and other Castilian tribunals Kagan, Lawsuits and litigants, p. 32seq.
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rules theologians elaborated for the forum internum. The aim of doing so is to present to

the reader an insight into the interplay between what was considered the litigants' moral

duties  and  what  was  required  of  them according  to  the  day's  civil  law. The  thematic

subquestions spelled out in the introduction to this study will form a connecting thread in

the present. Section 3.5 discusses where the changed moral and legal views on how to

remedy sales in which the thing sold appeared to be defective most clearly come to the

fore. The chapter ends with a summary (3.6).
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3.2 The legal context of early modern Castile.

3.2.1 Legal sources

The legal sources studied in this chapter consist of Castilian statutes, doctrinal writings

and jurisprudence.  Similar to many other regions of early modern Europe, Castile's legal

situation  can  best  be  described in  terms of  legal  pluralism with  various tribunals  and

enforcing mechanisms existing side by side.17 Relatively early in history, Spain's regions

had been made subject to royalist unifying tendencies. Rulers strived after a unification of

the  country  which  activity  found  its  resonance  in  various  lawmaking  affairs.  Of  old,

Castilian kings endeavoured to unify local law by means of granting cities  – or, rather,

imposing on them – statutory rights (fueros) developed by Royal scribes. King Ferdinand

III (reigned: 1217-1252) at the beginning of the 13th century thus used the Fuero Juzgo (FJ)

and king Alfonse X the Wise (reigned: 1252-1282) the Fuero Real (FR).18

Since 1348, a hierarchy of sources is stated in the  Ordenamiento de Alcalá.19 Its

compiler, king Alfonse XI (reigned: 1312-1350) proclaimed that Castilian Courts had to put

aside  local  fueros which  were  contrary  to  the  Ordenamiento.  However,  if  the

Ordenamiento did not provide pertinent provisions, cases had to be decided in accordance

with local  fueros.  If that also appeared impossible, the judiciary should fall back on the

Siete Partidas20, a statute promulgated by Alfonse X in the years 1254-1265.21 This decree

thus seems to dismiss medieval  ius commune  as a subsidiary source  of law. Yet, the

mentioned statutes bear a distinct ius commune mark and were, as we will see, interpreted

with  the  help  of  ius  commune-literature.  Castilian  civil  law  retained  a  ius  commune-

character and the environment in which rules were discussed and cases decided remained

firmly rooted in the tradition of the Bolognese glossators and commentators.

Of the Castilian statutes which in  keeping with the  Ordenamiento's  decree were

17 The most obvious example of legal pluralism is the existence of ecclesiastical and secular courts side by
side which on occasion were competent to investigate the same cases with 'forum-shopping' by plaintiffs
as a result. See Decock, Theologians, p. 100. More on this in 2.3.1.

18 Masferrer, Legal traditions, chapter 8; Tomás y Valiente, Manual, p. 157, p. 164.
19 See the discurso preliminar to the Ordenamiento in: Los códigos españoles, vol. 1, p. 432.
20 See Pérez Martín, 'La obra legislativa Alfonsina', p. 48. This article provides a lucid description of the

work's character on pp. 30-50.
21 Ordenamiento 28.1, in: Los códigos españoles, vol. 1, p. 463: Por que leys se pueden librar los pleytos.

Nuestra  entencion,  è  nuestra  voluntat  es que  los nuestros naturales,  è  moradores de los  nuestros
Regnos sean mantenidos en pas è en justicia: et como para esto sea menester dar Leys ciertas por dò
se libren los pleytos, è las contiendas, que acaescieren entrellos, è maguer  [aunque] que la nuestra
Corte usan del fuero de las leys è algunas Villa de nuestro Sennorio lo han por fuero, è otras Cibdades è
Villas han otros fueros departidos, por los quales se pueden librar algunos pleytos, pero porque muchas
veces son las contiendas è los pleytos que entre los omes acaescen è se mueven de cada dia, que se
non pueden librar por los fueros; por ende, queriendo poner remedio convenible à esto, establecemos, è
mandamos que los dichos fueros sean guardados en aquellas cosas, que se usaron, salvo en aquellas
que nos fallaremos que se deben mejorar, è emendar , è en las que son contra Dios, è contra racon, è
contra Leys, que en este nuestro libro se contienen, por las quales Leys en este nuestro libro mandamos
que se libren primeramente todos los pleytos civil è creminales; è los pleytos è contiendas que se non
pudieren librar por las Leys deste nuestro libro, è por los dichos fueros, mandamos que se libren por las
Leys contenidad en los Libros de las siete Partidas, que el Rey Don Alfonso nuestro Visabuelo mandó
ordenar….
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applied in practice, the following contain provisions about the law of latent defects and

lesion beyond moiety. The  Fuero Real  (ca.  1250),  the  Siete Partidas  (1254-1265),  the

Ordenamiento  de  Alcalá  (1348),  the  Nueva  Recopilación  (1567),  and  the  Novísima

Recopilación  (1805).22 The 'model'  fuero,  the  Fuero Real,  accepts the remedy in sales,

albeit for sellers only.23 It was not before the Siete Partidas (SP), that  ius commune fully

found its way into Castilians statutory law. This statute contains both remedies for latent

defects  as  well  as  the  remedy for  lesion  beyond moiety  in  an  extended  version. 24 In

Castile, all these remedies were there to stay, either in the Nueva Recopilación (1506) and

the  Novísima Recopilación  (1805)  – as far as it concerns the remedy for lesion beyond

moiety – , or as provisions in the Siete Partidas which kept their force as subsidiary law

until the promulgation of Spain's  Código civil  in 1889.25 As a result, buyers of defective

slaves and cattle could under circumstances bring both the remedies for defects and the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety. One of the topics in this chapter will consequently be

how Castilian law coped with this seeming concurrence of remedies.26

The doctrinal writings the reader versed in legal history will encounter in this part of

the book are of a somewhat different character than might have been expected. In keeping

with  the  view that  theological  thinking  exercised significant  influence on how Castilian

sales law eventually took shape, not only the works of writers on legal doctrine but also of

those writing on theologically just behaviour will be discussed. Next to the legal works by,

amongst  others,  Antonio Gómez (ca.  1500-1561)27 and  Diego de Covarrubias y Leyva

(1512-1577)28 the moral views expounded by, to name a few significant authors,  Vitoria,

Juan de Medina (1490-1546)29 and Soto are explored for their content on the law of latent

defects and lesion beyond moiety. 

3.2.1.1 Case law from the Royal Chancery of Valladolid

The third legal source studied in this chapter is Castilian case law. Throughout the various

sections, it will be investigated how and to what extent legal doctrine was put into practice

by means of manuscript records of Castile's highest appellate Court in the early modern

22 The Fuero Juzgo (ca. 1200) was based on the Visigoth Liber iudiciorum. It favours a sales law in which a
contract of sale can only be rescinded in the event of a limited number of latent defects. Furthermore, it
rules out the possibility to rescind a sale because of lesion beyond moiety. See FJ 5.4.7, in: Los códigos
españoles, vol. 1, p. 143; See Tomas y Valiente, Manual, p. 162

23 FR 3.10.5seq., in: Los códigos españoles, vol. 1, p. 388: Ningun home no pueda desfacer vendida que
haga [my emphasis]. 

24 SP 5.5.56, (lesion) 63-65 (latent defects), in:  Los códigos, vol. 3, pp. 631-632; The remedies for latent
defects are later in Castilian legal doctrine applied to all things, movables as well as immovables. See
Hevia Bolaño, Laberinto, 1.13.9, p. 146: '... tambien por bienes muebles o semovientes, como esclavos,
animales, mercaderias, paños, libros y otras cosas semejantes...'. 

25 Novísima Recopilación 10.1.2 ( = Nueva Recopilacíon 5.11.1, 6), in:  Los códigos,vol. 9, p. 304; these
statutes do not contain remedies for latent defects. 

26 See 3.5.
27 For biographical details see S. De Dios de Dios, 'Gómez, Antonio', in: DBE, vol. 23, p. 279.
28 For biographical details see L. Pereña Vicente, 'Covarrubias y Leyva, Diego de', in: DBE, vol. 15, p. 106-

112.
29 Surprisingly, the DBE does not have an entry for this scholar. For biographical details and references see

Decock, Theologians, p. 54.
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era, the Royal Chancery of Valladolid.  The cases, or  pleitos,  treated by judges who had

the last word over disputes in the Castilian territory, offer revealing concrete examples of

how  legal  issues  concerning  latent  defects  were  dealt  with  in  early  modern  Castilian

practice.

Beginning as an institute to which kings in the 14th  century delegated part of their

royal  prerogatives  to  seal  decrees and grant  privileges,  but  also  to  burn  invalid  royal

documents, the Chancery gradually evolved into Castile's court of final instance.30 A first

step toward developing the Royal  Chancery into Castilian's most  important Court  took

place by turning it into a Court for persons who were previously held to appear before the

king.31 Above all, the Chancery's importance became significant in the reign of King John

the First  (1379-1390).  It  was him who coined the name Royal  Chancery, made it  the

tribunal  of  last  instance  from  which  judgements  it  was  not  possible  to  appeal  and

appointed professional scribes,  escribanos,  to register all  cases that were dealt with in

court.32 

During the reign of los reyes Católicos (the catholic kings) Ferdinand II and Isabel I

(reigned: 1474-1516), the Royal Chancery's position was further consolidated.33 The co-

rulers enhanced the Royal Chancery's prestige by the decree that it was only possible to

appeal to the Chancery, if  the sum of what was at stake exceeded 3000 maravedís. 34

Furthermore, according to an ordinance given in Córdoba in 1485, once a process had

been concluded, its files and writs of execution should be stored in a room particularly

destined for that purpose.35 Thus started what would later be turned into the Archivo de la

Chancillería  Real.36 Until  its  dissolution  in  1834,  the  Royal  Chancery  would  hoard  its

treasures, which can be consulted up to this day.

During a four-months stay in Vallodolid, I consulted the files of 37 lawsuits (pleitos) fought

out  over  sales  gone  awry.37 I  located  pertinent  cases  by  consulting  the  Chancery's

electronical  database on the website  of  Spain's  department of  Education,  Culture and

Sports.38 The length of the pleitos varies from a couple of folia to more than one hundred.

30 Mendizábal,  Investigaciones,  p.  2;  SP 3.20.6,  in:  Los códigos,  vol.  3,  p.  272:  'E  por  esto la llaman
Cancelleria, porque en ella se deven quebrantar, e cancellar las cartas que fueren mal fechas'.

31 Varona García, La chancillería, p. 117.
32 Mendizábal, Investigaciones, p. 14.
33 'procuramos con  toda  solicitud  y  cuidado proveer  y  reformar  la  dicha  nuestra  abdiençia  e  corte  e

chancillería como la cosa más principal e más eçelente de la administración e eseçucion de la justicia
que aya en nuestros reynos...', quoted in Varona García, La Chancillería, p. 54.

34 A maravedí was a Castilian monetary unit the value of which differed in accordance with time, whether it
was made of  copper or  silver  and whether  or  not  it  was  used nominally. See the entries  in  S.  de
Covarrubias,  Tesora de la lengua castellana o española,  Madrid,  1611 and in the  Diccionario de la
lengua castellana compuesta por la  Real Academia Española,  Madrid 1780. Both can be consulted
online via the Royal Academy of Spain's website <http://ntlle.rae.es/ntlle/SrvltGUISalirNtlle>.

35 Varona García, La Chancillería, pp. 59, 230. 
36 Varona García, La Chancillería,  p.  63.  For  further  information about this  archive see the website of

Spain's  department  of  education,  culture  and  sports:  </www.mecd.gob.es/cultura-mecd/areas-
cultura/archivos/mc/archivos/acv/portada.html>.

37 See appendix A for  a detailed overview of all pleitos studied for this study.
38 <http://pares.mcu.es>
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The  pleitos offer a detailed description of the legal  proceedings starting with the

proceedings in first instance to the final judgement pronounced by the Royal Chancery.

Early modern Castile knew a tiered court system. In first instance, a plaintiff brought his

case  before  the  alcalde, alguacil  or  corregidor39, local  officials  charged  with  the

administration of justice in a certain geographically defined area. Afterwards litigants could

appeal to the Royal Chancery. The Chancery then re-examined the case in full.40 Though

in many European countries it is very difficult to retrieve judgements by early modern lower

courts,  the fact  that  the Royal  Chancery's  industrious clerks (escribanos)  heeded king

John's decree that the Chancery's sentences should be preserved, makes the Chancery's

archive  a  treasure  trove  for  the  scholar  interested  in  the  entire  column  of  law

administration in an early modern part of Europe. The Chancery's escribanos meticulously

report the proceedings, from the first claim brought by the plaintiff in first instance to the

definite judgement pronounced by the Chancery's judges (oydores). 

In addition to the manuscript files of complete lawsuits, I also consulted around 23

manuscript writs of execution.41 These provide an overview of the anteceding lawsuit in an

abridged version. Though less detailed, they enable the researcher to gain a quick view of

the  kind  of  claim  the  plaintiffs  made  and  whether  or  not  the  Chancery  followed  or

dismissed them. The writs of execution are between three and 15 folia long. 

Research revealed that relatively few cases brought before the Royal Chancery deal with

either a suit because of latent defects in an item sold or with a lesion beyond moiety. In

quantitative terms, therefore, the number of cases, (8 pleitos, 23 ejecutorias), which bore

on the issue I tackle in this book and which are discussed in this chapter might seem

somewhat meagre.42 Yet, these few cases provide revealing information about the extent

to which doctrinal concepts were applied to practice. Though  direct  references  to  legal

doctrine  are  virtually  non-existent43,  the  manuscripts  abound  with  implicit  links  to

contemporary theory. For instance, the remedy for lesion beyond moiety (engaño por más

de la mitad) is well-established in the  pleitos.  Another finding in which the influence of

contemporary doctrine can be felt is that all cases about latent defects or encumbrances

are solved either by bringing a remedy for lesion beyond moiety,44 or a remedy based on

39 The alcalde was the mayor of a town who also administered justice in first instance. The corregidor was
an official whose main duty was to safeguard the king's interest on provincial level. E.g. he had the power
to overrule judgements of local judges (alcaldes), ensure the prices of goods as fixed in royal decrees
etc.  The alguacil  was  an  official  serving  the  corregidor.  See  De  Villadiego  Vascuñana  y  Montoya,
Instrucción, 5.4, fo .77, no. 24 (alguacil); idem, 5.1, no. 7,  fo. 109v (corregidor);  Bermúdez Aznar,  El
corregidor, passim. 

40 Mendizábal, Investigaciones, pp. 36-37.
41 See appendix A for a detailed overview of the writs which feature in this study.
42 See appendix B for a list of the pleitos and ejecutorias from which passages are quoted in this book. The

appendix also contains scans of the folia on which the mentioned passages can be found. 
43 I found only one reference to what seems a learned treatise in Pl. civ.  C. Escalera (f.), Caja 2690, 2

(1762).
44 Pl. civ. F. Alonso (f.), Caja 447, 1 (1577), sc. 39: ...suplico... | a que no usen de la | dicha obligacion e me

| mande absolver e | dar por cierte della de- | clarando aver sydo ce- | so y enganado en los | dichos
machos'.
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the seller's bad faith.45 Apparently, it was impossible to bring a remedy for latent defects

against a seller in good faith. Though this exclusion goes against medieval ius commune,

it squares well with how some early modern Castilian scholars thought about the liability of

sellers  in  good  faith.46 These  and  similar  notable  findings  are  discussed  against  the

backdrop of contemporary legal and theological scholarship throughout this chapter in the

sections arranged in  accordance with  the themes presented in  this  book's  chapter  on

methodology.

Finally, before proceeding with its substantial part, I  would like to draw attention to the

handling of the manuscripts in this chapter. A first remark concerns the use of footnotes as

far as they concern the  pleitos. The files I investigated in Valladolid are stored in card-

board  boxes,  in  Spanish:  cajas.  These  boxes  contain  elaborate  descriptions  of  the

procedures from first instance to the appeal to the Royal Chancery. Moreover, they bring

the researcher separate copies of the parties' claims, letters in which power of attorney is

granted, interlocutory orders, renunciation clauses, and final judgements. In short, one can

find all sorts of documents which are part and parcel of a sound procedure and which the

Chancery's  clerks  consequently  found  necessary  to  preserve  as  proof  of  a  proper

proceeding. Out of these heaps of paper the documents I thought relevant were scanned

by the staff of the Archive. To facilitate access to the documents which are quoted in this

book, the footnotes refer to the  caja,  the file and the number of the scan on which the

passage can be found. Though some manuscripts contain folia-numbering, I chose not to

refer to those, since this numbering is not always consistent. Moreover, loose documents

more often than not are left unnumbered. 

An example of how a pleito is referred to is: 'Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f) (1577), Caja 447, 1,

sc. 39'. In full: 'Pl(eitos) civ(iles), F(ernando) Alonso (f(allecido), Caja 447, 1, sc(an) 39'.

Fernando Alonso is the name of the scribe (escribano). The term fallecido, as opposed to

the word olvidado ('forgotten'), indicates that the mentioned case has been concluded by

means of a final judgment by the Royal Chancery. Writs of execution are referred to in the

following manner: 'Reg. ej., Caja 349, 13, sc. 2'. In full: 'Reg(istro) ej(ecutoria), Caja 349,

13, sc(an) 2'.  

In transcribing the manuscripts I kept the Castilian as I found it. As a consequence,

acutes (´) and circumflexes (~) which are much used in today's Castilian are often missing.

Furthermore, I rendered abbreviations in full without further indication. Abbreviations are

such a common practice in the humanist and cadenada handwriting-style that a separate

indication of all abbreviations would result in illegible transcriptions.47 Incomprehensible or

illegible words are represented in brackets with a question mark [...?]. Both scans of the

45 Pl. civ. F. Alonso (f.), Caja 128, 4 (1577), sc. 3: 'y ser ansi que abiendo bendido a mi | parte y al dicho su
marido los dichos bienes por libres de | censo | y tributo y binculo an parezido serbiendo de binculo' ; Pl.
civ. F. Alonso (f), Caja 493, 3, sc. 7: '...y es ansi que el dicho pedro hortiz | de villalon el moco ven- | dio
el dicho cavallo por sano | y de hedad de cinco años sin | ninguna tacha'; 

46 See 3.2.2.1.
47 For  more  information  on  the  styles  used  by  the  Royal  Chancery's  scribes  see  Marín  Martínez,

Paleografía, passim.
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pleitos and writs of execution which are quoted can be found in appendix A to this book.

Finally, to enable a quick location of the Castilian words in the hard to decipher cadenada

font, I indicated sentence endings with vertical bars ( | ).    

3.2.2 Scholastic foundations of a natural law theory on remedies for defects in the thing

sold

The centres of learning in 16th century Castile were not only the universities but also the

cathedrals and convents dispersed all over Castilian territory from Salamanca to Alcalá de

Henares. Above all, early modern scholastics grappled to conciliate practical questions,

such as whether or not sellers had to declare latent defects, with the demands imposed by

religion. At the same time confessors could not ignore more earthly considerations such as

smooth  and  efficient  trading  in  which  penitents  were  involved.48 Confessional  practice

required that they formulated answers which did justice to catholic morals in a court-like

setting. The confessor was likened to a judge and the penitent as defendant and plaintiff.49 

The main source of inspiration for theologians who concerned themselves with 'the

Church's  claim  to  spiritual  jurisdiction'50 was  Saint  Thomas  Aquinas'  natural  law

reasoning.51 Based on Aristotelian concepts of justice, Aquinas' view of justice reasoned

from the idea that justice can either be distributive or commutative. The latter concerns

voluntary transactions between  individuals, such as concluding a sales contract. Such

transactions had to answer to the requirement of fairness in exchange52: the value of the

performances exchanged had to be in proportion. For sales, for example, this meant that

the object sold corresponded with the price paid for it.  This, of course, presupposes a

reference point. The role of  tertium comparationis  would be performed by the just price

early modern scholastics believed every thing or performance possesses.

A breach of  contract  amounts  to  a breach of  commutative justice.  For  instance,

delivery of a defective thing while receiving the price for a thing in good condition was

qualified as a sin which had to be made good. Theological doctrine couched the penitent's

duties to atone for his sins in terms of restitution. The penitent who had acted in breach of

confessional  rules  had  to  restore  the  breach  of  commutative  justice  or  contractual

imbalance which his sinful behaviour had caused.53 Aquinas defines it as follows:

'... through restitution a restoration of commutative justice takes place, which consists

in the balancing of performances, as I said before. This balancing of performances

can only be realised, if he who has less than what is his, is compensated for what he

lacks. To realise this compensation it is necessary that he who received restores to

him'.54 

48 Decock, Theologians, p. 82.
49 Ibidem, p. 70.
50 Ibidem, p. 88.
51 Ibidem, pp. 50-51; Gordley, Origins, pp. 14seq.
52 A term coined by Decock, Theologians, p. 508.
53 Decock, Theologians, pp. 514, 517.
54 Aquinas,  Summa Theol.,  vol.  9, IIaIIae, q. 62, a. 5, resp., p. 51:  '...  per restitutionem fit  reductio ad

aequalitatem commutativae iustitiae quae consistit in rerum adaequatione, sicut dictum est. Huiusmodi
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As one can read, restitution is expressed in very general terms. According to Decock it

encompassed so many legal relationships that, 'it almost made the Roman categories of

actions and remedies superfluous'.55 Furthermore, it  does not matter  how restitution is

made.  This  could  be  either  by  returning  a  thing,  by  indemnification  in  money  or  by

performing a service. For our topic, restitution meant that the seller of a defective thing

could return the price paid, take back the thing, grant a reduction of price or repair the

defective thing.56 

Aquinas' views of commutative justice were incorporated in Castilian theological and legal

doctrine.  The theologian and jurist  Molina  explicitly  states  that  a  breach of  equality  is

considered a sin for which one is liable in the forum internum.

'First,  Divine Thomas'  reasoning that  sales and other  similar  contracts have been

introduced for the common good can be confirmed, as Aristotle writes in his first book

of the Republic, in so far as the one needs something of the other and vice versa. Yet,

what has been introduced for the common good should not be more detrimental to the

one than to the other. That would evidently be contrary to natural law which prescribes

that you should not do to another what you reasonably would not want to happen to

yourself. Moreover, there would be more damage for the one than for the other, if the

equality between the thing and the price, or between whatever other things which are

traded, is not preserved, because this would certainly be against commutative justice,

the  characteristic  of  which  is  to  constitute  equality  in  trading.  Hence  that  every

transgression of the latitude of the just price is a sin against commutative justice to

such an extent that what has been overreached should be returned'.57

The need of equality between the value of the thing sold and the price paid would

later become a focal point in Grotius' theory of contracts, be it in a modified sense. With

the Dutch scholar the 'will to society (appetitus societatis)' takes the place of Aquinas' and

autem rerum adaequatio fieri non posset nisi ei qui minus habet quam quod suum est, suppleretur quod
deest'; Decock, Theologians, p. 517. 

55 Decock, Theologians, p. 514.
56 Kutschker (1810-1881), archbishop of Vienna, describes the duty to make restitution as an unspecified

one. Kutschker,  Schadenersatz,  p. 41:  'Die ethische Restitutionspflicht hingegen ist eine affirmative...
eben  deshalb  ist  sie  auch  eine  unbestimmte  Pflicht,  ein  sogenanntes  officium imperfectum,  minus
determinatum tum quoad obligationem, tum quoad modum obligationis [Kutschker's emphasis]'.

57 Molina,  Opera omnia,  vol.  2, disp.  350,  no.  5,  p.  235:  'Potest  autem probari  primo ratione D.  Tho.
Quoniam emptio et venditio, caeterique contractus similes, pro communi utilitate sunt introducti, ut Arist.
I, pol. est autor quatenus videlicet unus indiget alterius et e contrario: quod autem pro communi utilitate
est introductum, esse non debet in gravamen unius potius, quam alterius, iure naturali id efflagitante,
quod praescribit, ut quod tibi rationabiliter non vis fieri, alteram [non] facias: esset autem in gravamen
unius potius, quam alterius, nisi aequalitas servaretur inter rem et pretium, aut inter quascunque res alias
quae  commutarentur,  quod  utique  contra  iustitiam  esset  commutativam,  cuius  est  constituere
aequalitatem in commutionibus: quo sit, ut egressus quicunque a latitudine tota justi pretii sit peccatum
contra  iustitiam  commutativam  atque  adeo  ut  quod  ita  defraudatem  est,  restitutioni  sit  obnoxium';
Mercado, Suma, lib. I, cap. II, fo. 10: 'De todo esto se infiere que el tratar con justicia es hacer igualdad y
equidad en los contratos, a lo cual nos obliga la ley natural, salida de nuestra razón, que dicta que a
nadie agraviemos, cuya observancia obliga a todos los mortales, sin exceptuar alguno… De arte que la
justicia  en  todos  los  contratos  es  la  igualdad  que  en  ellos  se  ha  de  hacer,  a  lo  cual  – como
extensamente probamos – nos obliga no sólo la ley divina, sino también la misma natural'.
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the  early  modern  scholastics'  divine  law.58 Acting  in  accordance with  natural  law with

Grotius means that man's acts correspond to upholding human society.  

3.2.2.1 The formulation of general rules

As  could  already be glimpsed  from the general  character  of  restitution,  early  modern

scholastic theory possessed the tendency to reason deductively from general rules. It did

not approach moral topics inductively, as medieval legal theory had done in its dealings

with legal issues.59 Many learned treatises which saw the light in early modern Castile took

the shape of commentaries on Thomas of Aquinas'  Summa Theologiae,  which contains

general  principles related to the sales of defective things.  Castilian theologians such as

Vitoria, Soto and Molina further elaborated on what they encountered in Aquinas' work.

The  Summa Theologiae  posits the rule that only a knowing seller who does not

inform the buyer of a defect acts fraudulently. Contrariwise, a seller who is not aware of the

thing's bad quality, does not. According to Aquinas, a seller acquainted with the lacking

species, quantitas or qualitas of what he sells, 

'not only sins by concluding an unjust sale, but is also liable for restitution. However, if

one of the above mentioned defects is in the thing sold, but he does not know it, the

seller does not sin, because, though he does something which is in itself injust, no

injust  work  has  been  done,  as  follows  from  q.  59,  a.  2.60 Yet,  he  is  liable  to

compensate the buyer for the damages, if the defect later comes to his knowledge'.61

A second general rule in Aquinas' Summa which would prove to be influential among

early modern Castilian scholars is 

'... that it is always illicit to occasion that someone else incurs damage or runs a risk... After

all, there is damage, if because of the defect the thing about to be sold is of a lower price,

but he [sc. the seller] does not reduce the price a bit, because of that defect'.62 

58 Grotius, IBP, prolegomena, nos. 7-8, pp. 8-9: 'societatis custodia humano intellectui conveniens fons est
eius iuris, quod proprie tali nomine appellatur...'.

59 As concerns civil law, early modern Spanish scholars also no longer treated the subject matter in the
illogical sequence of the CIC, cf. Albornoz,  Arte,  lib. IV, conclusion, p. 175v: 'y todos los sumistas que
escriven por orden de el a.b.c. la qual es mui reprovada, porque no puede haver en ella orden natural, y
donde no hay orden no puede haver memoria, que es hija de la Orden..'.. 

60 Aquinas, Summa Theol., vol. 9, IIaIIae, q. 59, a. 2, resp., p. 22: 'Et ideo si aliquis faciat aliquid quod est
iniustum non intendens iniustum facere, puta cum hoc facit per ignorantiam, non existimans se iniustum
facere;  tunc  non  facit  iniustum  per  se  et  formaliter  loquendo,  sed  solum  per  accidens,  et  quasi
materialiter faciens id quod est iniustum'.

61 Aquinas,  Summa Theol., vol. 9, IIaIIae, q. 77, a. 2, resp, p. 151:  '...non solum aliquis peccat iniustam
venditionem faciendo, sed etiam ad restitutionem tenetur. Si  vero eo ignorante aliquis  praedictorum
defectuum in re vendita fuerit, venditor quidem non peccat, quia facit iniustum materialiter, non tamen
eius operatio est iniusta, ut ex supradictis [q. 59, a. 2]: tenetur tamen, cum ad eius notitiam pervenerit,
damnum recompensare emptori'.

62 Aquinas, Summa Theol., vol. 9, IIaIIae, q. 77, a. 3, resp., p. 152: 'dicendum quod dare alicui occasionem
periculi vel damni semper est illicitum... damnum quidem si propter huiusmodi vitium res quae vendenda
proponitur minoris sit pretii, ipse vero propter huiusmodi vitium nihil de pretio subtrahat ':  cf. Clavasio,
Summa,  p.  400; Soto,  De iustitia,  to Aquinas,  Summa Theol., IIaIIae,  vol.  9, q. 77,  a.  1, p. 198: '...
damnum quidem si res propter vitium minoris sit pretium quam venditur'.
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For  the  forum internum  these  rules  are further  elaborated  by  the  early  modern

Castilian authors central to this chapter.63 Medina acknowledges that a seller who is not

aware of the defect and sells a defective thing for the just price it would have had, if it were

without a defect, acts without fraud.64 Azpilcueta mentions that this is different, if a seller

afterwards learns of the fact that he had sold a defective thing. In that case, he has to

make restitution. If he refuses to do so, he sins.65

Regarding the seller who is aware of the damages the defect might cause, Saravia

de La Calle,  of  whom, as far  as I  can tell,  the only  thing known is  that  he wrote an

Instrucción de mercaderes muy provechosa for confessors who do not read Latin66, which

was printed in 1544, mentions that the seller must reveal the defect under the penalty of

making restitution of  all  damages the buyer suffered.67 Soto similarly explains that the

seller should prevent that the buyer runs a risk of harm or damage. Yet, as long as the

seller  sells  his  things  for  a  price  in  conformity  with  their  usefulness,  he  is  acting  in

conformity with Aquinas' demand and is not held to declare anything.68 

Vitoria,  Medina,  Francisco  García  (1525-1585)69,  Tomás  de  Mercado  (c. 1500-

1575)70 and Molina also state that the knowing seller could be absolved from his duty to

inform by lowering the price in relation with the thing's diminished usefulness because of a

latent defect.71 They explain this in terms of equity. Molina:

'Divine Thomas contends the following, namely that when the defect does not result in

any damage for the buyer, and the contract observes equality, the seller made use of

63 See Hallebeek & Decock, 'Pre-contractual duties', in: TvR (78), 2010, pp. 89-133; García, Tratado, vol. 1,
ch. 13, pp. 410seq.

64 Medina,  De poenitentia,  p. 213: '… Si venditor ignorans rei defectum, eam cum bona fide vendit pro
pretio, quod res, si talem defectum non haberet, valeret, a culpa excusatur'.

65 Azpilcueta,  Enchiridion,  cap. 23, no. 87, fo . 336v:  'Qui vero per ignorantiam emit aut vendit notabiliter
iniuste, non peccat, donec id resciverit et satisfacere noluerit, iuxta  S. Thom, 2, sec., q. 77, art. 2...';
similarly, Covarrubias in Resolutiones, vol. 2, 2.4, no. 11, fo. 57: 'Et ideo cum is, qui bona fide contraxerit,
postmodum  cognoverit  reipsa  proximum  laesisse,  tenebitur  ad  huius  laesionis  restitutionem  et
compensationem,  quandoquidem ad  eum pervenerit,  vel  res  ipsa  empta,  vel  pecunia,  quae  iustum
pretium excessit'.

66 De la Calle, Instruccion, fo. 2: '... para informacion de las romancistas confessores tractar la materia dela
usura, y del comprar y del vender, y de los cambios lo mas breve que se sufriere, y en el estilo mas claro
que pudiere...'. 

67 De la Calle, Instruccion, fo. 21: 'Mas es obligado a restitucion del daño luego que sepa del daño. Porque
en ningun caso es licito hacer mal al  proximo, ni  ponerle en peligro. Pues deve luego el mercader
proveer que de la tal compra no venga daño ni peligro al que compra'.  

68 Soto, De iustitia, to ST 2.2, q. 77, a. 2, fo. 198: [quinta conclusio] 'Si venditor caveat damnum dare, puta
quod non pluris rem vendat quam cum vitio valet (...) et res sit emptori pro pretii ratione usui, nulla lege
compellitur vitium patefacere.  Hanc conclusionem non ponit  in forma de occulto vitio S.  Thom., sed
tamen aperte ex praecedenti colligitur. Et ratio est quia venditor eatenus tenetur emptorem admonere
quatenus nullis sit ei occasio vel damni vel periculi'.

69 Decock, Theologians, p. 175 (with further references).
70 González García, 'Mercado, Tomás de', in: DBE, vol. 34, p. 718-720.
71 Vitoria, Usuros y contratos, p. 109. This works is an edition and translation Ms. 43, Salamanca, s. XVI.

The manuscript is described in detail in: Lilao Franca (ed.), Catálogo, I, p. 53; García, Tratado, vol. 1, ch.
13, p. 390: 'Por donde aunque el precio se disminuyesse segun requería el valor de la cosa vendida, no
por  esso  dexaría  de ser  la  vendición  illicita'; Mercado,  lib.  II,  cap.  VIII,  fo.  45v:  'En  resolución,  los
vendedores están obligados a bajar tanto del precio cuanto el vicio de la ropa fuera mayor'; Medina, De
poenitentia, p. 213ff.
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his right not to reveal the hidden defect [my emphasis]'.72

In sum, Aquinas' rule that only a knowing seller can fraudulently sell a defective item

seems to rule out a liability for unknowing sellers of defective objects, if the defect did not

produce a lesion beyond moiety. At the same time, the rule that the only thing that should

be taken into account is whether or not someone might incur harm on the one side leaves

room even for the seller aware of the defect to escape liability, for example, by asking a

lower price. In this context it  is not surprising that Castilian scholars who write for the

forum internum focus on the knowing seller's liability for defects and the liability for lesion

beyond moiety. They pay little attention to the seller who sold defective things in good

faith.

The fact that the seller in good faith scarcely appears in the works of Castile's moral

theologians is a remarkable paradigmatic shift. As observed in the second chapter of this

book, medieval legal scholars contrariwise focussed on Roman law texts which dealt with

the liability of sellers who were unaware of the defect in the object they had sold. Indeed,

Roman law and medieval ius commune do not require knowledge of the seller in order to

hold him liable for latent defects.73 

The changed line of approach taken by early modern Castilian theologians had its

consequence for contemporary civil  law doctrine and practice as well.  In  the following

sections it will appear that scholars who write for the forum externum similarly neglect the

situation in which both buyer and seller are unaware of any defect. Neither have I been

able to discover a lawsuit against an unknowing seller in the cases brought before the

Royal Chancery of Valladolid, other than those about lesion beyond moiety.74 To conclude,

the theological idea that sellers in good faith cannot be held to account for defects in the

things they sell percolated into the heart of Castilian civil law. It is likely that we here touch

upon the Verschuldensprinzip  as it developed in the later natural law doctrine of Grotius

and others. 

3.2.2.2 Fairness in exchange 

In the previous section we encountered Molina mentioning that a contract should observe

equality (aequalitas). This concept of equality in contract would play a major role in the

development  of  sales  law  concerning  latent  defects.  As  we  will  see  in  subsequent

chapters,  natural  law  scholars  such  as  Grotius,  Pufendorf  and  Thomasius  frequently

discuss  the  idea that  a  certain  balance between the  parties'  performances should  be

achieved in  order  to  consider  a  contract  just.  For  that  reason,  contractual  balance or

fairness  in  exchange  is  dealt  with  here  somewhat  more  at  length.  What  does  this

72 Molina, Opera omnia, vol. 2, disp. 353, no. 19, p. 247: 'Nititur D[ivus]. Thom[as]. quoniam, cum ex vitio
nullum damnum emptori sequatur et contractus aequalis sit,  utitur iure suo venditor, non manifestando
vitium rei occultum...'

73 D.  19.1.13pr;  D.  21.1.1.2: ...neque  enim  interest  emptoris,  cur  fallatur,  ignorantia  venditoris  an
calliditate...; for ius commune views on this issue see 2.2.3.

74 See this chapter's sections on the legal practice concerning remedies for defects in the thing exchanged
(3.3.1.1-4.1).
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requirement of equality in the sales contract amount to according to Castilian scholars

writing for the forum internum or externum?

The  concept  of  equality  as  a  requirement  of  just  contracts  is  already  found  in

Aquinas'  Summa. On  his  turn,  Aquinas had  taken  his  cue  from Aristotle.  The  Greek

philosopher, simply referred to as 'the Philosopher' by Aquinas, posits in his Nicomachean

Ethics the concept of commutative justice, 'which plays a rectifying part in transactions

between man and man'.75 These transactions serve no other means than the realisation of

a justified division of wealth. Commutative justice therefore forbids an outcome which is

seriously detrimental to one of the contracting parties.   There must be an equilibrium

between  what  is  given  and  received.  According  to  Aquinas,  the  source  from  which

Aristotle's commutative justice sprang is God's divine law.

'Divine law leaves nothing which is contrary to virtue unpunished, so that according to

divine law it  is  considered illicit  when equality in  justice is  not  observed in  sales.

Consequently, he who has more, has to compensate him who has been damaged, if

the damage incurred is significant'.76

Now how can one determine whether equality in justice or fairness in exchange has

been realised? To answer this question, it must be considered whether the thing is sold for

a just price. If  not, there is a contractual imbalance or breach of fairness in exchange

which  should  be  restored.77 The  rudiments  of  this  reasoning  are  present  in  Aquinas'

Summa.

'The quantity [of the value] of things which are useful to man is measured by the price

paid, to which purpose money has been introduced, see  Artistotle, Ethics, book V.

Consequently, if the price exceeds the quantity of the value of the thing, or, the other

way round, the [quantity of the value of the] thing exceeds the price, equality of justice

ceases to exist. Hence, it is in itself unjust and illicit to sell a thing for more or to buy it

for less than it is worth'.78

Early  modern  Castilian  theologians  further  develop  the  notions  of  fairness  in

exchange  and  just  price.  Medina  summarizes  the  theoretical  underpinning  of  why

commutative justice demands a just price in particular in the sales contract:

'Let us return to whether the profit or the thing procured through a sales contract or

transaction must be returned and when. Related to that question we must first and

75 Aristotle, Metaph. 1330b-31a; Gordley, Origins, pp. 12-13.
76 Aquinas,  Summa Theol.,  vol. 9,  IIaIIae, q. 77, a.1, ad. primum, p. 148:  'Sed lex divina nihil impunitum

relinquit quod sit virtuti contrarium. Unde secundum divinam legem illicitum reputatur si in emptione et
venditione non  sit  aequalitas  iustitiae  observata.  Et  tenetur  ille  qui  plus  habet  recompensare ei  qui
damnificatus est, si sit notabile damnum'.

77 Decock, Theologians, p. 514.
78 Aquinas, Summa Theol., vol. 9, IIaIIae, q. 77, a. 1, resp., p. 147: 'Quantitas autem rerum quae in usum

hominis veniunt mensuratur secundum pretium datum: ad quod est inventum numisma ut dicitur in V.
Ethic. Et ideo, si vel pretium excedat quantitatem valoris rei, vel e converso, res excedat pretium, tolletur
iustitiae aequalitas. Et ideo carius vendere aut vilius emere rem quam valeat est secundum se iniustum
et illicitum'.
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foremost suppose that in that kind of contract it is just to demand equality between

price and merchandise, which equality is the see or foundation of commutative justice

that must be upheld in these contracts. The reason for that is sufficiently self-evident,

since Aristotle in book one of his Republic relates that sale appears to have been

introduced for the common good of both [sc. parties]. After all, the one needs a thing

from the other and vice versa. Now what has been introduced for the common good

should not be more detrimental to the one than to the other. Yet, that is the case,

when the price exceeds the value of the merchandise and vice versa. Hence, it  is

necessary for the preservation of justice in contracts that the equality just mentioned

is upheld. If  not,  the contract will  remain unjust,  since one of  the parties receives

more, whereas the other receives less. From this it  is abundantly clear that in the

event equality is not upheld, the excess should be restored by restitution in order that

the [price of the] thing is brought back to equality'.79

Thus, sales is a contract invented to promote the common good (pro communi utilitate). It

is a vehicle to enable the realisation of the parties' needs. Consequently, speaking in the

moral terms of the  forum internum,  it cannot be that the one in the end remains empty

handed, whereas the other receives more than he had actually been bargaining for. A just

price is meant to prevent such an outcome. De la Calle and Mercado consequently tell us

that the reader eager to learn about justice in contracts should always keep in mind that

commutative justice presupposes equality in the contract as expressed in a just price.80

'Whether a sale or purchase is just or unjust above all turns around what price has been

paid', as Molina puts it.81 This just price becomes the pivot around which early modern

scholastic theory about the seller's duties evolves. 

However, regarding the deviation of the just price, one caveat should be made. Most

79 Medina,  De poenitentia,  p. 195;  '...redeamus an scilicet lucrum seu res per contractum emptionis seu
negotiationis acquisitum sit restituendum et quando? Ad quod illud in primis supponamus in huiusmodi
contractu, ut iustus sit debere servari aequalitatem inter pretium et mercem quae aequalitas est sedes,
seu fundamentum iustitiae commutativae in huiusmodi contractibus servandae. Huius ratio de se satis
clara esse videtur, quia ut tradit  Aristot.  I,  Politicorum, emptio et venditio videtur esse introducta pro
communi utilitate utriusque, dum scilicet unus indiget re alterius et econverso. Quod autem pro communi
utilitate inductum est, non debet esse magis in gravamen unius, quam alterius, qualiter esset, si pretium
excederet  valorem mercis,  aut  econtra.  Ac  proinde  necesse  est  ad  iustitiam contractus,  praefatam
aequalitatem servari,  qua  non  servata,  contractus  remanebit  iniustus,  cum alter  eorum plus  debito
recipiat, alter vero minus. Et inde apertum est in casu, quo praefata aequalitas non servatur, excessum
esse restituendum, ita ut res ad aequalitatem reducatur'; similarly, Molina, Opera omnia, vol. 2, disp. 350,
no. 5, p. 235. 

80 De la Calle, Instruccion, fo. 16v: 'Para lo qual lector siempre tengas delante de los ojos dos presupuestos
que se siguien de lo dicho.  El  primero que te acuerdes que la justicia commutativa consiste en la
ygualdad de la cosa y cosa. El segundo que el engaño en las compras y en las ventas y en el logro y en
el prestido por esso es pecado porque no consiste en ygualdad y pues todos los contractos son justos
quando consisten en ygualdad que es en el justo precio. Conviniente cosa sera determinar primero, qual
se el justo precio'; Cf. Albornoz, Arte, tit. 16, fo. 63v: 'esta certidumbre siempre consiste en el precio que
se da'; Mercado, Suma, lib. I, cap. VI, fo. 35: 'También esta razón es muy eficaz: el vender y comprar son
actos de justicia conmutativa,  virtud que consiste en guardar igualdad en los contratos,  conviene a
saber, que se dé tanto cuanto se recibe, no en substancia  – que en esto muy desiguales naturalezas
son en la compra –, sino en valor y precio'.

81 Molina,  Opera omnia,  vol. 2,  disp. 347, no. 1, p. 227: 'Emptionem ac venditionem iustam, vel injustam
esse, potissimum attenditur ex parte pretii'.  
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early modern Castilian scholars distinguish between the forum internum and externum. In

the forum internum an unknowing seller who sells for more than the just price, is liable to

make restitution, even when the excess of the price does not amount to more than half the

just price.82 Contrariwise, in the forum externum, if the prejudice does not amount to more

than half of the thing's just price, fraud (dolus ex proposito) is required in order to be able

to hold one liable for a deviation of the just price.83 According to Molina, in the  forum

externum, fraud is even a prerequisite for any legal remedy. The remedy which is granted

for a deviation of more or less than half the thing's just price is the only exception to that

principle.84 Molina here seems to ignore the existence of the Roman law remedies for

defects in the aedilician edict. These could be brought irrespective of whether the seller

had acted fraudulently.

3.2.2.3 A just price

Seeing that the just price is the key to the answer whether a contract is just or not, the next

logical step for early modern scholastics to take was to explore what exactly is meant by

the  just  price  for  a  thing.  To answer  this  question  they  again  hark  back  to  Aquinas'

teachings.  As  already  observed,  Aquinas  noted  that  equality  in  exchange  found  its

expression in the just price.85 He furthermore emphasised that the just price escapes exact

determination  and  can  therefore  only  be  approximated.  This  leaves  a  certain  latitude

ranging from the  thing's  lowest  (or  'pious')  to  its  highest  (or  'rigorous')  just  price.  For

example, a thing's pious price can be 95, its medium price 100 and it rigorous price 105.

The  early  modern  Castilian  scholars  Bartolomé  Frías  de  Albornoz  (c.  1525-?)86,

Covarrubias, Pedro de Oñate (1568-1646)87, Molina and Juan de Hevia Bolaño (c. 1570-

Lima, c. 1623), a scholar who worked in the new world88, adopt Aquinas' views.89

82 Most clear of all and with sundry references Covarrubias, Resolutiones, vol. 2, 2.4, no. 11, fo. 56v: 'Ergo
cum laesio etiam citra dimidiam licita non sit humana lege, naturali et divina maxime improbata, peccat
atque ad restitutionem tenetur is, qui contrahendo notabiliter proximum laedit,  etiam intra iusti  precii
dimidiam...'. Covarrubias among others refers to Medina, Azpilcueta, Gómez and Soto. 

83 Covarrubias,  Resolutiones,  vol. 2, 2.4, no. 11, fo. 57:  'Omnes tamen conveniunt, etiam in foro exteriori
contractum esse rescindendum, vel laesionem tollendam, ubi dolo laedentis, aut decipientis etiam intra
dimidiam contigerit, dolo, inquam, ut aiunt ex proposito...'.

84 Molina,  Opera omnia,  vol. 2, disp. 350, no. 1, p. 235:  '...cuando dolus in contractu non intervenerit in
exteriori foro tam seculari, quam eclesiastico, non dari actionem,... quae solum illam concedunt, quando
laesio est ultra, aut infra, dimidium iusti pretii'.

85 Aquinas,  Summa Theol.,  vol. 9,  IIaIIae, q. 77, a.1, ad. pr.:  'Quod ideo dico quia iustum pretium rerum
quandoque non est punct[u?]aliter determinatum, sed magis in quadam aestimatione consistit, ita quod
modica additio vel minutio non videtur tollere aequalitatem iustitiae’.

86 For biographical details see J. M. García Añoveros, 'Frías de Albornoz, Bartolomé', in: DBE, vol. 20, p.
693: A contemporary  noted  about  Albornoz:  'según  noticias  fidedignas  que  Frías  de  Albornoz  era
peritísimo en  latín  y  griego,  doctísimo  jurisperito,  gran  erudito  que gozaba de  prodigiosa  memoria,
persona de amplísimos conocimientos y de que monstraba gran consideración de sí mismo'.

87 For biographical details see Decock, Theologians, p. 67 (with further references).
88 For biographical details see M. Luque Talabán, 'Hevia Bolaño, Juan de', in: DBE, vol. 26, p. 216-217. 
89 Albornoz, Arte, fo. 54v: 'El pio llaman quando notoriamente se da barato, como si valiendo el pan a X, lo

diessen a IX. El justo sería darlo a X y el rigoroso a XI' ; Covarrubias y Leyva, Opera omnia, vol. 2, 2.3,
no. 1, fo. 52v; Oñate, De contractibus, vol. 3, tract. 21, disp. 63.1, nos. 13seq., p. 36; Molina, De iustitia,
vol. 2, disp. 348, no. 4, p. 227; Hevia Bolaños, Laberinto, cap. 12, nu. 28, p. 129: 'y asi el justo precio de
las  mercaderias  es  en  dos  maneras,  uno  legitimo  y  otro  natural.  Legitimo  es  el  que  por  ley...es
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Another question is how one can determine that the just price for a thing is 100 and

not, say. 50 or 150. That was not an easy task, as appears from Mercado's deliberations in

which he calls the just price of things 'more prone to change than the winds, as experience

teaches it'.90 What constitutes a just price?91 According to scholars writing for the  forum

internum it is in the first place the price as it is fixed by the competent authorities.92 In

absence of decrees prescribing what one was allowed to ask for his wares, the price had

to be determined by looking at the common market value, which Roman law formula now

constitutes  the  'natural'  just  price. In  keeping  with  D.  35.2.63,  Covarrubias  has  the

following: 

'The just price of whatever thing is not determined by someone's affection or personal

wiles but by the common estimation of man. Hence, a thing is worth so much as it can

commonly be to a man who knows its condition without there being fraud or delict'.93

By  and  large,  scholars  writing  for  the  forum  internum  reject  a  subjective  price

determination. Konrad Summenhart († 1502)94, a theologian to whom Castilian scholars

frequently  refer, ponders that  an objective assessment is  to  be preferred,  '...  because

nobody is a good judge in his own case because of the irregular love for one's own welfare

that corrupts one's capacity to judge... '.95 We find this sentiment translated into a price

estimation based on the thing's current market price in Martín de Azpilcueta's (1492-1586)

Enchiridion96, Vitoria's  treatise  on  usury97,  and  in  Molina's  De  justitia.98 De  la  Calle,

constituydo. Natural se dize el que asi no es constituydo, por lo qual no consiste en punto indivisible,
sino arbitrario...'; 

90 Mercado, Sum, lib. II, cap. VIII, fo. 45: 'mas variable, según la experiencia enseña, que el viento'.
91 For medieval and early modern theory on just pricing see also: García y García y Alonso Rodríguez, 'El

pensamiento económico', p. 207, 218; Decock, Theologians, p. 522ff.
92 De la Calle,  Instrucción,  fo.  16v; Medina,  De poenitentia,  p. 195:  'si  authoritate publica principis,  vel

communitatis, seu alterius vicem eius tenentis, sit taxatum rebus venalibus pretium, illud est reputandum
iustum pretium'; Soto, De Iustitia, to ST 2.2, q. 77, a. 3, p. 196: 'Atque hic est sensus l. pretia, ff. ad leg.
Falc. [D. 35.2.63 ] Ubi habetur pretia rerum non ex affectu aut utilitate singulorum sed communiter fingi.
Hoc est, non secundum privatorum existimationem, sed secundum communem prudentiam constitutui.
Et eodem alludit simile verbum  l.  in lege 4, eod. tit. [D. 35.2.4]  ubi habetur rem non aestimari pretio
formali, id est, a contrahentibus formato, sed secundum praesens, puta communi foro currens'. 

93 Covarrubias,  Opera omnia,  vol. 2, 2.3, no. 4, fo. 53:  '... iustum cuiusque rei pretium non ex cuiuslibet
affectione aut sumptus constat, sed ex communi hominum aestimatione perpenditur. Itaque tantum valet
res, quantum absque fraude et iniuria communiter potest homini scienti eius conditionem'.

94 For  biographical  information  and  references to  secundary  literature  about  this  scholar  see  Decock,
Theologians,
p. 54, no. 204.

95 Summenhart, De contractibus, p. 265 [left column]: 'Quia nemo bonus iudex est in causa propria propter
inordinatum amorem ad propriam commoditatem, qui pervertit iudicium'. 

96 Azpilcueta,  Enchiridion,  cap. 23, no. 78, fo. 334v.:  'Dixi  communiter  ad excludendum pretium quo unus
vel alter rem aestimat, l. pretia rerum, ff. ad. l.  Falcid. [D. 35.2.63]'; for biographical details see E. Tejero
Tejero, 'Azpilcueta, Martín de', in: DBE, vol. 6, p. 430-433.

97 Appendix to Vitoria's,  Contratos y usura, p. 287 (Declaraciones de los teólogos de París):  '…ninguno
atribuya a sí mismo el poner del precio, sino la comunidad de la bolsa, que es aquel lugar donde los
mercaderes se juntan'; Appendix to Vitoria's, Contratos y usura, p. 306 (Dissensiones): 'Los precios de
todos estos cambios son como corre en la plaza'.

98 Molina, Opera omnia, vol. 2,  disp. 348, no. 8, p. 245: 'Etenim rerum pretia non ex lucro mercatorum, ac 
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somewhat annoyed by the great number of incomprehensive merchants and confessors

that seemed to roam Spain, explains the just price and its determination as follows:

'The just price of the thing is that which is commonly paid in the time and place in

which the contract is concluded, taking into account particular circumstances in the

method of buying and selling... I understand all the doctrine in the sense that when

there is no price fixed for the merchandise, neither by custom, nor law, one has to

keep to nothing else than the common current price when one determines a thing's

price. I repeat this many times, because it occurs to me that greedy merchants and

imprudent confessors99 take huge liberties in the determination of price'.100 

This  is  all  much the  same as what  we encountered  in  medieval  ius  commune-

literature on the just price with reference to the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. The

Gloss  already  stated  that  'the  price  of  things  is  not  determined  by  one's  personal

affections'.101 Yet,  the  early  modern  scholastic  price  determination  is  not  an  objective

process in the sense that things have a value independent of the value men attach to it.

Molina ponders that man price things in accordance with what people are generally willing

to pay for it, however irrational that price might be. A gem, for example, is a useless thing.

Yet, because of man's love of jewelry its market price many times exceeds that of a loaf of

bread, the use of which is manifestly evident and many times exceeds that of a beautifully

coloured stone.102  

3.2.2.4 Deviation from the just price as breach of fairness in exchange

Now that we know how the just price of a thing was determined, we can again concentrate

on the question how the concept of just price and fairness in exchanges gained influence

in Castilian civil law. The vehicle used for putting these concepts at the service of legal

scholars and practitioners was the  ius commune-remedy for lesion beyond moiety in C.

4.44.2, which text was seen as the legal expression of early modern scholastic theory of

damno metienda sunt,  sed ex communi  earum aestimatione in loci  ubi  venduntur' ; Mauel  González
Téllez († 1640) provides a plethora of Castilian scholars who defend the same view in his commentary to
the Decretals. Tellez, Commentaria, vol. 3, to X. 3.17.1, no. 8, p. 201.

99 In determining whether someone had sinned. 
100 De la Calle, Instruccion, fo. 18v: 'iusto precio de la cosa es aquel que communmente corre en el lugar e

tiempo del contracto contado consideradas las particulares circunstancias de la manera de vender y
comprar...  Todas  estas  dotrinas  entiendo  quando  no  ay  puesto  precio  de  la  mercadería,  ni  por
costumbre, ni por ley, que quando ay puesto precio a ninguna cosa se deve tener respeto sino al precio
comun que corre. E repito esto tantas veces, porque a mi me consta quanta licencia se toman en esta
tassacion los mercaderes cobdiciosos y quanta les dan los confessores imprudentes'; cf. Medina,  De
poenitentia, p. 195: 'Secundo in defectu huiusmodi taxationis, communi cursui, siue aestimationi videtur
esse standum, ita ut illud sit rerum quae venduntur iustum pretium quod secundum communem cursum
seu consuetudinem pro rebus illis tradi et recipi solet. Tertio, ubi nec lex pretii  determinativa sit, nec
communis consuetudo eo quod forte tales merces non sunt illic assuetae vendi, sed de novo aliunde
portantur, tunc multa essent consideranda ad assignandum iustum pretium illarum mercium, quorum
aliqua se tenent ex parte vendentis, quaedam ex parte ementis, alia vero ex parte ipsarum mercium… ;
Azpilcueta, Enchiridion, c. 23, no. 80, fo. 335: 'Valor rei iustus est quo praesenti pecunia vendit potest'.

101 Gloss  iudicis  to C. 4.44.2, in: De la Porte (ed).  Corpus iuris civilis, fo. 714:  'quoniam pretia rerum non
constituuntur affectione singulorum'.

102 Molina, Opera omnia, vol. 2, disp. 348, nos. 2seq., p. 229.
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contractual fairness.

According to Aquinas, divine law considers all prices asked or offered for an item

falling within the latitude of the just price as just. All those asked or offered beyond the just

price-range  are  forbidden.  However,  positive  law  (lex  humana  populo  datur)  is  less

demanding. Not all men are equally virtuous, so that it only prohibits what endangers the

societal  fabric  (convictum  hominum).103 Concludingly,  according  to  divine  law,  every

deviation of the just price triggers a restitution, whereas according to positive law only a

deviation of the just price by more than half of it evokes a liability. The Roman law adage

that 'it is by nature allowed to parties in sales to outwit each other'104 should accordingly be

understood, so Aquinas.105 

This interplay between Roman law adages and Aquinas' Christian beliefs concerning

what  a  seller  was  allowed  to  do  in  business  also  comes  clearly  to  the  fore  in  the

interpretation of  the Roman law rule by Castilian scholars. In early  modern times,  the

adage that 'it is by nature allowed to parties in sales to outwit each other'106 served as a

vehicle for the discussion about how flesh could be put on the bones of the concept of

fairness in exchange in both the forum internum as the forum externum.

In medieval scholarship the view had already been expressed that 'because it  is

allowed to contracting parties to deceive each other, the contract will not be rescinded, if

the lesion is moderate'.107 By and large, Castilian scholars writing for the forum internum

adopt Aquinas' views.  Medina plainly holds that 'according to natural and divine law men

are not allowed to outwit or deceive each other, not in a high, nor in a low degree'. 108 Every

deviation beyond the latitude of the thing's just price evokes a duty in the forum internum

to rescind or to restore equality by means of restitution.109 Soto remarks that sales has

103 Mark how Grotius' appetitus societatis finds an early expression here. Grotius, IBP, prolegomena 8.
104 D. 4.4.16.4:  Idem Pomponius ait in pretio emptionis et venditionis naturaliter licere contrahentibus se

circumvenire;  D.  19.2.22.3:  Quemadmodum in emendo et vendendo naturaliter concessum est  quod
pluris  sit  minoris  emere,  quod  minoris  sit  pluris  vendere  et  ita  invicem  se  circumscribere,  ita  in
locationibus quoque et conductionibus iuris est.  

105 Aquinas, Summa Theol., vol. 9, IIaIIae, q. 77, a.1, ad. pr.: 'Videtur quod aliquis licite possit vendere rem
plus quam valeat. Iustum enim in commutationibus humanae vitae secundum leges civiles determinatur.
Sed secundum eas licitum est emptori et venditori ut se invicem decipiant inquantum venditor plus vendit
rem quam valeat, emptor autem minus quam valeat [D. 4.4.16.4; D. 19.2.22.3]...'; idem, resp. ad. pr.: 'Ad
primum ergo dicendum quod, sicut supra dictum est, lex humana populo datur, in quo sunt multi a virtute
deficiente: non autem datur solis virtuosis. Et ideo lex humana non potuit prohibere quidquid est contra
virtutem, sed ei sufficit ut prohibeat ea quae destruunt hominum convictum; alia vero habeat quasi licita,
non quia ea approbet, sed quia ea non punit. Sic igitur habet quasi licitum, poenam non inducens, si
absque fraude venditor rem suam supervendat aut emptor vilius emat, nisi sit deceptus ultra dimidium
iust pretii quantitatem. Sed lex divina nihil impunitum relinquit quod sit virtuti contrarium. Unde secundum
divinam legem illicitum reputatur si in emptione et venditione non sit aequalitas observata. Et tenetur ille
qui plus habet recompensare ei qui damnificatus est, si sit notabile damnum'.

106 D. 4.4.16.4.
107 Odofredus, Lectura, to C. 4.44.8, no. 2, fo. 247: 'unde quia licitum est contrahentibus invicem se re ipse

decipere, si lesio est moderata, non rescinditur contractus'; quoted in Baldwin, Medieval theories, p. 21.
Note that Odofredo and Aquinas use decipere instead of circumvenire as in D. 4.4.16.4. 

108 Medina,  De poenitentia,  q. 33, p. 202: 'Nec obstant quae nonnulli Iuristae in oppositum afferunt... Non
igitur iure naturae aut divino concessum est hominibus, ut se invicem decipiant aut circumveniant nec in
multo, nec in parvo'.

109 Medina,  De poenitentia,  q. 33, p. 201: 'Et dicendum breviter quod sive res vendatur aut ematur acrius
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been introduced for the common good so that it is unacceptable that one of the parties

suffers any loss. The price functions 'as if it were a two-scaled balance... Hence, it is a

breach of justice and a mortal sin to increase or decrease the just price'.110 To conclude,

Soto denies that parties to a sales contract can outwit each other beyond the latitude of

the just price as something which goes against man's innate sense of justice.111 Molina has

the same: outwitting is only allowed within the margins of the just price.112 Beyond that, the

party who paid less or received more than the just price is liable to make restitution.113

For the  forum externum,  however, both theologians and civil law scholars in agreement

with  Aquinas  accept  that  the  reins  should  be  loosened  somewhat.  Medina,  Soto  and

Padilla y Meneses, Mercado, Molina and Oñate hold that positive law only sanctions a

quam valeat  ultra  seu  citra  dimidium iusti  pretii,  in  multo,  aut  in  parvo,  ita  ut  pretium non sit  intra
latitudinem iusti pretii supra positam, regulariter est illicitus contractus et debet in consciencia vel rescindi
vel ad aequalitatem reduci'.

110 Soto, De iustitia, to Aquinas IIaIIae, q. 77, a. 2, fo  .196v: 'Est enim hoc genus contractuum in commune
bonum, aequaleque commodum introductus. Quod autem sic institutum est, neutram partium gravare
debet,  sed ad iustitiae aequalitatem est  conficiendum mensura autem ac velut  bilancium trutina est
pretium,... Ergo iustum pretium vel augere vel minuere, peccatum est iniustitiae atque subinde genere
suo mortale'.

111 Soto, De iustitia, to ST 2.2, q. 77, a. 2, fo. 197: 'In caussa 2, §, idem Pomp., ff. de mino. Ubi habetur quod
licet contrahentibus naturaliter se decipere. Cui simile concinit lex,  item si pretio, ff. loca.  Haud enim
intelligitur infra latitudinem iusti pretii, quoniam illic nulla est deceptio. Intelligitur ergo citra medietatem
iusti  pretii...  Est ergo quaestio utrum lex id permittat tanquam licitum?...  Praeceptis naturalibus nulla
humana lex derogare potest...  servare autem iustitiam in commutationibus est  praeceptum naturale,
atque adeo divinum, quia praeceptio naturalis ab aeterna lege derivatur, ergo nulla humana lege potest
abrogari.  Et  ideo  Arist.  5.  Ethico.  docet  totam  virtutem  iustitiae  commutativae  in  hoc  versari,  ut
aequalitatem inter personas constituat: nempe ut quantum a te accepi, tantum tibi reddam, neque tu ex
me  plus  extorqueas,  ergo  recipere  ultra  latitudinem  iusti  pretii,  manifeste  repugnat  nativae  rationi
iustitiae'.

112 Molina,  De  iustitia,  vol.  2,  disp.  350,  no.  3,  p.  235:  'licere  naturaliter  ementes  et  vendentes  se
circumvenire... ergo qui emendo aut vendendo egreditur latitudinem iusti pretii neque ad restitutionem
tenetur'.

113 Molina, De iustia, vol. 2, disp. 352, no. 16, p. 242: 'Si vero inaequalitas oriatur quia vel acceptum fuit ultra
pretium iustum rigorosum, vel datum est infra pium ac infimum, tunc reduci in foro conscientiae debet ad
aequalitatem, solum usque ad limites iusti, atque etiam in exteriori, si transgressio fuit infra, aut ultra
dimidium iusti pretii'.
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lesion  beyond  moiety.114 According  to  Padilla  y  Meneses  († 1589),  Piñel,  Molina  and

Oñate115, price bargaining and outwitting the other party is something natural to the sales

contract.116

Covarrubias and Molina defend this not all too strict adherence to moral demands

alleging  the  need  to  safeguard  smooth  trading  practices.  To  demand  an  exact

mathematical  proportionality  between  price  paid  and  thing  exchanged  would  seriously

impede commerce.117 Molina and Ioannis Matienzo (fl.  1559-1613)118 point at the need of

preventing the greater evil of the overflooding of courts as a result of parties sueing one

another for even the slightest deviation of the just price.119 Some leeway should be allowed

in civil law to 'keep the societal fabric intact', as Matienzo has it in keeping with Aquinas

and heralding Grotius'  appetitus societatis  as the fundamental norm civil law provisions

should answer to.120 Alfonso de Azevedo († 1598)121 in his commentaries to the  Nueva

Recopilación argues in the same vein that men are naturally inclined to sin. Lawmakers

should  therefore  allow  sinful  behaviour  to  a  modest  degree,  because  otherwise

commercial  transactions would  come to  nought.  Moreover,  he  finds  it  not  the  task  of

114 Medina, De poenitentia,q. 33, p. 201: [C] Quod autem in casu is qui defraudat sive excessivum pretium
recipiendo sive diminutum tradendo teneatur restituere defraudato no dubitatur si defraudatio sit ultra
dimidium iusti  pretii,  in  quo tamen Iuristae,  quam Theologi  conveniunt' ;  Soto,  De iustitia,  to Aquinas
2a2ae, q. 77, a. 2, fo. 197v: 'in hoc particulari casu docet leges permittentes deceptionem citra dimidium
iusti  pretii,  intelligi iure fori,  sed non iure poli';  Mercado,  Suma,  lib. II,  cap. XI, fo.  61-62v:  'Como no
castiga al que engaña vendiendo a mas del justo precio, sino excede la mitad, o al que compro mas
barato. Permite esto la ley civil, mas la divina no dexa cosa viciosa sin castigo. Segun la qual es muy
illicito no guardar en la bendiciones la ygualdad de justicia y està obligado a restituyr lo de mas que
llevo... Las leyes civiles como dessean cercenar pleytos, tuvieron por menos mal perdiesse el hombre lo
que mas del justo precio valor le llevasen, como no pasasse el excesso de la mitad, que no se pleytasse
siendo el engaño menor. Fuere un nunca acabar y un no poderse averiguar, estando en tan poco la
differencia, mas la ley de Dios, que esta plantada en el alma que sin ningun executor exterior obliga, no
permite semejante licencia, ni que se lleve por la mercaderia mas de lo que vale' ; Molina, De iustitia, vol.
2, disp. 352, no. 16, p. 242: 'Si vero inaequalitas oriatur quia vel acceptum fuit ultra pretium iustum
rigorosum, vel datum est infra pium ac infimum, tunc reduci in foro conscientiae debet ad aequalitatem,
solum usque ad limites iusti, atque etiam in exteriori, si transgressio fuit infra, aut ultra dimidium iusti
pretii'; Oñate, De contractibus, vol. 3, disp. 63.5, no. 129, p. 58.

115 For biographical data see Antonio, Bibliotheca Hispana, vol. 1, pp. 148-149.
116 Padilla y Meneses, Rescripta, to C. 4.44.2, no. 11, fo. 73v: 'Et ita in hunc sensum vera est hodie etiam

haec propositio licet contrahentibus naturaliter se decipere intra dimidiam iusti pretii, non quod natura
hoc permittat, sed naturales regulae huius contractus'; Oñate, De contractibus, vol. 3, disp. 63.5, no. 129, p.

59. Oñate refers to Piñel and Molina; Decock, Theologians, p. 591.
117 Covarrubias,  Opera  omnia,  vol.  2,  2.3,  no.  2,  fo. 52v:  'licere  naturaliter  contrahentibus  invicem  se

decipere  siquidem  verum  est  modo  ea  deceptio  intra  latitudinem  iusti  pretii  et  eius  mediocritatem
contingat. Alioqui licere nequit naturaliter siquidem excessum aut diminutionem iusti  pretii  excesserit,
cum vere iniqua tunc sit,  nec possit  ulla  lege probari,  ut  plane Iurisconsulti  responsum ad mutuam
tacitamque  pertinet  contrahentium  indulgentiam,  quae  condonare  videtur  ob  naturam  contractus
modicam laesionem, cum alioqui commercia ipsa impedirentur, si semper exacta illa et mathematica
pretii aequalitas foret anxie et nimia scupulositate consideranda'.

118 For biographical details see Nicolás Antonio, Bibliotheca Hispana Nova, vol. 2, p. 739.
119 Molina,  De iustitia,  vol. 2, disp. 350, no. 3, p. 235: '... neque canonicem neque civile ius id permittere

tanquam licitum, sed solum ad vitandas lites et majora mala, id non impedire, nec concedere ad id
resarciendum actionem'.

120 Matienzo,  Commentaria,  gloss 1  to  Nueva Recopilación  5.11.1,  no.  3,  fo.  324v:  '...  incolumen esse
civilium coniunctionem'.

121 Decock, Theologians, p. 251; Nicolas Antonio, Bibliotheca Hispana Nova, vol. 1, p. 12
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secular judges to guard over the litigants' souls.122

3.2.2.5 Fairness in exchange and the sale of a defective thing

In section 3.2.2.2 it was observed that Aquinas and the early modern Castilian scholars

consider the sale of  a defective thing to an ignorant buyer as a breach of fairness in

exchange.  Early  modern  Castilian  scholars  consequently  endeavoured  to  bring  ius

commune-theory and early modern scholastic views regarding sales of defective goods

based on the concept of commutative justice together in one framework. However, the

result of this process was that various, sometimes conflicting, ideas about the theoretical

underpinning of the required restitution or legal liability emerged.

An example of a scholar who explains the law of obligations in terms of commutative

justice   with  the  help  of  ius  commune-concepts  of  liability  was  García.123 He  terms

knowingly selling a defective object illicit.124 García argues that the illicitness lies in the fact

that the buyer receives a defective thing, whereas what he wanted to buy was a thing in

good condition. Even if the seller charges a reduced price, the buyer still ends up with a

defective  item  he  never  wished  for.125 García  seems  to  interpret  knowingly  selling  a

defective thing as fraud. The buyer who has bought a defective object against his wishes

can consequently rescind the sale, if he would never have concluded the sale, had he

known of the thing's defective condition.126 

However, if, notwithstanding the defect, the buyer would have persisted in the sale,

García  considers  the  sale  partially  involuntary.  The  buyer  can  claim  that  the  seller

indemnify  the  damages  he  suffered  because  of  the  defect,  but  not  rescission  of  the

contract. As an example, García provides a shoemaker who knowingly delivers a pair of

shoes of which the one shoe is of good quality leather but the other is not. The buyer can

only demand a price reduction or compensation for the bad shoe but cannot rescind the

entire contract. Only the part with regard to which the buyer erred can be adjusted. Here,

122 Azevedo,  Commentarii,  to Nueva Recopilación 5.11.1, no. 8, p. 343:  'naturaliter enim homines non ad
bonum sed ad malum proni sunt... Et ideo legislatores in praesenti et similibus iuribus id permisisse dum
tamen non sit  ultra  dimidium, ne commercia  et  contractus cessarent et  tota  machina contrahentium
destrueretur  et  quia...  judices temporales  non curant  de periculo  animarum...'.There  were,  however,
dissenting views. Azpilcueta held that eclessiastical courts should grant relief even if the lesion is below
moiety (Decock, Theologians, p. 548-549). For the forum internum, Jean Gerson (1363-1429) was of the
opinion that a lesion below moiety only gave rise to a duty to confess, not to make restitution (Decock,
Theologians, p. 534).  

123 García, Tratado, vol. 1, prologo, n.p.: 'Doctrina es de Aristoteles (christiano Lector) en el quinto libro de
las Ethicas capitulo quinto, que el uso de las commutaciones y contractos tuvo origino y principio de la
falta que en sus casas y Republicas padecen los hombros...Y tuvo por cierto muy grande razon'; ibidem,
n.p. [end]: 'Este es en summa (amigo lector) lo que en esta obra havemos trabajado de hazer, con
desseo de servir en algo a su divina Magestad, aprovechando a mis proximos y encaminandolos en sus
tratos y negocios, por que los hagan con la rectitud y justicia que se requiere, y sin offensa de Dios'.

124 García, Tratado, vol. 1, ch. 13, pp. 368, 382, 390: [382] 'quando de proposito se vende una cosa viciosa
a otro la vendicion si tiene por illicita'.

125 García, Tratado, vol. 1, ch. 13, p. 390: 'Por donde aunque el precio se disminuyesse segun requería el
valor de la cosa vendida, no por esso dexaría de ser la vendición illicita'; ibidem,  p. 394:  'Quando el
engaño huviesse dado causa al contracto, entonces se ha de hazer la restitución y reparar el engaño
con deshazer el contracto, tornando el precio al comprador y la cosa comprada al vendedor.

126 García, Tratado, vol. 1, ch. 13, p. 395: 'si al principio lo supiera nunca comprara la dicha cosa'.
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García seems to explain the sale of defective goods in terms of error. He regards the sale

of the bad pair of shoes as partially involuntary ( involuntario).127 However, it would have

made more sense to term such a sale partially illicit, as the seller still knowingly had sold a

defective thing.

Be that as it may, by reasoning both from error and from dolus causam dans and

dolus incidens128,  García combines  ius commune-theory with the scholastic view which

tends to consider the purchase of defective goods in terms of error and determined that,

according to whether the defect pertained to the thing's  essentialia  or  accidentialia,  the

buyer could claim rescission or price reduction. According to García, if the buyer contends

that the defect concerned an essential quality of the thing, the contract would all the same

have to be rescinded. It  does not matter for the seller's liability whether the seller had

reduced the price. 

In contrast, as earlier observed, other early modern scholars hold that knowingly

selling  a  defective  thing  is  allowed  as  long  as  the  thing's  price  was  proportionally

diminished.129 Indeed,  Molina  agrees  that,  if  a  knowing  seller  lowers  the  price  of  a

defective thing, he does not need to reveal the defect.130 This goes against García's view

based on the doctrine of dolus causam dans and dolus incidens in which the seller can not

avoid rescission by reducing the price.

Molina, however, seems to lean more towards interpreting sales of defective goods

in terms of commutative justice, as explained by Aquinas. A defect in a thing diminishes

the thing's value, which results in a contractual imbalance, which has to be restored. A

suitable  price  reduction  prevents  such  an  imbalance  from  occurring.  A buyer  should

suspect that a lower than usual price indicates that there is something wrong with the sold

object. Therefore, he cannot contend after the sale's conclusion to have erred regarding

the thing's quality.131 This approach no longer considers the solving of legal issues relating

to defects as a self-standing issue to which particular rules apply, such as those which

Roman law had provided for in the aedilician edict. Molina explains liability for defective

goods in terms of the broad concept of error.

This  development  towards  a  liability  for  defects  based  on  error,  which  can  be

observed in an embryonic stage in early modern Castilian civil law about latent defects,

127 García,  Tratado,  vol.  1,  ch.  13,  pp.  396-397:  'Pero quando el  engaño no diesse causa al  contracto
entonces  deve  el  engañador  reparar  el  mal  hecho  con  rehazer  el  daño  que  por  ello  se  siguió  al
engañado, si era tal que le podía reparar, donde no se deve también revocar el contracto. La causa
desto primero es porque entonces no sería del todo involuntario el contracto, si no solo en parte... como
si pidiendo uno a un zapatero unos zapatos de cuero bueno y rezio, y se los diesse el otro de ruyn cuero
por tanto precio quanto si fueran buenos, con restituyr la parte del precio que fue demasiada y excedía
al valor de los dichos zapatos considerados con su ruyndad, se repararía el daño'. 

128 Decock & Hallebeek, 'Pre-contractual duties', pp. 93-94.
129 As already noted by Aquinas, Summa Theol., IIaIIae, q. 77, art. 3.
130 Molina, De iustitia, vol. 2, disp. 353, no. 18, 22, p. 247: '22 ... Quando vitia non reddunt notabiliter minus

utilem rem ad id, ad quod emitur, non teneri venditorem illa manifestare, esto praesumat, si emptor ea
agnosceret, empturum non esse talem rem. Tenetur tamen detrahere tantum de pretio, ut non excedat
justum rigorosum'.

131 In keeping with the adage 'scienti non fit iniuria'.
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would play a significant role in the deliberations of the drafters of the 18th and 19th century

civil  codes.  Some  build  a  new  framework  around  the  remedies  for  defects  in  things

exchanged for  money based on and in  accordance with  general  rules of  error.132 The

Roman  law  view  which  considered  the  aedilician  remedies  as  particular  remedies

introduced on top of the already existing remedies which could be brought with the action

on the sales contract gives way to a view in which particular breaches of contract are

replaced by a general concept of liability in sales.  

132 See 7.2.4 (ALR).
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3.3 Castilian legal doctrine and practice on the law of latent defects 

3.3.1 The aedilician remedies: redundant rules?

Medieval  ius commune-scholars discerned two sets of remedies for latent defects. First,

the aedilician remedies for returning the thing and price reduction in D. 21.1 and C. 4.58.

Secondly, the action on the sales contract  (actio  empti)  contained at  first  sight  similar

remedies in D. 19.1 andC. 4.49. Azo, Accursius, Bartolus and Baldus had evaded the

question whether perhaps some of these remedies were redundant by stating that the

aedilician remedies had their own scope, periods of limitation, methods of determining the

price reduction a seller of a defective thing owed the duped buyer. Furthermore, some

medieval  scholars acknowledged that  the aedilician remedies possessed buyer-friendly

characteristics which the civil remedies did not. Yet, scholars notably from Orléans, the

ultramontani, Pierre de Belleperche and Jacques de Révigny had argued against this view.

The limitation periods and calculation methods of both the aedilician remedies and those

which could be brought with the action on the sales contract were the same.133

In early modern Castilian civil law the seeming redundancy of some of the Roman

law remedies for defects in the object sold does not receive the same amount of scholarly

attention  as  it  had  in  medieval  legal  doctrine.  This  is  the  result  both  of  historical

developments  and  of  a  changed  approach  to  law  due  to  early  modern  scholastic

influences.  The  following  sections  discuss  what  changes  occurred  in  early  modern

Castilian civil  law regarding the features which in medieval  ius commune, according to

some medieval legal scholars, were proof of the existence of two sets of remedies for

defects in the thing sold,  sc.  the remedies' scope, assessment of price, limitation, and

procedural characteristics.

3.3.1.1 Scope of the civil and aedilician remedies

Castilian scholars demonstrate a similar lack of interest in the exact properties of the ius

commune remedies for latent defects in their treatment of the question to which defects

they applied as medieval and humanist scholars. The latter had profoundly discussed the

various  ways  to  remedy  corporeal  and  non-corporeal  defects.  The  aedilician  actio

redhibitoria applied to corporeal defects only, so that the civil remedies for all loss and for

price  reduction  were  needed  in  the  event  a  non-corporeal  defect  came  to  light.134

According to D. 19.1.13.1, buyers of slaves prone to stealing only had a civil remedy, if the

seller had known the defect or guaranteed the absence of the slave's inclination to steal.

This made sense to the medieval interpreters, as they commonly accepted the fact that

slaves in general could not be trusted, so that buyers of slaves prone to steal should not

whine about the occurrence of a normal trading risk.135 The buyer of a slave inclined to

flee, however, could sue for price reduction also against an ignorant seller. 

133 See 2.2.1.2-3.
134 See 2.2.1.1.
135 Hallebeek, 'The Ignorant Seller’s Liability', pp. 188, 192, 195, 197, 205.
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However, again already king Alfonse X the Wise had decreed in his Siete Partidas

that non-corporeal defects should be treated in the same manner as all other defects. The

argument evolves around the sale of a slave inclined to flee or to steal. According to  D.

19.1.13.1 and D. 21.1.4pr. no remedies lie against the seller for such purchases. The Siete

Partidas, however, do provide possilibities to sue.

'... When a slave sold by one man to another has a defect or illness, also if he is a thief

or is accustomed to fleeing from his master or [has] other similar defects, the seller, if

he knew this but had not told the buyer so, is held to take back the slave. In addition,

he must pay back the price paid to the buyer together with all  damages the buyer

incurred because of that fact. And if he had not known it, the slave must remain with

the buyer. However, the seller is held to pay back so much of the price paid, as if it was

known that the slave was worth less because of the defect [my emphasis]'.136

In this provision of the  Siete Partidas  slaves prone to stealing and fleeing are explicitly

brought within the scope of one set of remedies applicable to all kinds of defects in slaves.

Knowing sellers are liable for returning the price and full damages. Unknowing sellers have

to reduce the price. This does not square with D. 21.1.1.2 which states that the  actio

redhibitoria can also be instituted against sellers who were not aware of the defects, which

rule medieval legal scholars had accepted.137 Yet, the Siete Partidas opt for the rule of D.

19.1.13pr. about rotten beams and contagious cattle according to which unknowing sellers

cannot be liable for more than a reduction of price. What is more, they apply this rule to all

defects,  regardless  of  whether  they  are  corporeal  or  non-corporeal.  Apparently,  the

compilers of  the  Siete Partidas wanted to  get  rid  of  the  rather  intricate  ius commune

interpretation of Roman law with its division between aedilician remedies for corporeal and

civil remedies for non-corporeal defects. 

Furthermore, the Siete Partidas dismiss the exception that sellers of slaves inclined

to flee or to steal,  though non-corporeal  defects,  could still  be sued with an aedilician

remedy. Finally, SP 5.5.64 explicitly seems to warn that the Roman law rule that sellers of

slaves inclined to steal cannot be sued under any circumstances with the action on the

sales contract no longer holds. To put an end to this intricate web of liability rules, the Siete

Partidas instead only heed whether the seller knew of the defect or not. Any difference in

scope between remedies of aedilician or civil origins has vanished and the kind of defect in

the slave, whether corporeal or non-corporeal, no longer matters. SP 5.5.65 demonstrates

the same lack of  interest  in  these complexities of  Roman law and  ius commune  with

regard to draught animals. All of those suffering from 'any kind of serious illnes or defect'

136 SP 5.5.64: De la tacha, maldad que oviesse el siervo, que un ome vendiesse a otro. Tacha, o maldad
aviendo el siervo, que un ome vendiesse a otro, assi como si fuesse ladron, o oviesse por costumbre de
fuyrse  a  su  señor,  o  otra  maldad  semejante  destas:  si  el  vendedor  sabía  esto  e  no  lo  dixesse  al
comprador, tenudo es de recebir el siervo, e deve al comprador tornar el precio, con todos los daños e
los menoscabos que le vinieron ende. E si no lo sabia, devo fincar el siervo al comprador. Pero es
tenudo el vendedor, de tornarle tanta parte del precio, quanto fuere fallado en verdad, que valia menos
por razon de aquella tacha. Esso mismo dezimos que seria, si el siervo oviesse alguna enfermedad
mala encubierta, in: Los códigos españoles, vol. 3, p. 631. 

137 See 2.2.3.
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give cause to a liability of the seller.138 Again no distinction is made between corporeal or

non-corporeal defects.

Yet, Gregorio López (c. 1490-1560)139, a commentator to the Siete Partidas, persists

in interpreting SP 5.5.64 in keeping with ius commune-doctrine: 

'But why is he here sued with the redhibitoria, since this remedy is not granted in the

event of non-corporeal defects, see D. 21.1.4pr? Understand this in conformity with

Baldus' commentary on C. 4.58.4, viz. that against a seller who knowingly kept silent

about the defect, every action gets stricter because of dolus. Thus he can be sued for

returning the price with all resulting damages and to take back the thing sold'.140

López understands the Siete Partidas as granting a civil remedy for a breach of warranty.

In keeping with medieval  ius commune he does not accept rescission in the event of an

unknowing seller of a thief, because for non-corporeal defects no remedy lies, unless the

seller had acted fraudulently or in breach of a given warranty. Hevia Bolaño repeats López'

interpretation of the  Siete Partidas  in accordance with medieval  ius commune  doctrine.

According  to  this  scholar,  in  the  event  of  non-corporeal  defects  the  aedilician  actio

redhibitoria does not lie and the Siete Partidas only grant these remedies in case the seller

had acted in bad faith.141 

Molina who discusses both ius commune as in Castilian law on the topic, reaches

the same conclusion as Hevia Bolaño's. He also explains the Siete Partidas in accordance

with medieval ius commune doctrine.  

'Observe here, that, as stated in D. 21.1.4, there is the following difference between

non-corporeal and corporeal defects. The seller is not liable for non-corporeal defects,

unless he stipulated and promised that, in the event of a slave or draught animal, it

would not suffer from this or that non-corporeal defect. Then he must rescind the sale

138 SP 5.5.65: ... alguna mala enfermedad o tacha... [my emphasis].
139 López' gloss 'si lo sabe el vendedor' to SP 5.5.65: 'idem dic, et si ignoret, ut in l . 1, § causa huius edicti,

2, D. de aedil. edict. [D. 21.1.2]',  in: Los códigos españoles, vol. 3, p. 631; López was a lawyer at the
Royal Chancery in Granada, oydor in the Royal Chancery of Valladolid, and chancelor in the Council for
the Indies, S. de Dios de Dios, 'López, Gregorio' in: DBE, vol. 30, p. 239-244.

140 Gloss de recebir el siervo to SP 5.5.64: 'Sed quare hic competit huic actio redhibitoria, cum propter vitia
animi non detur, D. 21.1.4pr? Dic secundum Bald. in l. 4. C. de aedil. action. [Baldus, Commentaria, to C.
4.58.4, fo. 132] quod hic propter dolum venditoris, qui sciens vitium tacuit, omnis actio degenerat, et ideo
potest conveniri ut pretium reddat cum damnis, et rem accipiat', in: Los códigos españoles, vol. 3, p. 631,
gloss de recebir el siervo to SP 5.5.64.  

141 Hevia Bolaño, Laberinto, 1.13.16, p. 149: 'Empero la accion redhibitoria no se da en el esclavo por vicio
o defeto del animo, segun un texto, l. ob quae vitia, § animi, ff. de aedil. edict. [D. 21.1.31.1], sino es que
el vendedor asseguro o dixo que no le tenia conforme, conforme otro texto, l. quod si nolit, § si venditor,
ff. de aedil. edict [D. 21.1.31.1], por ser en el hombre accidental y poderse curar por contraria voluntad,
segun Baldo in l. 1, eo lu. 4, C. eod. tit., Bald. in l. 2, C. eod. tit. [Commentaria, to C. 4.58.1, no. 25, fo .
131v, to C. 4.58.2, fo. 132],  salvo por dolo del vendedor en saber el vicio y callarle, segun una ley de
Partida, l. 64, tit. 5, p. 5, en cuyo caso todas las acciones degeneran, y asi puede ser convenido por esta
a que reciba la cosa y buelva el precio, segun Baldo, Bald. ubi supra, mas aunque lo ignore ha lugar el

quanto minoris,  segun la dicha ley de Partida,  l.  64,  tit.  5,  p.  5'; idem, 1.13.10, pp.  147-148:  'Esta
redhibitorio o quanto minoris ha lugar en los vicios o defectos corporales de la cosa por que se impide
su uso, segun una glossa, (gloss in l. 1, § aiunt aediles [D. 21.1.1] et in § sed sciendum, ff. de aedil. edict
[D. 21.1.7] et per text ibi)'.
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or make restitution of how much they are judged to be worth less because of that. Non-

corporeal  defects  are  whether  a  horse  is  timid,  or  a  draught  animal  is  malicious,

kicking, etc.'.142

However, regarding slaves inclined to steal  or to flee, Molina does not seem to

make  a  clear  choice  between  ius  commune  doctrine  and  the  provisions  in  the  Siete

Partidas, of which he believes that these treat slaves prone to stealing and fleeing in a like

manner.143 

3.3.1.1.1 Legal practice

One  case  brought  before  the  Royal  Chancery  of  Valladolid  slightly  touches  upon  the

question whether a remedy for returning the thing could be brought in the event of a non-

corporeal defect in a horse. We just saw that the  Siete Partidas did not consider that

problematic, whereas López, Molina and Hevia Bolaño kept to the medieval ius commune

view that a rescission is only possible in the event the seller knew of the defect. How was

the matter decided by the Royal Chancery's judges?

In the year 1571, Antonio de la Vega Sanz of Valladolid brought a plea before the Royal

Chancery. He had bought a horse from Pedro de Hortiz de Villalones and his son which

turned out not to bear spurs and to be indomitable (muy bravo). This caused Vega Sanz

considerable trouble and even produced an embarrassing scene at the entry of the royal

family in Valladolid, when his horse, supposedly impressed by the pompous royal fanfare,

took the heels, spurning his master's effort to keep it under control.144 Hortiz and his son

had not told Vega Sanz about the horse's difficult character. 

According to medieval  ius commune-doctrine, the defects the horse suffered from

were non-corporeal  to which the  actio redhibitoria  did not  apply. The buyer could only

rescind the sale because of a non-corporeal defect, if the seller knew of it or had given a

warranty.145 A hint that this was no longer thought to be so in Castilian practice, can be

gathered from Hortiz' defense. 

'the horse,  about  which is  this  lawsuit,  is  among vets and experts  in  the field  not

considered defective nor has it  shortcomings substantially enough, so that is worth

less, nor is there room for the action for returning the thing, for which reasons and for

142 Molina, De iustitia, vol. 2, disp. 353, no. 8, p. 245: 'Hoc loco observa, ut l. ob quae vitia, ff. de aedil. edict.
[D. 21.1.4] habetur, hoc esse discrimen inter vitia animi et corporis. De vitio vero animi non tenetur, nisi id
in pactum deducatur, venditorque promittat, si iumentum, aut servus, tale, vel tale animi vitium habere
comperiatur, rescindet venditionem, aut restituet, quantum minus ea de causa iudicatum fuerit valere.
Vitia autem animi sunt, si equus sit timidus, si jumentum sit malitiosum, recalcitret, et his similia.'.

143 Molina, De iustitia, vol. 2, disp. 353, no. 8, p. 245: 'Lex tamen Castellae 64. tit. 5. par. 5 [SP 5.5.64] paria
videtur efficere venditorem ignorantem servum esse furem, id non detegere,  et  non detegere vitium
fugitivi, atque utrobique concedere videtur actionem quanto minoris. Nisi dicas exponendam esse juxta
ius commune'.

144 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 494, 3 (1571), sc. 58: 'quando la reyna nuestra señora | vino a esta villa de
Toledo en la | placa con el dicho Antonio Sanz | que estava en el dicho cavallo | le vio el testigo que hico
muy rrixo | e se empuño dos veces con el | e fue nescesario salirse della | placa por el alborado | que
hacia en ella'.

145 See 2.2.1.1. 
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each on its own and for the remaining that during litigation occurred [?], I demand and

entreat, to the extend to which the said verdict is detrimental to my party, to annul and

revoke it'.146  

In his petition to the Royal Chancery Hortiz takes pains to deny that there is a defect

which  reduces  the  horse's  worth  or  may  allow for  the  remedy  for  returning  the  thing

(accion rredebitoria  [sic]). Yet, he does not do so by referring to the merchandize's non-

corporeal  character,  as  would  be  the  most  obvious  defense  from  a  ius  commune-

perspective. Hortiz simply puts that there was no defect at all. In other words, had the

veterinarians said that the horse was not in order, the  actio redhibitoria  might well have

been  available,  despite  the  non-corporeal  character  of  the  defect  for  which  the  actio

redhibitoria was manifestly denied in medieval ius commune-doctrine.

Moreover, it appears that good faith shields the seller from the remedy for returning

the thing. It is not for nothing that the plaintiff explicitly held that Hortiz had kept silent (por

avia  las  callado)  about  the  horse's  stubborn  character  and  that  De  Hortiz  himself

emphasises that he had acted bona fide.147 Hence it seems that D. 21.1.1.2 which states

that the actio redhibitoria can also be instituted against sellers who were not aware of the

defects is ignored. The mentioned remedy looks more like the remedy triggered by fraud

which had caused the contract to be null (dolus dans causam contractui).148 

3.3.1.2 Assessment of price reduction

Medieval  ius commune was ambiguous concerning how the price reduction a seller of a

defective thing is due should be assessed. Some medieval scholars held that the Corpus

iuris  civilis  on  the  one  hand contained  a  civil  price  reduction  based  on  the  buyer's

subjective appreciation of the object and that on the other hand there existed an aedilician

remedy for price reduction which had to be assessed by objective standards, commonly

understood as the thing's current market price. Other medieval scholars, one of whom was

Pierre de Belleperche, were of the opinion that the Corpus iuris civilis only allowed for an

objective price assessment.149

The  Siete Partidas explicitly opt for the objective assessment of price. The seller

has to grant a price reduction 'quanto fallassen en verdad que valia menos por razon de

tacha...', in Latin, 'quanto minus valet res', sc., how much the thing is worth less because of

the defect, as opposed to 'for how much less one would have been seller'.150 López, the

146 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 494, 3 (1571), scan 146: [sc. 146] el cavallo sobre que es este pleito entre
albeitares | y personas expertas en semejante arte no es defeto ni | tacha bastante porque valga menos
ni aya lugar la | accion rredebitoria / por las quales razones e qualquier de-| llas e por las demas que de
lo procesado | rresultan [abia  algo?] pido e supplico en quanto lo susodicho en la dicha sentencia | es
perjuicio del dicho mi parte la anule e rreboque ...'.

147 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 494, 3 (1571), sc. 8 (fol. 3r): 'compro y al cara conto quel | dicho cavallo no
sufre es- | puelas y se comporte muy rri- | xoso por las quales | tachas | e por cada una dellas por | avia
las callado el dicho pedro| hortiz de villa lones [my emphasis]',

148 Molina, De iustitia et iure, vol. 2, disp. 259, no. 6, p. 17.
149 See 2.2.1.2.
150 SP 5.5.64, in: Los códigos españoles, vol. 3, p. 631: '...a aquel que le vendio la bestia que le peche o le

torne tanta parte del precio quanto fallassen en verdad que valia menos por razon de tacha...' ; on the
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commentator to the Siete Partidas, with reference to Pierre de Belleperche, interprets the

Siete Partidas as follows:

'furthermore, in the opinion of Petrus, it is the same to say 'for how much less the thing

is worth' and 'for how much less it would have been bought',... the particular estimation

should not be given attention, if it is not in accordance with the common opinion... This

text of the Partidas seems to tilt quite heavily toward Peter's opinion...'.151 

López  concludes that 'what Bartolus contends,  sc. that there are two remedies for price

reduction, one civil, the other praetorian, does not hold'.152 

Though López' remarks that the  Siete Partidas  inclines toward De Belleperche's,

the French scholar (1230-1308) was not active as law professor at the time Alfonse the

Wise's legal code came into being (between 1256 and 1265).153 However, the coincidence

of the Siete Partidas and De Belleperche views might be explained by a shared source of

inspiration.  Both  ultramontani  and  the  drafters  of  the  Siete  Partidas  were  aware  of

Aristotelian theory.154 

Be that as it may, it is more important to note that  López interpretation fits nicely

with the dominant view in his time about a how a price estimation should be realised in

scholastic writings about just price. As we have seen, early modern theologians explained

that an item's just price is its common market price and not the price which the parties to a

contract agree on and that as such it had to be determined objectively.155 

García, writing for the forum internum156, informs us by whom the assessment of a

price reduction based on the thing's just price should be carried out,  sc. by 'good and

prudent men'.157 

use by medieval scholars of the different terms to indicate a specific method of price assessment see
2.2.1.2. Note the difference between 'quanto minoris esset empturus'  and 'quanto minus res valet',  the
first indicating a subjective, the latter an objective approach.

151 Gloss 4 to SP 5.5.64, in: Los códigos españoles, vol. 3, p. 631: 'Praeterea, secundum Petrum, idem est
dicere quando minoris res est, vel quanto minoris esset empturus... aestimatio singularis non attenditur,
nisi secundum id, quod communiter attenderetur... Haec tamen lex Partitarum multum videtur inclinare in
opinionem Petri... '. 

152 López' gloss Fallassen en verdad to SP 5.5.65: 'Non ergo procedet quod dicit Bald. in l. 2, col. 4, C. de
rescind. vend., esse duplicem quanto minoris civilem, vel praetoriam', in: Los códigos españoles, vol. 3,
p. 632.

153 Bezemer, Pierre de Belleperche, p. 1.
154 Gordley writes that the ultramontani were the first to have used Aristotelian works. Gordley, Origins,  p.

34.
155 This  leaves  open  the  possibility  that  parties  agree  on  a  higher  than  the  just  price  (pretium

conventionalis). Yet, the agreement among parties on a higher price does not make that higher price just.
Decock, Theologians, p. 528-229.   See 3.2.2.3.

156 García, Tratado, proleg.: 'Quiero advertir a los lectores, que no pretendo tratar de todos los peccados y
defectos que en los contratos se pueden cometer, sin de solos aquellos que son contra iusticia y traen
obligacion de restituyr... aprovechando a mis proximos y encaminandolos en sus tratos y negocios, por
que los hagan con la rectitud y justicia que se requiere, y sin offensa de Dios'.

157 García, Tratado, vol. 1, ch. 14, p. 414: 'Parece me pues a mi que la diminución del dicho precio ha de
ser hecha conforme al parecer y arbitrio de hombres buenos y prudentes, por quienquiere se hage, y no
solo conforme al parecer del vendedor, el qual facilmente se podria engañar, como en causa propria, en
daño y perjuyzio de comprador'.
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3.3.1.2.1 Legal practice

I found no example of claims for price reduction because of a defect in a thing other than

those based on laesio enormis. However, lawsuits about the thing's just price also provide

information about how prices had to be determined according to the Royal Chancery of

Valladolid.  Consider  the  following  cases  in  which  the  value  of  the  merchandize  is

estimated. 

'Jerome de Castro appeared before your Honour and said: I have bought from Manuel

de Gomez, nearby merchant five and a half bolts of fabric, 22 with a black fold, for five

and  twenty  reales  for  each  bolt,  which  I  paid  in  cash,  and having  them cut,  they

appeared not to be in accordance with the law and quality  for such a price and they

contain  bulges,  streaks,  and  cheap  tissue,  which  reduce  its  price,  and the  tailors

declared to have the obligacion the said Manuel Gomez to return it, to take it back, and

to repay me the money I paid for it, seeing the said deceit, fault, and fraud caused by

the opposing party [my emphasis]'.158 

'Concerning the value of the said trees may your Honour order and appoint two or

three persons, farmers and green- grocers who are acquainted with the value of the

said trees and let these under oath declare how much they could be worth now...'159

'and thus the said land is very bad in relation to its just and common price and value'.160

'and many others would state that what they would have given him for the said lands

would have been as much as the opposing party [had given], because that is what they

were worth at the time that he delivered the lands to him, in accordance with their just

and common estimation'.161

158 Pl. civ., A. Rodriguez (olv.), caja 223, 9 (1628), sc. 7 (bottom), 8 (top): 'Jeronimo de Castro ... parescio
ante | vuestra merced y dijo que avio conprado | de manuel de gomez mercader | vezino della, cinco
baras y media | de pano. veinte y dos seno negro | a cinco e veinta rreales la vara que- | a le pague de
contado y abiendo se | tundido a paresido no ser de la | lei y bondad para semejante pre- | cio y tiene
muelas betas y lan- | illas vastas que minoran su precio | y los sastres declaran tener obliga- | cion el
dicho manuel gomez de bolber | lo a rresivir y bolber me el | dinero que por el le pague me- | diante el
dicho engano dolo y frau- | de causado por las parte contraria'. 

159 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 971, 7 (1575), sc. 107:  'sobre el valor de las dichas arboledas |  vuestras
mercedes manden nombrar dos | o tres personas labradores e frute- | ros que entienden el valor de | las
dichas arboledas e con juramento declaren lo que podian valer a- | gora...'. In this case the seller claims
to have been duped for more than half of the just price; cf. pl. civ., F. Alonso (f), caja 494, 3 (1571), sc.
69-70: 'communmente entre personas que saben (sc. 42), que entre personas que | saven e entienden |
las calidades de los ca- | vallos e faltas e tachas | dellos sean tenydo e tienen | las dichas tachas por de
calidad | que por qualquiera dellas | se puede muy | bien e debe | qualquier cavallo e des- | hacerse la
venta que de | este esta (sc. 70), ...el cavallo sobre que es escrito entre albeitares | y personas expertas
en semejante arte  no es  defeto  ni   |  tacha  bastante  porque  valga  menos ni  aya  lugar  la  |  accion
rredibitoria (sc. 145, petición)'; pl. civ.,  F. Alonso (f), caja 447, 1 (1570), sc. 104:  'ansi los compraron a
vista de alvertares | de los quales dicen supieron la calidad de ellos de | manera de no pueden pretender
ignorancia'.   

160 Reg. ej., caja 1679, 4 (1590), sc. 1, r. 23: 'y es ansi que la dicha tierra es muy rruyn que a su justo y
comun precio e valor'.

161 Reg. ej., caja 1679, 4 (1590), sc. 4 (petition of defendants): 'y hallaran otros muchos que le dieran por
las dichas tierras tanto | en las que la parte contraria porque lo valian bien al tiempo que se las dio | a su
justa e comun estimacion', ; also pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 447, 1, sc. 143: 'justa y commun estimacion'.
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In  all  mentioned  examples,  prices  and  price  reductions  are,  at  least  within  the

context of a suit for lesion beyond moiety, objectively determined. The price taken is that

which is held to be common to the people. To find out what exactly was that common price

parties summoned scrupulous expert tradesmen. Thus, so it seems, the common price

amounts to the merchandise’s common market value. It is just as we read in the early

modern scholastic and civil doctrine about just price.162 

3.3.1.3 Limitation periods 

According to medieval ius commune, the civil remedies for latent defects were perpetual,

whereas  the  aedilician  remedies  expired  after  six  months  (redhibitoria)  and  one  year

(quanto minoris). Of this dichotomy no trace can be found in Castilian civil law. The Siete

Partidas  limit the remedies for latent defects to one year for price reduction and to six

months for returning the thing and ignore the  ius commune  never-ending period for the

civil remedies.163 In this, the statute's commentator López again sees a parallel between

the  compilers  of  the  Siete  Partidas and  scholars  of  the  School  of  Orléans,  more

specifically, Pierre de Belleperche, who, on his turn, found inspiration in C. 4.58.2. 

'Peter and Cynus hold in their interpretation of C. 4.58.2 that there is no civil remedy

for price reduction, but only a praetorian. They prove this by the wordings of C. 4.58.2

in which the Emperor states that he cannot envisage on what legal ground he [sc. the

buyer] would be able to proceed against the seller after one year has lapsed... This law

of the Siete Partidas seems to tend much toward the view of Peter... as does the next

[SP. 5.5.65], which fixes the limitation period on one year, as I will say there'.164 

López mentions the existence of a civil remedy on the contract but unquestionably denies

its application in Castilian law. He accepts the short aedilician limitation periods. Gómez

has the same.165

To what extent López' view agrees with the views of his contemporaries versed in

canon  law  and  theology,  becomes  clear  in  the  writings  of  Covarrubias  and  Molina.

According to Covarrubias, if the aedilician remedies had expired, a duty to compensate the

losses inflicted on the buyer nevertheless remained, but then only in the forum internum.

Stating it thus, Covarrubias implicitly accepts the short limitation periods of the aedilician

remedies for the forum externum, as opposed to the longer 30-year period the civil action

entailed. In his own words:

162 See the previous section and 3.2.2.3 for early modern scholastic views.
163 SP 5.5.64: ...fasta seys meses puedela tornar al vendedor e cobrar el precio que dio por ella... Come es

quier que fasta un año puede el comprador fazer demanda, a aquel que le vendio la bestia que le peche
o le torne tanta parte del precio quanto fallassen en verdad que valia menos por razon de tacha...,  in:
Los códigos españoles, vol. 3, p. 632.

164 Gloss 4 to SP 5.5.64, in:Los códigos españoles, vol. 3, p. 631: 'Petrus vero et Cyn. in l. 2, C. de aedilit.
action. dicunt, quod non est reperire quanto minoris civilem actionem, sed tantum praetoriam et probant
per litteram  l.  2, C. de aedilit.  action.  ubi Imperator dicit,  quod non videt, quo iure agi possit  contra
venditorem anno elapso...Haec tamen lex Partitarum multum videtur inclinare in opinionem Petri... et
facit etiam lex infra próx., quae taxat tempus annale ut ibi dicam'. 

165 Gómez, Variarum resolutiones, 2.2, no. 48, p. 236.
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'With  the  temporal  actions  extinguished,  such  as  redhibitoria  and  likewise  quanto

minoris,  there  remains  an  obligation  in  the  forum  internum  to  compensate  for

damages, according to Aquinas' distinction in IIaIIae, q. 77, a. 3; John Major, Quartus

sentenciarum,  di.  15,  q.  40,  art.  3;  Mazzolini,  Summa silvestrini; Summenhart,  De

contractibus,  q. 54; Tomasso de Vio,  Summa,  to 2a2ae, q. 77, a. 3; De Medina,  De

restitutionibus,  q. 54... Because they also discussed the question whether a seller is

liable to reveal  defects  in  the thing he sells.  Legal  scholars tell  the same,  see D.

19.1.13pr... SP 5.5.64... The actio redhibitoria is granted in the event that, if the buyer

would have known about the defect, he would not have bought the thing under any

condition.  Then  he  can  sue  for  redhibitio  during  six  months  to  have  the  sales

completely rescinded, D. 21.1.21, C. 4.58.2, D. 21.1.19.6, SP 5.5.65... However, if the

buyer nonetheless would have bought the thing,  but  not  for  so much, he sues for

quanto minoris within a year, which has been proven by the references given above'.166

It  is telling that Covarrubias mentions D. 19.1.13pr. and the aedilician remedies in one

breath. Taken from an Accursian viewpoint, the Digest text dealing with the civil remedy on

the  sales  contract  would  presuppose  a  perpetual  remedy.167 Covarrubias,  however,

endorses the Castilian legal doctrine in that the civil remedies for latent defects no longer

possess their own periods of limitation.

Molina  repeats  Covarrubias'  ideas.  In  addition  he  brings  forward  López'

interpretation  that  a  Castilian  statute  put  an  end  to  the  controversy  of  whether  the

remedies lasted for 30-years or were limited in time. Molina likewise refers to the  Siete

Partidas which in provision 5.5.64 fix the limitation period of the  actio redhibitoria  at six

months and the actio quanto minoris at one year. Molina also claims that Covarrubias and

other Castilian scholars believe that in the forum externum the remedies die with the lapse

of the short periods, even if the seller has acted in bad faith. In such a case there remains

nothing more for the buyer than to hope that the seller will take the salvation of his soul

seriously and make restitution in accordance with the rules of the forum internum.168 

'In the  forum externum the  actio redhibitoria  is granted, which, according to civil and

Castilian law, lasts for six months from the day of the contract's conclusion. In the

166 Covarrubias,  Relectiones,  2.11, nos. 4-5, in:  Opera omnia, vol. 1, fo. 214:  'extincta actione temporaria,
qualis  est  redhibitoria,  quanto minoris  et  similis,  adhuc manet  obligatio  in  animae iudicio  ad damni
compensationem, iuxta distinctionem S. Th 2.2.q.77, art. iii, Ioa. Maior in iiii senten. di. xv, q. 40, art. iii,
Sylvest. verb. emptio, q. 19 & 20, Conrad. de contr., q. 54, Caiet. in d. art. iii, Ioan. Medina de restitut. q.
34… Nam et hi tractaverunt, an teneatur venditor detegere vitia rei, quam vendit. Apud iurisconsultos
idem tradiderunt, l. Iulianus, in princip., ff. de action. empti... Regia lex 64, titu. 5, part. 5... Datur autem
actio redhibitoria quando emptor si scivisset rei venditae vitium eam nullo pacto emisset: ideo agit is intra
sex menses ad redhibitionem ut venditio rescindatur omnino, l. redhibere, ff. de aedil. edict, l. 2, C. de
aedilit. action, l. sciendum, § tempus, ff. eod., l. 65, titu. 5, part. 5... Quod si emptor empturus nihilominus
foret, sed non tanti, agit quanto minoris intra annum quod in praecitatis locis probatur'. 

167 See 2.2.1.3.
168 Alternatively, the buyer could  perhaps initiate  proceedings in  canon law by means of  a  denunciatio

evangelica, based on the seller's sinful behaviour (ratione peccati). However, such a denunciation had to
meet certain criteria. For example, the secular jurisdiction had to be deficient. It is hard to imagine that
the lapse of a limitation period counts as such a deficiency. After all, a remedy was available to the buyer,
if only he had instituted his claim in time. See Decock, Theologians, p. 92-94, 100.
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event of the third situation [sc. the defect does not invalidate the contact],  there is

granted an action for price reduction, which lasts one year, counted from the sale's

conclusion, as follows from D. 21.1.1, D. 21.1.19.6, D. 21.1.48.2, C. 4.58.2 and Siete

Partidas 5.5.65... If these periods have lapsed, none of the aforementioned remedies

lie, because they die in that period and it is not allowed to bring them later, as C. 4.58.2

explicitly has it. Covarrubias and many others which he cites observe very well that

these kind of remedies also extinguish in the event of a seller in bad faith. The reason

for  that  is  that  they are not  granted for  a longer  period by civil  law. In  the  forum

internum,  however, the seller is liable to return the price, even after the remedy has

extinguished, if the contract's conclusion was the result of deceit. He has to reduce the

price, if the contract was valid, but deceit provided a ground for its partial rescission.

He is held accordingly in the forum internum and by the nature of the case. Moreover,

these remedies can not die because of bad faith, no, even with good faith they cannot

die in such a short time span'.169

Molina furthermore shirks the discussion about the Accursian distinction, defended

by Bartolus, between short aedilician remedies and long civil remedies on the contract.

Neither  does  Molina  go  into  details  concerning  the  remedy  for  fraud  (actio  de  dolo).

Seemingly acknowledging his lack of experience with similar legal subtleties, he cautiously

remarks 'let that be more diligently studied by legal scholars'.170 

By and large, the legal scholars which Molina refers to subscribe to the short periods of

limitation without even taking notice of an existing alternative in the name of a civil remedy

on the contract. 

Albornoz expresses this majority view which is also found with Gómez, López and

Villadiego. It seems as if the civil remedies against a seller in bad faith which lasted for 30

years have vanished altogether from Castilian civil law doctrine:171

169 Molina,  De iustitia et iure,  vol.  2,  disp.  353, no.  5, p. 244:  '…dari  emptori  in foro exteriori  actionem
redhibitoriam, quae de iure communi, et castellae, durat sex menses a die celebrati contractus, et in
eventu tertiae [sc. partis] dari actionem quanto minoris, quae a die celebrati contractus durat per annum,
constant ex l.1, et l. sciendum, § ult. l. si tamen, § non nocebit, ff. de aedil. edict. ex l. cum proponas. C.
de aedil.  action.  et  ex l.  65 iunctis  duabus praecedentibus,  tit  5,  part.  5…  quibus transactis,  nulla
predictarum  actionum  locum  habet,  eo  quod  tempore  illo  praescribantur,  nec  ulterius  intentari
permittantur, ut  leg.  cum proponas C. de aedilit.  actio.  expresse habetur. Optime autem Covar. reg.
possessor. part. 2. §II. nu. 5, cum multis aliis, quos citat, observat, eiusmodi actiones praescribi, etiam
cum mala venditoris fide. Cuius rei ea est ratio, quod non longiori tempore a iure sint concessae. In foro
tamen conscientiae, tenetur venditor, etiam post actionem praescriptam, ad reddendum pretium, quando
dolus causam dedit contractui et ad illud minuendum, quando dolus incidit in contractu, quoniam ad haec
in conscientiae foro, atque ex natura ipsa rei tenetur, eaque praescribi cum mala fide non possunt, imo,
neque cum bona fide possunt tam brevi tempore praescribi...'. 

170 Molina,  De iustitia et iure,  vol. 2,  disp. 353, no. 5, p. 244: 'Gloss. l.  Julianus in princ. [Gloss quanto
minoris to  
D. 19.1.13(14)pr] et Bart. [Commentaria,  vol. 1,  to D. 19.1.13(14)pr, no. 2, fo. 126v]  affirmant, quamvis
praedictae actiones, quae de iure sunt praetorio, intra dictum tempus praescribantur, manere tamen
actionem ex vendito, quae est de iure civili et perpetua. Covarru. etiam loco citato cum Panorm. et aliis
asseverat, manere etiam actionem de dolo: haec tamen diligentius jurisperiti examinent'.

171 Gómez, Variarum resolutiones, 2.2, no. 48, p. 236; López in his introduction to SP 5.5.65, in: Los códigos
españoles, vol. 3, p. 632; Villadiego Vascuña y Montoya, Instrucción, ch. 8, no. 41, fo. 154v.  
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'He who sells whatever animal with a defect or an illness (if he knowingly does not tell

the buyer about it) can be sued by the buyer within six months from the day the sale

has been concluded. Then he [the buyer] has to return the thing, whereas he [the

seller] has to pay back the price, even if he does not want. If this period has lapsed,

the sale is valid, though within one year he [the buyer] can claim back what the thing is

worth less, because of the defect or illness'.172  

Hevia Bolaño likewise applies the short limitation periods. However, in the event the

seller had acted in bad faith, the periods continue to run, because then the remedy turns

into a civil remedy for fraud which lies perpetually.

'And this limitation [vid. of the short periods] proceeds when the seller is in bad faith in

the aedilician remedies as they stand, even though they are pretorian.  However, if

there is fraud concerned with them, the remedy he [sc. the buyer] has on the sales

contract does not die within the lapse of time associated with them and it has to be

considered a civil  and perpetual  remedy, as Covarrubias and many others have it

[Covarr., In reg. possessor, parte 2, § 11, no. 5]'.173

Hevia Bolaño's statement that in the event of fraud the remedy metamorphoses into

a perpetual one seems to contradict the view of Covarrubias, Gómez, Lópoez and Molina

who had not accepted a perpetual duty to make restitution in the forum externum.  

To conclude, the majority view in Castilian legal doctrine seems to be that the aedilician

periods of limitation applied to remedies for latent defects. Only Hevia Bolaño accepted

that in the event of fraud (dolus) on the side of the seller the buyer could bring a remedy

over  a  longer  period.  Hence,  the  civil  remedy  for  latent  defects,  which  according  to

Accursius and other medieval scholars could be brought over a period of thirty years, has

disappeared from Castilian civil law.

3.3.1.3.1 Legal practice

In one pleito a limitation period very similar to that of the aedilician remedy for returning the

thing comes to light. In the case between the canon Jerónimo de Castro and Manuel de

Gómez, the latter had sold bad quality fabric for which fact the canon took him to court.

There, by means of defense, Gómez' lawyer states that:

'he [sc. Gómez] said that he appeals from the said interlocutory judgement and that the

fabric which the canon had given back to him, is not his and note that he [sc. Gómez]

sold it to him more for than 40 days before'.174 

172 Albornoz, Arte, 2.14, p. 61: 'El que vende qualquiera bestia con tacha o enfermedad (si sabiendo la no lo
dize) puede el comprador dentro de VI meses de el día de la vendida tornarla a el vendedor, y el le ha
de tornar el precio, aunque no quiera, y passado este termino vale la vendida, aunque dentro de un año
puede demandar lo que menos vale, por razon de la tacha o enfermedad'.

173 Hevia Bolaño, Laberinto, I.13.26, p. 155: 'Y esta prescripcion procede con mala fe del vendedor en las
acciones aedilicias como estas son, por ser pretorias, aunque aviendo dolo en ellas la accion del que
hubo en la venta no se quita por el tiempo dellas, antes queda salva por ser civil y perpetua, como (con
muchos) lo tiene Covarrubias (x)'.

174 Pl. civ., A. Rodriguez (olv.), caja 223, 9 (1628), sc. 8-9: 'dijo que ape- | la del dicho auto y que el paño
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Gómez' defense implies that Castro should have returned the goods within 40 days after

they had been sold. Since Castro does not put forward a claim in which he states to have

been duped for more than half of the just price he had apparently put his cards on a

remedy for the defects in the fabric. That remedy had an even shorter period of limitation

than the ius commune actio redhibitoria,  which expired after two months. Thus, from this

case it seems that a duped buyer who sued for defects in the thing sold had to act at

rather short notice after the sale's conclusion.

I  found no further  cases which provide an insight  into  the duration of  remedies

brought because of defects in the object sold. As will become clear in the second part of

this chapter, almost all lawsuits about remedies in the thing sold involve the remedy for

lesion beyond moiety. The remedies based on the aedilician edict almost seem to have

died out in Castilian legal practice. 

3.3.1.4 Favourable characteristics of the aedilician remedies

In  the  previous  chapter,  it  was  observed  that  medieval  scholars  ascribed  certain

advantages to the aedilician remedies in comparison with their civil equivalents.175 In the

event of multiple sellers of a thing, the duped buyer who instituted an aedilician remedy did

not need to bring a suit against each individually for his part in the sale. All were liable for

the entire performance, though probably not cumulatively.176 Furthermore, the aedilician

remedy for returning the thing was regarded as penal.177 

Castilian legal doctrine hardly discusses these issues. Scholars who write for the

forum internum disregard both aedilician characteristics. They reason from the breach of

fairness in exchange a concept which is at odds with granting a penalty, since one should

not inflict more damage on the other than one himself has suffered. Illustrative of this view

is Molina's approvingly noting that Portuguese law decrees that a penalty agreed to a

contract can not exceed the value of the performance, which is less than what is allowed in

ius commune.178 Consequently, in the event the debtor fulfils part of his obligations, the

penalty can only be executed for what he has not yet performed. For example, if the debtor

should  deliver  two  pieces  of  clothing  but  only  delivers  one,  the  penalty  can  only  be

executed for the clothing which should also have been delivered.179 It is hard to see how

the aedilician penalty for double the seller's performance fits in this framework.

que | le buelbe el canonigo no es el suyo e vea que se | lo bendio mas de quarenta días'. 
175 See 2.2.1.
176 The pertinent Digest texts are obscure concerning this matter. See 2.2.1.4.
177 See 2.2.1.4.
178 Molina,  Opera  omnia,  vol.  1,  disp.  97,  no.  1,  p.  220:  'De  iure  huius  Lusitaniae  Regni  poena

conventionalis  non  potest  excedere  valorem  rei  ob  quam  praestandum  imponitur.  Si  autem  illum
excedat, invalida es quoad excessum'; Bartolus, Commentaria, to D. 45.1.72, no. 30, fo. 29v.

179 Molina, Opera omnia, vol. 1, disp. 97, no. 6, p. 221: 'Siquis sub certa poena dare promisit aliquid totum,
ne tamen reddidit nisi partem, tunc, si obligatio erat dividua, quam iurisperiti vocant, ut si promisit se
daturum duas vestes confectas tali die, quarum quaevis sine alia instituto inservit, nec reddidit nisi unam,
tenetur  solvere  partem poena dumtaxat,  iuxta  proportionem ejus,  quod  dedit,  ad  rem totam,  quam
promisit, hoc est, dimidium poenae in exemplo proposito [viz.  half, since a penalty can not exceed the
value of the total performance]'; idem, vol. 2, disp. 317, no. 9, p. 166.
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Similar to Castilian legal doctrine, also early modern Castilian civil law seems to have ruled

out a penal character of the aedilician remedies, be it already at much earlier date. The

Siete Partidas  do not mention any penal  character the remedies supposedly possess.

Neither does López mention anything to this point in his gloss to the Siete Partidas.180 

With regard to whether the Castilian legal remedies for latent defects allow to sue

each of multiple sellers of one thing for the entire performance, the picture is unclear. A

1438 constitution incorporated in the Nueva Recopilación seems to rule out this possibility.

Only by means of a contractual agreement can it be brought about that each of the sellers

can be held liable for the entire performance.181

Hevia Bolaño also seems to dismiss that the remedies for latent defects in the event

of  multiple  sellers  of  one  thing  can be  instituted  against  each  one  in  solidum.  In his

Laberinto it seems that it must have been agreed in advance between parties that they buy

or sell in solidum and are accordingly liable: 

'When there are two or more sellers or buyers of the thing in its entirety, every single

one of them can by this way [sc. in solidum] sue or be sued or for returning the thing or

for price reduction;...'182 

3.3.1.4.1 Legal practice

In  keeping  with  the  little  attention  Castilian  legal  doctrine  paid  to  the  favourable

characteristics of the aedilician remedies for latent defects, Castilian practice did not do so

either. At least,  I  have not encountered case law of the Royal Chancery in which any

reference is made to particular buyer-friendly traits the aedilician remedies might have had

vis-à-vis  the  other  available  remedies  in  the  event  of  latent  defects,  such  as  those

available in the event of laesio enormis or an actio empti. 

3.3.2 Extension to lease

More theologically orientated scholars scarcely discuss whether the aedilician remedies

could be extended to other contracts than sales. Molina treats the issue to a certain extent,

but  does  not  speak  out  explicitly  about  the  matter.183 However,  this  did  not  stop  the

Portuguese scholar Fagundez from citing Molina as an authority in favour of an extension

of the aedilician remedies to lease. 

'To what we have said until now, Molina rightly adds three things in book 2, disputation

180 SP 5.5.64-65 and López ad loc., in: Los códigos, vol. 3, pp. 632-632.
181 Nueva  Recopilación  5.16.1  =  Novísima  Recopilación  10.1.10,  in:  Los  códigos,  vol.  9,  p.  306:

'Establecemos que si dos personas se obligaren simplemente por contrato o en otra manera alguna
para hacer y cumplir alguna cosa, que por ese mismo hecho se entienda ser obligados cada uno por la
mitad; salvo si en el contrato se dixere que cada uno sea obligado in solidum...  y esto no embargante
qualesquier leyes del Derecho comun que contra esto hablan'.

182 Hevia Bolaño,  Laberinto, 1.13.32ff, pp. 155-156:  'Quando son dos o mas vendedores o compradores
insolidum,  puede  cada  uno  desta  manera  convenir  y  ser  convenido  por  la  redhibitoria  o  quanto
minoris;...'.

183 Molina, De iustitia, vol. 2, disp. 353, no. 5, p. 244: '...similiter intelligenda sunt in permutatione et in aliis
contractibus, ut paret l. sciendum, §. pen., ff. de aedil. edict. [D. 21.1.63]'.
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353,  of  his  On justice...  Secondly, that  what  has  been  said  about  a  non-manifest

hidden defect in a thing for the sales contract, must similarly be understood for barter

and lease, D. 21.1.63 [my emphasis].'184

Early modern Castilian civil law neither pays much heed to the question whether the

remedies  for  latent  defects  could  be brought  in  lease.  This  may be due to  the  Siete

Partidas, which  statute, influential in early modern Castile does not tell us anything about

a possible extension of the remedies lying for sales to lease, nor mentions the remedies in

the title on lease.185

Yet, one practically minded legal scholar writes something about it. Following the

medieval majority view as expressed in the Gloss, Hevia Bolaño ponders that the remedy

'cannot be applied to leased things in conformity with another text [D. 21.1.63]'.186 

The seeming lack of interest of Castilian scholars in the matter can be explained by

the fact that the remedy for lesion beyond moiety offered, under limited circumstances,

recourse to a duped party in whatever bona fide contract. As will be demonstrated in the

section on Castilian legal practice, in lease a plaintiff could bring the remedy for  laesio

enormis  which implied  both  the  possibility  to  rescind  the  sale  and  to  have  the  price

reduced.  Moreover, both  the  aedilician  remedy  for  price  reduction  and that  for  laesio

enormis entail a method of price estimation based on the just price concept. Consequently,

the use of the aedilician remedies as laid down and accepted in medieval legal doctrine is

more theoretical than practical in the Castilian legal context.

3.3.2.1 Legal practice

Castilian legal doctrine inclined to adopt the view of Bartolus and the Gloss and to deny

that remedies for latent defects could be applied to other contracts than sales. Yet, legal

doctrine did accept extension of the remedy for laesio enormis to other contracts.187 This

also seems to be the Royal Chancery's practice with regard to defects in other bona fide

contracts.  Various cases studied  show that  the  remedy for  lesion  beyond moiety  was

likewise applied to lease as it was to sales. The reader is referred to section 3.4.4.1 for

this.

3.3.3 Increased liability

The Corpus iuris civilis contains a puzzling text about the sale or lease of a barrel which

turns out to be leaky. In contradiction with various other texts in the Corpus iuris civilis D.

19.1.6.4 holds an ignorant seller or lessor liable for all damages.188 D. 19.2.19.1 does the

184 Fagundez,  De iustitia,  p. 484, no. 12:  'His tamen quae hactenus diximus, Molina citatus  2, De iustitia,
disp. 353 tria merito addit... Secundum, quod quae de contractu emptionis et venditionis non manifesto
vitio  occulto  rei  dicta  sunt,  similiter  intelligenda  esse  de  contractu  permutationis,  locationis  et
conductionis, l. sciendum, §. pen., ff. de aedil. edict. [D. 21.1.63] [my emphasis]'.

185 SP 5.5 and 5.8 respectively.
186 Hevia Bolaño, Laberinto, 1.13.7, p. 146: 'mas no ha lugar en las cosas alquiladas, conforme otro texto (l.

sciendum, ff. de aedil. edict)'. For the medieval positions see 2.2.2.
187 See section 2.3.2.4 and 3.4.4.
188 D.  19.1.6.4:  'Si vas aliquod mihi  vendideris  et  dixeris  certam mensuram capere vel  certum pondus
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same for  a  lessor  who  leases  out  defective  barrels  without  being  aware  of  their  bad

condition. As earlier observed, medieval scholars were hard put to assign these texts a

place in a framework in which full liability was not granted in the absence of fraud. These

texts, however, seem to do just that. Medieval scholars consequently postulated either a

presumption of knowledge by the seller or lessor of the barrels, or an increased liability for

sellers or lessors of particular things, or ascribed the increased liability to the seller's or

lessor's lack of fulfilment of their pre-contractual duty to regularly inspect their wares.189

The Siete Partidas adopt the view that lessors of barrels are liable for their defects, even if

they were not  aware of them, because 'every man should know whether the thing he

leases  out  is  good  or  bad'.190 Moreover,  the  Siete  Partidas  hold  both  knowing  and

unknowing lessors liable for extrinsic damages, for example wine or olive oil which leaks

away  because  of  the  defect.  The  Siete  Partidas  thus follow  the  so  much  debated

provisions D. 19.1.6.4 and D. 19.2.19.1 which state that no matter whether he was aware

or not, the seller or lessor of a defect barrel is liable for all loss suffered on that account by

the buyer or lessee.

Similar to their medieval ius commune colleagues, early modern Castilian scholars had to

come to terms with the problematic Roman law texts D. 19.1.6.4 and D. 19.2.19.1. Early

modern scholastic writers who do their best to explain this text for the  forum internum

dismiss the views current in medieval ius commune and the Siete Partidas. They discard

the controversial content of D. 19.1.6.4 and D. 19.2.19.1 and exclude the unknowing seller

from full liability or liability at all.  A driving force behind such efforts seems to have been

the wish to avoid a liability for full damages without bad faith. In this requirement of bad

faith191 it is difficult not to see the influence of Aquinas who had formulated bad faith as a

starting point of all questions and answers pertaining to the seller's behaviour in sales. 192 

One of the scholars who in keeping with Aquinas dismissed the liability of a seller or

lessor in good faith was Azpilcueta. El doctor Navarro, 'prince of the canonists' and teacher

of  Covarrubias193,  interprets  the  liability  which  the  puzzling  D.  19.2.19.1  contains  as

follows:

'[About curing sins in  locatio conductio]  LXVIII:  He [sins] who leases out barrels or

habere, ex empto tecum agam, si minus praestes. Sed si vas mihi vendidieris ita, ut adfirmares integrum,
si id integrum non sit, etiam id, quod eo nomine perdiderim, praestabis mihi: si vero non id actum sit, ut
integrum praestes,  dolum malum dumtaxat  praestare  te  debere.  Labeo  contra  putat  et  illud  solum
observandum, ut, nisi in contrarium id actum sit, omnimodo integrum praestari debeat: et est verum.
Quod et in locatis doliis praestandum Sabinum respondisse Minicius refert'.

189 See 2.2.3.
190 SP 5.8.14, in: Los códigos españoles, vol. 2, p. 652: porque todo ome deve saber, si es buena, o mala,

aquella cosa que aloga.
191 Early modern authors use the word culpa for facts which in justinianic Roman law would qualify as bad

faith (dolus). Mousourakis, Fundamentals, p. 199. A seller who knows about a defect, but does not reveal
it to the buyer
acts in bad faith, according to D. 18.1.35.8. Yet, early modern authors express such behaviour in terms of
culpa.  

192 Aquinas, Summa, 2a2ae, q. 77, a. 3, ad tertium. See section 3.2.2.1.
193 See E. Tejero Tejero, 'Azpilcueta, Martín de', in: DBE, vol. 6, p. 430-433.
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other kind of vessels without revealing a defect while being aware of it or ignorantly

sells them for sound, as a result of which wine is spoilt or corrupted and he does not

want to compensate the lost wine and other loss, D. 19.2.19.1. Yet, this is different as

concerns the forum internum, if he simply leases them out ignorantly while saying to

the  lessee  that  he  does  not  know  whether  they  are  defect  and that  he  would

consequently resolve the sale,  if  they happened to be so. The same rule must be

applied to all other defects from which damage might result'.194

From the first quoted phrases, it follows that Azpilcueta discards the gist of D. 19.2.19.1

and D. 19.1.6.4 that even a lessor or seller of defective wine-barrels who happen to be in

good faith are liable for all loss. In his view, that requires either knowledge ('being aware of

it') or a warranty given ('selling for sound'), which is in flat contradiction to the content of

the Digest texts he refers to. In another place, Azpilcueta indeed emphasises that only

sellers  in  bad  faith  can  commit  sins  and  are  liable  to  make  restitution  in  the  forum

internum.195  

Medina also exempts the ignorant seller from liability. In his De poenitentia he only

accepts a duty to make restitution resting on sellers who have known the defect.

'If a seller ignorant of the defect sells the thing in good faith for the price it would be

worth when in good condition, he is excused from fault (culpa). When he [afterwards]

comes to know about the defect,  he shall be liable at the buyer's request to either

rescind the contract or to restore its equality, since that is the same as if prejudice in

the thing itself occurs without fraud by him who sells'.196

García likewise emphasises the requirement of knowledge. A seller has to have sold a

defective thing 'on purpose (de proposito)'. His  Tratado utilissimo remains consequently

limited to the liability of knowing sellers.197

The view of the forum internum that only fraudulent behaviour triggers full liability and the

194 Azpilcueta,  Enchiridion, cap. 17, no. 58, fo. 239v:  'Septuagintesimosexto, qui dolia vel alia vas vitiosa
scienter non patefacto vitio locat aut ignorans eorum vitium pro integris vendit, ob quod vinum effusum
est aut damnificatum et damnum vini et interesse solvere non vult,  l.  sed addes, § si quis, ff.  locat.
quamvis  secus  sit  saltem  quoad  forum  conscientiae  si  ignorans vitium  simpliciter  locavit,  dicens
conductori, nescire se illa esse vitiosa, et ideo displiceret, an essent talia. Quod ipsum est dicendum de
omnibus aliis vitiosis, ex quibus damnum sequi potest'.

195 Azpilcueta,  Enchiridion,  c.  23,  no.  89,  fo.  337r-v:  'Idem de  venditore  qui  sciens  rem vitiosam sine
declaratione vitii vendit nescienti... Dixi (sciens) quia nesciens celando non peccat, licet cum res sciverit,
tenebitur ad resarciendum damnum emptori,  (A seller who knowingly sells a defective thing without a
declaration of the defect to someone who is not aware [sins]... I say 'knowingly', because someone who
ignorantly leaves the defect undisclosed does not sin, whereas when he knows that fact, he will be liable
to make restitution of the damages to the buyer)'.

196 Medina, De poenitentia, q. 34, p. 213: 'Si venditor ignorans rei defectum, eam cum bona fide vendit pro
pretio quod res si talem defectum non haberet, valeret,  a culpa excusatur. Cum tamen rei defectum
cognoverit,  tenebitur  ad  instantiam  emptoris  vel  contractum  rescindere,  vel  eum  ad  aequalitatem
reducere,  quia  perinde  est,  ac  si  defraudatio  in  re  ipsa  eveniret  sine  dolo  vendentis' ;  De  la  Calle,
Instrucción, fo. 21: 'si sabiendo lo que passa, lo vende peca, y es obligado a restitucion, y si lo vendo no
sabiendo no peca. Mas es obligado a restitucion del daño luego que sepa del daño'.

197 García, Tratado, p. 380: 'Quando de proposito se vende una cosa viciosa a otro la vendicion se tiene por
illicita'. This seems to rule out the contract's illicitness, if the seller did not defraud the buyer on purpose.
García on the subsequent pages only deals with sales in which the seller knowingly concealed defects.
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ius commune approach which allows for some exceptions to that principle are merged in

the works of Molina. When he writes about the law applicable to the early modern Castilian

forum externum he states, in keeping with the rule that consequential loss is only due, if

the seller had acted in bad faith, that the following general liability rule applies in early

modern Castilian civil law; the seller who knew of defects in the object sold is liable for all

contractual damages, whereas the ignorant seller can only be sued for a price reduction. 

'The same D. 21.1.4 makes an exception for two types of non-corporeal defects in

slaves for which the seller contrariwise has to answer, sc. when the slave is a thief or

tends to run away. D. 19.1.13pr. explains that if the seller knew of those defects, he is

liable not only for those defects, but also for all damage which they might cause. And

this is not different with corporeal defects. However, if he was unaware of the defects,

he is liable for price reduction in the event of the defect of being a fugitive. For the

defect of  being a thief,  he is not  liable,  unless he had assured that the slave was

trustworthy.  Yet,  provision  5.5.64  of  the  Siete  Partidas seems to  treat  both  cases

similarly, sc. it seems to grant a remedy for price reduction both against the ignorant

seller who does not reveal the slave's inclination to run away and against the ignorant

seller who does not indicate that the slave is a thief, unless you hold that this topic

should be treated in accordance with ius commune.'198

So far  nothing  new. The  Siete  Partidas  and medieval  ius  commune  shared the

same general  principle.  Yet,  unlike  medieval  ius  commune,  Molina  does not  allow for

exceptions.  With  regard to  the texts in  the  Corpus iuris  civilis  about  leaky barrels,  he

further pursues the theory formulated by Bartolus that D. 19.1.6.4 contains a presumption

of knowledge of the seller of leaky barrels. The seller should have been acquainted with

the condition of the barrels he was selling. The fact that one is leaky, indicates that the

seller has not fulfilled his office as seller of barrels properly, but not more than that. This

presumption  can  be  proven  by  the  seller  to  be  unjustified.  Under  the  influence  of

confessional  doctrine,  Molina  discards  an  all  too  strict  reading  of  D.  19.1.6.4  and  

D. 19.2.19.1. 

'Pertaining to the lease or sale of barrels, when the lessor or seller ignores the defect

there  is  decreed as  such,  because  he  should  have attended to  the quality  of  the

barrels he handed over. Thus, this text [sc. D. 19.1.6.4] presumes that the ignorance of

him who sells  or  leases out  defective  barrels  to  that  use is  reproachable.  This  is

different in the case of someone who gives land in lease that is not suited for cattle to

graze  upon,  which  fact  he  had  not  experienced  before.  After  all,  this  text  [sc.  D.

19.1.6.4] is based on a presumption and certainly has no force in the forum internum

198 Molina,  De iustitia et iure,  disp. 353, no. 8, p. 245:  'Eadem tamen l.  [D. 21.1.4.3] haec duo vitia animi
servorum excipiuntur, de quibus venditor tenetur, si fur sit, aut fugitivus. Et l. Julianus  [D. 19.1.13pr.]
explicatur, si venditor ea vitia sciebat, teneri eum, non solum de illis, sed etiam de omnibus damnis inde
subsequutis, non secus ac vitia essent corporis: si autem illa ignorabat, teneri actione quanto minoris de
vitio fugitivi, de vitio vero furi non teneri, nisi asseruerit illum fidelem esse. Lex tamen Castella 64, tit. 5,
part.  5  paria  videtur  efficere,  venditorem,  ignorantem servum esse  furem,  id  non  detegere,  et  non
detegere  vitium  fugitivi  atque  utrobique  concedere  videtur  actionem  quanto  minoris.  Nisi  dicas
exponendam esse iuxta ius commune'.
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when, according to experts, there was no culpa on the side of the seller or lessor of

those barrels. Neither has it  force in the  forum externum,  if  the contrary of what is

presumed is the case. Likewise Azpilcueta, Enchiridion, p. 435 and Mazzolini, Summa

silvestrini, fo. 233r'.199

Molina furthermore finds for the forum internum that there is a presumption of fraud

only if someone conceals defects in things which can cause considerable damage to the

other party (si inde notabile nocumentum proximo evenerit).200 This principle comes from

Aquinas and was later elaborated into a general rule that should be held in view by the

confessor.201 Thus, Molina mitigates the seller's strict liability as laid down in D. 19.1.6.4 in

two ways. First, a presumption of fraud can be countered. Secondly, the defect must have

caused considerable damage in order to hold the seller accountable. Molina is followed by

Leonardus Lessius (1554-1623)202, who, discussing not a sale but a leasing out of barrels,

adds that, if the lessor had done no more than fulfilling his duties in the customary fashion,

he can not be held liable at all.203

Yet, the strict early modern scholastic position that only sellers in bad faith can be held

liable for defects in the thing sold, as defended for the forum externum by Molina, did not

find its way into Castilian civil law. As we have seen, the Siete Partidas make both knowing

and unknowing sellers account for defects in the object sold.204 López  interprets these

199 Molina, De iustitia et iure, vol. 2, disp. 494, no. 5, p. 623: 'Quod vero attinet ad vasa locata, aut vendita,
quando locator, aut venditor, ignorabat vitium, idcirco est id sancitum, quoniam attendere debebat, qualia
vasa tradebat,  lexque illa  praesumit  ignorantiam illam esse culpabilem in eo,  qui  vasa vitiosa ad id
vendidit, aut locavit. Non vero in eo, qui agrum nocivum ad pastum locavit, de quo nullus antea id fuerat
expertus.  Quia  ergo  lex  illa  in  praesumptione  fundatur,  utique  in  foro  conscientiae  vim non  habet,
quando, arbitrio prudentis, nulla adfuit culpa ex parte ea vasa vendentis, aut locantis: sed neque in foro
exteriori vim habebit, si de contrario praesumptionis in eo constet. Ita Navar. in Man. cap. 17, num. 196
et Syl. verb. locatio.q.18'. 

200 Molina,  De iustitia  et  iure,  vol.  2,  disp.  353,  no.  28,  p.  248:  'Quando  autem aliquis  per  vincibilem

ignorantiam non manifestaret id vitium, quod manifestare tenebatur, tunc peccatum intervenire posset
lethale,  si inde notabile nocumentum proximo evenerit,  praesertim si res, quae venditur, nociva esset.
Tenereturque venditor non solum ad restitutionem eius quod ea res ob tale vitium minus valebat, aut ad
contractus dissolutionem, sed etiam ad restitutionem damnorum inde subsequutorum: quandoquidem
ipsius culpas sequuta sunt, vincibili ignorantia minime eum a culpa excusante [my emphasis].'

201 See 3.2.2.1.
202 Decock, Theologians, pp. 61-62 (with further references).
203 Lessius, De iustitia et iure, c. 24, dub. VI, p. 262: 'Hic tamen requiritur aliqua negligentia, vel culpabilis

ignorantia in locatore. Si enim praestet id, quod passim solet ab iis qui res huismodi locant, ad nihil
tenetur'.

204 SP 5.8.14  (see   above)  and  SP 5.5.64:  'De  la  tacha,  maldad  que  oviesse  el  siervo,  que  un  ome
vendiesse a otro. Tacha, o maldad aviendo el siervo, que un ome vendiesse a otro, assi como si fuesse
ladron, o oviesse por costrumbre de fuyrse a su señor, o otra maldad semejante destas: si el vendedor
sabía esto e no lo dixesse al comprador, tenudo es de recebir el siervo, e deve al comprador tornar el
precio, con todos los daños e los menoscabos que le vinieron ende.  E si no lo sabia, devo fincar el
siervo al comprador. Pero es tenudo el vendedor, de tornarle tanta parte del precio, quanto fuere fallado
en verdad, que valia menos por razon de aquella tacha. Esso mismo dezimos que seria, si el siervo
oviesse alguna enfermedad mala encubierta  [my emphasis]'; SP 5.5.65:  'Cavallo o mulo o otra bestia
vendiendo un ome a otro, que oviesse alguna mala enfermedad o tacha por que valiesse menos; si lo
sabe el vendedor, quando la vende develo dezir; e si lo non dize, luego quel comprador la entendiere
aquella enfermedad o tacha fasta seys meses puedela tornar al vendedor, e cobrar el precio que dio por
ella:  e el  vendedor es tenudo de lo recebir  e tornar el  precio al comprador, maguer no quiera.  [my
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provisions in accordance with the  ius commune-view taken from D. 19.1.13pr. that the

ignorant seller is liable in a restricted sense, whereas the knowing seller can be sued for

all  damages which the buyer suffered because of the defect.205 Similar to Bartolus and

Baldus he considers SP 5.8.14 about the lessor's liability for barrels as an exceptional

case and does not discuss why the ignorant seller in those texts was held fully liable,

contrary to D. 19.1.13pr.206 Albornoz even seems to limit the liability of a knowing seller to

paying back the paid price, thus ignoring altogether the rule of D. 19.1.13pr.207  

Another issue pertaining to the extent of the liability for latent defects is whether or not

there should be an increased responsibility in terms of liability for professional sellers or

lessors. Though I did not find it explicitly in the civil law sources, there are scholars who

discuss this question in their treatment of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. The matter

will therefore be treated further on in this chapter.208

3.3.3.1 Legal practice

Contrary to contemporary civil law doctrine, Castilian legal practice proved quite reluctant

in  granting  remedies  for  latent  defects  against  sellers  in  good  faith.  In  the  Royal

Chancery's case law, I found no cases in which compensation is claimed for a defect of

which the seller was not aware or the absence of which he had not guaranteed. In fact, in

the majority of the  pleitos studied it is explicitly stated by the buyer that the seller had

knowledge of the flaws in his wares or that he had given an explicit warranty of the thing's

quality.209 That one of the principles spelled out in D. 19.1.13pr., viz. not to allow rescission

against sellers in good faith, – which principle was incorporated in Siete Partidas 5.5.63/64

–, also governed Castilian legal practice follows from various writs of execution won by

buyers of slaves. The writs demonstrate that the duped buyer's claim for rescission is

always grounded in the seller's bad faith.210 

emphasis]', in: Los códigos españoles, vol. 3, p. 631.
205 López, Gloss El comprador es tenudo to SP 5.5.57, in: Los códigos, vol. 3, p. 629: 'Adde l. Julianus, 13,

§ si  venditor 4,  et  § idem Julianus 6, D. de action.  empt.  et  l.  si quis affirmaverit  9, D. de dolo [D.
19.1.13.4, 6 and D. 4.3.?]; idem, Gloss sabia esto  to SP 5.5.64, in:  Los códigos, vol. 3, p. 630:  'Adde
dict.  l. Julianus in princ. [D. 19.1.13pr]  et  l. 1 in princ. D. de aedilit. edicto [D. 21.1.1pr.]  et  l. 1, C. de
aedilit. action [C. 4.58.1]; idem, Gloss si lo sabe el vendedor to SP 5.5.65, in: Los códigos, vol. 3, p. 631:
'Idem dic, et si ignoret, ut in l. 1, § causa huius edicti, 2, De aedil. edict. [D. 21.1.1.2].

206 López, Gloss Non fuesse sabidor to SP 5.8.14, in: Los códigos, vol. 3, p. 652: 'Speciale est hoc in doliis
vitiosis, sive locentur, sive vendantur: quia tale vitium de facili potuit sciri, ut hic et in l. sed addes, 19, §
1,  D.  eod.  [D.  19.2.19.1]  et  vide  in  materia  distinctionem  Bald.  in  l.  in  rebus,  §item qui  sciens,  D.
commod. [Baldus, Commentaria, vol. 7, to D. 13.6.18, fo .86v]'.

207 Albornoz, Arte, 2.14.1, fo. 61v: 'El que viende qualquiera bestia con Tacha o enfermededad (si sabiendo
la no lo dize) ... ha de tornar el precio [my emphasis]'.

208 See 3.4.1.
209 E.g., pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 494, 3 (1571), sc. 8: 'compro y al cara conto quel | dicho cavallo no sufre

es | puelas y se compuso muy rri- | xoso por las quales | tachas | e por cada una dellas por | avia las
callado el dicho pedro hortiz de villa lones '; pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 494, 3, sc. 7:  '...y es ansi que el
dicho pedro hortiz de villalon el moco ven- | dio el dicho cavallo por sano | y de hedad de cinco ansi sin |
ninguna tacha'; pl., civ., C. Escalera (f.), caja 2690, 2 (1762), sc. 3: '...con condicion de que fuese bueno
y a toda | calidad y que se havia de vender a la postura dada'. 

210 Reg. ej., caja 352, 37 (1521), sc. 1: 'en al tiempo que le vendio la dicha esclaba se la |  vendio e entrego
por sana e buena e no hera ansy'; reg. ej., caja 360, 49 (1521), sc. 2: 'le avya dado e pagado e negocie-
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3.3.4 Liability for encumbrances on immovables.

Similar  to  their  medieval  colleagues,  Castilian jurists  discussed  to  what  extent  the

aedilician  remedies  could  be  brought  in  the  event  land  bought  turned  out  to  be

encumbered with taxes or servitudes. In the event of servitudes or taxes Justinian's code

sometimes seems to favour a regime in which the seller of encumbered land can less

easily be held liable in comparison to the text dealing with movables.211 We have seen that

an unknowing seller could not be held liable at all and that a seller with knowledge about

the encumbrances was liable for price reduction at most. Some medieval legal scholars

put  much  effort  into  streamlining  the  unruly  texts  with  the  principle  of  

D. 19.1.13pr in which a knowing seller was liable for all loss and an ignorant seller for price

reduction. Others, however, stuck to a literal reading of the Roman law texts. As will be

discussed here, Castilian law intends to do away more definitely with this different liability

for servitudes or taxes as regards the regime for defects. 

The Siete Partidas clearly opt for streamlining the seller's liability for encumbrances

on immovables to the seller's liability for defects in movables. Provision 5.5.63 reads:

'A seller who, while keeping silent, sells another man a house or tower on which lies a

servitute or which is liable for taxes and he who buys it is not aware of it, then the

buyer can on that account rescind the sale. The seller is consequently held to pay back

the price  and compensate  for  all  damages suffered on that  ground.  Moreover, we

decree that when a man sells another any kind of land or meadow on which he knows

that there grow weeds which are detrimental to cattle that graze there and when he

sells it while keeping silent, not willing to tell the buyer, the seller is liable to pay back

the price and compensate for all damages suffered on that ground. Furthermore, if the

seller was ignorant while selling, he is only held to pay back no more than the price'.212

In sum, the knowing seller of an encumbered house or of land is liable for all loss, whereas

the ignorant seller cannot be held liable for more than the agreed price or rent. Hence,

again the rule in D. 19.1.13pr. not to hold an ignorant seller liable for more than the agreed

| yendo que la dicha negra hera buena | e sana'; reg. ej., caja 362, 44 (1523), sc. 1: 'e se lo vendio | por
trese ducados de oro por sano e bueno e syn enfe- | rmedad alguna'; reg. ej., caja 364, 6 (1523), sc. 2:
'lo bendiera | por sano con ciertas condiciones...'; reg. ej., caja 332, 8 (1518), sc. 3:  'e que no hera
fugetivo ni ladro ni borracho';  reg. ej., caja 349, 13 (1521), sc. 2 (top left): 'e por saber el dicho Juan de
Beldedo el dicho | biscio antes del tiempo que bendio el dicho esclavo... | ... hera proposito que | ansy el
dicho contrato de venta fueyera ninguna'  ; similarly, reg. ej., caja 374, 20 (1524); reg. ej., caja 308, 65
(1516);  reg. ej., caja 392, 28 (1526);  reg. ej., caja 333, 17 (1518);  reg. ej., caja 307, 41 (1516);  reg. ej.,
caja 316, 11 (1517);  reg. ej., caja 324, 46 (1517); reg. ej., caja 338, 68 (1519).

211 See 2.2.4.
212 SP 5.5.63: Casa o torre que debe servidumbre a otra o que fuese tributaria vendiendo un home a otro

callando el vendedor et non apercebiendo dello a aquel que la compraba, por tal razon como esta puede
desfacer el comprador la vendida et es tenudo el vendedor de tornarle el prescio con todos los daños et
los menoscabos quel vinieron por esta razon. Otrosi [además] decimos que si vendiese un home a otro
algunt  campo  o  prado  que  sopiese  que  criaba  malas  yerbas et  dañosas  para  las  bestias  que  la
pasciesen et quando lo vendiese se callase que lo no quisiese decir al comprador, que es tenudo el
vendedor por ende de tornar el prescio al comprador con todos los daños que vinieron ende; mas si eso
no sopiese el vendedor quando lo vendió, no serie tenudo de tornar mas del prescio tan solamente, in:
Los códigos españoles, vol. 3, p. 631. 
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price prevails.

López interprets the provision in a similar manner with an explicit reference to the

remedy for price reduction:

'It seems that one must say that in both cases the seller is liable, also if he is ignorant,

in  the sense that  the word  callando  means that  he knowingly  or  unknowingly kept

silent...  Yet,  in  this  regard there  shall  be  a  difference  between  a  knowing  and

unknowing seller, because if the seller knows, he will be liable for all damages. If he is

unaware of it, he will only be liable for how much less the buyer would have bought the

land for because of the servitude or land tax.'213

Moreover, López remarks that the rule that provincial taxes should be known to the

buyer does not hold in Castile.214 Taken with his denial of a different regime for corporeal

and non-corporeal defects, it becomes clear that in López' view the same liability regime

applies to defects in movables as to encumbrances on immovables. In both instances the

seller's liability depends on his good or bad faith. The knowing seller is liable for all losses

suffered, whereas the liability of the unknowing seller is limited to the paid price. 

Gómez too treats the issue extensively. He starts from  D. 21.1.61215 in which the

buyer is  granted a price reduction, though it is not clear whether or not the seller was

aware of the servitude. Gómez' argument is a bit hard to follow, but he seems to explain

that D. 21.1.61 is in contradiction with the rule that according to civil law a knowing seller is

liable for all damages and an unknowing seller only for a reduction of price. As we have

seen, the Siete Partidas corrected this. It made a seller's liability for servitudes subject to

the same rules as his liability for latent defects. All had to be solved in keeping with the

general rule that the seller in bad faith has to compensate for extrinsic damages whereas

the seller in good faith could be held liable for a price reduction not exceeding the price

paid at best. Gómez: 

'In the second place, limit and understand that if the seller knew about the servitude

and kept silent and did not reveal it to the buyer, he is then liable for the action on the

sales contract for all damages, though not for the double. This is written down in D.

19.1.1.1. Yet, if the seller was not aware of it, the buyer does not sue for eviction with

all damages, but can only sue for how much less he would have bought the land, had

he known that the land was encumbered with a servitude, as in D. 21.1.61. This text is

as follows: 'Whenever one litigates because of a servitude, the one who loses only has

to compensate for how much less the buyer would have bought, had he known that

the  land  was  encumbered  with  a  servitude'...  See  there  all  learned  doctors  and

explicitly Azo who have this doctrine. See his comments to C. 8.44.30 in his Summa.

213 Note 3 to SP 5.5.63, in:  Los códigos,  vol.  3, p.  631:  'in hoc tamen erit  differentia inter scientem et
ignorantem, quia si venditor sciat tenebitur ad totale interesse. Si vero ignoret, tenebitur quanto minoris
propter servitutem vel tributum emisset'. 

214 Note 3 to SP 5.5.63, in: Los códigos, vol. 3, p. 631: 'ratio quam assignant Gloss. et Doctores de praedio
provinciali, non militat in hoc Regno'.

215 'Ulpianus libro 80 ad edictum. Quotiens de servitute agitur, victus tantum debet praestare, quanti minoris
emisset  emptor, si scisset hanc servitutem impositam'. 
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The Gloss has the same commentary. See in the same place the learned doctors and

better than all others Fulgosius. Moreover, see the Gloss to D. 18.1.59216'.217 

However, a closer look on the text  D. 21.1.61 reveals that  it  is  silent  about the

seller's knowledge. Yet, Gómez and also Piñel choose to read an unknowing seller in it.

The latter also reads D. 21.2.75 as a text which holds a seller liable for servitudes he had

not expilictly warranted to be absent. This goes against the grain of the text. Yet, it fits

nicely  in  the  Castilian  current  to  streamline  the  liability  for  latent  defects  with  that  for

encumbrances in immovables.218 

'One should also know that nowadays a certain recent provision of the Partidas seems

to correct  this.  Even more so,  if  a seller  is  aware of  the servitude,  the buyer  can

rescind the contract  and sue to be absolved from paying the price and to receive

compensation for all damages he incurred on the grounds of being evicted because of

the servitude. If he [the seller, NdB] was ignorant, the buyer can likewise sue for the

contract's  rescission,  but  not  for  whichever  damage  or  interest.  This  is  explicitly

decreed in provision 5.5.63 of the Partidas. I consider this law peculiar in this matter

and above all I understand the law as dealing with the situation in which the buyer

wants to sue for rescission of the contract. It is different, if he wants to have and keep

the  thing.  Then  he  [can]  also  sue  for  damages  on  the  grounds  of  being  evicted

because  of  the  servitude,  in  the  event  the  seller  knowingly  sold  with  a  servitude.

Alternatively, he can sue for price reduction, when the seller ignorantly sold the thing.

In such a way, I believe, the buyer can sue according to civil law and that is how it

should be understood and so it is that the remedies are at the buyer's disposal, see D.

4.3.7pr. and D. 19.1.13.27 and thus I decided in a case over which I had to preside'.219

216 For these glosses and Fulgosius see 2.2.4.  
217 Gómez,  Variae resolutiones,  lib. 2, cap. 2, nos. 45ff., p. 234: 'Secundo limita et intellige, nisi  [sic, D.

19.1.1.1 has  si]  venditor sciret fundum debere servitutem et tacuit et emptorem de ea non certioravit,
quia tunc tenetur actione ex empto ad interesse, licet non ad duplam, text est not. in l. 1, §1, ff. de action.
empt.  Si vero venditor ignorabat,  tunc non agit  emptor  de evictione ad totale interesse, sed tantum
poterit agere quanto minoris esset empturus, si sciret [i.e. the buyer] servitutem impositam text est in l.
quotiens, ff, de aedil. edict. Cuius verba sunt: Quotiens de servitute agitur, victus tantum debet praestare
quanto minoris emisset emptor, si sciret hanc servitutem impositam  ... et ibi commun. Dd. et in expresso
istam doctrinam et solutionem tenet Azo in summa, C. de eviction. tenet etiam glos. ordin. in l. pen. eod.
tit.  et ibi  communiter  Dd. et  melius quam alius ibi  Fulgos.  glos.  etiam ordin.  in  l.  cum venderes,  ff.
contrahen. emption...'.

218 Pinelus,  Ad rubricam, to C. 4.44.2, c. 1, no. 9, p. 155: 'quia cessante dolo venditoris, si ulla imminutio
reperiatur in re, non rescinditur contractus, sed tantum datur actio quanto minoris, l. quotiens, 61, ff. de
edilic. edic. [D. 21.1.61]...  in specie autem exemplum assignabitur ex  l.  quod ad servitutes, 75, ff. de
evict. [D. 21.2.75], quando res patitur aliquam servitutem'.

219 Gómez,  Variae resolutiones,  lib. 2, cap. 2, nos. 45ff., p. 234: 'Advertendum tamen quod hodie videtur
quaedam nova lex part. hoc corrigere: imo quod si venditor fuerit sciens, possit emptor ratione servitutis
evictae rescindere contractum et petere pretium solutum et damnum et interesse quod ex hoc praetendit.
Si vero fuerit ignorans [i.e. venditor], similiter possit emptor agere ad rescissionem contractus, sed non
ad aliquod damnum, vel  interesse, ita expresse disponit  lex 63. tit.  5. 5. part.  Quam reputo sing. in
materia et eam notabiliter intelligo emptore volente agere ad rescissionem contractus. Secus vero si velit
habere et retinere rem et agere tantum ad interesse servitutis evictae, eo casu, quo scienter fuit vendita,
vel quanto minoris, quando ignoranter esset vendita, quia tunc crederem ius commune posse procedere
et debere intelligi et sic ista remedia esse in electione emptoris,  arg. text. iuncta gl.  et est communis
opinio in l. et eleganter, ff. de dolo malo et in l. Julianus, § si quis colludente, ff. de action. empt. et ita
iudicavi in causa mihi commissa'.
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Gómez points at the difference between the  Siete Partidas  and  ius commune-doctrine.

According to the first, a buyer could also rescind a sale, if the seller had been unaware of

the servitude. Contrariwise, ius commune-doctrine then only granted a price reduction.220

Yet, in both cases the Siete Partidas limited the liability to the price paid.221 Damages due

could  never  exceed  that  sum.  As  a  consequence,  the  difference  between  the  Siete

Partidas and ius commune-rules seems only a minor one.

Be that as it may, López and Gómez solve the contradictions in the Digest, i.e. that

sometimes a knowing seller is liable for full damages but in other texts he is not and that

sometimes an unknowing seller is not held liable at all, but in other texts he is liable for

price reduction. Both scholars take recourse to the general rule according to which the

seller in bad faith should be liable for more than the seller in good faith. They extend this

rule, which is only found within the context of defective movables, to Roman law texts

about encumbered land, which texts, however, are far from unequivocal.  

Other Castilian scholars still abide by the somewhat counterintuitive content of D. 21.1.61,

i.e.  that  the  knowing  seller  is  liable  for  price  reduction  only.  Villadiego  Vascuñana  y

Montoya (c. 1550-?)222, one of the founders of the Colegio de Abogades in Madrid in 1596,

grants the buyer of an encumbered piece of land only an actio quanto minoris, despite the

seller's  bad faith.  He adds,  however, that this  remedy includes a compensation for  all

damages (con todos los daños y costas). Stating thus, Villadiego gives a new twist both to

ius  commune-doctrine  as  well  as  to  the  text  of  SP  5.5.63.  Yet,  he  does  so  without

discriminating between types of defects.223  

It might strike the reader acquainted with Justinianic law that Villadiego relates the

actio quanto minoris  to a knowing seller  and a liability to pay all  damages. This goes

against the grain of D. 19.1.13pr. and SP 5.5.63 which explicitly indicate that the remedy

for price reduction does not entail a liability for more than the difference between the price

paid and the thing's lesser worth. Moreover, we have seen above that López and Gómez

reserved the remedy for price reduction for cases in which the seller was in good faith.

Apparently,  Villadiego  ignores,  first,  that  according  to  ius  commune-doctrine  only  a

220 Though not all ius commune-scholars held this view. See 2.2.4.
221 SP 5.5.63: '... mas si eso no sopiese el vendedor quando lo vendió, no serie tenudo de tornar mas del

prescio tan solamente'.
222 For biographical details see M. Santana Molina, 'Villadiego Bascuñana y Montoya, Alonso de (?)', in:

DBE, vol. 50, pp. 19-21.
223 Villadiego Vascuñana y Montoya, Instrucción, ch. 9, nos. 66-67, fo. 150v: '…si el vendedor callò alguna

servidumbre o hypoteca puede el comprador por la accion quanto minoris pedir se le buelva lo que vale
menos la cosa vendida y por derecho del Reyno pedir que se dè por ninguna la venta… l.1, §1, ff., de
act. l. 63 tit. 5 [67] Es obligado assimismo el vendedor a declarar al comprador al tiempo de la venta las
hypothecas, servidumbres,  y otras cargas que tenga la cosa vendida, si  es raiz,  y si  es mueble,  o
esclavo, o bestia, o ganado, las tachas, y defectos que tuviere, con especialidad, y distincion, sin callar,
ni encubrir ninguna: y de otra suerte, por derecho comun, si sabia las hypotecas, o tachas, y no las
declarò, se le puede pedir el menoscabo, o moderacion del precio, quanto menos valía la cosa por tener
tales defectos,  actione quanto minoris,  con todos los daños, y costas que a esta causa se le ayan
seguido; pero no si lo ignoraba, que en tal caso solo serà obligado a bolver el precio y recibir la cosa
vendida ex actione redhibitoria, ... el vendedor vendiendo la casa por libre estando hypotecada... y asi
ha de ser castigado arbitrariamente conforme à la calidad de las persona y del caso, y negocio'. 
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rescission allowed for a compensation for all damages and, secondly, that his Castilian

colleagues only granted such a rescission in the event of bad faith on the side of the seller.

However, Villadiego's impreciseness may also be due to the tendency in Castilian law to

disregard Roman law subtleties.  The  actio  quanto minoris  might  have gained a much

broader meaning in the Castilian context in which Villadiego worked. A buyer suing for

quanto minoris might simply indicate that the suit is for the loss of value of the land plus

damages the buyer incurred because of the burden, consisting, for example, in reduced

profits because of the land's diminished produce.

Villadiego's seemingly confounded interpretation of the ius commune-remedies for

latent defects perhaps tells something about contemporary Castilian practice. After all, as

a lawyer in Madrid and commentator of Castilian law224, Villadiego was steeped in the legal

practice of his time, so that it  is  difficult  to believe that his mixing up of the aedilician

remedies and the amount of damages one can sue for is the result of inexperience or lack

of knowledge. It might be that the  ius commune-doctrine made place for a more flexible

approach in practice to the question how to remedy defects in which the plaintiff was free

to sue as he saw fit. E.g. in the event of bad faith at the seller's side, the plaintiff was no

longer tied to a remedy for rescission and full damages, but could alternatively sue for

price  reduction  and  damages.  Again,  Castilian  legal  theory  is  more  preoccupied  with

whether the seller had acted fraudulently or not than with technicalities of Roman law. 

3.3.4.1 Legal practice

As observed above, Castilian legal doctrine has discarded the particular liability regime for

immovables  encumbered  with  servitudes  or  taxes.  It  applied  the  regime  for  sales  of

defective movables also to sales of encumbered land. Moreover, it holds both the seller in

good faith and in bad faith  liable in accordance with the principle that the first  had to

compensate less than the second.225 It is to be seen how this worked out in the rough and

tumble of litigation.

The  pleitos  dealing with  the same matter  which were brought  before the Royal

Chancery demonstrate that legal  practice followed Castilian doctrine. A party  who had

been bamboozled with regard to a tax or servitude on the land bought could claim more

damages from the seller  in bad faith than would have been possible according to  ius

commune-sources. In a case between María López de Albarado and Juan de Mesonery

and Catalina Sánchez the initial claim of López, plaintiff, is put as follows:

'and as it is so that having sold to my party and to her said husband the said goods as

being  free  from  census  and  taxes  and  encumbrances,  they  turned  out  to  be

encumbered contrariwise, as is also declared by the same party of the other side, by

reason of which confession I entreat to order the sale to be null and the adversary

224 Santana Molina, 'Villadiego Bascuñana y Montoya, Alonso de?', in: DBE, vol. 50, p. 20; cf. the prologue
to Villadiego's Instrucción, n.p.: 'Y lo que en resolucion contiene este libro es una pratica civil y criminal,
conforme  al  estilo  comun  de  los  tribunales  de  Corte  y  Chancillerías  y  otros  ordinarios  del  Reyno,
fundada en derecho y leyes Reales'.

225 See section 3.3.3. 
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party to pay to my party for herself and as guardian for her said children the maravedís

of the said sale and more the real value of the said goods and the improvements and

works that have been  realised in them after their being bought | by my said party and

her husband, added to that the costs, interests and damages to the extent that my

party has suffered from them and will suffer because of not having delivered her a sure

title of and free the said goods, for which said reason I demand justice to be done'.226 

One view adhered to by some medieval  ius commune-scholars was that only a

knowing seller  was liable  and then for  no  more  than a  price  reduction.  María  López,

however, demands compensation for all  damages. As the Royal Chancery refuted this

claim in  first  instance and only  granted repayment  of  the  price  and compensation  for

improvements,227 López tried again in appeal. Again she demanded the Royal Chancery to

condemn her opponent to compensating her for all  damages which were the result  of

Mesonery and Sánchez' selling the immovables free from encumbrances, while they were

not. López expressed her discontent about the first verdict through the mouth of her lawyer

Ruiz de Carrión in the following manner: 

'I say that with regard to the sentence given by you, oydores, for as far as it is in favour

of my party I wil not demand anything = but this is different with regard to not having

condemned the other party for the damages and costs which my party has incurred for

not having delivered and ensured title of the part of the houses which are the objects of

this case'.228

Her claim was accordingly:  

 'that they pay to my party the maravedís which she gave for the said houses with the

interest  and  damages  and  costs  and  the  71.000  maravedís  spent  on  the  said

improvements...'229

Thus, besides her claim for improvements, López thought she had a right to more than

226 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 128, 4 (1586/87), sc. 2 (petition of María López de Albarado): 'y ser ansi que
abiendo bendido a mi | parte y al dicho su marido los dichos bienes por libres de censo | y tributo y
binculo an parezido serbiendo de binculo y | ad ybersario y ansi lo an declarado las mysmas partes |
contarias/por lo qual avala suplico mandedar | por ninguna la dicha venta y que las partes contrarias
paguen a my | parte por sy e como curadora de los dichos sus hijos | los maravedís de la dicha benta y
mas el berdadero valor | de los dichos vienes y el de los mejoramientos y hedeficios | que sean hecho
en ellos despues que los compraron | la dicha mi parte y su marido con mas los daños ynter- | eses y
menoscabos y astas que a my parte se le an | segydo y siguieren por no aber le salido ciertos y sanos |
los dichos vienes para lo qual dicho pido justicia...'.

227 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 128, 4 (1588), sc. 16. In this case the judgment in first instance was also given
by the Royal Chancery, as it probably concerned a case between persons of noble origins (hidalgo). For
these noblemen the Royal Chancery was both court of first intance as well as court of appeal. See
Mendizabal, Investigaciones, p. 35.

228 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 128, 4 (1586/87), sc. 19 (appeal of Maria López de Albarado): 'digo que de la
sentencia dada por vuestros | oydores en lo que es en favor de mis partes no suplico = pero otro si en
no aber condenado a las partes contrarias | en los danos y costas que a mi parte se le an seguido | por
no aber salido y ciertado la parte de casas sobre | que es este pleito'. 

229 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 128, 4 (1586/87), sc. 20 (appeal of Maria López de Albarado): 'que paguen a
mi parte las maravedís que | dieron por las dichas casas con yntereses e danos y costas | y con los
setenta y un mill maravedís de los dichos mejo- | ramientos...'.
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only receiving back the price paid. 

Although the Royal Chancery did not yield and confirmed its earlier judgment230, the

knowledge of the seller about the encumbrances on the land sold seems to open the way

for a successful suit for all damages the buyer had suffered. Indeed we encounter other

sentences pronounced by the Royal Chancery in which the defendant is condemned to

compensate for more than only the shortfall between the price paid and the goods' real

value. In the pleito of Hernando de Miranda and Pedro Gutiérrez (1586) about the sale of

an orchard of olive trees which turned out to be encumbered with taxes amounting to 55

kilograms of olive oil231, the Royal Chancery confirmed the sentence given in first instance

by the alcalde ordinarius of Escalona, a town near Toledo:

'they should return and make restitution of all whatever goods and  maravedís  which

the said Pedro Guttierez | has taken and obtained from Hernando de Miranda together

with all | costs and expenditure which appear to have occurred and they contend to

have incurred | for not having delivered with sure title and free the said olives'.232 

What López was denied, is here granted to Miranda, sc. a condemnation of the seller for

all damages which had resulted from the land being encumbered with taxes.  

Mirando's  case  does  not  appear  to  be  unique.  Another  clear  example  of  how

problems of encumbered land were solved in a similar fashion is provided by the case of

Antonio de Mercado,  defendant  in appeal,  against Dio Alvarro,  appellant.  Here, it  was

alleged that  hereditary lands had been sold as being free from encumbrances by the

parents of Mercado, as follows from the writ of execution:

'and selling the said hereditary goods as being free from census and taxes... presently

appeared  the  said  hereditary  goods  with  the  other  goods  mentioned  above  to  be

vinculated and mortgaged... The said Don Antonio de Mercado as the heir of the said

Ruiz de Mercado and Ms Catalina de Mercado was obliged to deliver free and without

mortgage the said inheritance of land, free from the said census, and he was obliged

to pay his part  of the damages and costs which,  because of  the lands thus being

mortgaged to the said census, they had incurred and would incur'.233

230 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 128, 4 (1588), sc. 31 (final judgment).
231 Reg. ej., caja 1595, 2 (1587), sc. 1 (below): 'sobre ellas estaban ynpuestas cinquenta arrobas de aceyte

[1 arroba = appr. 11 kg. See the entry in the  Diccionario de la lengua española  of the Real Academia
Española. Online: <http://www.rae.es/recursos/diccionarios/drae>]'. 

232 Reg. ej,  caja 1595, 2 (1587), sc. 5 (bottom right),  6 (top left):  'le buelban y rrestiyuan  [sic] todos y
qualesquier bienes e maravedís quel dicho pedro gutierrez | de cesar el hubiere tomados e llebados al
dicho hernando de miranda visto con mas todas | las costas y gastas que parescieren y se aberiguaren
aber se les conseguido rreservido | por no le aver salido ciertas y seguras las dichas olivas'. The Royal
Chancery's confirmation is on scan 7 (top): 'sin enbargo de las rrazones e manera de a-| grabios contra
ella [sc. the alcalde's judgment] dichas y allegadas | la debemos confirmar...'. 

233 Reg. ej., caja 1606, 42 (1588), sc. 2 (bottom left): 'e bendiendo | las dichas heredades por libres de todo
censso e tributo... | al presente parescian las dichas | heredades con otros de los susodichos | estavan
obligadas e ypotecadas | ... | el dicho donantonio de | mercado como tal eredero de los dichos Ruiz de
Mercado | e doña Catalina de Mercado era obligado a dar libre | e desipotecada la dicha heredad de
tierras del dicho censso | e a pagar a su parte los danos e costas que por estar ansi ipote- | cadas al
dicho censso se le abian seguido e siguisen', 
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Mercado junior appealed to the Royal Chancery to have it  revoke this sentence

pronounced by the corregidor234 of Medina del Campo, a town situated in Castilla y León.

The corregidor had taken a decision in conformity with what he was asked to do by Dio

Alvarro, viz. grant a compensation for all losses Dio Alvarro had suffered as a result of the

land being encumbered with taxes and a pledge. The scribe put it in this way:

'he had condemned the other party | to take back within six days | and to release the

census of 20 000 maravedís | [etc.] | and to pay on his account the damages and in- |

terests which he [i.e. Dio Alvarro] incurred and would have incurred because of the

imposed said census | on the hereditary goods which are to be ascribed to him'.235

Mercado tried to convince the Royal Chancery to adopt a contrary position. However, he

proved unsuccesful, as follows from the Chancery's final judgment.236

To conclude, the Royal Chancery condemned sellers in bad faith of land on which a hidden

servitude lay to compensate all costs and damages (daños e costas) resulting from that

fact.

234 The corregidor was an official whose main duty was to safeguard the king's interest on provincial level.
E.g. he had the power to overrule judgements of local judges, establish prices of goods as fixed in royal
decrees etc. See De Villadiego Vascuñana y Montoya, Instrucción, 5.1, no. 7, fo. 109v; Bermúdez Aznar,
El corregidor en Castilla durante la Baja Edad Media (1358-1474), passim. 

235 Reg. ej., caja 1606, 42 (1588), sc. 4 (sentence given by the corregidor of Medina del Campo, top left):
'avia condenado a la parte contraria | a que dentro de seis dias redimiesse e | quitase los veinte mill
maravedís de censso | [etc.] | e que pagase a su parte los danos e yn- | tereses que se le siguiesen e
ubiesen seguido por estar ynpuesto el dicho censso | sobre las eredades del dicho su parte'. 

236 Reg. ej., caja 1606, 42 (1588), sc. 4 (centre left column): 'Hallamos que el licenciado Barela teniente de
corregidor en | la dicha villa de medina del campo que deste peito conoscio en la sentecia difinitiva que
en el dio e pronuncio de que | de que por parte del dicho don antonio de mercado e fue apelado juzgo e
pronuncio  bien  |  y el  susodicho apelo  mal  por  ende devemos confirmar e  confirmamos su juicio  e
sentencia,  (transl.: we find that the learned Varela, deputy corregidor in | the said town of Medina del
Campo who took notice of this case, in the final sentence that he gave and pronounced in it, a part | of
which the said Don Antonio de Mercado appealed from, judged and pronounced correctly |  and the
abovementioned [vid. Don Antonio de Mercado] appealed without cause. We therefore must confirm and
we confirm his [i.e. the deputy corrigidor's] | judgment and sentence)'. 
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3.4 Lesion beyond moiety (laesio enormis) 

A defect in the thing sold could diminish the thing's worth to such an extent that the sales

contract  no  longer  answered to  the  requirement  of  fairness  in  exchange.  Under  such

circumstances the duped seller could bring the remedy for lesion beyond moiety modelled

after C. 4.44.2. As observed in section 3.2.2.4, Castilian jurists and theologians considered

this remedy the legal expression of the theological concepts of fairness in exchange and

just price. Not only was the seller who had received too much liable to make restitution in

the  forum internum.237 Also in the  forum externum  or  Castilian civil law could the duped

party claim rescission of the contract or compensation for the difference between the just

price and the price paid, if he had been prejudiced for more than half the thing's just price.

In fact, the choice was not his, but of the party who had sold for too high a price.238 

Medieval ius commune-doctrine had already extended the application of C. 4.44.2

to buyers, sales of movables and lease. Furthermore, the remedy could be brought over a

period of 30 years and applied to lease too.  In this section it  will  be explored to what

degree early modern Castilian doctrine of restitution brought further changes in the way

the remedy was applied in civil law. 

3.4.1 Presumption of fraud

In keeping with Aquinas' views early modern scholastics are reluctant in accepting a duty

to make restitution when fraud was absent.239 early modern Castilian theologians in their

wish to uphold the remedy, which is granted despite the fact that the seller was unaware of

the thing's lesser value,  need all their inventiveness to explain and justify why the remedy

for lesion beyond moiety can be instituted.  

Medieval  ius commune  had  invented the doctrine of 'fraud in the situation itself'

(dolus in re ipsa). Though C. 4.44.2 does not mention any requirement of fraud, medieval

scholars described an excess in the selling price of more than half the thing's just price as

fraud, not by the seller, but 'in the situation'; the paid price is higher than can be justified

under the circumstances. By this means, medieval scholars managed to explain why also

an  unknowing  seller  could  be  sued  with  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety.  The

generally acknowledged principle that only fraud allowed for remedies in sales of defective

goods urged them to justify the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. This remedy did not

require fraud and accordingly confused the medieval doctrinal minds.

237 For the exact deviation of the just price that was required see section 3.2.2.3.
238 Albornoz, Arte, tit. 7, capp. 1-2, p. 55; [cap. 2] El vendedor o comprador que fuere engañado en mas de

la mitad del iusto precio... en tal caso el que hizo el engaño a el otro, si fuere el vendedor esta obligado
a tornar a tomar su cosa y dar lo que por ella le dieron, y sino bolver la demasia de el precio que lleno, y
si fue el comprador esta obligado a bolver la cosa comprada, y tomar lo que por ella dio, y sino suplir su
justo valor, ...'; Gómez, Variae resolutiones, lib. 2, cap. 2, no. 22, p. 217: 'potest deceptus petere, quod
rescindatur contractus, vel suppleatur iustum pretium'; Padilla y Meneses, In quaedam, no. 2, fo. 72: 'nisi
emptor malit iustum pretium supplere'; Gómez and Padilla y Meneses turn around Roman law in which it
was to the party who had gained advantage of the lesion to choose between rescission of the contract or
compensation. See 1.1.1.

239 See 3.2.2.1.
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Early modern scholastic scholars who write for the court of conscience struggle with

the dogmatic underpinning of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety in a similar way. They

tend to explain the remedy in keeping with Aquinas' view that a liability to make restitution

is  based  on  unjust  enrichment.  Aquinas  lay  the  foundation  for  this  line  of  reasoning.

According to Aquinas, a breach of fairness in exchange through which one party received

more than just at the other's expense triggers a duty to make restitution, 'in order that he

who has got less than he should have got, must be given accordingly'.240 Aquinas does not

mention fraud, be it premeditated fraud (ex proposito), or fraud in the situation (in re ipsa). 

Consequently, most early modern scholars writing for the forum internum also avoid

using the term dolus in any meaning whatsoever. 

Though on first sight,  Medina seems to copy the medieval  ius commune majority

view that the remedy for lesion beyond moiety can be brought, if there is no fraud (dolus)

committed by the seller, Medina consistently speaks about defraudatio in re and not dolus

in re ipsa: 

'it is said that defrauding occurs in the situation (defraudatio incidens in re ipsa), in

the sense that, though there can not be spoken of fraud or lies on the seller's side,

he nevertheless received more than is just from the buyer'.241

The reason for Medina to avoid the term  dolus  in the context of the remedy for

lesion beyond moiety is that he rejects altogether that the remedy presupposes some sort

of dolus, be it subjective or objective:

'If  a  defrauding  occurs  without  fraud  of  the  contracting  parties  and the defrauding

amounts to half  the thing's  just  price,  then in  both  fora  a remedy lies for  the one

defrauded against the one defrauding... [my emphasis]'.242  

Also Azpilcueta refrains from using the words dolus in re ipsa. He only emphasises

that  the  duped party  has to  prove the  thing's  just  price  at  the  moment  the  sale  was

concluded.243 Azpilcueta is not clear about exactly what is proven, if the prejudiced party

manages  to  substantiate  his  claim.  Does  a  deviation  of  price  prove  fraud  or  error?

Azpilcueta does not tell.

240 Aquinas,  Summa Theolog.,  vol.  9, IIaIIae, q. 62, a. 1, ad tertium, p. 41:  'Ad tertium dicendum quod
recompensatio quam facit distribuens ei cui dedit minus quam debuit, fit secundum comparationem rei
ad rem: ut si, quanto minus habuit quam debuit, tanto plus ei detur. Et ideo iam pertinet ad iustitiam
commutativam'; Decock, Theologians, p. 562.

241 Medina,  De poenitentia,  q. 33, fo.  207:  'dicitur defraudatio incidens in re ipsa, ut si nullus dolus, aut
mendacium ex parte venditoris  apponatur, attamen plus iusto recipit  ab emptore' ;  see also Decock,
Theologians, p. 285.

242 Medina, De poenitentia, fo. 210: '... si defraudatio eveniat in re, sine dolo contrahentium, et sit defraudatio
ultra dimidium iusti pretii, in utroque foro datur actio defraudato contra defraudantem, ut patet: unum de
duobus,  scilicet,  vel  quod rescindatur  contractus,  vel  quod ad aequalitatem reducatur  et  datur  optio
defraudanti, ut eligat ex his quod velit [my emphasis]'.

243 Azpilcueta, Enchiridion, c. 23, no. 85, fo. 336: 'Admonemus tamen... quod ad rescindendum hac ratione
contractum, non solum opus est probare rem emptam... tanto pluris aut minoris valuisse in illa Regione,
iuxta communem aestimationem, sed etiam tanto pluris aut minoris valuisse in illo loco et tempore et
modo vendendi, quando, ubi et quo modo vendita fuit'. 
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Piñel goes further with an outright rejection of the doctrine of dolus in re ipsa. First,

he  dismisses  the  medieval  reading  of  the  words  ipsa  res  dolum  in  se  habet  in  D.

45.1.36.244 According to Piñel, those words have nothing to do with fraud in the situation,

but  only  indicate that  abuse of  procedural  rights by the plaintiff  amounts to fraudulent

behaviour.245 Secondly, Piñel argues that the Roman classical jurist never accepted the

quantity of a lesion in itself as a sufficient ground for a contractual remedy. The quantity of

a lesion had to be accompanied by intentional deceit in order to become relevant.246 The

medieval assumptions about dolus in re ipsa were for that reason all based on quicksand.

Molina does express lesion beyond moiety in terms of  objective deceit.  Yet,  he

neither uses the phrase  dolus in re ipsa.  Instead, he opines that the prejudiced party is

'deceived in the situation'  (deceptio re ipsa).247 In his discussion of the remedy Molina

seems to deliberately avoid the concept of dolus in re ipsa.248

The canonist Gonzales Téllez († 1640) outright dismisses the view that the remedy for

lesion beyond moiety is grounded in either of those. According to him, the remedy is based

on inequity. Yet, he does not explain this general notion in legal terms.249 

The rejection of fraud (dolus) of whatever kind by Medina, Azpilcueta, Molina, Téllez

and their  references to  equity  and contractual  balances have strong reminiscences of

Aquinas' theory of restitution. It is indicative of the tendency in early modern scholasticism

to reason from overarching principles and to ignore ius commune subtleties when it comes

to determining the duties of parties to a contract.

Early modern Castilian civil law statutes demonstrate a similar approach. Statutes of the

period neither mention the doctrine of  dolus in re ipsa.  The Siete Partidas  only demand

that the duped party proves the deviation of the just price, and do not tell anything about

the other party's good or bad faith. If the buyer or seller succeeds in proving the lesion

beyond moiety he can either demand price compensation or rescission of the contract.250

This deviates from medieval ius commune doctrine according to which the choice between

244 Pinelus, Ad rubricam, to C. 4.44.2, 1.1, no. 8, p. 154.
245 Decock, Theologians, p. 575
246 Pinelus, Ad rubricam, to C. 4.44.2, 1.1, no. 7, p. 154: 'tantum interveniente dolo Iurisconsulti distinxerint

circa quantitatem'; Decock, Theologians, p. 574.
247 Molina, Opera omnia, vol. 2, disp. 352, no. 1, p. 239: 'Ut si quis exisitimans se vendere rem justo pretio,

illam vendat plus, quam valet. Atque deceptio haec dicitur re ipsa intervenire et non a proposito'; Decock,
Theologians, p. 590. 

248 Molina,  Opera omnia,  vol. 2, disp. 349, pp. 230-234; otherwise Decock,  Theologians,  p.  590: 'Molina
continues to advocate the concept of objective deceit (dolus in re ipsa)'.

249 Téllez, Commentaria, to X. 3.17.3, no. 9, p. 207: '... etsi dicta lex 2. (C. 4.44.2) non fundetur in dolo, vel
errore;  fundatur  tamen  in  injuria,  seu  iniquitate...  Accedit  quia  dolus  ex  calliditate  alterius  ex
contrahentibus  probatur,  non  vero  ex  quantitate  pretii,  l.  dolus  [C.  4.44.10],  d.l.  si  voluntate,  C.  de
rescind. [C. 4.44.8], l. dolum, C. de dolo [D. 4.3.1.2]'.

250 SP 5.5.56 in:  Los códigos españoles,  vol. 3, pp. 626-627:  Otrosi dezimos que se puede desfazer la
vendida que fue fecha por menos de la meytad del derecho precio, que pudiera valer en la sazon que la
fizieron. E si el vendedor esto pudiere provar... Otrosi dezimos que si el comprador pudiere provar que
dio por la cosa mas de la mitad del  derecho precio...  ,  que pudiera valer  en aquella sazon que la
compro, que puede demandar se desfaga la compra, o que baxe el precio tanto quanto es aquello que
demas dio [my emphasis]'.
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price compensation or rescission of the contract was reserved for the party which had

caused the prejudice.251 

In the Ordenamiento de Alcalá nothing is said at all about what should be proven by

whom.252 The same goes for the  Nueva Recopilación.  In the event a deviation of more

than half the thing's just price is established, the party who caused the prejudice has to

compensate to the extent that the thing's price again corresponds with its value at the time

of the contract's conclusion.253 The Nueva Recopilación adds that bad faith in the sense of

deliberate fraud (dolus ex proposito) is only required to rescind contracts in which there is

a deviation of price which does not exceed half the just price. 

'Whomever may enter into a contract, must fulfil the contract. Even though there is

'deceit'  (engaño)  of  no  more  than  half  the  just  price,  the  contract  is  valid,  if  it  is

concluded without fraud and in good faith'.254 

Apparently, to the compilers of the Nueva Recopilación, a lesion beyond moiety alone was

enough to trigger a liability of the party who had caused the prejudice. Yet, they refrain

from providing a dogmatic explanation for the remedy in terms of dolus in re ipsa.

However, among early modern Castilian legal scholars who write for the forum externum

the views differ somewhat. The positions taken waver between rejecting and accepting the

existence of 'fraud in the situation itself' (dolus in re ipsa). 

Hevia Bolaño nowhere mentions the doctrine of dolus in re ipsa. He repeats what is

found  in  the  Nueva  Recopilación.  Without  going  into  details  about  the  dogmatic

underpinning of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety, he simply accepts its existence in

sales.255 He also adds that in order to grant a remedy for a prejudice of less than half the

thing's just price subjective fraud is required.256 Hence, it seems that Hevia Bolaño finds a

prejudice consisting of  more  than half in itself enough to grant a remedy. Piñel similarly

confirms the view that the remedy for lesion beyond moiety has nothing to do with fraud.

251 See 2.3.1.
252 Ordenamiento 17.1, in:  Los códigos españoles,  vol. 1, pp. 450-451: Si el vendedor ó comprador de la

cosa dixiere que fue engannado en mas de meytat del derecho prescio... mandamos que el comprador
sea tenudo a complir el derecho prescio que valia la cosa, ó de la dejar al vendedor, tornandole el
vendedor el prescio, que rescibio, è el vendedor debe tornar al comprador lo que mas rescibio de la
meytat del derecho prescio, ó de tomarla cosa que vendio, è tornar el prescio que rescibio.

253 Novísima Recopilación 10.1.2 (= Nueva Recopilación 5.11.1, 6), in:  Los códigos españoles,  vol. 9, p.
303:  'Si el vendedor ó comprador de la cosa dixere, que fué engañado en mas de la mitad del justo
precio... mandamos, que... el vendedor debe tornar al comprador lo demas del derecho percio que que
[sic]  le llevó, ó de tornar la cosa que vendió, y tornar el precio que recibió: y este mismo debe ser
guardado en las rentas y en los cambios, y en los otros contratos semejables...'.

254 Novésima Recopilación 10.1.3 (= Nueva Recopilación 5.2.1), in: Los códigos españoles, vol. 9, p. 303:
'qualquier  que  se  obligare…,  aunque haya  engaño en  mas de  la  mitad  del  justo  precio,  si  fueren
celebrados los tales contratos sin dolo y con buena fe, valan… '.

255 Hevia Bolaño,  Laberinto,  1.12.31, p. 130:  'En la venta y compra de las mercaderias regularmente ha
lugar el engaño en mas de la mitad del justo precio, para suplirle o deshazer el contracto como en las
demas cosas, conforme una ley Recopilada [Nueva Recopilación 5.11.1]'.

256 Hevia  Bolaño,  Laberinto,  1.12.35,  p.  131:  'en  el  fuero  exterior  judicial,  no se puede pedir,  salvo  si
sucedio por dolo o malicia del vendedor o el comprador, conforme unas leyes de Partida [SP 5.5.57 and
62] y Recopilacion [Nueva Recopilación 5.11.2]...', idem, 1.12.36, p. 210.
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'The  doctrine  of  fraud  which  renders  the  bona  fide  contract  of  itself  null,  cannot  be

applied'.257 

Albornoz explicitly distinguishes between lesion beyond moiety and fraud. First, he

observes that 'a sales contract... in which there is no fraud, though there may be deceit

(engaño) in the price, is valid if the deceit is less than half'.258 The Castilian term engaño,

which he uses in the expression 'lesion beyond moiety (engaño en la mitad)'  does not

mean fraud (dolus) but 'deceit', which is allowed in sales as long as it does not amount to

more than half the thing's just price. Albornoz continues with stating that 'deceit' – not fraud

– amounting to more than half the just price is enough to trigger liability. 

'In the event the seller or buyer who is 'deceived' (engañado) for more than half the just

price... in that case the one who 'deceived' the other (hizo el engaño a otro), if it is the

seller,  must  take  back  the  thing  and  pay  back  what  he  has  been  paid  for  it,  or

otherwise return the excess of price which he carried away'.259  

Albornoz  nowhere  states  that  a  lesion  beyond  moiety  constitutes  some  kind  of  fraud

(dolus). By way of exception to the rule that parties who wish to enter into a contract are

allowed to 'deceive' each other, a  claimant can prove that the 'deceit' amounts to more

than half the just price. With such a lesion established, a remedy is automatically granted.

It does not seem possible that the party who caused the prejudice can counter the claim

by stating that he had not acted fraudulently. 

Hevia Bolaño, Piñel and Albornoz thus all refrain from using the concept of dolus in

re ipsa to explain the liability which is caused by a deviation of more than half the thing's

just price. Padilla y Meneses, however, in his comments to C. 4.44.2, still reasons from the

theory of 'fraud in the situation' (dolus in re ipsa). Yet, he gives it a subjective twist, when

he contends that a lesion beyond moiety presumes deliberate fraud. A contract is by itself

null and void, if that presumption of fraud is proven to be right.260

3.4.1.1 Legal practice

The pleitos decided by the Royal Chancery dealing with lesion beyond moiety concentrate

on the object's just price. The duped party only needs to proof whether he paid an excess

of more than half or, if  he sold the thing, received less than half the thing's just price.

Additional proof of fraud does not seem to be required. In other words, a lesion beyond

moiety does not presume fraud, but constitutes fraud by itself.

257 Pinelus,  Rescripta,  to C. 4.44.2, 1. 4, no. 28, p. 240:  'non potest applicari doctrina de dolo, reddente
nullum ipso iure contractum bonae fidei'; Decock, Theologians, p. 573.

258 Albornoz,  Arte, 2.7.1,  fo. 55v:  'Contracto de compra o vendida... en que no huviere dolo, aunque haia
engaño en el precio, si es menos de la mitad valga el contracto'.

259 Albornoz,  Arte,  2.7.2,  fo. 55v:  'El vendedor o comprador que fuere engañado en mas de la mitad del
iusto precio... en tal caso el que hizo el engaño a otro, si fuere el vendedor esta obligado a tornar a
tomar su cosa y dar lo que por esta le dieron, y sino bolver la demasia de el Precio que llevo'.

260 Padilla  y  Meneses,  In  quaedam,  to  C.  4.44.2,  no.  2,  fo.  72:  'ex  enormi  laesione  fraus  ac  dolus
praesumitur...  Igitur  doli  praesumptione  interveniente  contractum oportet  ipso  iure  corruere,  nec  est
necessum eum beneficio huius constitutionis rescindi, pretiumve suppleri, nam contractus vel ipso iure
nullus est'; idem, no. 1, p. 72. 
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It seems enough when the duped party proves that there has been a price deviation

of more than half the object's just price. In a 1531 lawsuit about bad quality iron bars the

buyer Juan de Salbatierramallero expresses the idea as follows: 

'The said steel appeared to be bad and it is so and it is for being bad because it is

neither iron, nor steel, that he was 'deceived' for more than half the just price...'.261 

This defence equates a deviation of more than half the just price with engaño, deceit. The

same formula occurs in other cases as well.262 

In a 1589 case, the defendant Gonzales del Río argues against allegations that he

had sold two stallions for more than their just price. Del Río does not aim to disprove his

alleged bad faith. He only argues that the stallions were sold in the presence of experts so

that the worth of the animals was well-established.

'I say that you majesty must order the execution to continue... Furthermore, because

the lesion and 'deceit'  which the opposite parties allege is  malignant  and one can

convince himself of that by the same deed of the contract presented in this procedure

in  which  they  state  and  acknowledge  that  the  worth  of  the  stallions  which  they

promised  from my part  is  just  when  they  bought  them.  And  to  inform you  that  it

happened thus they bought them accordingly within sight of experts of which they say

that these were acquainted with the quality of the stallions to such a manner that they

can not pretend ignorance'.263 

3.4.2 Limitation periods

Though in medieval ius commune the remedy for lesion beyond moiety was part of the civil

law and  expired after 30-years only, in Castilian law its duration was fixed at a period of

four years by a statute issued in 1386, which would become part of the Ordenamiento de

Montalvo (1484) and Nueva Recopilación.264 

Despite  the  unambiguous  four-year  limitation  in  the  Nueva  Recopilación,  the

duration of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety was not beyond doubt. On the one hand,

medieval  ius commune  with its 30-year limitation for civil  remedies on the contract still

261 Pl. civ., P. Alonso (f.), caja 1135, 3 (1531), sc. 1: '...el dicho azero parescio ser fals- | o y lo es y por ser
como es falso | ni es para hierro ni para azero de que resci- | be engaño de mas de la mytad del justo
precio´.

262 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 1351, 5, sc. 8 (petition): '...mi parte vendió a pedro de leon vezino de la villa |
de avilla estante en la ciubdad de santiago | unas casas de predia madera ortera que tenía | en este
ciubdad a la calle de la plasteria por | precio e quantia de quatrocientos ducados las quales | al tiempo
de la venta balian más de ochocientos | ducados e asi el vendedor fue engado en mas de la mytad del
justo precio por tanto le conpete | el remedio de la ley segunda [my emphasis]'.   

263 Pl.  civ.,  F..  Alonso (f.),  caja 447, 1 (1589),  sc.  13:  'digo que vuestro merced justicia mediante deve
mandar yr por | la execucion adelante... | lo otro porque la lesion y | engano que las partes contrarias
alegan es ma- | liciosa y se conbence por la mesma escritura | de obligacion que esta en este proceso
presentada | por la qual dicen y confiesan ser justo el valor | de los machos que prometieron a mi parte
cuando | se los compraron y para enterarse de que ser a lo | susodicho ansi los compraron a vista de
alvertares |  de los quales dicen supieron la  calidad de ellos de |  manera de no pueden pretender
ignorancia'.

264 Ordenanzas Reales de Castilla 5.7.4 (= Nueva Recopilación 5.11.1):  '...aunque se haga por almoneda
del día que fueron hechos hasta en quatro años y no despues', in: Los codigos españoles, vol. 6, p. 408.
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influenced Castilian scholars writing about positive civil law. On the other hand, scholars

writing for the forum internum applied a long period within which the penitent could restore

his conscience through restitution, but a short one for the worldly forum.265 

Commentators on the statute and legal scholars endorse the four-year period for a lesion

beyond moiety committed without fraud which the  Nueva Recopilación  provides. Gómez

gives a plain account: 

'Likewise add that the remedy laid down in C. 4.44.2 according to civil law lasted for 30

years, since it was derived from a contract and a personal action, which remedy dies

after that period, as in C. 7.39.3pr. and C. 7.39.4pr. and the Gloss to C. 7.39.3.1...

However, today in our kingdom the said remedy of C. 4.44.2 only lasts for four years.

Such is provided for  by provision four, title seven, from the fifth book of  the Royal

Ordinances of Castile266'.267

Padilla y Meneses, Albornoz and Villadiego are of the same opinion.268 Piñel is also in

favour of a short period of limitation because the longer the period within the remedy can

be brought,  the  more  difficult  to  determine the  thing's  just  price.  One  should  also  be

suspicious toward persons who claim to have been prejudiced beyond moiety after a long

period. Practice, Piñel adds, often comes across false testimonies in this respect, so that it

seems wise to reduce the period within which the remedy for lesion beyond moiety can be

brought.269 

Covarrubias, however, refutes the statutory four-year period and advocates the 30-

year period supported by ius commune-scholars. 'This is closer to the truth and the more

265 Molina, De iustitia et iure, vol. 1, disp. 67, no. 4, p. 157: '... quemadmodum iure civili licite sancitum est,
ut  nullo modo audiatur, qui  laesionem infra dimidium iusti  pretii  in emptionis et venditionis contractu
obtenderit, esto, qui laesit, in foro conscientiae eam laesionem restituere teneatur, idque, quoniam si ea
actio concederetur, multiplicarentur lites gravioraque mala Reipublicae imminerent: sic etiam, si Reipubl.
judicaretur expediens,  in aliquo eventu nullam omnino actionem transacto certo tempore concedere,
licita enim lex, quae eam omnino denegaret'.

266 Ordenanzas Reales de Castilla 5.7.4 (= Nueva Recopilación 5.11.1).
267 Gómez, Variae resolutiones, lib. 2, cap. 2, nr. 22, p. 218: 'Item adde quod remedium praedictae l. 2 de

iure communi durabat per 30 annos, cum esset obligatio et actio personalis, qua tanto tempore tollitur, ut
in  l. sicut in rem  et  in omnem, Cod. de praescript.  30 vel 40 ann. et tenet glo. ordinaria in d.  l. 2. 1.
quaest....  Sed hodie  in  nostro  regno remedium praedictae  l.  2  tantum durat  per  quatuor  annos,  ita
disponit notabilis  lex 4, tit. [7], lib. 5, Ordin.';  Padilla y Meneses,  In quaedam, no. 47, fol. 78r:  'Quare
generaliter statuendum est hodie quadriennium tantum durare beneficium huius legis'; Albornoz, Arte, tit.
VII, p. 55: '... y la action competa desde el dia de el contracto hasta en quatro años y se entienda en la
venta, estando la cosa vendida biva y no mui empeorado, porque si lo esta no se puede demandar';
Molina, Opera omnia, vol. 2, disp. 349, no. 15, p. 234.

268 Padilla  y  Meneses,  In  quaedam,  to  C.  4.44.2,  no.  47,  fo.  78;  Albornoz,  Arte,  2.7.2,  fo
.55:  'la  Action

competa desde el dia de el  [sic] contracto hasta en quatro años';  Villadiego Vascuñana y Montoya,
Instrucción, ch. 8, no. 111, fo .154v: 'Y este remedio se ha de intentar dentro de quatro años del día de la
venta y no después'.

269 Pinelus, Ad rubricam, to C. 4.44.2, 1.3, no. 26, p. 262: 'Fortasse prudenter restrictum fuit tempus huius
actionis cuius vis consistit in precio et valore rerum. Id autem tempore mutatur, ut docet experiencia....
Nec videtur suspicione fraudis carere qui post longum tempus se laesum quaeritur. In praxi etiam saepe
deprehenditur  in  his  et  aliis  falsa  probatio:  ex  quibus  consultius  videtur  restringere  tempus  huius
actionis'.
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accepted  point  of  view,  even  though  the  law  of  the  kingdom  proposes  a  four-year

remedy'.270 Azevedo  makes  the  limitation  period  depend  on  the  presence  of  fraud.

Deliberate fraud (ex proposito) triggers a remedy that lasts for more than four years and

even up to 40 in the event of kings and popes.271

Molina and Oñate merely mention that medieval  ius commune  and Castilian civil

law disagree with regard to the remedy's duration. Yet, they do not express their support

for either the one or the other.272

3.4.2.1 Legal practice

Piñel's statement that in practice Courts retain a skeptical attitude toward litigants who wait

long before bringing the claim to have suffered lesion beyond moiety finds support in the

manuscripts of cases brought before the Royal Chancery of Valladolid. In a case between

Gonzales del Rio and Alonso Rodriguez (1590) about the sale of two stallions (machos)

the defendant Del Río tries to hammer home that his opponent Rodriguez had abused the

law by waiting for two years before  claiming that the horses were in bad condition. 

'the other reason is that the said abuse of the opposing party is easy to gauge, seeing

that almost two years have passed since the said sale and that until the moment that

my party has de- manded payment for them, he [i.e. Rodriguez] has not acted nor

pretended anything... now hold that the result is that [illegible] [any] action that would

have been possible for them to bring has [illegibile] died [?] because of the lapse of

time'.273

Unfortunately, it remains unclear within which period the remedy itself should have

been instituted. Yet,  Del Río steers at non-suitability when he states that he cannot think

of any possible remedies still available two years after the sale has been concluded. The

Royal  Chancery  pronounces  that  Del  Rio's  appeal  has  been  instituted  correctly  and

sentences Rodríguez to pay for the stallions.274 Though this verdict is not motivated, it is

likely that Rodríguez' substantially viable suit bounced, because it was initiated more than

two years after the sales' conclusion. Moreover, since all witnesses testified in favour of

Rodríguez275, it is unlikely that Rodríguez lost on substantial grounds. Thus, from this case

270 Covarrubias,  Resolutiones,  in:  Opera omnia,  vol.  2,  2.3,  no.  4,  fo  .  55:  'Alibi  etenim tradidimus iure
Caesareo intra triginta annos posse in iudicium deduci auxilium ex d.l. 2 [C. 4.44.2] competens venditori
et emptori causa laesionis ultra dimidium. Iuxta veriorem magisque receptam sententiam, tametsi iure
Regio ex actio intra quadriennium proponenda sit, unde quibusdam videbitur exaequatam esse ac fere
similem censeri beneficio restitutionis in integrum minoribus aetate competenti, et ob id iure itidem Regio
admittendam fore'.

271 Azevedo, Commentarii, to Nueva Recopilación 5.11.1, no. 32, p. 347:  'quod si deceptio esset facta ex
proposito vel  esset enormissima, tunc ultra quadriennium competeret.  Principi  tamen reipublicae vel
Ecclesiae per quadraginta annos durabit'.

272 Molina, Opera omnia, vol. 2, disp. 349, no. 15, p. 231; Oñate, De contractibus, disp. 63.5, no. 136, p. 59.
273 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 447, 1 (1570), sc. 13-14: 'lo otro porque la dicha malicia contraria se deja |

bien entender atento que a casi dos anos que | paso la dicha venta y asta ahora que mi parte a pe- |
dido el dinero dellos no a tratado ni pretendido [13] |  [q]ue ahora pretende de que resulta que qua
[illegible] | [a]lguna accion les ubiera competido esta est [illegible] | [pre?]scripta por el dicho tiempo', 

274 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 447, 1 (1570), sc. 142.
275 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 447, 1 (1570), sc. 21-22, 25, 29, 38.
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it seems to follow that in practice the remedy for laesio enormis did not last for four, but for

two years at most. At least, it seems doubtful that the remedy was available for as long as

thirty years.

3.4.3 Assessment of the just price 

According to early modern scholastic theory not the affections of a particular person but an

objective estimation based on the commonly shared opinion about a thing's worth at the

time of  the sale should  be the  guideline  in  determining its  just  price.276 Early  modern

Castilian civil  law scholars argue in a similar vein as their  coevals concerned with the

forum internum. Piñel and Azevedo refer to Covarrubias when they describe how a thing's

just  price should be assessed.  Both state that  not  personal  affection but  the common

estimation of man is the yardstick to use.277 Piñel278 in his comment on Gómez' treatment

of the C. 4.44.2 is clear about it:

'The common price should be taken into account, not the price determined by affection

or personal interest, see the Gloss 'precia rerum'  to C. 4.44.2 and Covarrubias279...

Neither should be considered the price whichever buyer would give, but the price that

someone who is acquainted with the thing's quality would pay, so it follows from the

Gloss celebri and Bartolus ad loc.'.280

Also the place in which the sales is concluded bears on the price.281 

Piñel furthermore elaborates on how the assessment of a thing's just price should

be carried out. In keeping with Bartolus, he holds that experts should be assigned by the

parties or, if  they cannot agree on which experts  to appoint,  by the judge.282 Azevedo

276 See 3.2.2.3. 
277 Pinelus, Ad rubricam, to C. 4.44.2, 2, 3.17, p. 495: 'Attendi debet commune precium, non ex affectione el

interesse particulari, gloss hic et omnes per  d. l. precia rerum [D. 35.2.63];  Azevedo,  Commentarii, to
Nueva Recopilación  5.11.1,  no.  10,  p.  344:  'non debet  aestimari  pretium et  valor  ex  affectione  vel
interesse particulari, secundum gloss et omnes in dicta l. 2, [C. 4.44.2], ubi Piñel, dicta 3. part. cap. fin.
num. 17 [Pinelus, Ad rubricam, to C. 4.44.2, 2, 3.17, p. 495] post Covarr. libro 2, varia. cap. 3... [p. 344,
below right] Del justo precio.  Quod non ex affectione vel interesse singulari, neque ex publico foro aut
mercato,  sed  ex  communi  hominum  aestimatione  regulandum  est,  secundum  quod  in  gl.  diximus
praecedente et traditur per  Covar. lib. 2.  Variar.  cap. 3,  nu. 1 [Covarrubias,  Resolutiones,  in:  Opera
omnia, vol. 2, 2.3, no. 4, fo .53]'.

278 For biographical details on Piñel see García Sánchez, Arias Piñel, pp. 39seq.
279 Covarrubias, Resolutiones, in: Opera omnia, vol. 2, 2.3, no. 3, fo . 55.
280 Pinelus,  Ad rubricam, 3.2, nos. 17-18, p. 475:  'Attendi debet commune pretium, non ex affectione vel

interesse particulari, glos. hic et omnes per d.l. precia rerum et Covarr., in d. lib., 3 resol., cap. 3... Nec
attendi debet pretium quod daret quilibet emptor, sed tantum sciens rei qualitatem, ex glos. celebri et ita
Bart. [etc.]'.

281 Pinelus,  Ad rubricam,  to C. 4.44.2, 2, 4.40, p. 505:  'Subdit glos. hic. quod in aestimatione inter alia
habebitur etiam consideratio locorum viciniorum, prout in iis fieri solet, sed principaliter attenditur locus,
in quo sit venditio, ut probat textus in l. fin., §fin., C. de admin. tuto. [C. 5.37.5]'.

282 Pinelus, Ad rubricam, to C. 4.44.2, 2, 4.3-5, pp. 487-488: 'Eligentur autem periti aestimatores secundum
Bartolus et alios...  [4] si partes discordaverint circa eligendos aestimatores, elegit  iudex ex traditis a
Barto. in  d.l.  3, ad fin. C. de pigno, Bald. hic. col.  pen. nu. 25...  [5]  circa aestimationem potest dari
certitudo secundum commune pretium, quod ex usu hominum dignoscitur iuxta  d.l.  precia rerum [D.
35.2.63]... [17] Attendi debet commune pretium non ex affectione, vel interesse particulari, glos. hic. et
omnes per d. l. precia rerum [D. 35.2.63]'.  
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raises objections against witnesses who are not necessarily experts.  As witnesses are

prone to estimate a thing's value by their personal feelings, judges should not simply agree

with what a majority of witnesses thinks is the just price. Despite what various witnesses

tell, a judge still has to take efforts to sort out the thing's price according to the common

estimation of man.283 Yet,  similar concerns do not  seem to have lived with  Piñel,  who

introduces the plain rule that judges should take the view of the majority of witnesses.284  

Oñate explicitly refutes that the just price is that which the buyer is willing to pay or

the seller willing to ask. Among other things, that principle thwarts the state's prerogative to

fix a legitimate price. Early modern states fix prices, for example for grain, ideally in an

impartial manner. Oñate sees this prerogative as a means to have goods distributed on the

market in a manner free from any recklessness or greed of contracting parties. Leaving the

price determination to the parties all that would come to nought. Furthermore, the freedom

to parties to determine the goods' price, would entice merchants to feed on the buyer's

fortune,  in  particular  when selling goods for  the  fulfilment  of  the buyers'  basic  needs.

Hence, Oñate abides by the rule that if there exists no legitimate or commonly accepted

price, parties can establish a price, but not whichever price they like.285 They  have  to

take into account the thing's natural price.286 The thing's natural price on its turn has to be

determined  by  a  vast  array  of  criteria,  such  as  whether  the  sold  goods  are  rare  or

abundantly  available,  and  what  costs,  labour,  craftsmanship  and  risk  are  involved  in

producing or importing the goods.287      

3.4.3.1 Legal practice

In the practice of the Royal Chancery of Valladolid the assessment of a thing's just price is

that price which is commonly accepted for it at the time the sale is concluded. This may be

illustrated by means of a case which dragged on from 1573 to 1577 between Francisco de

Castañeda and Juan Cazorla. Cazorla demands that the Chancery free him from the sale

283 Azevedo, Commentarii, to Nueva Recopilación 5.11.1, no. 13, p. 344: 'cum ergo testis non se referat ad
communem aestimationem et se possit referre ad singularem affectionem...'.

284 Pinelus, Ad rubricam, to C. 4.44.2, 2, 4.10, p. 491: 'Si ex testibus unus diceret, rem valere centum, duo
autem centum et viginti, staretur testimonio duorum, argum. l. fin., C. de fideicom. [C. 6.42.32pr.]'.

285 Oñate,  De contractibus,  disp. 63.5, no. 34, 40 p. 41-42: 'Et probatur evidenti ratione, quia alias frustra
pretia rerum taxarentur in republica. Secundo, quia pretia rerum taxarentur ex naturali ratione attentis...
non ex temeraria negotiantum et contrahentium avaritiae inhiantum... Tertio quia daretur ansa avaris
mercatoribus grassandi in fortunas ementium, maxime quando emunt adacti rerum necessitate... Quaere
haec  opinio  omnino  vera  et  amplectenda  est  et  contraria  omnino  explodenda  tamquam  continens
intolerabilem errorem in materia morali et omnem doctrinam huius contractus emptionis et venditionis
subvertens. [40] Sit ergo prima regula posita et constitutissima in his, quae damus pro iis, quae non sunt
attenda ad iustum pretium in emptionibus constituendum, esse vitiosam et reprobatam regulam rem
tantum valere, quanti vendi potest etiam in pretio conventionali'.

286 Oñate,  De contractibus,  disp.  63.5, no.  21,  p. 38:  'qui illud pretium constituunt non possunt temere,
quodcumque libitum fuerit taxare: sed tam principes et magistratus, quando pretium legate taxant, quam
qui in repub. illud consuetudine et usus introducunt, quam contrahentes, quando ad eos pertinet pretium
constituere debent pretium naturale attendere: idest quod in casu illo et modo vendendi ratio naturalis
attentis citrcumstantiis occurrentibus, praescribit: ut de singulis pretiis postea probabimus'.  

287 Oñate,  De  contractibus,  disp.  63,  dub.  3,  p.  44:  'Quae  attenda  sint  in  recta  aestimatione  praetii
communis. [63] Copia, vel inopia mercium..., [67] Attendenda est indigentia illius  mercis in repub. [68]
Quinta Regula perpendenda maxime sunt expensa, labores, industria et pericula'.
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under distress of his property, an orchard, which he had given as security for payment.288

The auction of the orchard was ordered by Castañeda, because Cazorla refused to pay for

a mule Castañeda had sold him.

First, Cazorla claims that the price asked for the animal is excessive.  

'I oppose the execution of my property demanded by Francisco de Castañeda junior

for  the amount  of  around 5000  maravedís,  which he says  I  owe him,  as is  more

precisely stated in the said writ of execution... you must declare to replace and revoke

[vid. the execution] and absolve me and free me from what is contrariwise demanded

and put into execution... ; because your majesty knew that the said execution stems

from an obligation ...  [scan 32]  about a black mule which he sold me...  for  24500

maravedís and for the sale on credit of which he charged me 9500 maravedís more

than it is worth in cash; because your majesty knew that before and at the time that the

said  Castañeda  sold  me the said  mule,  it  was  not  worth  according  to  a  just  and

common estimation more than 15000 maravedis'.289

The  mule  being  worth  no  more  than  15000  and  Cazorla  having  bought  for  34000

maravedís results in a lesion for more than half the mule's 'just and common' price. The

similarities in language with the legal doctrine of the time leaves little doubt that here an

objective price estimation is meant.

That the assessment takes place in an objective manner can also be inferred from

the  appointment  of  witnesses  to  determine  the  just  value  of  the  mule.  The  parties

themselves have no role in the assessment of the mule's just price. 

'For the following questions the witnesses must be examined which are or may be

presented from the side of  Juan de Cazorla...  (iii)  similarly, whether the witnesses

know that the said mule was not worth before and after the time of the sale according

to a just and common estimation  more than 15000 maravedís and whether for the sale

on credit the said Francisco de Castañedo charged to the said Juan Cazorla for the

said mule 9500 maravedís more than it was worth'.290

 Secondly, Cazorla claims that the orchard, pledged as security for payment of the

mule and sold in auction by Castañeda, was taxed at too low a price. Cazorla, therefore,

288 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 971, 7, sc. 10: 'por especial y expressa ypoteca / obli- | gamos a la paga e
seguridad desta dicha | debda un arboleda que nos savemos e | tenemos por nuestra e como nuestra'.

289 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 971, 7, scs. 31-32: 'me opongo a una execucion | en mis bienes hecha a
pedimiento | de Francisco de Castañeda postero | por quantia de cinco mill y tantos maravedís | que
dize le devo como todo mas lar- | gamente consta por la dicha execucion | ... deve declarar reponer e
rrevocar | absolviendome y dandome por libre | de lo en contrario pedido y execu- | tado... | lo otro
porque vuestra merced sabia que | la dicha execucion proviene de una | obligacion...  | [sc. 32] por una
mula que me vendio negra | ... | por veynte e quatro mill e quinientos maravedís | y por vender me la
fiada me cargo nue- | ve mill y quinientos maravedís mas de lo que | valia de contado porque vuestra
merced | sabia que antes e al tiempo quel | dicho Castañeda me vendiese la dicha | mula no valia a
justa e comun | estimacion mas de quinze mill maravedis'.

290 Pl. civ., Fernando Alonso (f), caja 971, 7, sc. 34: 'por las preguntas siguientes | an de ser examinados los
testigos que | son o fueren presentados | por parte de Juan de Cazorla | ... | (iii)  yten si saben los
testigos que la dicha mula | no valia antes y al tiempo de | la venta a justa e comun estima- | cion mas
de quinze mill maravedis | y por vender la fiada el dicho Francisco | de Castañeda la cargo al dicho Juan
| Cazorla en la dicha mula nueve | mill e quinientos maravedis mas de | lo que valia'.
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had asked the judge in first instance to appoint experts to bring clarity in the orchards' just

price. 

'Concerning the worth of the said orchards your majesty should order the appointment

of two other persons, farmers and fruiterers, which are likely to be acquainted with the

worth of the said orchards so that they under oath declare what they could have been

worth during two years291 and what they are worth in accordance with justice'.292 

In other cases too witnesses are called in to assess for how much goods could be

justly sold. A case decided in 1570 between Gonzales del Río and Alonso Rodríguez deals

with the sale of two stallions.293 Another lawsuit in which witnesses estimate the just price

is about a horse that did not endure spurs. The proof of this defect and the consequent

lesion beyond moiety also consists of testimonies by witnesses.294

In sum, both witnesses and experts are appointed to assess a thing's just price.

However,  the  use  of  witnesses  seems to  be  the  preferred  method.  In  any  case,  the

Chancery's case law  safeguards a certain degree of objectivity by excluding testimonies

by the parties themselves.

3.4.4 Extension to buyers, movables, and lease

Early modern scholastics reason from general rules which determine whether a penitent is

hold to make restitution.295 Since the requirement of fairness in exchange applied to all

commutative contracts in which both parties perform, they found no reason to exclude the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety to other contracts than sales. Indeed we find Molina

arguing in favour of the remedy's extension to lease.296 

Medieval ius commune and the medieval Siete Partidas had already extended the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety to lease.297 Castilian civil law carries through medieval

291 The value of land was determined by its yields. 
292 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 971, 7, sc. 108: 'sobre el valor de las dichas arboledas | vuestras mercedes

manden nombrar dos | otras personas labradores e frute- | ros que que [sic] entiendan el valor | de las
dichas arboledas e con juramento declaren lo  que podian valer a- |  gora dos anos y lo que valen
derechamente'.

293 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 447, 1, sc. 22: '...e sabe que | al tiempo que se venderon | al dicho alonso
rodriguez | gallinero | los dichos machos tenian | los defetos que la pregunta | dice e declara por lo qual |
save  este testigo que los dichos | machos podian baler como | veinte ducados o [tres?] menos | que
mas por lo qual en | aberse bendido en mas | cantidad al dicho alonso rodriguez | parte enganado en lo
demas'; idem,  caja 447, 1, sc. 25: 'dice en conciencia [de dios?] este | testigo e como persona que toda
| su vida a tratado en | cabalgadura e save que | no balian de veinte ducados | ariba a todo pagar e todo
| lo demas que llebaron al | dicha alonso rodriguez  por ellos en con | consciencia se le puede bolber | e
fue enganado en ello y esto | rresponde [sic] al esta pregunta'; see 3.4.2.1. 

294 Pl. civiles, F. Alonso (f.), caja 494, 3, scs. 40-43: 'El testigo | presentado por parte | [sc. 41] del antonio
ruiz de la | vega en el pleito que ten- | ia con francisco hortiz vecino de | villalon: ... [sc. 43] por de tal
calidad que por ellas | e por qualquiera ella se pue- | da tornar el cavallo | ... | (v) y a justa | e comun
estimacion el | cavallo con las dichas | tachas o qualquiera dellas | no vale trescientos rreales'.

295 See 3.2.2.1.
296 Molina, Opera omnia, vol. 2, disp. 349, no. 14, p. 233: 'Praedicta locum habet... etiam in locationibus...'.
297 García y García, 'El pensamiento económico',  pp. 202-203. The reader should be aware of the many

type-setting mistakes in this print. 
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ius commune in the sense that the remedy for lesion beyond moiety gained a wide field of

application. The Nueva Recopilación explicitly indicates that 'the same [vid. the remedy for

lesion  beyond  moiety]  has  to  be  observed  in  lease  and  barter  and  other  similar

contracts'.298 Gómez and Piñel have the same, as does Azevedo in his comments to the

law just cited.299 Finally, the practicioner Villadiego contends that the ius commune-tradition

persisted in Castilian legal practice. It is a remedy 'which is granted to buyers and sellers...

[111] and not only has a place in sales but also in all other  bona fide contracts, such as

barter and lease'.300 

According to Piñel, the remedy can be brought in all  contracts, even in those of

strict  law. Unlike  his  medieval  predecessors,  he  underpins  the  remedy's  extension  by

stating that all  contracts are governed by equity. C. 4.44.2, according to which parties

should not be prejudiced for more than half  the thing's just price, provides a concrete

example of what equity entails.301 Though Piñel does not say so explicitly, it is tempting to

think that  theories of  contemporary theologians triggered this  deductive reasoning.  He

uses the same argument for extension to movables.302 

Also in keeping with medieval  ius commune  the  Nueva Recopilación  extends the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety to buyers, as is also noted and subscribed to by Piñel

and Azevedo.303 Similarly, Castilian civil law extends the remedy to movables. Though the

298 Nueva Recopilación 5.11.1: ...y esto mismo debe ser quardado en las rentas y en los cambios y en los
otros contratos semejables. 

299 Gómez,  Variae resolutiones,  lib. 2, cap. 2, no. 22, p. 218: 'Item adde, prosequendo materiam, quod
praedictum remedium l. 2 [C. 4.44.2] nedum habet locum in contractu emptionis et venditionis, sed etiam
in aliis contractibus bonae fidei, ut permutatione, locatione, divisione, et similibus, ita probat textus in leg.
in contractibus, Cod.ex quib. causis maior [C. 2.53.3]  et ibi tenet glossa ordinaria...  et idem disponit
praedicta lex ordinaria [L. 5.7.4 Royal Ordinances of Castile]'; Padilla y Meneses argues in keeping with
medieval ius commune. Padilla y Meneses, In quaedam, to C. 4.44.2, no. 13, fo. 73v; Albornoz, Arte, tit.
vii, cap. i, p. 55: lo qual haia lugar en los contractos de Arrendamiento y Trueco (y en todos contractos
semejantes...)';  Molina,  Opera omnia, vol.  2,  disp. 349, no. 14, p. 231: 'Praedicta locum habent non
solum in emptione et venditione, sed etiam in locationibus, permutationib. et cambiis et reliquis bone fidei
contractibus. Ita probat l. majoribus C. de communia utriusque jud.  et affirmat communis opinio, quam
Anton. Gom. ubi supra nr. 22 refert. et Aries Pinel, l. 2, C. de rescind. vend. part. 1, c. 3, n. 17, estque
definitum in  hoc  regno  l.  1,  tit.  11,  lib.  novae  collect.  et  in  Lusitano  tit.  30  citato,  §  2';  Azevedo,
Commentarii,  gloss  de la  cosa  to  Nueva Recopilación 5.11.1,  nos.  2-3,  p.  343:  'Imo et  in  omnibus
contractibus bonae fidei lex nostra procedit secundum gloss et omnes in  d.l. 2, C. de resc. ven. [C.
4.44.2]'.

300 Villadiego Vascuñana y Montoya,  Instrucción,  ch. 7,  nos.  110-111, fo.  154v:  '...que se recibe por los
compradores o vendedores...[111] y aura lugar no solo en os contratos de compra y venta, sino en todos
los demás bonae fidei como de permutación, locación y conducción'.

301 Pinelus,  Ad rubricam,  to C. 4.44.2, 1, 3.7, p. 197 [extension to contracts  stricti  iuris]:  [6]  'Nam et in
contractibus stricti iuris militat aequitas in qua haec l. [C. 4.44.2] fundatur'.

302 Piñel,  Ad rubricam,  to C. 4.44.2, 2, 2.17, pp. 286-287.  Piñel was aware of the works of early modern
scholastics, as is proven by his reference to Azpilcueta. See Pinelus, Ad rubricam, to C. 4.44.2, 1, 1.1, p.
149; ibidem, no. 38, p. 171..

303 Nueva Recopilación 5.11.1: ... o el comprador diere, que lo que valió diez dió por ello mas de quince...,
in: Los códigos españoles, vol. 9, p. 308; Pinelus, Ad rubricam, to C. 4.44.2, 2, 3.31: 'Gloss. et DD. ibi [D.
19.1.20]  intelligere  videntur  ea  verba  significare  quod  apud  veteres  appellatione  emptionis
comprehendatur  venditio  et  contra...  Quae  communis  interpretatio  vera  et  tenenda  est';  Azevedo,
Commentarii,  gloss o comprador to Nueva Recopilación 5.11.1, no. 1, p. 344: 'Ibi [Nueva Recopilación
5.11.1] O comprador. Nam ita ei sicut venditori competit legis huius remedium ex text. hic et ex l. 50, tit.
5, partit. 5. et communi in l. 2, C. de resc. ven. [C. 4.44.2]; Padilla y Meneses argues in keeping with
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Siete  Partidas are  not  explicit  on  that  point,  Azevedo  in  his  comments  to  the  Nueva

Recopilación plainly states that the remedy can be brought in the event movables are

sold.304 Piñel argues that the kind of object sold is irrelevant, since C. 4.44.2 provides a

principle  to  which  all  contracts  should  answer,305 again  providing  an  example  of  how

deductive reasoning started to bear on the interpretation of the Corpus iuris civilis. 

3.4.4.1 Legal practice

Various  cases  brought  before  and  writs  of  execution  issued  by  the  Royal  Chancery

demonstrate that the remedy for lesion beyond moiety was likewise applied to lease as it

was to sales.306 One writ of execution has it more clearly than any treatise on the issue can

explain. The object of the lessee's discontent were lands which appeared to be of such

dubious quality that 'even if all labour and diligence in the world were put into it, they would

or could not produce more than eight hanegas307 of meal'.

'it was thus that in the said lease his party had been deceived for more than half the

just price, because the said lands were all full of sand and poor and inconstant so that

in reality, even if all labour and diligence in the world were put into it, they would or

could not produce more than eight  hanegas of meal or even only seven, because of

the bad quality of the lands'.308

Other writs too indicate that the remedy for lesion beyond moiety is without any qualms

applied to lease.309 

medieval  ius commune. Padilla y Meneses, In quaedam, to C. 4.44.2, no. 12, fo. 73v.
304 Azevedo, Commentarii,  gloss de la cosa to Nueva Recopilación 5.11.1, no. 1, p. 343: 'Sive sit mobilis,

semovens  aut  immobilis,  sive  incorporalis,  ut  jura  et  actiones,  nam  rei  appellatione  omnia  haec
comprehendentur... '.

305 Pinelus,  Ad rubricam,  to C. 4.44.2, 2, 2.17, pp. 286-287: [about extension to movables]  'quod quidem
indubitabile mihi videtur ex generalitate huius l. [C. 4.44.2] et ex aequitate in qua fundatur'.

306 Reg., ej., caja 1072, 24 (1564), fo. 1.
307 A Castilian  measure  amounting  to  55,5  liters.  See  entry  'fanega'  in  the  Spanish  Royal  Academia's

Diccionario de la lengua española. Online: <http://www.rae.es/recursos/diccionarios/drae>.
308 Reg, ej., caja 1072, 24 (1564), sc. 1:'hera asi que en el dicho arendamiento su parte abia sido enganado

en | mas de la mitad del justo precio por que las dichas tierras heran todas harenosas e | tan flacas e
libiamas que realmente y con efeto que aunque le hiziese en las todo labor | e diligencia del mundo no
llebaban ni podrian llebar ocho hanegas de [deleted word] pan ni aun | siete por la maltad de las dichas
tierras'. 

309 Reg, ej., caja 837, 27 (1555), sc. 2 (top left):  'y hera ansi que | en los dichos arrendamientos y en los
hazer en la forma | y manera y por el precio que los avia hecho y arrendado | la dicha dehesa avia sido y
hera ynorme e aun |  ynormissimamente  enganado y en mucho mas de la  |  mitad del  just  prezio';
similarly, reg, ej., caja 835, 69 (1555); reg, ej., caja 850, 8 (1555).
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3.5 Remedies for latent defects vs the remedy for lesion beyond moiety

Hevia Bolaño  explicitly  pronounces on how the remedies for latent  defects and lesion

beyond moiety relate. How is the concurrence of remedies for cases in which a defect in a

sold thing had caused a lesion beyond moiety to be solved? 

'By instituting the actio redhibitoria or quanto minoris one does not lose the remedy for

eviction of the thing, because these remedies differ... neither does one lose the remedy

for lesion beyond moiety for the same reason, because that remedy is granted for the

inequitableness of price, according to C. 4.44.2. The other remedy is given for a defect

in  the  thing  which  causes  it  to  be  worth  less,  according  to  titles  D.  21.1  and  

C. 4.59. Hence, one can bring in one libel or claim the  actio redhibitoria  or  quanto

minoris, as a gloss and Cepolla have it'.310

Hence, both remedies can be instituted next to each other, because they aim at remedying

different shortcomings in the sale. The remedies for defects focus on the thing's quality,

whereas the remedy for lesion beyond moiety focusses on its price. 

Yet,  Hevia  Bolaño's  view  is  not  representative  of  how  early  modern  Castilian

scholarship  considers  the  matter.  It  seems  that  in  case  the  remedies  overlap,  a

predilection for the remedy for lesion beyond moiety held sway. This may partly be due to

that  remedy's  procedural  outlook.  As  observed  in  the  previous  chapter,  medieval  ius

commune  ascribed  features  to  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  which  made  it

presumably more attractive to buyers to institute than the remedies for latent defects.311

Early modern Castilian legal doctrine continues in the same vein. Against the short

period of limitation for the remedies for defects on six months and one year respectively it

places a remedy for lesion beyond moiety which lasts for four years.312 On account of this,

one might assume that the principal remedy a Castilian buyer would choose in the event a

defect in a thing bought had caused the required prejudice would be the one based on

laesio enormis. Since that one lasted longer, it provided the buyer with the greatest chance

to  be on the  safe  side  of  the  limitation's  deadline.  By the  same token,  early  modern

Castilian civil  law extended the remedy for lesion beyond moiety to lease without  any

qualms but barred the remedies for latent defects from the same contract.313

What also may have encouraged Castilian civil law scholars and practitioners to favour the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety over those for latent defects is contemporary theological

theory,  which  turned  around  fairness  in  exchange  and  a  just  price.  Early  modern

310 Hevia Bolaño, Laberinto, libro 1.13.6, p. 144'... por pedirse la accion redhibitoria o quanto minoris no se
quita la accion de eviccion y sanemaniento de la cosa por ser diversa... ni tampoco por lo mismo se
quita la accion del engaño en mas de la mitad del justo precio, ni por ella ellas, porque esta se da por la
iniquidad del precio conforme un texto [C. 4.44.2] y aquellas por la tacha de la cosa, porque vale menos,
segun unos titulos de Derecho [D. 21.1 and C. 4.59]. Y asi se pueden intentar en un libelo o demanda
las acciones redhibitoria y quanto minoris segun una glossa [gloss actionibus to D. 21.1.19.2, in: Corpus
iuris civilis, p. 1610] y Cepolla [Cepolla, Commentaria, nos. 9, 12, pp. 2-3]'. 

311 See 2.3.2.
312 See 3.4.2.
313 See 3.4.4
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scholasticism  adopted  the  Thomist-Aristotelian  concept  of  fairness  in  exchange  to

determine whether a seller had sinned in the court of conscience (forum internum). Legal

scholars and theologians who concerned themselves with contemporary civil and canon

law (the forum externum), such as Molina, used theological views on fairness in exchange

to interpret C. 4.44.2  to come to a remedy which did justice to both the theological and

legal views of their time. Yet, the standards they set on liability according to civil and canon

law were less strict than the demands to which the seller's or buyer's conscience had to

answer. In the forum externum only an enormous breach of fairness in exchange gave the

seller or buyer the possibility to remedy his quandary, whereas in the forum internum the

slightest deviation sufficed to invoke a duty to make restitution.

What added up to the predilection for the remedy for lesion beyond moiety is that

the remedies for latent defects were less suited to transfer the early modern scholastic

theory  about  restitution  to  the  forum  externum.  As  observed  in  the  early  modern

commentaries to Aquinas'  Summa, in the forum internum it is allowed to sell a defective

thing,  as  long  as  one  lowered  the  price  in  accordance  with  the  thing's  lesser  worth

because of the defect.314 Thus, a seller who knowingly sells a defective object does not

necessarily  commit  a  sin.  As  a  consequence,  for  the  commentators  of  Aquinas  who

concerned themselves with the salvation of the seller's soul the fact that the object sold

suffered from a defect in itself does not provide sufficient handles to determine to what

degree the seller had behaved sinfully. Civil law remedies which only take into account the

defect of the thing sold, such as the aedilician remedies, are difficult to chime with this

view. 

Vitoria, in his commentary to Aquinas' Summa, summarizes why the just price and

not the defect should be the yardstick to determine whether a sale had to be considered

invalid in the forum internum:

'If a defect were to be considered a reason to hold a sale invalid, it would follow that

sales would very rarely be valid, in particular in the event of sales of things which have

a certain price. This follows from the fact that there is not a thing that does not have

some or other defect... Moreover, if a nervous horse is sold for its just price, the seller

would  then  be  obliged  to  dissolve  the  contract,  something  which  no  one  would

defend'.315          

Vitoria likewise points out that a defect in a thing does not inform one about the validity of

the sale of it.316 Contrariwise, not restoring a deviation of the just price always constituted

314 See 3.2.2.1.
315 Vitoria, Usuros y contratos, p. 109 (tr. Zorroza): 'si el defecto fuera una razón por la que no valiera una

venta, se seguiría que muy raramente serían válidas las compraventas, especialmente en las cosas que
tienen algún precio. Esto es claro porque no hay ninguna cosa que no tenga algún vicio y defecto...
Además, si un caballo nervioso se vendiera en su justo precio, entonces el vendedor estaría obligado
rescindir el contrato, lo cual no lo diría nadie'. .

316 Cf. Aquinas, Summa Theol., IIaIIae, q. 77, a. 3, resp., p. 152: 'Si vero vitium sit manifestum ... et si ipse
propter  huiusmodi  vitium  subtrahat  quantum  oportet  de  pretio  non  tenetur  ad  manifestandum  rei';
however, the reader might wonder why Vitoria here ignores the many nuances made with regard to the
buyer. E.g., a buyer who should have known about the defect, will never succeed in having the sale
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sinful behaviour in the forum internum. 

Another feature of the remedies for latent defects considered problematic by early

modern scholastics was that these could be brought against a seller in good faith.  As

earlier observed, early modern theologians were not very eager to accept a duty to make

restitution for someone who had in good faith sold a defective thing.317 However, for the

forum internum they were willing to accept that a seller had to make restitution irrespective

of his good faith, if  the defect amounted to a deviation of the just price, or, expressed

differently, a breach of fairness in exchange.318

The reluctance of having an unknowing seller make restitution for a defect in the

thing sold and the view that such a duty does arise when, independent of the seller's

knowledge, there had occurred a breach of fairness in exchange, had as a result that early

modern theologians expressed the duty to make restitution or civil liability because of a

latent defect in terms of a deviation of the item's just price. De la Calle, for example, when

discussing the rules of civil law, explicitly argues that 'he [the buyer] is only prejudiced, if

the defective thing is worth 10, but has been sold for 20, as if it was without defect or

flaw'.319 Thus, De la Calle does not take the defect as point of departure to determine

whether the buyer has a remedy, but the object's price.  Molina for the  forum externum

likewise mentions that only in the event of lesion beyond moiety a seller in good faith can

be sued and that the mere presence of a defect is not enough.320 

The requirement for liability in the forum internum of a deviation of the thing's just price not

only meant that theologians expressed liability for a defective object in terms of a deviation

of the just price. It also engendered diverging views on the use and interpretation of the

remedies  for  latent  defects  and  lesion  beyond  moiety  in  the  forum externum. Molina

argues that 'the forum externum should be brough in line with the forum internum'.321 Now

closest to the doctrine of fairness in exchange comes the remedy for lesion beyond moiety

of C. 4.44.2, which consequently became the preferred remedy for defects in goods, if the

prejudice caused by the defect exceeded half the thing's just price. 

Indeed,  García  rules  out  the  remedy  for  rescission  merely  because  of  a  latent

defect. Rescission can only be claimed in the event of lesion beyond moiety:

'We say that in the forum externum one can rescind a sale only in one case and that is

when the deception exceeds half the just price. Then with a judicial decree and in no

other way it is possible to rescind'.322

rescinded, even though the thing sold is defective.
317 See 3.2.2.1.
318 See 3.2.2.4. 
319 De la Calle, Instrucción, fo. 21: 'Verníale daño solamente si la cosa defetuosa por razon del defeto vale

diez, la vendiesse por veynte como si no tuviesse tal defeto ni tacha'.
320 See 3.2.2.1.
321 Molina, De iustitia, vol. 2, disp. 258, no. 9: 'exteriusque forum conscientiae foro aequari deberet'; Decock,

Theologians, p. 142; idem, 'Katholische Moraltheologie', no. 13, n.p.
322 García, Tratado, vol. 1, ch. 13, p. 402: 'Dezimos que en el fuero exterior se deshaze la venta en un solo

caso, y es quando el engaño excede la metad del justo precio, entonces con decreto del juez se puede
revocar y no de otra manera'.
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Azevedo confirms the wide scope of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety when he

contends that an encumbrance on a thing should be deducted from the thing's value.323

Thus, also a concealed servitude or tax can trigger a remedy for lesion beyond moiety, if it

causes the price paid for the thing more than one and a half of its just price. Similar to

contemporary theologians, Azevedo focusses on the consequences of a defect for the

thing's price, not on the defect itself.

Also the theologians' difficulty with granting remedies against sellers in good faith

seems to have percolated into the forum externum. Albornoz accordingly limits the scope

of the remedy for  defects by granting them only against knowing sellers of animals. 324

Above, Molina was already referred to who holds that a seller in good faith can in the

forum externum only be sued in the event of lesion beyond moiety.325 

On  the  other  hand,  we  find  scholars  who  stick  to  the  traditional  ius  commune

doctrine about remedies for latent defects. Covarrubias seems eager to have Castilian civil

law get rid of the idea that those remedies do not work against a seller in good faith. 'Let it

once and for all be noted,  that those actions  quanto minoris  and  redhibitoria  work also

against him who contracted bona fide, see D. 19.1.6pr.'.326 Hevia Bolaño has the same.327

Nonetheless, it is telling that both scholars apparently felt the need to defend their view

against  the prevailing view that  sellers in  good faith can not be made responsible for

defects in goods they have sold. 

Though Castilian civil law scholars thus disagree about the role the remedies for latent

defects should be assigned to, legal practice more straightforwardly keeps to Molina's wish

that  the  rules  applied  in  civil  law  should  conform  as  much  as  possible  to  the  rules

developed for the confessor's bench. 

In the pleitos and writs of execution of the Royal Chancery issues related to defects

in the sold merchandize are mostly expressed in terms of a deviation of the just price,

though not any deviation but only a lesion beyond moiety triggers liability.  

In a case between Vega Sanz and Hortiz, one of the witnesses appointed by Vega

Sanz, the buyer of a horse that did not accept spurs, says that 'according to the just and

common price, the horse with the said defects or with whichever one of them is not worth

3000 reales'.328 The witness thus translates the horse's defects in terms of just price. A

323 Azevedo, Commentarii, to Nueva Recopilación 5.11.1, no. 15, p. 345: 'onus rei venditae infixum minuit
eius valorem et talis oneris habenda est consideratio ad hunc effectum nam onus est pars pretii'.

324 Albornoz, Arte, 2.14.1, fo. 61v.: 'El que vende qualquiera bestia con tacha o enfermedad (si sabiendo la
no lo dize) puede el comprador... demandar lo que menos vale..., (transl.)... of him who sells whatever
animal with a defect or illness (if while being aware of that, he does not say so) the buyer can... claim
what the animal is worth less [my emphasis]'.

325 See 3.2.2.1.
326 Covarrubias, Relectiones, 2.11, no. 5, in: Opera omnia, vol. 1, fo. 214: 'Illud enim satis sit modo 

adnotasse, actiones istas quanto minoris et redhibitorias competere etiam contra eum, qui bona fide 
contractum fecerit, l. tenetur, ff. de action. emp.'.

327 Hevia  Bolaño,  Laberinto,  1.13,  no.10 p.  144:  'Esta redhibitoria  o quanto minoris  ha lugar...  ora sea
conciencia o ignorancia que dellos tenga el vendedor'.

328 Pl. civiles, F. Alonso (f.), caja 494, 3, scs. 41, 43: 'El testigo | presentado por parte | [sc. 41] del antonio
ruiz de la | vega en el pleito que ten- | ia con francisco hortiz vecino de | villalon: ... | [sc. 43] (v) y a justa
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similar thing occurs in the pleito between Gonzalo del Río c.s. and Rodríguez about two

bought  stallions.  The  witnesses  produced  by  the  buyer  Rodriguez  describe  the  two

stalions' quality not in terms of defects, but in terms of price. 

'...you should know that the said Alonso Rodriguez is deceived in regard of the said

stallions for half  the thing's price because in reality the said stallions are not worth

sixteen ducats'.329 

Furthermore, we read a buyer stating in a writ of execution about the sale of a mule that he

had been 'deceived' for more than half the mule's just price.330 All this matches perfectly

with the early modern scholastic emphasis on just price. Despite the fact that medieval ius

commune and Castilian statutory law granted remedies for latent defects in these case331,

the plaintiffs opt for the remedy for lesion beyond moiety.

Finally,  the  only  cases  in  which  something  resembling  the  remedies  for  latent

defects occurs are about the sale of slaves. Yet,  the corresponding writs  of execution

about bought slaves in bad condition all mention fraud on the seller's side. The seller's

fraud is expressed in formulas similar to the one in a writ of execution of 1521 that 'at the

time he sold him the female slave he sold and delivered her as being in good health and

condition (por sana e buena) which was not the case'.332 Sellers in good faith do not enter

the stage. 

|  e comun estimacion el  |  cavallo con las dichas |  tachas o qualquiera dellas |  no vale  trescientos
rreales'.

329 Pl.  civiles,  F. Alonso (f.),  caja 447, 1 (1570) ,  sc. 28:  '...save que el dicho alonso rrodri-  |  guez fue
enganado con los dichos | machos en la mitad del justo precio | porque rrealmente los dichos machos |
no balian diez y seis ducados'.

330 Reg. ej., caja 1175, 43 (1570), sc. 2 (below left): 'abia sido engañado..... | .... en mas de la mitad del just-
| o precio que podia valer...'. 

331 See 2.2.1.1 and 3.3.1.1.
332 Reg. ej., caja 352, 37 (1521), sc. 1: 'en al tiempo que le vendio la dicha esclaba se la |  vendio e entrego

por sana e buena e no hera ansy'; reg. ej., caja 360, 49 (1521), sc. 2: 'le avya dado e pagado e negocie-
| yendo que la dicha negra hera buena | e sana'; reg. ej., caja 362, 44 (1523), sc. 1: 'e se lo vendio | por
trese ducados de oro por sano e bueno e syn enfe- | rmedad alguna'; reg. ej., caja 364, 6 (1523), sc. 2:
'lo bendiera | por sano con ciertas condiciones...'; reg. ej., caja 332, 8 (1518), sc. 3:  'e que no hera
fugetivo ni ladro ni borracho';  reg. ej., caja 349, 13 (1521), sc. 2 (top left): 'e por saber el dicho Juan de
Beldedo el dicho | biscio antes del tiempo que bendio el dicho esclavo... | ... hera proposito que | ansy el
dicho contrato de venta fueyera ninguna'  ; similarly, reg. ej., caja 374, 20 (1524); reg. ej., caja 308, 65
(1516);  reg. ej., caja 392, 28 (1526);  reg. ej., caja 333, 17 (1518);  reg. ej., caja 307, 41 (1516);  reg. ej.,
caja 316, 11 (1517);  reg. ej., caja 324, 46 (1517); reg. ej., caja 338, 68 (1519).
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3.6 Summary and concluding remarks

The present chapter dealt with developments in early modern Castilian law regarding sales

of  a  thing which turned out  to  be defective.  During the reign of  los Reyes Católicos

Ferdinand  of  Aragon  and  Isabel  of  Castile,  Spain  had  secured  military  and  cultural

hegemony  in  Europe.  It  experienced  its  golden  age  (siglo  d'oro)  in  the  16th century.

Developments  in  Castilian  theological  and legal  thinking  of  the  time would  have  their

impact  in the rest of  Europe for ages to come, so that this book cannot do without  a

discussion of these (3.1-2).

A significant part of the chapter was devoted to early modern scholasticism (3.2.2).

At first sight, moral theology does not seem to have much to do with practical questions

about sales law. However, it appeared that catholic priests and professors of theology laid

the foundations for the direction which contemporary civil  law governing defects in the

thing sold would take. Theologians from the 'School of Salamanca' wrote extensively on

questions pertaining to sales and the mutual obligations of buyers and sellers with regard

to the object sold in the forum internum, the jurisdiction in which one 'accuses himself' in

front  of  a  confessor  in  order  to  come to  terms with  one's  conscience.  The rules  and

principles elaborated by theologians percolated into the 'wordly', that is, the ecclesiastic

and secular, jurisdictions (forum externum) where one did not 'accuse' oneself, but where

one could be sued by others seeking justice. 

Early  modern  Castilian  theologians stood in  the  medieval  scholastic  tradition  of

which a representative was Thomas Aquinas. The further elaboration of Aquinas' views on

commutative justice by early modern Castilian theologians formed a major impetus for a

paradigmatic change of view about the law governing contracts in early modern Castile. A

particular trait of scholasticism was its deductive reasoning. In keeping with Aquinas, early

modern scholastics worked with general rules by which particular cases could be judged

(3.2.2.1). A general rule important to the subject of this book is that sellers of defective

things cannot sin, if they are not aware of the defect. Hence, sellers in good faith receive

little attention.  Another rule which influenced the law about defects in the thing sold was

that  a  knowing seller  could avoid committing sinful  behaviour  by lowering the price in

proportion to the thing's diminished usefulness because of a latent defect.  

Central to the theory of commutative justice imposed on contracts stood the belief

that  performances  should  be  in  balance  (3.2.2.2).  According  to  divine  law,  the

performances in contracts should be equal, as contracts are meant to be beneficial to all

parties. A breach of that equality was seen as an impediment to realise man's peaceful

society  and therefore considered a sin  according to  the heavenly jurisdiction in  which

everyone would in the end be held to account for his deeds. Hence, the perpetrator had to

atone for such a sin in the 'court of conscience (forum internum)' in the form of restitution.

The  easiest  way  to  detect  a  breach  of  this  fairness  in  exchange  was,  according  to

theologians, to compare the performances which parties to a contract had carried out. If

both performances were equivalents  in  terms of  value,  the  contract  was fair. In  other
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words, the contract had answered to the requirement of fairness in exchange that no party

should find himself put at a serious advantage or disadvantage after the fulfilment of the

contract. The yardstick to find out whether this fairness in exchange had been realised was

the  just  price  of  the  object  of  the  contract  (3.2.2.3).  In  the  view  of  early  modern

theologians, each object or performance had an objective price irrespective of the views of

the contracting parties. A deviation of that just price constituted a breach of fairness in

exchange  and  accordingly  triggered  a  duty  to  make  restitution  the  damage  inflicted

(3.2.2.4). This duty to make restitution for a party who had benefited from the contract at

the other party's expense covered all contracts. He could either make restitution by paying

a sum of  money but  he  could  also  restitute  by  repairing  the  damaged thing.  Another

consequence of reasoning from fairness in exchange was that an agreed penalty clause

could never result in a duty to restitute for more than the damages caused by such a

breach (3.3.1.4).

From the combination of the aforementioned general principles and the theory of

fairness in exchange resulted that scholars did not think in terms of defects in the thing

sold and particular remedies with which the sale of a defective item could be resolved.

Early modern scholastic theologians began to frame the sale of a defective item in the

more general terms of unjust enrichment, error or mistake (3.2.2.5). After all, a seller of a

defective thing did not sin, as long as he lowered the thing's price in accordance with its

just value. In the absence of sinful behaviour, the buyer had no claim to restitution, as the

buyer had not involuntarily entered into the sale. In other words, there was no  error  for

which the seller should make restitution. 

Not all  of the foregoing immediately influenced the shaping of the law applied in early

modern Castilian civil and canon law, or, the forum externum. Though compared to their

medieval  ius  commune  predecessors,  early  modern  Castilian  civil  scholars  paid

significantly less attention to the question whether there existed two sets of remedies for

defects in the thing sold (3.3.1), this seems more the product of a long tradition of statutory

lawmaking,  which  had  already  tackled  this  ius  commune  intricacy. With  regard  to  the

method to calculate the price reduction a seller of a defective item is due, the 13th century

Siete Partidas applied only one objective method. López and other early modern Castilian

civil law scholars took the same view (3.3.1.2). 

As concerns the limitation of the remedies for defects in the thing sold, the  Siete

Partidas  opted for short limitation periods to all remedies for latent defects, which were

also adopted by early modern Castilian civil law scholars. The perpetual civil remedy had

disappeared. Only in the event of fraud (dolus) at the side of the seller Hevia Bolaño was

willing to accept that the buyer could bring a remedy over a longer period (3.3.1.3). 

Lastly, the  Siete Partidas did not mention the buyer-friendly characteristics of the

aedilician remedies. In accordance with the scholastic view as expressed by Molina which

leaves no room for penalties or disproportionate duties of compensation, early modern

Castilian  legal  scholars  did  not  betray  any  awareness  of  these  aedilician  remedies'
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favourable features (3.3.1.4).

In  contrast,  however,  to  this  clear  tendency  to  dismiss  intricate  ius  commune

distinctions, López, Hevia Bolaño and Molina argued that the distinction between corporeal

and non-corporeal defects still held in the civil law of their time (3.3.1.1). This position is,

particularly in the case of Molina, hard to explain, since it goes against the Siete Partidas

and  the  deductive  reasoning  used  by  Castilian  theologians.  Molina  at  other  times

manifestly adhered to both.

Early modern Castilian civil law doctrine neither demonstrated any innovative force

in the discussion about whether the remedies for defects in the things sold could also be

brought in other contracts than sales (3.3.2). Both Molina for the forum internum and Hevia

Bolaño for the forum externum, in agreement with ius commune, rejected its extension to

lease. 

Neither could the influence of early modern theology be seen in the treatment of the

scope of the seller's liability (3.3.3). Early modern Castilian scholasticism was ill at ease

with holding a seller who was not aware of the defect in the goods he sold liable for all

contractual  damages.  Azpilcueta,  Medina  and  García,  who  all  wrote  for  the  forum

internum, concentrated on the seller who had acted in bad faith. By ignoring the seller who

had  not  been  aware  of  the  defect,  they  seem  to  reject  his  liability  in  the  court  of

conscience. Also in the event of leaky barrels, early modern Castilian theologians thought

that only a knowing seller or lessor had to account for the resulting damages.  

Nonetheless, contemporary civil law doctrine held on to the medieval ius commune

approach in the treatment of D. 19.1.6.4 and D. 19.2.19.1 which texts state a liability for all

damages for a seller who was not aware of the defects in the barrels he had sold. López

accepted the texts as exceptions to the general rule of D. 19.1.13pr. that only knowing

sellers were liable for consequential loss. 

Molina  chose  a  middle  road  between  López'  ius  commune  approach  which

accepted liability for a seller in good faith and early modern scholasticism which generally

rejected  it.  He  adhered  to  the  ius  commune  principle  based  on  D.  19.1.13pr.  that  a

knowing  seller  had  to  be  held  liable  for  more  than  an  ignorant  seller.  To solve  the

difficulties surrounding D. 19.1.6.4, he considered the text as one in which the seller's

fraud was presumed. Furthermore, the damages which had resulted of the presumed fraud

had to be substantial. In doing so, Molina managed to interpret D. 19.1.6.4 in keeping with

the scholastic  preference to  hold only  sellers who had acted fraudulently  liable  for  all

damages.

The  handling  of  the  seller's  liability  for  encumbrances  on  immovables  by  early

modern  Castilian  legal  scholars  demonstrates  a  tendency  to  simplify  the  intricate  ius

commune-rules on the matter (3.3.4). López, Gómez and Piñel interpreted unruly Digest

texts in accordance with D. 19.1.13pr. which states that knowing sellers are liable for more

than sellers ignorant of the defect in their wares. Contemporary legal practice adopted the

same rule (3.3.4.1).    
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Influence of early modern scholastic thinking, though likely present, is similarly difficult to

assess in the treatment of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety in early modern Castile's

forum externum (3.4). The exact legal underpinning of rescript C. 4.44.2, which lay at the

basis of the early modern remedy, had already been found problematic in medieval  ius

commune. 

As D. 4.4.16.4 and D. 19.2.22.3 allowed parties to outwit each other, there does not

seem to be any fraudulent behaviour by the seller of the land for more than half the just

price. The advantageous price could simply be the result of the seller having outwitted the

buyer. Hence, since the underpinning of the remedy could not be plain fraud, medieval ius

commune doctrine developed the theory of 'fraud in the situation itself' (dolus in re ipsa); a

deviation of half the thing's price constituted a kind of objective fraud.

However, in contrast to medieval legal scholars, early modern scholastic scholars

who concerned themselves with the seller's and buyer's duties in the court of conscience

(forum internum) do not use the concept of dolus in re ipsa. The seller simply has to make

restitution, if a contractual imbalance occurs, regardless of whether or not he had acted

fraudulently.

A similar approach already existed in Castilian statutory law from the 13th century

onwards.  The  Siete  Partidas,  Ordenamiento  de  Alcalá,  and  the  Nueva  Recopilación

likewise ignore the ius commune doctrine of dolus in re ipsa. If an item is bought for more

than one and a half times its just price or is sold for less half its just price, the resulting

disproportionality between performances has to be compensated. Fraud does not play any

role there.

Some early  modern  Castilian  legal  scholars  who wrote  for  the  forum externum

adhere to  what  is  found in  the mentioned statutes.  Hevia Bolaño,  Piñel  and Albornoz

altogether ignore the doctrine of dolus in re ipsa. A deviation of more than half the thing's

just price is in itself enough to grant the prejudiced party a remedy.

Other early modern Castilian scholars preferred to work with either subjective fraud

or a presumption of it. The party who had benefited from the other's lesion beyond moiety

had allegedly acted with fraud. As a consequence, he could prove that the presumption of

his fraud was unwarranted and so escape liability. By allowing the accused party to defend

himself,  early modern Castilian scholars managed to tie the remedy for lesion beyond

moiety to fraud as subjective misconduct by one of the contracting parties. Thus, Padilla y

Meneses also moved away from the doctrine of dolus in re ipsa and provides the remedy

for lesion beyond moiety with a more subjective colouring. 

The limitation period scholars who wrote for the  forum externum attached to the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety is no other than that which one finds in contemporary

Castilian  statutory  law. In  keeping  with  the  Nueva  Recopilación  (1567),  a  majority  of

scholars limits the remedy to four years (3.4.2). 

Regarding the assessment of the thing's just price, Castilian early modern civil law

scholars  expressed  their  preference  for  an  objective  standard  (3.4.3),  as found  in  D.
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35.2.63.  Though early  modern scholastics also gave their  full  support  to  such a price

determination based on the object's common market value, the choice for it by civil law

scholars  does  not  tell  anything  about  supposed  scholastic  influence.  After  all,  from

medieval  ius commune  onwards scholars had accepted this objective standard. Also in

keeping with  medieval  ius commune and the  Siete Partidas,  early modern Castilian civil

law scholars extended the remedy for lesion beyond moiety to lease, to buyers and to

movables (3.4.4).

By and large, it proved hard to find out what exactly moved the mentioned civil law

scholars to reinterpret the remedy for lesion beyond moiety as they did.  All scholars are

very  sparingly  when it  comes to  providing  their  legal  interpretations with  a  theoretical

underpinning. 

Remarkably though, the influence of contemporary changes in moral  theology is more

keenly felt in legal practice. For the purpose of exploring the influence changed views on

justice in early modern scholasticism had on civil law, this chapter discussed a modest

amount of case law brought before the Royal Chancery of Valladolid, Castile's highest

appelate court during the early modern period. Its manuscript records yielded examples of

how sales of defective things were solved in early modern Castilian practice. It appeared

that men in court left much of the complex ius commune doctrine for what it was.  

The  study  of  the  Royal  Chancery's  case  law  above  all  demonstrated  that  the

preferred remedy to solve defects in sold goods was the remedy for lesion beyond moiety.

Hardly any cases emerged in which the remedies for latent defects in their medieval  ius

commune clothing appear. In one case the actio redhibitoria is mentioned, but then in the

context of a seller who had allegedly acted fraudulently (3.1.1.1.1), so that the remedy

looked more like the remedy lying for fraud which had caused the contract to be null (dolus

dans causam contractui). 

In keeping with the view of the early modern scholastic scholar Vitoria that a defect

in a thing can not be used to determine whether or not a seller had committed a sin, the

Chancery's practice seemed to have dismissed the use of remedies for defects in the thing

sold altogether. Defects in goods are either addressed with the remedy for lesion beyond

moiety  (3.4.1.1-3.4.4.1)  or  with  the  remedy for  fraud because of  a  breach of  a  given

warranty (3.3.3.1). Particularly in the sale of slaves the latter approach appeared to be

preponderant. 

The  Chancery's  case  law  thus  chimes  remarkably  well  with  the  early  modern

scholastic reluctance to consider selling a defective thing in itself a sin and its preference

for  solving  questions  of  contractual  justice  by  means  of  the  concept  of  fairness  in

exchange. The former rules out a liability for a prejudice of less than half the thing's worth,

if there is no fraud. The latter brings the remedy for lesion beyond moiety into the limelight.

Both  developments  could  be clearly  noted in  the  case  law of  the  Royal  Chancery  of

Valladolid.  

In sum, the remedies for defects in the thing sold experienced a lapse of attention in
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Castilian  early  modern  legal  doctrine  and  practice  (3.5).  Contrariwise,  the  remedy  for

lesion beyond moiety staged itself as the foremost remedy in the event a buyer wanted to

start proceedings because of a defect in the thing he had bought. In the first place, the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety as compared with the ius commune-based remedies for

defects possessed some procedural advantages. Its period of limitation was longer, there

was no controversy about how a price estimation had to be carried out, and it was possible

to  bring  the  remedy  in  lease.  Yet,  these  features  alone  do  not  explain  the  remedy's

success.  After  all,  these  were  already  present  in  medieval  ius  commune  scholarship.

However, medieval legal doctrine never expressed a marked preference for the remedy for

lesion beyond moiety. 

What may have added additional weight to the scale in favour of the remedy for

lesion beyond moiety was that the remedy was the most suited answer to the day's moral

demands imposed by early modern catholic moral theology. As observed, according to

early  modern  scholastic  views,  knowingly  selling  a  defective  thing  not  necessarily

constitute a sin - the seller could lower the price in accordance with its defective condition.

Conversely, selling  for  more  than one  and a  half  times the  thing's  just  price  and not

compensating the prejudiced party afterwards for most theologians always meant that the

seller had sinned. Furthermore, when reading the discussions of early modern scholastics

about  the  duty  to  make  restitution  because  of  a  defect  in  a  thing,  one  senses  their

uneasiness  with  accepting  this  duty  for  the  seller  who  is  ignorant  of  the  defect.

Contrariwise, they found it less problematic to accept a duty to make restitution for an

unknowing seller when the buyer had suffered a prejudice which amounted to more than

half the thing's just price.

At the beginning of this book a factual situation was set out which serves as a means of

comparison.333 What legal recourse is open to B now that the thing he received turns out to

be defective? When compared to medieval  ius commune doctrine, according to which B

had  many, though  intricate,  legal  options  at  his  disposal,  one  can  observe  that  early

modern Castilian civil law presents a less complicated picture. First, the aedilician and civil

remedies  are  merged  into  one  set  of  remedies.  Furthermore,  early  modern  Castilian

doctrine and practice generally no longer distinguish between remedies for corporeal or

non-corporeal defects. B could use the merged aedilician and civil remedies for both. If the

prejudice caused by the defect exceeded more than half the thing's just price, B could also

bring a remedy for lesion beyond moiety. As a subsidiary, B could institute the general

remedy for fraud, if he succeeded in proving A's bad faith.  An overview of the remedies

available to B in early modern Castilian civil law is listed in the schedule below.

The  early  modern  Castilian  approach  to  remedying  a  defect  in  a  thing  in  the  forum

internum would have its consequences for the shaping of the law about defects in the thing

in subsequent  ages.  At  a  later  stage,  almost  all  of  Europe fell  under  the  spell  of  the

requirement  that  contracts  should be in  balance in  order  to  be fair. Grotius'  appetitus

333  See 1.2.1.
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societatis finds its harbingers in Aquinas'  convictum hominum and Matienzo's  coniunctio

civilis (3.2.2.4). Though cloaked in a more secular natural law clothing, scholars such as

Pothier, Portalis and Windscheid use terminology which can be traced back to theories first

formulated  in  the  halls  of  the  collegios of  the  university  of  Salamanca.  They  all  take

fairness in exchange as a starting point for their inquiries into the nature of contractual

liability. However, before exploring these 17th, 18th 19th century manifestations of natural law

thinking,  the  next  chapter  focuses  on  legal  humanism.  This  current  of  legal  thought

brought  together  the  medieval  legal  tradition  and  a  renewed sense  of  law's  historical

dimensions.  Its  eclectic  approach  to  law  left  a  strong  imprint  on  legal  thinking  in

subsequent ages, for which reason a study of legal humanism cannot be omitted from this

book. 
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Chapter Four. Legal humanism on the remedies for defects in a thing

exchanged for money

4.1 Introduction

Legal  scholars  at  the  beginning  of  the  16th century  found  themselves confronted  with

unresolved questions concerning latent defects in  ius commune  law. Medieval scholars

had not yet found their way in the Corpus iuris civilis, so notorious for its concise and often

contradicting  texts,  lack  of  coherence  and  seemingly  redundant  provisions.  Giphanius

(1534-1604), a scholar working in the northern part of today's Germany1, found that the

'writers  of  glosses'  (glossographi),  as he called  the medieval  scholars,  had often  only

made matters worse. Their urge to divide, distinguish and categorise 'engendered a lot of

obscurity and intricacies devoid from any legal or reasonable basis.'2

A  significant  part  of  16th  century  scholars  consequently  took  up  the  task  of

reinterpreting the law regarding latent defects. Inspired by renaissance learning, notably

scholars from the French town of  Bourges,  such as  Jacques Cujas (1522-1590)3 and

Hugues  Doneau  (1527-1591)4,  delved  deeply  into  Justinian's  Corpus  iuris  civilis. In

contrast  to  medieval  scholarship,  their  method  included  the  study  of  the  manuscript

tradition by which Roman law had been handed down. Moreover,  legal humanists read

Greek and researched into Byzantine law and commentaries to the  Corpus iuris civilis.  

Another strand of humanist scholarship concerned itself with natural law reasoning.

Inspired  by  early  modern  scholasticism,  Johann  Oldendorp  (ca.  1490-1567)5,  law

professor in Marburg, started from the Thomist-Aristotelean view that the sales contract is

a commutative contract governed by fairness in exchange.6 Oldenburg and like-minded

scholars provide the connecting thread between early modern Castilian scholasticism and

the rationally argued positions on what is fair in sales, as found in the writings of 17th and

18th century natural law scholars such as Grotius, Pufendorf and Wolff.7

Though most 16th century humanists which feature in this chapter paid lip service to

those who radically opposed the way law had been studied and applied in the preceding

ages, many of them accepted the legal reality of the day. That legal reality was one in

which law was administered in accordance with the age-old and approved 

1 H. Liermann, 'Giphanius, Hubertus', in: NDB 6 (1964), p. 407. 
2 Giphanius, Theses, p. 5: 'multas obscuritates et spinas peperit, nullo nec iure, nec ratione nixa.'
3 In Latin: Jacobus Cuiacius. For a recent and thorough study on the man and his work see Prévost,

Cujas, passim.
4 In Latin: Hugo Donellus. For biographical data see L. Pfister, 'Doneau, Hugues', in: Dictionnaire, pp. 256-

258; Eyssel, Doneau, pp. 25seq.
5 K. Luig, 'Oldendorp, Johann'. in: NDB 19 (1999), pp. 514-515.
6 Oldendorp,  Progymnasmata,  p. 246:  'Hunc autem locum elegantem valde illustrat  disutatio  Arist.  lib.

Ethic. 5, ubi probat in societate civili non posse fieri permutationem seu commutativem rerum, nisi prius
redigantur ad aequalem proportionem... Non posse autem proportionem fieri aequalem ex substantiis
rerum, nisi aestimentur aliquo medio comparabili, quod vice sit rerum et possit augeri ac minui, ut est
numerus;  idem,  p.  247:  '...emptionem  et  venditionem  ad  hoc  solum  introductas  esse,  ut  per  eas
commode retineretur communicatio rerum, quae alioquin sine his formulis fuisset turbatura publicam et
societatem hominum'.

7 See chapter 6.
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mos  Italicus-tradition.8 Humanist  scholars  such  as  Udalrich  Zasius  (1461-1536)9,

Oldendorp  and  Gabriel  Mudaeus  (1500-1560)10 therefore  persisted  in  writing

commentaries and consilia in much the same fashion as their predecessors had done and

so frequently criticised. Also those considered as the standard-bearers of legal humanism,

Cujas and Doneau, prove to be on inspection often less innovative than taken for granted

in today's legal textbooks.11 Even Giphanius proves not to be entirely consistent in his

dismissal  of  medieval  doctrine,  as he also frequently adopts views of gloss writers he

allegedly despised.12 For all the humanist critique on medieval scholarship, it will appear in

this chapter that the most innovative and lasting contributions by humanists to the law

concerning latent defects are firmly rooted in the medieval legal tradition. This outcome

does not need to be surprising, if one takes into account the character of humanist legal

scholarship. A closer look at the majority of legal humanists reveals that their aim was to

better interpret the law of their age by reconstructing its evolution, not to restore classical

Roman law, as is often maintained in today's legal literature.13

To be  able  to  fully  appreciate  the  changes  humanist  legal  scholarship  brought

about,  its doctrinal  positions will  be presented as much as possible in a chronological

order. Furthermore,  they are constantly  placed against  the backdrop of  medieval  legal

scholarship. For the presentation of findings, I follow the same division of sections and

subsections as in the chapter on medieval and early modern Castilian law. Section 4.2

consequently deals with the remedies for latent defects and its debated points of law. Then

there follows section 4.3 which focusses on the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. These

two ways to remedy the sale of a defective thing will  be compared in section 4.4. The

chapter ends with a summary of the findings in section 4.5.

8 Stein, 'Legal Humanism', p. 304.
9 For biographical details A. von Eisenhart, 'Zasius, Ulrich,  in: ADB 44 (1898), pp. 708-715. 
10 For biographical details J. Schulz, "Mudäus, Gabriel" in: ADB 22 (1885), pp. 439-440.
11 De Bruijn, 'Accursius', pp. 77seq.; Prévost, Cujas, pp. 11, 138.
12 See 4.2.1.1.
13 The view that Cujas' main purpose lay in reconstructing classical Roman law is convincingly refuted by

Prévost, Cujas, p. 328; De Bruijn, 'Jacques Cujas' (review), passim.
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4.2 Humanist legal doctrine on the law of latent defects

4.2.1 The aedilician remedies: redundant rules?

'Why, you might ask, was there a need for this remedy, if the same could be realized

with the action on the sales contract, see D. 19.1.13pr? My answer is that, since the

safeguarding of contracts was the aediles' task, it is not surprising that they proposed

specific remedies in their edicts, see D. 4.9.3'.14   

The Leuven educated jurist Wesenbeck (1531-1586)15 hits the nail on the head when he

asks his readers about the origins of the aedilician edict's remedy for returning the thing

bought. This question seems to flows almost naturally from the state in which medieval

legal debate had left the law of latent defects at the beginning of early modern times. The

concurrence of the aedilician remedies with the remedies available under the action on the

sales contract was one of the moot points in medieval legal doctrinal debate and it would

continue to be so among early modern legal scholars. 

Humanist scholars took different directions in their dealings with the question why

the Corpus iuris civilis contained the seemingly redundant aedilican remedies. One group

adhered  to  the  theory  of  their  venerable  medieval  predecessor  Accursius,  who  had

ordained that there are civil and aedicilian remedies, of which each possessed particular

characteristics and purposes.16 A second group of humanists, the most renowned of which

is Cujas, maintained Accursius' division but explained its existence by other means than its

medieval predecessor did. Thirdly, a seemingly more innovative breed of legal scholars,

headed  by  Doneau,  pushed  the  matter  so  far  as  to  refute  a  difference  between  the

aedilician actio quanto minoris and the similar remedy for price reduction under the actio

empto. 

However,  the  references  to  medieval  predecessors  by  legal  humanists  cannot

conceal the fact that humanist scholars worked in a changed paradigm. Illustrative of this

new approach to law is Wesenbeck's reference to the task the aediles' were supposed to

fulfil. Medieval scholars had not concerned themselves with the historical context in which

the Roman law had come into existence. In addition to how humanist scholars interpreted

Roman law and commented on the ius commune of their time the changed methodological

starting points of the humanists will be the subject of the following sections.17

4.2.1.1  Scope of the civil and aedilician remedies

In the German town of Marburg the professor of civil  law Oldendorp contemplated the

14 Wesenbecius, In pandectas, to D. 21.1, no. 20, p. 237: 'Quorsum autem, inquies, opus erat hac actione,
cum eadem ex empto competat?  d. leg. Iulian, in pr. [D. 19.1.13pr].  Respondeo, ad Aediles cum cura
contractuum pertineat, non mirum esse, eos, ex edictis suis speciales actiones proponere,  l. 3, supra,
nautae caupo. stab. [D. 4.9.3]'. 

15 In Latin: Mattheus Wesenbecius. For biographical data see A. von Eisenhart, 'Wesenbeck, Mathäus, in:
ADB 42  (1897),  pp.  134-138.  Dekkers,  Humanisme,  p.  191-258;  Feenstra,   Matthäus  Wesenbeck,
passim.

16 See 2.2.1.
17 See also De Bruijn, 'Accursius', passim.
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rules pertaining to latent defects in his  Actionum forensium progymnasmata  (hereafter:

Progymnasmata). Indeed,  according  to  Oldendorp,  the  remedies  were  rightly  called

praetorian by Accursius in that they had their origins in the jurisdiction of the magistrates

(ius  honorarium)  in which  the  curulian  aediles  took  part  in  historical  Rome.18 Also  in

keeping with the medieval  communis opinio, Oldendorp holds that the aedilician remedy

for returning the thing only applied to corporeal defects. 

'Finally, the terms deficiency and defect indicate corporeal things. For defects of the

mind, such as shyness, the seller is liable, if he has promised them [sc. their absence,

NdB] explicitly. Mixed defects, i.e., defects of both body and mind, allow for a returning,

D. 21.1.4ff.'19 

Though Oldendorp upholds the limited scope of the aedilician remedy for latent defects,

his  argument for doing so is of a different order than those presented by his medieval

predecessors.  Oldendorp derives the specifics of the aedilician remedies from the fact

that these are products of the ius honorarium, a fact which medieval scholars had not paid

attention to, since they adopted the Corpus iuris civilis solely as the legislation of Justinian.

The French commentator of Roman and French customary law Charles Dumoulin (1500-

1566)20, Johannes Sichardus (1499-1552)21 and Wesenbeck argue in a similar fashion.22

Wesenbeck  furthermore  subscribes  to  the  view  that  the  aedilician  remedy  for

returning the thing and the remedies for price reduction available under the action on the

sales contract complement each other:

'The aediles speak about corporeal defects, since a slave is not to be returned by

reason of a non-corporeal defect, because such a kind of defect does not inhibit the

slave's use, see D. 21.1.4... Still, it would be highly unjust if the seller delivers [things

with] these defects which most of the time are hidden by many masks of conceit. For

that reason, the civil  remedy for price reduction should be brought in the event the

remedy for returning the thing does not apply, see D. 21.1.4.1 in fine'.23

18 Oldendorp, Progymnasmata, p. 264: 'recte dixerimus has actiones censeri praetorias'.
19 Oldendorp, Progymnasmata, p. 269: 'Denique, appellatio morbi et vitii pertinet ad corpora: Animi autem

vitia, ut pavorem, ita demum praestit venditor, si promisit nominatim. Mixta vitia, utpote, corporis et animi,
redhibitionem  admittunt,  l.  ob  quae  vitia,  §  Idem  Pomponius et  §  seq.,  ff.  de  aedil.  edict.  [D.
21.1.4.3seq.].'

20 In  Latin:  Carolus  Molinaeus.  For  biographical  data  see  J.-L.,  Thireau,  'Du  Moulin,  Charles',  in:
Dictionnaire, pp. 276-278.

21 For biographical data see A. von Eisenhart, 'Sichardt, Johannes', in: ADB, pp. 143-146. 
22 Molinaeus, De aedilitiis actionibus, 2.28, p. 206. This treatise can be found in Molinaeus' De emptione et

venditione et quae ad eandem materiam pertinent, pp. 193seq.; Sichardus, Dictata, to C. 4.58, no. 5, p.
476: 'Sed vitia animi non praestant emtori actionem redhibitoriam';  Wesenbecius, In pandectas,  to D.
21.1, no. 6, p. 236.

23 Wesenbecius, In pandectas,  to D. 21.1, no. 6, p. 236: 'De corporalibus vitiis  loquuntur Aediles, nam
propter animi vitia non redhibetur servus... Nam haec vitia usum servi non impediunt,  l. 4. h.t.  Et sane
vitia  animi  quae  multis  simulationum  involucris  plerunque  conteguntur,  praestari  venditorem
iniquiissimum esset. Itaque hoc casu, cessante redhibitione, ex empto, quanti minoris erit agendum, d.l. I.
in fine'; similarly, Schrader († 1589), Commentarius, ch. 26, no. 108, p. 362: 'Actio vero quanto minoris
praetoria illa dicitur, qua emptor rei animatae contra venditorem intra annum experitur propter vitium tam
animi, quam corporis rei venditae [my emphasis]'.
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According to Wesenbeck, both aedilician remedies are ruled out when there is no

corporeal defect. Thus, in the event of a non-corporeal defect, the buyer can neither bring

the  aedilician  remedy  for  price  reduction.  The  only  remedies  left  are  the  civil.  This

interpretation follows from an literal reading of D. 21.1.4 which contains the text of the

aedilician edict. From that text Wesenbeck concludes that the edict was strictly speaking

introduced for curing sales of cattle and slaves, not for sales of other goods. 

Wesenbeck furthermore contends that the aedilician edict is meant to allow for a

better fulfilment of the sales contract. It provided additional protection to the buyer where

the action on the sales contract, in Wesenbeck's historical view that is, did not yet give

any. Analogous to the edict  Nautae caupones, which governs the liability of ship-owners,

inn-keepers and keepers of stables who received things in custody24, the aedilician edict

corrects instances in  which the enforcement of  duties and obligations under  the sales

contract proved particularly difficult.25 Where a ship-owner, inn- or stable-keeper does not

return the object he had taken into custody, he can be sued with an action on the lease

contract or deposit. However, those actions require a degree of negligence (culpa for lease

and dolus for deposit)26 on the side of the debtor. The action granted in the edict Nautae

caupones  does  not  have  such  requirements.  It  holds  ship-owners,  inn-keepers  and

keepers of stables liable for not giving back things left in their custody irrespective of their

behaviour. Only an Act of God can exclude them from the edict's liability.27 The aedilician

edict for latent defects serves a similar purpose by granting remedies where the action on

the sales contract had not catered for.

Cujas argues in the same vein as Wesenbeck that the aediles had introduced the

remedies of the aedilician edict  after experiencing that buyers needed extra protection

against cunning sellers, which the civil remedy (actio empti) did not yet provide. Cujas also

draws a comparison with the edict Nautae caupones. 

'Just  as  Pomponius  was  struck  with  wonder  about  the  edict  Nautae  caupones,

someone might wonder why the aedilician remedies were introduced, since the civil

remedies under the sales contract are available. To him can be given the same answer

as to  Pomponius,  vid.,  that  these were introduced,  so  he  notes,  in  order  that  the

aediles would care that buyers would not be cheated by sellers'.28 

Moreover, Cujas limits the applicability of the aedilician remedy for returning the thing to

24 D. 4.9. Nautae caupones stabularii ut recepta restituant.
25 Wesenbecius, In pandectas,  to D. 21.1, no. 20, p. 237: '... ad Aediles cum cura contractuum pertineat,

non mirum esse, eos,  ex edictis suis speciales actiones proponere,  l.  3, supra, nautae caupo. stab.
[D. 4.9.3]'. 

26 D. 19.2.19.5 (undertaking); D. 16.3.1.10 (deposit); Buckland, Textbook, pp. 465, 497.
27 D. 4.9.3: ...at hoc edicto omnimodo qui receperit tenetur, etiam si sine culpa eius res periit vel damnum

datum est, nisi si quid damno fatali contingit.
28 Cuiacius, Opera omnia, vol. 1, to D. 21.1, p. 777 D [right column]: 'Mirabitur aliquis cur aedilitiae actiones

... inductae sint, cum sint civiles ex empto vendito, ut mirari simili modo Pomponius contigit in edicto
Nautae capones: in cui  et simili  modo Pomponio respondeatur, inductas ideo, ut innotesceret aedilis
curam agere ne emptores a venditoribus circumvenirentur...'.
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corporeal  defects,  something  Oldendorp,  in  keeping with  medieval  ius  commune,  had

already noted..29

That the medieval view that the aedilican remedies only lie for corporeal defects is

rather persistent is also proved by Giphanius. Although he can be considered among those

who  fired  rather  hard  judgements  on  their  medieval  colleagues  as  writers  of  useless

glosses,  he is not averse to adopting their  opinions when he sees fit.  Concerning the

question whether the kind of defect mattered for the possibility to bring the remedy for

returning the item, he simply repeats the view of the Gloss. It makes a huge difference

whether  the  defect  is  corporeal  or  non-corporeal.  The  aedilician  remedy  can  only  be

brought in the event of corporeal or mixed defects, so the humanist ponders.30  

Cujas' antagonist Doneau also upholds the distinction between corporeal and non-

corporeal  defects.  Having  taken  the  task  of  providing  a  comprehensible  oversight  of

Justinianic  law,  Doneau  aimed  to  mould  the  medieval  ius  commune into  a  coherent

system.31 Although one would expect  this  methodology to  provide incentives for  doing

away with aedilician specifics,  Doneau nonetheless maintains the different scope of the

aedilician remedies and the action on the contract. He provides a solid underpinning for

this, which is firmly rooted in a historical approach of the matter:  

'it should be noted that the defects in this edict32 are understood as corporeal instead

of  non-corporeal.  Consequently, occurrence of  the  first  kind  of  defects  permits  the

returning of  the  thing,  whereas the same does not  hold  for  the  second kind.  The

argument is that the edict has explicitly ruled regarding the vagabond and the fugitive

slave – which are non-corporeal defects and not corporeal'.33   

Since the aedilician edict explicitly mentions inclinations to err and flee as actionable non-

corporeal defects, it is argued by scholars, whom Doneau fails to name, that these defects

form an exception to a general rule which excludes the remedy for returning the thing  in

the event of non-corporeal defects.  

After some initial doubts whether the aediles really intended to confine the remedy

for returning the thing to corporeal defects, Doneau affirms that this must indeed have

been the case. 

29 Cuiacius, Opera omnia, vol. 1, to D. 21.1, p. 177: 'Idem si redhibere non possit, veluti ob vitium animi'; cf.
Klempt,  Grundlagen, p. 19.

30 Giphanius, Disputatio, th. 102, p. 30: '... plurimum intersit. Redhibitio enim ea, non nisi ob vitia corporis
aut mixta corporis et animi fieri solet'.

31 De Bruijn,  'Accursius', pp. 84-86; on the character of Doneau's  magnum opus 'Commentaries on Civil
Law' see De Bruijn, 'Commentarii',  pp. 131-132; Cannata, 'Systématique',  passim.; Feenstra, 'Hugues
Doneau', passim; Stein, 'Donellus', passim.  

32 The edict on beasts of burden, D. 21.1.18.
33 Donellus, In titulum, to D. 21.1, p. 274: 'Illud notandum est, vitia hoc edicto intelligi corporis, non animi, ut

ex illis  redhibitoria fit,  ex his non item. Argumento est, quod nominatim postea de errone et fugitivo

edicitur, quae vitia animi sunt, non corporis'; idem, Commentarii, vol. 7, 13.3, § 16, p. 399: 'ad vitia animi
non pertinere. Veluti, si servus venditus sit levis, iracundus, contumax: si iumenta pavida aut calcitrosa.
Itaque horum nomine non competere redhibitionem, aut actionem quanto minoris adversus ignorantem
venditorem: solum ex empto agi posse, si sciens vitium animi venditor, non pronunciasset'. 
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'Well then, will there be no remedy for non-corporeal defects at all? On the contrary,

there will be one under sales, if  the seller promised to deliver the things [without]34

defects or if he knew about the defect but kept silent. Accordingly, when we say that

there is a remedy based on sales for the buyer's full loss (ex empto in quod interest),

we understand that the reason is that the seller has not fulfilled the obligation which he

was under a duty to fulfil, as stated in D. 19.1.1.1pr.'.35    

Hence, the sole possibility of suing the seller on the basis of a non-corporeal defect in the

object sold is under the contract and only then, if he he had acted in bad faith.36
  

'With  regard  to  the  defects  and  deficiencies  of  sold  things  and  the  concomitant

obligations and actions from which we said that  they have been introduced by the

edict, we have to draw attention to the fact that these pertain to all the defects and

deficiencies stated in the edict but not to non-corporeal defects, e.g. if a slave is fickle,

sullen or stiff-necked or cattle skittish or kicking. Consequently, in the event of such

kind of defects it is not possible to sue under the header of a remedy for returning the

thing or price reduction against an ignorant seller; it is only possible to bring an action

on sales, if the seller was aware of the non-corporeal defect or if he had not declared

the defects, see D. 21.1.1.10, 11 and D. 21.1.4.4'.37

Similar  to  Wesenbeck,  Doneau  also  rules  out  the  aedilician  remedy  for  price

reduction in case of corporeal defects. Doneau more clearly draws this inference from the

text of the edict, which was introduced to exclusively remedy sales of defective cattle and

slaves. Moreover, Doneau emphasises that the civil remedy only lies when the seller has

been aware of the defect or had warranted the defect's absence.  

Although the substantive outcome of Doneau's investigation is for the major part in

conformity with medieval doctrine, Doneau reached his results by means of studying what

moved the aediles to decree as they did. This historical approach is distinctly humanist.

Medieval scholars had not concerned themselves with the chronological sequence of the

various texts in the Digest. The simple fact that the aedilian remedies and civil action were

part of one constitution issued by Justinian in 533 A.D. in which he had turned various

Digest fragments into law, left  the medieval mind no room for speculations about their

34 The negation is missing in the text but Doneau's reference to D. 21.1.4.4 (nisi si dictum est hoc abesse et
non abest) makes it clear this is a type-setting mistake.

35 Donellus,  In titulum,  to D. 21.1, p. 275: 'Nullane igitur propter animi vitia actio erit? Imo vero erit  ex
empto,  si  aut  venditor  se  praestaturum [non]  esse  vitium promisit.  Ex  empto  autem actionem cum
dicimus in quod interest intelligimus, quia factum non est quod fieri debuit, l.I.in prin. de act. empt'; idem,
Commentarii, vol. 7, 13.3, § 16, p. 399.

36 That early modern scholars adhered to  the aedilician edict's  limited scope is also acknowledged by
Vecchi. Vecchi, ‘La garanzia’, p. 73.

37 Donellus, Commentarii,  vol. 7, 13.3,  §16, p. 399: 'Illud de morbis & vitiis rei venditae monendi sumus,
deque iis praestationibus & actionibus, quas eo nomine constitutas edicto esse diximus, pertinere omnia
ad morbos & vitia corporis, de quibus edictum loquitur; ad vitia animi non pertinere. Veluti, si servus
venditus  sit  levis,  iracundus,  contumax:  si  iumenta pavida  aut  calcitrosa.  Itaque  horum nomine  non
competere  redhibitionem,  aut  actionem  quanto  minoris  adversus  ignorantem  venditorem:  solum  ex
empto agi posse, si sciens vitium animi venditor, non pronunciasset, l. I, § pen, § ult. in fine, [D. 21.1.1.10
and 11], l. 4.§ idem Pomponius, § in summa, D. de aed. ed. [D. 21.1.4.3 and 4].' 
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chronology.

4.2.1.2 Assessment of price reduction

Medieval legal scholarship also debated the appropriate calculation method for the remedy

for  price  reduction.  Concerning  this  issue,  Oldendorp  acknowledges  the  medieval

interpretation that the aedilician and civil remedies are accompanied by distinct calculation

methods.  However,  he  underpins  this  view  differently.  Again,  Oldendorp  distinguishes

between the jurisdiction of the Roman magistrates (ius honorarium) and the ius civile in the

strict sense of the word, a distinction medieval scholars did not make with regard to the

remedies for defects in things exchanged for money. 

'Bartolus too acknowledges the difference between the civil remedy for price reduction

and  this  praetorian  remedy  in  D.  21.1.1pr.,  which  you  have  to  understand  in

accordance with what has been demonstrated above and with the following: 1) The

civil  remedy  for  price  reduction  is  brought  on  the  basis  of  the  highest  and  most

legitimate  authority.  The  aedilian  remedies,  however,  originate  in  the  praetor's

competence. 2) By means of the action on sales a reduction for how much less the

buyer  would  have  bought  the  thing  is  claimed,  in  this  aedilician  verdict  a  price

reduction based on how much the thing's value was. Hence, the subjective price with

its reference to the buyer's feelings differs from the common market price, which is

based on the estimation of all people...38 

Oldendorp is not afraid to adhere to the opinion of Bartolus, one of the most famous –  and

among later  humanists  frequently  mentioned as infamous – of  the commentators  who

followed Accursius' distinction.39 Yet, the arguments Oldendorp uses to underpin Bartolus'

findings are of a different type than the ones Bartolus himself had produced.

A wholly different tone is heard, when we listen to what Dumoulin and Mudaeus

have to say about the differences  between  the civil remedy for price reduction and the

aedilician one cited above by Oldendorp.40 A contemporary of Erasmus, who also visited

and  lectured  at  Leuven's  university,  Mudaeus  demonstrates  the  same  critical  attitude

towards  the  hitherto  authoritative  Roman  law  texts  as  Erasmus  revealed  towards

Hieronymus' Vulgate bible translation. Mudaeus offers a neat example of a scholar who

dares to depart from Accursius' authoritative reading of the Corpus iuris civilis and to come

with alternative interpretations of the texts. Despite his modest literary output, he left his

traces in the field of legal science as the teacher of Wesenbeck and Raevardus († 1568). 41

38 Oldendorp,  Progymnasmata,  7, no. 8, p.  267: '... Et hanc probat Bart.  esse differentiam inter civilem
actionem, quanto minoris: et hanc praetoriam  in l. Iulianus, in prin, ff. de aedil.edict.  Quod sic tamen
intellige,  ut  superius  est  declaratum:  praeterea   differunt.  1.  Ex  empto  quanto  minoris  civili,  agitur
suprema & legitima autoritate: hae vero aedilitiae ex Praetoris jurisdictione. 2. Per actionem empti id
exigitur, quanto minoris empturus fuisset actor. In his vero aedilitiis iudiciis illud requiritur, quanto minoris
res erat. Quod ergo distat pretium singulare respecto emptoris adfectu, a pretio communi, aestimatione
omnium hominum:... '.

39 Similarly, Sichardus, Dictata, vol. 1, to C. 4.58, nos.  11-12, p. 477.
40 Dumoulin, De aedilitiis actionibus, ch. 3, nos. 6-8, pp. 218-220.
41 Caenegem, Historical Introduction, p. 56; Dekkers, Het humanisme, pp. 100, 143.
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In his De contractibus quatuor digestorum tituli, Mudaeus argues at length about the

remedies available under the sales contract. In particular D. 19.1.13pr. about the selling of

rotten  beams  prompted  Mudaeus  to  discuss  Accursius'  acknowledgment  of  civil  and

praetorian  variants  of  the  remedy  for  price  reduction.  Mudaeus  dismisses  the  view

defended  by  Accursius,  Bartolus,  De  Castro  and  Salicetus  that  these  remedies  are

different.  According to Mudaeus the epithets 'civil' and 'aedilician' given by the medieval

jurists lack any practical meaning.

Mudaeus expounds his  view in  a treatment of the meaning of  the Latin  phrase

quanto minoris essem empturus, si id ita esse scissem,  which can be translated as 'for

how much less I [i.e. the buyer42] would have bought it, had I known about the defect'. As

demonstrated in the chapter on medieval law, medieval scholars believed these words to

indicate a price reduction based on the buyer's personal judgement about the defective

thing's value as opposed to the phrase quanto minoris res esset empta, 'for how much the

thing was worth less', which words, so they contended, indicate an objective assessment

of the abatement. We saw Oldendorp uncritically following his predecessors. Mudaeus,

however, disagrees with the medieval  communis opinio  and  denies that these phrases

have a different meaning.

To underpin this claim Mudaeus critically discusses the example of the sale of a

slave  who  turns  out  to  be  a  murderer.  According  to  the  medieval  jurists,  it  makes  a

difference which definition of price reduction is used. An honest man might no longer want

to  have this  slave in  his  household,  whereas a  tyrant  would  not  have any qualms in

keeping the slave and putting him to other tasks than he had originally intended.43 If in this

case the  price  reduction  is  calculated  by  means of  the  adage  quanto  minoris  essem

empturus,  the tyrant will not be entitled to any abatement, since he does not value the

slave any less after having found out his defects. On the other hand, if the reduction is

determined by  quanto minoris res esset,  the same tyrant can nonetheless claim a price

reduction,  since slaves with  bad habits  are commonly held to  be of  lesser value than

slaves  without  such  negative  qualities.  Thus,  according  to  the  majority  of  medieval

scholars,  it  the precise wording of the price reduction mattered. At  least,  they did not

believe that it was for nothing that the Roman jurists used divergent definitions of price

reduction.44

42 Subject of essem, the expression quanto minoris essem empturus functions as an indeclinable noun. 
43 See for a full  discussion - including the examples given here -  of  the medieval views regarding this

example Hallebeek, ‘The Ignorant Seller’s Liability’, pp. 175–217, 210. 
44 Mudaeus, De  contractibus,   to  D.  19.1.13pr,  no.  2-3, p.  182:  'Et  ne  in  solo  nomine  originis  sive

inventionis, putetur differentia consistere, ac quod interim reipsa sit inanis, prospexerunt unius voculae in
utraque actione differentiam: nimirum, quod ea, de qua hic loquimur, civilis actio detur quanto minoris res
esset empta: illa vero praetoria detractione dictionis ultimae quanti minoris res esset . l. Quod si nolit, § Si
plures, de aedil.edict. [D. 21.1.31.5]. Rursus autem, ne hoc quoque discrimen putetur inane, quasi nemo
emptor  prudens  verisimiliter  esset  pluris  empturus,  quam res  ipsa  sit,  et  vere  valeat,  si  vitium  rei
habuissset cognitum. Descenderunt ad esse effectionem ementis, quod scilicet essent vitia rerum, ob
quae aliqui deterrentur ab emptione, nisi exiguo pretium possent emere. Alii vero, ex eorum affectione
non magni  illa  vitia  facerent,  neque ab  emptione  ab illa  abstinerent,  ut  puta  servus  aliquis  multum
crudelis est et homicida, seu vir probus et moderatae vitae omnino nollet emptum in sua familia habere,
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To  counter  the  medieval  communis  opinio,  Mudaeus  draws  attention  to  two

medieval jurists, Cynus and Fulgosius, who thought otherwise. Though their views were

not  shared  by  the  majority  of  medieval  jurists,  Mudaeus  nevertheless  thought  them

relevant, because they offer sound arguments against the reasoning spelled out above.

One counterargument  of  the  two  dissenters  focusses  on  basing  the  reduction  on  the

buyer's personal judgement. According to ius commune-doctrine, subjective feelings have

to be established under oath in court. Consequently, if the buyer of a defective thing brings

the remedy for price reduction based on how much less he would have been buyer, had he

known about the defect (quanto minoris res essem empturus), the thing's value has to be

determined by his oath in front of the judge.45 However, a difficulty here is that the remedy

for price reduction also lies against the sellers in good faith, because it was considered

problematic to take an oath to the detriment of someone who had not acted in bad faith, so

Mudaeus:

'for sure, there is no sufficient reason and fairness to grant the buyer the possibility to

take his oath against a seller who had not acted in bad faith, since it is not permitted

for anyone to take an oath in  proceedings...  not  even against  someone whom the

buyer defeated in court and vanquished, unless the losing party had acted in bad faith

and had manifestly been in contempt of court by not carrying out the court's orders, D.

12.3.5'.46 

Indeed, the Digest text Mudaeus refers to reads that 'in all these cases47 an oath is only

taken in the event of  dolus,  not so in case of  culpa.  This is to the judge to estimate'.48

Hence, in view of the fact that D.19.1.13pr. in which the price reduction is based on quanto

minoris  essem empturus,  si  id  ita  esse  scissem is  about  a  seller  in  good  faith  and,

moreover, that an oath can not be taken against such a seller, it is quite impossible that the

words in the text indicate a subjective price assessment. This leads Mudaeus to conclude

that the words can only mean a price reduction estimated by objective standards, bearing

the same meaning as the phrase quanto minoris res esset empta.

Since most  medieval  scholars  relied  upon  the  different  formula  used  for  price

reduction  as  one  of  the  main  arguments  to  accept  two  different  remedies  for  price

reduction,  Mudaeus'  inventiveness  made their  entire  theory  collapse.  The  sentences

quanto minoris essem empturus and quanti minoris res esset appear to be just variegated

Latin  for  one  and  the  same  price  reduction  based  on  the  thing's  objective  value,  a

tyranno vero esset ob ea etiam gratior'.
45 Mudaeus, De contractibus,  to D. 19.1.13pr, no. 3, p. 182:'...civilem, probato prius plene vitio rei, quo ad

reliquum, quod in aestimatione consistit, decidi iureiurando emptoris...'..

46 Mudaeus, De contractibus, to  D.  19.1.13pr, no.  6,  p.  183: 'Et  profecto  non satis  rationi  et  aequitati
convenit, quod hic emptori committamus suum iusiurandum, contra venditorem, qui in dolo non est, cum
ad iusiurandum in litem...  non admittatur quis et nec contra eum quidem, quem iudicio vicit et superavit,
nisi hic victus in dolo sit et evidenti contumacia, non faciendo iudicatum, l. in actio. de in litem iurand.'

47 The cases are summed up in the praefatio of the quoted Digest text D. 12.3.5pr.: Marcianus libro quarto
regularum. In actionibus in rem et in ad exhibendum et in bonae fidei iudiciis in litem iuratur.

48 D. 12.3.5.3: Sed in his omnibus ob dolum solum in litem iuratur, non etiam ob culpam: haec enim iudex
aestimat.
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conclusion Cynus, Fulgosius and De Belleperche had already drawn a few hundred years

earlier.49 

However, Dumoulin decides the matter in a somewhat different fashion. In his view,

the buyer's personal views about the item's value cannot alter its common value, which

has to be assessed by the item's substance or essence.50

Around the same time as Mudaeus in Leuven, Loriot († 1568) was active in Grenoble,

France.51 This  teacher  of  Cujas,  among others,  just  as  Mudaeus proved to  be  rather

independent in his thinking about the rules governing the possible remedies in the event of

a latent defect. 

Loriot links the remedy for price reduction based on the common market value with

that other aedilician remedy, the remedy for returning the thing. He explains the specific

traits  of  the first  by the original  aedilician context,  viz. the sale of  slaves and draught

animals. 

'I am of the opinion that the remedy for price reduction was introduced because of the

value of a sold animal, which, since it can be contested every day anew, is said to be

obscure, and as many times as it is contested, so many times proceedings must take

place over it. This same thought underlies the remedies for returning the thing or price

reduction in case of a plot of land, if it is wasted by weeds, seeing that weeds return

over many years and can vary as regards their profusion. Here too, as often as the

value varies, just as often new proceedings must take place to assess it'.52 

According to Loriot, defects in animals were the order of the day at the time the edict was

written. To smooth the lawsuits, the judge used a fixed price determination through which

he could come to a quick assessment of the object's value. 

Loriot thus proposes an historical explanation for the differences between the civil

and aedilician remedies for price reduction. Though he admits that there is a distinction

between the two, he provides other reasons than Accursius did, who, according to Loriot

'acknowledges that the aedilician remedies are not at all superfluous but does not provide

49 Mudaeus, De contractibus, to D. 19.1.13pr, no. 12-13, pp.  183-184:  '...  multum sane urget adversus
distinctionem illam duplicis generis actionium quanti minoris... ubi tamen nulla prorsus est ratio diversi
iuris cur aliis  verbi Iurisconsultus  [sc. Accursius]  daret actionem  quanti pluris emisset  quam venditori
quanto pluris valeret... ' for the Belleperche's views see 2.2.1.2.

50 Dumoulin, De aedilitiis actionibus, 3.8, p. 219: 'Nec Barto. exempla me movent, quoniam considerandum
est quod qualitas personae non alterat communem rei valorem, ut faciat illum transire in singularem, sed
tantum hoc agit, ut quod mihi expedit habere, alteri nihil valet, sed ex hoc non aestimatur rei valor, sed
inspecta illus substantia'.

51 For biographical data see J.-L. Thireau, 'Loriot, Pierre', in: Dictionnaire, p. 518.
52 Loriot, Commentaria, no. 57, p. 318,: 'Actionem vero quanto minoris arbitror introductam esse propter

animalis venditi interesse, quod cum cotidie commiti possit in obscuro esse dicitur, l. evicta.re. § fin., de
evict., pro quo toties agendum est, quoties committitur, l. si procurator rem, rat. hab. [D. 46.8.18], hacque
ratione etiam pro fundo, si pestilens distractus sit, vel redhibitoria, vel quanto minoris agitur, l. etiam, de
aedil.  edict.  [D.  21.1., pestilens  enim  herba  quotannis  renasci  et  in  maiore  vel  minore  frequentia
potest,argu.l.si uno in princ.locat., et ita varium esse interesse et multoties pro eo agendum'.
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any difference at all'.53 

Wesenbeck, one of Mudaeus'  promising students, nevertheless did not adopt his

master's carefully crafted repudiation of the medieval communis opinio. Although he does

not explicitly mention any of the medieval authorities, it is plain from his phrases that in

contrast with his teacher Wesenbeck follows medieval doctrine.

'Furthermore,  this  remedy  quanti  minoris  does  not  differ  only  just  a  little  from the

remedy on the sales contract,  so that  it  should not by any means be regarded as

redundant... The first remedy lies for how much less the thing would have been bought

according to the plaintiff; he, even if admonished, could also have bought the thing for

more than its actual worth. The second lies for how much less the thing's value was,

because of which the remedy is also known as estimatory (aestimatoria),  since the

remedy comprises an estimation of the thing's value, D. 21.1.18 and D. 21.1.44pr.'.54    

With the phrase 'he [the buyer], even if admonished, could have bought the thing for more

than its actual worth', Wesenbeck adheres to the medieval doctrine that for their practical

effects, it mattered which action the buyer brought. After all, if the buyer wants to pay more

than the defective object's common market prize value, the price reduction he can realise

by using the actio empti is more than the reduction based on the aedilician remedy. The

action on the contract comes with an oath, in which the buyer could demonstrate and

prove his willingness to pay more for the defective thing than other people. This argument

comes close to the example in which the buyer of a slave is an honest man or a tyrant, put

forward by Mudaeus, but than in the affirmative. The first would indeed have paid less for

the slave had he known about his negative traits, whereas the latter would not and for that

reason  had  to  make  the  best  of  a  limited  price  reduction.  Where  Mudaeus  chose  to

dismiss this distinction,  Wesenbeck is willing to  accept it  and thus to uphold medieval

doctrine. 

In the long run,  Mudaeus' and Dumoulin's lines of thinking would prove the most

persistent.  Cujas  and  Doneau  reproduce  the  same  arguments  against  the  Accursian

distinction. To both of them, there is only one method of calculating the amount the buyer

can claim back from the seller. Cujas echoes De Belleperche and Mudaeus.55 Doneau

argues that a buyer would never pay more than the current market price, since that is the

53 Loriot, Commentaria, to D. 19.1, no. 58, p. 318,: 'Accursius fatetur minime superflua esse, nullam tamen
differentiam constituens'.

54 Wesenbecius, In pandectas, p. 370: 'Deinde ab actione empti haec quanti minoris non paucis differt, ut
nullo modo debeat videri supervacanea. ... illa petit quanto minoris res empta ab agente esset qui etiam
admonitus potuit pluris emere quam res re vera valebat: haec quanto minoris fuerit, unde et aestimatoria
vocatur actio quia rem aestimat, l. si quid. 18. l. iustissime, 44, h.t.'.

55 Cuiacius,  Opera omnia,  vol. 7, p. 745 A: 'Neque enim inter has formulas ullum discrimen esse reperio,
nec constituendi discriminis glossae ullam rationem esse, cum non alio pretio praesumatur emptor sui
compos empturus fuisse quam vero et justo'; idem,  Cuiacius, Opera omnia, vol. 9, p. 396 C:  'Non est
probanda differentia Accursii inter actionem aestimatoriam civilem, id est, ex empto, et aestimatoriam
aedilitiam, quasi scilicet civilis sit quanto minoris emisset, aedilitia quanto minoris valuisset. Nam seu
dixeris emisset, seu valuisset, idem dixeris, ut nostri auctores loquuntur promiscue, ut indicat l. Julianus,
§. si ven. et §. seq. de act. emp'. [D. 19.1.13.4 seq.]'.
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most  equitable  (aequissimum).56 However,  neither  Cujas  nor  Doneau  give  sufficient

guidance as to how this assessment should take place. 

Despite Cujas' and Doneau's well-documented antipathy towards each other, both

scholars reach a remarkably similar conclusion with regard to the assessment of price

where someone bought an item that suffered from a latent defect.57 Mudaeus' position also

met with the favour of Theodore Tulden (1545-1645).58 

Regarding how the thing's objective price has to be established, humanist scholars

explicitly opt for the common market price for which an object can be sold. In keeping with

the Accursian Gloss to D. 35.2.63, humanist scholars adopted a price determination based

on the value it was commonly assigned. 'The just price is not the price which whomever at

a given time thinks it is, but that which is commonly considered so', opines Cujas' teacher

Loriot.59 Doneau has the same.60

In sum, some legal humanists continued to work with the Accursian distinction between a

subjective and objective price assessment for the civil and aedilician remedies for price

reduction  respectively.  Other  humanist  scholars  dismissed  the  existence  of  various

remedies  for  price  reduction  in  ius  commune.  They were  inspired  to  do  so  by  views

already expressed in medieval  legal  scholarship.  The Accursian distinction,  which was

supported by the majority of medieval law professors, had always met with opponents.

However, until the 16th century, alternative views remained in the margin of legal debate

and it  was not  before the humanist  era that  positions were reversed,  in  particularl  by

Mudaeus. His argument not only met with approval in legal doctrine but in legal practice as

well, which can be seen in a 1535 case taken to the Reichskammergericht,  to which we

will now turn. 

4.2.1.2.1 Excurs: a case before the Reichskammergericht

56 Donellus, In titulum, p. 304: 'Quod autem haec genera ita distinguunt, ut praetoriam esse dicant in id,
quanto minoris res est: civilem, quanto minoris empturus fuisset, ineptissime faciunt, cum inter haec nihil
intersit'; idem,  In titulum, p. 305: 'non enim in edicto aedilitio dicitur, quanto minoris iumenta sunt, sed
quanto minoris, cum venierint,  fuerint.  Id autem est, quanto minoris empturus quis fuerit.  Tunc enim
empturus erat, cum veniebant, et non pluris empturus erat quam valebant, et quanti valebant, tanti illum
empta[m] habere aequissimum est. Unde hoc iudicium aestimatorium appellatur, quia res aestimatur,
quanti  vere valuerit,  eo vitio  affecta,  quo tenetur, ut  quanto minors  valuit,  quam empta  est,  tantum
reddatur'. These phrases made their way into Calvin's, Magnum lexicon juridicum, vol. 2, p. 365, lemma
‘quanto minoris’; Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 20; Vecchi, ‘La garanzia’, p. 94. 

57 Stintzing, Donellus, passim.
58 In Latin: Diodorus Tuldenus. For biographical data see the preface to his Commentarius, n.p. He is not to

be confused with his namesake who worked as a painter with Peter Paul Rubens. For Tuldens approval
of Mudaeus' view see Tuldenus, Commentarius, to C. 4.58, no. 8, p. 253: 'Sed hoc discrimen nimis
scrupulosum merito recentiores explodunt'; 

59 Loriot,  Commentaria,  to  D.  18.1,  no.  28,  p.  312:  'iustum autem est  pretium,  quod tunc non quilibet
arbitretur, sed quod communiter aestimaretur, l. pretia, in prin., ad l. Falc. [D. 35.2.63pr.]'. 

60 Wesenbecius, Tractatus et responsa, vol. 5, cons. 250, no. 3, p. 1557: '... quod unusquisque pro re daret,
non unus aut alter'; Donellus, Ad codicis partes, to C. 4.44.2, no. 3, p. 203: 'Verum pretium est, quanti res
vere valet  dictum ad differentiam eius pretii,  quod venditor  arbitrio  suo ex affectione et  utilitate sua
aestimat... Est enim iuris certi sententia, pretia rerum non ex affectione aut utilitate singulorum aestimari,
sed communiter fungi.  Id est  tanti  res aestimari,  quanti  communiter valent,  l.  pretia,  D. ad leg. Fal.  
[D. 35.2.63], l. si servum, D. ad leg. Aquil. [D. 9.2.33pr.]'; idem, Commentarii, vol. 5, p. 45, no. 14.
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About the same time as Dumoulin and Mudaeus wrote their treatises on contracts, the

Frisian  scholar  Viglius  ab  Aytta  (1507-1577)  worked  as  assessor  to  the

Reichskammergericht  (Imperial  Chamber Court  of  Justice of the Holy Roman Empire),

which  at  the  time  was seated in  the  imperial  town of  Speyer, near  Mannheim in  the

Rhineland-Palatinate (Rheinland-Pfalz). Inspired by the changed intellectual winds blowing

in the north of Netherlands, France, Italy and the Habsburg Netherlands, Viglius of Aytta

represents the new generation of jurists in full attire. A student of Alciatus61 and pen-friend

of  Erasmus,  he  was well  acquainted with  the new scholarly  currents  which  tended to

reshape academic thought.62

Since the Imperial Court of Justice was a token of the Habsburg Emperor's63 claim

of being the legitimate heir of the Roman Emperors, the Empire's subsidiary Roman law in

its medieval  ius commune clothing was eagerly applied by the Court whenever local law

did not seem to provide rules for solving the issue at hand. However, in keeping with early

modern continental practice, the Court's judges did not explain their judgements. Luckily

enough, the industrious Viglius took personal notes from the cases to which he assisted as

a legal expert charged with the task of furnishing the judges with legal advice.64  

One of the cases Viglius noted concerns the question whether there were more

ways to assess a defective thing's value when its seller had been sued with the remedy for

price reduction.  The defendant in this 1535 case, Ruth, had bought some acres of land

from the plaintiff who had kept silent about a part of the land being liable for tithes. Having

heard about the tithes' existence, Ruth refused to pay a remaining sum of the agreed

price. In his eyes, the value of the plot of land was less than he had agreed to pay for it.

He saw, therefore,  no  reason to  fulfil  the remaining  part  of  his  obligation.  The sellers

thereupon started proceedings for payment. The court of first instance in Spier granted

Ruth a reduction, but not high enough to Ruth's liking. He consequently appealed to the

Reichskammergericht and brought the remedy on the sales contract for full damages and,

as a subsidiary, the remedy for reduction of price. 

Viglius in his personal notes explores how the Court should decide. After dismissing

Ruth's claim to full damages because of lack of bad faith on the sellers' side, he comes to

discuss the remedy for price reduction.65 One of the questions that has to be answered is

how the land's lesser value should be determined. Should it be based on Ruth's personal

feelings towards the plot or should a more objective approach be taken? 

Viglius argues that the price reduction should exclusively be assessed by objective

61 Andreas Alciatus (1492-1550) was an Italian jurist who lectured at Bourges. He is seen as one of the
main instigators of a humanist approach to law. Kelly. Foundations, p. 87ff.

62 For biographies of Viglius see: Sprenger, Viglius von Aytta, pp. 25-27; Pikkemaat, Viglius van Aytta, pp.
4–11; Postma, Viglius van Aytta, pp. 13seq.

63 Charles V, who reigned from 1519 to 1556 (crowned 1530). 
64 Sprenger, 'De actio quanti minoris', p. 129.
65 Sprenger, 'De actio quanti minoris', pp. 142-143, fo. 57r, lines 1-3, 22-23: 'In summa ego credo quod non

habeat isto casu locum actio ad interesse, nam ego presumo quod ignoraverint ipise venditores fundum
decimas debere... [22] quibus non tenebatur, non tenetur tamen, inquit, ad totale interesse, sed quanto
minoris empturus erat'.
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standards. Among the arguments I would like to discuss here, the first is that otherwise the

price reduction would boil down to the other party having to pay all the buyer's damages.66

Viglius believes that a buyer would set his subjective price estimation as low as to cover all

the damages he had incurred because of the defect in the thing or land sold. In other

words, he would equal the price reduction the seller owed him to his entire interest.67

Another  argument  against  a  subjective price estimation touches upon what  has

already been discussed above. According to the medieval scholar De Castro, to whom

Viglius refers, a subjective price must be assessed by having the buyer declare under oath

what he thinks the bought thing is worth.68 However, as we learned in Mudaeus' treatise on

contracts,  such an oath is  never  granted against  a  party  in good faith.  Viglius makes

exactly the same objection. Drawing support from Bartolus, he puts forward that, as a rule,

an oath can only be taken against a party in bad faith or against one who had acted in

contempt  of  court.69 The  conclusion  Viglius  infers  from this  is  that  a  subjective  price

estimation which turns out higher than the thing's objective price should be reduced in

accordance with  the  latter. After  all,  the  tenability  of  a  subjective  claim can  never  be

proven, because oaths against a seller in good faith are not allowed. 

Conversely, an objective claim can be defended by referring to the thing's current

market price.Vigilius furthermore endorses the Gloss to D. 35.2.63 that the price reduction

should  not  be  based  on  one's  personal  feelings  to  the  item,  but  on  man's  common

estimation of it. This boils down to the thing's current market price or what it can commonly

be sold for.70 Though Viglius terms this the 'reasoning of the ancients' it is more likely that

his choice here is inspired by early modern scholastic views about what constitutes a fair

price, which was taken up by humanist scholarship.71 After all, many medieval scholars

believed that a subjective price assessment also formed part of the Ancient's legal legacy.

A last  thing  worth  mention  here  is  that  Viglius  also  defends  the  view  already

expressed  by  De  Belleperche  and  Mudaeus  that  there  is  no  difference  between  the

expressions quanto minoris empturus and quanto minoris res valet. There is no support in

66 Viglius in total produces nine arguments against a subjective price estimation.
67 Sprenger, 'De actio quanti minoris', p. 145, fo. 58v, lines 6-7:  'Quanti enim sua interesse putavit tanto

minoris se empturum fuisse dicet'.
68 Sprenger, 'De actio quanti minoris', p. 146, fo. 59r, lines 17-24: 'Certe ego nullum reperio doctorem qui

clarius loquitur quam Paulus de Castro in d. l. Iulianus [D. 19.1.13pr.] qui dicit quod in probatione huius
singularis precii quanto ipse minoris, scilicet erat empturus, stabitur iuramento emptoris, cum aliter de
hoc non possit constare. Et sic est speciale quod hic contra non dolosum fiat probatio irregularis per
iuramentum, contra notata in l. Numis [D. 12.3.3] et in l. In actionibus, ff. De in litem iurando [D. 12.3.5pr.].

69 Sprenger, 'De actio quanti minoris', p. 147, fo. 59r, lines 32-35:  'Et regulariter non datur iuramentum in
litem nisi contra dolosum et contumacem, glo. in l. semper, § hoc interdictum, ff, Quod vi aut clam [gloss
iuraverit  to D. 43.24.15.3], Bar. in l. in actionibus, ff.,  De in litem iurando [Bartolus,  Commentaria,  to

D. 12.3.5, no. 5, p. 39].

70 Sprenger, 'De actio quanti minoris', p. 149, fo. 60v, lines 11-17:  'Tertio est ratio etiam veterum, scilicet
quod verisimile est tanti quemque rem emere, quanti valet in communi aestimationem, l. precia rerum, ad
l. Falcidiam [D. 35.2.63pr.], si servum, ad l. Aquiliam, ff. [D. 9.2.33pr.]. Et res tanti estimanda est, quanti
vendi communiter potest, l. si quis uxori, §fin, ff. De furt. [D. 47.2.52]. Tanti ergo et ille censebitur fuisse
empturus, quanti communiter quilibet alius'. 

71 See 3.2.2.3.
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the  Corpus iuris civilis  for the claim that one indicates a civil  remedy and the other an

aedilician variant. Since 'we grow red with shame, if we speak without being backed by a

law text', Viglius dismisses the Accursian distinction as 'one  of learned men and not based

on the law texts'.72

Thus, it seems that at the beginning of the 16th century not only in legal doctrine but in legal

practice too the Accursian distinction between a subjective and objective price estimation

lay under attack. However, this is not to be ascribed to a radically different approach to

law. Merely problematic parts of the medieval  communis opinio  regarding the Accursian

distinction gave way to a minority view already present among medieval jurists, which later

humanist scholars endorsed. Historical accounts such as that of Loriot do not seem to

have a role. Viglius' references to mos Italicus scholars such as De Castro and Bartolus is

telling in this respect. This approach is in line with what is known about the proceedings in

front of the Reichskammergericht. A study of the parties' pleas has revealed that works of

legal humanists were seldom referred to.73 Innovation in early modern law took place along

lines already set out in medieval times. 

4.2.1.3 Limitation periods 

Another issue  regarding the debated redundancy of the aedilician remedies pertains to

their limitation periods. According to medieval  doctrine the aedilician remedies and the

remedies available under the action on the sales contract varied with regard to the time

periods within  which  the  buyer  had  to  bring  them on the  pain  of  forfeiting  his  rights.

Castilian early modern civil law, however, had abolished this distinction and applied the

short aedilician periods of limitation to the remedy it granted for defects in the thing sold.

What was the humanist view on the matter?

Oldendorp accepts the existence of civil and aedilician remedies for latent defects

with each having their own period of limitation.74 Zasius, a man often regarded as one of

the  harbingers  of  legal  humanism,  contends  that  the  same  is  true  for  the  civil  and

aedilician remedies for returning the thing. However, he seems to consider the civil remedy

variant  as one that  can only  be brought,  if  the  seller  has guaranteed the absence of

defects in the item (cavet de omni vitio). As a consequence of the seller's bad faith, the

remedy lies for thirty years. However, it seems that Zasius here confuses the civil action on

the sales contract for all the buyer's loss with the civil  actio redhibitoria  mentioned in D.

19.1.13pr. According to medieval ius commune, the first indeed required bad faith. The civil

actio  redhibitoria,  however, did  not.  In  the  medieval  debate  the  limitation  of  the  latter

72 Sprenger, 'De actio quanti minoris', p. 149, fo. 58v, lines 19-23, 26: 'Quarto nusquam apud iureconsultos
legimus  quod  alia  sit  actio  quanto  minoris  empturus,  alia  quanto  minoris  res  valet,  illa  civilis,  hec
praetoria,  illa  perpetua, hec temporalis.  Erubescimus autem sin lege loqui;  [26]...  distinctionem esse
doctorum, non legum'.

73 Wijffels, Qui millies allegatur, vol. 1, p. 233.
74 Oldendorp,  Progymnasmata,  p.  267, nos.  7-8:  '3.  Civilis  autoritas facit  eas formulas omnibus modis

perpetuas: aedilitia autem sunt temporales'.
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remedy was controversial. Yet, Zasius does not take up the issue.75  

It  is  again Mudaeus who takes steps in deconstructing the medieval  framework

when  he  denies  the  existence  of  divergent  periods  of  limitation  said  to  attach  to  the

remedies for latent defects. He draws his main arguments from the rescript C. 4.58.2:

'Imperator Gordianus.  When you say that a slave which you bought a long time ago

ran away after one year, I cannot think of a valid reason with which you would be able

to sue the seller of the said slave on that account, seeing that it is plain law that the

actio  redhibitoria  expires  after  six  months  and  the  actio  quanto  minoris  after  one

year'.76   

The text is straightforward; the buyer of a runaway slave aimed at a remedy for returning

the  slave  or  price  reduction  after  one  year.  However,  the  Emperor  rejects  his  claim

because it is evident that the remedies the seller could possibly have brought had expired.

The difficulty of the text lies in the question why the Emperor did not discuss the remedy

on  the  sales  contract,  which  according  to  other  Digest  texts  should  still  have  been

available in this case, as it was bestowed with a 30-year period of limitation.77 

Mudaeus relates that 'other' interpreters – whose names he mentions nowhere78 –

tried to explain their way out of this difficulty by contending that the plaintiff had brought the

aedilician remedy. As a consequence, the Emperor simply did not consider the actio empti

because it had not been requested. Mudaeus disqualifies this view in strong terms and

proposes a historical interpretation of the rescript.

'There is nobody who does not see how disingenuous, not to say ridiculous, it is, that

others, in order to escape that objection, brought up that the Emperor had only been

consulted with regard to the praetorian actions, the aedilician remedies, for sure, to

75 Zasius, In titulos aliquot,  p. 236: 'Ista redhibitio sit dupliciter: aliquando de iure civili, aliquando de iure
praetorio. De iure civili redhibitio est perpetua. Quando emitur res a venditore et venditor cavet de omni
vitio,  vult  emptorem  indemnem  habere,  sicubi  appareat  vitium  aliquod  quocumque  tempore,  haec
redhibitio est civilis et perpetua, id est, triginta annos... Secundo dicitur redhibitio de {de} iure praetorio:
hanc redhibitionem invenerunt aediles, quae frequenter sit in animalibus et hominibus emptis et venditis:
quia si equus venditus vitium habeat, tunc potest redhiberi, non perpetuo, sed intra sex menses. Azo in
summa sua, in tit.de.aedil.act.'

76 C. 4.58.2:  Imperator Gordianus.  Cum proponas servum, quem pridem comparasti,  post anni tempus
fugisse, qua ratione eo nomine cum venditore eiusdem congredi quaeras, non possum animadvertere :
etenim redhibitoriam actionem sex mensum temporibus vel quanto minoris anno concludi manifesti iuris

est. * GORD. A. PETILIO MAXIMO. *<A 239 PP. K. DEC. GORDIANO A. ET AVIOLA CONSS.>.

77 D. 19.1.13.1 in combination with Inst. 4.12pr. See Hallebeek, ‘C. 4.58.2', p. 267, note 3; another point is
that  the constitution is  about  a fugitive  slave.  Buyers of  such slaves were exceptionally  granted an
aedilician remedy in D. 21.1.1 and D. 21.1.4.3. At the same time, it seems that Roman law denied the
civil remedy for a fugitive inD. 19.1.11.7. On the other hand, D. 19.1.13.1 grants a civil remedy for price
reduction against an ignorant seller, which remedy thus has a strong 'aedilician' flavour. Consequently,
the Emperor's denial of the long-lasting civil remedy could also have been due to the fact that the civil
remedy was ruled, because the seller had been ignorant of the slave's inclination to flee. Alternatively, the
plaintiff  might already have brought an aedilician remedy. The Emperor  could then consider it  to be
against bona fides to grant another remedy which only nominally differs from the first, for the same facts
(D. 44.2.1).  However, humanist scholars do not pay attention to these possible interpretations of the
rescript; De Bruijn, 'Accursius',  p. 98.

78 Mudaeus probably has Bartolus and Da Sanbiagio in mind. Cf.  Hallebeek, ‘C. 4.58.2', p. 8; De Bruijn,
'Accursius',  pp. 93-95.
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which the heading of this title refers. All the more since what is asked for is without

doubt explicitly mentioned in the constitution itself, namely, on what ground or in what

way and with which remedy can a buyer sue the seller and start proceedings under the

given circumstances. Who, I ask, would turn to the Emperor to hear him advising the

stringent words: 'which praetorian remedy in the world you think will be granted to you?

Remedies about which you should have informed yourself in front of the praetor first,

since  there  you  would  have  learned  to  distinguish  the  praetorian  from  the  civil

remedies or  at  any time have heard about the distinction.  Why did you inquire so

verbosely about the praetorian remedy only?"79   

Mudaeus argues that no one who knew of a difference in limitation between the civil

and praetorian remedies would be so foolish as to bring an aedilician action after one year

had passed, because the Emperor's answer would then surely be negative. Since every

Roman had to  visit  the  praetor  first,  all  of  them were  acquainted  with  the  difference.

Hence, the constitution is not about the praetorian remedy and the question must have

been whether the remedy on the sales contract was still available after the limitation period

applicable to the aedilician remedies had elapsed. The only thing asked by the plaintiff was

whether a remedy lay when a slave took to his heels more than a year after the sale. Since

this is denied in C. 4.58, Mudaeus concludes as follows.

'Hence, we say that every remedy aimed at price reduction because of a defect in the

thing bought, or because of the absence of something, which the seller had promises

about the thing, is annual'.80 

Mudaeus thus follows in the footsteps of the ultramontani De Révigny and De Belleperche,

who had also argued for a dismissal of the perpetual limitation of the civil remedies for

latent defects. Yet, Mudaeus construes an argument in which he goes against the denial of

the historical origins and context which some commentators had allowed themselves in

order to keep the Accursian distinction alive. That is something which the ultramontani had

never done.81

Dumoulin also rules out the long limitation, but he does so on more systematical

grounds than Mudaeus. Also arguing from the Codex text in which the Emperor could not

think of a civil remedy after the six-month limitation of the aedilician remedy had lapsed,

Dumoulin qualifies as 'doubtful'  Baldus' view that the longer-lasting remedy can still  be

79 Mudaeus, De contractibus, to D. 19.1.13, no. 15, p.184: 'quam autem non sit hoc verisimile, ne dicam
esse ridiculum, quod alii, ut eam obiectionem effugiant, attulerunt, interrogatum fuisse Imperatorum de
solis praetoriis actionibus, nimirum aedilitiis, de quibus illius tituli inscriptio est, nemo non videt, maxime,
cum in ea ipsa constitutione expressim legatur, de quo fuerit interrogatus, nimirum, qua ratione, sive qua
via et actione eo nomine posset cum venditore congredi,  et iudicio certare. Et quis, quaeso, sic adit
Principem, ut restrictis verbis consulat, quaenam praetoria actio ei competat, de quo Praetor potius esset
interrogandus, etsi ibi emptor civilium actionum a praetoriis novisset, vel unquam audisset discrimen, cur
tam diserte de praetoria tantum actione rogasset...?'

80 Mudaeus,  De contractibus,  to D. 19.1.13, no. 16, p. 184:  'Quare omnem actionem quanti minoris ob
vitium  rei  venditae,  vel  ob  non  compertum  illud,  quod  de  ea  re  venditor  affirmavit,  dicemus  esse

annalem'.
81 See 2.2.1.3.
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opted  for,  if  the  shorter  remedy  has  died.  According  to  Dumoulin,  when  two  similar

remedies concur, the shortest limitation period applies.82

Wesenbeck, however, does not subscribe to the reasoning of his master Mudaeus.

Referring  to  the  two  variants  of  the  remedy  for  price  reduction,  he  simply  reiterates

Accursius'  distinction.  'The  first  is  of  civil,  the  second  of  praetorian  law.  The  first  is

perpetual,  the second annual,  see D. 21.1.6 and 21.1.38'.83 No trace can be found of

Mudaeus'  sophisticated  argument  for  discarding  the  30-year  period  in  favour  of  the

aedilician  one-year  period  for  bringing  the  remedy  for  price  reduction.  Wesenbeck's

contemporary Ludolf Schrader (1531-1589)84 also adheres to the medieval doctrine and

leaves the divergent limitation periods intact.85 

Neither did Cujas dismiss the medieval distinction. In his treatment of the remedy

for returning the thing he upholds the view that the civil variant lasts for 30 years, whereas

the aedilician remedy lapses after six months.86 Yet, Cujas does not pass over the question

without adding a few words about the idea underlying this difference. Considering that he

regarded the aedilician remedies as provisions  which bear  a  penal character  and are

supplementary to the remedies available under the actio empti. It is because of their penal

character that a different limitation period is justified. 

'The most important difference between these remedies is that the aedilician remedies

appear to be penal, see D. 21.1.23.4, since they amount to the double, if the judge

does not  find otherwise (after  all  they are arbitrary actions).  As such they entail  a

penalty, see D. 21.1.45. For that reason, they are temporal remedies, whereas the

remedies on the sales contract are perpetual, i.e., 30 years, see C. 8.44.21pr.'87    

Finally,  Giphanius,  who  so  despised  the  medieval  glossographi,  nonetheless

accepts  the  distinction  made  by  the  glossator  Accursius  between  perpetual  civil  and

82 Molinaeus, De aedilitiis actionibus,  3.1-4, p. 217-218: 'Actio quanto minoris est duplex. Praetoria, quae
datur propter morbum, l. quod si nolit, § si plures, in fin., ff. eod. [D. 21.1.31.5]. Civilis, quae datur propter
alium defectum,  l. Iulianus, in princ., ff. de actionibus empt. [D. 19.1.13pr.]'.  Haec actio annalis est,  l.
aediles aiunt, in princ., ff. eo.  [D. 21.1.38pr]. [4]  Et propterea videbatur dubitabile dictum  Bald, in l. si
praedium, C. de aedil. act. no. 9 [Baldus, Commentaria, vol. 1, to C. 4.58.2, no. 9 (actually, Baldus makes
his assertion in no. 8), fo. 132] ubi concludit quod quando competunt duo auxilia, quorum unum est breve,
alterum minoris spatii, si denegatur breve, potest aliud locum habere, l. si tamen, § non nocebit, ff. eo [D.
21.1.48.2] nec dicitur electum, quod est praescriptione absorptum'.

83 Wesenbecius,  In pandectas,  to D. 21.1, no. 20, p. 237: 'Nam illa  civilis,  haec praetorii  iuris est:...Illa
perpetua est, haec annalis, d. l. sciendum, § fin., d.l. de aedil. [D. 21.1.19.6]'.

84 For biographical data see P. Zimmermann, 'Schrader, Ludolf', in: ADB 32 (1891), p. 433-434. 
85 Schrader,  Commentarius, ch.  25,  nos.  107-108, p.  362:  ´Civilis  actio quanti  minoris illa  dicitur, quae

perpetua datur emptori contra venditorem ignorantem...Actio vero quanti minoris praetoria illa dicitur, qua
emptor rei animatae contra venditorem intra annum experitur...'.

86 Cuiacius,  Opera omnia,  vol.  2,  to C. 4.58,  p.  293 C:  'Actiones empti  et  venditi  aut  civilis  sunt...  aut
aediliciae... Alia est actio redhibitoria civilis, de qua initio l. pen. [C. 4.58.4?] haec est perpetua, aedilicia
temporalis'; Cf.  Cuiacius, Opera omnia,  vol. 1, to D. 21.1, p. 778 E-779 A:  'Item aedilitiae temporariae
sunt, veluti redhibitoria semestris, aestimatoria annalis, exceptis casibus certis... Civiles perpetua sunt...' .

87 Cuiacius, Opera, vol. 9, p. 396 C: 'Praecipua differentia inter eas actiones est, quod aedilitiae videntur
esse poenales,  d.l.  23.  § si  servus,  hoc tit.  Quia nisi  pareatur arbitrio iudicis  (sunt enim arbitrariae)
crescunt in duplum, l. 45. eodem tit.  et ita poenam continent, et ob id sunt temporales actiones: empti
vero actiones sunt perpetuae, id est, 30. annor. l. empti, inf., de evict'. 
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temporal aedilician remedies for latent defects.88

Cujas' great rival Doneau, on the other hand, denies that the limitation periods of aedilician

and civil remedies differ. His main argument against that view is one already encountered

in Mudaeus' writings. It  is  again based on the puzzling rescript  of  emperor Gordian in

which the plaintiff is put in his place by an emperor who explains that it is crystal clear for

all  to  see  that  what  he  requested  is  impossible.89 Though  Doneau  was not  the  first

humanist  who interpreted the  rescript  in  this  manner, he  provides the  most  extensive

treatment  of  the matter.90 As  his  account  gives a good insight  into  how early  modern

humanists framed their thoughts, it is quoted here at length. 

'Without doubt he [the emperor] wished that there would be no possibility whatsoever,

neither in civil nor praetorian law, to start proceedings on the grounds put forward. After

all, the legal dispute was not about whether the aedilician action applied, but about

whether it was possible to start proceedings at all, which the emperor denied. From

that it can be gathered that there is no perpetual civil remedy on the sales contract,

which, if there was one, would have worked after one year. Therefore, what Bartolus

said is ridiculous, vid. that an aedilician remedy for price reduction must be accepted,

because the rescript is placed under the header 'On the aedilician remedies'.  As if

Gordian's91 verdict  would  change  because  of  the  fact  that  Tribonian  later  put  the

rescript under that heading!'.92

The only thing the emperor said was that there is no longer a remedy available, neither

civil,  nor praetorian after one year had passed. Doneau continues his explanation and

relates  the  rescript  to  D.  19.1.13pr.  in  which  the  civil  remedy  for  price  reduction  is

discussed. Doneau still had to deal with the doctrine that hung up the existence of two

88 Giphanius, Disputatio, th. 104, p. 30: 'Verum aediliciae actiones redhibitoria et aestimatoria... cum hac ex
empto confundi non debent, quae est civilis, perpetua, rei persecutoria et bonae fidei, ut sup. dict. Cum
illae sint honorariae, temporales, poenales et arbitrariae'. 

89 See for the complete Digest text and a translation section 2.2.1.3. That Doneau took his cue from this
constitution is also noted by Vecchi, ‘La garanzia nella vendita in diritto commune’, p. 94.

90 Sichardus, a friend of Zasius, mentions that although theoretically there might exist two limitation periods,
legal practicioners, in keeping with the views of medieval scholars Cynus and De Belleperche, ignore the
long lasting civil remedy. Sichardus nevertheless advises to follow the ius commune majority view which
allows for  a perpetual  civil  remedy. See his Dictata,  to.  C. 4.58,  no.  12,  p.  477: 'Et illa  actio  civilis
duraretur perpetuo, quae practica plane ignoratur hodie in foro, quamvis ex communi sententia doctorum
probetur. Tamen si mihi de iure statuendum esset, crederem tantummodo unam esse quanto minoris
actionem et eam esse praetoriam, quod et Cyn. et Petr. sequuntur in l. 2 infra eod. moti per text. qui dicit
[quotes C. 4.58.2]....  Nam si alia fuisset civili quanto minoris actio ut doctores communiter tenent: tunc
Imp.  supplicanti  de  ea  respondisset:  tamen  in  iudicando  et  in  consulendo  sequerer  communem
opinionem et permitterem actionem civilem quanto minoris'.

91 Gordian III, Emperor of the Roman Empire from 238 to 244.
92 Donellus, In titulum, to D. 21.1, pp. 306–307: 'Nimirum hoc voluit, nullo modo agi posse eo nomine nec

iure civile nec aedilitio. Non enim hoc agebatur, an aedilitia aliqua actio competeret, sed an aliquo modo
posset agi iure. Quid ille negavit. Ex quo colligetur, nullam esse civilem ex empto perpetuam: quae si
esset,  actio  aliqua post  anno competeret.  Ridiculum est  enim,  quod Bartolus ait,  cum illud Gordiani
rescriptum situm sit  sub titulo de aedilitiis actionibus, accipiendum quoque esset de aedilitia, quanto

minoris actione.  Quasi vero quia sub titulum de aedilitiis actionibus a Triboniano postea relatum est,

efficere possit, ut sententia Gordiani mutetur'.
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separate remedies for price reduction to this text. How could these be accounted for?

'What about what Julian says [in D. 19.1.13pr] that if  he [vid. the seller] acts while

being ignorant he must compensate to the value of how much less the buyer would

have bought the thing, had he known about the defect? Does not this duty flow forth

from the civil  action on the sales contract which perpetually lies? To this I give the

same answer which I gave while discussing the remedy for returning the thing. A price

reduction has been introduced under the sales contract based on the edict, because it

has been ordained by the aediles that the seller should be obliged to give back to the

buyer what he would have paid less. Whichever performance owed to the buyer can by

custom or by law or by whatever other ground be pursued in proceedings based on the

sales contract. However, likewise I confirm that all is under the following condition, vid.

that it is possible to sue on this ground on the sales contract in accordance with those

same provisions as have been laid down in the aedilician edict, namely, that it is not

possible  to  start  proceedings  after  one  year,  beause  after  one  year  has  passed,

nothing remains that the seller owes the buyer from a legal point of view'.93 

The remedy for price reduction was first introduced by the aedilician edict. Consequently,

whether it is the civil or aedilician, it receives its features from the edict alone and has a

limitation period of one year. In his Commentarii,  Doneau uses the same argument to fix

the limitation of the remedy for returning the thing on six months.94        

Besides  the  ius  commune-tradition,  local  custom  frequently  applied  its  own  limitation

periods  to  remedies  for  defective  goods  in  sales.  Antoine  Mornac  (1554-1619),  a

commentator  of  the  jurisprudence  of  the  Parliament  of  Paris95,  states  that  in  sales  of

horses the buyer has only nine days to come back on the bargain.96 In the German regions

statutory law also significantly curbed the limitation periods for rescission because of a

latent defect for draught animals.97

93 Donellus, In titulum, to D. 21.1, p. 307: 'Quod ergo est, quod Iulianus ait, si quidem ignorans fecit, id
tantum actione ex empto praestaturum, quanto minoris emptor empturus fuisset, si ita scisset? An non ex
empto actio civilis, eoque etiam perpetua est? Ego de hac re idem, quod de redhibitione respondeo: ex
empto actionem induci ex hoc edicto in id quanto minoris, quia id inductum sit ab aedilibus, ut emptori
propter emptionem praestaretur, quanto minoris empturus esset. Quaecunque autem emptori praestanda
sunt, vel more, vel iure certo, vel quocunque alio modo iudicio ex empti peti possunt. Sed idem affirmo
hac conditione, iisdemque legibus ex empto agi ex hac causa posse quae aedicto aedilium constitutae
sunt, ut ultra annum agi non possit, quia nec sit post annum, quod emptori ullo iure praestari debeat'.

94 Donellus, Commentarii, vol. 7, book 13, ch. 3, §10, p. 395.
95 Mornac was a lawyer to the Parlement of Paris who wrote a comparative survey of Roman and France

law. See Augustin, 'Mornac, Antoine', in: Dictionnaire, p. 580.
96 Mornac, Observationes, to D. 21.1.19.6, p. 469: 'Apud nos in venditione equi novem tantum dies dantur,

ut redhibeatur'.
97 Klischies, Entwicklung, p. 55.
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4.2.1.4 Favourable characteristics of the aedilician remedies

Oldendorp  identifies  two  features  of  the  aedilician  remedies  which  make  them  more

favourable to the buyer who brings them than the civil  remedies. First,  in the event of

multiple sellers, the buyer who brings an aedilician remedy for returning the thing can

claim from each seller the entire sum (in solidum) paid for the defective thing. The civil

remedy holds each seller liable for his personal share (pro parte), so that the buyer who

brings an actio empti  would have to sue all sellers separately for their share to get back

the entire sum he paid.98 It is worth noting that Oldendorp drops the fact that the Roman

law text D. 21.1.44.1 on this matter only refers to sellers joined in a partnership with the

purpose to sell slaves (societas veneliciorum). Neither does Oldendorp interpret  the text

as  generally  referring  to  sellers  who jointly  sell  an  object  and  for  that  reason form a

societas,  as Baldus had done. Dumoulin and Cujas also leave out these details in their

interpretation of D. 21.1.44.1.99 

How this rule was engrained in legal practice is demonstrated by Dumoulin.

Though there is an authentica in the Justinian Code which decrees that sellers can only be

held separately accountable for the entire sum, if  the other sellers are not capable of

fulfilling their shares, Dumoulin observes that notaries by default exonerate from that rule.

In so doing, they restored the aedilician edict's rule that sellers are at all events liable for

the entire sum.100   

Secondly, Oldendorp interprets D. 21.1.45 in which the seller who does not return the price

or refuses to deliver accessories is condemned for the double ( in duplum) as referring to a

penalty  of  double  the  price  paid.  Oldendorp ascribes this  penal  character  to  both the

remedy for returning the thing and the remedy for price reduction.101 Despite endorsing the

view that the buyer can sue for double the price, Sichardus and Cujas' teacher Loriot limit

the condemnation for the double to the remedy for returning the thing.102 Cujas subscribes

98 D. 21.1.44pr. and D. 21.1.44.1: ...ne cogeretur emptor cum multis litigare, quamvis actio ex empto cum
singulis sit pro portione... ; Oldendorp, Progymnasmata, p. 266, no. 4: 'Si plures fuerint venditores, singuli
in solidum tenentur'.

99 Dumoulin, De aedilitiis actionibus, 2.44-45, p. 212; Cuiacius, Opera omnia, vol. 1, p. 778 D: 'Ac praeterea
dantur  in  unum e  multis  cuius  maior  pars  in  venditione  fuit,  aut  nulla  parte  minor,  l.  44  §.  1  [D.
21.1.44.1]... '.

100 Dumoulin, De aedilitiis actionibus, 2.45, p. 212: 'at iure novissimo Authenticorum considerato, quamvis in
solidum se obligassent, attamen unusquisque pro sua portione conveniretur, nisi in casu absentiae vel
inopiae alterius correi, auth. hoc ita, C. de duobus reis. [Auth. post C. 8.39(40). 1-2]. Cauti tamen Notarii
hodie  solent  ex  generali  stylo  quamvis  a  partibus  non  rogati,  ponere  clausulam,  quod  rencunciat
beneficio novarum constitutionum etc'. 

101 Oldendorp, Progymnasmata, p. 267, no. 10: 'Alias in simplum, alias in duplum exercentur istae actiones.
Nam si neque pretium reddat, neque accessionem solvat venditor quum ex redhibitione receperit quae
sua sunt dupli pretii et accessionis condemnatur. Alioquin in aliis speciebus simpli condemnabitur. Idem
dicendum  est  de  judicio  Quanto  minoris,  l.  redhibitoria,  ff,  de  aedil.  edict.  [D.  21.1.45]';  similarly,
Balduinus, Commentarii, to. D. 21.1.23.4, p. 108, and Wesenbecius, In pandectas, to D. 21.1, no. 9.

102 Sichardus,  Dictata,  to C. 4.58.2, no. 7, p. 476:  'si venditor per contumaciam nolit obedire sententiae,
condemnabitur  deinde in  duplum';  Loriot, Commentaria,  p.  318:  '...actionem redhibitoriam semper  in
duplum competere, cum omnia non redhibentur: civilis vero actio in id quod simpliciter interest competit,
quod interesse licet aliquando possit esse usque ad duplum, tamen Ulpianus innuit et illud saepe minus
esse'.
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to their view. The aedilician edict

'... entails a condemnation for the double if the defendant does not appear before the

judge, see D. 21.1.45. And because D. 21.1.23.4 shows it, in my opinion, the aedilian

remedies appear to be penal'.103 

A different approach is found with Doneau. He likewise notes that the buyer could

sue for a condemnation for the double,104 but he does not interpret the words in duplum of

D. 21.1.45 as referring to a penalty of twice the price paid for the object. Doneau provides

an alternative explanation. The condemnation for the double means that a seller can be

forced i) to return the sum paid by the buyer, and ii) to absolve the buyer from his duty to

pay  for  the  defective  thing  he  bought.  If  the  seller  had  already  fulfilled  one  of  these

demands, he could be condemned only for the other, hence in simplum. If not, he will be

condemned to do both (in duplum). In Doneau's view, the terminology found here has

nothing to do with a supposed penal character of the remedy with an underlying idea of

inflicting damage. The terms only indicate that the claim the buyer of a defective thing has

consists of two parts.105 Doneau's approach is illustrative of his inclination to treat the duty

to deliver free from defects as an integral part of the sales contract.106

4.2.2 Extension to lease

Could the aedilician remedies be brought in the event of delivery of defective things in

other contracts than sales? This question notably applies to lease.  After  all,  the sales

contract and the contract for lease107 are very similar, 'too such an extent that you can

103 Cuiacius, Opera omnia, vol. 1, p. 778 D: 'Mirabitur aliquis cur aedilitiae actiones ... inductae sint, cum sint
civiles ex empto vendito, ut mirari simili modo Pomponius contigit in edicto Nautae capones: in cui et
simili modo Pomponio respondeatur, inductas ideo, ut innotesceret aedilis curam agere ne emptores a
venditoribus  circumvenirentur  et  quia  edictum  in  aliqua  parte  durius  est,  quippe  cum  in  duplum
condemnatio fiat nisi arbitrio pareatur, l. 45, hoc.tit. , et ob id ipsum, meo iudicio, proditum est l. 23, § si
servus, aedilitias actiones poenales esse videri'; I cannot see why Cujas' opinion on the remedies' penal
character is unclear, as Vecchi proclaims in ‘La garanzia’, p. 90.

104 Donellus, Commentarii, vol. 7, ch. 3,  §9, p. 394: 'Haec cum praestiterit pro se emtor, sequitur pars altera
huius actionis, quae attingit venditoris praestationem mutuam; et hanc obligationem habet ut venditor
superioribus  rebus receptis  vel  oblatis  restituat  emtori  pretium rei  venditae,...  Quibus  non  praestitis
sequitur condemnatio ea,  quam Caius dicit in l. 45 D. de aedilit. edict. [D. 21.1.45], ut modo in duplum,
modo in simplum condemnatur venditor'.

105 Donellus, Commentarii, vol. 7, ch. 3, §9, p. 394: 'In duplum tunc damnari venditorem intelligit, cum nihil
istorum ab eo praestitum est; ubi scilicet necesse est eum et pecuniae ab emtore datae, et liberationis ei
non  praestitae  nomine  damnari,  quae  condemnatio  aperte  duplicem,  id  est  duarum  rerum
condemnationem habet. In simplum autem tunc venditorem condemnari interpretatur, cum unum istorum
praestitum est a venditore, non item alterum, ut proinde huius solius nomine illum condemnari oporteat.
Itaque dicitur  redhibitoria  aliquando habere condemnationem in duplum, non ut  significetur  actionem
esse  in  duplum,  id  est  eam,  quae  cum  simplum  tantum  absit  actori,  nihilominus  poenae  caussa
persequatur  aliquando duplum,  ut  sunt  actiones,  quae dictuntur  in  duplum,  sed quia  duarum rerum
nomine condemnationem habeat, quarum utraque cum absit emtori, non possit dici continere poenae,
sed tantum rei persecutionem'.

106 Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 22; Mornac passes over the seemingly penal character of the aedilician remedy
for returning the thing. Mornac, Observationes, vol. 1, to D. 21.1, p. 535.

107 In the broad sense, locatio conductio covers rent, the agreement to perform a specific service or work,
and the employment contract.
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hardly discern that the two contracts differ', as Oldendorp contemplates.  He continues:

'Just consider, if I come to an agreement with a goldsmith that he makes rings out of

his gold of a certain weight and of a certain mould and he accepts, let us say, 300, is it

then a sales contract  or  a  contract  to  perform a specific  work? These facts  alone

constitute a transaction and it comes closer to the sales contract. However, if I supply

the  gold  and  there  is  a  reward  for  work  carried  out,  it  is  undoubtedly  locatio

conductio'.108 

We observed medieval scholars turning their minds over the idea of applying the

aedilician remedies outside the scope of the sales contract. Already the Accursian Gloss

and Bartolus  discussed the lessor's liability in the light of the aedilician liability rules. Yet,

they concluded that the aedilician remedy for returning the thing was not available under

lease, because nothing has been conveyed to the lessee who, consequently, cannot return

anything. After all, he only received the item's use. Hence, he can not fulfil the obligations

coming with an actio redhibitoria.109

This  literal  reading  of  D.  21.1.63110 finds  many  a  humanist  advocate.  François

Baudouin (1520-1573)111 almost literally repeats the Gloss and Bartolus.112 Dumoulin also

based his exclusion of the actions' applicability to lease on Bartolus' interpretation of the

Digest text. In addition, he refers to the medieval commentator Baldus to strengthen his

case. 

'For  lease  Baldus  gives  two  explanations.  First,  the  aediles  did  not  have  the

competence to legislate on lease.  Secondly, lease is  not  the same as sale,  which

explanations the jurist Modestinus ponders in D. 21.1.63. After all, the lessee accepts

the enjoyment of the thing, but not the thing itself, D. 4.9.5pr. And since redhibitio  is

meant to restore the situation from before the contract,  D.  21.1.60,  it  is  nothing to

wonder about if the edict does not cover lease, because if someone does not possess

the  thing,  he  cannot  restore  it,  D.  21.1.23pr.  No,  the  lessee  ceases  to  have  the

enjoyment of the thing, which he had accepted by lease before'.113

108 Oldendorp, Progymnasmata, p. 456: 'adeo ut in quibusdam duo isti contractus vix discerni posset. Ecce
enim, si cum aurifice mihi  convenerit,  ut  is ex auro suo anulos mihi  faceret  certi  ponderis,  certaque
formae et acceperit  [verbi gratia] trecenta, utrum emptio et venditio, an locatio et conductio sit? Sed
unum hoc est negotium, et magis ad emptionem et venditionem accedit. Quod si ego aurum dedero,
mercede  pro  opera  constituta:  dubium non  est,  quin  locatio  et  conductio  sit,  l.1  et  l.2,  ff.  locat.  et
conduct'.

109 See 2.2.2.
110 D. 21.1.63: Ulpianus libro primo ad edictum aedilium curulium: Sciendum est ad venditiones solas hoc

edictum pertinere non tantum mancipiorum, verum ceterarum quoque rerum. Cur autem de locationibus
nihil edicatur, mirum videbatur: haec tamen ratio redditur vel quia numquam istorum de hac re fuerat
iurisdictio vel quia non similiter locationes ut venditiones fiunt.

111 A. Wijffels, 'Baudouin, François, in: Dictionnaire, pp. 51-52.
112 Balduinus, Commentarii, to D. 21.1.63, p. 139: 'Ac locatio nec dominium mutat, nec possessionem (l. non

solet, locati. [D. 19.2.39])'; Schrader too sticks to this view. Cf. Schrader, Commentarius, ch. 24, no. 112,
p. 364.

113 Molinaeus, De aedilitiis actionibus, 2.7, p. 200: 'In locatione duplicem assignat Bal. rationem. Primo, quia
aediles non praeerant iurisdictioni locationum. Secundo, quia non similiter locatio fit ut venditio, quae
rationes consideratae sunt a Iurisc. Modest. in l. Sciendum est, hoc tit. [D. 21.1.63]. Conductor enim
accipit usum rei et non rem, l. Nauta, ff. naut. caup. et stab. [D. 4.9.5pr.] et cum redhibitio sit in pristinum
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A remedy for returning the thing involves a restoration of the parties' status to such

as it was before the conclusion of the contract. This  restitutio in integrum114 requires a

preceding  change  of  possession  in  the  item,  vid.  that  a  seller  has  transferred  his

possession in the thing to the buyer. Otherwise a restitutio in integrum is without effect. In

a lease contract, however, the lessee gains the enjoyment of the leased object, but nothing

more than that. The lessor remains the owner and possessor. Consequently, according to

Dumoulin,  a  restitutio in integrum  and, consequently, a remedy for returning the thing,

cannot take place in the course of a lease contract. With this argument he touches upon

the legal peculiarity 'that anybody who actually has a thing may not possess it'.115 In lease,

the person who exercises physical control over the leased thing only enjoys it. He cannot

give it back, because the seller had never ceased to possess it.

However, Dumoulin's theory offers some room for exceptions. He admits that it is

possible  to  say  that  in  short-term  lease  there  is  no  relevant  change  of  legal  status.

However, if someone leases a house over a 30-year period in which the lessor cannot

make any use whatsoever of the leased apartment, does not that create a factual situation

awkwardly close to that which arises after a sale has been concluded? Dumoulin thought

this was indeed the case. According to him, some lease contracts amount to a  quasi-

ownership (dominium utile) of the lessee in the object. Again Dumoulin repeats Baldus: 

'[9]  In  emphyteusis  there  is  room...  because  in  that  contract  quasi ownership  is

transferred, C. 4.66.1... [11] The same opinion he [Baldus] holds for long-term lease,

which opinion, I think, is right, since in such a lease quasi-ownership is transferred, see

Cardinal Zabarella, Baldus'.116    

In other words, if the lessee gains so much control over the thing that it boils down to

statum repositio,  l. Facta.hoc tit.  [D. 21.1.60] non mirum, si locatio in edictio non comprehenditur: quia
cum rem non habeat, illam reddere non potest,  l. Cum autem. §. iubent. hoc tit. [D.21.1.23.1]. Sed rei
usum habere desinit, quam conducto accepit'.

114 Dumoulin  refers  to  D.  21.1.60:  Paulus  libro  69  ad  edictum:  Facta  redhibitione  omnia  in  integrum
restituuntur, perinde ac si neque emptio neque venditio intercessit,  and to D. 21.1.23.1:  Iubent aediles
restitui et quod venditioni accessit et si quas accessiones ipse praestiterit, ut uterque resoluta emptione
nihil amplius consequatur, quam non haberet, si venditio facta non esset [my emphasis].

115 Buckland, Roman Law and Common Law, p. 73.
116 Molinaeus, De aedilitiis actionibus, 2.9, no. 11, p. 200; '[9] In emphyteusis habere locum (...) quia ex ea

transfertur dominium utile, l.j.C. de iu. emphy... [11] Idem existimat in locatione ad longum tempus, quod
credo  verum,  quia  ex  ea  transfertur  utile  dominium,  Card.  Zab. Clem.  j.  §  fin,  de  reb.  eccle.  alie.
[Zabarella, Super clementinis, to Clem. 3.9.2, fo. 212ff.], Bald. in auth. & qui. C. de bon. bon. auth. iud,
poss. [Baldus,  Commentaria,  vol. 4, to. C. 11.62.12,  p. 285], Alex. consi. I, lib. 4, [Tartagnus, Consilia,
vol. 4, cons. 1, p. 3seq.],  Corne. consi. 243, lib. 3 [?]'; similarly, Schrader, Commentarius, ch. 24, no. 112:
´Et datur non tantum in contractu venditionis, sed et in omnibus aliis contractibus onerosis, per quos
dominium in accipientem transfertur, sive illi contractus sint bonae fidei, sivi stricti iuris, Bald. l. 2, no. 6. et
7  C.  de  aedil.  action.  [Baldus,  Commentaria,  to  C.  4.44.2,  nos.  9  and  10,  fo  132]  Pro  illis  autem
contractibus, qui sunt vel gratuiti,  l.  ad res. ff. de aedil.  edict. [D. 21.1.62]  vel per quos dominium in
accipientem non transfertur, haec actio non datur, l. sciendum. l. ult. ff. de aedil. edict. [D. 21.1.63]'; idem,
p. 25, no. 37:  'Redhibitoria etiam actione emphyteuta contra dominum experiri potest, si dominus ipsi
fundum pestilentes  herbas  producentem in  emphyteusin  concesserit,  Bald.  l.  2,  C.  de  aedil.  edict.
[Baldus,  Commentaria,  to C. 4.44.2, fo  132], Iason, d. l. fin., no. 71, C. de iure emphyteut. to C. 4.66
[Mayno, De iure emphyteutico, q. 71, col. 56]'.
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virtually being the owner of the good, he can bring an actio redhibitoria. This is the case in

long-term  lease  and  in  emphyteusis.117 Yet,  Dumoulin  still  clings  to  the  idea  that  the

aedilician remedies were originally intended for the sales contract only.

'You must understand that the actio redhibitoria comes as a subsidiary action, because

the aediles did not  possess the judicial  competence.  Since the case is  similar, an

analogous  action  is  granted,  D.  19.5.21.  Likewise,  this  subsidiary  action  can  be

brought  under  the innominate  contracts,  as Baldus teaches in  C.  4.64.3,  quaestio

15'.118

Such subtle  reasoning as one encounters in  Dumoulin's  treatise are wasted on

François Hotman  (1524-1590).119 Reading  Ulpian's  text,  Hotman  asks  himself  the

following:

'... but if I lease a house for five years and I find out in the first year the house is rotten,

unwholesome, bad for your health, then why, as they say, can I not bring proceedings

for returning, so that the landlord takes back the house and we rescind the contract for

lease?... But let us have a look whether there is not something neglected, since it is

very easy to say that after a rescission of a sale in which the buyer returns the thing

and the seller  the price there is  a  redhibitio,  because both parties had something,

because  redhibere  means  bringing  about  that  both  parties  return  what  they  had

gained, D. 21.1.2... In lease we do not speak about 'having something' (habere), but

about 'enjoying something' (frui)... and neither he who leases out has the will to give up

his possession, nor he who leases to acquire it. Hence, it is not strange that wherever

there is no having, there is no returning (redhibere). A second argument is that in a

sales contract there is an idea of evenly gaining and regaining something. After all, the

buyer got something of equal worth in possession from the seller, as the seller got from

the buyer, because the price equals the quality and quantity of the things, as Paulus

says in D. 18.1.1pr. Therefore, just as the contract effectuates an equal profit to both,

so a redhibitio, which is a rescission of the contract, brings about the same state.... But

in this contract [sc. lease] the profits are not the same on both sides, because neither

does the lease equal  the thing,  nor  is  there  an equal  state  on both sides  after  a

redhibitio has taken place. After all, the tenant returns the house, i.e., the right to use it

for five years, but the landlord returns nothing if the rent has not been paid yet, or, if he

accepted a one year's rent in advance, he returns something that is not to be equaled

to a five-year period. In only one case is there something of equality in  redhibere,

which is, of course, if the landlord accepted the entire five years' rent in advance. Well,

what need is there for other arguments in a case as crystal clear as this?'120   

117 'Long-term lease of an imperial domain or of private land for a rental in kind', Berger, Dictionary, p. 451.
118 Molinaeus, De aedilitiis actionibus, 2.9, no. 11, p. 200: 'Intellige verum, quod competit actio redhibitoria in

subsidium: quia aediles non habebant hanc iurisdictionem. Cum casus sit  similis,  datur in factum ,  l.
quoties.  ff.de  praescr.  ver. [D.  19.5.21]. Eodem modo haec subsidiaria  habet  locum in  contractibus
innominatis, docet Bald. in l. ex placito, q. 15, C. de rer. permut [Baldus,  Commentaria, to C. 4.64.3, fo

136]'.
119 A. Leca, 'Hotman, François', in: Dictionnaire, pp. 409-411.
120 Hotomanus, Observationes, ch. 17, fo 92: '... tamen si aedes in quinquennium conduxero, ac primo anno

deprehendero esse pestilentes, insalubres, male sanas, quid mihi (inquiunt) non liceat agere redhibitoria,
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Hotman lets the matter drop at this point. The more inquisitive reader, however,

might wonder what exactly stands in the way of resolving the lease contract so that both

parties are restored in their legal positions before the lease was concluded. After all, why

could a restitutio in integrum not be carried out in the sense that the lessee restores the

lessor to his former position by returning the leased item and the lessor the lessee by

means of paying back the rent? Hotman imagines a situation in which the lessor has not

received any rent yet, for which reason he cannot return anything to the lessee. Thus, the

actio redhibitoria cannot be brought. However, one could think that a remedy for returning

the thing could also entail the discharge of the lessor from his duty to pay the rent, so that

in that sense he will  be put in the position he had before having concluded the lease

contract. Hence, despite Hotman's assertion to the contrary, his views are in severe need

of additional arguments to make them feasible. These, however, he does not provide.121

It may come as no surprise that other humanist scholars present arguments against

Hotman's repudiation of extending the aedilician remedy for returning the thing to lease.

One of them was Cujas. It is in his dealings with the same question that we can see a

mind at work that made use of all the new insights current at the time. Greek texts, textual

criticism and deductive reasoning; all are set to work to argue in favour of the application

of the aedilician remedies to the lease contract.

Cujas begins with emphasizing the similarities between the contracts of sales and

lease. 

'The sales and lease contract are closely linked, so they say, and they derive from the

same principles of law, D. 19.2.2. However, no interpreter of the law has as of yet

dared to extend the aedilician edict, which is about sales, to lease, and Ulpian states in

D. 21.1.63 that it is remarkable that the aediles themselves have not decreed the same

for lease as what they have for sales.'122 

ut locator aedes suas recipiat, & recedamus à locatione et conductione?... Sed videamus ne dissimilatio
sit. Nam cum redhibere sit efficere, ut quod utrimque habetur, utrimque reddatur: l. redhibere, 21, D. de
aedil. edict. [D. 21.1.21]. commodissime post rescissam emtionem et venditionem, re ab emtore, pretio a
venditore reddito, redhibitio dicitur, quoniam uterque habebat... in locatione et conductione non dicimus
habere, sed frui...  neque vel qui locat dimittendae, vel qui conducit adipiscendae possessionis animum
habet... Non mirum est igitur, si ubi non habetur, ibi non redhibeatur.  Altera caussa est, quia in emtione
et venditione par et habitationis et redhibitionis ratio est.  Tantundem enim a venditore habet emptor,
quantum ab emptore venditor cum pretium per aequalitatem quantitatis rem exaequet: ut ait Paulus L. I.
D. de contr. emt. [D. 18.1.1.1.]  Itaque ut contractus parem utriusque rationem efficit, similiter redhibitio
quae contractus rescissio est, parem utriusque statum efficit... At in hoc contractu dissimilis in utramque
partem ratio est. Nam neque merces rem exaequat, neque si redhibitio fieret, par utraque ex parte ratio
esset. Redderet enim inquilinus domum, hoc est ius utendi per quinquennium: locator vero, vel nihil, si
nondum mercedem accepisset: vel si  unius anni praeorogativam accepisset, tamen quod redderetur,
cum quinquennio  comparandum non  esset:  ut  unico  casu  paratum aliquid  in  redhibendo  videretur,
nimirum, si conductor totius quinquennii pensionem praerogasset. Verum in re perspicua, quid opus est
argumentis?'  

121 Cf. Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 24.
122 Cuiacius,  Opera,  vol.  3, p.  358: 'Habent,  ut dicitur, familiaritatem inter se emptio,  venditio,et  locatio,

conductio, eisdemque iuris regulis consistunt, l.2.ff.loca. Nec tamen adhuc ullus extitit iuris interpres qui
edictum aedilicium, quod est de emptione venditione auderet porrigere ad locationem et conductionem,
et aediles ipsos mirum esse Ulpianus ait in l.sciendum est, ff. de aedil. edict...'. 
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Cujas continues to discuss D. 21.1.63.123 What does it say? According to Dumoulin

and  Hotman,  the  text  begins  with  a  general  comment  in  which  Ulpian  expresses  his

wonder  about  the  aediles  not  having  promulgated  on  lease  ('why  nothing  has  been

promulgated for lease, seemed something to wonder about'). The second part of the text is

then Ulpian's explanation for this remarkable fact  ('However, this reasoning is given: or

because there  has never  been legal  competence for  them [the  aediles,  NdB]  for  that

subject, or because lease is not similar to sales'). Dumoulin and Hotman do not doubt that

Ulpian agrees with these arguments and that he accepts the limited scope of the aedilician

remedies. 

This, however, will not do for Cujas. The humanist's scrutinizing eye does not read

the Digest text as if Ulpian states the arguments against extension as plain facts. Rather

the text reflects part of a debate about extension. Ulpian merely states the arguments put

forward in that debate, but does not clearly take sides.124 In Cujas' words: 

'... The argument is twofold and consists of a reply and a rejoinder. Since neither are

sufficiently  clear  -  which  is  most  of  the  times  the  case  when  something  appears

remarkable to those who write on the law- no reason is firmly established, D. 11.7.9.125

Ulpian only judiciously notes that there are arguments given of which he himself gives

no sign of approving'.126    

With this clever argument Cujuas creates room to come to a different conclusion than

Oldendorp, Hotman and others who argue against extending of the aedilician remedy to

locatio conductio. Starting from the same example as Hotman, Cujas reaches the exact

opposite conclusion. 

123 D. 21.1.63: Ulpianus libro primo ad edictum aedilium curulium : Sciendum est ad venditiones solas hoc
edictum pertinere non tantum mancipiorum, verum ceterarum quoque rerum. Cur autem de locationibus
nihil edicatur, mirum videbatur: haec tamen ratio redditur vel quia numquam istorum de hac re fuerat
iurisdictio vel quia non similiter locationes ut venditiones fiunt.

124 Klempt, Grundlagen, pp. 20–21.
125 Gaius libro 19 ad edictum provinciale: '...Unde miror, quare constare videatur neque heredi neque in

heredem dandam hanc actionem: nam ut apparet, pecuniariae quantitatis ratio in eam deducitur: certe
perpetuo ea inter ipsos competit'.

126 Cuiacius,  Opera,  vol.  3, p. 358 E: 'ratio est duplex:  ἔνστασις et  ἀντιπαράστασις, et ob id liquida
neutra satis, ut plerumque eius quod mirum iuris auctoribus videtur, nulla constat ratio certa, l.liberum, ff.
de relig. Et prudenter Ulpianus refert tantum illas rationes reddi, quas ipse tamen se probare non indicat'.
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'On various grounds there is a strong case for extending the aedilitian edict to locatio

conductio. For instance, if I lease a house for five years and I find out in the first year

the house is rotten, unwholesome, bad for your health, why will I not be allowed to sue

for returning the thing, so that the landlord takes back the house and we rescind the

contract for lease? Surely, this appears to be the drift of Zeno's constitution C. 4.65.34,

on the ground of which landlord and tenant are at liberty to rescind the contract with

impunity wherever within a year, unless something else has been agreed on...  The

constitution is in Greek and its wordings remain in the Basilica: 'The decree provides

that both lessor and lessee be allowed to rescind the lease as well in Italy as in all

provinces and that a fine for breach of contract need not to be paid, unless at the time

of the contract's conclusion they have explicitly agreed to exclude that condition or

have orally renounced such right.'127 And about this constitution you can read that it

was written in a most ancient handwriting coming from places where everything was

practised in court....  In these titles you must not pass over this beautiful law which

provides for allowing rescission of a lease contract within one year, without having to

pay a fine'.128  

Cujas here provides a clear example of what his humanist strict  letter approach

could  achieve.  Never  reasoning beyond the literal  text  of  D.  21.1.63,  he  nevertheless

manages to give a new twist to an age-old debate in which the communis opinio seemed

to have become bogged down.

A wholly different approach is taken by Doneau. 'Lease, after all, does not envisage

a change of ownership. Sales, on the other hand, is concluded on the condition that the

thing  sold  remains  with  the  buyer  perpetually',  so  Doneau  believes.129 Dumoulin  and

Hotman  had  already  expressed  similar  views.  The  actio  redhibitoria  was exclusively

reserved for sales. Medieval communis opinio continued to live on in the writings of some

of the most renowned humanists.

4.2.3 Increased liability

Almost all humanist scholars who were studied for this chapter accept as a ground rule

127 B. XX, 1, 95 = C. 4.65.34.  Adapted translation of Bluhm's. Bluhm,  Justinian Code, Annotated,  book 4
<http://hdl.handle.net/10176/wyu:12399>.

128 Cuiacius,  Opera,  vol.  3, p. 359 A, B: 'At ex diverso ratio non parva est producendi aedilici  edicti  ad
locationes  et  conductiones:  nam  si  forte  aedes  in  quinquennium  conduxero,  ac  primo  anno
deprehendero esse pestilentes, insalubres, male sanas, cur mihi non licebit agere redhibitoria ut locator
aedes  suas  recipiat  et  recedamus  a  locatione  et  conductione?  Et  sane  haec  videtur  esse  mens
Constitutionis Zenonis in l. pen.C.de loc.et cond. ex qua locatori et conductori impune licet ubique intra
annum a contractu discedere, nisi aliud nominatim convenerit... Graeca est constitutio, cuius haec verba
restant  in  Basilicis.  Ἡκατέρῳ διάταξις ἐπιτρέπει καὶ τῷ μισθώσαωτι καὶ τῷ μισθωσαμένῳ
ἐξεῖναι ἐντός ἐνιαυτοῦ λύειν τὴν μίσθωσιν καὶ ἐν Ἰταλίᾳ καὶ ἐν πάσαις ταῖς ἐπαρχίαις καὶ
μὴ  διδόναι  πρόστιμον  ὡς  ἐκ  παραβασίας,  εἰ  μὴ  ἄρα  ἐν  ἀρχῇ  τοῦ  συναλλάγματος
ἀπετάξαντο ἰδικῶς τῷ τοιούτῳ συμφώνῳ ἢ ἀγράφως ἀπεῖπον. Et de hac lege ita scriptum legi
in  antiquissima  notatione  locorum  quibus  quaeque  res  in  iure  tractetur...  In  illis  autem  titulis  non
praetermittas  illam  pulcherrimam  legem,  qua  cavetur  licere  intra  annum  sine  poena  a  contractu
conductionis recedere'.

129 Donellus, In titulum, to D. 21.1, p. 283: 'Et placet ... neque ad locationes [pertinere], quia non similiter
locatio, ut emtio fiat. Locatio enim dominium mutare non solet: emtio sic contrahitur, ut apud emptorem
res perpetuo maneat'; Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 22.
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that an ignorant seller can not be held liable for more than the purchase price and that a

knowing seller is liable for all the buyer's loss.130 Knowingly refraining from informing the

buyer of the goods' defective state and falsely guaranteeing the absence of defects is

equalled to fraud (dolus).131

One knotty text in the Corpus iuris civilis,  D. 19.1.6.4, however, breaches the rule

that an unknowing seller should not be held liable for more than the price he paid for the

thing sold.

'If you sell me a kind of barrel and state that it has a certain measure or weight, I can

sue you on the sales contract, if  you deliver less. But if  you sell  me a barrel while

affirming that it is sound and it turns out not to be so, you also have to compensate me

for that what I lost because of that affirmation. If, on the other hand, you had not acted

as if you would deliver the barrel intact, you are only held to be liable in the event of

fraud or deceit. Labeo thinks otherwise and is of the opinion that the only rule that

counts  is  that  he  [the  seller]  must  deliver  intact,  unless  there  was  agreed  to  the

contrary. That is the right view. Minucius states that Sabinus replied that this was also

owed in the event of leased earthenware vessels'.132

The crux is in the last two sentences in which it is assumed that it is part of the obligations

of a seller of barrels that he delivers his wares in good condition and that, if he does not,

he is liable for all the buyer's losses. Medieval scholars found this difficult to square with

the fact that in the event of a latent defect the action on the sales contract for all loss was

only granted in case of fraud and deceit or when an explicit warranty was given. Yet, in

defiance of this neat framework medieval scholars had squeezed from other texts of the

Corpus iuris the present text boils down to a liability for all losses resulting from a barrel

being defective without the seller knowing it.133 

Mudaeus tried his luck in explaining the text. First, he propounded the medieval

communis opinio.  Medieval scholars refuted the possibility to hold an unknowing seller

liable for all loss by referring to the difference between lease and sales. They thought that

a less strict obligation rested on the lessee than on the buyer to inspect the item before

130 C.f. Oldendorp, Progymnasmata, §7, nos. 2-4, p. 248; Mudaeus, De contractibus, to D. 19.1.13pr. no. 2,
p. 182; Molinaeus,  De aedilitiis actionibus,  2.17-19,  pp. 201-202;  Donellus, Commentarii,  vol. 7,  ch. 3,
§12. pp. 396-397:  'Sed hae actiones, ut apparet, pretium et aestimationem rei non egrediuntur... Non
item in id quod interest morbi vitiive nomine [§13]... Uno, si venditor vitium aut morbum sciens reticuit...
altero, si vitium aut morbum venditor ignorans. Nam et quod de re dixit venditor, quo consecutus est, ut
pluris venderet, id eum praestare oportet ut paulo post amplius dicetur. Quod si venditor rem morbosam
aut vitiosam vendidit ignorans nec sanam esse affirmavit, placet eum superioribus quidem actionibus
teneri, id est ad redhibendum, et quanto minoris emtor esset emturus; in id autem quod interest non
teneri'.

131 Wesenbecius, In pandectas, to D. 19.1, no. 5, p. 223.
132 D.  19.1.6.4:  'Si  vas aliquod mihi  vendideris  et  dixeris  certam mensuram capere vel  certum pondus

habere, ex empto tecum agam, si minus praestes. Sed si vas mihi vendidieris ita, ut adfirmares integrum,
si id integrum non sit, etiam id, quod eo nomine perdiderim, praestabis mihi: si vero non id actum sit, ut
integrum praestes,  dolum malum dumtaxat  praestare  te  debere.  Labeo  contra  putat  et  illud  solum
observandum, ut, nisi in contrarium id actum sit, omnimodo integrum praestari debeat: et est verum.
Quod et in locatis doliis praestandum Sabinum respondisse Minicius refert'.

133 For medieval views on the matter see 2.2.3.
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concluding the contract.  'Since possession of  the thing bought  passes to the buyer, a

greater duty of care and a more diligent inspection of the things he buys for himself should

rightly be demanded of him than when he accepts the barrel for lease for only a certain

period'134,  so  Mudaeus  summarizes  medieval  doctrine.  This  view, however,   Mudaeus

himself disapproves of:

'I would  rather  follow another  reasoning...  namely  that  there  is  not  any  difference

between the selling or leasing of a barrel, nor is there a difference in barrels and all

other things, as some say, see Bartolus to D. 19.2.19.1. Nor is there a stricter mode of

liability between a barrel and other things of which the defects can easily be ignored

and concealed... but there is rather a difference between artificially made barrels and

other things which are sold or leased by virtue of  someone's profession and other

things which are sold or let by whoever owns them in the course of merely managing

patrimony, something which Ulpian lucidly demonstrates... in D. 19.2.19.1.... In the first

kind of contract there is no justified excuse, because what goes wrong in the handicraft

of which the lessor or seller claims to be skilled comes with severe losses for the other

party.  In  the  second,  no  veritable  lease  is  struck  nor  does  it  concern  an

acknowledgement of any kind of handicraft or business. No, this lease pertains to the

simple management of someone's patrimony and consequently does not involve, nor

tacitly implies, any warranty against losses that could and should have been foreseen

by the lessor no less than by the lessee'.135           

Thus, Mudaeus accepts a stricter liability for sellers who had made their living of producing

and selling wares, as opposed to people who accidentally do away with some superfluous

property.136 In the first situation there is some warranty of fitness implied by the seller's or

lessor's professionality. Dumoulin shares the same view.137 

As to why the seller has to compensate for all losses and not only for the loss of the

134 Mudaeus,  De contractibus,  to  D.  19.1.6.4,  no.  2,  p.  187:'...ut  cum emptae rei  dominium transeat in
emptorem, merito maior eius debeat esse cura, et diligentior inquisitio, qualem rem sibi emat, quam si
conductam tantum ad aliquod tempus acciperet'.

135 Mudaeus,  to D. 19.1.6.4,  no.  4, p. 187:  'At  certe diversam sententiam sequi malim, ...,  nihil  scilicet
interesse in venditione vasis et locatione: nihil etiam inter vas et caeteras res omnes, ut quidem dixerunt,
Bartol. ad dictam  l.  sed.addes, §I [Bartolus,  Commentaria,  to. D. 19.2.19(21).1, fo

.  133]. Neque etiam
strictiore modo inter vas et caeteras res, quarum vitia facile possunt ignorari et tegi (...) sed potius inter
vas caeterasque res artificiales, quae ex professione alicuius artis venduntur, aut locantur, et alias quae
ex  simplici  administratione  patrimonii  a  quocunque  domino  earum  venduntur  aut  locantur,  quod
luculenter ... demonstrat Ulpianus in dicta l.sed addes.§.I. ... In priore enim genere nec ignorantia iustam
habet  excusationem,  propterea  quod in  arte,  quam locator  aut  venditor  profitetur,  erratum sit,  cum
alterius gravi iactura. In posteriore vero locatione non versatur, nec spectatur professio alicuius artis aut
negotiationis, sed ea locatio ad simplicem patrimonii administrationem pertinet, ideoque non implicat,
neque in se tacite continet ullam susceptionem periculi, quod non minus a conducente, quam locante
praevideri poterat et debebat'; cf. De Revigny's comments on C. 4.58.1, discussed in section 2.2.3.  

136 See Vecchi for later scholars dealing with the same text. Vecchi, ‘La garanzia’, p. 96.
137 Molinaeus, Extricatio, no. 49,  fo. 43v: 'Patet, attende causam ex qua vascularius obligatur ad interesse

totius effusi liquoris, est enim culpa huiusmodi, quae non respicit ipsum solum corpus principaliter in
dispositionem  deductum,  sed  expresse  ab  initio  praevisum  aliarum  rerum  periculum.  Cum  enim
vasculariam profiteatur, sive vasa cudat, sive ab aliis facta vendat et sic hanc artem vel negociationem
exercendo, si non semper expresse, saltem semper tacite ipso facto et ex professo affirmat vasa ad
usum ad quem prostant, vaeneunt, vel elocantur idonea et integra esse: si igitur vitiosa sint, culpa est
valde notabilis, l. Julianus, § Quid tamen, de actio. empt. [D. 19.1.13.3]... '
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barrel, Dumoulin writes that the seller's culpa extends to his knowing that when barrel is

defective, its content will  also perish.138 To the objection that it  is impossible to read a

professional  seller  in  a  text  which  does  not  give  a  clue  about  the  person's  qualities,

Dumoulin retorts:

'But if someone hair-splittingly prattles that these rules do not consider who sold the

barrels or leased them out, but that they speak indistinctly, and that for that reason I

should not restrict them to manufacturers or commercial traders who sell or lease out

things pertaining to their craft or trade profession, I answer that such an objection is

not made by judicious men, but by men uninformed about things, men unfit for law

study (as said by Aristotle) or men who like sophists contort the plain meaning of the

law, contrary to  D. 10.4.19, and who do not recognize what is said with wit. Laws are

not to be brought down by sophistry nor should they be interpreted as some fantastic

song consisting of only the prescribed words, as an empty shell,  but in the light of

common sense, accommodated to uses and practices of men and judged by what is

equitable in the light of its context [D. 16.3.31]'.139      

Furthermore,  natural  equity  demands  that  goods  sold  or  leased  out  by  a

professional seller should be fit for the purpose they are to serve on the pain of liability for

all  loss which  results  from not  ensuring  that  feat.140 Professio artis  obligat,  presenting

oneself as a professional brings the duty to live up to raised expectations . This rule counts

for all  professions. 'So you see that legal rules should be interpreted not in a slipshod

manner but sanely and congruently',  so Dumoulin exhorts his fellow jurists. Dumoulin's

theory would last well-into the 19th and 20th century civil codes.141

A different explanation for the puzzling text about the seller's liability or a leaking barrel can

be found with  Antonius Guibertus  Costanus (fl.  ca.  1550).142 He chooses an historical

138 Molinaeus,  Extricatio,  no.  49,  fo. 44:  'Tum ea culpa non respicit  nudum corpus vel  usum vasis,  sed
periculum liquoris infundendi, scit enim vascularius, vel scire debet fore, ut cum vase (si vitiosum sit)
liquor pereat, suaque expresse vel tacita affirmatione secus contrahentem in illud periculum inducit'.

139 Molinaeus, Extricatio,  no. 50, fo. 44: 'Quod si quis  μικρόλογος  causetur ea iura non distinguitur a quo
vasa vendantur vel locentur, sed loqui indistincte, quapropter non debere a me restringi ad artificem vel
negociatorem  qui  vendat  vel  locet  spectantia  ad  artem  vel  negotiationem  suam,  respondeo  hanc
obiectionem non fore hominis cordati, sed rerum imperiti, ad legum studia (teste Aristotele) inepti, vel
sophista nuda legum verba captantis, non autem qua mente dicantur animadvertentis, contra  l. pe. ad
exhib. [D. 10.4.19]  leges autem non sunt ad sophisticam deducendae, nec tanquam magica quaedam
carmina ex solo verborum praescripto, tanquam ex nudo cortice tractandae, sed ex communi sensu
usibus et commodis hominum accomodo et ex totius negocii aequitate, l. bona fides, depos. [D. 16.3.31]'.

140 Molinaeus, Extricatio, no. 51, p. 44v: '… Etiam utilitas promiscui usus et reip. exigit, ut teneantur si vel
ignoranter peccent  in  arte vel  professione sua alios damnificando,  quod etiam ipsa naturalis  iustitia
dictat, praesertim cum haec non soleant emi vel conduci nisi in peristasi et imminenti periculo liquoris
amittendi,  quod periculum praevidetur et  tacite suscipitur a sic  vendente vel  locante.  Et  sic non est
speciale in vasis, sed idem in omnibus in quibus eadem est ratio. Unde si faber materiarius vendat vel
locet tigna tamquam idonea ad fulciendum vel construendum domos, quod est eo ipso quod artem vel
negociationem talium tignorum excercet, tenebitur etiam ignorans de detrimento ruinae domus vitio tigni
secutae... Vides ergo quod dicta iura non debeant ruditer, sed sane et congrue intelligi'.

141 Dumoulin's interpretation is accepted by Mornac, Observationes, vol. 1, to D. 19.1.6.4, p. 471; De Bruijn,
'Professio artis', p. 7. 

142 Little is known about this man. See Donahue jr., 'The Role of the Humanists', pp. 59-60.
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approach to answer why someone who could not have known about defects in his wares is

nevertheless liable for all the buyer's loss. The treatment of the issue by this scholar is an

example of historical research which made its way into the legal sciences at the beginning

of the 16th century. In his Quaestiones iuris memorabiles he writes the following: 

'Personally, I think the lessor is liable for the full interest because of great idleness and

supine negligence,  even if  the loss exceeds the thing's value. For assuredly, since

earlier times, every diligent pater familias inspected his barrels on a daily basis and, as

M. Cato writes in his De re rustica, often washed and tarred them, because they would

otherwise be noted by the Censors, as was the case with fields, vineyards and trees

less laboriously taken care of, or with horses with skinny legs, or with horses which

were  insufficiently  brushed,  as  Gellius  in  book  4  says.143 Undoubtedly,  he  who  is

unaware  of  cracks  and  defects  in  barrels  cannot  be  without  deceit  or  negligence

verging on deceit. Thus are those who were so idle and so inactive because of their

enormous sluggishness as not to inspect their barrels, not to wash, not to besmear

them with paint, as was the custom, who, in short, did not keep them intact, rightly

liable for  wine leaking from sold or  lent  barrels  and their  lazy ignorance does not

excuse them'.144 

Costanus draws extensively  from what Roman general  history has to offer. The

seller's  liability  for  leaking  barrels  had  its  origins  in  old  republican  Rome,  in  which

implacable  characters  such  as  Cato  the  Elder  rigorously  held  sway  over  Rome's

censorate, a collegium appointed to guard the Roman elite's morals.145 This may sound, at

least  from a  scholarly  perspective,  as  a  convincing  argument.  The  question  remains,

however, whether this kind of reasoning had any influence on scholars more prone to

making the Digest suitable for solving practical problems. After all, one could reason that

now since censors are history, Digest texts which can only be explained by referring to

their authority should no longer be regarded as relevant.   

Nevertheless, Costanus' argument, which might strike the reader as somewhat too

far removed from early modern legal reality, inspired no one less than the standard bearer

of humanist legal scholarship, Cujas. In one of his lectures over the Digest, later published

in his  Recitationes solemnes,  he presents the same solution for the leaking barrel text.

One thing Cujas does not fail  to mention is that the censors' stringency was not solely

aimed at barrels, but also applied to other earthen and fragile vessels. Thus extending this

peculiar liability, Cujas goes one step further than Costanus. Cujas' thoughts approximate

143 Gellius, Noctes Atticae, 4.12.2.
144 Costanus,  Quaestionum,  ch.  13,  no.  12-13,  p.  77: 'Et  ego quidem putarim ob magnam desidiam &

supinam negligentiam, in id omne quod interest, etiam si extra rem sit, eo casu teneri locatorem. Cum
enim diligens quisque paterfamilias olim dolia sua quotidie perlustraret, & saepe, ut M. Cato de re rustic.
scribit, lavaret atque picaret, aut aliter, à Censoribus notabatur: sicut agros, vineas & arbores parum
diligenter curans, aut equum habens gracilentum, aut parum nitidum, ut Gellius lib.4. ait. Certe non potuit
dolo carere, aut culpa dolo proxima, qui fissuras & vitia doliorum ignorabat. Igitur qui eo usque desides
erant, & gravi veterno torpebant, ut nec dolia sua inviserent, nec lavarent, nec pice, ut mos quondam
erat, circumlinirent, nec integra denique haberent: merito doliis  venditis aut locatis vini effusi  nomine

tenebantur, nec eos supina ignorantia excusebat'.
145 Baltrusch, Regimen, passim.
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a general liability for items which demand extra pre-contractual care from the side of the

seller before actually concluding a sale.146      

Doneau again fits the intricate Digest text into a framework of obligations inherent in the

sales contract. His structure consists of the following building blocks. First of all, the seller

has to  deliver  his merchandise in  a  manner that  the buyer can enjoy its  unhampered

possession. This boils down to delivering the thing incorruptus, i.e., shielded from eviction,

and free from all encumbrances that impede the unhampered possession of the thing.147

Secondly, there are two types of impediments to the buyer's unhampered possession of

his purchase: those that hinder the thing's normal use and those that curtail the buyer's

right in the thing. 

The first  kind of impediments is provided for in the aedilician edict.148 The edict

states that the seller has to avail the buyer of any defects in the merchandise or must

explicitly exonerate himself for it in order to free himself from liability. If he does not, a

threefold  action is  provided for, or  better, as Doneau puts  it,  one action on the sales

contract  with  three  possible  remedies,  i.e.,  returning  the  thing,  price  reduction  or

compensation for all losses.149 The first two amount to the purchase price at most, whereas

the third claim comprises all the buyer's losses. From D. 19.1.13pr. about rotten wooden

beams and contaminated cattle it follows, however, that a claim for compensation of all

losses is only successful, if a cognizant seller kept silent about defects or if a seller who

does not know himself whether the thing is really sound, nevertheless asserts the thing to

be so. If the seller did not know about the wood's bad condition, the buyer could claim no

more than  a  price  reduction  of  reimbursement  of  the  purchase price. This  framework

146 Cuiacius, Opera, vol. 7, p. 745 D: 'Ad haec notandus est adhuc casus specialis, quo ex diverso ignorans
venditor tenetur in id, quod interest, non quanto minoris tantum, puta si  ignorans dolia vitiosa, dolia
cassa vel  pertusa vendiderit,  l.  sed addes 19.  §I.  loc.'.[D.  19.2.19.1],  l.  6,  §.sed si  vas,  hoc tit.  [D.
19.1.6.4].  Et  huius  specialis  casus  ratio  haec  videtur  esse,  quoniam  intolerabilis  et  inexcusabilis
ignorantia  haec  est,  quia  patresfam.  solent  et  debent  in  doliis  servandis,  quae  vasa  figulina  erant,
omnem adhibere  curam et  diligentiam,  ea,  ut  auctores  rei  rusticae  loquuntur,  picando,  id  est,  pice
illinendo, et operculando, et inspiciendo, scrutando saepius, ut vitiorum, si quae forte contraxerint, non
possint  esse  ignari,  aut  praetendere  ignorantiam,  eademque  eorum  cura  in  aliis  vasis  figulinis  et
fragilibus, d. §. sed si vas [D. 19.1.6.4], ubi doliis et alia vasa junguntur'.

147 Donellus, Commentarii, vol. 7, book 13, ch. 3, §1, p. 390: 'Tertium caput praestationum huius generis de
re vendita est, non solum ut res ita tradatur, quo eam recte habere liceat. Id est ut tradatur incorrupta, &
ab omni onere rei ius minuente libera, quoad eius ex bona fide fieri oportet'; Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 22.

148 Donellus, Commentarii, vol. 7, book 13, ch. 3, §2, p. 390: 'Huius generis incommoda sunt quatuor: duo
usum impedientia, morbi & vitia rei venditae: duo ius minuentia salvo rei usu, servitutes, & tributa rei
imposita. Alia de morbis & vitiis rei venditae venditoris obligatio est, alia de servitutibus & tributis. De
morbis  &  vitiis  rerum venditarum  cautum est  Aedilicio  edicto,  idque  ita  receptum est,  ut  esset  de
venditionibus rerum tam earum, quae soli sunt, quam quae mobiles aut se moventes, L. I. statim in pr. D.
de aed. edict. Itaque ei edictio hic locus est'.

149 Donellus, Commentarii, vol. 7, book 13, ch. 3, §6, p. 392: 'His personis & rebus venditis exceptis, si quis
venditor de morbis & vitiis non monuit emptorem, neque de his quidquam excepit, placet eum eo nomine
teneri.  Idque  efficitur  aedilicio  edicto.  Neque interest,  sciens  quis  ea  quae aediles  praestari  iubent,
vendiderit, an ignorans. L. I. in pr. §. I. D. de aed. ed. Qua in re non una est obligatio venditoris, sed
triplex eo edicto actio adversus eum constituta; vel potius una quidem actio ex empto, sed trium rerum
gratia: ad redhibendum, quanto minoris, nonnumquam & quanti emptoris interest rem morbosam aut
vitiosam non fuisse'.
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leaves no room for a liability for all loss in the event the seller is not aware of any defects

or has not exonerated himself from liability while he knew about the defect.150 

Now back to the leaking barrel in D. 19.6.4. The seller in that text neither conceals a

defect, nor falsely asserts the barrel's integrity. How does Doneau cope with the fact that

the seller of the barrel has to account for all the buyer's losses, although he does not meet

the abovementioned requirements? 

'These texts are not in opposition, because in other things, e.g. damaged wood or ill

cattle, it happens that he who sells ignorantly does not affirm that the wood is bad or

the cattle ill. Wood and cattle are sold without reserve. because wood is no less wood

even if it is defective. Nor is cattle less cattle, though ill. Yet, he who sells a barrel

affirms by the sole fact of calling the thing a barrel that it  is sound and capable of

storing liquid, since under barrel we assume every instrument prepared to be capable

of storing some liquid. We do not speak about a barrel capable of storing liquid, where

it does not keep liquid poured into it. Hence, the word 'storing' must be understood as

that things are stored which remain, D. 50.16.71'.151

Rotten wood is still  wood, whereas a leaking barrel  is not  a barrel  any more, since it

cannot  fulfil  its  function  any  longer.  Therefore,  someone  selling  a  barrel  can  not  be

understood to sell something other than a barrel from which liquids do not leak out. This

justifies that the seller is always liable for all  damages resulting from defective barrels,

whether or not he was capable of knowing anything about the defects. For this particular

case, no warranties given or fraud are needed, as the general rule for liability under the

sales contract requires for a full liability. Doneau thus stages something very close to what

would later be called an implicit warranty.

Furthermore, Doneau ties in with Bartolus, who had said that 'he who leases out a

defective barrel, be he aware of that or not, is liable for all losses. In other things there is a

difference  between  knowing  and  ignorant  sellers'.152 Likewise,  Doneau  explains  the

150 Donellus, Commentarii,  vol. 7, book 13, ch. 3,  §12, p. 396:  'Sed hae actiones, ut apparet, pretium &
aestimationem rei  non  egrediuntur.  Quid  ergo,  si  multo  pluris  intersit  emptoris  rem  morbosam  aut
vitiosam venditam non fuisse? Finge tignum vitiosum venditum, & aedes vitio tigni corruisse: venditum
pecus morbosum, & alia pecora contagione periisse. An non etiam eo nomine agi potest ex empto in id
quod interest, ut quae detrimenta ex ea emptione emptor traxerit, ea omnia ei praestentur? Et posse agi
constat: sed non semper, ut superioribus, redhibitoria & quanto minoris. Quibus experiri licet, sive quis
sciens  vitiosum  aut  morbosum  vendiderit  sive  ignorans,  &  sive  non  esse  morbosum  aut  vitiosum
affirmaverit, sive tacuerit. Non item in id quod interest morbi vitiive nomine; idem,  vol. 7, p. 397,  §13:
'Quod si venditor rem morbosam aut vitiosam vendidit ignorans nec sanam esse affirmavit, placet eum
superioribus quidem actionibus teneri, id est ad redhibendum, et quanto minoris emtor esset emturus; in
id autem, quod interest, non teneri'.

151 Donellus, Commentarii,  vol. 7, book 13, ch. 3,  §14, p. 398:  'Non sunt haec contraria. Nam in caeteris
rebus, puta tigno vitioso, aut pecore morboso hoc evenit, ut qui haec ignorans vendit, non ideo vitiosa
aut morbosa non esse affirmet. Tignum enim & pecus simpliciter venduntur. Tignum autem non eo minus
tignum est, etsi sit vitiosum; & pecus non minus pecus, etsi sit morbosum. Atqui vas vendit, etiamsi nihil
aliud adiiciat, tamen solo vasis nomine affirmat vas esse integrum, & liquoris capax. Quoniam vas dicitur
instrumentum omne, quod ad liquorem aliquem capiendum paratum est. Non dicitur autem vas liquorem
capere,  ubi  liquorem infusum non retinet.  Sic  enim est  capiendi  verbum, ut  ea capi  dicantur, quae
mansura sunt. L. aliud est capere, D. de verb. signif.' 

152 For Bartolus  2.2.2.
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particulars of the present text by alluding to the kind of object that is leased out or sold. In

this, he differs from Cujas, who provides historical grounds to explain the exception the

barrel-case poses to the general rule on liability under sales. According to the latter, a duty

of care existed for sellers of barrels and similarly fragile items. Thus, the liability the text

imposes is not so much a result of the particulars of the thing sold, but of the behaviour of

the seller before conclusion of the sale. Doneau on the other hand, attaches meaning to

the kind of object that had been sold. 

Somewhat surprisingly, Doneau's explanation is the result  of  casuistic reasoning

which does not chime well with his wish to come to a systematic overview of Roman law

suitable for deductive reasoning. Cujas, on the other hand, moves in the direction of a

general duty of care, an approach that one would not expect from a jurist more prone to

litteral a close-text interpretations of the Corpus iuris civilis.  

4.2.4 Liability for encumbrances on immovables

Accursius and later medieval scholars had interpreted the seller's liability for encumbered

immovables in the Corpus iuris civilis  largely in keeping with the rule of D. 19.1.13pr. An

ignorant  seller  could  only  be  liable  for  price  reduction  and  a  knowing  seller  had  to

compensate for all the buyer's loss. Yet, a significant amount of texts in the Corpus iuris

civilis  do not fit properly with that rule and had to be brought in line with it by stretching

their content. This resulted in rather strained interpretations of texts D. 18.1.59, D. 19.1.41,

D. 19.1.21 and D. 21.1.61, which one would not expect when reading them. As a result,

the medieval rules governing liability for servitudes and taxes on land made a complicated

system which was difficult to fathom.153

Unsurprisingly, the opaque medieval interpretations engendered equal obscurity in

the  ages  that  followed.  Some  16th  century  humanists  likewise  interpreted  the  seller's

liability  for  servitudes in  keeping with  the principle  spelled out  in  D.  19.1.13pr. Others

chose a different path.

An example of the first is Balduinus in his interpretation of D. 21.1.61. This text

holds the seller liable for price reduction without giving clues about his knowledge of the

servitude on the sold land.154 According to Balduinus, however, the seller in the text must

have been unfamiliar with the servitude's existence. Otherwise, he could have been sued

for all loss on the grounds of fraud (dolus). Balduinus' reading cannot be sustained by the

text's literal wordings, which do not say anything about the seller's state of mind. They only

mention that the seller is liable for price reduction in the event a buyer of his land has been

evicted because of a servitude. Perhaps the seller knew about it, perhaps not. Balduinus'

interpretation seems to have been inspired by a wish to streamline the liability for latent

defects and encumbrances. This feeling is corroborated by his reference to D. 19.1.13pr.

153 See 2.2.4.
154 D. 21.1.61: Ulpianus libro 80 ad edictum: Quotiens de servitute agitur, victus tantum debet praestare,

quanti minoris emisset emptor, si scisset hanc servitutem impositam. 
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on the spot.155

Nevizzano († 1540)156, a student of Jason de Mayno, plainly states that the seller

always has to deliver free from encumbrances. He does so under reference to D. 18.1.59

which text  contains the exact  opposite.157 Mudaeus contends the same, but  only  after

putting  much  effort  into  reinterpreting  D.  18.1.59  to  have  it  fit  in  with  the  rule  of  D.

19.1.13pr. According to D. 18.1.59, only a seller who has guaranteed to sell land in the

best condition (ut optimus maximusque) is obliged to deliver it free from servitudes. Sellers

who had not given such warranty need only to deliver the land such as it is and cannot be

held accountable for encumbrances found on the land. This goes against the general rule

of D. 19.1.13pr. that an ignorant seller who has not guaranteed anything can nevertheless

be held liable for price reduction.  

To bring D. 18.1.59 in line with that principle, Mudaeus explains that the clause ut

optimus maximusque only refers to servitudes which might emerge before the completion

of the contract. The clause then gives the buyer the opportunity of claiming that the seller

free the land from servitudes before delivery. Against a seller who had not promised to

deliver the land in the best condition, such a claim can not be made. The buyer either has

to accept the land as it  is or reconsider the deal. If  the servitude is revealed  after the

contract's conclusion, however, the buyer has remedies at his disposal in accordance with

the  rule  of  D.  19.1.13pr.,  viz. against  knowing  sellers  the  contract  can  be  rescinded,

against unknowing sellers a remedy for price reduction can be brought.158 In other words,

Mudaeus  thinks  that  D.  18.1.59  and  D.  19.1.13pr  concern  different  moments  in  the

process of concluding a sale.

On the other side of the spectrum we find 16th century humanist scholars who stick to a

more literal reading of the texts governing the seller's liability for encumbrances on land.

155 Balduinus,  Commentarii,  p.  137:  '[Victus].  Nempe  venditor,  adversus  quem proposita  erat  Aedilicia
quanto minoris actio, quia emptorem non admonuisset servitutis, quam fortassis ignorabat. Nam si eam
dolo celasset, non modo Quanto minoris conveniretur, sed et quanti minoris emptoris interesset victus
praestaret civili iudicio ex empto (D. 19.1.13.1), quod et superius attigimus'.  Balduinus' reference to D.
19.1.13.1 instead of D. 19.1.13pr. appears to be an error; a scholar who interprets the Corpus iuris civilis'
laws on liability for servitudes in keeping with D. 19.1.13pr. is Schrader, Commentarius, ch. no. 104, p.
361: '... venditor obligatur rem venditam liberam a servitutibus tradere emptori'.

156 For  biographical  details  see  S.  Feci,  'Nevizzano,  Giovanni',  in:  Dizionario,  2013.  Online  version
<www.treccani.it > enciclopedia > nevizzano, giovanni >.

157 Nevizzano,  Consilia,  cons. 37,  no.  2,  p.  329:  '...  ut  venditor oportet quod rem tradat liberam,  l.  cum
venderes, ff. de contrah. empt. [D. 18.1.59]'.

158 Mudaeus,  De contractibus,  to D. 19.1.1.1, no. 7, p. 173:  'quod ergo Celsus dixit  [i.e.,  in D. 18.1.59]
oportere fundum tradi  qualis est,  ita intelligi debet, ut venditio impleta non rescindatur ob servitutem
postea emergentem, neque redhibitoriae actioni locus sit, quando ignorans vendidit, sed quod manente
venditione, venditor ignorans emptori ignoranti teneatur quanti minoris, d.l. quoties, de aedilit, edicto [D.
21.1.61] vel ex empto, leg. in venditione, hoc tit. [D. 19.1.41] ... tolerari forte melius potuisset, si dixisset
Alciatus, quod vendito fundo, uti optimus maximusque est, si servitus aliqua emergat eo nondum tradito,
vel  pretio  nondum soluto  ab  emptore,  recipi  non  debere,  nec  pretium solvi,  nisi  obtinuerit  venditor
servitutem extingui ...  durius esset, quod contractu utrinque impleto, si  tunc emergat servitus, posse
contractum rescindi,  ac satis esse videtur, ut quanti  interest emptoris ex empto posset agi,  quamvis
interim  negari  non  possit,  [8]  quin  interdum  ob  assertionem  temerariam  et  iudicationem venditoris
redhibitoria habeat locum ...'.
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Cujas understands D. 18.1.59 in the sense that only a seller who guaranteed the best

condition of the land sold can be held liable, if  the land turns out not to be in such a

condition.159 The conflicting content of text D. 21.1.61, in which a seller of land burdened

with a servitude has to compensate the buyer with a reduction of price, Cujas seeks to

dismiss with a rather sought explanation. He contends that D. 21.1.61, which is about a

servitude, cannot be extended to D. 18.1.59, which, according to Cujas, does not concern

servitudes.160 

However, the view that D. 18.1.59 is not about servitudes is rather unconvincing.

The text speaks of liability for land 'as it is'161 in general. It is hard to imagine that that

would not include servitudes. Cujas' struggling with the mentioned texts only serves to

demonstrate how far he goes to defend their literal reading, even when it does not seem to

square with the solutions offered by the majority of texts in the Corpus iuris civilis dealing

with the same matter.

We encounter the same approach in Cujas' dealings with D. 19.1.41 about a tax for

an aqueduct on the land sold. Cujas again practices close reading of the text when he

states that the seller can only be sued for price reduction, no matter whether or not he

knew about the real  amount of this  tributum.162 The same goes for D. 19.1.21 and C.

4.49.9. Though these texts again are at odds with the general rule of D. 19.1.13pr., Cujas

makes  no  effort  to  squeeze  them  into  the  general  principle  that  knowing  sellers

compensate for more than those who do not, as Accursius and Mudaeus had done. One

thing,  however, changes.  Unlike Accursius,  Cujas  no longer  applies a different  liability

regime to additional tax (capitatio) or land tax (tributum) than to defects in movables.163 

Though the outcome of his interpretations to some degree match with Cujas',  Doneau

reaches his conclusion by means of a wholly different approach to the matter. Contrary to

159 Cuiacius, Opera omnia, vol. 7, p. 718 E: 'Accursius tamen existimat praestandum etiam esse hoc casu
liberum.  Quod  existimo  esse  falsum.  I.  Quoniam Jurisconsulti  constituunt  differentiam inter  fundum
venditum sub hac formula uti optimus maximusque est...nam etiam sine illa formula venditus, liber esset
quod est  absurdum dicere';  similarly  Schrader,  Commentarius,  ch.  24,  no.  104,  p.  361:  '...  venditor
obligatur rem venditam liberam a servitutibus tradere emptori et si ipse hanc rem non tradiderit liberam,
ipse ab emptore non quidem actione ex empto ad totale interesse, tanquam ipsi res vendita tradita non
fuisset, conveniri potest, nisi expresse conventum fuerit, ut venditor emptori rei venditae possessionem
liberam praestaret, Bart., l. 2, §1, ff. de act. empt. [Bartolus, Commentaria, to D. 19.1.2.1, fo. 124v ]' .

160 Cuiacius, Opera omnia, vol. 7, to D. 19.1.1.1, p. 719A: 'Objicit Accursius l. quoties 61, de aedilit. edic. 
[D. 21.1.61],  eandem quoque Alciatus objicit. Respondeo haec l.  [D. 21.1.61]  nihil pugnat cum nostra
sententia: docet enim tantum quoties de servitute agitur. At negamus hic  [D. 18.1.59] agi de servitute,
idque aperte expressum est a Jurisconsulto h.l. [D. 18.1.59] et d.l. pen. [D. 21.2.75]'.

161 D. 18.1.59:  non liberum, sed qualis esset...; that  qualis  refers to the legal state of the land becomes
plausible from the antithesis of liberum and qualis esset. 

162 Cuiacius, Opera omnia,  vol. 4,  to D. 19.1.41 p. 948C: 'Ergo lex ait, quod si venditor minus id tributum
dixerit,  quod  majus  esse  postea  invenitur,  sive  sciverit,  sive  ignoraverit  onus  praedii,  aut  oneris
quantitatem certam, emptori tamen teneatur, quanto minoris actione ex empto'; idem, vol. 10, p. 444E,
gloss  in venditione...  Ex empto habebit  actionem  to D. 19.1.41:  'Quanto minoris scil.  ut docent seq.
verba....'. 

163 Cuiacius, Opera omnia, vol. 7, to D. 19.1.13pr, p. 745B: 'si venditor ignorans onus tributi sive capitationis
quae praedio  imposita  erat,  nihil  de tributo  dixerit,  nullo  modo tenetur, si  iustissima fuit  ignorantiae
causa'; idem, 785A; for Accursius' position see 2.2.4.
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Cujas, he is most concerned with systematising the seller's duties and forging Justinian's

text into a coherent framework. To him, both the duty to safeguard from latent defects and

from encumbrances are part of the overarching duty of the seller to deliver the object in

such  a  manner  that  the  buyer  can  enjoy  its  peaceful possession  (eam recte  habere

licere).164 Doneau  further  divides  this  duty  in  i)  safeguarding  from  defects  and  ii)

safeguarding from servitudes and taxes. In his own words: 'the seller's obligation arising

from defects in the item sold is one thing, that from servitudes and taxes quite another'.165

The content Doneau ascribes to the duty to safeguard from servitudes and taxes

does not correspond with that of the duty to safeguard from latent defects. First of all, the

seller  who is  unaware of  servitudes or  taxes on the  land he sold  can never  be  held

liable.166 Secondly, the knowing seller who had not revealed the servitude or tax on the

land is liable for a price reduction only.167 In the event of latent defects, Doneau accepts

different liability rules. In the first case he holds the seller liable for price reduction and in

the second case for all loss.168

Concerning the knowing seller's liability for servitudes and taxes, it is worth noticing

that Doneau goes against the view of Accursius. The latter had interpreted the texts in

which the knowing seller was liable ex empto as indicating a liability for all of the buyer's

loss, and not only for reduction of price.169 De Revigny had even applied the rule of D.

19.1.13pr. to sellers of encumbered land, viz. that knowing sellers are always liable for all

loss and unknowing sellers only for price reduction in its fullest sense. The reason Doneau

gives for deviating from these views is the following:

'But why is this observed differently in servitudes and taxes, which no less diminish the

thing's value than diseases and defects, for which we said the seller has to account,

even if he was ignorant? The different rationale is that which is given for a sold slave

who fled and one inclined to steal in D. 19.1.13.1. The diseased or defective thing we

can not,  so to speak, possess unhampered, whereas the thing encumbered with a

servitude or tax, we can possess no less. After all, diseases and defects impede the

sold thing's use, whereas servitudes and taxes do not in the same fashion'.170 

164 Donellus,  Commentarii,  vol.  7,  ch.  3,  §1,  p.  390:  'Tertium caput  praestationum huius  generis  de re
vendita est, non solum ut res ita tradatur, quo eam habere liceat, sed etiam quo eam recte habere liceat,
id est,  ut tradatur incorrupta et ab omni onere rei ius minuente libera, quoad eius ex bona fide fieri
oportet'.

165 Donellus, Commentarii, vol. 7, ch. 3, §2, p. 390: 'Alia de morbis et vitiis rei venditae venditoris obligatio
est,  alia  de  servitutibus  et  tributis';  note  that  Doneau  too  no  longer  heeds  the  distinction  between
servitudes and taxes. Accursius held that the latter only give ground for a remedy when the seller had
knowingly concealed them.

166 Donellus, Commentarii, vol. 7, ch. 3, §17, p. 400: 'Primum, quamvis res servitutem debeat aut tributo vel
pensitatione sit onerata, nec de his rebus quidquam commemoratum sit in venditione, nunquam tenetur
earum rerum nomine venditor, si servitutem aut tributum deberi ignoraverit'.

167 Donellus,  Commentarii,  vol. 7, ch. 3,  §17,  p. 401:  'Quod si cum sciret venditor servitutem aut tributum
deberi,  non aperte certiorem fecit  emtorem, quid servitutis aut tributi  esset, place quidem eum, quia
decepit emtorem, ex emto teneri; non tamen ad rem redhibendam, sed quanto minoris emtor emturus
esset, si de his factus esset certior, ut sic improvisum onus aestimetur'.

168 Donellus, Commentarii, vol. 7, ch. 3, §12, pp. 396-397.
169 See 2.2.4.
170 Donellus,  Commentarii,  vol.  7, ch.  3,  §17,  pp.  401-402:  'Sed cur hoc aliter in servitutibus et tributis
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We  have  already  encountered  the  same  argument  in  Fulgosius'  commentary  to  the

Digest.171 Doneau here probably has in mind the object's physical use. After all, a land

burdened to such a degree that it no longer produces any profit is equally worthless as an

escaped slave. In that case, liability for the encumbrances just as for the fugitive slave

would make sense again.

By introducing different rules of liability for latent defects on the one hand and for

encumbrances  on  the  other,  Doneau  moves  away  from  bringing  the  liability  for

encumbrances on land in line with that for latent defects. This is remarkable, considering

that Doneau's ultimate aim, as expressed in the foreword of his Commentarii, was to make

the study of Justinianic law, less impenetrable.172 Yet, it must be admitted that Doneau's

division in defects on the one hand, and encumbrances on the other, creates two clear

categories which replace the jumble of various texts with their own criteria for liability. 

Doneau's  solution  is  repeated  in  the  works  of  Giphanius  and  of  Roman-Dutch

scholars.173 Giphanius also formulates a general rule according to which a seller can not

be held liable for failing to deliver a thing free from servitudes and taxes, unless that had

been overtly agreed upon or the seller had acted in bad faith. He could then be sued for

price reduction, but not for more. Giphanius literally repeats Doneau when he states that

this outcome is due to the fact that servitudes do not diminish the land's unhampered

possession.174

observatur, quae non minus rei aestimationem minuunt; aliter in morbis et vitiis, quorum posteriorum
nomine dicimus teneri venditorem etiam ignorantem? Differentiae ratio est ea, quae redditur inter servum
fugitivum venditum et servum furem in l. 13, §1, De act. emt. quod scilicet morbosam aut vitiosam rem
quodammodo habere non licet,  eam autem quae servitutem aut  tributum debet,  non minus habere
possumus. Quippe morbis et vitiis usus rei venditae impeditur, servitutibus et tributis non item.'

171 See 2.2.4.
172 De Bruijn, 'Accursius', pp. 87-89.
173 For Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian law see 5.2.4.
174 Giphanius,  Disputatio,  th. 46, pp. 13-14:  'Servitutes tamen rerum si vindicentur: non habet eo nomine

emptor actionem ex empto [ref. to D. 18.1.59 and D. 19.2.75]] nisi aliud actum sit. Differentiae ratio inter
servitutes et alia iura est haec, quod alia illa iura faciunt quo minus rem habere liceat, servitutes non item
[ref. to D. 19.1.13.1]'; Idem, th. 128, p. 36:  'Etsi enim venditor qui rem tradere debet non tenetur eam
praestare vel immunem a tributis vel liberam a servitutibus, nisi id actum sit. Si tamen haec onera dolo
malo emptorem caelavit ignorantem...ex empto tenetur'; Idem, th. 132, p. 36.
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4.3 Lesion beyond moiety (laesio enormis)

Besides the remedies lying for defects in the thing bought, medieval ius commune doctrine

granted the buyer of a defective thing under certain conditions a remedy for lesion beyond

moiety. This remedy became available where a defect decreased the worth of an item by

more than half its just price. 

By and large, 16th century jurisprudence knew no significant changes regarding this

remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  based  on  C.  4.44.2.  From  consilia  by  Zasius  and

Schrader we can gather that the remedy was accepted as law in force in the Holy Roman

Empire.175 Sichardus designates C. 4.58.2 even as a law which knows no rival in terms of

usefulness.176 Early  modern  statutes  in  the  German  regions  strengthen  Sichardus'

statement.177 In 16th  century France, the remedy too was generally accepted, as we can

read in Dumoulin's Tractatus commerciorum, although De la Combe and Automne grant it

to sellers only.178 The latter bases his argument on contemporary legal practice.179

Concerning the origins of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety, Giphanius defends

the thesis that Roman law before Diocletian had no requirement that objects had to be

sold for a just price.180 Sixteenth century scholars ascribe the validity of the remedy in their

age to later theological influences. Zasius, for example, states that canonical equity was

adopted  as  customary  law in  the  lands  of  the  Empire,  which  canon  law enables  the

litigants to sue for price reduction.181 Schrader explicitly mentions that according to the

forum conscientiae,  it is prohibited to parties to a sales contract to deceive each other

even for less than half the thing's price.182 Giphanius in a similar vein states that fairness in

exchange is introduced to withhold parties to a sales from committing sins.183 Hence, the

175 Zasius, Consilia, vol. 2, cons. 12.38, p. 136: 'Cum ergo in negocio nostro cives in Grunach allegaverint
enormissimam et intolerabilem laesionem, audiendi sunt, si foret in facto idipsum probare possint, non
obstante iuramento quod casum intolerabilis laesionis non includit'. 

176 Sichardus,  Dictata,  to C. 4.44.2,  no.  1, p.  461:  'nec puto alterius ullius legis tantum esse usum vel
utilitatem, quantus est istius praesentis'.

177 For an overview see Langer, Laesio enormis, pp. 58seq.
178 Molinaeus,  Tractatus commerciorum,  no. 173, p. 187:  'Ideo dicta lex  [C. 4.44.2]  licet duriuscula, non

tamen prorsus irrationabilis: ideo illustrandum est in sua materia, prout enim in usum ubique recepta fuit' ;
De la Combe, Recueil, sub voce 'Restitution', §3, p. 329.

179 Automne,  Conférence,  vol. 2, to C. 4.44.2, p. 216:  'Acheteur ne peut estre restitué, souz pretexte de
lesion enorme, si fait bien le vendeur. Iugé,... par Arrest solemnel de Paris en Aoust, l'an 1592... En
Iuillet 1609, à Bordeaux esté iugé... que le benefice de cette loy n'avoit lieu in emptore... De mesme iugé
à Bordeaux le 14. Fevrier 1606' .

180 Giphanius,  Explanatio,  to C. 4.44,  p. 306 [top left  column]:  'Sed id tantum dicimus: emptionem iure
perfectam olim non rescindi solitam, ex hac causa vilioris pretii'.

181 Zasius, Consilia, vol. 2, cons. 12.36, p. 136: 'Et est conclusio communiter recepta, quod licet reductio in
compromissis  iuratis  non  admittatur  pro  modica  laesione,  admittitur  pro  laesione  enormissima  seu
intolerabili, nisi expresse esset cautum, quod praetextu laesionis etiam enormis vel enormissima reduci
non debeat'; idem, cons. 12.38, p. 136: 'Et ad praedicta multum facit quod pro parte civium in Grunach
allegatur factum Imperatoris Romani, qui aliquando reductionem a laudo arbitri factam admisit et in eo
aequitatem canonicam agnovit, quae et in terris Imperii apparet consuetudine esse recepta'. 

182 Schrader,  Consilia,  vol.  2,  cons.  50,  no.  5,  p.  756:  'Ideoque receptum est  deceptionem etiam infra
dimidium justi pretii non esse permissam in foro conscientiae'.

183 Giphanius, Explanatio, to C. 4.44, p. 304 [top left column]: 'ut autem neutram in partem peccetur, id est...
neque laesio et inequalitas rei ac precii nimia sit... nempe ut libertas commerciorum usque ad dimidiam
partem iusti precii consistat'.
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early modern scholastic foundations of the remedy seem to have been well-established

among  16th century  humanist  scholars.  As  we  will  see,  later  natural  law  scholars

contrariwise tend to argue that Roman law had always known the requirement of fairness

in exchange and paper over the role early modern scholastics had played in adapting the

remedy in C. 4.44.2 for contemporary usage.   

On the other hand, we observed earlier that medieval civil law scholars had already

adopted and prepared the remedy for use in contemporary practice of the secular courts at

about  the same time in which it  was accepted in  canon law doctrine.184 early  modern

humanist scholarship can thus also be seen as continuing medieval ius commune tradition

concerning lesion beyond moiety. However, it underpins the remedy in a different fashion

with arguments from moral theology.

4.3.1 Presumption of fraud

Sixteenth century humanist scholars discuss the remedy for lesion beyond moiety within a

firmly established framework according to which seller and buyer are to a certain degree

allowed  to  deceive  each  other  with  regard  to  price  bargaining.185 Since  this  rule  of

Justinianic law conflicts with the demand of fairness in exchange, it had been generally

acknowledged in medieval and Castilian law that this freedom of bargaining was limited to

prices within the limits set by C. 4.44.2. In other words, as soon as the price offered was

less than half the thing's just value or the price asked exceeded the thing's just price by

more than a half time, the sales could be rescinded or the price adjusted. 

Legal  humanists  of  the 16th  century similarly  curb the freedom of  bargaining.  In

keeping with Bartolus some presume fraud 'in the situation itself' (dolus in re ipsa), if the

limit  set  by  C.  4.44.2  is  passed.186 Others,  however,  nuance  this  somewhat  arbitrary

184 See 2.3.1.
185 Molinaeus,  Tractatus  commerciorum,  no.  170,  p.  185:  'Quod  autem quaedam leges  dictunt,  in  his

commutativis  naturaliter  licere  seu  concessum esse  invicem circumvenire,  non  hoc  pro  fraudationis
autoramento accipiendum est';  Sichardus,  Dictata,  to C. 4.58.2, no. 4, p. 461:  'Ad hoc est dicendum,
permitti  quidem contrahentibus ut  se,  decipiant,  dummodo illa  deceptio  non sit  enormis' ;  Giphanius,
Explanatio, to C. 4.44, p. 303 [right column].

186 Gail,  Observationes,  2.147, no. 7, p. 600:  '...quia ex enormi,  vel  enormissima laesione, puta si ultra
dimidium decepta sit, dolus praesumitur...'; Sichardus,  Dictata,  to C. 4.58.2, no. 4, p. 461; Molinaeus,
Tractatus commerciorum, no. 171, p. 186: 'sed ea latitudo et indulgentia non eo protrahenda est, ut quid
dolo,  fraude  vel  praeter  bonam  fidem  admittere  liceat,  sed  restringitur  ad  circumventiones,  quae
naturaliter, hoc est, propter naturalem illam facilitatem vel imbecillitatem hominum irrepunt, citra omnem
dolum et fraudem et ut nostri docto. apte dictunt, re ipsa'; Molinaeus, Tractatus commerciorum, no. 173,
p. 187: 'Hactenus deceptionem permittit dicta lex [C. 4.44.2], videlicet usque ad dimidiam iusti precii seu
aequivalentis inclusive, sed non ultra dimidiam'; Mynsinger, Observationum centuriae, 4.73, no. 9, p. 193:
'... leges permittunt decipere usque ad dimidium iustum precii'; Wesenbecius, In pandectas, to. D. 18.5,
no. 4, p. 220; Wesenbecius, Tractatus et responsa, vol. 6, cons. 262, no. 41, p. 343: 'Nam ex sola tam
enormis  laesione,  quae  superat  dimidium justi  pretii,  dolus  re  ipsa  subest  et  arguitur'.  Zasius  and
Schrader somewhat confusingly hold that an enormous lesion brings fraud in the thing itself (dolus in re
ipsa)',  whereas a more than enormous lesion beyond moiety presumes 'premeditated fraud (dolus ex
proposito). Cf. Zasius, Consilia, vol. 1, cons. 18, no.  16, p. 167: '...enormem laesionem, quae dolum re
ipsa  continet';  idem,  no.  17,  p.  168:  'quod  in  enormissima  laesione  dolus  ex  proposito  concurrere
praesumitur allegat not. per doctor. in d. l. si quis cum aliter [D. 21?] et in l. societatem, § arbitrorum, ff.
pro socio. [D. 17.2.76]'; Schrader, Consilia, cons. 1, no. 96, p. 48: '...dolum ex proposito intervenisse et
contractui causam dedisse probatur ex laesione enormissima et valde excessiva'; Donellus, Ad codicis
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distinction between permissibly outwitting each other and prohibitedly committing fraud.187

They criticise the medieval concept of dolus in re ipsa. 

Oldendorp strongly rejects the view that lesion beyond moiety is some sort of dolus.

He does not see how the scope of the inflicted prejudice can determine whether or not

fraud has been committed. From the Codex texts granting a remedy for such prejudice 'it

does not follow that the laws allow deception in the sense of fraud, as some impudently

contend because of  their  ignorance of  the  law and equity'.188 Fraud (dolus)  is  always

reprehensible, be it for more than half the thing's value or less. 

Cujas, for similar reasons, renames the term dolus in re ipsa into fraus in re ipsa.189

He probably intended to clearly draw the distinction between remedies in the event of

fraud (dolus) and those lying for 'deceit',  which, in Latin, rather confusingly translates as

fraus. Cujas finds the ius commune-doctrine of fraud (dolus) in the situation itself hard to

reconcile with the rule he found in Justinian's law books that seller and buyer within certain

limits are allowed to outwit each other. He upholds the Roman law rule that parties are free

to strike the most advantageous bargain, even if some deceit is involved, as long as it

does not turn into fraud (dolus).190 Hence his adage that in sales 'dolus must be absent,

but  fraus  need not'.191 The prohibition of deceit (fraus) of more than half the thing's just

price in Cujas' view constitutes an exception to the rule that generally speaking deceit is

allowed in sales. The remedy for lesion beyond moiety is not the answer to some particular

kind  of  dolus,  but  to  an excessive prejudice as  a result  of  otherwise  allowed 'deceit',

'because dolus can not be determined by the height of the thing's price, but by the buyer's

cunning and treachery'.192

partes, to C. 4.44.2, no. 1, p. 203: '... ita superior circumscriptio in emtione et venditione concessa est, ut
quamvis  multo  minus  sit  pretium,  aut  maius,  quam  oportet,  tamen  non  liceat  ob  eam  caussam
venditionem rescindere invito alterutro, l. ad rescindendam, [C. 4.44.4] l. ratas, i, h.t. [C. 4.44.7]'.

187 Oldendorp,  Progymnasmata,  p. 291 [below left column]:  'Permittunt ne ergo leges deceptionem usque
ad dimidiam justi pretii? Utique permittunt, Ulpianus in leg. in causa cognitione, § pen. ff. de minoribus.
[D. 4.4.13].  In pretio (ait) emptionis et venditionis naturaliter licere contrahentibus circumvenire. Accipe
autem de natura contractus, ne obiter, l. item si pretio, § quemadmod., ff. locat. [D. 19.2.22.3].

188 Oldendorp,  Progymnasmata,  p.  251  [top  right  column]:  'Verum  inde  non  sequitur  leges  probare
deceptionem,  hoc  est  dolum malum et  fraudem,  ut  quidam impudenter  colligunt,  ignorantia  iuris  et
aequitatis'.

189 Cuiacius, Opera, vol. 10, p. 655 B, gloss rem to C. 4.44.2: 'Hic non est ponendum rem dolo venditam,
nam tum etiam si res non venierit minoris, datur restitutio pretii. Sed pone in re ipsa fraudem esse' ; idem,
vol. 10, p. 1005 E, to D. 18.1: 'Ergo generalis definitio haec sit, non ideo rescindi venditionem, quod
paulo viliori pretio res venierit. Cui addatur tantum haec exceptio, nisi pretium minus sit, quam dimidia
pars justi pretii'; idem, vol. 1, p. 1186 A: 'emptionem non infirmat fraus in pretio'; vol. 4, 963, B, C: 'ius
commune est, ut liceat venditori, quod minus est minoris emere, l. si voluntate C. de rescind. vend. [C.
4.44.8].  Et in pretio  constituendo possunt emptor et  venditor  citra dolum malum re ipsa se invicem
circumvenire...'. Here, Cuiacius uses the term dolus in re ipsa again.

190 Cuiacius,  Opera,  vol.  4, p.  963, B, C: 'ius commune est, ut liceat venditori,  quod minus est minoris
emere,  l.  si  voluntate  C.  de rescind.  vend.  [C.  4.44.8].  Et in  pretio  constituendo possunt  emptor  et
venditor citra dolum malum re ipsa se invicem circumvenire...'.

191 Cuiacius, Opera, vol. 2, p. 1132 B: 'Dolus abesse debet, fraus abesse non debet';
192 Cuiacius, Opera, vol. 9, p. 372 E: '[372 E] At pono dolum emptoris non intervenisse, sed in re ipsa esse

fraudem, quia res iusto pretio non veniit, quaero an ob id solum venditio rescindatur? Minime, quia dolus
emptoris abest. Nam dolus ex quantitate pretii non aestimatur, sed ex calliditate et insidiis emptoris, l. 8.
hoc. tit. [C. 4.44.8]; [373 C] Ergo summa haec sit: praetextu minoris pretii venditio non rescinditur, sicut
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Doneau gives another sweep to explaining the dogmatic starting points underlying

the remedy for  lesion beyond moiety, which interpretation perhaps cuts more ice than

Cujas'. According to Doneau, the remedy is not based on  dolus  or  fraud,  but on error.

Selling for less than half the thing's value or buying a thing for one and a half times its just

value does not presume bad behaviour on the side that benefits but it presumes that the

duped party had erroneously entered into the sales contract. Doneau thus embroiders on a

theme already presented by Bartolus and early modern Castilian scholastics.193 However,

unlike these, Doneau sees no need for the duped party to prove that he had erred. That is

proven by the situation itself. Doneau thus turns dolus in re ipsa into error in re ipsa.194 We

will  see that later scholars continued this line of thinking when they try to position the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety dogmatically in a framework of safeguarding duties for

sellers.

4.3.2 Limitation periods

In keeping with the Gloss, Oldendorp, Sichardus and Giphanius consider the remedy for

lesion beyond moiety perpetual, because it is of civil provenance.195 Dumoulin refers to a

statute issued in 1512 by Louis XII in which a 10-year period is prescribed.196 Automne

mentions the same statute but assigns it the date of 1510.197 

According  to  Cujas,  however,  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  has  to  be

brought within four years. The remedy involves a restoration of the parties to their former

state  (restitutio  in  integrum)  to  which  the  14th century  Byzantine  jurist  Harmenopoulos

attached a four  year  limitation period.198 By adopting Harmenopoulos'  limitation,  Cujas

rejects the French statute mentioned above. Again this is a sign of the scholar's strict

nec locatio, si absit dolus et in pretio emptionis licet se invicem circumscribere, l. in causae 2, § pen. de

min. ἐμπορακῶς, ut ait Nov. 97, c. 1 [N. 97.1]; [376 B] Non tamen rescinditur venditio praetextu vilioris
pretii, nisi ea fraus superet dimidium justi pretii...'; Wesenbeck also uses the term fraus instead of dolus.
See Wesenbecius,  Tractatus et  responsa, vol.  5,  cons.  250, no.  4, p. 1558:  'ex immodico pretio ac
profusione fraus praesumitur... Nec enim quisquam praesumitur libenter jactare suum'.

193 See 2.3.2.1 and 3.4.1.
194 Donellus,  Ad codicis  partes,  to  C.  4.44.2,  no.  10,  p.  206:  '...  placet  eum [sc.  Bartolus]  admitti  ad

rescindendam venditionem sive confirmationem venditionis eius, sed ita, si duo concurrant, nempe si
minoris res distracta sit, et praetera si iusto errore deceptus emtionem ratam habuerit. Sed male movetur
eo loco...  Quinimmo etsi  exigeremus,  tamen probari  non oporteret  ab eo,  qui  probat  se vendidisse
dimidia  iusti  pretii  minoris.  Etenim qui  ita  vendit,  eum necesse  est,  aut  errore  fecisse,  aut  donare
voluisse, quod ultra est. Donare voluisse non creditur, quia nemo existimatur facile iactare suum, l. cum
de indebito, D. de prob. [D. 22.3.25pr.]. Restat ergo, ut hoc ipso existimetur errore vendidisse'.

195 Oldendorp,  Progymnasmata,  p.  252  [right  column]:  'Perpetuo  autem conceduntur,  quia  civiles  sunt';
Sichardus,  Dictata,  to C. 4.58.2, no. 9, p. 462:  '...dicendum est actionem ex contractu bonae fidei et
perpetuo, id est, 30. annis competer'; for the periods prescribed in medieval ius commune see 2.3.2.2;
Giphanius,  Explanatio,  to C. 4.44, p. 315 [right column]:  'Vulgo obtinuit emptionem ex h.l. 2 [C. 4.44.2]
rescindi non remedio restitutionis in integrum, sed actione ex empto aut venditio, quae probabilior est
sententia'.

196 Molinaeus, Commentarii, 1.13.5, no. 57, p. 264.
197 Automne, Conférence, vol. 2, to C. 4.44.2, p. 214: 'Ordonnons que toutes rescissions... ou autre actes

quelconques, fondée sur dol... ou deception d'outre moité de iuste prix, se prescriront, tant en nos pars
Coustumiers, que de Droict escrit, par l'espace de dix ans continuels, à compter du iour que lesdits
Contracts... auront esté faits'.

198 Harmenopoulos, Hexabiblos, 3.3, no.  71, pp. 362-363.
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adherence to Roman law and his refusal to grant his theories some practical relevance by

seeking an alliance with contemporary developments.199 

Doneau and Giphanius dismiss the view that the remedy for lesion beyond moiety

constitutes a restitutio in integrum. The texts about the remedy in the Corpus iuris civilis

give no hints towards the direction taken by Cujas. It is worth noting that Doneau seeks to

interpret the remedy's limitation in keeping with the civil remedy for returning the thing. The

latter boils down to rescission of the sales contract. Doneau believes it absurd to think that

'the action on the sales contract cannot lead to a rescission of the contract, because it is

meant to ensure that the sales is duly carried out'. According to Doneau, the remedy for

lesion beyond moiety is just as the remedy for returning the thing on the sales contract

aimed at resolving the contract and can consequently be brought as long as the action on

sales, sc. for thirty years.200

However, we just learned that Doneau dismissed the existence of a 30-year long

actio redhibitioria.201 The short aedilician limitation period of six months had precedence

over the civil period when dealing with latent defects. In the light of that view, Doneau's

argument here is rather surprising and makes one wonder which period Doneau really

attributes to the remedy for returning the thing. 

Giphanius holds that there is no need for a restitutio in integrum. The sale can be

rescinded and solved in keeping with what normally happens, when a sales contract is

rescinded due to non-performance.202 This argument has the colour of a  petitio principii.

Arguing that the remedy for lesion beyond moiety does not involve a restoration of the

parties in their former state because C. 4.44.2 does not state so, begs the question to

exactly what C. 4.44.2 states and which limitation it provides, a question which Giphanius

fails to answer. He only notes that in Spain the remedy was thought to last for four years

and in other regions for 30. Finally, he mentions that the latter period has been reduced by

statutory  law to  ten.  Of  the  latter  we saw a  French example  at  the  beginning of  this

paragraph.203 These are indeed the three periods one encounters in 16th century legal

199 Cuiacius, Opera, vol. 9, p. 373 A: 'At intra quae tempora agetur ad rescissionem ex hac causa? Standum
est Harmenopulo 3. Epit. tit. 3, ut intra quadriennium agatur, quod expressum est Nov. Romani, quae
refertur ab Harmenop. Et recte quia haec actio rescissoria restitutio est in integrum. Sicut et cum venditor
dolo emptoris minoris venditit, restitutio in integrum dicitur, l. 10, inf., hoc tit. [C. 4.44.10]. Restitutiones in
integrum hoc tempore concluduntur, id est, quadriennio, constitutionibus Gallicis decennio. Ergo et haec
actio rescissoria quadriennio extinguitur'.

200 Donellus, Ad codicis partes, to C. 4.44.2, no. 16, p. 209: 'Absurdum autem videtur actionem ex vendito
ad rescindendam venditionem dari, quae ad confirmandam venditionem comparata est... Sed verior est
sententia vulgo recepta, hic restitutionem in integrum non esse ad rescindendam venditionem, sed esse
actionem civilem ex vendito, eoque perpetuam.... Argumento certissimo est redhibito... Nec quidquam
est  aliud haec redhibitio quam rescissio  emtionis,  qua sit,  ut  venditor  rem suam recipiat  et  pretium
reddat,  l.  facta, D. de aed. ed. [D. 21.1.60]. At haec redhibitio petitur actione ex emto,  l.  ex emto,  §
redhibitionem, D. de act. em. [D. 19.1.11.3]'. 

201 See 4.2.1.3.
202 Giphanius,  Explanatio,  to C. 4.44, p. 316:  'Sed exiguitas precii propter libertatem commerciorum non

solet curari,  l. 15, que si qui, i, h.t. [C. 4.44.15],  excepto casu huius legis ii.  [C. 4.44.2]  de nimia precii
exiguitate, quae exiguitas cum possit ordinaria actione ex empto et vendito emendari, non opus est extra
ordinario auxilio restitutionins, argumento d.l., in causa, ff. de min. [D. 4.2.14.2]'. 

203 Giphanius, Explanatio, to C. 4.44, p. 316.
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literature throughout Europe.

4.3.3 Just price 

Similar to what was the case with assessing a price reduction, humanist scholars adopted

a price determination based on the value commonly attributed. 'The just price is the price

that is not that what whomever thinks it is, but what is commonly considered so', opines

Cujas' teacher Loriot.204 Wesenbeck and Doneau have the same view.205

Oldendorp more specifically applies the same formula directly to the remedy for

lesion beyond moiety. He adds, however, that local custom and time - probably in view of

price  fluctuations  -  should  also  be  taken  into  account.206 From  a  reference  to  an

observation by Andreas von Gail (1526-1587), assessor to the Reichskammergericht207, it

follows that Oldendorp supports the view that an independent third party should assess the

item's price (aestimator), which was the solution already offered by Bartolus and Baldus.208

Sichardus endorses  such an estimation  by  appointed impartial  assessors  who had  to

judge the thing's value in accordance with local custom, the thing's quality and quantity.209

Doneau adds that in doing so, the judge must ensure himself of their professionality and

appoint no one else but experts in the field of the item under litigation.210 

Dumoulin demonstrates that he has been influenced by scholastic thinking. The just

price should not depend on whatever price one would be able to find in the market, but it

204 Loriot,  Secundam ff.,  to  D. 18.1,  no.  28,  p.  312:  'iustum autem est  pretium,  quod tunc non quilibet
arbitretur, sed quod communiter aestimaretur, l. pretia, in prin., ad l. Falc. [D. 35.2.63pr.]'. 

205 Wesenbecius, Tractatus et responsa, vol. 5, cons. 250, no. 3, p. 1557: '... quod unusquisque pro re daret,
non unus aut alter'; Donellus, Ad codicis partes, to C. 4.44.2, no. 3, p. 203: 'Verum pretium est, quanti
res vere valet dictum ad differentiam eius pretii, quod venditor arbitrio suo ex affectione et utilitate sua
aestimat... Est enim iuris certi sententia, pretia rerum non ex affectione aut utilitate singulorum aestimari,
sed communiter fungi.  Id est tanti  res aestimari,  quanti communiter valent,  l.  pretia, D. ad leg. Fal.  
[D. 35.2.63pr.], l. si servum, D. ad leg. Aquil. [D. 9.2.33pr.]'; idem, Commentarii, vol. 5, p. 45, no. 14.

206 Oldendorp, Progymnasmata,  no. 7, p. 251,: 'primum aestimanda est qualitas rei ex communi hominum
opinione, non ex privato adfectu, l. pretia rerum, ff, ad leg. Falcid. [D. 35.2.63]. Deinde consuetudo loci
tempusque venditonis, ubi et quando contrahitur'.

207 O. von Gschließer, 'Gail, Andreas von', in: NDB 6 (1964), p. 38ff.
208 Oldendorp, Progymnasmata, p. 251, no. 7: 'Egregiam practicam faciendi aestimationem rerum tradit Gail,

Obs. 19, de pign. num. 6.7'; Gail, Observationes, 2.18, nos. 6, 7, p. 206: '...in omnibus casibus in quibus
magis  judicio  quam testimonio  opus  est,  judex  debeat  constituere  aestimatorem,  ad  faciendam illa
aestimatorem et ad proferendum illud iudicium, textus in l. ff, de vent. inspic. [D. 25.4.1.10]. Item quando
rerum aestimatio magis in intellectu quam visu constitit, quod tunc periti in arte deputari debeant, ut justo
valore rem aestiment, per textum, in § quod autem dictum est in Authent. de non alien aut permut. reb.
eccles., [X. 3.9.?] text in l. semel, C. de re milit. lib. 12 [C. 12.35.6] et in dict. leg. I, § I, ff. de vent. inspic.
[D. 25.4.1.1], Bart., ibid. nu. 4 [Bartolus, Commentaria, to D. 25.4, no. 4, fo. 40] et in proem. Digest. nu. 8
[Bartolus, Commentaria, proem, no. 8, fo. 3]; Baldus, ibid, nu. 6 [Bartolus, Commentaria, to D. 25.4, no. 6,
fo. 40]; Bart.  praeclare  in l. creditores, no. 29, C. de pignor. et hypoth.  [Bartolus,  Commentaria,  to C.
8.13.3, no. 29, fo. 99]'; for the commentators see 2.3.2.1.

209 Sichardus, Dictata, to C. 4.58.2, no. 19, p. 464: 'Ideo Bart. et Bald. hic dant meliorem practicam, scilicet
ut iudex cogat partes eligere aliquot aestimatores vel etiam hodie fascerent hoc iurati aestimatores qui si
de pretio non possint convenire, possent partes eligere tertium einen Obmann  vel etiam judex posset
deinde eligere, quem sequeretur, argument. l. fin, supra de iud.[C. 3.1.18].'

210 Donellus, Ad codicis partes, to C. 4.44.2, no. 5, p. 204: 'Et ita est, cum de re aestimanda, quae in arte et
peritia consistit, agitur, non debent adhiberi nisi periti eius artis et rei, de qua agitur l. 1, circa prin. D., de
vent. inspic. [D. 37.9.1pr.], l. semel, infra, de re mili. lib. 12 [D. 49.16.?]'.
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should conform to the symmetrical equality which is required between buyer and seller.211

Clearly, Dumoulin has the early modern scholastic theory in mind. As we have seen, that

required  fairness  in  exchange  which  was  expressed  in  a  price.  The  price  had  to  be

objectively determined and had to correspond with the value of the thing traded. Hence,

Dumoulin's explicit  rebuttal  of  a subjective price determination. Indeed, in French legal

practice of the time, price estimation was carried out by experts agreed upon by parties or

nominated by the judge.212 

Though in his gloss to C. 4.44.2, Cujas again equates real and just - the real price

must be just - Cujas does not reveal on what the price's fairness should be based.213 Cujas

does not commit himself to statements about how the just price should be assessed, since

he believes that to be a question of fact.214 He does not further explain this remark. It might

be that Cujas does not want to go into details about how the common market price should

be assessed by either experts or witnesses, if the common market price is indeed what

Cujas understands by the just price. 

4.3.4 Extension to buyers, movables, and lease

Oldendorp, Dumoulin, Doneau and Mynsinger mention that the remedy for lesion beyond

moiety  is  available  to  both  buyer  and  seller.215 Contemporary  statutes  in  the  German

regions have the same.216 In  his  Recitationes  in  libros  IV.  priores  Codicis,  Cujas,

contrariwise, seems to reserve the remedy for lesion beyond moiety for the seller only. He

argues that hardship (necessitas) can force men to sell their family estates at too low a

price, whereas no one forces someone to buy for a disproportionate price. Consequently,

save minors, buyers cannot rescind a sale because of lesion beyond moiety.217 Yet, the

211 Molinaeus, Commentarii, §33, gl. 1, in verb.  Droict de relief, no. 46, p. 438: ‘… quando de laesione et
rescissione agitur, iustum pretium ad tantam pecuniam aestimatur, quantum res iuste valet, non quantum
repertum fuit aut reperiri posset… Et debet esse aequalitas, et eadem commensuratio inter emptorem et
venditorem et eadem iuris summetria; quoted in Decock, Theologians, p. 463.

212 De la Combe, Recueil, lemma 'Restitution', §3, no. 11, p. 330: 'L'estimation se fait par Experts convenus
ou nommés par le juge'.

213 Cuiacius, Opera, vol. 2, p. 278 D: 'Iusti pretii. Iustum pretium dicitur in d.l. 2 and 8. Verum d.l. 2. quod
idem est. Sic Basilica verum pretium in  l. 20. §. quod si post.  D. de pet. hered.  [D. 5.3.20.16] δίκαιον
τίμημα vertunt, iustum pretium lib. 42. Basil. tit. I. [B. XLII, 1, 20] '; in an effort to come to grips with Cujas'
notion of fair  (iustus),  I  consulted various passages in the Opera omnia edition of Fabrot. However,
nothing was revealed as to what it entails. Cf. Cuiacius, Opera omnia, vol. 5, p. 559 C; vol. 6, p. 485 C;
vol. 9, p. 1074 D; vol 10, p. 192 A. 

214 Cuiacius, Opera, vol. 9, p. 375 A: 'Quaeritur etiam quae sit definitio justi pretii: verum haec quaestio in
facti probatione tantum consistit: igitur nihil ad nos. Id tantum scimus in universum, aestimandam esse
qualitatem rei venditae et quantitatem redituum. Nam ex quantitate redituum statuitur justum pretium, l.
16 hoc. tit. l. si fundum per fideicommissum de legat. 1.

215 Oldendorp,  Progymnasmata,  p. 249, no. 7, p. 251, no. 7; Molinaeus,  Commentarii, §33, gl. 1, in verb.
Droict de relief,  no. 46, p. 438; Mynsinger, Observationium centuriae, 4.73, no. 3, p. 193; Donellus, Ad
codicis partes, to C. 4.44.2, no. 17, p. 210.

216 Langer mentions the Würtembergische Landrecht (1555) and the Solmser Landrecht (1571) in: Langer,
Laesio enormis, p. 59.

217 Cuiacius,  Opera,  vol. 10, p. 1005 E:  'Et vero omnes leges loquuntur de venditore fraudato, nulla de
emptore fraudato: verum obtinuit quod tamen miror, ut sint producendae ones illae leges ad emptorem,
quae de venditore loquuntur. Verum ut intelligatur quanto errore id fiat, animadvertendum est, aliam esse
conditionem emptoris, aliam venditoris: venditor enim plerumque coactus rei familiaris necessitate, rem
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same Cujas in his  Recitationes solemnes and in his  In Codicem notae seems to defend

the opposite view, when he contends that reason is not against granting the remedy to

buyers too.218 

This shift is difficult to explain. Though the Recitationes in libros IV. priores Codicis

were published in 1577, the publication date of the Recitationes solemnes is unknown and

the In Codicem notae appeared posthumously in 1597.219 It is, therefore, difficult to guess

the chronology behind the various statements and, consequently, similarly tricky to assess

what moved Cujas to adopt his views in the respective works. Part of the answer may lie in

the fact that in French legal practice the remedy was restricted to sellers.220 Perhaps Cujas

thought  that  reason  can  not  withhold  the  remedy  from  buyers,  but  that  practical

considerations lead jurists to do so.

Giphanius,  nonetheless, holds that  Cujas was against  extending the remedy for

lesion beyond moiety to buyers, which view Giphanius himself does not support. He finds

Cujas' argument that the seller can be forced into selling his property, whereas a buyer

does not have to buy for an excessive price, unconvincing. According to Giphanius, the

remedy  is  granted  because  of  an  enormous  prejudice,  not  because  of  the  seller's

particular difficult situation. Seeing that a buyer can just as well be the victim of a sale that

is prejudicial in an excessive measure, the remedy should likewise be granted to him.221

Doneau has the same.222

With regard to the remedy's extension to lease Cujas is less ambiguous. Since there is not

much difference between sale and lease, so neither is there between buyer and lessee.

Cujas terms both  'contractors' (redemptor) who can be deceived for more than half the

object's value.223 

The remedy's extension to all bonae fidei contracts is accepted by other humanist

suam vendit viliori pretio, l. 2 et 16 h. tit. [C. 4.44.2 and 16], quia coactus, non sponte sua vendidit: itaque
aequissimum est ei subveniri, ut fraudato supra dimidium justi pretii. Emptor ultro accedit ad emptionem
rei immobilis....non est autem aequum ei succurri, qui ultro accedit ad emptionem, qui ultro emit rem,
immenso pretio et immodico...'; Klempt. Grundlagen, pp. 21-22; likewise Duarenus, Opera, vol. 3, to C.
4.44, p. 538. He only mentions the remedy to the benefit of sellers.

218 Cuiacius,  Opera, vol. 9, p. 373 D:  'Quaeritur an etiam emptori subveniatur, si dimidio pluris emerit? Et
ratio facit,  licet non sit  lege comprehensum, nec quisquam contradicit,  ut emptori etiam subveniatur,
eadem electione data venditori, ut vel pretium reddat, quod eccepit, et rem accipiat, vel ut quod soluto
pretio superest, restituat, d. § si quid in fraudem...'; idem, vol. 10, p. 655 C, gloss elegerit  to C. 4.44.2:
'Sic et emptori subvenitur si dimidio pluris emerit...'.

219 Prévost, Cujas, annexes pp. 518-519 (retrievable from the publisher's website). 
220 De la Combe, Recueil, lemma 'Restitution', §3, p. 329.
221 Giphanius,  Explanatio,  to C. 4.44, p. 308 [right column]:  'Quare cum laesio nimi sit vera causa huius

beneficii, eaque in utraque et emptore et venditore reperiri possit, merito et ius idem in utroque receptum
est'.

222 Donellus, Ad codicis partes, to C. 4.44.2, no. 17, p. 204: 'Tribuitur enim laesioni, hoc est, venditori, non
quia venditor est, sed quia laesus est'.

223 Cuiacius, Opera, vol. 9, p. 374D: 'Praeterea quaeritur, an haec constitutio legis 2. habeat locum in aliis
contractibus? Sic respondeo. Constat eam habere locum in locatione: ut si aedes meas locavero justi
pretii dimidio minoris: Nam locatio quasi emptio est, conductor alias emptor dicitur, sive redemptor, ut
Festus scribit...  In utroque contractu intervenit  pretium. Ergo idem iuris est hac in re in locatione et
emptione'.
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scholars by reason of the similarities between sales and lease.224 Dumoulin and Doneau

add  that  generally  speaking  all  commutative  contracts  give  rise  to  a  claim  when  the

performances are not in balance.225 Statutory law varies somewhat on the point by not

always granting the remedy in all commutative contracts. Yet, most extend the remedy to

lease.226

That cannot be said of another frequently discussed question by humanist scholars.

To which objects does the remedy apply? Does it to both movables and immovables or

only to the latter? Giphanius identifies that in the France of his time the remedy is reserved

for immovables, whereas in the German regions it  applies to movables too. Giphanius

himself favours the latter. The arguments he uses are exemplary of his humanist approach

to the matter, such that they merit a treatment here.  

First, the text of C. 4.44.2 mentions the word 'thing (res)', which word has a general

meaning  including  both  movables  as  well  as  immovables.227 Secondly,  the  remedy's

underlying rationale that an excessive inequity should be forestalled counts for all things,

not  for  immovables  exclusively. Thirdly, the  Byzantine  Basilica  and  the  Greek  scholar

Harmenopoulos in his  Hexabiblion also apply the remedy in the event of movables.228

Giphanius thus makes use of grammar and Greek to make his point. This approach is

much more akin to Cujas' methodology, who defended the application of the aedilician

remedy for returning the thing to lease by using similar sources.229

Sichardus draws attention to legal practice. Notaries lay down sales contracts about

immovables in deeds, signed by a judge. These deeds generally exclude the possibility to

224 Sichardus, Dictata, to C. 4.44.2, no. 9, p. 462: 'In contractibus bonae fidei, ideo dico. Nam in his tantum
habet locum lex nostra';  Mynsinger, Observationium centuriae,  obs.  6.91, no. 1, p. 362: '... contractus
emtionis  et  venditionis  multique alii  similer  ratione enormis laesionis  rescindi  valeant';  Wesenbecius,
Tractatus et responsa, vol. 6, cons. 262, nos. 41-43, p. 344; Schrader, Consilia, vol. 2, cons. 46, no. 27,
p.  666;  Donellus,  Ad codicis  partes,  to  C.  4.44.2,  no.  19,  p.  211:  'Erit  ergo huic  beneficio  locus in
locatione et conductione de qua minor dubitatio est, cum traditum sit locationem et conductionem iisdem
regulis iuris continere quibus et emtio et venditio,  l. 2, D. loc. [D. 19.2.2]'; Giphanius, Explanatio,  to C.
4.44, p. 310 [right column]: 'Sed verior mihi quoque videtur eorum sententia qui tam in operum quam in
rerum locatione hoc beneficium probent, hac ratione quia in utroque locationis genere causa et ratio
benificii nimirum enormis laesio reperiri possit'.

225 Molinaeus,  Commentarii,  §33, gl. 1, in verb.  Droict de relief, no. 46, p. 438:  'Ita in emptore non minus
quam in venditore et in omnibus contractibus commutativis '; idem, Tractatus commerciorum, no. 175, p.
166: 'Quid enim aliud venditori precium est, quam rei venditae pensatio, quae debet esse aequivalens, ut
iusta sit et aequalis commutatio? Eodom modo e diverso emptori res empta nil aliud est, quam precii
conventi  pensatio,  quae pariter  esse debet  aequivalens precio,  ut  sit  iusta  et  aequalis  commutatio' ;
Donellus,  Ad  codicis  partes,  to  C.  4.44.2,  no.  24,  p.  211:  '...id  ad  ceteras  personas  et  caussas
transferendum sit, si quis in commutationibus rerum duplo minus acceperit, quam dedit et, quod idem
est, si duplo plus dederit, quam accepti'.

226 The  Ẅurtembergische Landrecht (1555),  the  Wiedenburgische Landrecht (1607) and the  Preußische
Landrecht (1620). Cf. Langer, Laesio enormis, p. 59.

227 Giphanius believes that the word  fundi  ('plot of land')  in the same text is only used as an example.
Giphanius, Explanatio, to C. 4.44, p. 308 [below left column].

228 Giphanius, Explanatio, to C. 4.44, p. 306 [right column]: 'Primo, quia initio l. [C. 4.44.2], generaliter dicitur
Rem, quo nomine certum est contineri tam rem mobilem, quam soli... Secundo, quia ratio huius  l. [C.
4.44.2]  nimirum nimia iniquitas rei  et  aestimationis  habeat locum in  omni  re.  Tertio,  quia et  in  libris
Βασιλικῶν  et in Harmenopoulo, id est,  apud Graecos et apud nostros Interpretes... usus huius legis
obtinuerit in omnia rebus'.

229 See 4.2.2.
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rescind  the  sales  because  of  lesion  beyond  moiety.230 This  means  that  if  such  an

exoneration was not made, a remedy lies also in the event of sales of immovables. Indeed,

the practical minded Gail uncritically accepts what he terms the communis opinio.231  

230 Sichardus,  Dictata,  to C. 4.44.2, no. 5, p. 461:  'unde si hodie rem abs te emo, et curo confirmari per
decretum iudicis (ut  si  Friburgi  in omnibus contractibus rerum immobilium) illud decretum iudicis  vel
confirmatio operatur, ut neutra pars possit amplius remedio nostrae legis uti'. 

231 Gail, Observationes, 2.70, p. 426: 'Beneficium l. 2. C. de recind. vend. [C. 4.44.2] ex communi Doctorum
sententia  non  solum  locum  habet  in  contractu  emptionis  et  venditionis,  verum  etiam  in  contractu
locationis, aliisque bonae fidei, imo etiam stricti iuris contractibus,  Bald.  in d. leg. 2, num. 2 [Baldus,
Commentaria, to C. 4.44.2,  no. 2, fo. 162v.] et communiter DD.'; idem, 2. 23, no. 1, p. 317.
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4.4 Remedies for latent defects vs the remedy for lesion beyond moiety

Not many 16th century humanists explored the relationship between the remedies for latent

defects  and  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety.  This  is  rather  surprising,  since,

theoretically, the remedies overlap in the event a thing being bought as sound turns out to

contain a defect which reduces its worth by more than half its just price. Which rule applied

in the event of such concurrence of remedies? Which method determined the applicable

limitation period? Did differences in price assessment still hold in such cases? Did these

remedies exclude each other or was it possibile to choose between them? And so forth.

One  of  the  few  scholars  who  gives  a  glimpse  of  awareness  of  similar  issues,

Sichardus,  excludes  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  in  the  event  of  animals,

'because in those cases, we have other remedies, as the remedy for returning the thing

and  the  remedy  for  price  reduction,  [D.  21.1.25]'.232 Schrader,  in  one  of  his  consilia,

contemplates that the remedies for latent defects are granted, if the damage the defects

have caused does not exceed half of the thing's just price. Hence, the remedies for latent

defects pose an exception to the general rule that outwitting each other is allowed in sales

as  long  as  the  damage  incurred  remains  within  the  limits  set  by  the  ius  commune-

interpretation of C. 4.44.2.233

One topic discussed in this chapter demonstrates an approximation of the remedies

for latent defects and the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. Both allow for keeping the

contract  intact  but  at  the  same  time  indemnify  the  duped  party  by  granting  a  price

reduction. One central question which then arises is how the price reduction which one is

due should be determined. The answer was the same for the price reduction due to a

latent defect and the one coming in the wake of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. It

became well-established that the reduction had to be calculated by objective standards.

Arguing from D. 35.2.63 which determined that personal feelings toward the item have no

place  in  determining  its  value  humanist  scholars  favoured  either  the  item's  common

market price or what experts thought it worth. This formula was applied to both the buyer

who sued for price reduction because of lesion beyond moiety as well as to the buyer who

sued on the grounds of a latent defect in the thing.234 

Regarding the limitation of the various remedies, humanist legal doctrine presents a

rather jumbled picture. Some scholars accept both the existence of civil remedies for latent

defects which last  for  30 years as well  as the short-lasting aedilician remedies.  Other

scholars,  such  as  Doneau,  only  accept  a  six-months  and  one-year  limitation  for  the

remedies for returning the thing and price reduction,  irrespective of their  being civil  or

aedilician. The periods fixed for the remedy for lesion beyond moiety, however, range from

30-years to four. Hence, the question remains whether a buyer who had bought a thing

232 Sichardus,  Dictata,  to  C.  4.44.2,  no.  4,  p.  461:  '...  quia  in  istis  casibus habemus alias actiones,  ut
redhibitoriam et quanto minoris'. 

233 Schrader, Consilia, vol. 2, cons. no. 18, p. 758: 'Namque propter illam laesionem [sc. ex vitio] laeso actio
ad id quod interest, indistincte datur,  licet illa laesio sit infra dimidium'.

234 See 4.2.1.2 and 4.3.3.
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with a defect which seriously diminishes its value and dawdles with starting a lawsuit loses

all  his remedies. Or is the remedy for lesion beyond moiety still  an option, even if  the

remedies for latent defects have already lapsed?

To solve this question, Doneau makes both the remedy for returning the thing and

that for lesion beyond moiety last for 30 years.235 However, in doing so, Doneau again

seems to accept two remedies for returning the thing, one civil with a 30-year limitation,

and one aedilician,  which  lasts  for  six  months.  Seeing  Doneau's  consistent  argument

against the first in his commentaries to the aedilician edict, his 30-year lasting remedy

might be the result of too strong a wish to bring divergent remedies lying for similar factual

situations in line with each other. Doneau, so it seems, became entangled in the knots of

competing remedies.

Another issue which evidences that the law of latent defects and lesion beyond

moiety are drawn toward each other concerns the extension of these remedies to lease.

Though  Justinianic  law  originally  reserved  them  for  sales,  humanists  apply  both  the

remedies for latent defects and the remedy for lesion beyond moiety to lease. They argue

that sales and lease are too similar to treat latent defects and lesion differently.236 A result,

however, is that a lessor not only has the action on the lease contract at his disposal in the

event the lessee did not rightly fulfill his performances. In addition, the lessee can bring

particular remedies in the event  of defects and a disproportionate price. It  seems that

because of the remedies' extension the law of lease has grown complex. Indeed, we will

see that later scholars retraced their footsteps and again limited the remedies for latent

defects to the sales contract.237

235 See 4.2.1.3 and 4.3.2.
236 See 4.3.4
237 E.g. Stryk, Usus modernus, vol. 3, ad D. 21.1, § 4, p. 678; See 6.2.2.
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4.5 Summary and concluding remarks

The present chapter explored the influence of humanist tendencies in legal scholarship on

the approach of legal scholars to sales in which the thing sold happened to be suffering

from a defect. Legal humanists observed that medieval scholarship had not managed  to

bring clarity on all fronts about the intricate rules in the Corpus iuris civilis. With the help of

new tools supplied by renaissance learning - manuscript reading, Greek, and History -

legal humanists envisaged to reinterpret the  ius commune law governing defects in the

thing sold and to solve its complexities. Not infrequently did they use arguments based on

presumed historical facts which surround the Corpus iuris civilis. In this respect, the line of

reasoning  of  legal  humanists  markedly  differed  from the  way  medieval  legal  scholars

interpreted the body of Justinianic Roman law. The latter considered the Corpus iuris civilis

as a product of the Byzantine Emperor Justinian, not as a compilation of texts taken from

earlier ages which all had come into existence within their own particular context (4.1).

Though the humanist scholars discussed in this chapter lived and worked in the

same age as the Castilian scholars studied in the preceding chapter, their approach to law

resembled more the medieval  tradition of  learned law than the Castilian scholastically

inspired mindset. Humanist legal scholars by and large found the similar points of law

concerning defects in the thing as problematic as their medieval predecessors had done. 

Similar  to  medieval  ius  commune  scholars,  humanists  were  puzzled  by  the

presence of two sets of remedies, aedilician and civil, for defects in the thing in Justinian's

Corpus iuris civilis (4.2.1). They consequently put much work into explaining why both sets

were present in Roman law which they considered as written reason (ratio scripta).  Yet,

the work done by their medieval colleagues and their rich endowment with intellectual tools

enabled the humanists to penetrate more deeply into the supposed underlying reasons of

Justinian  to  bring  various  remedies  for  defects  in  the  thing  sold  in  his  compilation.

Frequently, the historical genesis of the aedilician remedies in pre-Justinianic times played

an important role in the humanist interpretations. As a result, legal humanist did not agree

on all differences between the aedilician and civil remedies for defects in the thing which,

according  to  medieval  jurists,  justified  their  existence  as  separate  legal  remedies.  

Regarding  the  scope of  the  civil  and aedilician  remedies,  all  humanist  scholars

studied  in  this  book  reached  the  medieval  conclusion  that  the  aedilician  remedy  for

returning the thing sold only applied to cases in which the thing suffered from a corporeal

defect (4.2.1.1). Wesenbeck and Doneau even seemed to go further and also ruled out the

aedilician  remedy  for  price  reduction  in  the  event  of  non-corporeal  defects.  A strict

historical reading of the edict induced them to adopt that view.  

However, in the debate about the aedilician and civil remedies' reduction of price,

the views among legal humanists diverged (4.2.1.2). According to medieval ius commune,

all remedies came with their own method to calculate how much the seller had to deduct

from the paid price. One group of scholars headed by Oldendorp and Wesenbeck held on

to  this  Accursian  distinction  between  the  aedilician  calculation  which  took  the  thing´s
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objective price into account and the civil method of computation based on what the buyer

declared under oath what he thought the item was worth.  On the other hand,  notably

Mudaeus argued against such a distinction. According to him, there was only one method

by which to determine what reduction the seller should grant and that was the one based

on the  thing's  objective  value.  One argument  Mudaeus proposed was that  it  was not

allowed  that  the  buyer  took  an  oath  against  someone in  good  faith.  Seeing  that  the

aedilician remedies also lay against sellers in good faith,  the  Corpus iuris civilis  could

never have contained a subjective price assessment. As a consequence, the indications of

a subjective price reduction which medieval scholars had surmised in the  Corpus'  Latin

had to be dismissed. 

Mudeaus'  reasoning  strongly  resembles  how  medieval  ius  commune  scholars

worked. Cujas and Doneau similarly defended the view that there was only one way to

calculate a reduction of price and that it had to be based on the item's objective value.

However, they did not go beyond stating what the medieval scholars from Orléans had

already brought forward. Viglius von Aytta in his personal notes made as assessor to the

Reichskammergericht too defended that the highest appellate court in the German regions

should exclusively apply the objective computation. The arguments Vigilius put forward

had the same mos Italicus-flavour as the reasonings produced by his teacher Mudaeus.

Hence, Mudaeus' doctrinal writings and Viglius' diary provide beautiful examples of how

legal  innovation  by  legal  humanists  was  sometimes  thoroughly  rooted  in  medieval

jurisprudence (4.2.1.2.1).

A similar innovative approach to law was encountered in the discussion about the

limitation periods of the various remedies for defects in the thing sold (4.2.1.3). Again it

was  Mudaeus  who  argued  on  the  basis  of  Roman  law  texts  against  the  medieval

communis opinio that aedilician and civil remedies for defects in the thing each possessed

their own limitation.  Reinterpreting C. 4.58.2, Mudaeus in his belief corrects the distortion

of historical facts by medieval commentators. In his view, a correct historical reading of the

rescript left no room for a perpetual remedy for a defect in the object sold. Doneau in

addition disqualified Bartolus' argument that because of the fact that the rescript was put in

the rubric 'On the aedilician remedies' it could only be about the aedilician remedies. As

such,  Doneau  demonstrated  an  historical  awareness  of  the  coming  into  being  of  the

Corpus iuris civilis,  which he consequently used to  reinterpret the law it  contains.  Yet,

despite Mudaeus' and Doneau's arguments in favour of the short aedilician periods for

remedies for latent defects, Wesenbeck and even Cujas upheld the Accursian distinction

between short-lasting aedilician and everlasting civil remedies. Cujas ascribed the short

periods of the aedilician remedies to their penal character. Cujas, the standard bearer of

legal humanism, did not hesitate to accept medieval solutions to solve contradictions in the

Corpus iuris civilis. The difference between Cujas and Doneau illustrated their respective

goals. Doneau systematised the civil law and had no qualms about discarding unruly texts.

Cujas,  contrariwise,  went  at  length  to  provide  explanation  for  whatever  text  he
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encountered. 

Cujas' and Doneau's treatment of the aedilician remedies' buyer-friendly features

presented  a  similar  picture  (4.2.1.4).  Cujas  kept  the  favourable  characteristics  intact,

because these were inescapably stated in D. 21.1.44 and D. 21.1.23.4. In doing so, Cujas

passed over the fact that in the Roman law text D. 21.1.44.1 the aedilician remedies could

be brought against any seller in solidum only if the seller had sold in a partnership with the

purpose to sell slaves (societas venaliciariorum).   Doneau, on the other hand, dismissed

the buyer-friendly features. He considered the remedies for defects a part of the action on

the  contract  for  non-performance  in  which  the  mentioned  features  had no place.  The

aedilician remedies' penal character supposed by Cujas was a misreading of the words in

duplum which meant no more than that the seller of a defective item who had successfully

been sued had to do two things. First, he had to return the sum paid. Secondly, he had to

absolve the buyer from the duty to pay.  

A topic about which humanist views diverged from the medieval  communis opinio

concerned the extension of the aedilician remedy for returning the thing to lease (4.2.2). D.

21.1.63 seemed to oppose that. Medieval legal scholarship had accordingly dismissed the

possibility to bring an  actio redhibitoria  in lease. A majority of legal humanists, including

Doneau, adopted the medieval ius commune view. Cujas, however, interpreted D. 21.1.63

exactly the other way round. With the help of typically humanist tools he argued in favour

of extending the aedilician remedy to lease.

Concerning the scope of the seller's liability for defects in the thing sold, humanist

scholars agreed with their medieval predecessors that the rule of D. 19.1.13pr. was the

general rule which had to be applied (4.2.3). The knowing seller is liable for more than the

seller who was not aware of any defect in the object he sold. The Digest texts D. 19.1.6.4

and D. 19.2.19.1 according to which an ignorant seller or lessor is nonetheless found liable

for all  contractual loss humanist legal scholars interpreted in another fashion than their

medieval colleagues. In particular, Mudaeus and Dumoulin noted that professional sellers

meet with an increased liability, either because these should have been aware of the bad

quality of their wares, or because professional merchants tacitly warrant the merchandise's

good condition. This view had not made headway in early modern Castilian civil law, where

scholars  explained  the  texts  in  the  medieval  ius  commune-way  or  by  means  of  a

presumption  of  fraud.  Doneau  and  Cujas  provided  unique  historical  and  scholastic

solutions to  the mentioned text  which,  however, would  not  exercise influence on later

thinking about the law governing defects in the thing sold.

Yet,  Doneau  did  provide  long-lasting  legal  views  about  the  seller's  liability  for

encumbrances on immovables. The rules concerning this matter in the Corpus iuris civilis

are ambiguous and gave rise to many difficulties, as the chapters on medieval and early

modern Castilian law demonstrated. Legal humanist scholars strove to bring the seller's

liability for encumbrances in line with that for defects in movables. In order to do so, Digest

texts in which the ignorant seller of encumbered immovables was not liable at all needed
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reinterpretation  so  as  to  fit  in  with  D.  19.1.13pr.  However,  neither  Mudaeus  or  Cujas

satisfactorily managed to realise that. Perhaps having seen his contemporaries struggle,

Doneau maintained Fulgosius' view that the ignorant seller of encumbered immovables

could not be sued, because 'the thing encumbered with a servitude or tax, we can possess

no less'. Apparently, the fact that the buyer could still profit from encumbered land made a

liability for a seller who could not help the burden inequitable. It was not just that the buyer

could reap the profits of the land and on top of that claim damages from the seller. 

The influence of early modern Castilian scholastics seemed to have percolated into the

legal humanists' dealings with the remedy for lesion beyond moiety (4.3). Various scholars

underpinned the remedy with an appeal to fairness in exchange. 

At the same time, the concept of 'fraud in the situation itself (dolus in re ipsa)' met

with humanist criticism. Oldendorp and Cujas strongly reject the view that lesion beyond

moiety amounts to some sort  of  dolus.  To both, a deviation of price alone can not be

constitue dolus.  Doneau turned dolus in re ipsa into error in re ipsa. Perhaps inspired by

early modern Castilian scholasticism, Doneau based the remedy for lesion beyond moiety

on the fact that the prejudiced party had erroneously entered into the contract. By adopting

error as the constituting factor, Doneau managed to avoid the intricate discussion about

what kind of fraud a prejudice of more than half the thing's price actually entailed.

The period within which the remedy for lesion beyond moiety had to be brought

according  to legal humanists varied from four to 30 years. Cujas favoured four years,

because the remedy amounted to a restitutio in integrum. Remarkably, this periods goes

against a statute in 1510, issued by Louis XII of France, which decreed a 10 year period of

limitation.  Cujas not  necessarily  heeded contemporary legal  practice.  Other  humanists

dismissed the view that  the remedy for lesion beyond moiety constituted a  restitutio in

integrum.  Doneau  and  Giphanius  likened  the  remedy  to  one  aimed  at  resolving  the

contract because of non-performance. It  could consequenty be brought as long as the

contractual remedy for non-performance, sc. for 30 years. 

With  regard to  how the just  price of  an object  should be established,  humanist

scholars agreed with what had been said in medieval  ius commune  and early modern

Castilian civil law. The just price had to be objectively determined by experts in the field.

Dumoulin  left  no doubt  about  being influenced by  early  modern  scholastic  thought  by

contending that the just price should conform to the symmetrical equality which is required

between buyer and seller. 

Finally, as concerns the extension of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety, the roots

of the later French denial of the remedy to buyers and sales of movables were found with

Cujas. Buyers could not be forced to buy for too high a price. Hence, they would not need

the remedy, so Cujas observed. 

Contrary  to  early  modern  Castilian  civil  law,  legal  humanism  did  not  demonstrate  a

preference for the remedy for lesion beyond moiety in order to solve sales of defective

things. It accepted the remedy as a subsidiary to the remedies for defects in the thing sold.
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One topic discussed in this chapter demonstrated an approximation of the remedies for

latent defect and the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. It became well-established that the

price reduction the buyer could claim because of a defect had to be calculated by the

same objective standards of the thing's just price.

Returning  to  the  factual  situation  set  out  at  the  beginning of  this  book  some notable

changes have occurred with regard to the legal possibilities of B, the buyer of a defective

thing, to remedy that situation. In the present chapter it was observed that legal humanists

again harked back to medieval ius commune-doctrine and put an end to the predominance

of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety as a means to solve litigation revolving around

exchange  of  defective  goods.  A significant  number  of  scholars  brought  back  into  the

limelight the aedilician and civil remedies. These were considered as two distinct sets with

particular requirements, e.g. concerning limitation, which B had to ensure to be in place.

Furthermore, legal humanists distinguished between corporeal and non-corporeal defects

in the same fashion as medieval scholars had done. For the latter, a remedy only lay when

the seller had acted fraudulently. 

 However,  legal  humanism made  some  major  shifts  away  from medieval  legal

doctrine with which they added up to the complexity of B's legal position. First, regarding

the remedy for lesion beyond moiety, a tendency emerged to exclude buyers from its use.

Secondly,  in  the  event  of  sales  of  encumbered  immovables,  a  major  current  in  legal

humanism limited remedies for encumbrances on immovables to sales in which sellers

were aware of the burdens. B could then sue for no more than a reduction of price. If he

had been prejudiced for more than half the things just price, he could also institute the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety. An overview of B's  legal  possibilities is  listed in  the

schedule below.

In sum, for all  their fulminations aimed at medieval legal scholarship, it were the

humanists themselves who attributed to a growing complexity of the law governing defects

in the thing sold, contrary to the simplifying natural law tendencies present in early modern

Castilian law. The next chapter explores, among other things, to what extent later Northern

European scholars  dealt with this humanist legacy.  
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Chapter Five. Early modern Dutch law on the remedies for defects in a

thing exchanged for money 

5.1 Introduction

Early modern Castilian law and, to a lesser extent, legal humanism, provided the building-

blocks for a thorough change of perception about how, from a legal point of view, a defect

in a thing exchanged for money should be addressed. Under the influence of early modern

scholasticism, Castilian civil law, notably legal practice, no longer reasoned from the defect

an object suffered from but rather emphasised the thing's reduced worth as a result of the

defect. If a bought item proved to be worth significantly less than its common market price,

a breach of contractual equality occurred. This imbalance had to be restored, no matter

what had caused it. As the ius commune remedy for lesion beyond moiety could be easily

adapted to this requirement of fairness in exchange, it became the preferred one to solve

instances of flawed sales. The fact that an ignorant seller or lessor had sold a defective

thing was one example of contractual inequality which Castilian early modern scholastics

and civil law scholars and practitioners tackled with the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. 

The deductive line of reasoning of Castilian scholars was partly continued by legal

humanists, in particular by Doneau, who explained the Roman-law-based  ius commune

systematically. However, at  the same time, the medieval inductive mos Italicus approach

lived on in humanist legal scholarship and was exercised with enthusiasm by scholars

such as Wesenbeck and Cujas. Both continued to interpret the remedies for defects by

means of inductive arguments based on what they found in the closed body of Justinianic

legal  texts.  In this respect,  they resembled their  medieval  predecessors.  However, the

humanists added an awareness of the original genesis of the provisions in the Corpus iuris

civilis. Moreover, they were equipped with deeper knowledge of Latin and Greek. Ironically

though,  despite  the  fact  that  they  had  more  sophisticated  tools  at  their  disposal  for

interpreting the law, legal  humanists, by and large, produced as intricate a picture of the

law concerning defects in the thing sold as their medieval predecessors had done,  which

many a humanist had not been unwilling to debase in strong terms.  

The present chapter explores how Castilian and humanist influences continued to

work in the development of early modern law pertaining to defects in the thing exchanged

in the north-western part of Europe. Legal scholars and practitioners of the region of what

is presently the Kingdom of the Netherlands blended medieval  ius commune  with local

custom. Consequently, in the 16th - 18th centuries, in the various Dutch provinces particular

legal systems developed. The two most known and studied variants are those which were

in use in Holland (the present day provinces of North and South Holland) and went under

the name of Roman-Dutch law, and the one which was used in the province of Friesland,

termed Roman-Frisian law.1 

With regard to Roman-Frisian law it  must be noted that the Frisian approach to

Roman law in its ius commune cloak differed by and large how Roman law was applied in

other parts of the Dutch Provinces. In Holland, Roman law-based ius commune was a 

1 Van den Bergh, Elegante Schule, passim.
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subsidiary  source of  law.  Hence,  Roman-Dutch jurists  grasped back at  it  when local

custom or statutory law did not provide a solution to the legal question in point, which was

often the case. In Friesland, however, the opposite was true. Roman law in its medieval

clothing was the primary source of law, unless statutory law had explicitly ruled out its

application.2 The Frisian scholars' consequent claim that they applied Roman law 'purer

and plainer  than in  whatever  part,  province or  state  of  the  Christian  world'3 therefore

promises insights into how that pure Roman law was conceived by early modern minds.

As its approach bears significance for the study of pandectist scholarship at the eve of the

modern codification process, Frisian-law deserves particular attention. 

The present chapter examines both doctrinal and practical sources of Roman-Dutch

law and Roman-Frisian law.4 Regarding the former, the alleged difference between writers

who in legal literature are counted among the Dutch humanists,  also called the Dutch

school of elegant jurisprudence, on the one hand, and the allegedly more  mos Italicus

inclined scholars, on the other, are not taken into account. Reading of secondary literature

on the matter reveals that scholars are not that easily categorised.5 The exploration of

legal humanists already demonstrated that even these scholars eclectically made use of

all  legal  sources they could  lay  their  hands on,  no  matter  whether  the  sources were

medieval  or  from Antiquity. The same applies to  Dutch scholars,  who tended to  keep

themselves occupied with both textual criticism and the restoration of ancient law texts,

pronouncing judgements or commenting on positive law in the medieval Bartolist tradition.

Bijnkershoek, for instance, not only wrote 'elegant' books but also worked at the Supreme

Court of Holland, Zeeland and West-Friesland, where the  mos Italicus tradition strongly

held sway.6 Hence, his personal notes taken as a judge of the Supreme Court provide a

treasure grove for the practical dimension of this chapter.

5.1.1 Legal practice - sources

Besides Bijnkershoek's Observationes tumultuariae other sources of legal practice feature

in this chapter. To facilitate further reading, this section provides a short overview of the

sources used to gain insight into early modern legal practice of the Courts of the various

Dutch provinces. 

First of all, the city of The Hague was home to the Hoge Raad (Supreme Court), the

highest appellate court for the provinces of Holland, Zeeland and West-Friesland.7 The

other sovereign Dutch Provinces Friesland, Groningen, Overijssel, Gelderland and Utrecht

2 Huber,  Rechts-geleertheyt,  vol. 1, 1.2, no. 47, p. 8:  'Staende bij ons vast desen regel: wat niet blijkt
verandert te zijn bij het Friesche regt, blijft soo, als het bij de Roomse wetten is vastgesteld' ; De Jong,
'Cur Frisii dicant opbinden?', p. 146. 

3 Huber, Rechts-geleertheyt,  vol. 1, 1.2, no. 47, p. 8:  'Dat het Roomsche recht hier suiverder en platter
onderhouden wort, als in eenig deel, landt of staet van de Christene wereld'.

4 Brom acknowledges  that  the  aedilician  and  civil  remedies  merge  into  one.  However,  he  does  not
examine the underlying process. Brom, Urteilsbegründungen, p. 186. 

5 Van den Bergh, Elegante Schule, passim.
6 His 'elegant' work are the  Observationes iuris Romani.  His more down-to-earth practical work can be

gleaned from his Observationes tumultuariae.
7 For an account of its coming into being see Blécourt, 'Geboorte van den Hoogen Raad', pp. 428-459. 
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arranged a right to revision by Provincial Courts within their own boundaries.8 In the legal

make-up of  Holland, the province's inhabitants could first  start  proceedings in a lower

court, the  Schepenbank,  vaguely resembling the Court of Alderman. From these courts

one could appeal to the Provincial Court in The Hague.9 The last option for the litigant to

pursue his right was the Supreme Court.10 The Supreme Court reviewed appeals in full.  

Although  the  Supreme  Court  followed  early  modern  court  practice  providing

judgements  without  legal  explanation,  a  considerable amount  of  its  legal  reasoning is

revealed by Cornelis van Bijnkershoek (1673-1743, judge at the Supreme Court from 1704

to 1743).11 Bijnkershoek was one of the judges who took personal notes of some of the

court's  judgements  which  they  deemed  useful.  Bijnkershoek  did  not  order  his  notes

thematically,  for  which  reason  he  named  them  tumultuaria  opera.12 Having  sunk  into

oblivion, the notes were found gathering dust in the attic of a second-hand book store at

the beginning of the 20th century. The Leiden professor Meijers (1880-1954) edited the

manuscript  and  named  it  the  Observationes  tumultuariae.  Bijnkerhoek's  collection  of

summary accounts of court cases offers an intriguing insight into the daily practice of the

Court with a jurisdiction over the region which had economically and culturally taking the

lead in late 17th  – century Europe.13 Bijnkershoek's son-in-law, Willem Pauw (1712-1787,

judge at the Supreme Court from 1743 to 1787)14 continued his father-in-law's practice of

recording cases in which he sat.15 The following cases reported by Bijnkershoek and Pauw

figure in this chapter: 62, 339a, 379, 585nov., 906, 924, 1035, 1079, 1472, 1486, 1524,

1727, 1893, 2107, 2582, 2658, 2841, 3124, 3249.16

In  addition  to  the  notes  of  Bijnkershoek  and  Pauw,  various  other  collections

circulated with abstracts of Supreme Court cases.17 There are the collections made by

judge Jacob Coren, who died with his boots on in 163118, Cornelis van Nieustad (1549-

8 Sirks, 'The Supreme Court of Holland', in: Judges and Judging, pp. 234-235.
9 Sirks, 'The Supreme Court of Holland', in: Judges and Judging, p. 238; Merula, Manier van procederen,

1.6.1, p. 26, note 2.  
10 Though there were cases in which a direct appeal to the Supreme Court was conceded, but these do not

concern us here. Cf. Le Bailly and Verhas, Procesgids, pp. 13-14.
11 For biographical data see Star Numan, Cornelis van Bynkershoek, passim; J. van Kuyk, ''Bijnkershoek,

Cornelis van', in: NNBW, vol. 1, pp. 533-535.
12 Bijnkershoek, Opuscula, vol. 2, pref. 5: 'Quod dum ago per hos... XV annos, natae mihi sunt XV et quod

excurrit,  Rerum Judicaturum Centuriae,  tumultuaria  quidem opera conscriptae';  Sirks,  'The Supreme
Court of Holland', in: Judges and Judging, p. 241.

13 Bijnkershoek, Observationes tumultuariae, vol. 1-4, 1934; Pauw, Observationes tumultuariae novae, vol.
1-2  1964. Cases taken from the report of the latter are followed by the abbreviation 'nov. (novella)'. The
cases reported (Observationes) by Bijnkershoek are referred to with their plain number.  Usefool tools to
explore Bijnkershoek's Observationes are the indexes made by Van Oosten, Systematisch compendium
der  observationes  tumultuariae  van  Cornelis  Bijnkershoek;  Van  Warmelo,  Registers  op  die
observationes tumultuariae van Bijnkershoek en Pauw and Sirks, Index in Observationes tumultuarias.

14 W.M.C. Regt, 'Pauw, Willem', in: NNBW, vol. 9, p. 777.
15 Sirks, 'The Supreme Court of Holland', in: Judges and Judging, p. 242
16 For an overview of all cases touching on the sale of defective things see Brom, Urteilsbegründungen, pp.

185–213; the mentioned cases are not discussed in the as of yet still unedited Observationes by Johan
van Bleiswijk (1649-1703); cf. Blom, Urteilsbegründungen, pp. 34-35.

17 Van Poelgeest, 'Mr. Johan van Bleiswijk', passim. 
18 Coren, Observationes Rerum in Supremo Senatu Hollandiae, Zeelandiae, Frisiae, 1642; C.W. Bruinvis,
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1606)19 and Johannes van Loenen († 1641)20.  Another source of contemporary Roman-

Dutch legal  practice are the  Consultatien,  advyzen en advertissementen  by Johannes

Naeranus  (†  ca.  1670)21 in  which  the  author  collected  legal  opinions  from  'various

outstanding legal scholars'.22 Thus, Naeranus' compilation also offers revealing information

about how the Corpus iuris civilis-provisions, so hotly debated at Dutch universities, were

put to practice.

In  the northern province of  Friesland,  legal  practice  of  the period also  reached

unprecedented heights of subtlety. In 1515, the province's capital Leeuwarden became the

see of the Hof van Leeuwarden, an appellate Court that substituted the Great Council of

Mechelen as the highest appellate court of Friesland.23 Many of its decisions have been

preserved in compilations by Johannes van den Sande (1568-1638)24, Zacharias Huber

(1669-1732)25, the son of Ulrik, Johannes Beucker (1680-1742), procurator to the  Hof26,

and Gajus Nauta († 1645)27.

Lastly,  the  High  Court  of  Utrecht  needs  to  be  mentioned.  One  of  its  judges,

Wilhelmus  Radelantius  (†1612)28,  compiled  126  decisions  taken  by  the  Court  which

fulfilled the same function as its Dutch and Frisian equivalents, be it for a less significant

area in terms of geography and population.29  

5.1.2 Procedural law

Before continuing with the investigation of the substantial law governing defects in things

exchanged for money, some words need to be said on the procedural  changes which

occurred in the early modern period and which are relevant for the interpretation of early

modern Dutch law. Some significant changes in procedural law which concerned the law

concerning  defects  in  a  thing  exchanged  for  money  was  perceived  is  revealed  in

'Coren, Jacob Gerritsz.', in: NNWB, vol. 2, pp. 332-333.
19 Nieustad, Vonnissen van den Hoogen, en provincialen Raad, van Holland, Zeeland en West-Vriesland,

1655; for biographical data W.M.C. Regt, 'Nieustad, Cornelis van', in: NNBW, vol. 2, p. 987. Nieustad in
Latin makes Neostadius.

20 Loenen, Decisien en observatien, 1712.
21 For biographical data see J.W. Enschedé, 'Naeranus, Johannes ', in: NNBW, vol. 2, pp. 973-975.
22 I am aware of the existence of more collections but these did not yield information relevant to the subject

of  this  thesis.  I  consulted  Gall  (ed.),  Regtsgeleerde  decisien.  Aan  de  raadsheer  Pieter  Ockers
toegeschreven aantekeningen betreffende uitspraken van het Hof (1656-1669) en de Hoge Raad (1669-
1678)  van  Holland,  Zeeland  en  West-Friesland.  For  an  overview  see  Meijers,  'Uitgegeven  en
onuitgegeven rechtspraak', pp. 400–422.

23 For specific categories of persons such as noblemen, professors and army officers the Court acted as a
court of first instance. For details see Lokin, e.a.,  Het Rooms-Friese recht,  pp. 16-20; Hempenius-van
Dijk, Procesgids, pp. 11-12.

24 R. Visscher, 'Sande, Johannes van den', in: NNBW, vol. 4, pp. 1199-1200.
25 For biographical data see J. van Kuyk, 'Huber, Zacharias', in: NNBW, vol. 1, pp. 1168-1169.
26 For biographical data see De Haan Hettem and Van Halmael, Stamboek, vol. 2, p. 220; Zandberg, ‘De

familie Beucker Andreae’, p. 236. 
27 Nauta,  Decisien,  1779;  For biographical data see G. A.  Wumkes, 'Nauta, Gajus',  in:  NNBW,  vol.  10,

p. 660.
28 For biographical data J. van Kuyk, 'Radelantius, Wilhelmus', in: NNBW, vol. 2, p. 1152.
29 Radelantius, Decisiones Posthumae Curiae Provincialis Traiectinae, Utrecht, 1637.
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Groenewegen van der Made's (1613-1652)30 Tractatus de legibus abrogandis  (1649). In

this book the author discusses which texts in the Corpus iuris civilis had become outdated

in his time. Two issues are relevant for our subject. First, is the penal character of civil law

remedies still taken for granted in the Dutch Provinces? Secondly, does the plaintiff have

to specify his claim in legal terminology? 

Regarding  the  former,  it  is  relevant  to  explore  whether  the  supposedly  penal

character of the aedilician remedies still holds, because, if that is no longer considered so,

the  aedilician  remedies  lose  a  feature  which  distinguished  them from the  contractual

remedies  for  latent  defects.31 The  second  question  concerns  how  a  concurrence  of

remedies is solved. If it is enough for the plaintiff to state the facts of the case, the judge

has to pick the right remedy. Otherwise, the plaintiff has to do so himself with the risk of

losing his case should he choose the wrong one. This issue particularly touches on the

boundaries of remedies for defects in the thing and the remedy for lesion beyond moiety.

These remedies partly overlapped regarding the facts of the case, but did not share the

same features. As observed in previous chapters, the first concentrated on the defect, the

other focussed on the object's price.32

With  regard  to  whether  some  civil  remedies  still  bore  a  penal  character,

Groenewegen van der Made seems to deny so in his discussion of the remedy for what is

thrown or spilled (actio de eo quod dejectum effusumve).

'Today, the action for what is thrown or spilled is instituted not for the object's double

value, but for the loss incurred... Today, if a free man is killed, there is no fine of 50

gold pieces, but an action is given for how much damage the judge considers in this

case is caused by the incident'.33

The Roman condemnation for the simple or the double or 50 gold pieces makes room for

an estimation of damages by the judge of the damages suffered due to medical treatment

and lost income.34 

Not only delicts and quasi-delicts lose their penal character. This can be gathered

from Groenewegen van der  Made's comments  on D. 21.1,  dealing with  the aedilician

remedies  for  latent  defects.  There,  the  author  considers  the  texts  containing  a

condemnation for the simple or double as obsolete. To D. 21.1.31.20, which deals with the

stipulation for the double with which parties agreed on a fine consisting of twice the paid

sum, Groenewegen van der Made notes that 'because the stipulation for the double has

been abolished... , it seemed proper that today it is no longer possible to bring the action

30 For biographical data P. C. Molhuysen, 'Groenewegen van der Made, Simon', in: NNBW, pp. 677-678. 
31 In particular defended by Cujas. See 4.2.1.4.
32 See 3.5.
33 Groenewegen van der Made, Tractatus, to Inst. 4.5, p. 49: 'De eo quod dejectum effusumve est, hodie

non  dupli,  sed  quantum  damnum  sit  constituta  est  actio...  Et  ob  hominem  occisum  hodie  non
quinquaginta aureorum poena constituitur, sed quantum ob eam rem iudici videtur, actio datur...',

34 Groenewegen van der Made, Tractatus,  to Inst.  4.5, p. 50:  'Judex enim computare debet mercedes
medicis praestitas, caeteraque impendia, qua in curatione facta sunt, praetera operas, quibus caruerunt
et carituri sunt ob id quod occisus est...'.
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on sales, other than for the case's real value'.35 Likewise, on D. 21.1.43.5, proposing a

fourfold  penalty  against  a  seller  of  a  slave  who  later  violently  robs  the  buyer  of  his

possessions, his comments are that 'this fourfold penalty has fallen into disuse, as I said at

the beginning of Inst. 4.2'.36 Hence, the aedilician remedies would seem to have lost their

penal character in Roman-Dutch law.

Secondly, Groenewegen van der Made remarks that the plaintiff does not need to

specify  which  remedy  he brings.  Merely  stating  the  facts  because of  which  he  starts

proceedings suffices. 

'Today, in accordance with canon law, the name of the action is not expressed in a

libel. The fact itself and the truth of the incident are brought forward plain and simple,

so that from that the ground on which one sues can be gathered... Consequently, the

names of the actions have all but fallen into disuse, although no one versed in legal

practice can deny that we use a great number of actions'.37  

The tendency to simplify Romano-canonical proceedings had already been present

in the procedural rulings of the Great Council of Mechelen. Philips Wielandt (1441-1520),

who wrote an instruction for beginning practitioners, which was published in 1573, states

that 

'...  civil  and canon law contain many kinds  of  actions which are used in  practice.

Nevertheless, it is enough that the plaintiff produces a clear petition and a delivers a

pertinent statement of claim..., in order that the judge or defendant understands what it

is that he wants'.38

It is not hard to imagine that when plaintiffs only state the facts of their claim and no

longer spell out in particular which action they bring, judges are encouraged to disregard

the sometimes oversubtle differences between ius commune remedies. 

That such seems to have happened with regard to the differences between the civil

and  aedilician  remedies  for  latent  defects  can  be gathered  from Ulrik  Huber's  (1636-

1694)39 Positiones. This Frisian scholar holds that 'according to today's law, it does not

matter whether you say that you sue under the sales contract or the aedilician edict. Of

35 Groenewegen van der Made,  Tractatus,  to D. 21.1.31.20, p.  164:   'quia exolevit duplae stipulatio,  ...,
idcirco placuit hodie ex empto agi non posse, nisi ad id quod re vera interest...'.

36 Groenewegen van der Made, Tractatus, to D. 21.1.43.5, p. 164: 'haec quadrupli poena in desuetudinem
abiit. dixi in princ. Inst. de vi bon. rapt.'.

37 Groenewegen van der Made, Tractatus,  to I. 4.5.6, p. 50: 'Ex iuris canonici dispositione hodie actionis
nomen libello non exprimitur, sed factum ipsum et rei veritas simpliciter et pure proponitur, ita ut ex eo
ius  agendi  colligatur...  Et  hinc  actionum nomina  fere  in  desuetudinem abierunt,  quamvis  plerisque
actionibus nos uti nullus in foro versatur in dubium revocare potest... '.

38 Wielandt,  Practyke civile,  ch. 2, no. 4,  Van Actien,  fo. 17v:  'De civile ende canonijcke rechten stellen
voorts noch vele specien van actien/ de welcke de practijcke laet te practijkeren/ maer is genoegh dat de
eysscher make klaren eysch/ ende syn conclusie pertinentelic neme/ .../ so dat de Juge oft verweerder
verstaen mach wat de eysscher begheert'.

39 For biographical data J. van Kuyk, 'Huber, Ulricus', in: NNBW, vol. 1, pp. 1165-1166.
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old, however, there were differences'.40 Judging by the words of Huber, these differences

seem to have been abolished in Roman-Frisian legal doctrine and practice. 

The  mentioned  developments  in  procedural  law  indicate  a  further  merging  of

general contractual remedies and specific remedies granted in the event a defect occurred

in  the  thing  exchanged.  With  the  room for  aedilician  penal  particularities  significantly

lessened and the focus in legal procedure lying on the facts underlying the remedy and

not  on  whether  the  remedy  corresponds  with  the  facts,  Roman-Dutch  law  seems

susceptible to tendencies which do away with intricate medieval distinctions.

This chapter will now proceed to explore that hypothesis in roughly the same order

as the previous ones. Section 5.2 deals with the remedies based on the aedilician edict

and discusses problematic issues surrounding them since medieval ius commune. Section

5.3 addresses the remedy for lesion beyond moiety as it is interpreted and applied in early

modern  Dutch  civil  law. Again  all  such remedies  will  be  compared in  the  penultimate

section (5.4), the last being a summary of all that went before (5.5).

40 Huber, Positiones, book 21, no. 10, p. 237: 'Moribus equidem hodiernis, nihil interest, ex empto, an ex
Aedilium Edicto agere te dicas. Primitus tamen differentiae quaedam fuerant'.
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5.2 Early modern Dutch legal doctrine on the law of latent defects

5.2.1 The aedilician remedies: redundant rules?

Since medieval ius commune, scholars continued to explore the possible legal claims of a

buyer of a defective thing by means of the aedilician remedies and the remedies granted

by the civil action on the sales contract. A major current among medieval scholars believed

that the Corpus iuris civilis  reserved the various remedies for different cases. Hence the

Accursian  distinction  between  the  aedilician  remedies  for  corporeal  defects,  with  an

objective  price  estimation,  with  short  periods  of  limitation,  and  buyer-friendly

characteristics on the one hand, and civil remedies lay for non-corporeal defects, based

on a subjective price assessment, with long limitation periods, and without buyer-friendly

traits on the other.41 That  said, we observed that  early modern Castilian civil  law had

abolished the medieval ius commune distinction between civil and aedilician remedies for

latent defects. Castilian civil law and practice disregarded issues such as which scope,

method of  price  assessment  and limitation periods in  applying  the  civil  and aedilician

remedies.42 Conversely, however, many humanist scholars brought  back similar issues

again into the limelight. The following sections explore the extent to which Dutch civil law

and practice joined in with their Castilian and humanist colleagues. 

5.2.1.1 Scope of the civil and aedilician remedies

Arnold Vinnius (1588-1657)43, professor in Leiden, discusses the aedilician remedies in

chapter 15 of his Jurisprudentiae contractae sive partitionum iuris civilis libri IV, under the

heading 'What the obligations are under the sales contract according to the nature and the

scope of this remedy'.44 Drawn toward French legal humanism, Vinnius largely framed his

work on Doneau's  Commentarius. Hence,  it  may not  come as a surprise that  Vinnius

adopts almost the same dogmatic positions formulated by Doneau about the scope of the

civil and aedilician remedies. Indeed, Vinnius restates Doneau's opinion that the aedilician

remedy for returning the thing bought can only be brought, if someone had bought an item

with a corporeal defect.45 Non-corporeal defects exclude both the remedy for returning the

thing  and  price  reduction  with  the  exception  of  those  defects  which  are  explicitly

mentioned in the aedilician edict.46  

In a footnote to the main text, Vinnius adds that the abovementioned remedies are

41 See 2.2.
42 See 3.3.1.
43 For biographical data see J. van Kuyk, 'Vinnius, Arnoldus', in: NNBW, vol. 3, pp. 1312-1314.
44 'Quae sint praestationes in emptione et venditione pro natura et potestate eius iudicii'. 
45 Doing so while  hardly  giving credit  to  his  example.  Something nearest  to  that  can be found in  the

foreword to Vinnius' Jurisprudentiae contractae: 'Proinde cum ex libris iuris civilis adjutus paucorum qui
in hoc genere excelluerunt et praesertim Donelli nostri Commentariis, excerpsissem congessissemque
praeceptiones omne et theoremata universalia...', Vinnius, Jurisprudentiae contractae, fo. 4.

46 Vinnius, Jurisprudentiae contractae, 2.15, p. 247.'De vitiis animi redhibitoria non datur, praeterquam de
iis, quae aedicto aedilitio nominatim comprehensa sunt'; cf. Donellus, In titulum, p. 274: 'Illud notandum
est, vitia hoc edicto intelligi corporis, non animi, ut ex illis redhibitoria fit, ex his non item. Argumento est,
quod nominatim postea de errone et fugitivo edicitur, quae vitia animi sunt, non corporis'.
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not granted, 'against ignorant sellers, D. 21.1.1.10 and D. 21.1.4.3-6'. Thus, he implies

that against sellers who were aware of a non-corporeal defect, there is a remedy.47 In this,

Vinnius very closely follows Doneau, who also maintained that non-corporeal defects were

actionable under the sales contract in the event of  mala fide sellers only. Gerard Noodt

(1647-1725)48, Johannes Voet (1647-1713)49, Cornelis van Eck (1662-1732)50, Johannes

Ortwinus Westenberg (1667-1737)51 and Johann Gottlieb Heineccius (1681-1741)52 take

the same view. Concerning the remedies for latent defects granted on the sales contract

against sellers ignorant of defects in wood or cattle53, Noodt ponders that the remedies in

that text are granted in imitation of the aedilician edict. The text D. 19.1.13pr. consequently

does not discuss the action on the sales contract but really the aedilician remedies, so that

corporeal defects remain the edict's prerogative.54 

On the other hand, Hugo Grotius (1583-1645)55 in his Inleidinghe does not mention

corporeal or non-corporeal defects.  Instead he  contends that the ignorant seller always

has to answer for defects and that his liability is measured to his knowledge. Grotius shifts

the emphasis to whether or not the seller was aware of the defect and ignores what kind of

defect the liability concerns.56 

Roman-Frisian law is  not clear on how the matter should be dealt  with.  Johan Jakob

Wissenbach  (1607-1665)57,  a  native  German  appointed  as  a  professor  of  civil  law  in

47 Vinnius,  Jurisprudentiae contractae,  2.15, p. 247: 'Adversus ignorante,  d.l. 1,  § pen. et ult., l. 4, § 3 et
seq. de aed. ed.'.

48 Noodt,  Commentarius,  in:  Opera omnia, vol. 2, to D. 21.1, p. 453 [left column]:  'de vitiis animi, quale
vitium est erronis, ac fugitivi, separatim edixerunt Aediles; de hic non edicturi separatim, si morbi ac vitii
appellatione tam animi, quam corporis vitia comprehendissent... ob quae vitia quia animi sunt non est
redhibitio. Esse adhuc ex empto actionem ad id quod interest, si id venditor sciens reticuit, quia non
videtur id convenire bonae fidae, etsi ab Aedilibus non comprehensum';  for biographical data J. van
Kuyk, 'Noodt, Gerard', in: NNBW, vol. 2, pp. 999-1001.

49 Voet,  Commentarius, vol. 2, to D. 21.1, no. 8, p. 739:  'Corporis quoque, non item animi solius vitium,
edicto locum fecit... licet de hisce animi vitiis ex emto actio competat, d.l. 4. pr. ff. h.t. [D. 21.1.4pr.]'; for
biographical data see J. van Kuyk, 'Voet, Johannes', in: NNBW, vol. 3, pp. 1328-1329.

50 Van Eck,  Principia  iuris  civilis, vol. 2, to D.  21.1,  nos.  17-18,  p.  36:  'ut  in rebus animatis  sit  vitium
corporis, non animi... Sed et semper ob quae vitia cessat redhibitoria, locum habet ex empto actio. l. I. §.
9. in f. l. 5.pr. et §. 4. h.l. 13. §. I. de act. emt. '; for biographical data see J. van Kuyk, 'Eck, Cornelis van',
in: NNBW, vol. 1, pp. 784-785.

51 Westenberg, Principia iuris, vol. 1, to D. 21.1, §10, pp. 773-774: 'Dummodo I. morbus vitiumve corporis
sit,  non  animi,  quod  huc  non  pertinet,  l.  1,  §9,  10,  [D.  21.1.9-10],  l.  4,  §3,4  [D.  21.1.4.3-4]';  for
biographical data see J. van Kuyk, 'Westenberg, Johannes Ortwinus', in: NNBW, vol. 3, pp. 1408-1410.

52 Heineccius,  Ad aedilitium edictum,  3.3, p.  75:  'Quum vero  alia  sint  vitia  corporis,  alia  animi:  recte
observabant interpretes, Aediles de corporis duntaxat morbis ac vitiis loqui, animi vero non alia attingere,
quam  erronis,  fugitivi,  et  capitalem  fraudem  admittentis,  ac  proinde  recte  collegerunt  II.  cessare
redhibitionem ob animi vitia, neque ea, nisi illa abesse promiserit venditor, ex edicto praestanda esse';
for biographical data see J. van Kuyk, 'Heineccius, Johann Gottlieb', in: NNBW, vol. 1, pp. 1055-1057; R.
Lieberwirth, "Heineccius, Johann Gottlieb" in: NDB, vol. 8, pp. 296-297.

53 D. 19.1.13pr.
54 Noodt, Commentarius, in: Opera omnia, vol. 2, to D. 21.1, p. 453 [center left]: 'quod tum pridem Juliano

et mox Ulpiano visum in actione ex empto ad imitationem aedilitii edicti'.
55 For biographical data see P.J. Blok, 'Groot, Huig de', in: NNBW, vol. 2, pp. 523-528.
56 Grotius, Inleidinge, 3.15.7, pp. 245–246; idem, 3.17.4, p. 250.These passages will be discussed more in

detail in section 6.3.1.1.
57 For biographical data J. van Kuyk, 'Wissenbach, Johannes Jacobus', in: NNBW, vol. 3, pp. 1440-1441.
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Franeker in the northern province of Friesland in 1643 states in keeping with Doneau,

Cujas, Hotman and Wesenbeck that the aedilician remedies do not lie for non-corporeal

defects.58

Nevertheless,  Ulrik Huber, Wissenbach's pupil  successor at Franeker University,

does not seem to adopt the latter's view. In his  Praelectiones  Huber refers the reader

interested in the civil remedies for latent defects to his treatment of the aedilician edict. 59

There, Huber reports a case of barter of horses to illustrate how the aedilician and civil

remedies relate to each other in Frisian legal practice. Huber admits that the remedies

once provided for by the aediles still have a minor role to play. However, this does not hold

for the distinction between corporeal and non-corporeal defects.   

'However, these differences are no longer in use, because today's custom does not

use  the  distinction  between  the  remedies  any  longer,  as  I  said.  Yet,  the  things

expounded in  this  title  have not  lost  their  use in  its  entirety. Both the remedy for

returning the thing as well as the remedy for price reduction may be brought, if only the

defect or its near cause antecedes the sale, because what follows after the sale is for

the buyer's  risk,  unless  he  had  agreed  otherwise,  C.  4.58.3.  If  indeed  the defect

preceded the sale, the aedilician remedies are granted... , which you can gather from

the cases Johannis Sapeus v Sictus Feiconis and others, reported by Nauta.... The

plaintiff had bartered a horse from the defendants on the weekly market of Berlikum60.

Ten or 12 days after the delivery the horse was dead. Then, when it was dissected, it

appeared that its intestines were corrupted and eaten away by yellow and rotting pus

which had accumulated there over a long period, from which it is clear that death had

resulted.  The  defendants  were  condemned  to  pay  back  the  price61,  despite  the

testimonies of other horse-traders, as if the  mores  among horse-traders would bring

about that they would not have to answer for more than three defects... As concerns

the trader's ignorance; it frees him from the full obligation to reimburse the defendant's

entire interest, D. 19.1.13pr., but does not liberate him from the aedilician remedies, D.

21.1.1.2'.62 

58 Wissenbach,  Exercitationum,  to D. 21.1,  no. 9,  p. 409: 'Venditor, inquam, etiam ignorans,  ob vitium
morbumve  tenetur,  ob  servitutem vero,  vel  tributum,  ita  demum obligatur,  si  sciens  servitutem vel
tributum retinuerit, l. 1, §1, l. Si sterilis 21, §1 [D. 19.1.21.1], l. Quaero, 39 [D. 19.1.39], l. 41, de act. empt
[D. 19.1.41].  Ratio discriminis  est,  quia ob morbum vitiumve rem habere non licet  servitus vero vel
tributum non est impedimento, quominus sub isto onere habere, possidere, frui, liceat, d.l. Julianus, 13,
§item qui furem, [D. 19.1.13.1]. l. 1, §proinde, h.t [D. 21.1.8], Don. 13, Comm. 3, sect. non eadem causa
[Doneau, Commentarii, vol. 7, book 13, ch. 3, §6]. Denique actiones Aedilitiae non dantur ob vitia animi,
regulariter,  d.l.  I,  §, pen [D. 21.1.1.9].  Civiliter dantur,  l.  Ob quae, 4, pr. eod. [D. 21.1.4pr.].  Cuj[as],
Hotom[anus], Wesenbec[k], paratit. ff. h. Borch. de pact., c. 5, n. 49 [?]', 

59 Huber, Praelectiones, to D. 19.1, no. 6, p. 1007: 'De vitiis rerum venditarum, locus erit agendi in tit. de
Aedilitio Edicto'. 

60 A Frisian  hamlet,  formerly  called  Berlikum,  situated  between Leeuwarden and Franeker. See  Nota,
Tweetal van kerkelyken leerreden, p. 127.

61 This is strange in a permutatio.  Perhaps an additional payment was made on top of the thing handed
over by the 'buyer' in exchange of the horse?

62 D.  21.1.1.2:  ...etiamsi  ignoravit  ea  quae  aediles  praestari  iubent,  tamen  teneri  debere;  Huber,
Praelectiones,  to D. 21.1, no. 5, p. 1080: 'Sed hae discrepantiae quod ad genus actionis, moribus, ut
dixi, hodiernis nullum amplius usum habent;nec ideo tamen, quae in hoc titulo traduntur, usum habere
desinunt: Sed tam redhibitoria quam aestimatoria licet experiri, si modum vitium vel ejus causa proxime
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This case of  Johannis Sapeus v Sictus Feiconis is interesting in many respects.

First, the three defects for which horse traders were said to be responsible were laid down

in local custom. The traders accordingly argued that those defects mentioned were the

only  defects for which the buyer had a remedy. Huber explains they were wrong. The

defects stated in local law did not present an exhaustive list and were merely examples of

defects which the seller could have been aware of, but the buyer not, so that full damages

were due. Secondly, whether the type of defect  was corporeal  has no bearing on the

discussion about the aedilitian remedies' being applicable in  Johannis Sapeus v Sictus

Feiconis. 

To  conclude,  in  the  17th century,  among  Dutch  scholars  the  discussion  about  the

interrelatedness of the edictal and civil remedies was anything but solved. 

At a later stage, however, things seem to have changed. Jacobus Voorda (1698-

1768)63, who in 1744 published his lecture notes on all  the provincial law of the Dutch

Republic, states that the buyer can bring a remedy on the contract for the same defects as

those covered by the edict.64 He mentions that in his time some - apparently not all  -

scholars considered the differences between the civil and aedilician remedies abolished.65 

It was only after the 18th century revolutionary storms had ceased to whirl around

Europe and a restored sense of order broke through the clouds, that a plain view on the

matter  could  be first  found with  Johannes van der  Linden (1756-1835)66.  Treating  the

aedilician  remedies  as  remedies  available  under  the  general  heading  of  sales  in  his

Regtsgeleerd, practicaal en koopmanshandboek (1806), without making any reservations

for non-corporeal things, he extends the scope of the aedilician remedies to all defects.

Moreover, the difference between knowing and unknowing sellers is no longer material in

determining whether the buyer has a remedy. However, the seller's state of knowledge

remained of  importance in  assessing  how much of  the  buyer's  loss the  seller  had to

compensate.67  

5.2.1.2 Assessment of price reduction

Early modern Castilian law no longer heeded Accursius' distinction between a subjectively

venditionem antecesserit. Nam quod sequitur, ad emptoris periculum pertinet, nisi aliter convenerit,  l.3.
C.  de Aedil.  act.  Si vero praecesserit  causa venditionem, actiones aedilitiae dabuntur,  ...   idque ita
judicatum in curia nostra apud Nautam reperio, in causa Johannis Sapaei contrac Sixtum Feiconis cum
soc. Actor equum permutatione adeptus erat a reis in nundinis Belcumanis. Decemque vel 12. diebus
post traditionem equus erat mortuus. Dein, cum sectus esset, intestina corupta et exesa ichore flavo et
tabisico reperta sunt a longiore tempore collecto, ut inde constaret esse mortuum. Condemnati sunt ad
pretium  restituendum,  non  obstante  testimonio  aliorum  mangonum:  quasi  moribus  inter  equorum
mercatores  obtineret,  ut  ne  plura  quam tria  vitia  praestarentur...  Quod  autem ad  venditoris  attinet
ignorantiam, haec quidem ab eius quod interest plena praestatione eum liberat, l. 13. in pri. de act. empt.
Non ab actionibus aedilitiis, l. 1. §. 2. h.t...'.

63 For biographical data see J. van Kuyk, 'Voorda, Jacobus', in: NNBW, vol. 3, pp. 1338-1339.
64 Voorda, Dictata, to D. 21.1, no. 2, p. 774: 'Ob vitia, quae locum faciunt aedilitiis actionibus, agi etiam ex

emto potest, l. 11, §2 et 5, D. de act. emt. [D. 19.1.11.2, 5]', 
65 Voorda, Dictata, to D. 21.1, p. 774: 'Volunt nonnulli, differentias istas hodie exolevisse',  
66 P. van Heijnsbergen, 'Linden, Johannes van der', in: NNBW, vol. 7, pp. 769-770.
67 Van der Linden,  Koopmanshandboek, pp. 156-157.
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determined assessment of the civil or an objectively fixed assessment of the aedilician

remedy for price reduction because of a latent defect.68 A number of 16th century humanists

were of the same opinion. Scholars such as Mudaeus, Viglius, Cujas and Doneau cast

doubt on the glossator's assertion that the civil  and aedilician remedies each had their

distinct method of price assessment. All argued that, according to Justinianic Roman law,

there  was  only  one  and that  it  was  the  objective  method.  Basing themselves  on the

language  of  the  Corpus  iuris  civilis,  its  legal  content  and  the  unfairness  of  using  a

subjective  standard,  they  found  that  the  object's  value  estimated  by  the  judge  or  by

experts had to be decisive when calculating the price reduction the seller of a defective

thing owed to the buyer. There was no role to play for the buyer's subjective feelings about

the item's value.69 It may be that driven by societal changes, in particular the increasing

number and complexity of economic transactions, the scholars above mentioned preferred

simple and more effective rules to solve legal disputes about a defective thing's purchase.

This section investigates what Roman-Dutch scholars thought about the assessment of

the defective thing's price. Did Roman-Dutch scholars also accept an objective standard

for determining the reduction the seller owed?  

Grotius does not express himself very clearly. In his Inleidinge tot de Hollandsche

rechts-geleerdheid  he expounds both  methods to  assess the price,  without  arguing in

favour of one or the other:70  

'...but if the sale nevertheless most likely would have proceeded, then the buyer may

claim repayment of the sum paid amounting to how much he would have paid less for

the thing. If the defect be such as to render the thing unfit for its ordinary use, then the

buyer can either choose to return the thing and claim his money or to keep the thing

and sue for how much less he would have bought the thing or, if he thinks fit, for how

much less the thing would have been really worth'.71

Is it the buyer's choice how to assess the item's value? Grotius seems to mean just that,

which  is  an  opinion  that  defies  all  that  has  been  thought  out  before.  After  all,  some

scholars upheld the Accursian distinction, others clearly opted for an objective approach,

but  none defended them as elective.  Moreover, Grotius'  statement that  the buyer can

choose how to have the object's value assessed does not find any evidence in the legal

sources  accepted  in  Grotius  time.72 Grotius'  text  has  reminiscences  to  the  medieval

68 See 3.3.1.2.
69 See 4.2.1.2.
70 Mentioned in Hallebeek&Decock, ‘Pre-contractual duties', p. 128; Brom, Urteilsbegründungen, p. 186.
71 Grotius,  Inleidinge, 3.15.7,  pp. 245–246. :  '... maer soo de koop waerschijnelick even-wel voort-gang

zoude hebben gehad, zoo mag den kooper eisschen wedergheving van zulcken deel des koopschats
als hij de zaeck minder zoude hebben gekocht. Indien 't gebreck zodanig is dat de zaecke daer door tot
haer  gewoonelick  ghebruick  onbequamer  is,  zoo  heeft  den  kooper  de  keure  of  hy  de  zaeck  wil
wedergheven,  ende  sijn  koop-geld  weder-eisschen,  dan  of  hy  wil  de  zaeck  behoudende  eisschen
wedergeving zulckes deels des koopsgelds, als hy de zaeck minder zoude hebben ghekocht, ofte zoo
hy wil, zulckes deels als de zaeck inder daed minder waerdig was:... '.

72 Could it perhaps be that Grotius memory failed him in the dire circumstances of his imprisonment in the
Loevestein castle, the possibility of which he himself frankly admits, should not be excluded: 'Mirari non
debet claritas vestra, si mihi non ea, quae tibi fuere nota adminicula multum est. Potuisse me praestare
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concepts of dolus incidens and dolus dans causam contractui. As long as there is no fraud

which would have brought the buyer not to conclude the contract at all (dolus causam

dans contractui), the seller does not need to rescind the contract. In the event of such

incidental fraud (dolus incidens), a price reduction suffices.73 However, Grotius does not

relate the remedies to the seller's fraudulent behaviour.  

Grotius' obscure passage is also found with Simon van Leeuwen (1626-1682).74 He

not only copies Grotius' words, but also provides us with an example of how the price

reduction was calculated. Suppose someone sold a pig for slaughter and the meat turned

out to be tainted. How then should the meat's value be estimated?

'Someone  who  sells  an  animal  for  slaughter  which  during  the  slaughter  is  found

unwholesome, which cannot be judged from the animal's outside, has to compensate

the buyer for the amount that the inspectors, or, to put it differently, fact-finders judge

that it is worth less because of that. This, unless the meat is contagious to such an

extent that it could not be wholesomely consumed. It is also to the inspectors or fact-

finders, who are appointed in each city, to decide in which cases the animal may be

returned and the price claimed back, D. 21.1.2.1-3'.75

Thus, when push comes to shove, Van Leeuwen chooses for  the objective approach;

professionals had to tax the value of the contaminated meat. In his  Censurae,  he adds

that this was not only the use in Holland, but in Saxony as well.76 

Vinnius by using the Latin legal terminology that traditionally indicated the objective

standard also seems to opt for an objective estimation of price:

'The remedy for price reduction does not  lie for a rescission of the sale,  but for a

reduction of price based on how much less the thing was worth at the time of the sale.

The buyer must be compensated for only that.'77

He uses the words, 'res fuit', or, 'how much the thing was worth', which formula had since

Accursius already been accepted as indicating an objective assessment. Still, Vinnius in

his  work  states  nowhere  explicitly  with  this  phrase  which  calculation  method  applies.

quod praestiti in illo loco et tempore quo fui', quoted by Schorer in: Dertig rechtsgeleerde vraagen uit de
Inleidinge tot de Hollandsche Regtsgeleerdheid van wylen mr. Hugo de Groot (Mensert 1778), xiv.

73 Hallebeek&Decock,  ‘Pre-contractual  duties',  p.  127;  Decock,  Theologians,  p.  276;  gloss  hoc ipso  to
D. 4.3.7pr., in: De la Porte, Corpus iuris civilis, p. 390.

74 Van  Leeuwen,  Het  Rooms-Hollands  regt, 4.18.2,  p.  372;  For  biographical  data  see  J.  van  Kuyk,
'Leeuwen, Simon van, Jacobus', in: NNBW, vol. 1, pp. 1261-1262.

75 Van Leeuwen,  Het Rooms-Hollands regt, 4.18.12, p. 377:  'Yiemand een Slagt-beest verkoopende, het
welk in 't slagten ongans bevonden werd, om dat daar van uytterlijk niet en kan worden geoordeelt, moet
den verkooper aan den koop-schat soo veel laten korten, als de Keurmeesters, anders geseid, Vinders,
daar van oordelen dat het daarom minder waardig is, ten zy dat het soodanig besmet is, dat self het
vlees met  geen gesondheid sou kunnen genuttigt  werden,  staande meede aan het  oordeel  van de
Keurmeesters,  ofte  Vinders,  in  elke Stad daar toe gesteld,  in  welkken geval  het  Beest  weder mag
gegeven, ende den geheelen prijs werder geeyst mag werden, l. 3, §I&3, ff. de aedilit. edict.'

76 Van Leeuwen, Censura, 4.18.17: 'prout etiam in foro Saxonico indistincte decisum refert Carpzov. defin.
Forens. part. 2, constit. 34, defin. 15, post Coler[us], id., part. 2, decis. 228, num. 2 et num. 9.'.

77 Vinnius, Jurisprudentiae contractae, to D. 21.1, p. 160: 'Actio quanto minoris competit... non ad hoc, ut
emptio  rescindatur,  sed  ut  quanto  minoris  propter  vitium res  fuit,  cum emeretur,  tantum restituatur
emptori'.
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Could it be that Vinnius uncritically followed Doneau, who had dismissed the subjective

estimation?78 After all, Vinnius' treatise is not much more than an abridged version of the

latter's Commentarius.79

Voet's treatment of the matter is similarly opaque. By using the formulae 'res fuit'

and 'res valere', Voet also fails to inform us about their practical meaning. However, Voet's

discussion of oath-taking is revealing. We have seen that one objection against taking the

subjective price as yardstick was that in order to do so, the buyer had to take an oath in

court against the seller who, when an aedilician remedy was brought, was not necessarily

in bad faith. Mudaeus and Viglius had theorized that taking an oath to the detriment of

someone  who  had  not  acted  in  bad  faith  is  unacceptable.80 Voet  too  seems  to

acknowledge the same when he says that under circumstances an oath can be taken, but 

'Not so in cases about returning or producing things, but only when one deals with the

handing over of the thing, or when the oath is only about the amount of damages, as

occurs in the action on the sales contract'81

In his Compendium Voet adds:

'Custom.  Today, an oath in  court  based on affection barely  prevails  and if  a  thing

cannot be restored by the strong arm of the state when the possessor in bad faith had

unexpectedly died, judges are most of the time inclined to estimate and determine the

party's full loss by themselves in accordance with fairness and equity'.82   

Voet's main objection against a price estimation based on one's personal feelings was that

such subjective pricing changed with the wind, a sentiment already expressed in early

modern Castilian scholarship.83 The most suitable method to assess the price therefore

was to ground it in the item's quality and quantity, no matter what terminology was to be

found in the various Corpus iuris civilis'-texts.84 The Frisian Ulrik Huber also contends that

78 Similarly, Voet, Commentarius, to D. 21.1, no. 5, p. 745: Quanti minoris actio... datur contra venditorem

praecipue ob defectum quem si scivisset tanti non fuisset emturus; ad id, ut restituatur ex pretio quanti
minoris valet res, l. quoties 61 ff. h.t.'.

79 Cf. section 5.2.1.3  where passages of Vinnius and Doneau are juxtaposed. The same question applies
to  Gudelinus,  who likewise appies the 'objective'  phraseology to  both  aedilician and  civil  remedies:
'tenetur  enim venditor ob morbos vitiaque rei  venditae… ut res redhibeatur, aut  reddatur  tantum ex
pretio, quanto minoris res ideo valet, l. 1, et l. sciendum ff. de aedilit. edict., [D. 21.1.1 and D. 21.1.19], l.
Julianus, in princ. ff. de act. empt. [D. 19.1.13pr.]'. Gudelinus, Commentariorum, 3.7, p. 108. 

80 See 4.2.1.2.1.
81 Voet, Commentarius, to D. 12.3, no. 5, p. 515: 'Non item in iis quibus non de restituendo vel exhibendo,

sed tantum de tradendo agitur, vel de sola indemnitate, quod evenit in emti actione...'. 
82 Voet,  Compendium juris, to D. 12.3, no. 6, p. 159:  'Moribus.  Iusiurandum in litem affectionis hodie vix

obtinet  et  si  res restituenda manu militari  auferri  nequeat,  dum forte  dolo  possessoris  periit,  solent
plerumque Iudices id quod interest ex bono et aequo ipsi aestimare ac statuere'.

83 See 3.2.2.3.
84 Voet, Commentarius, to D. 18.5, no. 7, p. 462: 'in dies pro variante hominum opinione, rerumque penuria

vel abundantia, aliique circumstantiis, pretia crescunt ac minuuntur,  l. pretia rerum, 63, §. ult., ad leg.
Falc. [D. 35.2.63]...  Pretium autem an iustum an iniustum sit, ex qualitate rei, ac redituum quantitate,
aestimandum est, l. si quos, 16, C. h.t. [C. 4.49.16], l. pen. ff. de reb. eorum, qui sub tut., vel cura sunt,
etc. [D. 27.9.13]'; Brom, Urteilsbegründungen, p. 241; Westenberg shows the same disregard for precise
quotation: '...quanti minoris res ob vitium cum venderetur fuit, l. 18. pr., l. 61 [D. 21.1.18pr., D. 21.1.61]',
Westenberg,  Principia,  to  D.  21.1,  no.  51,  p.  414.  Nevertheless,  of  the  Digest  texts  quoted  by
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the price reduction for a latent defect should be based on the judgment of experts.85

Finally, Groenewegen van der Made notes a wholly different solution to the difficult

question  how  the  aedilician  remedy  for  price  reduction  should  be  put  into  practice;

completely abolish the remedy:  

'In  France  the  judge  refuses  to  grant  the  remedy  for  price  reduction  because  of

unsound  cattle  or  rotten  wood,  according  to  Automne  in  his Censura  Gallica,

commenting on this text.'86 

Nonetheless,  that  is  a  conclusion  Groenewegen van der  Made himself  is  unwilling  to

draw.87 He refers to Van der Zijpe88 who writes that French customary law does allow for

an estimation of interest in the wake of a remedy for price reduction by an oath in court.

However, Van der  Zijpe opines that  in Dutch law it  was to  the judges to  decide in  a

reasonable and just  manner how much someone's interest  was.89 Hence,  the remedy

could without objection be applied. Groenewegen van der Made appears to endorse this

view. 

5.2.1.2.1 Legal practice 

Earlier Dutch legal practice is not that informative about how a price reduction because of

a latent defect in a thing took shape. Christynen (1553-1631) a compiler of cases brought

before the Supreme Court's predecessor, the Great Council  of  Mechelen, does not go

beyond merely stating that there are two possible remedies. 

'Here it is doubtful whether there is only one remedy for price reduction or that there

are two, since according to civil  law the civil  action on the sales contract can also

acquire here what can be acquired with the praetorian remedy mentioned earlier'.90 

Saying so, Christynen refuses to cut the Gordian knot. The same undecidedness is found

with  Zutphen who echoes Grotius. If someone sells a horse with a latent defect unknown

to both buyer and seller:

'...then one sues for  how much less the horse would have been worth due to the

Westenberg some use the terminology indicating a subjective approach. 
85 Huber, Rechts-geleertheyt, 3.7, no. 8, p. 384. The price of the merchandise is here assessed by its being

of merchantable quality ('koopmans waer'), which indicates an objective standard for the determination
of price. 

86 Groenewegen van der Made, Tractatus de legibus abrogatis, to D. 19.1.13pr., p. 153: 'In Gallia ob pecus
morbosum aut tignum vitiosum actionem quanti minoris dari negat Autumn. Cens. Gal. hic'. For Automne
see 4.2.1.2.

87 Groenewegen van der Made, Tractatus de legibus abrogatis, to D. 19.1.13pr., p. 153: 'Quod de moribus
nostris affirmare temerarium. Zijpae. Notit. jur. de Empt. et vend. in vers. qui pecus', 

88 For a short biography see Lesaffer, ‘Iudex, magistratus, senator (1633)', pp. 29seq.
89 Van der Zijpe, Notitia iuris Belgici, p. 76: 'Moribus Franciae iuramentum in litem sublatum scribitur, sed

nec hic usurpari admodum vidi, sed iudices non exactoris voto, sed bono et aequo id quod interest
definire'.

90 Christinaeus, Practicae quaestiones, vol. 3, dec. 58, no. 9, p. 468: 'Et hic dubitari solet, an sit tantum una
actio quanto minoris, vel dua, cum etiam iure civile empto consequi possit actione ex empto id quod
praedicta praetoria', 
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defect or for how much less the buyer would have bought the horse [my emphasis]'.91

Conversely, Bijnkershoek's  Observationes  provide a wholly  different  picture.  We

have already learned that most Dutch scholars who wrote at the time before Bijnkershoek

presided the Supreme Court had done away with a subjective assessment of a sold thing's

price. The cases reported in the Observationes tumultuariae further fuel the view that the

days of a subjective approach were counted. 

One case brought before the Court in 1730 was about the sale of baleen plates for

the produce of whalebone.92 A merchant, Titius, who had bought baleen plates, started

proceedings against the seller, Maevius, because the sold plates were all curved, which

was apparently a bad thing. The Supreme Court decided that Titius was right and that

Maevius had to compensate the damages incurred because of non-delivery of what was

agreed, i.e. baleen plates of merchantable condition. To determine Titius' losses, the price

of merchantable baleen plates had to be established.  Bijnkershoek considered as follows:

'Maevius  [defendant]...  proposed the testimony of  four  merchants...  Titius  [plaintiff]

used the testimony of fourteen merchants that the price at the time of the sale was 190

guilders or higher and he produced four prices running at the time. Since the baleen

plates stood between 190 and 215 guilders he wanted to fix the price at 200 guilders.

The opinions varied but  it  pleased the majority, in  condemning the defendants,  to

follow the minimum and, having taken notice of the other testimonies and the running

prices,  to  set  the  price  at  190 guilders,  thereby refuting  the testimony of  the four

merchants who were also disproved of on other accounts'.93  

Titius'  loss was calculated with the price of 190 guilders a piece. The Supreme Court

determined  the  price  of  baleen  plates  in  merchantable  condition  on  the  basis  of  the

evidence put forward by the parties, which evidence was derived from objective standards,

sc. from testimonies and current prices. No individual assessment of price takes place.

In a similarly objective manner a garden should have been assessed by the judges

themselves94, brandy with the help of a third person appointed by both parties95, and land

91 Zutphen,  Nederlandsche practycque,  p.  409:  '...alsdan wordt  gheageert  tot  soo veel  minder als  het
peerdt weerdich is om het ghebreck ofte tot soo veel minder als den cooper soude ghecocht ghehadt
hebben'.

92 Bijnkershoek, Observationes, vol. 3, nos. 2582 and 2658, pp. 408, 463.
93 Bijnkershoek,  Observationes,  vol.  3,  no.  2658,  p.  463:  'Maevius...adferebat  testimonium  quator

mercatorum...  Titius utebatur  testimonio  XIV mercatorum, dat  de prijs  op die  tijd  was geweest  190
guldens en daar boven, et adducebat vier prijsen courant van die tijd, daar de walvis-baarden stonden
van 190 tot 215 guldens en wilde oversulks de prijs fixeren op 200 guldens. Sententiis variatum est, sed
plerisque placuit, rejecto testimonio quator mercatorum, qui etiam varia refutabantur, in condemnandis
reis  id,  quod minimum est,  sequi,  en sulks  op de andere verklaring en de prijsen courant  reguard
nemende, de prijs te stellen op 190 guldens', 

94 In the end the Supreme Court judges backed from such a tedious task and decided to conveniently
accept the lower Court's assessment. Bijnkershoek, Observationes tumultuariae, vol. 1, no. 906, p. 496:
'Sed quia lis erat exigui plane momenti, et difficillimum, quanto minoris fuisset praediolium om den last
van het banwerk...satis visum est Senatui 18 Nov. 1712 simpliciter confirmare Curiae'.

95 Bijnkershoek, Observationes, vol. 3, no. 2107, p. 58: 'Deinde ajebat dat er geen behoorlijk taxatie van de
brandewijn was gedaan, sed et in eo fallebatur, nam et ipse hominem quendam suum in eam rem
constituerat'.
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by the decreed tax rate.96 I found no instances in which the buyer's subjective feelings, be

it or not expressed by oath, determined the object's value.97 

5.2.1.3 Limitation periods

Under influence of medieval statutory law, early modern Castilian civil law abolished the

perpetual  remedy  for  defects  which  medieval  ius  commune  scholars  had read  in  D.

19.1.13pr.98 Legal  humanism, however, presented a more diverse picture.  A significant

number of humanist scholars  adhered to the Accursian division of temporal aedilician

remedies and perpetual civil ones. Other humanists contrariwise dismissed that distinction

and contended that only the short aedilician periods of six months and one year applied.99 

With regard to the question which limitation periods applied to the remedies for

defects in things sold, the positions taken by the Dutch scholars discussed in the previous

sections become somewhat predictable. Vinnius as we observed earlier, closely followed

Doneau in his dealings with the aedilician remedies' scope and characteristics. Apparently

satisfied with Doneau's explanation that the civil remedies take an aedilician dress when

they are brought for latent defects, Vinnius also applies the aedilician limitation periods to

whatever remedy was open for latent defects, no matter whether their origin was civil or

aedilician.100 

Grotius, however, breaks new ground. Though the limitation period he assigns to

96 Bijnkershoek, Observationes, vol. 3, no. 2841, p. 611: 'Emptor ait se paratum esse solvere pretium, sed
deducto, quanti minoris valeret praedium propter recitentiam utriusque oneris'.

97 Closest to that comes a case about the sale of the library of the renowned philologist Isaac Vossius

(1618-1689). Bijnkershoek found that an estimation by the objective standard was impossible, since the
value of Vossius' library depended on the buyers' affection for the philologist's manuscripts. As a result,
the contract  had to be carried out as stipulated between the parties.  'Deinde nec pretium iri  potest
librorum,  qui,  quamvis  typis  descripti  sunt  non  exstant  tamen  vulgo  venales',  Bijnkershoek,
Observationes,  vol.  1,  no.  62,  p.  19  [centre  right  column]. Case  discussed in Brom,
Urteilsbegründungen, pp. 240–241; Langer's statement that in this case experts estimated the just price
is difficult to understand. The contrary seems the case. Bijnkershoek wonders how the curators could
underpin their claim to have been enormously prejudiced, since the price of the manuscripts was 'most
peculiar  and  based  only  on  affection  (qui  enim  rarissimi  pretium  non  habent  nisi  affectionis)',
Bijnkershoek, Observationes, vol. 1, no. 62, p. 20 [centre right column]; Langer, Laesio enormis, pp. 74-
75.

98 See 3.3.1.3 .
99 See 4.2.1.3.
100 Vinnius,  Jurisprudentiae  contractae,  2.15,  pp.  246–247:'...  Illud  in  universum  sciendum  est  actioni

redhibitoriae locum non esse nisi tale sit vitium, quod usum rei impediat et quamvis rei persecutionem
contineat,  tamen ultra sex menses quibus de ea re experiundi potestas fuit,  non dari.  Actio quanto
minoris competit intra annum utilem non ad hoc ut emptio rescindatur, sed ut quanto minoris propter
vitium res fuit, cum emeretur, tantum restituatur emptori',; cf. Donellus, Commentarii, vol. 7, book 13, ch.
3, §10, p. 395: 'Sed haec actio etsi rei persecutionem habet, tempore tamen agendi non  ita est, ut sunt
caeterae actiones sive civiles, sive praetoriae. Nam caeterae quae rei persecutionem continent, etiam si
sint honorariae, perpetuae sunt.  L. in honorariis, D. de obl. et act. [D. 44.7.35]. Actio redhibitoria quia
emptionis rescissionem habet, et praeter conventionem inducta est ab aedilibus, proposita est tantum
edicto instra sex menses; verum utiles. L. sciendum, 19.§ ul. L. aediles aiunt, 38. D. eod. [D. 21.1.19.6;
D. 21.1.38pr.]. Id est sex menses, constantes iis diebus, quibus experiundi potestas fuit.  L. 1. D. de
divers. temp. praef. [D. 44.3.1]. Quaere et si ex empto actione ad redhibendum agetur...tamen ultra hoc
tempus agere non licebit. Quippe quod actionis generi praestiturum est, sed redhibitioni, d.L. Sciendum,
19. §. ult. de aed.ed. [D. 21.1.19.6]'.
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the remedy for price reduction is the one stated in the aedilician edict,  sc.  one year, he

fixes an altogether new period within which the remedy for returning the thing should be

brought: one year as well.101  

'the seller has the choice either to return the thing and claim back the paid sum or, if he

wants to keep the thing, he can claim repayment of a part of the paid price of how

much  less  he  would  have  bought  the  thing.  Or  he  can,  if  he  so  wishes,  claim

repayment of how much less the thing was really worth less. Yet, this choice lasts only

for one year'.102 

The last phrase  'yet, this choice last only for one year  (doch deze keur duirt maar een

jaer)' seems to refer to both the remedy for price reduction as to that for returning the thing

('heeft  de  koper  de  keure...').  The  six-month  period  as  stated  in  the  aedilician  edict

mentioned by Vinnius and Van Leeuwen is nowhere to be found. 

Moreover, Grotius similarly assigns a one year limitation period to a rescission on

the grounds of fraud.103 One might imagine a situation in which the seller does not live up

to promises made because of which he bargained a higher selling price or in which he

concealed  a  defect.  Stating  a  one  year  limitation  under  such  circumstances,  Grotius

ignores that  the applicable  ius commune-civil  remedy on the contract  for  fraud had a

perpetual character. A one year limitation period seems to have become Grotius' standard

for remedies with which one claimed damages, whatever their pedigree.104

According  to  later  interpreters  of  Grotius'  Inleidinge,  this  one  year  period  was

derived  from local  statutory  law. They base  themselves on  the  following passages  in

Grotius work:105 

'Admittedly, according to Roman law obligations do not die after a certain period....

however, on closer look to what has been applied of old here with us, one shall see

that  according  to  our  law property  is  acquired  through  prescription...  In  the  same

keeping, debts die due to lapse of time and, in accordance with some plain statutes,

debts  are  then  considered  paid,  so  that  no  claim  can  arise  from  them.  [3]  This

limitation with us is commonly accepted after one third of 100 years has passed... [6]

However, some debts die after a shorter period... [8]'.106  

101 Also noted by Krzeminsky, 'Ad Edictum', p. 703.
102 Grotius, Inleidinge, 3.15.7, pp. 245–246: '... heeft de kooper de keure, of hy de zaeck wil wedergheven,

ende sijn koop-geld weder-eisschen zoude; dan of hy wil de zaeck behoudende, eisschen wedergeving
van zulckes deels des koopgelds, als hy de zaeck minder zoude hebben ghekocht, ofte zoo hy wil,
zulckes deels als de zaeck inder daed minder waerdig was: doch deze keur duirt maar een jaer'.

103 Grotius,  Inleidinge, 3.17.4, p. 250: '...  Ten vierde, indien de kooper door des verkoopers bedrog... iets
gebreckelicks heeft gekocht, soo kan de koop ten versoucke vande kooper vernietigt werden... ende den
kooper binnens jaers zulcks verzoeckt gelijck hier vooren gezeit is [3.15.7]'.

104 Hallebeek & Decock, ‘Pre-contractual duties’, p. 128: 'In his day the prevailing opinion was probably that
the civil actio empti, when used for price reduction, prescribed in one year', 

105 The reader should note that Grotius considers prescription of things and limitation of obligations as one
and the same phenomenon.

106 Grotius, Inleidinge, 3.46.2-8, p. 323: 'Wel is waer, dat nae de Roomsche rechten de verbintenissen door
de tijd niet en vergaen:... maer naerder inziende 't gunt by ons van ouds is verstaen, zalmen bevinden
dat ghelijck by ons den eigendom zelve door verjaringe werd bekomen... dat oock alzoo de schuld door
't  verloop  dadelick  vergaet,  ende  gelijck  eenige  wetten  duidelick  spreecken  werd  gehouden  voor
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To Grotius' remark that some obligations have a shorter limitation period, Schorer (1717-

1800)107 adds:

'Moreover, obligations because of fraud... died within one year. See the Placcaet108 of

the States of Holland of 4 September 1603, Groenewegen van der Made, Tractatus, to

C. 4.61.2, p. 157. The same is applied to other penalties, Groenewegen van der Made,

Tractatus, to C. 9.22.12, p. 308'.109

Thus, local Dutch law reduced the duration of remedies lying for fraud to one year. The

remedy on the sales contract  for  fraud being one of those, we can now surmise why

Grotius subjected it to the short limitation period. Van der Linden and other interpreters of

Grotius who in the years 1776-1778 published a piece of work which was instrumental to

clarifying  obscure  passages  in  Grotius'  Inleiding,  adduce  further  evidence  that  some

obligations  came  to  an  end  after  one  year.110 To  conclude,  Dutch  statutory  law

exceptionally reduced the limitation period of remedies based on an obligation resulting

from fraud or debts to one year.

Nevertheless, the fact that 14th and 15th century Dutch statutes curbed the limitation

periods  of  remedies  for  defect  in  sold  goods  did  not  withhold  Van  Leeuwen  from

maintaining the periods of the aedilician edict. Though he copies large parts of Grotius'

Inleidinge  in  his  own treatise  on  Roman-Dutch  law, with  regard  to  the  limitation  Van

Leeuwen sticks to the views once formulated by Doneau and Vinnius.111 Van  Leeuwen

likewise  mentions  the  aedilician  periods  of  limitation  under  the  heading  of  the  sales

contract. From this we can infer that the only limitation periods he thinks applicable to

remedies for latent defects are the aedilician which were subsumed under the general

action on the sales contract.  

Among  other  Roman-Dutch  scholars  the  views  taken  vary  in  accordance  with  those

already  mentioned.  Though  Voet  does  not  discuss  the  civil  and  aedilician  remedies

together, which makes it difficult to gauge his view on the difference between the two sets,

he does, however, go more deeply into Groenewegen van der Made's observation that

French custom curbs the remedy for returning the thing within a time-frame of only 9 days.

gequeten, sulcs dat daer uit geen eisch en kan ontstaen,... [3] Deze verjaringhe by ons gheschied in 't
ghemeen met het verloop van een derdendeel van honderd jaren:... [6] Doch eenige schulden verjaren
in minder tijd... '.

107 Not much is known about this author. For some biographical data see Van Vliet, 'Impotentie en frigiditeit',
p. 95.

108 Provincial statute.
109 Schorer&Groenewegen van der Made (comms.),  Inleydinge,  3.46.8, note 13, p. 748:  'daer-en-boven

verbintenissen, van fraudatie... werden binnen een jaer verjaert. Placcaet van de Staten van Holland van
den 4. septemb. 1603. Groeneweg. in l. 2. C. De voctogal [sic]. Het welk ook plaets heeft ten insigte van
andere boeten. Groenew. in l. 12. C. ad l, Corn. de fals.'.

110 Van der Linden e.a, Rechtsgeleerde observatien, vol. 2, to Inleidinge, 3.46.2, p. 217. The authors refer to
local statutes of the towns of Gorinchem (dating from 1382 and 1412), Oudewater (1399) and Heusden
(1395); for the statutes of Oudewater see Kinschot, Beschryving der stad Oudewater, c. 67, p. 540, and
c. 42, p. 567.

111 Van Leeuwen, Het Rooms-Hollands regt, 4.18.5, p. 375. It appears something has gone wrong with the
references in this edition. None of the allegated texts are pertinent.
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To Voet that is unacceptable:

'Groenewegen, among others, tells in his notes to D. 21.1.19 and D. 21.1.38 that in

France only nine days are given to bring the remedy for returning the thing. In our

custom that is not at all to be accepted. Rather there is a one year period or a period in

statutory civil law. See Grotius Inleidinghe, 3.15.30ff. and 3.17.6.'112  

Interestingly, Voet refers to Grotius' one year limitation instead of the six-months period of

the edict. Moreover, he adds that the statutory civil law may provide a period as well.113

Noodt clearly opts for the aedilician periods of limitation. Discussing the remedies

for  price  reduction  and  returning  the  thing,  Noodt  mentions  no  other  periods.114 This

ignoring of the civil law's limitation period not only by Noodt, but by other scholars such as

Vinnius, Eck, Voet and Heineccius115 as well,  may indicate that the aedilician limitation

periods were seen as the obvious ones to be applied. 

Lastly, a wholly different approach is present in the writings of Van der Linden. In his

Koopmans handboek,  Van der Linden  mentions the default limitation for immovables of

one third of an era, viz. 33 years and four months.116 Does that mean a seller had to watch

over his shoulder for angry buyers for so long? No. According to Van der Linden, a seller

who was informed that a customer had plans to sue him, could issue a writ to force the

boasting buyer to start proceedings. If he did not act within six weeks, the buyer would be

'silenced for eternity'.117

5.2.1.3.1 Roman-Frisian legal doctrine on limitation

Both  Doneau's  view,  shared  by  Vinnius,  that  the  short  aedilician  limitation  periods

prevailed and Grotius' description of Roman-Dutch law according to which all remedies for

defects lasted one year were lost on Wissenbach. According to this Frisian scholar who

stuck to a literal reading of the Corpus iuris civilis 'the aedilician remedies are temporary,

as indicated. The civil remedies are perpetual, D. 21.2.56pr. For another view see Doneau

112 Voet, Commentarius, vol. 3, to D. 21.1, no. 6, p. 741: 'In Galliam tamen novem tantum dies redhibitoriae
actioni movendae datos esse, post alios tradit Groenewegen ad l.19&38, ff. h.t. quod de nostris moribus
haud admittendum, sed magis anni spatium, aut tempus iure civili statutum. Vide Grotium,  manud. ad
Iurispr. Holl. libr. 3, cap. 15, num. 30 & seqq. & cap. 17, num. 6'. 

113 The  paragraph  Voet  refers  to  does  not  exist  in  Grotius'  Inleidinghe.  Voet seems  to  refer  to
Groenewegen's note 30 to to Grotius' Inleidinge 3.15.7. See Grotius, Inleiding (with commentary by W.
Schorer), p. 555.

114 Noodt,  Commentarius,  in:  Opera omnia,  vol.  2, to D. 21.1, p. 457:  ' Promittitur porro haec actio ab
aedilibus non in perpetuum: sed intra sex menses et quidem utiles. Id apparet ex Edicto et ab Ulpiano
notatum l. 19. §.6 h.t. 

115 Van Eck, Principia iuris civilis, vol. 2, to D. 21.1, no. 8, p. 34. Van Eck only discusses remedies for latent
defects only here and none in title D. 19.1; Heineccius, Ad aedilitium edictum, 3.8, p. 90.

116 Van der Linden, Koopmans handboek, p. 195: 'Naar ons regt wordt de verjaaring in 't algemeen gesteld
op een derde van een eeuw'. 

117 Van der Linden, Koopmans handboek, p. 320. 'Wanneer iemand zich openlijk laat verluiden, tegen ons
een actie te hebben, doch nalatig blijft, om daar mede bij den Regter voor den dag te komen, heeft de
Practijk ingevoerd, dat men hem, door het vragen van een Mandement, of het doen eener dagvaarding,
kan noodzaken, om zoodanige actie, als hij vermeent tegen ons te hebben, binnen een tijd van zes
weken, te institueren... terwijl hij, bij gebreken van dien, daar van verstoken zal zijn, en aan hem een
eeuwig zwijgen opgelegd worden'.
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in his Commentary.'118

Wissenbach even more frankly admits to disagree with Doneau in his discussion of

the Codex text  4.58.2 in  which a buyer of a  runaway slave asked the Emperor for  a

remedy against the seller of the fugitive. According to the text, one year had passed since

the slave had taken his heels. Could the buyer still bring a remedy? Asked for a solution,

the Emperor's answer was that he could not envisage one now that one year had passed.

Doneau had interpreted this rescript as referring to both civil and aedilician remedies. In

doing so, he explicitly refuted Bartolus' interpretation that the rescript should be read in

accordance  with  the  title  under  which  it  was  placed  in  the  Corpus  iuris,  sc. 'On  the

aedilician actions'.  Placing it  there was only Tribonian's doing to which a humanist as

Doneau  thought  himself  no  longer  bound.119 Nonetheless,  Wissenbach  harks  back  to

exactly this medieval interpretation of C. 4.58.2. 

'The  civil  remedy  for  price  reduction  is  perpetual,  D.  19.1.13pr. and  D.  21.2.56pr.

Doneau is of a contrary opinion. In the sixth chapter of his Treatise on the aedilician

edict he concludes with reference to C. 4.58.2 discussed here, that this remedy is

limited to one year. Furthermore, he concedes that it is possible to sue on the contract

on the same ground as it  is  possible to sue on the edict,  but  unsurprisingly  he is

defeated by  D.  19.1.13,  and D.  19.1.11.3.  Nevertheless,  he equips  the same [sc.

remedy on the contract] with a limitation for both, which is in flat contradiction to D.

21.2.56pr.  Moreover,  C.  4.58.2  does  not  change  that  text's  meaning  because  it

pertains to the aedilician remedies. Although this constitution appears to be of general

import and to exclude the longer limitation period, its meaning must still be restricted to

the aedilician remedies, by reason of a rubrical argument, see the Gloss, Azo, Faber

and many Doctores'.120   

Wissenbach argues that the grounds on which the civil and aedilician remedy for

returning the thing can be brought differ. This should follow from D. 19.1.11.3, which text

he explains in his Exercitationes.

'Redhibitio there [sc. in D. 19.1.11.3] does not indicate the aedilician remedy which lies

for diseases and defects in a thing, but a simple redhibitio which can be obtained after

the sale has been rescinded by an action on the sales contract, see D. 19.1.11.5 and

3, Accursius on the same text'121

118 Wissenbach,  Exercitationes,  no.  9,  p.  409:  'Aedilitiae  sunt  temporariae,  ut  dictum.  Civiles  sunt
perpetuae,  d l.  Si  dictum,  56.  Diff.  Donell.  in  Com. 3.  sect.  quibus non praestitis.  in  fin.  [Donellus,
Commentarii, vol. 7, book 13, ch. 3, § 10, p. 395]';    

119 See 4.2.1.3.
120 Wissenbach, In libros quattor, pp. 820-821.'Civilis ex empto actio Quanti minoris, l. Julianus 13pr. D. de

act. empt. est perpetua, l. si dictum. 56. D. de evict. Contra Donell. qui in tract. de aedil. ed. c. 6. annali
praescriptione eam concludit, per h.n. l. 2. Fatetur quidem, ex empto agi posse ex eadem causa, qua ex
edicto,  victus nimirum  d.l.  Julianus,  13,  l.  Ex empto,  11,  §  redhibitionem. 3,  d.t.  de act.  empt.  Sed
eandem [sc. ex empto actionem] utriusque praescriptione statuit: Cui repugnat prorsus  d.l. Si dictum.
Nec mutat  h.l.  2,  quia ad aedilitias actiones pertinet. Licet enim videatur esse generalis, tempusque
omne longius excludere, tamen, argumento  rubricae,  ad aedilitias actiones restringenda est.  Glossa,
Azo, Fab. et Dd. plerique, J.J. 

121 Wissenbach,  Exercitationes,  disp. 51, no. 9, p. 409:  '... ibi non significatur actio aedilitia ob morbum
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The word redhibitio in this indicates the simple fact that the seller must take back the item

after the sales contract has been rescinded with the action on the contact. Wissenbach

does  not  provide  concrete  examples,  but  one might  think  of  a  rescission  because  of

breach  of  a  given  warranty  or  execution  of  a  pactum displicentiae.122 The  bona  fide

contract of sales implies that the seller takes back the thing and returns the price paid.

Hence it is said that the civil action on the contract contains a redhibitio. Coming with the

action on the sales contract, this duty can be evoked by the seller over a similarly long

period.  This  has  nothing  to  do  with  the  aedilician  remedy  for  returning  the  thing,  so

Wissenbach believes. Despite being one of the Roman-Frisian scholars who were reputed

to  apply  Roman  law  texts  'purer'  than  their  colleagues  in  other  Dutch  provinces,

Wissenbach almost word for word repeats the Accursian Gloss in point.123 

Wissenbach's  interpretation  is  carried  further  by  his  student  and Roman-Frisian

scholar Ulrik Huber. Although Huber indiscriminately refers to title D. 19.1 and to title D.

21.1, he discusses their content as features of one action on the sales contract. When that

action is brought for defects,  it  receives some of its characteristics from the aedilician

edict, for instance, its limitation periods and the fact that the action on the contract for

defects can also be instituted against sellers in good faith. When the action on the sales

contracts  is  brought  on  other  grounds,  e.g.  to  claim damages for  non-performance,  it

answers to texts in D. 19.1. For example, a requirement for the action for all damages is

that the seller must have acted in bad faith in accordance with text D. 19.1.13pr. about

rotten beams and contagious cattle.124 We can therefore assume that where Huber only

mentions  the  aedilician  limitation  periods,  he  deliberately  ignores  the  30-year  civil

limitation period.  Similar to Vinnius and Doneau, Huber dresses the civil  remedies for

latent defects in the cloths of the aedilician edict.  

It  is  hard  to  qualify  Wissenbach's  and  Huber's  interpretations  as  a  'purer  and

plainer'125 application of Roman law. Both are rooted - either as a denial or endorsement -

vitiumve rei comperens, sed simplex redhibitio, rescissa venditione per actionem empti, obtinenda, ut in
aed. l. §. si quis virginem, 3, Acc. in d. §3 [Gloss contineri to D. 19.1.11.3, in: De la Porte, Corpus iuris
civilis, p. 1478]', 

122 Buckland, A text-book, p. 492: 'an agreement that the buyer might reject the goods if, on trial, he found
them unsatisfactory'; D. 18.5.6; D. 19.5.20pr; D. 21.1.31.22.

123 Gloss contineri  to D. 19.1.11.3, in: De la Porte,  Corpus iuris civilis,  p. 1478:  'Ut ex empto agant ad
redhibendum, i. ad resolvendum conractum... non tamen dico quod pro vitiis et morbis agi possit iure

civili ad redhibendum'.     
124 Huber,  Rechts-geleertheyt,  3.5,  nos.  41-42,  p.  369:  '[41]  Voor  de  verborgene  gebreeken  moet  de

verkooper staen, het zij dat se hem bekent zijn geweest of niet, met dit onderscheidt nochtans; als hy de
faute wel geweeten heeft, soo moet hy niet allen de prijs, maer ook al den interest by den kooper gehadt
ende geleeden goedt maken ende betalen, maer als hy des gebreks onbewust is geweest, soo is hy tot
de  prijs  wederomme  te  keeren  alleen  gehouden,  D.  19.1.13pr.  [42]  Hy  kan  ter  oorsake  van  dese
gebreeken aenspreeken, of om het goedt wederom te neemen ende de koop te vernietigen, of aen hem
te  betalen  soo  veel  al  het  goedt  minder  weert  is,  met  sijn  interest,  gelijk  vooren  gemelt  is  (actio
redhibitoria, quanti minoris). [43] De eerste aenspraek moet geschieden binnen 6 maenden, om de sake
self ende binnen 2 maenden, om het byspel van zadel en toom ens. de tweede aenspraek moet binnen
een  jaer  geschieden,  nae  Keysers  recht,  D.  21.1.1.1,  D.  21.1.38pr.,  D.  21.1.22/23/27/29  [Huber's
emphasis].

125 Huber, Rechts-geleertheyt, vol. 1, 1.2, no. 47, p. 8; see 5.1.
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in Doneau's 16th century systematic approach to the Corpus iuris civilis, which is anything

but pure Roman law.

Westenberg neither distinguishes between the civil or aedilician limitation periods.

He does, however, use C. 4.58.2 to prove that the civil and aedilician remedies originally

had a different scope of application. It was only at a later stage in the development of

Roman law that the civil remedies became applicable to similar situations as the aedilician

remedies. At the time of Gordian, according to Westenberg, this was not yet the case. The

Digest texts in book 19 which suggest  that  the civil  action on sales also allows for  a

returning of the thing in Westenberg's view only refer to a later extension of the civil action.

Hence the Emperor's inability to imagine which other remedy he could grant the plaintiff

after one year had lapsed. A concurring remedy alongside the aedilician was simply not

yet in existence.126 

Leaving aside the remedies' historical origins, Westenberg draws the conclusion

that  the  aedilician  periods  of  limitation  also  hold  when  civil  remedies  are  brought  for

defects in the sold thing. Westenberg accordingly reaches the same result as Doneau

approximately  one  hundred  years  earlier,  with  the  one  difference  that  Westenberg

discusses  C.  4.58.2  with  both  civil  and  aedilician  remedies  in  mind.  According  to

Westenberg, the civil  remedies were not yet implied extensively when the rescript was

written.127 Westenberg thus uses a more conscientious historical approach than Doneau.

For the latter, history appeared to be more of a smart tool to season the sources to his

legal taste than a distinct discipline yielding results which might possibly be ad odds with

the demands of contemporary legal scholarship.  

5.2.1.3.2 Roman-Dutch legal practice on limitation 

Loenen sheds some light on the law applied in Roman-Dutch legal practice pertaining to

the  limitation  of  remedies.  In  his  collection  of  sentences  by  the  Court  of  Holland  he

discusses a case in which the heirs of Jacob Claasz. Jongmans are brought to court by

Ms Melissant. Jacob had neglected to pay the interest due to a sum of money lent from

Ms Melissant 30 years earlier (in 1632) of which she now demanded payment by his heirs.

The question was, of course, whether Ms Melissant still had a remedy or that the 30 year

time-lapse meant that she could no longer bring an action. Loenen observes:

126 Westenberg refers to D. 19.1.11.3 and 5. It is, however, unclear which chronology Westenberg adopts.
The rescript of Gordian is from 239 A.D. Consequently, in Westenberg's view, the extension of the civil
action to instances covered by the aedilician edict must have taken place after 239 A.D. at the earliest,
which strikes the modern reader as unrealistic. Westenberg, De causis obligationum, in: Opera omnia,
vol. 1, nos. 24, pp. 154-155: 'Neque aliud probat d.l. 11, § 3, 5, ff. de Act. emt. Ex quibus § § illud tantum
inferri potest, actionem emtio, postquam Edictum hoc ab Aedilibus fuit propositum, ad illas etiam causas
ex quibus Edictum hoc locum habet, extensum fuisse'.

127 Westenberg, De causis obligationum, in: Opera omnia, vol. 1, nos. 20 and 21, p. 154: '[20] Sed actiones
ex contractu descendentes ordinario ad implemendum non solvendum contractum competunt: et si ex
ipso contractu emptionis venditionis ad id agi potuisset, ad quod actiones redhibitoria et quanti minoris
dantur ab Aedilibus, supervacuas eas, et sine ratione ab Aedilibus introductas esse, dicendum foret. [21]
Quod non patitur  l. 2. C. de Aedil. act. [C. 4.58.2]... Quomodo rescribere Imp. non potuisset, si actio
civilis ex contractu eo casu locum habuisset [Westenberg's emphasis]'.
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'It  seems that  Grotius in  his  Inleidinge  was of  the opinion that  the custom that  all

remedies would be limited to 33 years and four months...128 had only been accepted

for immovables or fiefs and for nothing else and that all other personal remedies die

before that, to wit, if 30 years have passed'.129 

According  to  Loenen,  both  Grotius  and  the  Court  of  Holland  considered  a  30-year

limitation  period  as  the  default  for  all  personal  actions.  In  a  legal  opinion  given  and

reported by Naeranus in his Consultatien it is written in compliance with this rule that the

buyer of a defective horse could still sue after six months had lapsed: 'According to the law

pertaining to latent defects, the remedy for returning the horse is granted also after six

months'.130 

Bijnkershoek also seems to subscribe to the view which grants a longer period to

bring  a  remedy  for  defects  in  the  thing  sold.  As  president  of  the  Supreme  Court,

Bijnkershoek gave his opinion in a case in which the plaintiff on 24 December 1733 had

bought a  stable 'standing on city  ground'.131 The seller  had not  informed him that  the

ground was a precario and liable to communal taxes. The plaintiff first held that, by failing

to provide necessary information, the seller was liable for fraud (dolus). After twice losing

this plea,  first  before the Rotterdam  Schepenbank (26 April  1736) and a second time

before the provincial Court of Holland (18 July 1740), he changed tactics in his appeal to

the Supreme Court and sued for price reduction.

From the resolution accompanying the case we can gather that the long lapse of

time (2 years and 4 months) between the conclusion of the sale (24 December 1733) and

the judgement in first instance (26 April 1736) did not hinder Bijnkershoek from treating the

remedy  for  price  reduction  as  one  that  very  well  could  have  been  instituted,  if  only

particular  conditions  were  met.132 On  the  other  hand,  we  find  judge  De  Grande

contemplating that 'the remedy for price reduction should have been instituted within one

year'.133 Thus,  the two Supreme Court  judges seem at  loggerheads with  Bijnkershoek

apparently defending the view that the remedy for price reduction could be brought over a

period longer than one year and De Grande limiting the action to one year in accordance

with the aedilician edict and Grotius' account of Roman-Dutch law.134 It is consequently

128 Grotius mentions that 'of old' (van ouds) claims die after 1/3 of a year in Roman-Dutch law. See Grotius,
Inleidinge, 3.46.1-3.  

129 Loenen,  Decisien en observatien,  case 76, p. 500:  'De coustume, van dat alle actien souden werden
gepraescribeerd in den tyd van drie en dertig jaar en vier maanden... schynd Mr. Hugo de Groot in syn
Inleyd. tot de Holl.  regtsgel.  van opinie te zyn, dat de selve alleenlyk soude wesen gerecipieert ten
reguarde van ontilbaare eygen of leen-goederen, en verder niet, en dat alle verdere personele actien
hier te vooren, en als nog praeciselyk, mids het verloop van dertig jaaren, werden gepraescribeerd'.

130 Naeranus, Consultatien,  vol. 3, cons. 107, no. 1, p. 354: 'De iure propter latens vitium conceditur equi
redhibitio, etiam post sex menses'.

131 Bijnkershoek, Observationes, no. 3249, p. 267: 'staande op stads grond... '; Brom, Urteilsbegründungen,
p. 205.

132 Brom, Urteilsbegründungen, p. 369 (resolution): '...so 'er iets verswegen is, 't geen gesegt had moeten,
is 'r fundt. tot de actio redhibitoria, so 't vitium groot is, of tot de actio quanti minoris, so 't vitium klein is'.

133 Brom,  Urteilsbegründungen,  p. 369  (resolution): 'De  actio  quanto  minoris  had  binnen  's  jaars
geinstitueert moeten worden'. 

134 The other judges discussed only whether there was  dolus  at the side of the seller and did not  pay
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hard to tell from this case whether the tendency to endow the remedies for latent defects

with  the  aedilician  periods  of  limitation,  as  seems to  have  been  the  majority  view in

Roman-Dutch  legal  doctrine,  was  carried  through  in  Roman-Dutch  courts.  At  least

Bijnkershoek did not think so.

5.2.1.4 Favourable characteristics of the aedilician remedies

From the sources studied in the second chapter it appeared that early modern Castilian

civil law  discarded the aedilician remedies' penal character. Furthermore, it allowed only

by means of  contractual agreement that in the event of multiple sellers each one could be

held liable for the entire performance.135 A relatively large number of humanist scholars,

contrariwise, upheld the medieval  ius commune rule based on D. 21.1.44.1 that when a

sale was concluded with multiple sellers, the buyer could sue any one of them for full

compensation,  if  the  merchandise  proved  to  be  defective.  Furthermore,  unlike  their

Castilian  colleagues  they  regarded  the  aedilician  remedy  for  returning  the  thing  as

penal.136 Finally,  legal  humanists  did  not  question  the  text  in  the  Corpus  iuris  civilis

according to which the aedilician remedies could be brought against ignorant sellers.137 In

this section I will further explore to what extent Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian scholars

paid heed to these particular features. Did they think it worth to keeping them intact? If not,

what urged scholars to abolish them?

Vinnius touches nowhere upon the rule that where a buyer bought from multiple sellers, it

sufficed to sue the seller who had the biggest part in the deal in order to retrieve all his

loss. With regard to the aedilician remedies' supposed penal character Vinnius repeats the

humanist  Doneau and mentions that the remedies for  latent  defects have never been

penal. The condemnation in duplum only indicates that the remedy for the defective thing

the buyer brings with the action on the contract consists of two parts.138 In keeping with

Doneau,  Vinnius has the  actio empti  adopt some but not  all  features of the aedilician

remedies when it is brought to remedy latent defects.139 

Neither  Van Leeuwen in  his  Censura,  nor Grotius  in  his  Inleidinge  mention the

aedilician favourable characteristics. Grotius remarks that  punishment has become the

attention to limitation issues.
135 See 3.3.1.4.
136 D. 21.1.45; see 4.2.1.4.
137 D. 21.1.2; D. 19.1.13pr. by most scholars being explained away as aedilician remedies cloaked in the

civil dress of the actio empti. See 4.2.3.
138 Vinnius,  Jurisprudentiae  contractae,  2.15,  p.  246:  [note  e]...  actionem redhibitoriam duplicem habet

condemnationem,  sic  accipiendum est,  habere  aliquando,  condemnationem duarum rerum nomine,
unam de pretio et accessione, alteram de non praestita liberatione'; cf Doneau's view in section 4.2.1.4.  

139 Vinnius, Jurisprudentiae contractae, 2.15, p. 246: 'tertium caput praestationum huius generis est, ut res

tradatur incorrupta... quoad eius ex bona fide fieri oportet. Huius generis incommoda sunt quator; morbi;
vitia; servitutes; tributa. Non una autem horum omnium obligatio est. De moribis et vitiis rerum cavetur
edicto  Aedilium'; Cf.  Donellus,  Commentarii,  vol.  7,  book  13,  ch.  3,  §1,  p.  390: 'Tertium  caput
praestationum huius generis de re vendita est, non solum ut res ita tradatur, quo eam recte habere
liceat. Id est ut tradatur incorrupta, & ab omni onere rei ius minuente libera, quoad eius ex bona fide fieri
oportet'.
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exclusive prerogative of the authorities. This makes it difficult to accept that the aedilician

remedies involved penalties.140 It is also tempting to think that the early modern Castilian

and Doneau's deductive system of sales law have induced them to deny that the buyer-

friendly features flow naturally from the sales contract. 

A clear statement in this respect is made by  Groenewegen van der Made. In his

Tractatis de legibus abrogatis ac inusitatis in Hollandia,  he reasons that  the aedilician

remedies do not allow for a claim for the entire sum against each individual seller, because

the action on the sales contract does not.

'Just as the action on the sales contract lies against each seller individually for his

share  in  the  deal,  where  they  were  partners  in  business  [D.  21.2.39.2],  even  so

according to our custom the action does not lie against him who has the biggest share

in the sale. In so far I deem that that provision should be abolished, cf. what I said

about Inst. 4.7.2' 141 

This remark – for which Groenewegen van de Made was scoffed as 'Mr Abolishment' by

Huber142 - sheds light on the general feeling that the aedilician provisions were merely a

supplement  to  the  civil  action  on  the  sales  contract.  Where  the  latter  functioned

satisfactorily and there was no need to adjust it, the aedilician characteristics accordingly

gave way. This was also noted by Voet.

'Although according to Roman law it was possible to carry out a full returning of the

thing with one out of many sellers, sc. with the one who was the owner in the thing for

the greatest part, or than who's share no one had a greater, D. 21.1.44.1, that is not

observed nowadays. One needs to litigate against all for their respective share in the

thing sold, as Groenewegen puts it in his comments to D. 21.1.44.1.' 143 

However, Voet in his  Compendium iuris  mentions that account had to be taken of

the aedilician remedies' other distinct feature, viz. their penal character. 

'Although there is also a remedy granted on the sales contract because of defects, D.

19.1.11.3 and D. 19.1.2.1  in fine, that is no reason to assume that these aedilician

remedies are superfluous, both because they are more severe, especially when they

entail a condemnation for the double by reason of the seller's contempt of court, D.

21.1.23.4,  D.  21.1.45.  Moreover, it  occurs  frequently  that  multiple  actions  become

140 Gotius,  IBP, 2.20.14:  'non tutum sit Christiano homini privati sive sui, sive publici boni causa poenam
sumere de improbo quoquam praesertim capitalem, quanquam id iure gentium nonnunquam permitti
diximus... '. 

141 Groenewegen van der Made,  Tractatus, to D. 21.1.44, p. 164: 'Quemadmodum actio ex empto cum
singulis est pro portione, qua socii fuerunt, hic l. 39, minor, §2 si a. tit. seq. ita et moribus nostris in eum,
cuius pars, quamvis maxima, in venditione fuit, in solidum aedilitias actiones non competere, adeoque et
hanc l. abrogandam censeo, per ea quae dixi in §. 2. eadem. Inst. Quod cum eo qui in alien. potest.', 

142 As quoted by Voorda:  'Ita Groenewegium, facillimum, ut ait Huber, iuris abrogandi auctorem, censere,
nemo mirabitur', Voorda, Dictata, to D. 21.1, p. 774

143 Voet, Commentarius, to D. 21.1, no. 7 , p. 743: 'Quamvis et uni ex pluribus venditoribus, qui maiore ex
parte dominus fuit,  vel  quo maiorem partem nullus habuit,  res in solidum redhiberi  ex iure Romano
potuerit,  l. iustissime 44. §I, ff. h.t.  quod tamen hodie non servari, sed singulos pro sua tantum parte
conveniendos esse, vult Groenewegen ad. d.l. 44. § I'. 
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available as a result of the same fact'.144  

Voet does not see it as a problem, if the actio empti and the aedilician remedies concur.145

The aedilician remedies fulfil their own distinct role as penal remedies. Voet's words echo

Cujas' who had likewise upheld the penal character of the aedilician remedies.146

Roman-Frisian law scholars adopted views which differed from those of  their  Roman-

Dutch colleagues. In keeping with the Accursius' distinction between aedilician and civil

remedies and seemingly rowing against the current of his time,  Wissenbach, stressed

precisely the peculiarities of the aedilician remedies. Explicitly referring to Cujas as his

source, he states the following: 

'The aedilician remedies are arbitrary147 and sometimes penalise double the value, D.

21.1.23.4, D. 21.1.45. The civil remedies are bona fides, and not given for double the

price or damages, unless by reason of the buyer being evicted, D. 21.2.37.2. See

Cujas' Paratitla to this provision and the Paratitla on the Codex title on eviction. In the

event more partners sell a thing which is the property of all  of them, the aedilician

remedies are granted against the one who has the biggest share in the sale or who's

share is not smaller than that of the others. The civil remedies lie for each individual

partner in proportion to his share, D. 21.1.44'.148 

Wissenbach's pupil Ulrik Huber not only states the features which indicate that the

aedilician remedies favoured the buyer but he also provides reasons why the aedilician

remedies are as they are:

'..., because those [sc. the civil remedies] are envisioned against the greatest fraud,

the other [sc. the aedilician remedies] to correct inequality, even if there is no fraud, for

which  reason  no  distinction  is  made  between  knowing  and  unknowing  seller,  D.

21.1.1.1, which is a noteworthy and practical difference.'149     

144 Voet,  Compendium,  no. 2, p. 240: 'Et licet ob vitium ex empto quoque actio detur,  l. 11. 3. ff. de act.
empti, l. 19, 2. in fin. ff. h.t.  non tamen ideo hae actiones aedilitiae frustraneae sunt, tum quia saepe
pinguiores, praesertim cum ob contumaciam in duplum dantur, l. 23. §. 4. l. 45, ff. h.t.  tum etiam, quia
infrequens non est, eiusdem rei nomine plures actiones concurrere'.  

145 Concurrence occurs e.g., if the seller warranted a corporeal quality in the thing sold, which later proved
to be absent. Then both the action on the contract and the aedilician remedies could be brought. The first
because of the seller's bad faith. The second on account of a corporeal defect in the thing.  

146 Van  Eck also stresses  the  aedilician  remedies'  penal  character.  See  his  Principia, no.  25,  p.  37:
'Caeterum concurrunt hae actiones cum actione empti, l. 4. pr., [D. 21.1.4pr.] l. 19. §2. h. [D. 21.1.19.2], l.
II. §. 3  et  5. de act. empt. [D.  19.1.2.3, 5]  ut tamen actio empti eas actiones minime supervacaneas
faciat, utpote quae ob contumatiam dantur in duplum, l. 23. §4, [D. 21.1.23.4]. l. 45. h. [D. 21.1.45]'.

147 'Actions the formula of which contained the so-called arbitrary clause authorizing the judge to bid the
defendant by an arbitrium (arbitratus), an interlocutory order, to satisfy the defendant's claim by restoring
or producing (exhivebe) the object claimed...', Berger, Dictionary, sub voce 'actiones arbitrariae'.

148 Wissenbach, Exercitationes, disp. 41, no. 9, p. 409: 'Aedilitia sunt arbitrariae et quandoque penales, in
duplum, l. 23. §. si servus, l. Redhibitoria, 45. eod. Civiles sunt bonae fidei, nec in iis sit condemnatio in
duplum, nisi evictionis nomine, l. 2. emptori. 37, §. ult. l. Si dictum. 56. D. de evict. Cuj. par. ff. h. et par
cod. evict.  Plurib. sociis rem communem vendentibus,  Aedilitiae  dantur in unum, cujus major pars in
venditione  fuit,  aut  nulla  parte  minor:  Civiles  dantur  in  singulos  pro  portione,  qua  socii  sunt,  d.l.
iustissime, 44, §1', 

149 Huber, Praelectiones, to D. 21.1, p. 1080 [bottom right]:  'Aedilitiae competunt in unum ex pluribus, qui
pro majore parte vendidit, civiles in singulos pro rata, l. 44. §.I. in pr. h. Facilius quoque aedilitiae dantur
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Situations  in  which  inequality  resulted  from  a  sale  were  corrected  by  the  aedilician

remedies.  Here,  the  scholastic  theory  of  fairness  in  exchange  seems  to  have  made

headway into  Huber's  thoughts,  which  gives  his  account  a  natural  law flavour. Huber

keeps the aedilician edict's peculiarities intact, since they conform well with the idea that a

fair outcome should be safeguarded. After all,  the bargaining process served no other

purpose than to fairly allocate goods.

Westenberg likewise emphasises that the aedilician edict was meant to serve an

equitable execution of the sales contract:  'The aedilician edict,  eviction, and [the rules

about] usury pertain to implementing the contract and to indemnifying [the buyers]'.150 They

have been introduced out of 'mere equity in order that buyers do not suffer from defective

things  bought,  D.  21.1.2,  6,  and  D.  21.1.37.'151 For  Westenberg  the  main  difference

between the civil action on the contract and the aedilician remedies indeed lies in the fact

that their respective functions differ: 

'the  remedies  on  the  contract  usually  aim  at  improving  the  implementing  of  the

contract, not at dissolving it. Moreover, if one could sue on the contract to realise that

for which the remedies for returning the thing and price reduction are given by the

aediles, they [sc. the aedilician remedies] would be superfluous and introduced by the

aediles without reason. Which is negated by C. 4.58.2.'152 

Frisian  scholars  who  were  purportedly  strict  in  their  interpretation  of  Roman  law,

anachronistically imposed the function to restore bargaining inequalities on the aedilician

edict. After all, it is doubtful whether the Romans created legal measures to safeguard

contractual inequality irrespective of fraud. At least, such does not follow from the texts

referred to by Huber and Westenberg.

In  later  Dutch  writings  similar  interpretations  can  be  found.  Noodt  states  in  his

Commentarius, first published in 1716153, that: 

'The reason for promulgating this edict was the following very sound one: ...between

buyer and seller equal knowledge about the virtues and vices of the sold thing had to

be safeguarded without which a true estimation is not possible'.154 

in ignorantem, ut dictum, quam civiles ex empto, l. 13. § I. de act. empt. Nam haec ob culpam maxime
comparata est; illa ad inaequalitatem, etsi culpa nullius, corrigendam, ut inter scientiam et ignorantiam
non distinguatur, l. I. §. h.t. quae notabilis et forensis est differentia', 

150 Westenberg,  Principia, vol. 1, to D. 21.1, no. 1, p. 770: 'Ad implemetum contractuum et indemnitatem,
pertinet Aedilitium edictum, evictio et usurae'.

151 Westenberg, Principia,  vol.  1, to D. 21.1, no. 55, p. 785: 'ex mera aequitate ne scil.  emtores rerum
vitiosarum damnum sentiant, l. I. § 2. 6, l. 37. D. h.t.', 

152 Westenberg, De causis obligationum liber singularis, in: Opera omnia, no. 20, p. 154: 'Sed actiones ex
contractu descendentes, ordinario ad implemendum, non solvendum contractum competunt. Et si ex
ipso contractu emtionis venditionis ad id agi potuisset, ad quod actiones redhibitoria et quanti minoris
dantur ab Aedilibus, supervacuas eas, et sine ratione ab aedilibus introductas esse, dicendum foret'. 

153 Van den Bergh, Gerard Noodt (1647-1725), p. 262ff.
154 Noodt, Commentarius, in: Opera omnia, vol. 2, to D. 21.1, p. 450 [center right]: 'Causa proponendi huius

edicti fuit haec optima: ...inter emptorem et venditorem servanda circa virtutes et vitia rei venditae erat
aequalitas intellectus, sine qua vera quaeri aestimatio non potest'. 
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By emphasising that 'a true estimation' should be allowed to be made, Noodt comes close

to requiring a proper balance between the item sold and its value expressed in money. A

prerequisite for a true estimation of the purchase price is that the buyer is as equally well

informed about the object's quality (aequalitas intellectus) as the seller.155 The aedilician

edict had its own distinct function in safeguarding this equality by imposing duties to inform

on the seller and enabling an easy ironing out of irregularities. The penal character of the

remedies ensured the latter, even though penalties do not easily rhyme with the natural

law  theory  by  which  Noodt  seems  to  be  inspired.156 Similarly,  Noodt  leaves  the  fact

untouched that the aedilician remedy for returning the thing could be brought against the

seller who had the largest share in the sale.157 

Additionally, Heineccius perceives the aedilician edict as an example of Roman law

reaching  the  highest  standards  of  equity  (aequitas).  Having  outlined  the  aedilician

remedies,  Heineccius  in  a  rhetorical  piece  lauds  them as  the  most  apt  remedies  for

safeguarding equality in contracts.

'Now what is more equitable than all these actions, what could be more sound? If it is

equitable that the administration wages a most glorifying perpetual war against vices

and fraud, who,  I ask, waged a war more pure and pious than the aediles... Next, if it

is equitable and good to safeguard equality in contracts for something, who has been

more protective than the aediles who did that in a unique way, so that the seller would

not be cheated in an unseemly manner by the buyer, nor the other way round, in order

that neither would benefit from their cunning and shrewdness? Finally, if man decreed

laws to protect his property, appointed magistrates and judges, sanctioned penalties,

what could the aediles have done more soundly and righteously than to dispossess

villainous people each time riches have been accumulated at the expense of other

man's property and the fortunes of others are overthrown? I assure you, together with

the most inexperienced persons, to be well aware of what those who attribute these

statements  to  some  hot-headed  perception  of  equity  understand  by  something

equitable and righteous.'158
    

155 Cf.  Noodt,  Commentarius,  in:  Opera  omnia, vol.  2,  to  D.  21.1,  p.  450  [center  right]:  'Bonae  frugi
venditorem, nec commodorum spem augere, nec incommodorum cognitionem obscurare oportere'; for
the influence of natural law thinking on Noodt's work see Van den Bergh, Gerard Noodt (1647-1725), p
131.

156 Gotius, IBP, 2.20.14.
157 Noodt, Commentarius, in: Opera omnia, vol. 2, to D. 21.1,  p. 457 [bottom left, top right]: '... est poenalis

in duplum... Non tantum adversus eum qui vendidit, sed etiam "adversus eum cuius maxima pars in
venditione fuerit"; Van Eck mentions the same characteristics. Van Eck, Principia, vol. 2, no. 10-11, 25, p.
34.

158 Heineccius,  Ad aedilitium edictum,  3.9,  pp.  91-92: 'Iam  quid  his  omnibus  actionibus  aequius,  quid
salubrius esse potest? Si aequum est  magistratus pulcherrimum perpetuumque bellum cum vitiis  et
fraudibus gerere: quis quaeso sanctius magisque pium umquam bellum gessit quam aediles... Si deinde
in contractibus onerosis aequalitatem servari aequum et bonum est: quis eius umquam servantior fuit
aedilibus qui id egerunt unice, ut nec venditor ab emtore,  nec hic ab illo, turpiter circumscriberetur,
adeoque  neuter  ex  vafritie  ac  calliditate  sua  fructum  caperet?  Denique  si  homines  rerum  suarum
servandarum  caussa  leges  tulerunt,  magistratus  ac  iudices  constituerunt,  poenas  sanxerunt:  quid
salutarius  iustiusque  agere  potuissent  aediles,  quam,  dum occasionem omnem  opes  ex  aliena  re
adcumulandi, aliorumque evertendi fortunas, hominibus nequissimis adimebant? Sane qui haec omnia
ad aequitatem cerebrinam  referunt, ii,  quid per aequum et bonum intellexerint, fateor me scire cum
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5.2.2 Extension to lease

Medieval legal doctrine recoiled from extending the aedilician remedy for returning the

thing to the lease contract. D. 21.1.63 posited the divergent character of the contracts of

sale and lease as a hindrance, which lead medieval doctrine to seeking the underlying

reason for witholding the remedy from the lessee in the lack of transfer of ownership in

lease.159 Although early modern Castilian scholarship did not pay much attention to the

matter,160 a majority of humanist scholars, again kept medieval doctrine alive and similarly

rejected extension. Cujas, who had obstinately argued in favour of extending the aedilician

remedy for returning the thing to lease, appeared a voice crying in the wilderness. In this

section it will be investigated how Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian scholars dealt with

the possibility to apply the aedilician remedies to lease. Had Cujas'  inventiveness any

influence on the thinking of subsequent scholars? Or did Dutch scholars stick to the age-

old communis opinio like Doneau had done?

Vinnius is equally sparing with his words on the matter as his example Doneau had

been.  Reiterating  medieval  doctrine  that  lease  does  not  transfer  ownership  and  thus

renders a returning of the leased object impossible, Vinnius finishes off the issue in two

sentences.  Moreover, with  his  flat  denial  of  the possibility  to  transfer  quasi  ownership

(dominium utile), Vinnius seems to rule out Dumoulin's intermediate position too, who had

defended that there was room for the remedy of returning the thing in a long-term lease.161

Vinnius backs his argument with references to Connan, again furnishing proof that Dutch

scholars frequently looked across their southern border for legal inspiration.162

Voet ties in with Doneau and Vinnius. The aedilician remedies have no place in

lease:

'...because  in  lease  one  does  not  litigate  about  the  property  of  the  thing  to  be

transferred in the same manner as in sales and barter (which is similar to sales, D.

21.1.19.5)'.163 

So far nothing new. But  then Voet sets out  an argument which does bring something

original.

'...and the prejudice suffered due to a defect in the thing can not possibly be that much

as regards the rent for its use, as it can be in the price of a thing in a sales contract.

ignarissimis'. 
159 See 2.2.2.
160 See 3.3.2.
161 See 4.2.2.
162 Vinnius,  Jurisprudentiae contractae,  2.15, p. 251:'Unum maxime dissimile, quod res vendita tradatur

emptori, ut perpetuo apud eum sit, locata ad tempus tantum. Neque enim solet locatio dominium mutare,
l. Non solet 39. eod. [D. 19.2.39]'; idem, p. 251: [note y] Tamen vulgo existimant, locationem ad tempus
non modicum factam transferre ius aliquod in rem sive utile dominium, quod verum non esse ostendit
Connan, 7, comm. 12. per. L. 2, C. de praes. 30 ann... [Connanus, Commentarii, vol. 7, to C. 7.39.2]'. 

163 Voet, Commentarius, vol. 3, to D. 21.1, no. 11, p. 746: '... quia non ita in locationibus de transferenda rei
proprietate agitur atque quidem in venditionibus et (quae venditioni hic similes, l. Sciendum tamen 19, §
deinde, 5, ff. h.t.) permutationibus... '.
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For  that  reason,  the  action  on  the  lease  contract  appears  to  suffice  under  these

circumstances'.164

The damage caused  by  a  leased  item suffering  from defects  turns  out  less  than  the

damages caused when a defective thing has been sold. After all, the lessee can simply

stop paying the rent and return the leased item. Hence, for defects in the leased object,

the action on the lease contract suffices, although that action could only be brought when

the lessor had supplied something that could not be used for the purpose for which it was

meant.165 Voet incidentally dismisses Cujas' Greek Codex text. 

'C. 4.65.34, which, among other things, moved Cujas in his Observationes166 to think

that  the  aedilician  edict  should  be  extended  to  lease  as  well,  is  not  posing  an

objection. This is so, because this provision simply mentions a one-year period, while

the remedy for returning the thing should be brought within six months, and it does not

contain any reference to defects or diseases. Moreover, it comes to the aid of both

lessor  and lessee,  which is  against  the nature of  the aedilician remedies,  through

which there is only protection for  buyers against sellers'  tricks,  so it  is said in D.

21.1.2.'167

Other Dutch scholars too do away with Cujas' argument. Eck succinctly states that

Cujas' constitution does not alter what is in the Digest. Groenewegen van de Made does

not discuss the matter at all.168  

Considering to what extent sales and lease differ, so that the aedilician remedies

have to be excluded from the latter, Noodt presents two explanations of D. 21.1.63:  

'The second reason is obscure, but its aim is the following, namely that the lessee of a

defective or ill slave or animal does not need the Aedilician edict, when he can still use

the thing for the purpose for which it was leased. The lease contract which is only

ordained for use and enjoyment is then sufficiently carried out. However, if the thing

cannot be used and enjoyed there lies a civil action on the lease contract for all the

164 Voet, Commentarius, vol. 3, to D. 21.1, no. 11, p. 746: '...nec tanta laesio esse potest propter vitium rei in
mercede  locationis,  pro  usu,  quanta  quidem in  pretio  rerum in  emtione;  ut  proinde  locati  conducti
actionem huic rei sufficere visum fuerit'.

165 Voet, Compendium, to D. 19.2, no. 5, p. 220: 'Ad id ut usus vel operae praestentur, set simul ea omnia,
sine quibus commode quis uti nequit, l. 19, §2 [D. 19.2.19.2], l. 23 , §2, ff. h.t. [D. 19.2.23.2], aut alioquin
id quod interest, nisi locator culpa careat, quo casu tantum pro rata remittenda merces, l. 33 et seqq. ff.
h.t. [D. 19.2.33sqq.]'.

166 Cujas, Opera, vol. 3, p. 358 E.
167 Voet,  Commentarius, vol. 3, to D. 21.1, no. 11, p. 746:  'Nec adversatur,  l. 33, C. de locato. [C. 4.65.

(33)34  Momms.],  quae  inter  alia  motus  Cuiacius  etiam  ad  locationes  edictum  aedilitium  censuit
porrigendum, libr. 12, Observat. 38., cum lex illa simpliciter de anni spatio loquatur, dum redhibitoria intra
sex menses movenda est, nec ullam morbi vitiive mentionem habeat, atque insuper locatori aeque ac
conductori accommodetur; quod non patitur natura aediliarum actionum, per quas emptoribus tantum
adversus venditorum fallacias succursum dicitur, l. I, §2, ff. h.t.'.

168 Van Eck, Principia, to D. 21.1, no. 24, p. 37: 'Locum habet hoc Edictum...nec in locationibus, d.l. 63 [D.
21.1.63] (non obstat l. 33. C. de loc. cond. [C. 4.65.34 Momms.])...'; Van Eck, Theses, to D. 21.1, th. 21,
p. 52: '...pertinet enim hoc edictum ...non etiam ad donationes, l. 62. h.t. [D. 21.1.62] neque locationes
conductiones, l. 63. D. h.t. [D. 21.1.63]'; Groenewegen van der Made does not discuss D. 19.2.39 or D.
21.1.63 in his Tractatus, pp. 155, 164.
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lessee's loss'.169 

In the first place, the lessee leases an object that is suited for its use. If the item leased

does not meet this requirements, the lessee can sue for all damages (id quod interest),

because he is not supplied with what he should have been supplied with under the lease

contact. Noodt continues:

'Next to this reason there is another; the master of an ill or defective slave or animal

will not easily lease it out with the chance of receiving rent, because it is worthless.

With the thing deteriorated, the damages incurred will in no time exceed the profit of

the rent, because the thing is used for a short period (after all, that is how lease is

carried out). In sales this is different, since it is concluded for eternity, if we consider

the alienation of the thing. According to the civil law, it suffices in sales that the seller

transfers the thing's unhampered possession. He is not obliged to do more, unless

something  else  is  thought  right.  Therefore,  I  must  add,  why  would  not  someone

eagerly wanting to get rid of a defective or ill slave or animal forever, disguise illnesses

and defects, so that he might realize the purchase? So there was a lack of foresight in

the civil law of sales and need of the Aedilician Edict. Not so in lease, where the civil

law provided for  the ordinary action on lease and where there was no fear of  the

danger feared in sales. Thus, I have shown the right path to the understanding of D.

21.1.63. Master Cujas was of a contrary opinion, Observationum libri XII, c. 38.'170

Thus,  secondly,  repeating  Voet,  Noodt  contemplates  that  the  specifities  of  the  lease

contract make it  hard to profitably lease out a defective thing, since the damages the

lessor of a defective item has to compensate will in the course of time exceed the rent he

receives. This is different with sales. The only obligation for the seller is to ensure the

buyer's  unhampered  condition  of  the  thing,  not  to  deliver  if  free  from  defects.

Consequently, the sales contract enabled a seller to alienate a defective object forever

without further consequences. To prevent that from happening, the aediles introduced their

edict. Hence, Noodt does not claim that the decisive difference between the two contracts

lies in the transfer of ownership itself. Transferral of ownership merely enabled an unfair

outcome of a sale for the correction of which the sales contract simply lacked a remedy.

The aedilician edict was introduced to address that specific unfairness. The lease contract

169 Noodt, Commentarius, in: Opera omnia, vol. 2, to D. 21.1, p. 451 [center right]: 'Posterior ratio obscura
est: sed huc fert eius scopus: quod conductor mancipii vitiosi aut morbosi non eget Aedilitio Edicto, ubi
potest eo uti ad opus ad quod conduxit: sic enim satisfactum est locationi et conductioni, tantum ad
usum et fructum comparatae, quod si non potest eo uti et frui: iure civili habet actionem ex conducto ad
id quod interest'.

170 Noodt, Commentarius, in: Opera omnia, vol. 2, to D. 21.1, p. 451[center right]: 'Ad hanc rationem accedit
alia: quod dominus mancipii morbosi aut vitiosi id nulli facile locabit spe mercedis; eo deteriorato usu
temporis exigui (hoc enim modo fit locatio) majus facturus damnum, quam lucrum. In venditione aliter se
res habet: nam perpetua est eius causa, spectans ad alienationem: in qua nisi aliud placuit, venditori
sufficit  iure  civili,  tradere  vacuam possessionem;  nec  ultra  tenetur.  Quid,  si  addam,  unumquemque
mancipium morbosum aut  vitiosum a  se  lubenter  dimittere  in  perpetuum:  idque  ut  obtineat,  etiam
morbos et vitia [non] dissimulare? Deficiente igitur in venditione providentia iuris civilis: opus erat Edicto
Aedilito:  quo non erat  opus in  locatione;  ubi  iure  civili  suppetebat  ordinaria  ex conducto actio,  nec
metuendum  erat  periculum  quod  a  venditione  timebatur.  Aperui  iter  rectum  ad  intellectum  d.l.  63.
contrarium tenuit D. Cujacius, lib. 12, Observ., c. 38'.
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already provided a suitable remedy. 

Finally, Heineccius utters something what seems a definite condemnation of Cujas'

argument to oblivion:

'Why does the authority of the edict cease in lease? Because the lessee does not

suffer damage, if the defective or ill slave carries out the ordered work in the right way,

and if he does not carry it out rightly or  causes damages to the lessee, the lessee can

bring an action on lease, which does not pertain to the aedilician jurisdiction - which

only possesses authority over the forum -, but to the praetorian jurisdiction. I wonder

what insight came to Cujas' mind to extend the aedilician edict also to lease?'171  

Heineccius declares Cujas' extension of the edict more the product of academic ingenuity

than of a down-to-earth problem-solving attitude. 

5.2.2.1 Roman-Frisian legal doctrine on extension to lease

Similar to their Roman-Dutch colleagues, Roman-Frisian legal  scholars explicitly  argue

against extension of the aedilician remedies to lease. Wissenbach, however, provides a

somewhat different underpinninging. 

'... The law of the ancients came to the aid of sellers who were deceived in the thing's

quality, D. 21.1.1ff. It did not help those deceived in the price, were they buyers or

sellers, D. 4.4.16.2, D. 19.2.22.3. After all, the ancient law allows for deception, as long

as a sound thing is delivered which we can possess and use unhampered, Baldus,

Lectura super  Codice,  to  C.  4.44.2,  Bachovius,   Notarum et  animadversionum ad

disputationes Hieronymi Treutleri, vol. 2, 20.1, pp. 204-205 E.'172

According to Wissenbach, ancient Roman law, as he calls it, did not consider it problematic when a

buyer or lessee paid a higher sum or rent than usual in a sale or lease of the item in question. A

price  deviation  was  not  in  itself  something  in  need  of  correction,  unless  the  excess  of  price

consisted of half the thing's just price.173 Yet, the aedilician edict exempts buyers who had been

duped with regard to the leased object's quality. Hence, the only reason why buyers could sue

because of defects but lessees could not was that the aediles had called into existence demands

of quality for the first, but not for the latter. Again, Wissenbach construes an historical argument to

defend  what he finds in the  Corpus iuris civilis.  He interestingly reaches a solution contrary to

Cujas' who used the same approach but concluded that the a lessee should also be able to sue

because of a defect in the thing leased.

Wissenbach's student Huber presents the more pragmatic argument against extension of

171 Heineccius, Ad aedilitium edictum, 3.3, p. 73: 'At cur in locationibus exsulat edicti auctoritas? Quia nec
damnum patitur  conductor,  si  morbosus  vitiosusve  servus  locatas  operas  recte  praestet,  et  si  non
praestet, vel damnum det conductori, ei competit conducti actio, quae vero non ad Aedilium, fori tantum
curam habentium, sed praetoris,  iurisdictionem pertinebat.  Quam rationem miror in mentem venisse
Cuiacio, ad locationes etiam porrigenti edictum aedilitium'.

172 Wissenbach, Exercitationes, to D. 21.1, no. 8, p. 408:'[8] ... Iura vetera succurrunt emptoribus, deceptis
in re vendita,  d.l. I  et tot. tit. ff. de aedil.edict.  Non succuruunt deceptis in pretio, sive emptoris fuerint,
sive venditores,  l.  In causa 16, § Pomponium, 4,  D. de minor., l. 22, § quemadmodum, 2, D. locat.
Hactenus nempe permiserunt prisca iura deceptionem, ut tamen res traderetur integra, quam habere, et
qua recte uti possimus. Bald. in l.2.Cod.de resc. vend., coll. 3, q. 2. Bachov., d. disp. 2[0], th. I, lit. E.'.

173 The laesio enormis spelt out in C. 4.44.2.
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the aedilician remedies to lease which we already encountered in the writings of Roman-Dutch

scholars: 'It appears that in lease the action on the lease contract suffices and the aedilician edict

remains silent on the matter, D. 21.1.63'.174 Westenberg does not discuss the issue.175 

174 Huber, Praelectiones, to D.21.1, no. 9, p. 1083: 'Denique in locatione visum est sufficere locati actionem,
et aedilium de illa tacet edictum, l. [6]3', 

175 Westenberg, Principia, to D. 21.1, no. 7, p. 408.
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5.2.2.2 Legal practice

Despite  Roman-Frisian  scholarship  holding  the  view  that  the  aedilician  remedies  for

defects should not be extended to lease was broadly shared, Roman-Frisian legal practice

is ambiguous concerning that point.

Zacharias Huber devotes one Observatio to the issue.176 In a case before the Frisian

High  Court,  Maevius  discovered  that  Titia  had  a  right  in  the  land  he  had  leased

unencumbered from Gaia. Maevius consequently demanded Gaia to compensate him for

his loss in the suit with Titia. However, the Court declared this move unlawful, which was

correct, according to Huber:

'because the action  for  eviction is  acknowledged and accepted in  sales  and other

contracts and dealings in which ownership is transferred in return for an equivalent

performance, but not quite in lease, which does not transfer ownership, D. 19.2.39, just

as the aedilician remedies cease in lease.  Ulpian alleges that  it  does not  seem to

surprise  anyone that  the  curulian  aedilician  edict  pertains  to sales  alone,  because

lease is unlike sales, D. 21.1.63. Certainly it is entered into by consensus alone, such

as sales. However, the truly important difference is that in sales it is always about the

transfer of ownership to the buyer in exchange for a certain sum. This is different in

lease,  where the other  is  only  granted the use of  the leased thing for  a period in

exchange for a certain rent'.177

Huber continues explaining that eviction is likewise impossible under lease. The lessee

should institute an action on the lease contract, if he is evicted without having committed

fraud or having made a mistake. 'For that is to be understood as the ordinary action on the

lease contract, which is given the lessee so that the lessor will compensate for so much as

the lessee could not enjoy the thing'.178 

It  appears  that  Zacharias  Huber  agrees  with  his  father  Ulrik,  Voet,  Noodt  and

Heineccius in that the action on the lease contract sufficed in coping with liability questions

under lease.179 All scholars consider lease of a defective object as a breach of the lessor's

obligation to furnish the lessee with the proper use of the object for which the action on

lease lay. There is no sharp distinction between Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian law

regarding this issue. 

176 Zacharius Huber, Observationes, obs. 9, pp. 32seq. Case of Taebe Douwez vs Sybilla Theresa Spitholt,
27 October 1718. 

177 Zacharius  Huber,  Observationes,  obs. 9, pp. 32-33:'Nam actio de evictione tantum cognita est atque
recepta in Emptione et venditione, aliisque contractibus et negotiis quibus transfertur dominium titulo
oneroso, neutiquam in Locatione conductione, quae non solet dominium mutare,  l.  39, ff. Loc. cond.
Prorsus uti actiones aedilitiae cessant in locatione conductione. Quod ne cui mirum videatur, causatur
Ulpianus ideò ad venditiones solas pertinere Edictum Aedilium curulium, quia non similiter locationes, ut
venditiones, fiunt, l. 63, ff. de Aedil. Ed. Perficitur quidem solo consensu locatio, sicut emptio venditio.
Verum haec  est  insignis  differentia,  quod  in  emptione  venditione  semper  id  agatur,  ut  certo  pretio
dominium transeat  in  emptorem;  secus  ac  in  locatione  conductione,  ubi  duntaxat  ad  tempus  alteri
conceditur usus rei locatae pro certa mercede'.

178 Zacharius  Huber,  Observationes, obs. 9, pp. 32-33:  'Hoc enim intelligendum est de ordinaria actione
conducti, quae datur conductori, ut tantum ei praestetur quanti eius interest frui'.

179 See previous section.
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5.2.3 Increased liability

No fault, no liability for more than the price paid. Such appeared to be the medieval  ius

commune-position on the law governing the sales contract.180 The view was subscribed to

in early modern Castilian legal theory.181 In the previous chapter, we examined how 16th -

century humanists dealt with D. 19.1.6.4 about an unsound barrel, where the text seemed

difficult to square with a regime in which fault was necessary to be able to sue for full

damages, including consequential loss. The text has a seller of a barrel compensating for

all  the buyer's incurred loss, should the barrel turn out to be as leaky as a sieve. This

despite  the  seller's  good  faith.  The  solutions  offered  to  explain  the  text's  exceptional

content ranged from accepting a stricter liability for professional sellers via culpability due

to negligence to acknowledging an implicit warranty of quality for certain wares.182 Dutch

scholars also agonized over this difficult text. This section explores whether Roman-Dutch

and Roman-Frisian scholars followed one or the other explanation of the unruly text, or

added yet more interpretations to those already existing. 

As observed in the previous chapter, Mudaeus was one of the first to introduce a

stricter  liability  for  sellers  or  lessors  of  things  sold  by  virtue  of  their  profession  (ex

professione alicuius artis). Dumoulin and others did the same.183 Many Dutch scholars in

turn also appear to be drawn to this solution and adhere to the theory that that the Digest

imposes stricter liability in relation to the seller's quality. This rule applies equally to seller

and lessor.

Grotius, for instance, takes as point of departure that the amount of damages due

depends on the seller's or lessor's knowledge.184 That knowledge could lie embedded in

professional expertise.

'For damage incurred by the lessee because of a defect in the leased thing, the lessee

can demand compensation, if the lessor had known of it  or if he should have been

aware of it, because of his profession. Otherwise it is not possible [my emphasis]'.185   

Grotius does not reveal the origins of this rule. It may be that he had drawn inspiration

from Dumoulin's  treatise  Extricatio  labyrinthi  de eo quod interest,  in  which the French

scholar coins a liability for professional lessors.186 

Be that as it may, Grotius' view percolated into legal practice. Wassenaer (ca. 1589-

1664),  who  was  a  lawyer  for  the  Provincial  Court  of  Utrecht,  repeats  Grotius'  almost

180 See 2.2.3.
181 See 3.3.3.
182 See 4.2.3.
183 See 2.2.3.
184 Grotius, Inleidinge, 3.15.7, p. 246: 'Boven 't gunt voorsz is, blijckende dat den verkooper ten tijde van de

verkoopinge van het gebreck kennisse heeft gehad, is hy gehouden in alle de schade die den kooper
daer uit zoude moghen lijden...'.

185 Grotius,  Inleidinge, 3.19.12, p. 255:  'Voor de schade die door ghebreck van het verhuirde den huirder
overkomt, mag den huirder vergoedinghe eisschen indien 't ghebreck de verhuirder is bekent gheweest
ofte van weghen sijn ambacht behoorde bekent te zijn: anders niet [my emphasis]'.

186 Molinaeus, Extricatio, p. 41, no. 49, p. 41; Grotius, Inleidinge, p. xxiv.
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verbatim.187 He  connects  Grotius'  words  to  D.  19.2.19.1  about  the  lease  of  defective

barrels. However, it is not altogether clear why this particular text allows for Wassenaer's

general claim that every professional lessor is liable for defects in his wares on account of

his profession and not only the manufacturer of barrels which the text concerns.  

Some more details are given by Voet. He likewise grounds his acceptance of a

stricter liability for professional lessors in the Digest texts in which the ignorant lessor of an

unsound barrel  accounts for all  the other party's losses.188 According to Voet, it can be

expected from professionals that they are acquainted with the quality of what they sell. He

furthermore distinguishes between the lease of items for which expert knowledge exists

and  items for  which  such  is  not  the  case.  An  example  of  the  latter  Voet  finds  in  D.

19.2.19.1 about the lease of a bad quality plot of land. Since a specialised profession

involving knowledge about the quality of pasture-land does not exist, its ignorant lessor is

liable  for  no  more  than  the  agreed  rent.  Hence,  Voet  harks  back  to  the  rule  of  

D.  19.1.13pr.  according  to  which  liability  depends  on  the  seller's  good  faith.  Voet

apparently applies this text to lessors as well.189  

Someone who elaborates in a more outspoken manner on the matter is Noodt. He

mixes something of Doneau and something of himself into a stricter liability for the lessor

of barrels. Repeating Doneau, Noodt contends that a barrel ceases to be a barrel, when it

is no longer capable of carrying liquids.190 Hence, if the lessor does not provide the barrel

intact, he has not ensured the lessee the use of the thing leased out and the lessee can

then bring an action on the lease contract which of itself involves consequential loss.

'Perhaps not without reason, since with regard to barrels, the lessor does not lease

them out such as they are, but as barrels, viz, as jugs capable of containing liquid, and

he leases them out intact. If they are defective, he has not ensured the effect and use

of the barrels, since they are not capable of containing liquid. If the lessor was aware

of that, there is fraud, for which reason he is rightly accountable for all damages. If he

was unaware, it  is still  his fault that he leased out a barrel intact, while it  was not.

Hence, as a consequence of bona fides, he has to answer for that which he pretends

to fulfil, D. 19.1.13.3. Such it is in the event of a defective barrel'.191

187 Wassenaer,  Praxis  Judiciaria, ch.  14,  no.  8,  p.  145:  'Gelijk  mede  den  huerder  vanden  verhuerder
vergoedinge magh eysschen vande schade die hem overkomen is door gebrek van 't verhuerde goet, so
het gebrek den verhuerder is bekent geweest, ofte van wegen zijn ambacht behoorde bekent te zijn en
anders niet, Grot. ibid. nu. 52, per d.l. 19, §I [my emphasis]'.

188 Stein, Fault, p. 102.
189 Voet, Commentarius ad pandectas, to D. 19.2, no. 14, p. 530: 'Praestetur denique reparatio damni totius

quod conductor  ex rei  conductae vitio  passsus est,  sive sciverit  locator  vitium illud sive ignoraverit ,
quoties circa rem locatam artificium versatur et locator artifex est; quippe qui tunc utique scire debuerat,
quae suae artis erant; quo pertinet id, quod de doliis vitiosis elocatis, unde vinum effluxit, Iurisconsultus
ait, ignorantiam locatoris haud excusatam esse. Nam si id elocatum sit, circa quod nulla versari solet
artis  professio,  dum  saltus  pascuus  locatus  fuit,  in  quo  mala  herba  nascebatur,  unde  animalia
conductoris demortua aut deteriora facta sunt, non aliter ad id quod interest conveniri locator potest,
quam si vitium subesse sciverit; ignoranti succuritur hactenus, ut mercedis remissione liberetur,  l. sed
addes 19, § si quis dolia, I. ff. h.t [D. 19.2.19.1] arg. l. Julianus, 13pr. ff. de act. emti [D. 19.1.13pr.]'.

190 Donellus, Commentarii, vol. 7, book 13, ch. 3,  §14, p. 398. See 4.2.2.
191 Noodt,  Opera, vol. 2, to D. 19.2, p. 426 [center right]:  '... forte non sine ratione, nam quod ad dolium
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Reasoning thus, Noodt extends the scope of the action on the lease contract.  Indeed,

according to ius commune, the action on lease allowed for a compensation for all loss, but

only if the lessee could not use the leased item because of the lessor's culpa. Apparently,

the fact that barrels were leaky constituted culpa by the lessor, even if he was not aware of

them being defect.192

Stronger than any other of his contemporaries, Noodt articulates the  bona fides-

character of lease. The lessor of the unsound barrels has not fulfilled his duty under the

contract, because he had not leased out things intact which he pretended to be such. As a

result, the lessor had furnished the lessee an item which he could not use as agreed. This

is a breach of bona fides and therefore faulty behaviour. Hence, it triggers a liability for all

resulting loss.  

Noodt also discusses the factual situation of D. 19.2.19.1. In the text a lessor leases

out a plot of land which to the buyer's despair proved very well-suited to producing weeds.

'In pasture-land the law differs, because when the landlord leases out the pasture, he

does not do so as if warranting it to be free from weeds. He could in good faith not

have been aware of it. Then he is rightly excused by his ignorance, so that he is not

liable for all damages, if cattle die or deteriorate'.193

Noodt's rabbit pulled out of the hat trick, is an implicit warranty veiled in a bona fides cloak.

The mere behaviour of a lessor can raise expectations which can be breached. Contrary to

the lessor of a plot of land, a lessor of a barrel can not declare straight-faced to have

known nothing about the defect. Hence, if defects materialize, he has acted in breach of a

warranty given and is accordingly liable. Noodt's interpretation closely resembles Doneau's

implicit warranty that 'he who sells a barrel, even if he does not add something to that... ,

affirms the barrel's impermeability and capacity to store liquids'.194 A difference, however, is

that Noodt emphasises that lease is about enabling the lessee to use the leased barrel.

5.2.3.1 Roman-Frisian legal doctrine on increased liability

That a stricter liability of professional sellers could not bring all hands together is shown by

Ulrik Huber. Contrary to his Dutch colleagues, the Frisian scholar does not argue from the

quality  of  the seller  or  lessor  but  takes the type of defect  to  explain  why someone is

attinet, id locator non locat, quale quale sit, sed tamquam dolium, id est, tamquam vas capax liquoris,
ideoque integrum,  quod si  vitiosum sit,  no  praestat  effectum atque usum dolii,  quia  non est  capax
liquoris, et si tale esse scivit locator, dolus est, ob quem recte tenetur ad id quod interest: sin ignoravit,
adhuc ejus culpa est, quod pro integro locavit dolium, quod non est integrum. igitur quod prae se tulit, id
ut praestet, bonae fidei consequens est, l. 13, §3, D. de act. empt. Sic in dolio vitioso.' 

192 Donellus, Commentarii, vol. 7, book 13, ch. 7,  §12, 17, pp. 434, 438: '[438] In praestatione autem rerum,
culpa locatoris esse existimatur, sive per eum fiat, quominus conductor frui possit, sive per alium, quem
locator possit prohibere'. 

193 Noodt,  Opera,  vol. 2, to D. 19.2, pp. 426 [bottom right]- 428:  'In saltu pascuo aliud iuris est, quia cum
saltum locat dominus, non locat eum sic, ut affirmet, carere mala herba. Potuit quoque id ignorare bona
fide et ideo merito excusata erit eius ignorantia, ne, si demortua vel deteriora facta sint pecora, ad id
quod interest teneatur',  

194 Donellus, Commentarii, vol. 7, book 13, ch. 3, §14, p. 398: 'Atqui vas vendit, etiamsi nihil aliud adiiciat,....
affirmat vas esse integrum, & liquoris capax'.
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sometimes liable for all damages, even if he was unaware of any defect in the object sold

or leased.195 

'He who knowingly sells a defective thing is liable for all damages. He who does so

unknowingly is liable for how much less the thing is worth, D. 19.1.13pr. However, in D.

19.2.19.1,  one  indistinctly  sues  for  all  damages.  Perhaps  so:  the  damage  should

immediately be brought about by the defect, such as when wine is sold in a leaky jar.

This is different in a defect that causes damage through the buyer's interference, as

with ill cattle and rotten wood, D. 19.1.13pr. It is also of importance that when wine is

sold, the jars in which the wine is commonly stored are part of the agreement as well,

D. 33.6.6 jo. D. 33.6.15. Yet, bigger jars are not due, D. 18.6.1.3.196

Huber thus gives two possible explanations. First, he hypothesises that the buyer

had not yet been able to do something with the bought wine, whereas in the case of ill

cattle and rotten wood he had either herded the animals or built a house from the bought

wood (D. 19.1.13pr). Huber seems to suggest that in D. 19.1.13pr. the buyer also had a

part in letting the damages occur. Secondly and alternatively, so it seems, Huber explains

the liability for the leaking barrels by means of their being accessories to sold wine. A wine

seller had to deliver his wine in small sized barrels197 and was responsible for their quality.

If due to their bad quality the wine spilt out of the barrels, the seller had to pay for all

resulting loss.

Huber  does not  invoke the  sellers'  professionalism. His first  argument  focuses on the

buyer's  position.  Arguably,  a  buyer  of  leaking  barrels  can  do  nothing  to  reduce  his

damages, whereas in the event of contaminated cattle or rotten wood, he can. 

Huber's second argument about accessories is complicated. He interprets the sale

of a barrel in D. 19.1.6.4 as a sale which includes the wine. If wine is the object sold, a

liability to pay for the wine in the event the barrels turn out to be leaky is nothing else than

a liability for returning the paid price, because the object sold is defective. Interpreting the

text in this manner brings again the general rule of D. 19.1.13pr within reach. Yet, to reach

this interpretation Huber has to give a firm twist to D. 19.1.6.4 and D. 19.2.19.1 in which it

is clearly stated that the barrels are sold, not their content. Perhaps this interpretation is

illustrative of the tendency also current in Roman-Frisian law to reason from principles

rather than to explain the texts casuistically. This would again conflict with the perceived

'pure' application of Roman law by early modern Frisian scholars.  

Wissenbach another time uses an historical argument to prop up the view that a

195 D. 19.1.13pr.
196 Huber, Positiones, to D. 19.2, nos. 7-9, p. 214: 'Qui rem sciens vitiosam vendidit, tenetur in omne quod

interest; si ignorans, tantum in id, quanto res minoris fuerit,  l. 13, in pr. d. act. empt. At in  l.19.§.i.loc,
indistincte in id quod interest convenitur: forte ita, si damnum immediate ex eo vitio inferri debuit, ut si
vinum in vase perruso sit venditum. Secus, in vitio, quod damnum, interveniente facto emptoris, adferat;
ut in pecore morboso, in tigno vitioso.  vid.ll.  Etiam hoc, quod vino vendito, vasa quoque debentur, in
quae vinum solet diffundi.  l.6  cum. l.15, d. trit. vin. ol. leg.  Dolia vero majora non debentur, l. I, §3, d.
peric. et comm. rei vend.'.

197 That  the seller  was only  obliged to  provide  small,  not  large,  barrels  Huber  seems to  infer  from D.
18.6.1: ... sed ita demum, si interfuit eius inania esse vasa in quibus vinum fuit. 
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distinct  duty of  care lay on some classes of  sellers.  Beginning with  the Gloss'  simple

statement that the barrel  case poses an exceptional one,198 he continues with merging

Doneau's, Cujas' and Dumoulin's positions into a coherent theory. First, Wissenbach sets

out the particulars of selling or leasing liquids in barrels.

'He who leases or sells a defective barrel is liable for all damages, although he was

ignorant of the defect. This boils down to a price assessment of the wine, oil or other

liquid which drained away, D. 19.2.19.1. The particular reason is given that he who

claims to  lease  out  or  sell  a  barrel  says  that  he  is  selling  it  as  being fit,  i.e.  not

defective, since a perforated barrel is not a barrel. After all, a barrel is an instrument

capable of containing something, D. 34.2.19.9. Thus, what cannot contain that which is

put into it, is not fit to contain and can by consequence not even be called a barrel'.199

This passage is imbibed with Doneau's ideas, who had contemplated that the seller of a

barrel implicitly warrants the barrel's integrity, 'for with the sole name 'barrel' he affirms the

barrel's impermeability and capacity to store liquids'.200 In other words, a barrel possess the

essential quality of being impermeable. If a barrel lacks that quality, it can no longer be

considered as such.

Wissenbach  also  mentions  but  dismisses  as  too  controversial  Cujas'  historical

discovery  that  the  defect  was attributed to  the  patres  familias,  because  they  had not

properly pitched their barrels.201 He then proceeds with a lengthy discussion of Mudaeus'

and Dumoulin's theory that the seller's professionalism sets an increased duty of care. 

'If a defective thing is sold or leased out by him who claims to possess the knowledge

of his profession, for instance, if a cooper leases out barrels or a carpenter sells wood,

he is liable for all damages, no matter whether he did so knowingly or not. This is so,

because in  the pursuance of  one's  profession,  ignorance is  equated with  fault,  D.

19.2.19.1. However, if someone else sells or leases out these things, ignorance frees

from fault,  D. 19.1.13. Yet,  no one easily approves of this distinction. After all,  why

should one be persuaded by an interpretation of this kind,  i.e. 'that if someone is a

barrel-maker?  Dumoulin  has  laboriously  made  short  work  of  such  anxiety  in  the

following manner...  [follows a quote from Molinaeus, Extricatio, no. 50, fo. 44]'.202

198 Gloss excusata,  to D. 19.2.19.1: 'hoc speciale in vase locat ut omne interesse veniat, etiam extra rem...'.
199 Wissenbach, Exercitationes, disp. 37, no. 23, p. 363: 'Eum qui vas vitiosum locavit vel vendit, licet vitii

ignarus, teneri in id quod interest, adeoque in aestimationem vini, olei, vel alius liquaminis , quod effluxit,

d.l. Sed addes, 19.  Specialitatis rationem hanc reddunt, quod qui vas locare vel vendere se dicit, hoc
dicat, idoneum se, id est, non vitiosum vendere, quoniam vas pertusum, vas non sit: esse enim vas,
instrumentum ad aliquid capiendum,  l. cum aurum, § argento, ff. de aur et arg. leg.  Non esse autem
idoneum ad capiendum, quod immissum continere non possit, ne vas quidem igitur'.

200 Donellus, Commentarii, vol. 7, book 13, ch. 3, §14, p. 398: 'Atqui vas vendit, etiamsi nihil aliud adiiciat,
tamen solo vasis nomine affirmat vas esse integrum, & liquoris capax'. See 4.2.3.

201 Wissenbach, Exercitationes, disp. 37, no. 23, p. 363: 'Vitioque datum olim patribusfam. quod dolia non
bene picassent...Quae tamen diversitatis ratio parum tuta est'; see 4.2.3 for Cujas' interpretation.

202 Wissenbach, Exercitationes, disp. 37, no. 23, p. 364: 'Si res vitiosa ab eo sit vendita, vel locata, qui eius
artis  scientiam profitebatur, velut  si  vietor  dolia  vitiosa  locaverit,  aut  faber tignarius  tignum vitiosum
vendiderit, eum teneri in id, quod interest, sive prudens, sive imprudens hoc fecerit: propterea, quod in
professore alicuius artis, imperitia culpae annumeretur,  d.l. 19,  at, si quis alius eas res vendiderit, vel
locaverit, ignorantiam culpae expertem esse, d.l. 13. Quam distinctionem tamen nemo facile probaverit.
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We  have  already  come  across  Dumoulin's  invective  against  scholars  who  thought

otherwise and contrary to what he called common sense and equitable uses and practices

of  men.203 Wissenbach  gives  the  French  scholar  his  full  support  and  dismisses  the

alternative interpretations of the barrel-texts.

5.2.4 Liability for encumbrances on immovables

Justinian's Corpus iuris civilis is not very clear about the seller's liability for servitudes and

taxes found on a sold plot of land. 204 There was a difference in liability depending on the

kind of taxes the landowner was due which had troubled legal scholars since Justinian's

time. A capitatio, an additional tax, that proved higher than expected, triggered a remedy

irrespective of the seller's knowledge,  whereas a  tributum,  a tax on provincial land, only

gave a ground for action, if the seller knew about it.205 

In medieval ius commune the wish to streamline the liability for encumbrances with

that for defects in movables had already surfaced. early modern Castilian civil law had

indeed done so.206 Yet,  16th  -century humanists remained divided into those scholars who

sought to understand the liability for encumbrances in relation with that of latent defects

and  those  who  persisted  in  a  close  reading  of  the  Digest's  content.  Of  the  former,

Mudaeus was the main representative. He streamlined the liability for encumbrances on

land with the general principles of liability for latent defects in D. 19.1.13pr. Cujas was part

of the second group of scholars who stuck to the conflicting rules in the Corpus iuris civilis.

Standing somewhat alone in his approach to the matter, Doneau had explained the limited

liability for servitudes and taxes207 by highlighting the fact that they did not impede the

physical use of the bought immovables. What all humanist scholars had in common was

that  they considered the difference between  capitatio  and  tributum no longer relevant to

justify separate liability regimes.208 In this section the position of Roman-Dutch and Roman-

Frisian scholars on the matter will be explored. 

A first general thing to note is the humanists'  disregard for any perceived difference in

liability for an additional tax (capitatio) or land-tax (tributum). Roman-Dutch and Roman-

Frisian scholars also believe that for determining liability the kind of burden is not relevant.

Their discussion about liability for encumbrances focuses on whether the seller's liability

answers to the rules formulated in D. 19.1.13pr. for latent defects.209 Is a knowing seller

Cur enim huiusmodi interpretationem persuadeas:  si quis,  i.e.,  si vietor?  Hunc scrupulum ita eximere
laborat Molinaeus...'.

203 See 4.2.3.
204 D.  18.1.59:  Celsus  libro  octavo  digestorum:  Cum  venderes  fundum,  non  dixisti  "ita  ut  optimus

maximusque": verum est, quod Quinto Mucio placebat, non liberum, sed qualis esset, fundum praestari
oportere. Idem et in urbanis praediis dicendum est.

205 D. 19.1.21.1 and C. 4.49.9; cf. Hallebeek, 'The Ignorant Seller’s Liability', p. 206.
206 See 2.2.4 and 4.2.4.
207 Tributum that is. Doneau remained silent about the capitatio.
208 See 4.2.4.
209 Cf.  Vinnius, Jurisprudentiae  contractae,  2.15,  p.  247: 'De  servitutibus  et  tributis...'; Gudelinus,

Commentariorum, 3.7, p. 108: 'Quid si servitutem, tributum, aliudve simile onus rei venditori reticuerit?
Tenetur  et  eo  nomine,  scilicet  sub  scientiae  et  ignorantiae  distinctione  modo  commemorata...  ' ;
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liable for more than just price reduction or do other principles apply in sales of encumbered

immovables?

Bronchorst (1554-1627)210 advocates a regime in which all sellers of encumbrances

on the land sold are liable for price reduction only, irrespective of their knowledge of the

burden. Adopting this view, he goes against his predecessor at Leiden University, Doneau,

who had contended that  only knowing sellers were liable and then for price reduction

only.211 What moved Bronchorst to take this position?

In his ναντιόφανων, Ἐ Bronchorst begins with formulating the contradiction he aims

to solve. He admits that, according to D. 18.1.59, the seller who has not guaranteed to sell

land in the best condition (ut optimus maximusque) does not have to deliver the land free

from encumbrances. As a consequence, a seller of land cannot be held liable for price

reduction, if the land appears to be encumbered, unless he had guaranteed the absence

of these burdens..212 However, D. 21.1.61 and D. 21.2.15 seem to state the contrary.213 

To solve this contradiction ( ναντιόφανονἐ ) Bronchorst refers to D. 19.1.41. In this

text a house in Rome is sold, which is connected to an aqueduct for which a yearly sum is

due. The text grants the buyer an action on the sales contract and to 'make a computation

of the unforeseen burden', because he has been deceived (deceptus).214 Now Bronchorst

believes that this text contains the general rule that all sellers, both those aware and those

unaware of encumbrances on land, are always liable for price reduction.215 To this rule

Bronchorst poses two exceptions. First, if the seller has claimed to sell the land in the best

condition (ut optimus maximusque), he is liable for full damages, if the contrary proves to

be the case (D.  18.1.59).  The claim to  sell  the land in  the best  condition amounts to

guaranteeing the absence of burdens on the land. Secondly, Bronchorst holds a seller in

Wissenbach,  Exercitationes,  to D.  21.2,  no.  16,  p.  412:  'Venditor, inquam, etiam ignorans ob vitium
morbumven tenetur, ob servitutem vero, vel tributum... '; Voet, Commentarius, vol. 3, to D. 21.2, no. 16,
p. 761: 'nostris interim moribus simplicius placuit, ut quoties servitutes aliaque in iura similia evincuntur...
'; all authors discuss servitudes and taxes (tributa) indiscriminately.

210 J. van Kuyk, 'Bronchorst, Everardus', in: NNBW, pp. 471-472.
211 Lokin e.a., Het Rooms-Friese recht, pp. 147, 151.
212 Bronchorst,  Enantiophanon, vol. 1, 2.64, p. 212: 'Dubitationem habet, an si venditor simpliciter fundum

vendat, teneatur eum liberum praestare? Nam ex  l.  cum venderes 59, ff.  De con. emp. [D. 18.1.59]
dicendum videtur, si non dixit venditor, se fundum vendere liberum, vel uti optimus maximusque est, de
servitute eum omnino non teneri. Dicit enim eo casu Celsus, in d.l. 59 [D. 18.1.59] non liberum fundum,
sed qualis esset, praestari oportere, quasi venditor ignorans servitutem, et non asserens esse liberum,
teneri  non  debeat.  Verum hoc  casu  teneri  venditorem,  colligitur  ex  eo,  quod  generaliter  dicitur,  si
evincatur servitus, quanti minoris ob id praedium est litem aesitmandam, l. sed etsi 15, § 1, ff. de evict.
[D. 21.2.15.1], l. quoties 61, ff. de aed. edi. [D. 21.1.61]'.

213 D. 21.1.61:  Ulpianus libro 80 ad edictum:  Quotiens de servitute agitur, victus tantum debet praestare,
quanti  minoris  emisset  emptor, si  scisset  hanc  servitutem impositam;  D.  21.2.15.1:  Si  usus  fructus
evincatur, pro bonitate fructuum aestimatio facienda est. Sed et si servitus evincatur, quanti minoris ob id
praedium est, lis aestimanda est; 

214 D.19.1.41: Papinianus libro tertio responsorum: In venditione super annua pensitatione pro aquae ductu
infra domum Romae constitutum nihil commemoratum est. Deceptus ob eam rem ex empto actionem
habebit:  itaque, si  conveniatur ob pretium ex vendito,  ratio improvisi  oneris  habetur;  Lokin e.a.,  Het
Rooms-Friese recht, p. 147 interpret the text as if the seller had concealed the duty to pay a yearly sum,
because of the aquaduct.

215 Cf. Lokin e.a., Het Rooms-Friese recht, p. 147 interpret the text as if the seller had concealed the duty to
pay a yearly sum, because of the aquaduct.
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bad faith liable for all the buyer's loss due to fraud.216 

At first glance, Bronchorst seems to stretch the meaning of the relevant Digest texts

involved. In D. 19.1.41 it seems that the seller had not indicated the aqueduct for which the

house-owner yearly owed a certain sum. This could be read in the word  deceptus;  the

buyer is granted a remedy, because he was deceived by the seller. Thus,  contrary to

Bronchorst's interpretation, D. 19.1.41.1 seems to suggests that the seller was aware of

the encumbrance and that this text, used by Bronchorst to construe a liability for both

knowing and ignorant sellers for servitudes for price reduction, only deals with a knowing

seller.217 

However, it  may be that  Bronchorst's  translation  of  deceptus  is  inspired  by  the

medieval and Castilian interpretation of the Latin verb decipere.  As observed in sections

2.3.2.1 and 3.2.2.4, in their discussion of the Roman adage  'it  is by nature allowed to

parties  in  sales  to  outwit  each  other'218 medieval  and  early  modern  Castilian  scholars

permitted that parties to a sales contract deceive each other to the limit of half the just

price.  In  expressing  this  view,  they  used  the  verbs  'deceive'  (decipere)  and  'outwit'

(circumvenire) interchangeably. It could be that Bronchorst reads D. 19.1.41 as dealing

with  a  situation  in  which  one of  the  parties  had  been outwitted  (deceptus)  within  the

margins of what was allowed in contemporary theory. Bronchorst might have understood

the text  as not being about  a knowing seller  and interpreted it  as stipulating a limited

liability in general for sellers of encumbered land.

Be that as it may, it is worthwhile to note that Bronchorst's view is one which is not

encountered before. It deviates from Doneau's opinion that only knowing sellers could be

held to account for burdens on the land they sold. Neither does Bronchorst adopt the

medieval majority view that knowing sellers are liable for all damages and ignorant sellers

for price reduction only. In  the  same  vein,  Grotius  mentions  that  the  buyer  of

encumbered land can only sue the seller for price reduction. 

'... the seller has to deliver the sold thing free from all encumbrances or otherwise he is

held to compensate for so much as the buyer would have been willing to pay less to

keep the sale intact... '.219

Grotius does not make any explicit  statements regarding the seller's knowledge of the

216 Bronchorst,  Enantiophanon,  vol.  1,  2.64,  pp.  212-213:  'Resp.  Non  tenetur  venditor  ob  servitutem
emergentem emtori  actione  de  evictione  ad  duplum,  vel  actione  ex  emto  in  id  quod  interest,  sed
aestimatoria  actione  tantum  tenetur,  quanto  minoris  emisset  emptor,  si  servitutem hanc  impositam
scivisset, d.l. sed etsi, §1 [D. 21.2.15.1], l. in venditione 41, ff. de act. empt. [D. 19.1.41]. Excipiuntur duo
casus. Primo si fundus venditus sit, uti optimus maximusque est, tunc enim de evictione actio competit,
non quanti minoris,  l. cum fundus 48 [D. 21.2.48].  Secundo si sciens dolo malo vendidit ignoranti, quo
casu etiam est  actio ex empto in omne id quod interest,  ratione doli,  l.  1, §1,  ff.  de acti.  empt.  [D.
19.1.1]... '.

217 Lokin e.a., Het Rooms-Friese recht. p. 147, 149.
218 D. 4.4.16.4:  Idem Pomponius ait in pretio emptionis et venditionis naturaliter licere contrahentibus se

circumvenire.
219 Grotius,  Inleidinge,  3.15.5, p. 245:  '... den verkooper moet de verkochte saeck den kooper leveren vrij

van alle dienstbaarheden/ofte anderssints is ghehouden te vergoeden 't gunt de kooper daer aen was
geleghen, blijvende den koop voorts in haer geheel...'.
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encumbrance.  It  can be defended that  Grotius  also  holds an ignorant  seller  liable  for

servitudes or taxes on land, because he considers it an implied condition that the thing is

delivered free from latent servitudes.220 Stating thus, Grotius describes a law which is at

odds  with  Justinian's  compilation,  since  nowhere  in  the  Corpus  iuris  civilis can  an

obligation to deliver sold land free from servitudes and taxes be found.221 

Van Leeuwen also  explains  that  there exists  a  limited liability  for  servitudes for

sellers who had warranted the land to be free of them. He is aware that this is contrary to

the  general  rule  that  sellers  who  make  false  warranties  can  face  a  rescission  of  the

contract.

'Otherwise, if the seller proclaimed the thing free from burdens, while it is later found to

be  liable  for  servitudes,  the  buyer  cannot  sue  for  rescission,  as  some  think.

Nevertheless, he can start proceedings for returning for how much less it is worth, D.

21.1.61. Once a sale has been completed, it is not allowed to recede from it against

the will of the other party, C. 4.44.3 and C. 4.10.5. See De Groot, Inleidinge, 3.15.5'.222 

Vinnius,  however,  does  not  follow  the  path  set  out  by  Bronchorst  and  Grotius.

Contrariwise, he seems to adhere to Doneau's interpretation of the  Corpus iuris civilis,

according to which there was only limited liability for servitudes and taxes when the seller

had  been  aware  of  those.  Doneau  justified  this  less  strict  liability  by  reasoning  that

servitudes and taxes do not impede the buyer to continue to use the land. Only if in bad

faith  could the seller  be held  responsible  for  price reduction.223 Vinnius almost  literally

restates what had already been put forward by Doneau. 

Voet also argues for liability for the knowing seller exclusively, but then for all the

buyer's loss. Similar to Vinnius and Van Leeuwen he dismisses the view that sellers who

were not aware of any encumbrances in sold immovables can be held accountable. The

seller must have concealed the burdens on the land knowingly before he can be sued.224

Again,  Voet  takes  D.  21.1.61  as  a  text  in  which  the  seller  was  in  bad  faith.  Since

D. 19.1.41, in Voet's interpretation, also ties a seller's liability for servitudes to bad faith,

Voet considers bad faith a prerequisite. He props up the argument that the knowing seller

is liable not only for price reduction, but for all loss, with Grotius, who stated that it was a

rule in sales law that the knowing seller had to answer for all loss the defect had caused. 225

220 Lokin e.a., Het Rooms-Friese recht, p. 150.
221 D. 18.1.59; Lokin e.a., Het Rooms-Friese recht, p. 146.
222 Van Leeuwen,  Censura forensis, 4.19.15, p.  550:  'Alias si  liberam dixerit  venditor, quae servitutibus

obnoxia postea reperitur, non ad rescindendam emptionem, ut quidam putant,  sed ad redhibitionem
quanti minoris agere potest emptor, l. 61, ff. De aedilit. edict.  ab emptione semel perfecta invito altero
recedere non licet, l. 3, Cod. De rescind. vend. et l. 5, Cod. De obligat. et actionib. Vide Grot. Introd. lib.3,
cap. 15, vers. Onder waeren', 

223 Vinnius, Jurisprudentiae contractae,  2.15, p.  247: 'De servitutibus et tributis quia haec onera usum rei
non impediunt, hoc observatur, ut si venditor ea ignoravit, eo nomine non (l. sterilis 21. § I. de act. empt.
[D. 19.1.21.1] recte igitur facturus est emtor, si de his in re gerenda sibi caveat) teneatur'. 

224 Voet, Commentarius, vol. 3, to D. 21.2, no. 16, p. 761: 'Sed magis actioni ex emto vel quanti minoris ex
aedilitio edicto locus est, ubi servitutis onus invenitur impositum, quod a venditore sciente dissimulatum
erat, l. Quotiens, 61, ff. de aedil. edicto [D. 21.1.61], arg, l. In venditione, 41, ff, de act. emti.' [D. 19.1.41].

225 D. 19.1.13pr. Grotius copied this Digest text in the passage of his Inleidinge Voet refers to, viz. Grotius,
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Voet does not see why that rule should not equally apply to servitudes and taxes.

'According to our custom it is more simply held that, so many times as servitudes and

other  rights  of  similar  outlook are evinced and in one way or  another  it  has been

explicitly stated that the thing was not emburdened by or the bought thing was not

liable to servitudes, the buyer can sue for all losses while keeping the sales contract

intact, Grotius, Inleidinghe, 3.15.21-22'.226 

Thus, considering liability for encumbrances on land, Voet accepts half the view of Vinnius,

which is Doneau's, and half the rule of D. 19.1.13pr. There is only a duty to compensate

when  the  seller  was  in  bad  faith.  Nonetheless,  that  liability  is  the  one  D.  19.1.13pr.

proposes,  vid. the seller in bad faith has to account for all losses (id quod interest) the

buyer incurred.227 

Voet's  proposed  liability  makes  more  sense  than  Doneau's.  Though  Doneau's

argument that a buyer can still benefit from encumbered land is fair when it comes to a

limited liability of an ignorant seller, it is a less convincing argument for a limited liability for

a seller in bad faith. Indeed, Voet sees no reason to prevent him being held liable for all

the buyer's loss.

Other  Roman-Dutch  scholars,  however,  defend  the  medieval  communis  opinio.

Gudelinus (1550 - 1619)228,  Groenewegen van der Made,  and Van der Keessel (1738-

1816229) all hold that the liability for sellers of encumbered land is essentially the same as

that for sellers of defective moveables.230

If we turn to Roman-Frisian law, we encounter a similarly confusing picture. Ulrik Huber

was of two minds. In his  Praelectiones,  he hesitantly puts forward the rule that ignorant

sellers  can be held  liable,  but  for  price  reduction  only. He believes to  have found an

argument in D. 21.1.61, which text is, as we have seen, anything but clear.231 On the other

hand, in his Heedendaegse Rechtsgeleertheyt, Ulrik Huber with equal uneasiness (schijnt,

'seems') restates the doctrine as formulated by Doneau and Vinnius:

Inleidinge, 3.15.21-22. 
226 Voet,  Commentarius,  vol.  3,  to D. 21.2, no. 16, p. 761: 'nostris interim moribus simplicius placuit,  ut

quoties servitutes aliaque in iura similia evincuntur, utcunque nominatim dictum fuerit, res illis oneribus
non esse obnoxias, vel servitutes rebus emtis esse debitas, ad id quod interest emtor agat, venditionis
contractu in suo vigore persistente. Hugo Grotius, manud. ad iurisprud. Holl. lib. 3 cap. 15 num. 21, 22'. 

227 Lokin, e.a, Het Rooms-Friese recht, p. 153. 
228 M. Ahsmann, 'Gudelinus (Goudelin), Petrus; , in: Lexikon, p. 269.
229 For biographical data see J. van Kuyk, 'Keessel, Dionysius Godefridus van der', in:  NNBW, pp. 674-675.
230 Gudelinus, Commentariorum, 3.7, p. 108: 'tenetur enim venditor ob morbos vitiaque rei venditae… ut res

redhibeatur, aut reddatur tantum ex pretio, quanto minoris res ideo valet, l. 1, [D. 19.1.1] et l. sciendum ff.
de aedilit. edict. [D. 21.1.19], l. Julianus, in princ. ff. de act. empt. [D. 19.1.13pr.].  Quid si servitutem,
tributum, aliudve simile  onus rei  venditori  reticuerit?  Tenetur  et  eo nomine,  scilicet  sub scientiae et
ignorantiae distinctione modo commemorata,  l. 1, § venditor, ff. de act. empt. [D. 19.1.11.7], l. quoties,
61, ff. de aedil. edict. [D. 21.1.61];  Groenewegen van der Made (comm.),  Inleydinge, p. 276, note to
3.15.5; Lokin, e.a., Het Rooms-Friese recht, pp. 150–153.

231 Huber, Praelectiones, to D. 21.2, no. 7, pp. 1086–1087: 'Sed actio quanti minoris ex Aedilio edicto videtur
etiam, ubi nihil est dictum, competere de servitutibus, ut ad praecedentem tit. ex. l. 61, ibid. [D. 21.1.61]
intelleximus, scilicet, nisi sciverit emptor...'.  
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'Regarding servitudes it seems to be just that, if the seller has not mentioned them, the

buyer is not bound by the contract. This is less so, if the thing was said to be sold with

all servitudes and burdens of old resting on it, as is usually written in deeds of sale.

Imperial [sc. Roman, NdB] laws do not provide a remedy here... '.232  

Huber thus likewise presents two views in Roman-Frisian law. The one view only grants a

price reduction against a knowing seller. The other grants the buyer a right to rescission,

when the seller has not told him about encumbrances, irrespective of his knowledge, so it

seems. Huber himself does not make a clear choice between the two.233 The fact that

Huber describes two different liability regimes might be explained by the character of the

two  works  in  which  Huber  discusses  them.  In  his  Praelectiones  Huber deals  with

Justinianic Roman law, whereas in his Heedendaegse Rechtsgeleertheyt he describes the

law in force.234

Wissenbach, on the other hand, explicitly opts for Doneau's interpretation. Only the

knowing seller had to answer for servitudes with a price reduction.235

Concludingly,  Roman-Dutch  and  Roman-Frisian  law  had  no  clear-cut  answer  to  the

question which liability regime applied when someone had sold a plot of land encumbered

with servitudes or taxes. Perhaps legal practice can tell us more about how the problem

was dealt with in the Dutch Republic? After all, judges an lawyers could not escape from

taking the plunge once opposing parties demanded a clear answer in a lawsuit. 

232 Huber, Rechts-geleertheyt, vol. 1, 3.5.65, p. 470: 'Van servituten of erf-dienstbaarheden schijnt evenwel
rechtens te zijn, dat ten dien aanzien een kooper niet gehouden is, soo wanneer geen meldinge daer
van is gemaekt, veel minder als er gezegd is, dat het goedt verkocht wordt, met servituten ende lasten
daer toe van ouds behoorende, gelijk doorgaens in de koop-brieven wordt gestelt. Keysers wetten geven
hier van geen actie...'.

233 Lokin e.a, Het Rooms-Friese recht, pp. 154-158. 
234 Both Huber's Praelectiones and his Heedendaegse Regtsgeleertheyt bear a Roman-Frisian rather than

Roman-Dutch stamp. In both works references to disputes on Frisian soil in which Frisian statutory law
was applied frequently occur. Though Huber's Rechtsgeleertheyt has a somewhat confusing subtitle (soo
elders, als in Frieslandt gebruikelijk), his son Zacharias makes clear that Roman law as it is applied in
Friesland should be the foundation of every other part of the Christian world where Roman law is in use.
Huber,  Rechtsgeleertheyt,  fo. 3:  'Ten dien einde is van nooden geweest, in dit boek te verklaeren, de
gronden van  de oude Roomsche Rechts-geleertheyt,  welke  nergens zo  ongekreukt  en  onverandert
gevonden wordt, als in Frieslandt'; for the same sentiment cf. Huber, Praelectiones, ad proem. inst., no. 6
p. 2:  'De praxi  universae loquimur, non de moribus singularium locorum, de quibus agendi finis non
esset. Frisiae tamen instituta discrepantia a iure romano quandoque commemorabimus, cum quia pauca
sunt, tum quod eadem quae heic a iure Caesaris abeunt, ubique per Europam, quae romanas leges
agnoscit, haud dispari modo se habent'. In other words, all Roman law as discussed in the Praelectiones
is applied in Friesland, unless stated otherwise.

235 Wissenbach,  Exercitationes,  to  D.  21.2,  no.  16,  p.  :  'Venditor,  inquam,  etiam  ignorans  ob  vitium
morbumven tenetur,  ob  servitutem vero,  vel  tributum,  ita  demum obligatur,  si  sciens  servitutem vel
tributum, retinuerit, l. 1, §1 [D. 19.1.1.1.], l. Si sterilis, 21, §1 [D. 19.1.21.1, l. Quaero, 39 [D. 19.1.39], l.
41 [D. 19.1.41],  de act. empt.;'Habet tamen emptor actionem aestimatoriam, quanto minoris fundum
emisset, si scivisset servitutem impositam, l. quoties, 61, D. de aedil. ed. [D. 21.1.61], l. 15, §15, 2, d.t.
de evict. [D. 21.2.15.2].  Ratio discriminis est quia ob morbum vitiumve rem habere non licet, servitus
vero  vel  tributum non est  impedimento,  quominus  sub  isto  onere  habere  possidere,  frui,  liceat,  d.l.
Julianus, 13, § item qui furem, l. 1, §proinde, h.t., Don.  13, Comm 3, sect. non eadem causa [Donellus,
Commentarii, vol. 7, book 13, ch. 3, §13, p. 397]'.
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5.2.4.1 Roman-Dutch legal practice

An early modern Roman-Utrecht handbook on procedural law teaches that sellers must

deliver the land they sell free from servitudes.236 Naeranus in his  Sententien mentions a

legal opinion given on 16 January 1611 which holds an ignorant seller of a plot of land

answerable  for  price  reduction  when  the  land  turns  out  to  be  encumbered  with  a

servitude.237 In the writer's opinion, the seller would only have escaped liability, if he had

explicitly  mentioned  in  which  encumbrances  resting  on  the  land  the  buyer  would

succeed.238  

However, Bijnkershoek reports another approach adopted by the Supreme Court in

case number 1727, decided in 1721. Titius239 had bought three salt pans, under the general

clause that the sale comprised all encumbrances which the pans were subjected to, and a

share of 2/19 in a small harbour to use as operating base for the exploitation of the salt

pans. On top of that, he had agreed to pay 2/19 of the taxes and other burdens resting on

the harbour. However, when push came to shove, Titius was ordered to pay 3/20 of the

harbour's  taxes instead of  the  2/19 agreed,  due to  extraordinary encumbrances.240 He

accordingly sued the seller, Maevius, for  price reduction, acccusing Maevius of having

acted in bad faith by not having correctly indicated which encumbrances attached to the

share in the harbour and by not having exonerated himself from liability for those.241

Maevius' defense is revealing: 'he brought the defense that he had sold 2/19 of the

property but without expressly mentioning the defect other than in a general clause'.242

Maevius hoped to avoid liability by stating that the burdens were not expressly stated in

the contract and that for that reason he was not accountable for the unexpectedly higher

sum due. This agrees with the doctrine stemming from Doneau and Vinnius that the buyer

should bargain a warranty against overlooked burdens on immovables.243 

Yet, the Supreme Court dismissed this defence. It agreed with the buyer that he had

bargained the full use of the harbour. If a deal was made for 2/19 of the burdens, 2/19 was

what the seller had warranted to cover the costs for the harbour's use, unless he had

explicitly agreed otherwise.244  Hence, the Supreme Court granted a price reduction, even

236 Zutphen, Nederlandsche practycque, p. 124: 'Hoewel den vercooper het erf simpelijck vercoopt, is [hij]
evenwel gehouden het selve te presteren vrij van alle servituten'.

237 Naeranus, Sententien,  vol. 4, cons. 54, p. 91:'Sed quod manente venditione venditor ignorans emptori
ignoranti teneatur quanti minoris , vel ex empto, et non ad interesse totale, vel evictionis nomine', 

238 Naeranus, Sententien , vol. 1, cons. 224, p. 373.
239 Names are anonymized to Titius, Maevius and Semproni(a)/(us).
240 Bijnkershoek, Observationes, vol. 2, no. 1727, p. 490: 'et aliis oneribus extra ordinem esset subjectus'.
241 Bijnkershoek,  Observationes,  vol. 2, no. 1727, p. 490:  'Sed vero emptor:... neminem esse, qui non sit

conjecturus, partes dominii sequi partes onerum; si secus eset, id venditorem oportuisse excipere, ne
fide mala emptorem deciperet; Brom, Urteilsbegründungen, pp. 199-200. The case has no corresponding
resolution.

242 Bijnkershoek,  Observationes, vol. 2, no. 1727, p. 490: 'excipit dat hij 2/19 van den eigendom verkogt
had, sed onera expressa non esse, nisi sub generali clausula,...'.

243 See 4.2.4.
244 Bijnkershoek, Observationes, vol. 2, no. 1727, p. 490: '...cum utique ius navigandi et haerendi in portu

comparatum sit, id autem subsistere pro quacunque demum parte quis sit dominus, at partes non alia
mente esse expressas, quam ut secundam eas ineatur ratio sumptuum et onerum...'.
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though  the  seller  had  not  breached  an  explicit  warranty. This  decision  is  contrary  to

Doneau and Vinnius' views and in conformity with the views put forward by Bronckhorst

and Grotius.

By  the  same  token,  in  case  number  2841,  decided  in  1734,  the  buyer  of  an

encumbered plot of land does not consider a remedy for all damages, though he mentions

the seller's knowledge of burdens. A majority of the Supreme Court judges considered that

the  sellers  should  explicitly  have  stated  all  the  land's  burdens  or  have  exonerated

themselves in order to escape liability for price reduction. Hence, an encumbrance on land

gives ground for a remedy irrespective of the seller's  fraud but for price reduction only.245

However, in a 1750 case246 reported by Bijnkershoek's son-in-law Pauw, something

seems  to  have  changed.  The  buyer  of  a  distillery  started  proceedings  because  of

servitudes  on  it.  Contrary  to  what  was  decided  in  the  above  mentioned  cases,  the

Supreme Court discussed both price reduction and rescission as conceivable remedies

against a knowing seller.247 

'Yet, the burdens are too trifling to merit a rescission of the contract because of their

being kept secret. On the grounds of D. 19.1.1.1, 39, and D. 21.2.69.5 there is only a

remedy for price reduction, if the seller kept silent about these servitudes.'248   

Hence,  if  the seller  is  in  bad faith,  light  burdens trigger  a remedy for  price reduction,

whereas encumbrances of greater portent allow for rescission. This is a reasoning not

encountered in Roman-Dutch legal doctrine or practice before. Though it comes close to

Voet's view that against knowing sellers of encumbered things a remedy for all the buyer's

damages lies, the approach of the Supreme Court here is unique in its kind.249   

5.2.4.2 Roman-Frisian legal practice

The Provincial Court of Friesland adopted a different approach from that of the Supreme

Court of Holland, Zeeland and West-Friesland. On 21 December 1701, it  decided in a

245 Bijnkershoek,  Observationes,  vol. 3, no. 2841, p. 611:  '...plerisque Senatoribus visum est, scientesque
utrumque onus...  debuisse utrumque et hic exprimere, generalem enim enunciationem non sufficere;
Brom, Urteilsbegründungen, pp. 200-201, res. pp. 355-357.

246 Pauw, Observationes, vol. 1, no. 339a (nov.), p. 240; Brom, Urteilsbegründungen, pp. 206–207, res. pp.
394-396.

247 Though not all judges share this view. In the resolution accompanying the case one can read Judge Van
Nispen proclaim that 'if  it  [the servitudes] had been suppressed deliberately, only the action for price
reduction would ensue (So't met studie versweegen is, souw daar uit vloen en alleen een actio quanto
minoris...)', Brom, Urteilsbegründungen, p. 395.   

248 Pauw, Observationes, vol. 1, no. 339a (nov.), p. 240: 'Levioris quidem momenti erant ea onera, quam ut
ob eorum reticentiam rescindendus esset contractus, verum cum ex  l.  1 et 39 D. de action. emt. [D.
19.1.1.1/39] et l. 69, §5, D. de evict. [D. 21.2.69.5] saltem emti actio seu quanti minoris competat, si quas
servitutes reticuerit venditor...', 

249 Contrary Brom, Urteilsbegründungen, p. 206; the distinction between minor and major encumbrances is
even explicitly ruled out by Van Leeuwen, Censura, to D. 19.1, no. 15, p. 550: 'Nec distinguitur moribus
nostris inter servitutes minores et majores, quae emptori rem prorsus inutilem reddere solebant... quae
quum  patrimoniorum  instar  apud  nos  possideantur,  nec  personalibus  praestationibus  obnoxia  sint,
propterea quum emptor iustam non satis resiliendi ab ipso contractu causam habeat, ex eo non nisi
quanti minoris agi potest... '.
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dispute between Glinstra, plaintiff, and Bennes, defendant, that the seller, who knew of a

servitude on the land but had not informed the buyer, was liable for the buyer's entire

loss.250 According to the Supreme Court in the years of Bijnkershoek's membership, the

knowing seller would at most have been liable for price reduction.

Zacharias Huber gives an informing account of a case dealing with the same matter.

In Nynke Heinsius c.s.  vs. the church wardens of Akkerwolde (15 July 1720), the Frisian

Court stated that

'...if he [i.e. the seller] denied that this servitude was owed, while being asked about it,

he has acted in  such a way as if  he had given himself  trouble to ensure that  the

ignorant  buyer  would  not  become  acquainted  with  it.  Thus,  by  concealing  the

servitude, he behaved in a blameworthy manner and in the end will not escape the

remedy on the sales contract for the buyer's full loss, in accordance with D. 19.1.1.1,

which action should not be mixed up with the remedy for eviction, which is incorrectly

done by many'.251  

Here again the Frisian Court condemns the knowing seller for all loss.

In the compilation of cases brought before the Frisian Court edited by Nauta, an

interesting reference to the case law of the  Reichskammergericht is made in which we

read a similar thing.252 It is said that Mynsinger, a judge in that Court, contends that the

knowing seller who had not informed the buyer of a servitude should compensate all the

buyer's loss. On the other hand, the ignorant seller should be held accountable for price

reduction. Thus, Mynsinger also applies the rule of D. 19.1.13pr. indiscriminately to all

defects and encumbrances, servitudes and taxes included, which view is adopted by the

Frisian Court.

In  sum,  Roman-Frisian  law  held  both  knowing  and  ignorant  seller  liable  in

accordance with the general rule of liability for latent defects in D. 19.1.13pr. To contend

that this is due to a wish to apply Roman law in a strict sense is dubious.253 As observed in

the second chapter of this book, Roman law offered room for various interpretations.254 The

Roman-Frisian  approach is  more  likely  the  result  of  the  efforts  to  bring  the  divergent

liability regimes for contractual liability together into a more coherent system, a process

250 Beucker, Decisiones, c. 104, p. 118: 'Condemnatus igitur est reus ob reticentiam suam in id, quod actoris
intererat, viam in legibus emptionis nominatim non fuisse expressam', 

251 Zacharias Huber, Observationes,  vol. 1, obs. 18, p. 60: 'sed et si negavit servitutem istam deberi cum
esset ab eo quaesitum, adeoque id egit dedita quasi opera, ne cognosceret emptor ignarus aliquam
servitutem deberi et sic improbato more versatus est in celanda servitute; tunc demum non evadet ex
empto actionem in id quod interest, ex interpretatione Ulpiani in L.1, § I, d. Act. empt. quae nullatenus est
confundenda cum actione de evictione, quod a multis perperam fit'; Lokin e.a., Het Rooms-Friese recht,
p. 144ff.

252 Nauta, Decisien, q. 21, p. 39: 'Adde Mynsing, I, Obs. 37, 53 et 56, n. 7, cum seqq. ubi dicit venditorem
scientem nec certiorantem [,] emptorem de qualitate rei teneri ad omnem interesse: ignorantem quanti
minoris emptor fuisset empturus, si scivisset l. 2, § 1, [D. 19.1.2.1] l. Julianus in pr. [D. 19.1.13pr.]  et l.
quae, n. 39, de act. empt. [D. 19.1.39], l. Labeo de contr. empt. [D. 18.1.21]';  Lokin e.a.,  Het Rooms-
Friese recht, p. 157; Mynsinger, Centuriae VI, cent. I, Obs. 56, no. 7, p. 37. 

253 Lokin e.a., Het Rooms-Friese recht, p. 161.
254 See 2.2.4.
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already  initiated  by  Accursius  and  16th -century  humanists  such  as  Mudaeus  and

Mynsinger.
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5.3 Lesion beyond moiety (laesio enormis)

The remedy for lesion beyond moiety was widely accepted in both Roman-Dutch as well

as Roman-Frisian law. Similar to the early modern Castilian civil law and the views of 16 th-

century humanists, Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian scholars took as point of departure

that buyer and seller are allowed to outwit each other to a certain extent and that the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety was an exception to that rule.255 Recent literature in which

it is argued that Dutch calvinism caused the abolishment of principles of just pricing is not

carried by the sources.256

Grotius  argues  that  man's 'desire  to  form  a  society  (appetitus  societatis)'257

necessitates  fairness  in  exchange  as  regards  the  parties'  performances.  As  the

requirement  of  fairness in  exchange  serves  the  proper  allocation  of  goods in  society,

buyers should be allowed to negotiate a lower price to be able to satisfy their needs, and

sellers to procure a reward for themselves in the sense of a fitting price which includes

their labour expenses. Hence, circumventing each other without fraud had always been

accepted in civil law. Yet, so Grotius continues, in due time this inch of bargaining freedom

turned into a mile and buyers began to offer unreasonably low prices. Such disproportions

between the price paid and the object exchanged needed to be corrected for the sake of

safeguarding  the  function  of  sales  in  society  to  fairly  cater  for  man's  needs.  It  is  the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety which ensures exactly that.258

Huber and Tulden explain that the limit of the price's excess of one half the thing's

price strikes a proper balance between fairness in exchange and commercial interests: on

the one hand it prevents a sale from being out of balance. On the other, it does not punish

every deviation from contractual equality, which prevents the freezing and perturbation of

255 Tulden,  Commentarius,  to C. 4.44, no. 1, p. 229:  'quippe quod ex natura commercii majus vel minus
convenire potest, l. 8, eod. [C. 4.44.8], nisi tamen quis infra dimidium iusti pretii vendiderit'; Grotius, IBP,
2.12.12, p. 347; idem, Inleidinge, 3.52.2; Vinnius, Quaestiones, 1.56, p. 253; Van Leeuwen, Censura, ch.
44, to C. 4.44.2, nos. 1-2, p. 689; idem, Rooms-Hollands regt,  4.20.5, p. 387; Zutphen, Practycque, p.
42; Huber, Praelectiones, to D. 18.5, no. 2, p. 985; idem, Rechts-geleertheyt, 3.4.6, pp. 359-360; Voet,
Commentarius, vol. 3, to D. 18.5, no. 3, p. 456; Van Eck, Theses, to D. 18, th. 301, p. 39, th. 313, p. 41;
some are mentioned in Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 36, and Langer, Laesio enormis, pp. 61-62.

256 The view that Dutch calvinist scholars would have instigated a more liberal commercial attitude in which
fraud would have become permissible is defended by Whitman, 'The moral menace of Roman law',
passim; contrary, Hallebeek, 'Some remarks', passim.

257 Grotius,  IBP, prolegomena 8, p. 9-10:  'societatis custodia humano intellectui conveniens fons est eius
iuris, quod proprie tali nomine appellatur...'.

258 Grotius,  Inleidinge,  3.52.2,  pp.  :  'Maar alzoo 't  getal  der  menschen heel  groot  geworden zynde,  de
bekominge van allerhande zaken op alle plaatsten niet konde te wege gebracht worden, ten ware dat
eenige lieden hun werk maakten van de vergadering en uitdeeling der goederen, zoo heeft ook de reden
gewild, dat de lieden, die hun leven bestenden to gerief van anderen, voor dezen dienst eenigen winst
tot  loon zouden mogen bedingen....  zoo hebben de burgerlyke wetten lang toegelaten dat iedereen
(doch zonder arglist) in de onderlinge hun handelinge zyn meeste voordeel zoude mogen bedingen.
Maar met ter tyd de eige baatzoekinge, alle maat van redelykheid te buiten gaande, heeft inbindinge van
noode gehad, en is overzulks eerst goedgevonden, dat  de verkooper die voor het  gekochte minder
hadde bedongen, dan de helft was van de recht waarden van hetzelve, doe het verkocht werd, den
kooper  zoude  mogen  aanspreken  om den  koop  te  breken';  Grotius,  IBP,  2.12.12,  p.  347;  Klempt,
Grundlagen, p. 36; Hallebeek, 'Some remarks', p. 10, 23; see further on Grotius section 6.1.1.
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commerce.259 

Noodt,  also  in  keeping  with  Grotius,  theoretically  underpins  the  existence  of  a

remedy for what he calls 'error in the price' with the 'rationale of maintaining society'. 260 As

such, he demonstrates that early modern scholastic thought had, via Grotius, persisted in

Roman-Dutch legal vocabulary at a later stage.261 

Roman-Dutch  legal  practice demonstrates  that  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety

frequently occurred in legal proceedings as a valid remedy. In one of Nieustad's reports of

cases brought before the Supreme Court of Holland, Zeeland and West-Friesland we read

that in 1594 a seller of a plot land sued for lesion beyond moiety. Though his case was

dismissed because the sale had been concluded in an auction, it nevertheless proves that

the remedy for lesion beyond moiety was seen as a valid remedy.262 Van den Sande in his

Decisiones  also mentions various cases in which the plaintiff  successfully sued on the

ground of being prejudiced for more than half the thing's value or the price paid.263

Furthermore,  Bijnkershoek and Pauw treat  the remedy for lesion beyond moiety

with all the consideration a valid argument deserves. Their Observationes mention at least

eight cases in which the remedy played a role.264 In a 1704 case, in which the seller is sued

for lesion beyond moiety, Bijnkershoek among other things remarks that 

'however much they tried to substantiate it, the efforts of the curators to prove dolus

were entirely fruitless. The seller was a creature free from fraud and deceit... of whom

it  is  proven that  he has  not  even tried  the natural  approach of  circumventing  the

curators or praising his wares as being of great worth, something though that both

parties are allowed to do'.265 

Bijnkershoek here demonstrates familiarity with the distinction between circumventing the

other party and fraud which is bound up with the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. To the

extent of a prejudice of more than half a thing's just price, buyers and seller were allowed

to circumvent each other.

In Roman-Frisian legal practice the remedy was also accepted. Ulrik and Zacharias Huber

mention a case before the Provincial Court of Friesland in 1720 in which a buyer brought

259 Huber,  Praelectiones,  to D. 18.5, no.72, p. 987;  Tulden,  Commentarius,  to C. 4.44, no. 1, p. 229:  'Et
salubri sane temperamento lex secunda prospexit, ne vel immodica inaequalitas justitiam proculcet, vel
omnimodae aequalitas norma refrigeret, turbetque commercia, omni spe lucri exstincta'.

260 Noodt, Opera omnia, vol. 2, to D. 18.5, p. 410 [left column]: '... error in pretio... ut permutatione mercis et
pretii temporariae indigentiae subveniatur, hoc fieri, suadet ratio tuendae societatis'; cf. Voet's 'observed
equality in contracting'. Voet,  Commentarius,  vol. 3, to D. 18.5, no. 4, p. 457:  'Corrigenda sit iniquitas
manifesto... ut iudex ex natura actionum... quantum actori tribuendum sit, reducat non observatam in
contrahendo aequalitatem'.

261 More on Grotius' natural law reasoning behind the remedy for lesion beyond moiety in 6.3.
262 Nieustad, Vonnissen, no. 75, p. 157.
263 Van den Sande, Decisiones, 3.4, def. 11-17, pp. 204-213.
264 Brom,  Urteilsbegründungen, p. 234, note 607. Brom does not mention all. He discusses the remedy's

application by the Supreme Court on pages 234-248.
265 Bijnkershoek,  Observationes,  vol.  1,  obs.  62,  p.  19:  'Erat  venditor  animal  sine  fraude doloque...  Et

constabat ne quidem naturaliter circumvenisse Curatores, iisve merces suas impense commendasse,
quod tamen utrumque venditori licet'.
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the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. Though the remedy was of no avail to the buyer, it is

again made clear how its acceptance was established. A deviation of more than half the

thing's price266 constituted dolus in re ipsa for which a remedy lay.267  

5.3.1 Presumption of fraud

When it  comes to  dogmatically  underpinning  the  remedy for  lesion  beyond moiety  by

Dutch legal scholars, two positions can be identified: (1) error, and (2) dolus in re ipsa.

Tulden considers the remedy for lesion beyond moiety as a remedy that succours a

party who has erroneously entered into a contract. This can be gathered from the fact that

Tulden  withholds  the  remedy  from  parties  who  had  consented  to  the  sale  for  a

disproportionate price. A contrario, he grants the remedy to parties who had not consented

to buying or selling for too high or too low a price, in other words, to parties who had  acted

in error.268

Grotius mentions that the remedy does not make the contract null in its entirety.

'The sale does not lose its entire validity but only part of it, because the other party has the

choice either to rescind the sale in its entirety or to compensate for the lesion'. 269 We have

already seen this position defended by early modern Castilian scholastics.270

Later Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian scholars either opt for understanding the

remedy as one for error or as a measure to counter fraud (dolus). Of the first,  Vinnius

considers the remedy for lesion beyond moiety one that is not related to  dolus,  'since

dolus  is not grounded in the height of the price, but in the quality of behaviour, as in C.

4.44.8'.271 In  an  exposé  to  a  large  degree  taken  from Tulden,  Vinnius  seems to  lean

towards seeing the remedy as a measure to correct error.272 Noodt takes the same view. In

the event of lesion beyond moiety it is 'as if there had not been consented to such a lesion,

because the true price was not understood'.273 Van Eck seems to be of the same opinion

when he states that a sale can be rescinded because of lesion beyond moiety 'also if fraud

or  fear  are absent'.274 Schorer  mentions that  a  larger  than enormous prejudice (laesio

enormissima) equals fraud. This seems to mean that he does not regard lesion beyond

266 By Zacharias Huber termed  duplum.  Zacharias Huber, Observationes,  vol. 1, obs. 7, p. 29:  'nisi tam
immodica sit laesio, ut excedat duplum sive alterum tantum veri pretii. Tunc enim, quia res ipsa in se
dolum habet, propria Constitutione rescinditur emptio, l. 2. C. de resc. vend.

267 Huber, Rechts-geleertheyt, 3.4.7, p. 360; Zacharias Huber, Observationes, obs. 7, p. 29.
268 Tulden, Commentarius,  to C. 4.44, no. 4, p. 230: 'Nam fundatur [sc. C. 4.44.2]  in iniuria sive iniquitate

quae nulla est contra scientem et consentientem'.
269 Grotius, Inleidinge, 3.52.1, p. 773: 'waardoor de verbintenisse niet in' t geheel krachteloos word gemaakt,

maar ten deele; om dat het in de keur van den anderen staat, de heele verbintenis te laten varen, of de
verkorting te vergoeden'. 

270 See 3.4.1.
271 Vinnius,  Quaestiones,  1.56, p. 253:  'quippe cum non ex quantitate pretii,  sed ex qualitate facti  dolus

aestimetur, l. dolus emptoris, 8, C. eod. tit.'; cf. Cujas' view in section 4.3.1.
272 Vinnius, Quaestiones, 1.56, p. 255: 'Fundatur [sc. C. 4.44.2] tamen in iniuria sive iniquitate quae nulla est

contra scientem et consentientem, l. nemo, 145, ff. de reg. iur [D. 50.17.145]'.
273 Noodt,  Opera omnia,  vol.  2, to D. 18.5,  p. 410 [top right column]:  'quasi  in tale damnum non fuerit

consensum, non intellecto vero pretio'.
274 Van Eck, Principia, vol. 1, D. 18.5, no. 10, p. 460: 'etiamsi dolus metusque abfuerit, l. 2, C. h. [C. 4.44.2]'.
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moiety (laesio enormis) as such.275 

Of the scholars who follow Grotius there are Van Leeuwen and Voet. Though Van

Leeuwen mentions a deceived and deceiving (bedrogen) party, it can be doubted whether

he  has  fraud  in  the  sense  of  dolus  in  mind.  Dutch  legal  terminology  uses  the  verb

bedriegen  in  the sense of 'being deceived'  or 'outwitting another'.  Since Van Leeuwen

merely repeats what Grotius had already stated, he seems to share Grotius'  dogmatic

underpinning of the remedy.276 Voet, however, does not. He sticks to the  ius commune-

doctrine of dolus in re ipsa.277

Roman-Frisian jurists who wrote about the remedy are equally ambivalent in explaining it

in terms of fraud or error. Ulrik Huber terms the remedy one which corrects an all too great

inequality between price and thing traded, even if that disproportionality is not the result of

fraud or error.278 This leaves the reader wondering how Huber fits in the remedy in civil law

dogmatics. In his Positiones, however, Huber seems to adopt the view that lesion beyond

moiety equals fraud.279 

Ulrik Huber's son Zacharias more plainly refers to the doctrine of dolus in re ipsa.280

In a reference to Van den Sande, Zacharias Huber seems to qualify  dolus in re ipsa  as

'without fraud' (absque dolus). Yet, this seems an imprecise rendering of Van den Sande's

writing. Admittedly, Van den Sande explains that buyer and seller are allowed to outwit

each  other  within  the  borders  drawn  by  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety.

Nevertheless, he never explicitly says that the latter remedy can be instituted regardless of

the other party's fraud.281 Hence, it is difficult to determine which of the doctrines of dolus in

re ipsa, presumption of fraud, or error Van den Sande had ruled out.

Van den Sande's wavering attitude is exemplary of the legal climate in Dutch legal

doctrine and practice in which multiple views competed. It may be that it concerned a point

of  minor  importance of  which scholars  did  not  see the need to  come to a consistent

interpretation.  After  all,  the  consequences  of  lesion  beyond  moiety  were  the  same

275 Schorer's note to Grotius'  Inleidinge,  3.52.1, p. 773:  'Propter laesionem tamen enormissima quae dolo
aequiparatur transactionenem rescindere... '. 

276 Van Leeuwen, Het Rooms-Hollands regt,  4.20.5, p. 387: 'Niet dat daar door juyst de gehele handeling
word vernietigt, maar dat die geen die den andere bedrogen, of misleid had, sou mogen volstaan indien
hy wilde, mids wer-gevende so veel he verkoste goed minder waard was als hy had genote, of den
Koper  inbreng ende het  geen het  gekoste goed meerder waard was als  hy had gegeven...' ;  Brom,
Urteilsbegründungen,  p. 245, n. 667; on the terminology used by Van Leeuwen see Hallebeek, 'Some
remarks', p. 22.

277 Voet, Commentarius, vol. 3, to D. 18.5, no. 3, p. 456
278 Huber,  Praelectiones,  to  D.  18.5,  no.  7,  p.  987:  'Ratio  fundamentalis  huius  remedii  est  enormis

inaequalitas inter mercem et pretium... sine respectu doli aut erroris, huius aut illius. Sed lex eiusmodi
venditiones, in quibus est inaequalitas ultra duplum, ut intolerabiles improbat'.

279 Huber, Positiones, to D. 18.5, no. 3, p. 207: 'is qui hanc inaequalitatem urget in dolo esse videatur, per l.
36, d. V.O. [D. 45.1.36]'.

280 Zacharias Huber,  Observationes,  vol.  1, obs. 7, p. 29:  'Tunc enim, quia res ipsa in se dolum habet,
propria Constitutione rescinditur emptio, l. 2, C. de resc. vend. [C. 4.44.2]'.

281 Zacharias Huber,  Observationes,  vol. 1, obs. 46, p. 171:  'sive cum Sandio aliisque dicas omnes b.f.
contractus esse reformandos ob modicam laesionem, etsi dolus absit'; Van den Sande, Decisiones, 3.4,
def. 17, p. 212 [right column].
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regardless of whether there had been error, fraud in the thing itself, or fraud. The party

who had caused the lesion had the choice between returning the thing or adjusting the

price paid or received.282 Nevertheless, we will see that during the drafting process of the

18th - and 19th -century codes the remedy's dogmatic interpretation became of importance

because legal  consequences differed in respect of whether a sale could be rescinded

because of error or because of fraud. 283

5.3.2 Limitation periods

Among others, the legal humanist Doneau had interpreted the remedy for lesion beyond

moiety as one which had to be brought with an action on the sales contract. Consequently,

the  remedy  lasted  for  30-years.  Yet,  Doneau's  colleague  Cujas  reduced  the  30-year

limitation to four on account of the remedy's involving a restoration of the parties to their

former  position  (restitutio  in  integrum).284 Cujas  had  concluded  that,  since  Justinianic

Roman law attached a four-year period to a  restitutio in integrum,  the remedy for lesion

beyond  moiety  should  last  similarly  long.  Castilian  statutes  also  set  the  limit  on  four

years.285 In France, the remedy's life was fixed on either 10 years for price adjustment or

30 years, if the duped party sued for rescission.286 

Both the 30 and four-year  period of  limitation are present  in Roman-Dutch and

Roman-Frisian law. In a legal opinion given by five jurists in 1616, it was decided that the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety had a 30-year limitation period. Schorer, who refers to

this opinion in his notes to Grotius' Inleidinge claims that Grotius was one of its conceivers.

Although  I  have  not  been  able  to  track  down  the  mentioned  consilium,  the  30-year

limitation  conforms  with  what  seems  to  be  the  majority  view  in  Roman-Dutch  legal

doctrine.  Voet likewise holds that the remedy is brought under the action on the sales

contract  and that  it  consequently  takes the 30-year limitation period.  Van Eck has the

same view.287

On the other hand, Groenewegen van der Made states that the remedy involves a

restitutio  in  integrum.  Although  he  does  not  explicitly  mention  which  limitation  period

comes with that, one can gather from his comments to C. 2.53.5 that he limits the period

within which the remedy can be instituted to four years.288 Van der Keessel in his notes to

Grotius'  Inleidinge  confirms  that  Groenewegen  van  der  Made's  view  to  consider  the

remedy  as  a  restitutio  in  integrum  has  become accepted  in  'our  law',  viz.  the  law in

Keessel's  18th-century  Holland.  Nevertheless,  he  believes  it  a  'truer  interpretation  of

282 Grotius, Inleidinge, 3.52.1; Voet, Commentarius, vol. 3, to D. 18.5, no. 3, p. 456.
283 See notably the ALR's approach to the matter in section 7.2.
284 See 4.3.2.
285 See 3.4.2.
286 Groenewegen van der Made, Tractatus, to C. 4.44.2, p. 151, to C. 2.53.2, no. 4, p. 70. See 4.3.2.
287 Schorer to Grotius'  Inleidinge,  3.52.1, p. 775; Voet,  Commentarius,  vol.  3, to D. 18.5, no. 4, p. 457:

'Estque ex hoc, ut opinor, fundamento, quod... restitutionis tamen petendae licentia quadriennio vulgato
circumscripta non sit, sed ad exemplum personalis ex emto actionis intergris annis triginta duret'; Van
Eck, Principia, vol. 1, to D. 18.5, no. 10, p. 460: 'Quo casu venditori datur actio venditi'; Van Eck, Theses,
to D. 18, th. 326-327, p. 42. 

288 Groenewegen van der Made, Tractatus, to C. 4.44.2, p. 151, to C. 2.53.2, p. 70.
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Roman  law'  that  the  remedy  is  brought  under  the  action  on  the  sales  contract.  He

accordingly subscribes to a 30-year limitation of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety and

not to the four year limitation bound to a restitutio in integrum.289

In  keeping  with  the  views  of  Doneau  and  refuting  Cujas',  the  Roman-Frisian  scholar

Wissenbach takes the remedy for lesion beyond moiety as a remedy which is brought

under an action on sales, lease, or other bona fide contract. Consequently, it lasts for 30

years.290 Ulrik Huber is of the same opinion and explicitly dismisses Cujas' view that the

remedy lasted only for four years which was based on a restoration of the parties to their

former position.291 Westenberg also considers the remedy as a variant of the action on the

sales contract.292 

5.3.2.1 Legal practice

Bijnkershoek reports a 1730 case in which the buyer of a plot of land sues for lesion

beyond moiety. In first instance, he had requested a mandate to carry out a restoration of

the parties into their former position.293 This request is granted and confirmed in appeal.294

Hence, it seems that the Supreme Court adopted Groenewegen van der Made's view that

the remedy involves a restitutio in integrum. However, whether the Supreme Court likewise

provided the remedy with the four-year period which Groenewegen van der Made ascribed

to, can not be told from what Bijnkershoek writes in his Observationes.295  

Contrary to what seems the Supreme Court's position, Roman-Frisian legal practice

opts for the 30-years period of limitation of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. Van den

Sande dismisses Cujas' view that the remedy for lesion beyond moiety is an extraordinary

remedy and as such had to be brought within a shorter period than that of the ordinary

action on the sales contract. Drawing support from the works of Wesenbeck and Piñel, Van

289 Van der Keessel,  Theses,  to 3.52.4-5, p. 272: '[4]  Ob enormem tamen laesionem tam minori,  quam
majori laeso usquae ad 30 annos succurri,  et ex iure Romano facile probatur et iuris nostr anologia
confirmatur, conf. th. DCCCLXXXI. [5]  Ex veriore quidem iuris Romani sententia remedium l. 2, C. de
rescind. vend. [C. 4.44.2]  est ipsa actio ex contractu; sed usu fori apud nos obtinuit ut adhibeatur per
modum in  integrum restitutionis, Goeneweg.  ad d.  L.  2  [Groenewegen van der  Made,  Tractatus,  to
C. 4.44.2, p. 151]'.

290 Wissenbach, In libros quattor, to. C. 4.44.2, p. 770: 'Sed actione empti venditi, locati conducti, etc, intra
triginta annos,  arg. l. 2. C. de pact. int. empt. et vend. in Accurs. [Gloss dabitur to C. 4.54.2, in: De la
Porte,  Corpus iuris  civilis,  p.  724],  Don.  [Donellus,  Ad codicis  partes,  to C. 4.44.2,  no.  10,  p.  206],
Gipham.[Giphanius, Explanatio, to C. 4.44, p. 315], Sand. decis. 4, def. 11 [Van den Sande, Decisiones,
3.4, def. 11, p. 204]'.

291 Huber, Praelectiones, to D. 18.5, no. 8, p. 968: 'Actio quae ex hoc remedio datur, non alia videtur esse,
quam emti venditi... nec proin breviori quam XXX. annorum spatio finitur, Sand. d. tit. 4, def. 11 [Van den
Sande,  Decisiones, 3.4,  def.  11,  p.  204].  Non est  igitur  condictio  ex lege,  multo  minus in  integrum
restitutio '; idem, Positiones, to D. 18.5, no. 10, p. 208.

292 Westenberg, Principia, vol. 1, to D. 18.5, no. 9, p. 705; idem, De causis, dis. 4, ch. 6, §6, p. 150.
293 Bijnkershoek, Observationes, vol. 3, no. 2562, p. 391: 'Deinde ait se ultra dimidium fuisse laesum, non

sine insigni dolo Maevii. Quare impetrat mandatum restitutiones in integrum'.
294 Bijnkershoek,  Observationes,  vol.  3, no.  2562, p.  391:  'Sed et  adversus haec petita  [sc.  the seller's

defense]  erat restitutio in integrum, et recte petita, si dolus et laesio ultra dimidium probetur. Paribus
igitur suffragiis sententia Curiae probata fuit'.

295 A similar request for a restitutio in integrum is observed in Bijnkershoek, Observationes, vol. 3, no. 2209;
Pauw, Observationes, vol. 2, no. 1044nov., p. 373; Brom, Grundlagen, p. 242, p. 332 (resolution). 
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den Sande contends that whatever has been accepted by custom as obligation for sellers

or buyers resolves in the action on the sales contract, which lasts for 30 years, 'as it also

appeared to our Court'. To the latter remarks Van den Sande adds a reference to a 1609

case brought before the Provincial Court of Friesland.296

5.3.3 Assessment of the just price

Similar to what early modern Castilian law and legal humanism had stated, Roman-Dutch

legal  scholars  hold  that  the  just  price  has to  be  estimated  by  the  yardstick  of  man's

common estimation and not by personal affections, so according to Tulden, Vinnius and

Voet.297 Van Leeuwen refers to his Frisian colleague Van den Sande, who argued in favour

of an objective assessment made by experts (see below).298 However, a great number of

scholars  studied  in  this  chapter  such  as  Wissenbach,  Huber,  Noodt,  Voet,  Van  Eck,

Westenberg, Schorer, and Van der Keessel do not go into details. Perhaps in keeping with

Cujas' view they considered the question one of fact.299

5.3.3.1 Legal practice

It  can  be  gleaned  from some  Observationes by  the  Roman-Dutch  scholar  and  judge

Bijnkershoek  that  the  estimation  of  the  thing's  price  was  one  of  the  breaking  points

whenever the remedy for lesion beyond moiety was brought.300 In a 1704 case about the

sale of the library of the deceased Leiden philologist Vossius, Bijnkershoek dismissed the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety, 'because the price for these books is solely based on

affection, and on animosity, which, as they say, was great in Gronovius [sc. the prejudiced

assessor]'.301 Moreover,  even  if  these  feelings  were  not  present,  the  collection  of

manuscripts could not in any conceivable way be assessed by experts, because they are

not things commonly traded, Bijnkershoek adds.302

In another case discussed by Bijnkershoek, decided in 1730, the estimation of the

just price proves similarly difficult. Plaintiff in appeal was a widow who argued against the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety which was successfully brought against her in the lower

Court. In front of the Supreme Court's Judges she 'frivolously' contended that the price of

296 Van den Sande, Decisiones, 3.4, def. 11, p. 204: 'Cum enim quaecunque more aut consuetudine recepta
venditor emptori aut emptor venditori praestare debet, veniant in actionem empti venditi, l. quod si nolit,
31, § quia assidua, ff. de aedil. edict. [D. 21.1.31.20], multo magis quae certo iure praestanda sunt, ut
restitutio ex l. 2. [C. 4.44.2].  Non igitur haec actio finitur quadriennio, sed ad trigesimum usque annum
extenditur.  Et  ita  quoque  Curiae  nostrae  visum est  (27  octob.  anno  1609.  Tyaert  Aebes  Wijtzema
impetrant, Arent Martens ghedaegde)'.   

297 Tulden,  Commentarius,  to C. 4.44, no. 2, p. 229:  'Pretium quoque justum ex communi aestimatione
censetur, non ex affectione singulari,  d.l. pretia ad l. falc. [D. 35.2.63]'; Vinnius,  Quaestiones,  1.56, p.
253; Voet, Commentarius, vol. 3, to D. 18.5, no. 7, p. 461. Brom, Urteilsbegründungen, p. 241.

298 Van Leeuwen, Rooms-Hollands regt, 4.20, no. 5, p. 388.
299 For Cujas' view see 4.3.3.
300 Brom, Urteilsbegründungen, pp. 242seq. 
301 Bijnkershoek, Observationes, vol. 1, no. 62, p. 19: '... quis enim manuscriptorum pretium finiverit? Non

est in his pretium nisi affectionis, quod vocant, et in Gronovio ingens erat, ut ita dicam, animi affectio.'
302 Bijnkershoek, Observationes, vol. 1, no. 62, p. 20: 'Deinde nec pretium iri potest librorum qui, quamvis

typis descripti sunt, non exstant tamen vulgo venales'.
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the  bought  lands  could  not  be  assessed  and  that  consequently  the  claim  had  to  be

dismissed and the previous decisions reversed. The Supreme Court, however, held the

determination of the just price a matter of fact which the lower Court had found sufficiently

proven. It rejected the appeal.303 

Finally, Bijnkershoek's son-in-law Pauw reports a 1759 case in which the plaintiff

had the quality of the merchandise, barrels full of pearl oysters, tested by experts.304 

In Roman-Frisian legal practice, the assessment of the just price is carried out by experts.

The reason given by Van den Sande in his Decisiones is one already stated by Bartolus

that, 'how much a thing is worth, cannot be seen with the eyes, but has to be grasped with

the intellect'.305 Van den Sande furthermore subscribes to Mornacius' exclusion of proof by

testimony, because 'often it is not easy, no, often it is even impossible to extricate oneself

from the labyrinth of testimonies given by experts'.306

5.3.4 Extension to buyers, movables and lease

Roman-Dutch scholars do not demonstrate a wish to deviate from the course set out in

medieval ius commune, early modern Castilian law and by the majority of legal humanists

to  extend  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  in  its  broadest  fashion.307 Bronchorst,

Tulden, Grotius, Vinnius, Van Leeuwen, Noodt, Voet, Van Eck and Van der Keessel all

endorse an extension to lease.308 According to Van Eck, the remedy is not only necessary

in sales but also in other contracts 'by the same reason of equity and humanity'.309

Grotius,  Tulden,  Noodt,  Voet,  Van  Eck likewise  extend the  remedy to  buyers.310

Tulden defends such an extension with the 'wish of the law' to realise equality between

303 Bijnkershoek, Observationes, vol. 3, no. 2562, p. 391: 'Vidua tamen quaedam frivola objiciebat... sed et
adversus haec petita erat restitutio in integrum et recte petita si dolus et laesio ultra dimidium probetur' ;
Brom is of the opinion that here the buyer's subjective feelings are taken into account in determining the
land's  value.  However,  such  need  not  necessarily  be  the  case.  The  land's  pleasantness  and
agreeableness (amoenitas et voluptas) can be determined by objective criteria such as its location, sun-
hours etc. It is consequently possible that experts compare the price paid for the land with the value of
other similar plots. The price estimation is then still carried out objectively. Brom, Urteilsbegründungen, p.
241. 

304 Pauw,  Observationes,  vol.  2,  no.  733nov, p.  126:  'Cum Titius  leviter  inspectis  doliis  deprehenderet
immodicum  nimis  pretium  istis  cochleis  a  Sejo  positum,  a  judicibus  Amstelodamensibus  petit,  ut
delegarent qui dolia inspicerent verumque pretium cochlearum statuerunt'.

305 Van den Sande, Decisiones, 3.4, def. 16, p. 211: 'inquit Bartolus [Commentaria, to C. 4.44.2,  no.  22, fo.

164], quanti res valeat, non potest videri per oculum, sed intelligitur per intellectum'.
306 Van den Sande,  Decisiones, 3.4, def. 16, p. 212:  'nec facile sit, imo impossibile saepius, se expedire

labyrintho aestimationum, quae sunt per testes'.
307 See 2.3.2.4, 3.4.4, and 4.3.4.
308 Bronchorst,  Enantiophanon,  2.58,  p.  203:  'Atqui  remedium  l.  2,  C.  de  resc.  vend.  [C.  4.44.2]  in

contractibus bonae fidei tantum locum habet'; Tulden, Commentarius, to C. 4.44, no. 3, p. 229; Grotius,
Inleidinge, 3.52.2; Vinnius, Quaestiones, 1.57, p. 256; Van Leeuwen, Censura, ch. 44, to C. 4.44.2, nos.
1-2, p. 689; idem, Rooms-Hollands regt, 4.20, no. 5, p. 387; Noodt, Opera omnia, vol. 2, to D. 18.5, p.
412 [top right column]; Voet, Commentarius, vol. 3, p. 466; Van Eck, Principia, vol. 1, to D. 18.5, no. 12,
p. 460; Van der Keessel, Theses, to Grotius' Inleidinge 3.52.2, p. 271.

309 Van Eck, Theses, to D. 18, th. 216, p. 42: 'ob eandem aequitatis et humanitatis rationem'.
310 Grotius,  Inleidinge,  3.52.2;  Noodt,  Opera omnia,  vol.  2, to D. 18.5,  p. 411 [below left  column]; Voet,

Commentarius, vol. 3, p. 458; Van Eck, Principia, vol. 1, to D. 18.5, no. 11, p. 460.
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buyer and seller. He accuses Cujas, who restricted the remedy to the seller only, of 'vain

chattering  away  about  the  buyer's  shrewdness  and  the  seller's  need  of  household

property'.311 According to Tulden, the seller can be as cunning or even more cunning in

selling than the buyer in buying, so that there is no reason to withhold the remedy from

duped buyers.312 Vinnius claims that such is accepted in legal practice.313

Some discord is found when it comes to the question whether or not the remedy

should  also  be  granted  to  parties  to  contracts  concerning  movables.  Tulden  thinks  it

should not.314 Of other Roman-Dutch scholars, only Van Eck takes the same view in his

Principia of 1689, although he  somewhat hesitatingly seems to retract this position in his

Theses of 1694.315 

Noodt  and Voet  accept  the  remedy's  application in  sale  for  both  movables  and

immovables. According to the latter, it would have been absurd not to grant the remedy to

buyers  or  sellers  of  movables  which  sometimes  even  exceed  immovables  in  value.316

Apparently, Cujas' argument that the remedy should be restricted to sellers of immovable

property in order to safeguard persons from alienating their patrimony has not reached

Voet or has not left marks impression. In any case, Voet does not mention it. 

Finally, Schorer  in  his  notes  to  Grotius'  Inleidinge  provides  an  overview  of  the

positions hitherto taken. He summarizes that, according to the legal doctrine of his time,

the remedy is to be extended to buyers, to movables of considerable worth and to lease.317 

Roman-Frisian scholars by and large follow the full extension of the remedy as it emerged

in late medieval ius commune. Wissenbach applies the remedy to both sales of movables

and immovables and to both buyer and seller. The latter he too grounds in the assertion

that  the  remedy  corrects  a  prejudice  irrespective  of  the  person  who  suffers  it.318

Wissenbach does not fail  to mention that sellers in their lust for profit are as prone as

buyers to deceiving the other party beyond measure.319 He also extends the remedy to

311 Tulden,  Commentarius,  to  C.  4.44,  no.  3,  p.  229:  'ne  aequalitatem,  quam  lex  inter  emptorem
venditoremque stabiliri cupit, subvertamus, si plus huic, quam illi eam favere dixerimus'; Van Eck also
explicitly dismisses Cujas' view. See Van Eck, Theses, to D. 18, th. 313, p. 41: 'licet dissentiat Cujacius'.

312 Tulden,  Commentarius,  to  C.  4.44,  no.  3,  p.  229:  'Adeo  frustra  est  Cujas  in  emptore  calliditatem
causisicans; in venditore necessitatem pluremque rei familiaris excusans. Constat enim ex adverso, in
vendente fere callidius avidiusque esse lucri votum'.

313 Vinnius,  Quaestiones,  1.57, p. 256:  'Neque enim personae beneficium est, sed causae, hoc est, non
tribuitur  personae venditoris,  sed  laesioni,  quia  laesus,  non  quia  venditor...  estque  haec  communis
usuque forensi recepta sententia'.

314 Tulden, Commentarius, to C. 4.44, no. 1, p. 229.
315 Van Eck, Principia, vol. 1, to D. 18.5, no. 23, p. 463: 'Habet locum in rebus immobilibius... non mobilibus,

nisi immobilibus junctae et nexae sint'; Van Eck, Theses, to D. 18, th. 316, p. 42: 'etiam locum habere
videtur in venditione rei mobilis'.

316 Noodt, Opera omnia, vol. 2, to D. 18.5, p. 411 [below left column]; Voet, Commentarius, vol. 3, to D. 18.5,
no. 12, p. 465.

317 Schorer's notes to Grotius' Inleidinge, 3.52.1, pp. 770-772. 
318 Wissenbach, In libros quattor, to. C. 4.44.2, p. 765: 'ne prsonae [sic] hoc beneficium cohaeret, sed rei,

quippe cui enormis laesio praebet locum'.
319 Wissenbach,  In libros quattor,  to. C. 4.44.2, p. 766:  '...  emptorem lucri  studio et avaritae causa fere

accedere'.
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lease.320 

Ulrik Huber also applies the remedy to all objects and to both buyer and seller.321

Yet,  he  dismisses  its  extension  to  lease,  since  'deceit  in  that  contract  is  not  of  such

consequence, because it pertains only to the thing's use and to the price corresponding to

that use and not, as in sales, to property'.322 The somewhat younger Westenberg again

applies the remedy to all bona fide contracts.323 All in all, Roman-Frisian legal scholarship

seems far  removed from a  'pure'  application of  Justinianic  Roman law. In  the various

positions taken, medieval ius commune is the order of the day.

5.3.4.1 Legal practice

Bijnkershoek and Pauw mention various cases in which a buyer contends to have been

prejudiced  for  more  than  half  the  thing's  just  price.324 However,  contrary  to  what

contemporary doctrine might suggest, there are no cases of lease in Roman-Dutch legal

practice  in  which  either  lessor  or  lessee  starts  proceedings  on  the  grounds  of  being

enormously  prejudiced.  It  might  well  be  that  disputes  over  lease  are  solved  with  the

contractual remedy.

Roman-Frisian legal practice accepted the remedy's extension to lease and buyers.

In keeping with the views of Doneau and Giphanius, Van den Sande holds that the buyers

can bring  a  remedy for  lesion  beyond moiety, since the buyer  can also be forced by

destitution, e.g., by extreme hunger, to buy for a disproportionate price. The granting of the

remedy thus depends on the likeliness that a party might suffer a huge prejudice. In that,

there is no distinction between buyer or seller. The Frisian Provincial Court applies the

remedy likewise.325 With regard to its extension to other contracts,  Roman-Frisian legal

practice seems to accept extension to  bona fide  contracts, but not to contracts of strict

law.326

320 Wissenbach, In libros quattor, to. C. 4.44.2, p. 766.
321 Huber, Praelectiones, to D. 18.5, no. 3, p. 986; idem, Positiones, to D. 18.5, no. 7, p. 208; idem, Rechts-

geleertheyt, 3.4.6, pp. 359-360.
322 Huber, Praelectiones,  to D. 18.5, no. 3, p. 986:  'Nec ll. eadem est in locatione conductione ratio, quia

circumventio  in  hoc  contractu  non  est  tanti  praejudicii,  cum  ad  usum  modo  et  mercedem  usui
respondentem, non ut emptio venditio, ad proprietatem...'.

323 Westenberg, Principia, vol. 1, to D. 18.5, no. 13, pp. 705-706.
324 Bijnkershoek, Observationes, nos. 62, 2562; Pauw, Observationes, no. 1044nov. 
325 Van den Sande,  Decisiones, 3.4, def. 13, pp. 208-209:  'quia etiam emptor saepe necessitate coactus

carius et pluris quam oportuit, res alterius emit.  Nec beneficium personae, sed caussae est tributum,
nempe laesioni... ut notat Hugo Donellus, ad d. l. 2, num. 7 [Donellus, Ad codicis partes, to C. 4.44.2, no.
17, p. 210]'; in a 1636 case about lease Nauta reports that 'the Court undoubtedly understood that the
remedy based on C. 4.44.2 is applicable here'. Nauta,  Decisiones, q. 29, p. 55:  'Zoo is by den Hoove
ongetwyffelt verstaan het beneficiae dol. 2, alhier plaats te hebben'.

326 Zacharias Huber,  Observationes,  vol. 1, obs. 46, p. 169:  'Van den Sande,  Decisiones, 3.4, def. 17, p.
213: 'Atqui contractus praedictus non est emptio venditio, uti certo pretio destitutus, nec est alius aliquis
bonae  fidei,  sed  omnino  contractus  innominatus...  Curia  igitur  Actores  ab  intentione  sua  repulit  ita
concepta sententia... 5 Maii, anno 1627'.
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5.4 Remedies for latent defects vs the remedy for lesion beyond moiety 

Van der Linden in his Rechtsgeleerd, practicaal en koopmans handboek frankly states that

a sale can be rescinded 'if the sold thing suffers from a defect unknown to the buyer to the

extent that the buyer would not have bought it, had he been aware of it'. In addition, a sale

can  be  rescinded,  'if  the  buyer  or  seller  has  been  prejudiced  for  more  than  half,

considering the price paid'.327 Hence, a buyer in the late 18th -century province of Holland

where Roman-Dutch law was applied could bring both remedies for latent defects as well

as the remedy for lesion beyond moiety, if a defect had diminished an item's worth to less

than half  the sum he had paid for  it.  Van der  Linden gives no proof  of the remedies'

excluding each other as some early modern Castilian scholars had done.328 His position

conforms with  the  tendency  noted  by  Groenewegen  van  der  Made  to  dismiss  formal

requirements to the claim brought by the duped buyer. 

Regarding the assessment of the object's just price and the reduction which the seller of a

defective  object  owed,  Roman-Dutch  and  Roman-Frisian  law  maintained  what  had

become a well-established theory,  sc. the reduction  had to  be calculated by objective

standards. Arguing from D. 35.2.63 which determined that personal feelings toward the

item should have no place in  determining its  value,  Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian

scholars favoured either the thing's common market price or what experts considered it to

be worth.329 As a result, another difference between the civil remedies for defects and the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety is eliminated. Bijnkershoek, in his  Observationes,  even

explicitly denies the possibility of granting a remedy for lesion beyond moiety, if the price

could not be established objectively.330 The same goes with regard to the assessment of

the price reduction that is owed because of a latent defect. Bijnkershoek and also Pauw

have the remedy quanto minoris solely carried out on the basis of an objective assessment

of  the  item's  just  price.331 Concludingly,  the  various  ways  to  assess  a  thing's  value

converge into one objective method which boils down to an assessment carried out by

experts.

Concerning the limitation periods accompanying the aedilician remedies and the

remedy for  lesion beyond moiety, Dutch  legal  doctrine and practice present  a  chaotic

picture. Not much seems to have changed in comparison with early modern Castilian law

and  legal  humanism.  Matters  have  become even  more  complicated  with  some Dutch

scholars adding a one year limitation period for the aedilician period to the 30-year and six-

months  periods defended by  Van  Leeuwen,  Noodt,  and the  Frisians Wissenbach and

327 Van der  Linden,  Koopmans handboek,  1.15, §10, nos.  2-3,  pp.  159-160:  '[2]  Indien 't  verkogte goed
zoodanig gebrek heeft, bij den kooper onbekend, dat de koop, zoo hij het geweten had, daarom zoude
zijn agtergebleven [references to D. 21.1; Grotius, Inleidinge, 3.17.4). [3] Indien kooper of verkooper, ten
aanzien  van  de  koopschat,  boven  de  helft  benadeeld  is  [references  to  C.  4.44.2  and  8;  Grotius,
Inleidinge, 3.17.5 and 3.52]'.

328 See 3.5.
329 See 5.3.3.
330 See 5.3.3.1.
331 See 5.2.1.2.1; Brom, Urteilsbegründungen, p. 187.
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Huber. This rather jumbled picture is reflected in Dutch legal practice with various scholars

defending various periods.332

The remedy for lesion beyond moiety comes either with a four-year or a 30-year

limitation period or, according to Grotius, a one year period.333 A majority of Dutch legal

scholars seems to advocate the 30-year period. Contrary to what they thought about the

remedies for defects, these scholars believed that the remedy for lesion beyond moiety

was part of the action on the sales contract, for which reason they adorned it with a longer

period of limitation. With the remedies for latent defects the opposite had happened. The

remedies for price reduction and returning the thing available under the action on sales

received the shorter aedilician limitation periods.

Another issue which touches upon the concurrence of the remedies for defects or

lesion beyond moiety pertains to their extension to lease. early modern Castilian law and

legal  humanism  had  not  unequivocally  extended  the  remedy  for  returning  the  thing

because of a defect to lease. Contrariwise, the application of the remedy for lesion beyond

moiety to lease was not at all  considered problematic. A majority of Roman-Dutch and

Roman-Frisian scholars similarly curtailed the extension of the remedies for latent defects

to lease but  extended the remedy for  lesion beyond  to  that  contract.  Nonetheless,  it

remained unclear whether the latter remedy was actually used accordingly. Some scholars

argued that the action on the lease contract was in many cases sufficient to solve issues

about defects in a leased item. Neither do Bijnkershoek's  Observationes  contain cases

about lease in which plaintiffs bring the remedy for lesion beyond moiety.  The Provincial

Court of Friesland, however, accepted the remedy for lesion beyond moiety in lease, while

excluding the remedies for latent defects in the same contract.

All in all, there is no trace of a strictly motivated preference in Dutch law for either

one or  other remedy for a defect in a thing which diminished its price by more than half its

just price.  

332 See 5.2.1.3 and 5.3.2.
333 See 5.3.2.
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5.5 Summary and concluding remarks

This chapter provided an overview of Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian legal doctrine and

practice pertaining to remedies for defects in the thing exchanged for money. Insights into

Roman-Dutch  legal  practice  were  gleaned  from  Bijnkershoek's  Observationes

tumultuariae,  personal  notes made by the author as a judge to the Supreme Court of

Holland,  Zeeland and West-Friesland.  In  addition,  Roman-Frisian law reports  of  cases

which were brought  before the Frisian High Court  served to  illustrate legal  practice in

Friesland.  

Although, by and large, Dutch scholars reasoned in the mos Italicus tradition when it

came to dealing with sales of defective items, some significant changes in their approach

to  the  law  governing  such  sales  were  found  to  exist,  if  compared  to  medieval  ius

commune.  In  the  first  place,  changes in  procedural  law remoulded the shape the  ius

commune-remedies for defects in the thing sold would take in Roman-Dutch law (5.1.1). It

was observed in Groenewegen van der Made's  Tractatis de legibus abrogatis  that in his

time  ius  commune's  delictual  and  contractual  remedies  lost  their  penal  character.

Secondly,  the  plaintiff  no  longer  needed  to  specify  which  remedy  he  brought.  Merely

stating the facts because of which he had started proceedings sufficed. This is probably

the result of developments which had occurred in early modern Castilian legal theory  and

of  changes  in  the  Romano-canonical  procedure.  As observed  in  chapter  three,  early

modern scholastics considered the seller's duty for the  forum internum to restitute to be

form-free. It did not depend on the particular claim, which the buyer had made. A proven

breach of fairness in exchange simply evoked a duty to restore the breach by whatever

possible means. Roman-Dutch law seemed to have translated this line of reasoning to its

worldly  jurisdiction  (forum externum).  Plaintiffs  no  longer  had to  state  which  particular

remedy they brought. Be that as it may, the mentioned procedural changes would bear

their mark on Dutch civil law about defects in the thing sold.

Nevertheless, in the doctrinal discussion about the law for defects in the object sold

it could not be clearly noted that Dutch scholars abandoned the requirement that claims

should be specified in accordance with ius commune-categories. Concerning the treatment

of the question whether ius commune contained various sets of almost identical remedies

for defects in items sold Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian scholars partly adopted the

majority view of medieval and humanist scholars who had distinguished between aedilician

and civil sets of remedies (5.2).  

Such was clearly observed in the writings of Dutch scholars about whether or not

corporeal and non-corporeal defects had to be treated differently. Regarding that topic, a

majority of scholars closely followed medieval and humanist scholars, who had contended

that  the  aedilician  remedy for  returning the thing did  not  lie  for  non-corporeal  defects

(5.2.1.1). Hence, a plaintiff still had to tailor his claim in accordance with Roman law based

ius commune-categories.

Contrariwise,  similar  to  their  early  modern  Castilian  and most  of  their  humanist
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predecessors,  Dutch  scholars  considered  a  subjective  estimation  of  price  problematic

(5.2.1.2).  Grotius  and  Vinnius  were  ambiguous as  to  what  calculation  method for  the

reduction of price they preferred. Voet, Groenewegen van der Made, and Van der Zijpe left

the price estimation to the judge, thus favouring an objective one. Bijnkershoek's personal

notes demonstrated that the Supreme Court used an objective price estimation based on

the common market price of the thing traded. Fellow tradesmen had to give testimony

about the merchandise's value in relation to the prices running for it (5.2.1.2.1).

With regard to the limitation periods of the remedies for latent defects, (5.2.1.3),

Roman-Dutch legal  scholarship  introduced its  own limitation which differed from those

proposed  in  ius  commune-doctrine.  Grotius  assigned  a  one-year  period  to  both  the

remedies  for  rescission  and  for  reduction  of  price.  This  limitation  originated  in  Dutch

statutory law and was deemed plausible by Voet and the 18th - century scholar Schorer. It

also conformed with the unifying tendencies observed in procedural  law. On the other

hand, however, next to those scholars who adopted Grotius' view, a majority of Roman-

Dutch and Roman-Frisian scholars held on to the Castilian and humanist civil law doctrine

which had accepted the short aedilician periods of limitation for all remedies for defects in

the thing and abandoned the 30-year  civil  period.  Roman-Dutch legal  practice did not

provide conclusive data to tell  whether  that  tendency to  endow all remedies for  latent

defects with the aedilician periods of limitation gained the upper hand in Roman-Dutch

Courts (5.2.1.3.2).

Roman-Dutch  and  Roman-Frisian  scholars  further  accentuated  the  difference

between aedilician and civil remedies by pointing at the particular purpose for which the

first  were  allegedly  brought  to  life:  the  correction  of  inequality  in  contracts.  Since  the

aedilician remedies were introduced by reasons of 'mere equity' their outlook differed from

that of the civil remedies for defects in the thing sold. As a result, Wissenbach, Huber, and

Noodt accepted that the aedilician remedies in the event of multiple sellers allowed for a

suit against the seller who had the largest part in the sale for the entire sum. Voet and

Noodt  also  held  that  the  aedilician  remedies  were  penal  (5.2.1.4).  Thus,  despite  the

procedural changes noted by Groenewegen van der Made, the aedilician penal character

was kept alive,  paradoxically on the grounds that the penalties served to keep contracts

equal.  The  threat  of  a  penalty  would  induce  sellers  to  strive  for contractual  fairness.

Where early modern Castilian law more in keeping with natural law theory ignored the

aedilician  buyer-friendly  characteristics  in  remedies  for  defects  in  the  sold  item,  early

modern Dutch civil law chose to uphold those against the current of time.

Concerning the other  controversial  issues surrounding the remedies for  defects in  the

thing,  early  modern  Dutch  legal  scholar  reproduced  views  which  had  already  been

formulated in either medieval ius commune or legal humanism. 

With regard to whether or not the aedilician remedies applied to lease, Roman-

Dutch and Roman-Frisian scholars argued in keeping with medieval  ius commune  that

lease  did  not  allow  for  an  aedilician  remedy  for  rescission  (5.2.2).  The  gist  of  their
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argument was that a defect in a leased item caused less damage than a defect in a thing

sold. Moreover, the lease contract already provided a suitable remedy in the event the

thing leased out did not serve the purpose for which it was leased. Similarly, with regard to

the question why D. 19.1.6.4 and D. 19.2.19.1 contain an increased liability for an ignorant

seller or lessor of defective barrels, Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian scholars presented

almost  all  solutions  proposed  in  medieval  ius  commune  and  humanist  scholarship

(5.2.3/5.2.3.1). Some Dutch scholars defended this increased liability by referring to the

fact  that  the  seller  of  the  barrels  was  a  professional  (Grotius,  Wassenaer,  Voet,

Wissenbach). Others repeated Doneau's scholastic argument that a leaky barrel is not a

barrel, so that the seller had acted in breach of an implicit warranty that the object sold

was really a barrel capable of containing liquids (Noodt, Wissenbach). The Roman-Frisian

scholar Huber chose the kind of thing sold as point of departure to determine the scope of

the seller's liability, just as the medieval commentator Bartolus had done. To  barrel-sales

simply another rule of liability applied.

The last controversial  issue pertaining to the remedies for defects in sold things

explored in this chapter concerned the scope of the liability of sellers of immovables which

turned out to be encumbered with servitudes or taxes (5.2.4). Roman-Dutch and Roman-

Frisian law had no clear-cut answer to  what liability regime applied. In addition to the

medieval  and  humanist  views,  Bronchorst  and  Grotius  introduced  a  liability  for  price

reduction for all sellers of encumbered land, regardless of their knowledge. Another group

of  Dutch  scholars  in  keeping  with  Accursius  aimed  to  approximate  the  liability  for

encumbrances on immovables to the regime which determined the scope of the seller's

liability in accordance with D. 19.1.13pr. Gudelinus, Groenewegen van der Made and Van

der Keessel had no qualms in stretching texts of the Corpus iuris which seemed to indicate

otherwise.  Also  Doneau's  view  made  headway  among  Dutch  scholars.  Vinnius,

Wissenbach and Voet. Doneau had distinguished encumbered immovables from defective

movables. The former despite their burdens still allowed the buyer to benefit from them,

while defects in movables effectively rendered them useless. As buyers of encumbered

immovables despite the burdens could still draw profits from the immovable, a full liability

was not in place there. Voet, however, fine-tuned this theory by upscaling the knowing

seller's  liability  to  one  for  full  damages.  Doneau  had  held  the  seller  liable  for  price

reduction  only.  The  Supreme  Court  leaned  towards  adopting  the  approach  of  Voet

(5.2.4.1). 

In addition to the remedies for defects in the thing sold, early modern Dutch law accepted

the remedy for lesion beyond moiety in the event a defect had resulted in a diminished

value  by  more  than  half  the  object's  just  price.  Echoing  early  modern  Castilian

scholasticism,  Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian scholars  justified  the remedy with  the

need to safeguard fairness in exchange.  

Dutch legal scholars explained the remedy for lesion beyond moiety either in terms

of error, or  dolus in re ipsa  (5.3.1).  Not only Dutch legal doctrine, but also Dutch legal
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practice proved rather indecisive on the matter. It may be that it concerned a point of minor

importance  of  which  scholars  and  practitioners  did  not  see  the  need  to  come  to  a

consistent interpretation. After all,  the consequences of lesion beyond moiety were the

same regardless of whether there had been error or fraud in the thing itself or fraud. The

party who had caused the lesion had the choice between returning the thing or adjusting

the price paid or received.

A majority of early modern Dutch scholars regarded the remedy for lesion beyond

moiety  as  a  civil  contractual  remedy  which  could  be  brought  within  30  years  (5.3.2).

Furthermore, Roman--Dutch and Roman-Frisian scholars held that the just price had to be

determined objectively (5.3.3). However, the scholars studied in this chapter did not go into

details about how the price assessment should take place. It might be that in keeping with

Cujas' view they considered the question one of fact. In any case, no scholars were found

who dwell upon the methods to establish an item's just price. 

From Bijnkershoek's Observationes it seemed to follow that the Supreme Court held

the determination of the just price a question which had to be answered by experts. In one

instance, the Supreme Court was unwilling to deviate from the price estimation established

by a lower Court. Van den Sande ruled out the use of witnesses, which view stands in

marked contrast with the practice of the Royal Chancery of Valladolid  (5.3.3.1). 

Finally, early modern Dutch legal doctrine accepted the ius commune-extension of

the remedy for lesion beyond moiety to buyers, lease and movables. A frequently heard

argument was that 'the remedy corrects a prejudice irrespective of the person who suffers

it'. In this respect, Roman-Frisian legal scholarship appeared far removed from a 'pure'

application  of  Justinianic  Roman  law.  In  the  various  positions  taken,  medieval  ius

commune is the order of the day (5.3.4).        

The remedies for defects in the thing and lesion beyond moiety concurred in the event a

defect  had  caused  a  prejudice  of  more  than  half  the  thing's  just  price.  early  modern

Castilian scholasticism had induced contemporary civil law practice to favour the remedy

for lesion beyond moiety as the most suitable remedy for similar cases. However, in legal

humanism such a preference was not  found,  although humanist  scholars rejected the

subjective price determination in favour of an objective one. As a result, the same objective

standards were used to determine a price reduction because of a defect and the object's

just price. 

Early modern Dutch legal scholarship neither professed its preference for one or the

other kind of remedies, so that the picture of what a buyer who had been enormously

prejudiced because of a defect in a thing could legally do remained rather unclear. In

particular with regard to the applicable periods of limitation a peculiar situation emerged.

The buyer could either sue within one year or six months for rescission or price reduction

because of the defect, or he could bring the remedy for lesion beyond moiety for as long

as 30 years. Regarding the use of the remedies in lease, Dutch scholars expressed a

preference  for  the  contractual  remedy  under  lease  to  either  an  extended  remedy  for
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defects or for lesion beyond moiety.

Let us again have a look at the factual situation set out at the beginning of this dissertation.

A comparison of B's remedies in early modern Dutch law with those he had at his disposal

in the other periods studied in this book yields the following results. 

It appears that early modern Dutch legal doctrine and practice by and large upheld

the complex humanist law governing defects in the thing exchanged. early modern Dutch

law kept the two sets of remedies for defects, aedilician and civil, partly intact. It discarded

the subjective price assessment and the 30-year limitation of the civil remedies for latent

defects. On the other hand, however, some Dutch scholars introduced a remedy with an

exclusive one year limitation for both rescission and reduction of price. 

The  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  was  accepted  in  its  fullest  scope  and

endowed with a 30-year period of limitation. It was not explicitly considered as a subsidiary

to  the  aedilician  and  civil  remedies  for  defects,  although  its  long  period  of  limitation

effectively made it so. In the event of non-corporeal defects some scholars excluded the

aedilician remedies. Only fraud gave then rise to liability. That also held in the event of

encumbrances for which only a knowing seller could be sued for price reduction. Also a

variant was added in which the knowing seller of encumbered immovables was liable for

all  damages the buyer had suffered in accordance with D. 19.1.13pr. Furthermore, if the

prejudice caused by the encumbrance exceeded more than half the thing's just price, B

could bring the remedy lesion beyond moiety. An overview of the remedies available to B

is in the schedule below. The red cells indicate that some goods are no longer considered

a  separate  class  to  which  a  particular  liability  regime applies,  as  had  been  the  case

according to medieval ius commune.

Thus, in early modern Dutch law all preceding currents in legal thinking came together.

This resulted in a situation in which B could, depending on regional preferences, seek for

remedies in keeping with medieval, early modern Castilian, or humanist interpretations of

ius commune law. Yet, the long limitation and the subjective price assessment which both

accompanied the civil remedy for defects in the thing sold had been discarded.     
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Chapter  Six.  Seventeenth  and  eighteenth  century  natural  law on  the

remedies for defects in a thing exchanged for money

6.1 Introduction

In  this  chapter,  the  views  of  natural  law  scholars  from the  Netherlands,  the  German

regions and France of the 17th and 18th centuries on the law of latent defects is discussed.1

Natural law thinking as it developed in Northern Europe differed from the scholastically

inspired natural law of 16th -century Castile and the Low Countries in various respects.

First, as will  be explained below, its method based on rationally underpinned axiomata

(mos geometricus)  was unknown to early  modern Castilian scholarship.  Secondly, the

distinction between the court of conscience (forum internum) and the worldly jurisdiction

(forum externum) as carried through in the writings of the early modern scholastics was

reformulated by later natural law scholars. The distinction became one between a natural,

ideal  type  of  law  based  on  reason  and  the  positive  law  in  force.  The  latter  should

incorporate  the  former  wherever  possible,  though  natural  law  scholars  themselves

admitted that 'it is not something to wonder about that laws only remedy iniquities in as far

as these are manageable, whereas philosophers do so in as far as the iniquities can be

grasped  by  reason  and  intelligence'.2 Because  later natural  law  scholars  tried  to

incorporate natural law into the positive law as far as it went, the law governing defects in

the thing sold underwent significant changes. The aim of this chapter is to illustrate which

changes were brought about by natural law thinking.

For  the  presentation  of  findings,  I  follow  the  same  division  of  sections  and

subsections as in the preceding chapters. Section  6.2 deals with the remedies for latent

defects  and its  debated points  of  law. Section 6.3 focusses on the  remedy for  lesion

beyond moiety. The structure  of  this  section  differs  somewhat  from the corresponding

sections in the previous chapters. This is mainly due to the fact that the remedy endured

severe attacks by 17th  -  and 18th  -century natural  law scholars. As the ensuing debate

would prove decisive for the future life of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety, it is dealt

with at length. In addition, the scholars discussed in this chapter do not go into such details

as regards the remedy's particular legal features, so a point by point discussion is left out.

After a comparison of the natural law views regarding the remedies for latent defects and

that for lesion beyond moiety, both kinds of remedies are compared in section 6.4. The

chapter  ends  with  a  summary  of  the  findings  (6.5).  The  doctrinal  positions  will  be

presented as much as possible in a chronological order, although sometimes for clarity's

sake, the chronological sequence may include an element of deviation. 

Before proceeding with the substantial law about defects in the thing sold, some

words are necessary to mention the general change in perception of law by 17 th - and 18th

-century natural law scholars. 

1 Admittedly, Hugo Grotius and Johannes Althusius are 16th and 17th century scholars. Yet, their works
demonstrate the first signs of the direction which later 17th and 18th  century natural law scholars would
take, so that they merit their place in this chapter.

2 Grotius,  IBP, 2.12.12, p. 347: [quoting Cicero,  De off.,  3.17.68]  'nimirum leges iniqua tollunt quatenus
teneri manu possunt, philosophi quatenus ratione et intelligentia'..
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6.1.1 Natural law: a changing paradigm

Seventeenth and eighteenth century natural law thinking brought a revolutionary change

concerning  the  way  legal  scholars  thought  about  the  law  of  latent  defects.  It  was

characterized by  deductive  reasoning instead of  taking  Roman law cases as  point  of

departure for inductive reasoning. Furthermore, natural law scholars held the firm believe

that law could be developed in a consistent way from axioms. Baruch de Spinoza's (1632-

1677) thoughts about how mankind could come to true knowledge illustrates the value

which 17th century scholars attached to mathematical modes of reasoning:

'Indeed men have rightly stated that the judgements of the gods are far beyond human

understanding. This fact alone would surely have caused that the truth would always

remain hidden from mankind, had not mathematics, which is not about ends but which

only  deals  with  the  essential  properties  of  figures,  provided  mankind  with  another

standard of truth. In addition to mathematics other causes can be named... by which it

might be realised that men... become aware of these common prejudices and be guided

to true knowledge of things.'3

Inspired  by  similar  inquiries  into  philosophy based on mathematical  methodologies  by

Christiaan Huygens (1629-1695) and Isaac Newton (1642-1726), legal scholars began to

argue analogously.  Natural  law scholars such as Pufendorf  (1632-1694)4,  Jean Domat

(1625-1696)5, and Christian Wolff (1679-1754)6 shared Spinoza's belief that mathematical

precision  would  bring  deeper  insights  into  morality.  Exemplary  is Wolff's  Philosophia

practica universalis, mathematica methodo conscripta  in which he constructs ethics with

the help of a mathematical methodology.7

The majority of the scholars discussed in this chapter use the concept of fairness in

exchange or contractual fairness as an axiom from which the rules governing the law of

latent  defects  can  be  deduced.  In  contracts  in  which  both  parties  have  to  perform

(contractus onerosi8), both performances have to correspond in terms of value. All this is

not very new. We have already seen the idea of fairness in exchange emerge throughout

3 Spinoza,  Ethica,  pars  1,  propositio  36,  appendix,  p.  148:  'Unde  pro  certo  statuerunt  deorum judicia
humanum captum longissime superare quae sane unica fuisset causa ut veritas humanum genus in
aeternum lateret, nisi mathesis quae non circa fines sed tantum circa figurarum essentias et proprietates
versatur aliam veritatis normam hominibus ostendisset et praeter Mathesin aliae etiam adsignari possunt
causae… a quibus fieri potuit, ut homines… communia haec praejudicia animadverterent, et in veram
rerum cognitionem ducerentur.'

4 For biographical data see K. Luig, Klaus, 'Pufendorf, Samuel Freiherr von', in: NDB 21 (2003), pp. 3-5. 
5 M.F. Renoux-Zagamé, 'Domat, Jean', in: Dictionnaire, pp. 254-256.
6 For biographical data see W. Schrader, 'Wolff, Christian', in: ADB 44 (1898), pp. 12-28.
7 Wolff,  Philosophia  practica  universalis,  praeloquium,  n.p.:  'His  quidem  praecipue  de  causis

Mathematicum effloruit Studium: reliquae autem disciplinae splendorem, quo nunc effulgent, insignem
ideo  consecuta,  quod  earum  cultores  Mathematice  philosophari,  h.e.  conceptus  intellectus  a
perceptionibus imaginationis accurate distinguere, rerum naturas primo omnium loco investigare et ex iis
reliqua deducere, tandemque ab universalibus et simplicioribus et specialiora et magis involuta progredi
juxta leges genuina cujusdam methodi inveniendi verum sueverint'.

8 Contracts that 'utramque partem ad aequale onus adstringunt', Pufendorf, De officiis hominis, 1.15.2, p.
234; Gordley, Origins, p. 127, 132-133; K. Luig, 'Pufendorf, Samuel Freiherr von', in: NDB 21 (2003), S.
3-5.
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early modern scholasticism. Yet, the implications of deductive reasoning are made more

explicit,  even  by  scholars  not  so  versed  in  natural  law  theory. So  we  find  the  usus

modernus-scholar Gottlieb  Gerhard  Titius  (1661-1714)9 plainly  stating  that  both  the

aedilician  remedies  and  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  serve  to  safeguard  the

natural law requirement of fairness in exchange:

'It  is  evident from their nature that  contracts in which both parties have to perform

require equality.  Therefore, an ocurring inequality produces a lesion, which has to be

corrected  according  to  a  precept  of  natural  law...[§3]  Concerning  the  lesion  that

originates in defects in things; to take care of its correction pertained to the Aediles...

whence the Aedilician Edict, in which the aediles proposed really nothing else than

natural  decrees  about  omitting  lesion,  compensating  damages  and  keeping  good

faith... [§12] Secondly, the lesion must be considered which originates in inequality of

price, see §1 of this title'.10

Inspired  by  his  Castilian  predecessors,  somewhat  earlier,  Grotius  had  already

contemplated the law of latent defects and their conformity to the requirement of fairness

in exchange. In the event of sales, such a requirement was the yardstick with which the

tenability of ius commune-provisions would be measured, since 'natural equity governs in

contracts in such a manner that a right is produced from inequality for him who has less'11.

An important difference, however, between Grotius and his Castilian forerunners is that

Grotius abstracts from the catholic context in which early modern scholastics conceived

their theories. Divine law is no longer the ultimate source from which principles and rules

flow. Secondly, Grotius translates the distinction between rules that prevailed in the forum

internum and those that have to be lived up to in the forum externum into secular terms; a

rational, ideal type of natural law should be taken as a model for the civil law (burger-

wet).12 In Grotius' view it is man's desire to form a society (appetitus societatis) that evokes

9 E. Landsberg, 'Titius, Gottlieb Gerhard',  in: ADB 38 (1894), pp. 379-380.
10 Titius, Iuris privati, 4.20,  §1, 3 and 12, pp. 562, 564:  'Contractus onerosos requirere aequalitatem, ex

ipsorum natura manifestum est. Interveniens igitur inaequalitas laesionem parit, quae, ex iuris naturalis
praescripto, emendari debet...[§3] Quod attinet laesionem, quae ex vitiis rerum oritur, eius emendandae
cura, apud Romanos, ad Aediles pertinuit, hinc Edictum Aedilitium... in quo nihil aliud fere quam decreta
naturalia  de  omittenda  laesione,  damno  resarciendo  ac  fide  servanda,  Aediles  proposuerunt.  [§12]
Postea consideranda est laesio, quae ex inequalitate pretii oritur,  v. §1, h.'; similarly, Barbeyrac (1674-
1744) who in his translation of Pufendorf's  De iure naturae  explains that  the aedilician and the civil
remedies are both examples of how contractual imbalance is remedied in Roman law. Barbeyrac,  Le
droit de la nature, 5.3.1, p. 30, fn. 2; also Hahn, Observata, vol. 2, to D. 21.1, no. IX, p. 20: 'vitia rerum
venditarum ex justitia commutativa a venditore debent manifestari... Nisi forte invincibiliter ignoretur ab
utroque contrahente'; Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 69.

11 Grotius, IBP, 2.12.8: 'In contractibus natura aequalitatem imperat, et ita quidem, ut ex inaequalitate ius
oriatur minus habenti'; Also Felden (d. 1688), Annotata, ad. lib. 1.2, §. 8, p. 12 and ad. lib. 2.12, §8, p. 21;
Wolff,  Ius natura methodo,  vol. 4, 671, §976; Darjes (1714-1791),  Institutiones § 485, p. 255; Klempt,
Grundlagen, p. 32, 46.

12 Grotius, 'De Aequitate', p. 223: 'unde ad ipsa naturae principia recurrendum fuit, ut ita suppleretur ex
infinito id quod finito deerat. Perfecta enim norma infinitae rei finita esse non potest; quo illud pertinet,
quod et philosophi et iurisconsulti dixere, leges non his quae unquam accidere possunt, sed his quae
plerumque accidunt aptari'.  
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legal principles without which a peaceful society will never be realised:13

'[prolegomena  §  8]  The  safeguarding  of  society  which  corresponds  to  the  human

intellect is the appropriate source of the law which is properly called by such name'.14  

This concept of law has direct influence on how Grotius perceives the law about latent

defects:

[2.12.9] It pertains to pre-contractual behaviour that he who enters into some contract

with another must declare the defects known to himself of the thing that is the object of

the sale. This is not only wont to be ordained by civil laws but conforms to acts of

nature, since among contracting parties there is a closer society than that which is

common to mankind.'15 

Grotius' remark that not only the civil law, but also the natural law ordains certain rules,

opens the way for disregarding the civil law when its provisions do not comply with natural

law, something he admits in his De iure belli ac pacis. Having discussed Roman contract

law,  Grotius  states  that  though  'all  [previously  stated  principles  of  natural  law,  NdB]

conform to the Roman laws, their origins lie not in those, but in natural equity'. 16 In other

words, Roman law as an example of civil law is only to be upheld as long as it answers to

the rules derived from natural law. 

Heineccius  (1681-1741)  presents  another  example  of  how  Roman  law  was

interpreted  and  modified  by  natural  law  reasoning.  In  his  Praelectiones  in  Hugonem

Grotium, the German jurist writes that the rule 'not to do to another, what you do not want

yourself to be done to'17 was one of the foundations of natural law. The following natural

law precepts towards one's fellow human being resulted from this premise:

'1) that I abstain from his goods, 2) that I restitute, if I damage him, 3) that I keep to the

agreement I made with him, 4) that I will neither bring or do any injury to him'.18

13 Already noted  by Heineccius,  Praelectiones, to  Grotius'  IBP,  proemium,  §  8,  p.  8:  '...Ex hoc  primo
argumento colligit Grotius principium iuris naturae et gentium esse socialitatem. Itaque ea in re convenit
Grotius cum Hobbesio et Pufendorffio. Omnes enim hic auctores ius naturae et gentium derivant ex
principio  socialitatis;  Gordley states  that  this  step had  already been taken  by Spanisch scholastics,
though he gives no exact references. See his  Origins,  p. 222. In the chapter on Castilian aw I treated
Suárez' view on the matter, who even denies that a natural law can exist without a superior divine law.
See 3.2.2.

14 Grotius,  IBP, prolegomena 8, p. 9-10:  'societatis custodia humano intellectui conveniens fons est eius
iuris, quod proprie tali nomine appellatur...'.

15 Grotius, IBP, 2.12.9, p. 344: '... Ad praecedanos actus pertinet, quod is qui cum aliquo contrahit vitia sibi
nota rei de qua agitur significare debet: quod non civilibus tantum legibus constitui solet, sed naturae
quoque actus congruit. Nam inter contrahentes propior quadam est societatis quam quae communis est
hominum'.

16 Grotius, IBP, 2.12.13, p. 347: 'quae omnia Romanis quidem congruunt legibus, sed non ex illis primitus,
sed ex aequitate naturali veniunt'. 

17 Heineccius,  Praelectiones,  to  Grotius'  IBP, 2.12.12,  p.  293:  'Si  res sine  culpa contrahentium vitiosa
adpareat, id damnum contrahentes sibi invicem resarcire debet....Nam 1. quum in contractu requiratur
aequalitas....Non autem aequalis est, si vitiosa. 2. Regula iusti est: quod tibi non vis fieri, alteri ne feceris
[Heineccius' emphasis]'; the adage is positively formulated in the New Testament (Matt. 7:12; Luke 6:31).

18 Heineccius,  Praelectiones,  to Grotius'  IBP, proemium, 2,  §  8, p. 8:  '1) ut abstinere debeam ab eius
rebus, 2) ut si damnum ei fecerim, restituam, 3) ut pactum quod cum eo inii, servem, 4) ut eum feram,
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These precepts are Heineccius' elaboration of Grotius'  appetitus societatis as the source

of natural law, of which the second leads to the duty to remedy sales which had faltered

because of a defect in the thing sold.19 

Furthermore, according to Heineccius, the remedy for lesion beyond moiety must

have  been  invented  by  the  Roman  emperors  to  mitigate  one  of  the  more  stringent

requirements of natural law. that, in principle, all instances of contractual inequality had to

be repaired. After all, the mere fact of contractual imbalance implies that harm is done to

one's  fellow  human  being.  Yet,  in  order  to  prevent  chaos  by  litigation-eager  civilians

dragging each other to court for every trifle, it was decreed that only prejudices of more

than  half  of  the  just  price  of  the  thing  sold  could  be  remedied  in  front  of  a  judge. 20

Apparently,  Heineccius  is  of  the  opinion  that  already  the  Romans  took  fairness  in

exchange as the foundation of contract law, the sharp edges of which they had aimed to

take off by introducing a remedy for lesion beyond moiety. Imposing a scholastic view on

Roman contract law Heineccius reasons anachronistically. As learned earlier, the theory

that contracts, because of their commutative aims, require fairness in exchange, and the

division  of  rules  for  the  forum internum  and  externum  did  not  surface before  the  12th

century.21 It  demonstrates  how  deeply  natural  law  scholars  believed  in  natural  law

principles  existing  independently  of  time  or  legal  culture  and  that  these  had  similarly

guided the Ancients as themselves.22 

nec illi ullam faciam iniuriam'. 
19 Heineccius, Praelectiones, to Grotius' IBP proemium, 2, § 8, p. 8: '...in re convenit Grotius cum Hobbesio

et Pufendorfio. Omnes enim hic auctores ius naturae et gentium derivant ex principio socialitatis'. 
20 Heineccius, Praelectiones, to Pufendorff's De officio, 1.15.4, p. 154: Porro ex eodem principio sequitur,

3.  ut  omnis laesio vel  inaequalitas sit  emendanda, si  in  contractu  oneroso intervenerit;  quod sit  vel
abrumpendo contractum, vel praestito damno, vel laesione:...Haec quidem ex iure naturae certa sunt et
in theoria facile intelligentur, sed in re publica et praxi non possunt adcurate observari; ...2 interest rei
publicae,  ne  lites  in  infinitum  gliscant;  in  infinitum  autem  eas  gliscere  oporteret  si  ob  laesionem
quamlibet, etiam minimam, actio daretur. Itaque leges civilis, inprimis l. 2 C. de rescind. vendit. definiunt,
tunc demum actioni locum fore, si alter laesus sit enormiter... Heineccius, Praelectiones, to Grotius' IBP,
2.12.12seq., p. 293: 'Si res sine culpa contrahentium vitiosa adpareat,  id damnum contrahentes sibi
invicem  resarcire  debent.  Ratio  ex  eodem  fundamento  fluit.  Nam  1.  quum  in  contractu  requiratur
aequalitas (§ 8) non sufficit pretium esse aequale rei, sed rem quoque oportet esse aequalem pretio.
Non autem aequale est, si vitiosa. 2. Regula iusti est, quod tibi non vis fieri, alteri ne feceris. Iam venditor
non  vult  defraudari  iusto  pretio;  ergo  nec  emtor  debet  circumveniri  re  vitiosa.  Obiicitur:  ius  tamen
Romanum non ob quodcunque rei vitium, vel quamcumque pretii inaequalitatem contractum rescindere,
sed tantum ob laesionem enormem, l. 2. C. de rescind. vendit. Resp. 1, leges civiles non omnia ad vivum
[take things too litterally] resecare possunt. Sufficit, modo illa vitia inhibeantur, per quae detrimentum
capere posset  res publica.  2.  Interest  rei  publicae,  ne litibus innumeris  fatigentur  iudices.  Ergo nec
expedit ei, ut ob quamcumque laesionem minimam actiones dentur.' 

21 The origins of the remedy more likely lie in the culture of Ancient Near East which emphasised the
importance of land as being crucial to sustain a family. Possession of land therefore merited additional
protection against market forces. See Westbrook, 'Origin',  p. 52; Gordley similarly denies Aristotelian
influence on Roman contract law. Gordley, 'Equality', p. 1622.  

22 A point  missed by Klempt,  Grundlagen,  p.  39ff.;  other  examples:  Pufendorf,  De iure  naturae,  5.3.9;
Felden,  Annotata in Hug. Grotium De jure belli et paci,  ad. lib. 2.12,  § 9, p. 23; Wernher (1677-1743),
Elementa,  cap.  12,  §  12,  p.  277;  Already  Vangerow  (1808-1870)  in  his  Lehrbuch  der  Pandekten
remarked that 'die Prämisse der lezteren Meinung, es sei schon dem älteren Rechte eine Reszission des
Vertrags wegens schwerer Verletzung bekannt gewesen, völlig unsicher und zweifelhaft und durch die
dafür angeführten Pandektenstellen ganz und gar nicht bewiesen ist'. Vangerow, Lehrbuch, vol. 3, § 611,
p. 328.
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The next sections will explore in greater detail the effects of this natural law mode of

thinking on the development of the Roman law-based remedies for defects in the thing

sold and lesion beyond moiety.  
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6.2 Seventeenth and eighteenth century natural law on the law of latent defects

6.2.1 The aedilician remedies: redundant rules?

We have seen that throughout the Middle Ages the relationship between the aedilician

actions of  Digest  title  21  and the  civil  action  on the  contract  (actio  empti)  which also

contained remedies for latent defects was problematic and hotly debated. We met with

various answers to the question whether the differences between the aedilician remedies

and those available under the sales contract were significant enough to keep them intact

or whether the merging of both sets of rules into one remedy for latent defects was to be

preferred. 

Early  modern Castilian  law had abolished the  medieval  ius  commune-view that

there  were  various  sets  of  remedies  for  defects  in  the  thing  sold.  Nevertheless,  the

question  whether  civil  and  aedilician  remedies  existed  which  possessed  different

characteristics continued to haunt 16th  century humanists and 17th and 18th  century Dutch

scholarship.23 Yet, the seeds of an abolishment of the intricate ius commune doctrine sown

by early modern scholastics were already sprouting some green shoots in the works of the

Dutch scholar Grotius, who no longer differentiated between kind of defects to which either

one or the other set of remedies applied. In a similar vein, he did not distinguish between

civil and aedilician periods of limitation for remedies for latent defects.   

6.2.1.1 Scope of the civil and aedilician remedies

Seventeenth and eighteenth century natural law scholars continued the new trail blazed by

their Castilian predecessors. They hardly ever mentioned the Roman aedilician or civil

remedies when discussing the seller's liability for defects. Instead, they discussed under

what circumstances the seller  was required to reveal  latent  defects on the grounds of

certain demands which were put on behaviour in conducting business through contracts. 

Grotius  comes  to  the  conclusion  that  a  latent  defect  could  cause  a  breach  of

fairness in exchange and that this triggered a liability to compensate the damages the

buyer had incurred because of the defect. 

'Then there remains the equality  which is related to the object of the contract. This

equality means that even if nothing was concealed which ought to have been declared,

or more is demanded than can be believed to be owed, there is an inequality, be it

without  fraud  on  either  side,  for  instance,  when  there  is  a  latent  defect or  when

someone erred regarding the price. In that event, things should be compensated by

taking from him who took more than his due and by giving that to him who received

less, since in contracts it is intended – or it should have been – for both sides that both

receive an equal amount.'24 

23 See 4.2.1 and 5.2.1.
24 Grotius,  IBP, 2.12.12, p. 346:  'Restat aequalitas in eo de quo agitur, in hoc consistens, ut etiamsi nec

celatum quicquam sit  quod  dictum oportuit,  nec  plus  exactum quam deberi  putabatur,  in  re  tamen
deprehendatur  inaequalitas,  quamquam sine  culpa  partium,  puta  quod vitium latebat,  aut  de  pretio
errabatur, eo quoque sit resarcienda et demendum ei qui plus habet reddendumque minus habenti, quia
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Thus, inequality as a result of a latent defect must also be rectified, but not because a

latent  defect  constituted  a  special  ground  for  a  remedy,  but  because  a  breach  of

contractual equality resulted from it. 

In his De iure belli ac pacis, Grotius does not elaborate on how compensation for a

latent defect should take place. This is not so difficult to comprehend, if we keep in mind

the  shift  of  thinking  that  came  with  the  natural  law  current.  Overarching  concepts

determine what is allowed and what is not.25 It is left to legal practitioners to work out the

legal  tools  to  shape  that  outcome.  This  can  either  be  by  bringing  in  the  aedilician

remedies, the remedies on the contract, the remedy for lesion beyond moiety or a mix of

these.  As  observed  in  the  previous  chapter,  Castilian  scholastically  inspired  scholars

reserved the remedy for lesion beyond moiety as the most apt for all instances in which

contractual equality had been breached by more than half the just price, even if a latent

defect had caused the breach.26 

In his Inleidinge Grotius merely mentions that there are remedies for returning the

thing and price reduction in the event 'some defect' occurs. Moreover, a buyer can sue for

lesion beyond moiety.27 However, one should not draw conclusions lightly from what is

written in the  Inleidinge, since even the scholar himself admitted that he was often at a

loss due to insufficient sources available to him while writing his introduction to Holland's

legal system.28 It is nevertheless noteworthy that Grotius mentions 'some defect' and does

not  bring  up  for  discussion  which  kind  is  meant.  This  fits  in  with  Grotius'  discussing

contractual remedies as means to restore a breach of fairness in exchange (onevenheid).29

No  longer  what  caused  the  breach  but  the  breach  itself  determines  what  claims  the

prejudiced party has against the party causing the breach.

Pufendorf  likewise  emphasises  the  need  of  equality  between  performances  in

contracts.  The  first  professor  to  hold  a  natural  law  chair  ever,  from 1661  to  1668  in

Heidelberg30, Pufendorf states that this requirement implies that the seller tell the buyer

about defects in the thing sold in order that the just price can be properly determined,

since 'it is otherwise impossible to rightly determine the just price'.31 In the same vein as

in  contractu  id  utrimque  propositum  aut  fuit  aut  esse  debuit,  ut  uterque  tantundem  haberent  [my
emphasis]'; similary, Vitriarius, Institutiones, 2.12.16, p. 286; Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 34.

25 Cf. Klischies, Die geschichtliche Entwicklung, p. 70; Otte, Francisco de Vitoria, p. 12-15.
26 Notably De Vitoria, Usuros y contratos, p. 109. See 3.5.
27 Grotius,  Inleidinge,  3.15.7, p. 553:  'eenig gebrek'; idem,  Inleidinge,  3.52.2:  'Maar met ter tyd de eigen

baatzoekinge alle maat van redelykheid te buiten gaande, heeft  inbindinge van noode gehad, en is
overzulks eerst goedgevonden, dat de verkooper, die voor het gekochte minder hadde bedongen, dan
de helft was van de rechte waarde van hetzelve, doe het verkocht werd, den kooper zouden mogen
aanspreken om den koop te breken... 't welk bevonden zynde in billykheid te bestaan, door de gewoonte
is uitgestrekt tot de koopers'.

28 'Mirari non debet claritas vestra, si mihi non ea, quae tibi fuere nota adminicula multum est. Potuisse me
praestare quod praestiti  in illo loco et tempore quo fui',  quoted by Schorer in:  Dertig rechtsgeleerde
vraagen, xiv.

29 Grotius, Inleidinge, 3.1.15, 17, pp. 196-197.
30 H. Breßlau, 'Pufendorf, Samuel', in: ADB 26 (1888), pp. 701-708. 
31 Pufendorf,  De iure naturae, 5.3.2, p. 700: 'citra enim justum pretium liquido constitui non potest'; idem,

De officiis hominis, 1.15.6, p. 238; Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 40.
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Grotius,  Pufendorf  evades  a  discussion  about  which  ius  commune-remedies  are

applicable and how they relate to each other. He simply states that both the remedies on

the contract and the aedilician remedies are pertinent:

'D.  19.1.1.1  and  D.  18.1.43.2  are  pertinent  and  likewise  the  entire  title  about  the

aedilician  edict,  where  the  defects  in  draught  animals  and  slaves  that  should  be

indicated and the concealment of which gives rise to a remedy for returning the thing

are recounted one by one'32 

Wolff too argues that a defect in a thing can cause a breach of contractual equality,

when it impedes the right estimation of the price one is willing to pay for it. 33 He is equally

vague as Grotius and Pufendorf with regard to the question which remedy the buyer has at

his disposal, if a seller has not made the buyer aware of any defects. Wolff says no more

than that the seller must inform the buyer of defects in the item. He does not elaborate on

the technicalities following a breach of this requirement.34   

The  idea  that  a  breach  of  fairness  in  exchange  because  of  a  defect  could  be

remedied in  various ways regardless of  the kind of  defect,  seems to have percolated

through to some regions in France. Jean Domat, member of the Parlement de Paris and

friend of  the mathematician Pascal35,  mentions corporeal  and non-corporeal  defects  at

random in his  Lois civiles dans leur ordre naturel  of 1689, thus implying that there is no

different regime for either of them. Instead, Domat ties the seller's liability to the damage

the defect produces. Not every defect creates a right to sue. Only if it seriously impedes

the thing's use, remedies become available.36  

Robert Joseph Pothier (1699-1772), another French legal scholar of high repute,

had a scholastic background37 and was also influenced by early modern scholasticism.

From the title of his treatise on obligations alone one can already surmise that its content

will be imbibed with scholastic natural law theory. Fully titled Traité des obligations selon

les règles tant du for de la conscience que du for extérieur, Pothier's work indeed repeats

the doctrine as it was formulated by the early modern scholastics. 

'L'équité doit regner dans les conventions, d'où il suit que dans le contrats intéressés

dans  lesquels  l'un  des  contractans  donne  ou  fait  quelque  chose,  pour  recevoir

32 Pufendorf,  De iure naturae,  5.3.2, p. 700:  'huc pertinet  l. 1,  §1, D. de act. emt. vend., l. 43, §2, D. de
contrah.  emt.  item totus  titulus  de  aedil.  edicto,  ubi  sigillatim  recensentur  vitia  quae  in  jumentis  et
mancipiis venalibus sunt indicanda et quae dissimulata redhibitioni locum faciunt'.

33 Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 46.
34 Wolff,  Ius naturae,  vol. 4,  § 1044, p. 727:  'Vitia rei quae in oculos non incurrunt, vel aliunde nota non

sunt,  emtori  indicare  tenetur  venditor.  Sunt  enim  vitia  accidentia  ingrata,  quae  adeo  vel  utilitati  ut
jucunditati obstant, aut molestiam afferunt, vel ad eam afferendam apta sunt....venditor omnino emtori
vitia rei quae in oculos non incurrunt nec aliunde iam nota sunt indicare debet, ut libere statuat, utrum iis
non obstantibus rem, minori praesertim pretio emere velit an nolit'.  

35 M.-F. Renoux-Zagamé, 'Domat, Jean', in: Dictionnaire, pp. 254-256.
36 Domat, Les lois, vol. 1, 1.2.3, p. 163: 'Comme il n'est pas possible de reprimer toutes les infidelitez de

vendeur et que les inconveniens seroient trop gands de resoudre, ou troubles les ventes, pour toute
sorte de défauts des chose vendites on ne considere que ceux qui les rendent absolument inutiles a
l'usage pour lequel elle sont en commerce...'

37 J.-L. Thireau, 'Pothier, Robert-Joseph', in: Dictionnaire, pp. 636-638.  
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quelqu'autre chose comme le prix de ce qu'il donne ou de ce qu'il fait, la lésion que

souffre l'un des contractans, quand même l'autre n'auroit recours à aucun artifice pour

le tromper est seule suffisante par elle-même pour rendre ces contrats vicieux. Car

l'équité  en  fait  de  commerce  consistant  dans  l'égalité,  dès  que  cette  égalité  est

blessée, et que l'un des contractans donne plus qu'il ne recoit; le contrat est vicieux,

parce qu'il péche contre l'équité qui y doit regner'.38 

Yet, this does not mean that all impairments of contractual fairness allow for remedies with

which to sue for a restoration of fairness in exchange. According to the rules of the forum

externum,  the  aedilician  remedies  could  only  be  brought  for  specifically  described

'redhibitorian' defects, so we read in Pothier's other famous  Traité du contrat de vente

selon les règles tant du for de la conscience que du for extérieur.39 The same holds for the

remedy for price reduction.40 

Hence, there is a dichotomy in Pothier's theory similar to that in the writing of many

early modern Castilian scholastics. First, he states that for the  forum internum  equality

should be preserved in all contracts and that, if equality has been breached, the contract is

of itself defective (vicieux). On the other hand, in the forum externum such a strict duty as

to  always ensure  exact  equality  does not  exist.  It  only  caters  for  remedies,  if  certain

conditions are met.  If  the breach of fairness in exchange is not caused by one of the

predefined 'redhibitorian' defects, the forum externum withholds a remedy even against a

seller in bad faith.41 The reason Pothier provides for this is the following:

'néanmoins  on  les  observe  peu  dans  nos  Tribunaux  et  un  acheteur  n'y  est  pas

facilement écouté à se plaindre qu'on lui a caché quelque vice de la chose vendue,

lorsque le vice n'est pas un vice redhibitoire. L'interêt du commerce ne permettant pas

d'admettre facilement les parties à revenir contre les marchés qui on été conclus, elles

doivent s'imputer de ne s'être pas mieux informées des défauts que la chose vendue

pouvoit avoir.'42

Thus,  practical  demands sometimes make that  the natural  law principle  of  fairness in

exchange has to give way in the French courts. 

6.2.1.2 Natural law theory and positive law: a difficult union

Grotius had already pointed out the gap between legal  theory and the law which was

applied, quoting Cicero - who apparently had experienced the same difficulty more than

1500 years  before  -  that  'it  is  not  something  to  wonder  about  that  laws only  remedy

iniquities in as far as these are manageable, whereas philosophers do so in as far as the

38 Pothier, Obligations, vol. 1, 1.1.4, no. 33, p. 201.
39 Pothier, Vente, vol. 1, 2.1.2, no. 205, p. 201: 'Pour qu'un vice donne lieu à la garantie, il faut en premier

lieu qu'il soit du nombre de ceux qui, selon l'usage des lieux, passent pour redhibitoires. Par example,
c'est un usage que la pouse, la morve et la courbature passent pour vice redhibitoires à l'égard des
cheveaux: la Cout. Bourbonnois, art. 87, en a une disposition: la pommelière à l'égard des vaches'.

40 Pothier,  Vente,  vol.  1,   2.1.6,  no.  232,  p.  221:  'Cette  action quanto minoris,  pour  raison des  vices
redhibitoires, a lieu dans les mêmes cas où l'action redhibitoires a lieu'.

41 Mark the word 'caché' in the following quote.
42 Pothier, Vente, vol. 2, 1.2, no. 238, p. 227. 
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iniquities can be grasped by reason and intelligence'.43 Natural law scholars of the 17th and

18th centuries acquiesced in a legal reality in which natural law theories only partly worked

in practice. More than that,  scholars who were active in legal  practice and also wrote

manuals and compendia for practical purposes even show an inclination toward what was

at the time the commonly accepted law in practice, viz. ius commune in a Bartolist fashion

applied in more general terms than Roman law strictly allows for.

To what blending of theories this may lead to is demonstrated in the writings of

Johannes Althusius (1563-1638), who lived and worked in Emden, situated in what is now

the state  of  North Rhine Westphalia44,  close to  the Dutch border. His  indebtedness to

natural law theory has been skilfully acknowledged by Klempt.45 

To begin with, Althusius considers the duty to deliver an object free from defects as

an integral part of the sales contract, which is an instance of conceptual thinking already

seen in the writings of humanists and Dutch scholars.46 Not acquainting the buyer with

flaws in the thing sold amounts to delivering a thing that is worth less than pretended,

something which apparently stands at odds with Althusius' implicit normative ideas about

the sales contract:

'I  say  that  the  things  must  be  handed  over...  whole,  incorrupt  and  free  from

encumbrances  and  defects.  The  recipient  must  be  opportunely  warned  for  latent

defects in the thing, which he would otherwise neglect... Likewise he who delivers has

to warn for unsuitability and encumbrances.... for the thing's defectiveness because of

defects and for diseases which he could and should explicitly mention by name... and

because of  the  concealing  of  which the thing handed  over  would  have been less

worth'.47 

In  his  Iurisprudentiae  romanae,  Althusius  more  explicitly  demonstrates  that  he

reasons deductively. Reasoning from the similarity of sales and lease, he states that:

'the aedilician edict and eviction have a place in contracts which involve a paid sum, D.

21.1.19 and D. 21.1.63. After all, the aedilician edict is frequently applied to sales and

lease... although Ulpian refutes the latter, D. 21.1.63.'48

Yet,  despite  this  approximation  to  a  sales  regime  based  on  general  principles,

43 Grotius,  IBP,  2.12.12, p. 347:  'nimirum leges iniqua tollunt quatenus teneri manu possunt, philosophi
quatenus ratione et intelligentia'.

44 More precise in the region know as 'East Frisia'.
45 H. Mitteis, 'Althusius, Johannes', in: NDB, 1 (1953), pp. 224-225; Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 27-28. 
46 See 4.2.1.4 (Doneau) and 5.2.1.4 (Vinnius).
47 Althusius, Dicaeologica (first ed. 1618), 1.74.9, pp. 253-254: 'Res, inquam, integra, incorrupta, sana, non

vitiosa  ...  est  tradenda  et  accipiens  de  commodo  rei  latente,  quod  alias  ille  neglecturus  esset,
monendus... Similiter de incommodo et onere ...de defectu vitiis, morbiis et iis quae tradens specialiter
exprimere potuit et debuit...et ob quorum reticentiam minoris res tradita valuisset...'; Klempt, Grundlagen,
pp. 30-31.

48 Althusius, Iurisprudentiae, 1.34, p. 164: 'Contractibus qui mercede sunt, accedunt edictum aedilitium et
evictio, l.19 et l. 63 de aedil. edict. Saepissime enim in emptione venditione, vel in locatione conductione
locus est...quamvis hoc ultimum Ulpianus neget, l. 63 de aedil. edict.'. Althusius dismissal of D. 21.1.63 is
more profoundly discussed in section 6.2.2 of the present chapter.
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Althusius  maintains  the  distinction  between  corporeal  and  non-corporeal  defects.  The

aedilician remedy for returning the thing does not apply to the latter kind of defects, unless

they hinder the use of the object's corporeal qualities, such as is the case with a slave who

is inclined to flee or to err.49 

In the light of Althusius' earlier statement it is strange that he keeps this distinction

intact. After all, the distinction is rooted in the belief that the sales contract does not entail a

duty to deliver free from defects. It was generally shared among Althusius' contemporaries

that the aedilician remedies were introduced to bring additional protection which the action

on the contract originally did not offer.50 Yet, we observed earlier that Althusius perceived

the duty to deliver free from defects as an integral part of the sales contract. Consequently,

a breach of this contract's obligation  automatically invokes the rights expressed in the

aedilician remedies which can be pursued with the action on the contract, irrespective of

the object of the sale.51 It would have been more consistent had Althusius regarded the

aedilician remedies' particular applicability as superseded. A similarly queer mixture of ius

commune-rules and deductive reasoning is also notable in the works of Doneau where it

pertained to  whether  or  not  extending the aedilician remedy for  returning the thing  to

lease.52

Perhaps  Althusius'  jumbling  of  natural  law  thinking  and  ius  commune-theory  is

simply part of the schizophrenic situation legal scholars of the time had to work in; they

theorised about the law using concepts borrowed from scholastic theology and philosophy,

while at the same time facing everyday questions handled by a judiciary that – certainly in

the lower strata – had never occupied themselves with the transcendent questions which

stood  central  to  the  scholarly  debate.53 Illustrative  of  this  is  the  legal  situation  in  the

German regions in the 17th and early 18th centuries. Natural law theory flourished in those

territories but alongside the usus modernus-current at the same time. Its adherents were

well  aware of natural law theories but nevertheless did not hesitate to cling to age-old

interpretations of the law concerning latent defects. A quick thumping through their most

influential  works demonstrates a law more accommodated to traditional  ius commune-

theory about the civil  and aedilician remedies' application to corporeal or non-corporeal

defects than to the natural law concepts set out at the beginning of this section.54

49 Althusius, Iurisprudentiae, 1.34, p. 164: 'Animi vitia aut corpus inutile reddunt aut nihil impediunt. Inutile
reddunt  corpus  vitium  fugae...Nihil  impediunt  corpus  reliqua  vitia,  iracundia,  mendacium,  avaritia
etc....ideoque non praestantur et cessat in iis redhibitio'; Althusius,  Dicaeologica,  1.75.6, p. 258: 'Animi
vitium non facit illi locum, d.l. 4 [D. 21.1.4], nisi quando id domino corpus reddit inutile et substrahit...'.

50 See 4.2.1.4.
51 Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 13.
52 See 4.2.2.
53 E.g. the appelate court of the provinces of Holland, Zeeland and West-Friesland 's ordinances of 1520

decreed only for the General-Prosecutor to hold a university degree. One might imagine the educational
level of his compeers as being rather low, let alone that of the judges in the lower courts. Cf. Le Bailly,
Procesgids, p. 15.

54 Meier,  Collegium,  ad D. 21.1,  no.  10,  p.  1188:  '...constitit  causa haec redhibitionis in morbo et  vitio
corporis, non animi...';  Brunnemann (1608-1672),  Commentarius,  vol. 1, ad D. 21.1.1.3, no. 8, p. 595:
'Actio aedilitia redhibitoria datur ob vitia...corporis scil. non animi...'; Cf. Lauterbach, Collegium, vol. 2, to
D. 21.1, nos. 10, 14 p. 159; Barth von Harmading, Disputatio, lxix; Berger, Oeconomia, 3.8.6, nota 1ff., p.
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6.2.1.3 Assessment of price reduction

Since the earliest days of  ius commune-scholarship, it  was debated whether the price

reduction  which  the  seller  owed  the  buyer  because  of  a  latent  defect  should  be

subjectively or objectively determined. Due to their beautiful art of distinguishing, medieval

ius  commune  scholars  found  both  methods  to  be  present  in  the  Corpus  iuris  civilis.

However, from the 16th century onwards, the majority view in legal doctrine moved toward

discarding  this  Accursian  distinction  in  favour  of  only  one  objective  method  of

assessment.55 With the introduction of early modern Castilian scholastic theory into the ius

commune  environment,  this  development  was only  strengthened.  Yet,  the  reasons for

Castilian  scholastics  to  favour  an  objective  price  assessment  differed  from  those  of

humanist and Castilian jurists versed in ius commune civil law, who used arguments based

on the texts in the Corpus iuris civilis and on the legal context within which buyers had to

bring their claim. Early modern scholastic theory, however, considered the just price as the

pivot around which the discussions about price reduction assessment revolved. Most of

the scholastically inspired Castilian jurists held that this just price had to be measured by

objective standards. They frequently equated it with the common market price current at

the time of the sales' conclusion. No one would ever be an impartial judge in his own

cause and since scholastic theory was built on the assumption that contractual fairness

had to be preserved to safeguard one's own conscience, it stood to reason to reject a

subjective assessment of price.56  

Seeing their indebtedness to Castilian scholastic thinking, it may not come as a

surprise  that  17th and  18th  century  natural  law  scholars  followed  suit.  Nonetheless,  in

Althusius'  and  Grotius'  writings,  the  objective  approach  is  only  somewhat  hesitatingly

accepted. Althusius, similar to Grotius57, uses both formula indicating a subjective and an

objective value interchangeably, without giving a sign of awareness of what goes behind:

'The obligatio aestimatoria is  an obligation by  which a deliverer is liable to grant the
recipient a price reduction consisting of how much less the thing is worth or how much
less he [the recipient, NdB] would have bought or accepted it, had he [the recipient,
NdB] been aware of the thing's quality, encumbrance or defect, D. 21.1.6.14, Gomez,
Variarumque resolutionum, 2.2.49.58'

750; Stryk, Usus modernus, ad D. 21.1, § 6, p. 680: 'Vitia de quibus aediles edicunt, corporis regulariter
esse debent, non animi...'; Titius,  Iuris privati,  4.20.5, p. 563; Johann Conrad Sigismund Topp (praes.),
Georg August Topp, De actione redhibitoria (diss. 1753), § 11.

55 See 3.3.1.2 (Castilian law), 4.2.1.2 (humanism), and 5.2.1.2 (early modern Dutch law).
56 See 3.2.2.3.
57 Grotius, Inleidinge, 3.15.7: 'the buyer can either choose to to return the thing and claim his money or to

keep the thing and sue for how less much he would have been buyer of the thing or, if he thinks fit, for
how much less the thing would have been really worth (....dan of hy wil de zaeck behoudende eisschen
wedergeving zulckes deels des koopsgelds, als hy de zaeck minder zoude hebben ghekocht, ofte zoo hy
wil, zulckes deels als de zaeck inder daed minder waerdig was)'.

58 Gómez,  Commentariorum,  tome 2.2.49,  p.  236.  Althusius'  reference is  inaccurate.  Gomez does not
discuss the formulas coming with the remedy for price reduction on that place; Althusius, Dicaeologica,
1.35.17, p. 259:  'Obligatio aestimatoria est, qua tradens accipienti, ad pretii exonerationem tenetur, ut
quanto minoris res valuisset vel ille emisset, vel accepisset, sciens rei qualitatem onus vel defectum, …,
l. 1, § 6, l. 14 de ad. ed. Gomes. var. resol. lib. 2, c. 2, n. 49... ' [my emphasis]; Meier plainly speaks in
favour of Accursius´ distinction, cf. Meier, Collegium, ad D. 21.1, no. 35, p. 1202: '... 2) illa petit quanto
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Though  Althusius  uses  both  the  Latin  formula  indicating  a  subjective  (emisset)  and

objective  (valuisset)  approach,  his  reference  to  Gómez  makes  a  case  for  Klempt's

assertion  that  Althusius  has  an  objective  price  assessement  in  mind,  since  that  was

commonly accepted practice in early modern Castilian legal doctrine.59 Nevertheless, this

does  not  clearly  follow  from  neither  Gomez'  work  nor  from  the  context  within  which

Althusius discusses the remedy. The only indication is that Althusius uses the verb valere,

which medieval ius commune scholars who favoured the Accursian distinction believed to

indicate an objective price assessment.

Pufendorf is clearer in his rejection of a subjective price assessment:

'...,  some  have  observed  that  in  sales  the  price  should  not  be  assessed  by  the

affections of the buyer, unless there is concurrence with other factors which determine

the price.60 Thus, the Roman laws do not pay heed to the price based on affection

regarding restitution of damage incurred without bad faith, D. 9.2.33'61   

However, there were scholars who put question marks to this approach. One of

them, Barth von Harmading (fl. 1644) 62 in his disputation on the sales contract, written in

1644, rejects the idea that the just price has to be measured with an objective measure,

since he is of the opinion that buyers and sellers are allowed to outwit each other.63 A

logical  consequence of  this  would  be that  a  price  reduction  would  also  require  to  be

measured along the line of the buyer's subjective assessment of the item. When dealing

with  the  remedy  for  price  reduction,  Barth  von  Harmading  indeed  uses  the  wordings

traditionally reserved for a subjective assessment.

'The action to estimate can be brought both against buyer and seller, in order that is

given back for how much  less the sold thing would have been bought by someone

who was not ignorant of the thing's quality.'64

minoris res empta ab agente esset, qui etiam admonitus potuit pluris emere, quam res valebat. Haec
quanto minoris fuerit, unde et aestimatoria vocatur actio, l. 18, 44, h.t. [D. 21.1.18 and 44]'.

59 Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 29; See 3.2.2.3 and 3.3.1.2.
60 E.g. heirs are allowed to ask a price based on affection for inherited land. 
61 Pufendorf, De iure naturae, 5.1.7, p. 599: '... aliqui observant, in emtione venditione non debere pretium

rei  intendi  ex  affectu  emtoris:  nisi  aliae  causae  pretium intendentes  concurrant.  Sicuti  nec  pretium
affectionis leges Romanae attendi volunt in restitutione damni sine dolo malo dati,  vid. l. 33, D, ad L.
Aquil [D. 9.2.33]....';  idem, 5.1.8, p. 600:  'Enimvero in civitatibus pretia duplici  modo definiuntur; uno
modo per decretum superiorem, seu per legem; altero modo per communem hominum aestimationem et
judicium,  accedente  consensu  eorum,  qui  inter  se  contrahunt';  Vitriarius  quotes  this  passage  in
Institutiones, 2.12.19, p. 288; cf. Becker, Die Lehre, p. 35.

62 Not much is known about this scholar. He was from Ingolstadt were he wrote a dissertation on sales
under  the  supervision  of   Erasmus  Pascha  (1568-1643)  which  was  published  in  1644;  CERL
</thesaurus.cerl.org>.

63 Barth von Harmading, Disputatio, no. 41, p. 32: 'Ad substantiam emptionis et venditionis non requirimus
ut pretium justum sit, utpote in quo contrahentibus sese invice circumvenire naturaliter permissum est'.
Inspired by D. 19.2.22.3: Quemadmodum in emendo et vendendo naturaliter concessum est quod pluris
sit minoris emere, quod minoris sit pluris vendere et ita invicem se circumscribere, ita in locationibus
quoque et conductionibus iuris est. 

64 Barth  von  Harmading,  Disputatio,  no.  LXIX,  p.  39:  'Actio  aestimatoria  similiter  emptori  adversus
venditorem competit, ut quanto minoris rem venditam illius qualitatem non ignorans emisset, damnetur ei
reddere'.
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A departure from the firmly accepted natural law-principle that the price of a thing

had to be objectively assessed needed a sound theoretical underpinning to be convincing.

The main effort  to  provide for  that  came from  Christian Thomasius (1655-1728)65 who

wrote a dissertation 'On the chimerical equity (De aequitate cerebrina)' that supposedly

governed  legal  science.66 The  natural  law  scholars'  predilection  with  an  objectively

assessed just price was a thorn in Thomasius' flesh. In Thomasius' view a price is agreed

on  by  contracting  parties  who  are  bound  to  act  in  accordance  with  the  natural  law

command to keep faith.67 Thomasius reasons from the nature of the contract, instead of

from general  principles  of  the  law of  nature,  as  e.g.  the  need to  maintain  fairness in

exchange:68

'..., it follows easily to understand from the nature of agreements that the price of things

in agreements depends only on the consensus of the agreeing or contracting parties,

not on the views of a third party... No, even if a majority assesses the price differently

than the contracting parties, there is no reason to restrict the contracting parties in their

freedom in the sense that they have to determine the price of things in their agreement

in accordance with the meaning of the majority'.69 

Thomasius appears to follow a similar line of reasoning as Barth von Harmading. Parties

are free to agree on whatever price, so that a correction of the contract based on an

objective price assessment  is out of the question. His scholar Gundling (1671-1729) has

the same.70

However,  other  than  is  sometimes  suggested  in  recent  secondary  literature,

Thomasius' views were far from being shared by the majority of natural law scholars.71

Admittedly, Wolff reasons that fairness in exchange is a default requirement from which

parties can deviate by mutual consent.72 However, Wolff also defends that basic goods

must be lowly priced. The quality of being basic is an objective one which exists regardless

of what price the contracting parties are willing to pay.73 Wolff furthermore holds that, if due

65 For biographical data E. Landsberg, 'Thomasius, Christian', in: ADB 38 (1894), pp. 93-102. 
66 About this work: Ahnert, ‘The Case of Christian Thomasius', pp. 153 – 170.
67 Ahnert, 'The Case of Christian Thomasius', p. 160.
68 Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 47.
69 Thomasius,  De  aequitate  cerebrina,  c.  III,  §. XIX:  '…ex  natura  conventionum  quantumvis  facile

intelligitur,  quod  pretia  rerum  in  conventionibus  dependeant  a  solo  consensu  convenientium  seu
contrahentium, non ab arbitrio tertii....Quin et si plurimi pretia rerum aliter aestiment, quam contrahentes,
nulla tamen ratio est, quae in statu libertatis stringat contrahentes, ut pretia rerum in conventione sua
determinent secundum arbitrium plurium.'. 

70 Gundling,  Ius  naturae,  ch.  XXIV,  §  4.  About  Gundling  as  a  follower  of  Thomasius': R.  Lieberwirth,
'Gundling, Nicolaus Hieronymus', in: NDB 7 (1966), pp. 318-319; Becker, Die Lehre, p. 38-39.  

71 Loo,  Vernietiging,  85;  Schulze, Die  Laesio,  p.  36.  Where  Schulze  contends that  'Die  Naturrechtler'
subscribed to a subjective approach of determining the price of the thing sold , he fails to mention more
than two; cf. Becker, Die Lehre, pp. 36-39; this flawed view of what the natural law view on the matter
entailed also creeped into Langer's Laesio enormis, p. 61.

72 Wolff,  Ius naturae,  vol.  4, 4.4, § 975, p. 242:  'Quamobrem cum aequalitas observetur, si  tantundem
recipitur,  quantum datur  (§  898),  adeoque in  emtione  venditione  aequalitas  observata  intelligitur,  si
verum pro re datur pretio (§ 905); in emtione venditione a contrahentium unice voluntate pendet utrum
aequalitatem observare velint, nec ne'; Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 45. 

73 Wolff, Ius naturae methodo, vol. 4, § 304, p. 230: 'Quoniam pretia rerum et operarum ita determinanda
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to destitution an individual agrees on a high price for a n object he desperately needs, this

price  is  unjust  (iniquum).  This  presupposes  the  existence  of  a  price  of  the  thing

somewhere floating in the air independent of the parties' estimation of it.  Consequently,

Wolff corrects a subjective price determination by means of an objective one.  Hence, at

least under circumstances, Wolff favours an objective price assessment.74

Heinrich von Cocceji (1644-1719)75 emphasises that parties to a sale can consent to

buying a defective thing but that both must know the thing's quality to be able to assess its

just price. A possible second step is then that the buyer agrees to pay more than the item's

quality merits against the background of the item's just price when in optima forma. This,

however, has nothing to do with a subjective price determination of the thing in question,

something which Cocceji implicitly concedes when using the formula for price reduction

which indicates an objective price assessment.76 

'However, the sale of a defective thing remains intact, because the contracting parties

consented to the thing.  That  is,  unless it  was expressed that  it  had been sold for

sound, since then consensus in the defective thing is missing. After all, a seller who

knows that the thing is defective but who does not make the buyer acquainted with that

fact, having thus acted in bad faith, causes that the other is deceived. Consequently,

the buyer can claim either that he [the seller] pay a price reduction to be assessed at

how much the thing was reduced in value because of the defect or he can sue for the

returning of the thing, if it can not be used at all and if it is in the buyer's interest to

return the thing itself.  These  actions thus have their  origins in the natural  law [my

emphasis]'.77 

Without the help of objective price standards, it is hard to imagine how the parties would

ever come to an agreement about the amount of price reduction after discovering a latent

defect. After all, the seller would subjectively claim that the defect does not really diminish

the  objec's  value,  whereas  the  buyer  would  likewise  subjectively  contend  the  exact

opposite. As a consequence, even those who otherwise endorse Thomasius' theory only

accept a subjective formation of price. They reject a subjective price as a standard to use

in litigation. Heineccius also uses the terminology indicative of an objective assessment;

quanti res minoris fuit while writing about the remedy for price reduction.78 

Pothier in his Traité du contrat de vente contemplates that the parties determine the

sunt,  ne  cuiquam  laborare  volenti  desint  res  minimum  necessariae  (§  303)  pretia  rerum  maxime
necessarium, sine quibus nempe vita conservari nequit, ita determinanda sunt, ut eadem vilis operae
pretio  comparari  possint';  cf.  idem,  §  301:  'Quodsi  ergo  in  pretio  rerum  ac  operarum  definiendo
observentur ea, quae urget lex naturae, pretium aequum est; sin minus iniquum'.

74 Cf. Wolff, Ius naturae, vol. 4, 4.4, § 905, p. 622; Schermaier, Bestimmung, pp. 277-278.
75 For biographical data see E. Döhring, 'Cocceji, Heinrich von, Freiherr von', in: NDB (1957), p. 300.
76 Contra Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 49, who does not make this distinction.
77 Cocceji, Introductio, lib. 5, cap. 2, p. 380seq.: 'Sed et emtio rei vitiosae subsistit, quia in rem consensere

contrahentes. Nisi expresse ut sana fuerit vendita, quia tunc deficit consensus in rem vitiosam. Quia
autem venditor, qui scivit rem esse vitiosam, nec certiorem reddidit emtorem, facto hoc doloso causa est,
quod alter deceptus sit, ideo agere emtor potest, vel aestimatoria quanti minoris, ad id ut tantum de
pretio restituat quantum propter vitium res minoris facta est vel redhibitoria, si res plane uti non potest,
adeoque emtoris interest rem ipsam redhiberi. Quae proinde actiones ex iure naturali originem habent'. 

78 Heinecius, Elementa iuris civilis, § 913, p. 442.
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price of the thing sold. However, this price can be above or below the just price of the item

and as such give rise to a rescission because of lesion beyond moiety. This implies the

existence  of  a  just  price  irrespective  of  the  parties'  bargaining,  which  becomes  the

standard around which proceedings evolve. Leaving aside for now the specifics of the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety in French law79, Pothier's writings breath a rejection of a

subjective price as standard to determine whether a contract is valid or not.

'lorsque  les  parties  ignoroient  la  juste  valeur,  ou  lorsque  le  vendeur,  quoique

conoissant cette juste valeur, s'est trouvé obligé par le besoin presssant qu'il  avoit

d'argent, de vendre sa chose pour la somme qu'on lui en offroit, quoique inférieur à la

juste valeur; mais ce contrat, … est un contrat inique et l'acheteur est dans le for de la

conscience obligé d'en réparer l'iniquité en suppléant ce qui manque au juste prix;

même dans le for extérieur les loix viennent quelquefois au secours du vendeur par

les lettres de rescision, lorsque la lésion est énorme, comme nous le verrons ci-après,

partie 5'.80

Unfortunately, Pothier deals only in a cursory manner with the remedy for price

reduction in his  Traité  du contrat  de vente.81 Nevertheless, his style of writing strongly

supports  the  assertion  that  Pothier  favours  an  objective  determination  of  the  price

reduction accompanying the  actio quanto minoris. His expositions on just price bear a

distinct natural law flavour ('...le for intérieur oblige à suppléer le juste prix')82 and Pothier

refers to the use of a price which exists independent of the contracting parties' consent. 

In  usus  modernus  treatises,  the  aedilician  formula  is  the  prevailing  one  too,  often

accompanied by the requirement to have the shortfall between paid price and the item's

value in good condition being assessed by experts (periti). This indicates a predilection for

an objective assessment of the price reduction.83

79 See section 6.3.2.
80 Pothier, Vente, vol. 1, 1.2, no. 21, p. 20.
81 Pothier, Vente, vol 1, 2.1, no. 232, p. 221.
82 Pothier, Obligations, vol. 1, 1.3.4, p. 47.
83 Struve (1619-1692), Jurisprudentia,  lib.  3,  tit.  20,  no.  10,  p.  494:  '(2)  Actio  aestimatoria  seu quanto

minoris, qua agit  actor,...,  ut tantum pretii  restituatur, quanto minoris res ob vitium, cum veniret, fuit';
Stryk, Usus modernus, to D. 21.1, § 42, p. 720: ' Quanti vero quodlibet vitium aestimandum, illud in dubio
iterum peritorum (…) judicio committendum, qui ex qualitate equi alteriusve rei, vitii, conventionis legibus,
consuetudine loci, aliisque circumstantiis arbitrantur...'; idem, to D. 21.1, § 43, p. 721: '...hoc solummodo
petit, ut res ad aequalitatem redigatur, id est, ut venditor tatntum de accepto pretio restituat, quo minus
res  valuit,  cum  veniret';  Titius, Iuris  Privati,  4.20.14,  p.  565:  '..laesionis  emendationem,  vel  etiam
contractus rescissionem, recte actionibus consuetis exigimus, v. l. 31, §20 de aedil. edict. [D. 21.1.20.31],
l. 11, §3, 5 de A.E.V.[D. 19.1.11.3/5] ut non opus sit, de nomine actionis, multa tricari'. With this remark
Titius implies that the price estimation involved in all remedies of a lesion is the same. For the remedy for
lesion beyond moiety  Titius prescribes an objective assessment  (4.20.17,  p.  565).  Hence,  the price
reduction coming with the aedilician remedy should also be determined objectively. Contra Schilter who
does not choose in his Institutiones, 3.24.3, p. 468: '...per testes vel aestimatores juratos'; Changuion, (fl.
1750), Disputatio de emptione et venditione, c. VI, p. 26: '...quanti minoris res ob vitium, cum venderetur,
fuit'.  
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All  in all,  the findings of this chapter cast doubt on the view that natural law scholars

favoured a subjective price as a standard to determine whether a sale was valid. 84 This find

supports the view that the remedy for price reduction which a buyer of a defective thing

could  bring  in  natural  law  doctrine  also  came  with  an  objective  price  assessment.

Thomasius and his followers who argued otherwise only represent a minor current in the

field of natural law doctrine.   

6.2.1.4 Limitation periods

Under influence of medieval statutory law, early modern Castilian civil law abolished the

perpetual  remedy  for  defects  which  medieval  ius  commune  scholars  had read  in  D.

19.1.13pr.85 Contrariwise,  a  significant  number  of  humanist  scholars  adhered  to  the

Accursian division of temporal aedilician remedies and perpetual civil ones. Dutch legal

doctrine  and  practice  was  divided  over  whether  there  were  more  remedies  for  latent

defects in goods sold with their own various periods of limitation.  This section illustrates in

what way natural law theory induced natural law scholars of the 17th and 18th centuries to

reinterpret  ius commune-provisions on the limitation of aedilician and civil  remedies for

latent defects. 

At the beginning of this chapter it  is explained how the thinking of the scholars

studied in this chapter is rooted in early modern scholastic thought. It is obvious then to

start with a recapitulation of early modern scholastic theory on limitation. According to the

early  modern scholastics who theorised about  the natural  law applicable in  the  forum

internum, personal actions grounded in bad faith do not prescribe at all. Moreover, in the

forum internum actions in which good or bad faith do not play a role are not allowed to

expire as fast as Roman law-texts have it.86 Yet, natural law scholars of the 17th and 18th

centuries who write for worldly jurisdictions have to reckon with the day's legal practice in

which the medieval  ius commune-views and corresponding short limitation periods make

themselves felt.  This  fact  and practical  issues such as  being able  to  prove what  has

happened at  a  given moment in  time, which possibility  decreases as time passes by,

makes them abandon the ideal of long-lasting legal remedies. 

The French scholar Domat explicitly states that 'the rules which determine the time

of limitation, are no more than arbitrary, because nature does not fix which precise periods

84 Schulze, Die Laesio, p. 35.
85 See 3.3.1.3.
86 Azpilcueta, Manuale, c. 17, no. 85, fo. 193v: 'Unde nec leges particulares Regnorum vel statuta civitatum,

quibus statuitur, ne post aliquot annorum lapsum, debitum peti posset, debitorem scientem se debere et
non solventem in foro conscientiae excusant'; Molina, De iustitia et iure, vol. 2, disp. 353, no. 5, p. 244:
'In foro tamen conscientiae, tenetur venditor, etiam post actionem praescriptam, ad reddendum pretium,
quando dolus causam dedit contractui et ad illud minuendum, quando dolus incidit in contractu, quoniam
ad haec in conscientiae foro,  atque ex natura ipsa rei  tenetur, eaque praescribi  cum mala fide non
possunt, imo, neque cum bona fide possunt tam brevi tempore praescribi...'; Grotius, IBP, 2.4.1: 'Gravis
hic difficultas oritur de usucapiendi iure. Namque id ius cum lege civili sit introductum (tempus enim ex
suapte natura vim nullam effectricem habet) locum habere non potest... inter duos populos liberos aut
reges...'; Thomasius, Notae, 4.12, p. 271: '...inter Principes, qui solo iure naturali utuntur, tempus non est
modus finiendae actionis personalis'; according to Wolff, parties are at liberty to agree on a limitation
period. Hence, he does not seem to presuppose that personal actions prescribe in natural law. Wolff, Ius
naturae, vol. 3, § 1024, p. 709: '... praescriptio naturaliter ex consensu praesumto descendit'.  
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are needed to be able to prescribe'.87 As a result,  rules about limitation are subject to

change and they differ according to time and place. Even Roman law had not escaped the

arbitrariness of the topic, according to Domat.88 

Indeed,  in  accordance  with  the  proverb  'many  men  many  minds',  natural  law

scholars  often  do  not  agree  in  their  solutions  to  accommodate  natural  law  principles

concerning  limitation  to  legal  practice.  Ius  commune-theory  no  longer  offers  definite

answers but neither does natural law theory provide hints on determining the right period

of time which a party should be granted to bring his remedy. As this section demonstrates,

natural law-theory based on overarching general principles thus paradoxically caused a

fragmentation of the law of limitation concerning the remedies for defects in exchanged

objects. 

What confusion the lost reverence for medieval  ius commune and the wish to adapt the

law about latent defects to natural law-principles caused can be observed in the work of

Althusius. In keeping with his having one leg in traditional ius commune-doctrine and the

other  in  natural  law  thought,  he  is  ambivalent  with  regard  to  which  limitation  periods

apply.89 As the only limitation periods Althusius mentions are the aedilician, the conclusion

urges itself that these are the ones which ought to be applied and that the civil action's 30-

year  period should be treated as abolished.  However, Althusius does not  provide any

explicit arguments for that choice.

A wholly different approach to the matter is described by Grotius. In his Inleidinghe

he mentions a one year period of limitation to both the remedy for rescission and price

reduction.  This  seems awkward  on first  sight  but  it  probably  resulted  from customary

practice.90 The short limitation is also in keeping with Cicero's adage referred to by Grotius

that in practice it is not always possible to live up to what perfect rationality and intellect

ordain.91 Moreover, from a natural law perspective, there is no good reason to differentiate

between limitation periods, since a breach of contractual  fairness in whatever contract

always results  in  one and the  same duty,  sc.  to  restore the infringement  of  another's

natural right by means of giving what he lacks.92 Whether this duty is carried out within

one, five or 30-years seems irrelevant.

Domat states that the default limitation for remedies in Roman law was 30-years.

That this period changed in due time, he does not find worth to discuss at length. As

explained at the beginning of this section, Domat is of the opinion that every jurisdiction

87 Domat, Les lois, vol. 2, 3.1.4, p. 511: 'celles qui marquent le temps de prescription ne sont que des loix
arbitraires. Car la nature ne fixe pas quel temps il faut précisément pour pouvoir prescrire'.

88 Domat, Les lois, vol. 2, 3.1.4, p. 511: 'Ainsi ces regles peuvent être cahngées et elles sont differentes en
divers  lieux:  et  cette  diversité  se  voit  même  dans  le  Droit  Romain,  où  les  prescriptions  on  été
differemment reglées en divers temps'.

89 Althusius,  Iurisprudentiae,  c.  34,  p.  111;  idem,  Dicaeologica, 1.75,  nos.  16-17,  p.  259;  Klempt,
Grundlagen, p. 29-30

90 See 5.2.1.3.
91 Grotius, IBP, 2.12.12, p. 347. See 6.1.
92 Grotius, IBP, 2.12.8: 'In contractibus natura aequalitatem imperat, et ita quidem, ut ex inaequalitate ius

oriatur minus habenti'.
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has its own ideas about how the right of the owner to recover his item or right should be

weighed against the need to put an end to the possibility to stir up doubts about who owns

what. According to Domat, that is not a matter of natural law.93 In sum 'it is not necessary to

consider  the  motives  of  the  various provisions  in  Roman law, nor  the  reasons in  the

various Coûtumes which lead to disregarding them'.94 

In keeping, so it seems, with Domat's perception that the length of limitation periods

are not determined by nature, neither Pufendorf nor Wolff discuss within which period the

remedies for latent defects die.

Yet,  despite Domat's remark that the length of limitation periods is not a matter

ordained by nature, Routier (1749)95 and Pothier do discuss the limitation of the remedies

for defects. Both seem to favour the aedilician periods over the 30-year period coming with

the  civil  action.  However,  they  also  draw  attention  to  short  periods  of  limitation  in

customary law. Pothier:

'[no. 231] Par le droit Romain, l'acheteur avoit six mois utiles pour intenter cette action

[redhibitoria]; l'usage de différentes Provinces accorde un temps beaucoup plus court.

Il faut suivre à cet égard celui du lieu où le contrat s'est passé. Suivant l'usage de ce

pays-ci, on n'admet plus l'action redhibitoire pour les vices des chevaux et des vaches,

après quarante jours depuis la tradition. Mornac96, ad l. 19. par. fin. ff. de Aedil. ed. [D.

21.1.19.6] atteste que de son temps elle se prescrivoit par le laps de neuf jours. La

Coutume de Bourbonnois, art. 87, la borne à huit jours. L'action redhibitoire pour tous

les tonneaux futés est aussi borné à un certain temps qui n'est pas certain; il y en a un

qui prétendait qu'elle ne doit plus être admise après la S. André [30 November]...[no.

232] l'action quanto minoris, pour raison des vice redhibitoire, se prescrit par le même

temps que l'action redhibitoire. Mornac, au lieu ci-dessus cité'.'97

In this fragment, Pothier points out that the limitation period for defective barrels varies

with the date on which the barrels are purchased. If not all together fair for the various

buyers, process economy is indeed very easy to manage in this way; after Saint Andrew's

Day (30 November) every effort to hold a seller liable for defects in barrels is doomed to

fail, with no exceptions. So much for natural law principles. 

It is also worth noticing that Routier and Pothier make no difference in limitation

between the remedy for price reduction and returning the thing. This is again indicative of

93 Domat,  Les lois, vol. 2, 3.1.4, p. 514: 'Chaque usage a ses vües et regarde dans les usages opposez
leurs inconveniens... Ce qui consiste en deux vûës; l'une de laisser aux maîtres des choses... un certain
temps  pour  les  recouvrer:  et  l'autre  de  mettre  en  repos  ceux  qu'on  voudroit  inquieter  en  leurs
possessions, ou en leur droits aprés que ce temps se trouve expiré'.

94 Domat,  Les lois,  vol.  2, 3.1.4, pp.  513-514:  'Il  n'est  pas necessaire de considerer les motifs de ces
differentes dispositions du Droit Romain, ni les raison qui ont fait qu'on ne les pas a suivies en plusieurs
Coûtumes'.

95 Routier, Principes, 7.1.2, nr. 8, p. 333: 'L'accion rédhibitoire pour la vente des chevaux doit être intentée
dans les treinte jours qui suivent la vente et la tradition, et dans les neuf jours pour la vente des boeufs,
vaches et moutons'; idem, p. 465, 467.

96 Antoine Mornac (1554-1619) was a lawyer to the Parlement of Paris who wrote a comparative survey of
Roman and France law. See J.-M. Augustin, 'Mornac, Antoine', in: Dictionnaire, p. 580.

97 Pothier, Vente, vol. 1, nos. 231-232, pp. 220-221.
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a  further  loosening  of  the  bond  with  ius  commune.  Apparently,  the  kind  of  breach

determined the duration of the remedy, not the remedy which is consequently brought.

This reasoning, the like of which we already encountered with Grotius, has a natural law

flavour.98 

Thomasius somewhat earlier had likewise advocated that the concurring remedies

for defects should be brought into line. 

'...  the perpetuity of pecuniary debts is very evident and universal, although among

some kinds of debts there are some which, because of the nature of the agreement

and also abstracted from the human law, are said to expire after a perceivable lapse of

time [note p: as with the action for returning the thing and price reduction and perhaps

with all rescissions and restitutions in affairs]'99 

First,  Thomasius  argues  that  between  principes pecuniary debts  do  not  expire  at  all,

because  principes answer  to  natural  law.100 Consequently,  according  to  natural  law

pecuniary debts do not expire, something which Thomasius repeats for civil law remedies

in the passage quoted above. However, the limitation periods of the aedilician remedies

are an exception to that rule together with all other remedies aiming at a rescission of an

agreement, 'because of the nature of the agreement (ex natura negotii)'. Hence, not the

remedies' Roman law pedigree, but the purpose they serve determines their duration. 

Samuel von Cocceji (1679-1755)101, however, in accordance with his earlier noted rejection

of some of the basic assumptions of natural law theory, perseveres in the existence of two

sets of rules for the aedilician and civil remedies for defects. Both sets serve their own

purpose.102 Samuel, the son of Heinrich, Pufendorf's successor in Heidelberg to the chair

for international and natural law103, demonstrates a remarkably tendency to hark back to

Bartolist  ius commune-interpretations of  civil  law.  He thus appears more akin  to  usus

modernus-scholarship than to the school of natural law.

By and large,  usus modernus-scholars keep to the division of the action on the

98 In some German regions too limitation periods could vary in accordance with the type of thing sold and
the character of the defect. Cf.  Topp, De actione redhibitoria (1753),  §  6, n.p.: 'Diversa autem harum
actionum est praescriptio in diversis provinciis, e.g. ratione equorum in Electoratu Brunsvico Luneburgico
propter  vitia  latentia  capitalia  vel  non capitalia.  Quare  actores  de  hac  materia  in  foro  certantes  ad
consuetudines et constitutiones speciales uniuscuiusque proviniciae ablegamus.'

99 Thomasius, De perpetuitate debitorum pecuniariorum, §V, 12: '... perpetuitas debitorum pecuniariorum sit
magis  evidens  et  universalis,  cum  in  reliquis  debitis  nonnulla  sint,  quae  ex  natura  negotii  etiam
abstrahendo  a  lege  humana  sensibili  temporis  lapsu  videantur  expirare  ([note  p]:  ut  in  actione
redhibitoria et quanti minoris et forte in omnibus rescissionibus negotiorum et restitutionibus)'.

100 Thomasius,  Notae ad singulos institutionum et pandectarum titulos, 4.12, p. 271:  'Perpetuae actiones
intuitu iuris civilis dicuntur durant triginta annos, vide interpretes ad pr. hic. Usus fori Germanici quomodo
differat a dispositione iuris Romani, docet Noricus hic. At inter Principes, qui solo iure naturuli utuntur,
tempus  non  est  modus  finiendae  actionis  personalis.  Vid.  disp.  nostr.  de  perpetuitate  debitorum
pecuniariorum. Conf. Schilter. ad h.t., p. 619'.

101 For biographical data see E. Döhring,, 'Cocceji, Samuel Freiherr von', in: NDB 3 (1957), p. 301. 
102 Samuel von Cocceji, Ius civile controversum, ad D. 21.1, q. VI, p. 60: 'Sane diversissimae utriusque sunt

praestationes, l. 13, § fin. de Contrah. empt. [D. 18.1.13], junct. l. 51, § I, l. 44, § I, h.t. [D. 21.1.51.1 and
D. 21.1.44.1]...illa durat 30. annis, haec anno finitur etc.'; Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 54.

103 For biographical data see E. Döhring, 'Cocceji, Heinrich von, Freiherr von', in: NDB 3 (1957), p. 300. 
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contract and the aedilician remedy with both their own distinct features, including different

periods of  limitation.  However, a  majority  seems inclined  to  reduce  the  civil  remedy's

duration to that of her aedilician equivalent, as soon as the remedy is brought on the basis

of a latent defect. For example, Justus Meier (1566-1622)104, Wolfgang Adam Lauterbach

(1618-1678)  105, Johann Heinrich von Berger (1657-1732)  106 and others  dismiss the 30-

year limitation when the action on the sales contract is brought.107 On the other hand,

Samuel Stryk (1640-1710)  108 and Justus Henning  Böhmer (1674-1749)109 argue that the

action  on  the  sales  contract  remains  perpetual,  either  because  otherwise  the  Roman

jurists would not have had any reason to extend the civil action to latent defects after the

edict's introduction, or because the action on the sales contract serves for keeping the

contract alive (ad implendum) and not for ending it (ad rescindendam).110 

6.2.1.5 Favourable characteristics of the aedilician remedies

A substantial part of medieval ius commune scholars and legal humanists in keeping with

the  Corpus  iuris  civilis  attributed  buyer-friendly  features  to  the  aedilician  remedies  for

defects in the item sold.111 Contrary to the civil  remedies lying for latent defects, in the

event of multiple sellers, the aedilician remedies could be brought against any seller for the

entire  sum  (in  solidum).112 Furthermore,  the  aedilician  remedy  for  returning  the  thing

possessed  a  penal  character,  which  the  corresponding  remedy  for  rescission  on  the

contract did not. In the event a seller was condemned to return the price paid and refused

to do so, the buyer could claim the double.113 Yet, early modern Castilian legal doctrine

seems to  have done away with  the aedilician  remedies  special  features,  because,  by

reason of equity, sellers should not be held liable for more than the damages suffered by

104 For biographical data see K. Schulz, 'Meier, Justus', in: ADB, 21, 1885, pp. 207-208 
105 For biographical data see K. Luig, Klaus, 'Lauterbach, Wolfgang Adam', in: NDB 13 (1982), pp. 736-738
106 For biographical data see E. Döhring, 'Berger, Johann Heinrich von in: NDB 2 (1955), p. 80.
107 Aschen  (1582-1654),  De praescriptone, §  11,  p.  12:  'At  cum id  res  commerciis  officeret  et  incerta

redderet  dominia,  fraudibus  etiam  et  calumniis  aditum  patefaceret,  factum  videtur,  ut  aediles  illud
redhibendi  tempus  contraherent  edicto,  brevioremque  terminum  redhibitionis  praefigerent';  Meier,
Collegium, to D. 21.1, no. 31, p. 1200; Lauterbach, Collegium, to tit. 21.1, nos. 31, 34, p. 168 and p. 170:
'[no.  31]...  regulariter  redhibitoria  sex  mensibus,  aestimatoria  utili  anno.  [no.  34]  Quandoque autem
propter praedictas causas, agitur actione ex contractu, illa naturam aedilitiarum actionum induit, et fit
temporalis';  Cf.  Vecchi,  'La  garanzia', p.  94;  Berger,  Oeconomia  iuris,  3.8.7,  no.  7,  p.  753;  Klempt,
Grundlagen,  p. 53; also Strauch,  Dissertationes,  ch. 3, no. 9, n.p.;  Wernher (1677-1743),  Manuale,  to
21.1, no. 3, p. 210; Thibaut,  System, vol. 2,  § 1036:  'Die actio redhibitoria kan in 6 Monaten, die actio
quanti minoris 1 Jahr angestellt werden, wenn wegen der Mängel Caution geleistet ist... Alles dieses gilt
denn auch, wenn wegen der Fehler die Contractsklage angestellt wird'.

108 For biographical data see E. Landsberg, 'Stryk, Samuel', in: ADB 36 (1893), pp. 699-702.
109 For biographical data see H. Liermann, 'Böhmer, Justus Henning', in: NDB 2 (1955), p. 392.
110 Stryk, Usus modernus, to D. 21.1, § 52, p. 727; Böhmer, Doctrina de actionibus, 2.7.77,  p. 594: 'Durat

haec  actio  per  sex  menses  utiles…in  quo  differt  ab  actione  emti,  quae  perpetua  est,  nec  ad
rescindendam,  sed  ad  implendum tendit.  Unde  redhibitoria  vix  in  foro  contractus  institui  potest,  uti
quidem actio emti'.

111 See 2.2.1.4 and 4.2.1.4.
112 D. 21.1.44.1. 
113 D. 21.1.45.
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the buyer.114 On the  other  hand,  Dutch  scholars  argued on the  same ground that  the

aedilician features precisely safeguarded that fairness in exchange.115 In sum, the debate

about whether or not buyer-friendly features were allowed to remain part and parcel of

remedies  for  defects  was anything  but  solved when 17th and 18th  century  natural  law

scholars took up the issue.  

Most 17th and 18th century natural law scholars accepted the obsoleteness of the aedilician

remedies' special features. However, this acceptance had to come a long way. The earliest

natural law inspired legal scholars waver between medieval ius commune and natural law

doctrine. That Althusius was still clinging to traditional ius commune-approach is illustrated

by his acceptance of the rule that contempt of court  results in a penalty. A seller who

refuses to take back the thing can be condemned by a double amount of what he had to

perform.116 On the other hand, Althusius states nowhere that the aedilician remedies could

be instituted against individual sellers for more than their share in the sale. 

In his  Inleidinge  Grotius does not mention instances in which an individual seller

could be sued for the entire sum of the sale which had been concluded with more sellers.117

The possibility of claiming a penalty for the double in the event the seller had not acted in

conformity with court orders has also vanished from his description from the law of latent

defects. The latter might be subscribed to the fact that Grotius' natural law view described

punishment as the exclusive prerogative of the authorities.118 

Things  become  more  explicit  in  the  writings  of  Pufendorf,  Thomasius119,  and  Pothier.

Pufendorf holds that it is against reason that a man inflicts damage to another, whatever

the cause may be, if that serves no other purpose than to inflict pain on the side who

suffers  it.120 By  the  same  token,  Thomasius  explains  that  in  his  day  the  remedy  for

returning  the  thing  no  longer  possesses  a  penal  character,  because  'in  general,  the

remedy for returning the thing is in use in our law to the extent that it rests on natural

equity'.121 Apparently, the remedy's penal character is not in accordance with natural equity

114 See 3.3.1.4.
115 See 5.2.1.4. The perceived penal character served as a deterrence.
116 Althusius,  Dicaeologica,  1.75.13,  p.  259:  'Contumax  et  detrectans  in  duplum  pretii  et  accessionis

condemnatur ex aedilitio edicto,  d.l. 45, redhibitoria, de aedil. edict. [D. 21.1.45]'; idem, Iurisprudentiae
romanae, c. 34, p. 163.

117 Grotius, Inleidinge, 3.15.
118 Gotius,  IBP, 2.20.14:  'non tutum sit Christiano homini privati sive sui, sive publici boni causa poenam

sumere de improbo quoquam praesertim capitalem, quanquam id iure gentium nonnunquam permitti
diximus...'.

119 Thomasius explicitly refutes the admissability of penal actions for the double. See his 'Dissertatio de usu
actionibus poenalis', in: Dissertationum academicarum varii inprimis iuridici argumenti, vol. 1, ch. 3, § 33,
p. 794. 

120 Pufendorf, Elementorum iurisprudentiae, 1.17, p. 227: 'In pensando damno ita proceditur,  ut quod quis
per alterius delictum minus habet… , id aut tantundem delinquenti adimatur, et addatur damnum passo;
ita ut simpliciter sarciatur ex bonis delinquentis quod alter ipsius culpa minus habet... quanta qualisve sit
infligenda, non tam ex ipsa delicti natura, quam ex utilitate inde vel in ipsum peccantem vel in societatem
redundante est dijudicandum. Nam rationi repugnat, hominem homini quacunque de causa mali quid
imponere, in quo nihil nisi dolorem patientis spectet'.

121 Thomasius,  'Dissertatio de usu actionibus poenalis', ch. 3,  § 33,  p.  794:  'quatenus aquitate naturali
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as  it  was  perceived  in  Thomasius'  age.  Penalties  are  hard  to  chime with  the  natural

purpose of contracts, sc. the realisation of fairness in exchange.  

In the same vein,  Pothier  acknowledges that  it  is  in  general  contrary to natural

equity when a creditor gains more than the damages he incurred because of the debtor's

not having lived up to the contract. Penalties can never exceed the maximum amount of

damages  the  creditor  would  possibly  have  incurred  because  of  the  debtor's

malperformance.122 Pothier  invokes  the  same  equity  to  dismiss  the  possibility  to  sue

debtors separately for the entire performance in the event multiple debtors are bound to

the same debt.123 As contracts are to be interpreted in favour of the debtor, they in general

rule  out  an implicit  liability  in  solidum.  Debtors must  explicitly  have agreed on such a

liability.124 

Heinrich von Cocceji, however, altogether rejects the natural law scholars' disregard for

specific traits which the ius commune-remedies for breach of contractual fairness possess.

First, he explicitly doubts that something as fairness in exchange exists in the ius gentium.

'It  is  not  true (1)  that  equality governs contracts...,  (5)  that  the law of  nature must

correct whatever inequality, and that  the law of  nations has decreed to correct  the

more significant but not the trivial'.125 

Cocceji's main argument is that civil laws are and rightly should be brought into being to

prevent  controversies  irrespective  of  whether  these  laws  conform  with  natural  law

principles. There are other criteria than the wish to uphold fairness in exchange which

justify  the  existence of  various remedies  for  defects  in  the  thing  sold.  Apparently, the

Roman lawgivers  had  found  it  necessary  to  come to  the  aid  of  buyers  by  means  of

granting them penal remedies and the right to sue each seller individually for the entire

performance. Furthermore, procedural economy could have induced the aediles to grant

the aedilician remedies irrespective of the seller's bad faith, which feature of the aedilician

nititur: quatenus autem iure civili Romano nititur'.
122 Pothier,  Obligations,  vol.  1,  no.  345,  p.  426:  '...peines  excessives  doivent  être  réduites  à  la  valeur

vraisemblable à laquelle peuvent monter au plus haut les dommages et intérêts du créancier resultants
de l'inexécution de l'obligation primitive; cette decision doit  avoir  lieu dans les contrats commutatifs,
parce que l'équité qui doit regner dans ces contrats ne permettant pas que l'une des parties profite et
s'enrichisse aux dépens de l'autre, il seroit contraire à cette équité que le créancier s'enrichit au dépens
du débiteur, en exigeant de lui une peine trop excessive et trop manifestement au-dessus de ce qu'il a
souffert de l'inexécution de l'obligation primitive';  idem, no. 164, p. 188; this view is at odds with the
generally  accepted  view in  ius  commune  that  agreed  penalties  could  be  exacted  regardless  of  the
amount involved. Azo, Summa, to C. 7.47, no. 11, p. 763; Bartolus, Commentaria, to C. 7.47, no. 21, fo.
87-87v; Brandsma, 'Some Remarks', p. 5.

123 Tucked away in a chapter about the fideiussor. Pothier, Obligations, vol. 1, no. 419, p. 549: 'l'équité qui
ne  permet  pas  qu'entre  plusieurs  qui  sont  tenus  également  d'une  même  dette,  l'un  en  soit  plus
poursuivie  que les autres';  idem,  no.  282,  p.  329: 'l'équité  qui  ne permet  pas que ses codébiteurs
profitent à ses dépens de la libération d'une dette dont ils étoient tenus comme lui'. 

124 Pothier, Obligations, vol. 1, no. 265, p. 287: 'La solidité peut être stipulée dans tous les contrats... Mais
régulierement elle doit être exprimée'.

125 Cocceji, Introductio, diss. 7,  4.14, p. 111: 'Verum non est (1) in contractibus aequalitatem spectari... (5)
Iure  naturae  quamlibet  inaequalitatem  corrigi  debere:  iure  gentium  vero  id  de  majori,  non  leviore
statutum esse'; Klempt, Grundlagen, pp. 48-49.
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remedies  is  also  hard  to  rhyme  with  natural  law  reasoning.  Every  one  of  these

considerations is valid, according to Cocceji, and there is no place for an edifying picture of

how the law should be according to natural law principles, as envisaged by Grotius.

'He [i.e. Grotius] mixes up the rules for the interpretation of natural law with those for

the interpretation of civil law... various rules have been invented which have not any

foundation in natural reason, even though they conform with equity'.126  

As a result, the differences existing in Roman law between the remedy under the contract

and the aedilician remedies for latent  defects are perfectly conceivable.  Consequently,

there is no need to abolish the aedilician particular features on the grounds that these do

not conform to natural law. 

Cocceji's ideas might have their source in his experiences with legal practice. A

councillor for the university of Frankfurt an der Oder's Spruchfakultät since 1690,  Cocceji

had to solve legal issues in accordance with the law of the time, which was that of the

usus modernus Pandectarum.127 Indeed, many  usus modernus-scholars still clung to the

aedilician remedies' special characteristics, where it concerned both the question whether

the remedies could be instituted against individual sellers  in solidum  and the remedies'

penal character.128 

Also standing out from his fellow natural law scholars, be it somewhat less than

Cocceji, is the figure of Heineccius. He once termed the aedilician remedies the epitome of

fair rules.129 In his monograph on the aedilician edict Heineccius demonstrates an  usus

modernus-approach  whenever  he  discusses  the  edict's  content,  compares  it  with

customary law and speculates on the combination of the two as to how things worked out

126 Cocceji,  Introductio,  diss. 7,  4.15, p. 112:  'Confundit [sc. Grotius]  regulas interpretandi naturales cum
civilibus...  variae  inventae  sunt  regulae,  quae  nullum in  ratione  naturali  fundamentum habent,  licet
aequitati conveniant'.

127 E. Döhring, 'Cocceji'', p. 300; cf. Cocceji, Deductiones, consilia et responsa, passim. 
128 Brunnemann,  Commentarius,  to D. 21.1.44, nos. 2-3, p. 598;  'detur actio aedilitia...in solidum contra

unum'; idem, to D. 21.1.45: '...actio empti semper ad simplum dirigatur, verum aedilitia haec redhibitoria
actio ad duplum  etiam...est enim haec actio arbitraria ob contumaciam'; Lauterbach, Collegium, vol. 2, to
D. 21.1, no. 23, p. 166: 'Adversus illos...qui si plures sint et aequales partes habeant, singuli in solidum
tenentur,  d. l.  31,  § 10 [D.  21.1.31.10].  Si vero inaequales habeant  partes,  adversus em datur, qui
majorem habet,  l.  44,  §I,  ff.  eod.  [D.  21.1.44.1]'; Stryk,  Usus  modernus,  to  D.  21.1,  §  32,  p.  710:
'Quaeritur  hic  etiam  de  eo  casu  si  plures  conjunctim  unam rem  vendiderint,...utrum  emtor  omnes
venditores convenire teneatur an vero contra unum ex illis actionem instituisse sufficiat. Paulus in l. 44, §
1, ff. h.t. [D. 21.1.44.1] ad hanc quaestionem respondet, aedilitiones actiones competere etiam in unum
ex his,  qui  vendiderunt,  eum scilicet,  cujus maxima pars venditione fuit  ....id  est,  contra  singulos in
solidum, quorum aequales parte in vendione fuerunt...'  ;  idem, §51, p.  726:  '...propter contumaciam
duplum peti possit,  l. 45, ff. h.t. [D. 21.1.45]'; Böhmer, Doctrina de actionibus,  p. 592: 'Si plures sunt
venditores, in unum etiam cuius maior pars aut nulla parte minor reliquis est, datur actio et ita contra
singulos in solidum, l. 44, §I, eod. [D. 21.44.1]. In hoc differt ab actione emti, quae contra singulos pro
portione, qua socii  sunt,  datur  et  ita circa movendam actionem multa  praecautione opus es ne per
exceptionem adversarii  a via declinemus, veluti….Dass auch Beklager vermeinet, dass er die Pferde
nicht  allein  verkauffet,  und  ich  allenfalls  seinen  Bruder  mit  belangen  müsste,  darinn  irret  er  sehr,
anerwogen ich nicht actione emti, sondern die Redhibitorien-Klage angestellet, welche contra singulos in
solidum moviret werden mag [Böhmer's emphasis]'; Hahn, Observata,  vol. 2, to D. 21.1, no. 10, p. 36;
Kreittmayer (1705-1790), Anmerkungen, vol. 4, p. 226.

129 Heineccius, Ad aedilitium edictum, 3.9, pp. 91-92. See 5.2.1.4.
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in court practice.130 Yet, he comes to the conclusion that 'the penal actions for the double

are absurd in our jurisdiction'.131 Regarding the possibility to sue any seller for the entire

sum in the event of a plurality of sellers, Heineccius remains silent. 

6.2.2 Extension to lease

Although in the previous periods and currents of legal thinking only Cujas favoured the

remedy for defects to lease, natural  law theory provides handles to defend the same.

Reasoning  from breach of  fairness in  exchange  or  contractual  fairness,  early  modern

Castilian natural law theory focused on the breach which had to be compensated, not on

the act that had caused the breach. Thus, both a breach of contractual fairness in sales as

in lease provoked a duty for the perpetrator to compensate the damage caused. It would

have been in line with expectations when 17th and 18th century natural law scholars see no

problem in extending the remedies lying for defects in sales to lease, since the factual

circumstances of a breach of contract due to delivery of a defective item in sale and lease

are almost the same.

However, for the tracing of such a movement toward a more conceptual contract

law, the scholars traditionally associated with 17th and 18th century natural law do not offer

much  help.  Perhaps  symptomatic  of  the  increasing  irrelevance  of  ius  commune

technicalities most natural law scholars central to this chapter do not discuss the matter.

Grotius does not in the chapters of his Inleidinge about sales and lease.132 Pufendorf, Wolff

or Thomasius also fail to mention the issue in their respective studied works.133 It may be

that the question is rather technical for scholars who do not concern themselves with the

law at ground level, although Grotius was well-versed in legal practice.  

Nevertheless, a tendency to simplify contract  law by extensively interpreting the

Corpus iuris  is  already shimmering through in  the works of  Althusius.  Concerning this

section's topic, this scholar again provides an example of someone with one leg still in pre-

natural law style ius commune and the other already, though somewhat hesitatingly, over

the fence on natural law grounds. Rather reluctant in applying the aedilician remedies to all

defects, be they movables or immovables, corporeal or incorporeal, Althusius is outspoken

regarding the question whether the aedilician remedies can be extended to lease:

'After all, many times the aedilician edict is applied to sales or lease, C. 4.65.34; Cujas,

Observationes 12.38, though Ulpian negates that, D. 21.1.63'134

130 Wesener, 'Zur Rechtsquellenlehre', in: Fundamina 20 (2), 2014, p. 1036-1037.
131 Heineccius,  Ad aedilitium edictum,  3.1, p. 69:  '...actiones vero poenales in duplum foro nostro plane

inconcinnae  sunt';  similarly,  Titius,  Iuris  privati,  4.20.8,  p.  564:  '...hodie  non  obtinet,  cum ex  veteri
processu formulario fluat'.

132 Grotius, Inleidinghe, 3.15, 3.19.
133 See the references in previous sections.
134 Althusius,  Iurisprudentiae,  c.  34,  p.  111:  'Saepissime  enim  in  emptione  venditione,  vel  in  locatione

conductione locus est edilitio edicto,  l.  penult. C. de locat. [C. 4.65.34], Cuiac., obs. lib. 12, cap. 38,
quamvis hoc ultimum Ulpianus neget, l. 63, de aed. edict. [D. 21.1.63]'; Althusius' extension to lease is
curiously missed by Klempt, Grundlagen, pp. 27-32.
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The  reason  why  a  lessee  can  also  bring  the  aedilician  remedies  is  because  of  the

'exuberant  bona  fides  of  both  contracts...  and  the  similarity  between  them'.135 Though

Althusius underpins his statement with a Roman law-text, it is the natural law principle that

conclusions  should  be  drawn  deductively  which  leads  Althusius  to  his  extending  the

aedilician remedies to lease.136 For the same reason Althusius chooses to disregard D.

21.1.63 as an exceptional text.

A similar development can also be seen in the writings of Justus Meier (1566-1622).

A magister of Philosophy, Meier only at a later age turned to law and became Professor in

that  discipline  in  1612 in  Strassbourg.  He had visited  Spain  as  well.137 Meier  is  more

explicit  than  Althusius  when  he  says  that  equity  demands  that  the  remedies,  though

introduced by the aediles for particular cases in sales, should be extended for use under

the lease contract:

'...and yet the purport of the edict should on the ground of equity be extended to other

[contracts]... And Ulpians supports this too in D. 21.1.63, because he says 'it seems

something  to  wonder  about'.  After  all,  to  the  jurist  it  would  hardly  have  seemed

something  to  wonder  about,  if  not  only  reasons  of  equity,  but  perhaps  also  legal

practice would have convinced him that there is an extension'.138  

Meier chooses to read D. 21.1.63 in keeping with Cujas' interpretation. According to Cujas,

Ulpian expresses doubt about the validity of the reasons which in his time were apparently

put forward against an extension of the remedies to lease.139 There can be no other reason

for  Ulpian's  being  surprised  (mirum  videbatur)  than  that  Ulpian  himself  would  never

subscribe to such a curtailing of the remedy for returning the thing. This reading of the text

suits Meier's argument in favour of extension well.

Even scholars who do occupy themselves with more practical questions and are generally

assumed to be part of the usus modernus-current sometimes betray being influenced by

natural law thought. One of those is the Lubecensian scholar David von Mevius (1607-

1670).  Working  and writing  in  the  hanseatic  port  of  Lübeck,  in  what  is  now Northern

Germany, and maintaining ties with his fatherland Sweden, Mevius must have heard of the

famous Grotius, who had also worked for the King of Sweden and ended his days in

Rostock.140 In  one  of  his  Decisiones,  Mevius  explains  an  extension  of  the  aedilician

135 Althusius,  Dicaeologica,  1.74.11,  p.  254:  'Atque  has  tres  obligationes  communes  esse  emptioni
venditioni et locationi conductioni, recte asserit Cujacius, libr. 12, observat., cap. 38, et in l. 1, § huius, de
iust et iur. Gothofredus d. loco. [Gothofredus to D. 1.1.1.2] scilicet ob exuberantem bonam fidem horum
contractuum, § 1, inst. de oblig. que ex consens. [Inst. 3.22.1] et similitudinem, quae est inter ipsos, § 2,
Inst. de locat. [Inst. 3.24.2], l .2 D. d.tit. [D. 1.1.1.2]'. 

136 Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 31.
137 Schulz, 'Meier, Justus', in: ADB, pp. 207-208 
138 Meier, Collegium, vol. 1, ad D. 21.1, no. 21, p. 1195: '...et tamen Edicti rationem ex aequitate extendi ad

alia:... Et hoc innuit quoque Ulpian. in d.l. 63 [D. 21.1.63], cum ait: mirum videbatur. Mirum enim ICto vix
potuisset videri, si extensionem non et aequitatis ratio et fortasse etiam usus fori suasissent'.

139 See 4.2.2.
140 For  biographical  data  see  W. Buchholz,  'Mevius,  David  von',  in:  NDB,  17  (1994),  pp.  281-283:  'M.

hinterließ  ein  umfangreiches  juristisches  Werk,  für  das  ein  deutlicher  Zwiespalt  kennzeichnend  ist:
Einerseits ist es dem Vernunftdenken der Frühaufklärung und der Neigung zum Naturrecht verpflichtet,
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remedies to lease which he came across in a judgement given in 1654 by referring to the

work of the humanist scholar Cujas.  

'He who contracted the works of a shepherd has the right to refuse his help because of

the sheep141 being ill [note 1], and consequently has the right to demand that he [the

shepherd] brings such sheep which do not involve him in any risk...'.

Mevius in his comments considers the remedy the contractor can bring to be similar to the

aedilician remedy for returning the thing.

[note 1]: 'As there is in sales, there is also the possiblity to bring the actio redhibitoria in

lease, as Cujas proves by means of C.  4.65.33 in his  Twelve books of observations,

number 38. Likewise,  D. 21.1.63 is not opposed to that. It only states that this edict

does not pronounce upon lease. Furthermore, he [Cujas] scrutinizes its purport and not

at all negates that it can be extended in that sense by reason of similitude'.142

Mevius' explanation resembles those of Althusius and Meier. The text of D. 21.1.63 merely

states that the aedilician ediles have not decreed anything about lease. Hence, if other

legally  justifiable  grounds are  conceivable  by  which to  extend the remedies,  they can

readily be applied in another context. Apparently, all  the objections put on the table by

Cujas' contemporaries do not impress Mevius; to him the similarity of lease and sales is

decisive,  which demonstrates a legal  mind that  starts  with  reasoning from the kind of

breach that asks for a remedy and not from the remedies available in ius commune. Thus,

Althusius, Meier and Mevius share an inclination toward natural law thought, pieces of

which they managed to weave into their otherwise traditional treatises. 

Also Johann Schilter's (1632-1705) argument for extending the aedilician remedies

to lease is exemplary of the new winds blowing in the age of natural law. Similar to Meier,

Schilter began his academic career with the study of philosophy rather than law.143 Surely

he must have been informed of natural law theory. At least, his refutation of restricting the

aedilician remedies to sales is pervaded with a natural lawyer's disregard for ius commune

subtleties:

'...when  also  according  to  the  action  introduced  by  Roman  law  -  though  not  the

redhibitoria  -  it  fell  within  the judge's  discretion  that  whenever  the thing had been

returned, the price should be paid back, much more so it pertained to the judge's office

to do so when plainly asked for it. This is not refuted by what Carpzov writes in his

Decisiones  222.22,  sc. that redhibition does not have a place in lease, because the

lessee cannot return the thing, since he does not possess it, but merely uses it. One

andererseits leugnet es nicht eine Vorliebe in der Praxis für den Traditionalismus und das einheimische
Recht'.  

141 The sheep the shepherd brings.
142 Mevius, Decisiones, vol. 1, p. 2, dec. 380, p. 486: 'Ei qui opilionis operas conduxit, ius quidem est non

recipiendi istius ministerium propter pecus, quod morbidum [1], ideo poscendi, ut tale comparet, a quo
nihil sibi periculi sit.[2] 'Sicut ob hoc in emtione locus est redhbitioni demonstrat Cuiuacius, Observ. 38 et
simul nihil obsistere l. sciendum 63, ff. de aedil. edict, quae tantum refert, hoc edicto nihil de eo contineri,
et rationem scrutatur, minime vero illuc ex rationis similitudine produci negat'.

143 For biographical data see K. Luig, 'Schilter, Johann, in: NDB, 22 (2005), pp. 774-775.
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should not scour the civil law for  contrived arguments, since seeing that one who is

said to take with him the thing, can also restore the same, D. 19.2.6. In civil law this is

understood to be so by reasoning that he held it for as long as he made use of it'.144

According to Schilter, first, the means by which the plaintiff's wish is realised are not

important. It does not matter which remedy the plaintiff brings wishing to lower his rent.

The judge will translate his  petitum into a substantive claim for reimbursing the price or

rent by the other party. Secondly, in Schilter's view the contrived arguments thought out in

the ius commune tradition disregard that in civil law it is not about technicalities, but about

giving each person his due (suum cuique tribuere).145 If that is possible by extending a

Roman law remedy originally limited to a specific contract that is what should be done.

Nevertheless, despite scholars such as Althusius, Meier and Schilter, traditional Bartolist

theory remained having a strong footing in the writings of their contemporaries. Following

Doneau, who had uncritically restated medieval communis opinio which regarded the lack

of transfer of ownership as the underlying reason behind D. 21.1.63 excluding extension146,

Samuel von Cocceji repeats  almost verbatim this doctrine formulated hundreds of years

before:

'After all,  the essentials differ and that is what up to this time the rules depend on.

Because in sales an eternal right is transferred but in lease only a temporary and brief

use of the thing, it follows there is a slight prejudice. From that difference originates the

right  to  rescind  which  does  not  occur  in  things  of  minor  worth.  If  something  was

promised or the lessor had acted with fraud, one can sue the lessor to have him return

the thing with the remedy on the lease contract, D. 19.1.2'.147 

Apparently,  only  in  the  event  of  a  warranty  given  or  fraud  could  the  lessor  be  held

accountable for defects in the thing he leased out.    

Most usus modernus-scholars adhere to this view. Benedict Carpzov (1595-1666)148,

Johann Strauch (1614-1679)149, Lauterbach, Stryk, Titius and Heinrich Hahn (1605-1668)150

all oppose an extension of the aedilician remedies to lease. First, because the lessor does

144 Schilter,  Praxis iuris romani,  to D. 21.1,  § XII, p. 312:  ...quum etiam iure Romano instituta actione etsi
non redhibitoria officio iudicis contineatur, ut pretium quandoque reddita re, recipiatur, multo magis mera
officii iudicis imploratione id continebitur. Neque obest, quod Carpzovius decis. 222, 22, tradit, propterea
non habere locum redhibitionem in locatione, quia rem non possit restituere conductor, quum eam non

haberet,  sed eius tantum usum. Neque enim ius civile  cavillandum est,  ut  namque quis dicitur  rem
conducere, ita etiam eandem restituere l. 6, π, loc. cond. quod intelligitur civiliter ea ratione, qua tenuit,
quoad usum'.. 

145 Cf. Pufendorf, De iure naturae, 2.3, p. 164: 'Justus inter homines habetur, cui cordi est neminem laedere,
suum cuique tribuere'; Wolff, Ius naturae, vol. 1, § 922, p. 605.

146 See 4.2.2.
147 Samuel  von Cocceji,  Ius controversum,  ad tit.  21.1,  q.  ii,  resp.:  'Essentia  tamen differunt,  adeoque

hactenus et quae inde pendent regulis. Cum igitur emtione ius perpetuum transferatur, locatione vero
tantum temporarius et momentarius rei usus, adeoque leve inde praejudicium, ab hac ipsa differentia
oritur ius illud rescindens, quod non competit in rebus parvi momenti, si quid tamen promissum sit, vel
culpa locatoris appareat, ex conducti agi potest ad redhibitionem, l. 2, de Act. emt.'.

148 For biographical data see E. Döhring, 'Carpzov, Benedict', in: NDB 3 (1957), p. 156.
149 For biographical data see A. von Eisenhart, 'Strauch, Johann, in: ADB 36 (1893), pp. 528-531.
150 CERL <thesaurus.cerl.org>
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not transfer possession of the object leased out to the lessee and, secondly, because the

action on the lease contract already sufficiently provides for a situation in which the leased

out thing appears to be defect, so these adversaries of extension argue.151 This opposition

would be carried through until  the dawn of the first  civil  codes and even beyond with

scholars  such  as  Johan  Ludwig  Schmidt  (1726-1792)152 and  Anton  Friedrich  Justusu

Thibaut (1772-1840)153 repeating the same arguments.154 

6.2.3 Increased liability

Ius commune-doctrine adhered to the idea that a seller in good faith could not be held

liable for more than the price paid by the buyer. Early modern scholastic scholars went

further and even hesitated to grant remedies against sellers in good faith at all.155 Early

modern  Castilian  scholars  who  wrote  for  the  forum  externum  similarly  neglected  the

situation in which both buyer and seller were unaware of any defect. If both parties were

unaware of the defect, the only situation where a remedy was granted, was if the defect

had caused a contracting party to suffer a lesion beyond moiety.

The scholastic idea that every liability requires fault is exported into the writings of

Wolff. Nowhere does he discuss whether or not a remedy lies against the seller who did

not know about the defect in the thing sold.156 Liability for defects which are latent is, if

there is no lesion beyond moiety, according to this version of natural law, hard to imagine.

Wolff lucidly summarizes the fact in his Ius naturae when he discusses the lessor's liability

for leasing out a defective thing exclusively in terms of faulty behaviour:

151 Carpzov, Opus decisionum, dec. 222, no. 22, p. 465: 'Unde in locatione haut obtinet actio redhibitoria,
quia scilicet conductor usum tantummodo habet, non rem ipsam'; Strauch, Dissertationes Aedilitiae, cap.
v, nr. III,  p.  :  '...ad edictum autem Aedilium id nullatenus pertineat,  quippe quo tantum rei  alienatae
redhibitio permittitur, ut recte notat P. Busius Jctus doctissimus in notis ad l. sciendum 63, ff., de aedil.
edict  [D.  21.1.63]';  Lauterbach,  Resolutiones  legum,  tit.  21.1,  q.  1,  p.  433;  Collegium  theoretico-
practicum, to D. 21.1, no. 6, p. 157: 'Cessat etiam hoc Edictum in rebus locatis et conductis, l. 63, h.t. [D.
21.1.63].  Ratio  est,  quia  redhibitoria  praesupponit,  quod  res  iure  dominii,  vel  ad  minimum  quoad
possessionem, translata sit; sed in locatione conductione ne possessio quidem transfertur;  l. 39, ff. [D.
19.2.39], l. 34 C. de locat et conduct. [C. 4.65.34] et praeterea conductori, qui rem accepit vitiosam, satis
prospectum est actione ex contractu, vel renunciatione, rei desertione et exceptione, Bach. d. D. t. lo. 1,
lit. h., Frankzk. h.t. n. 45, Perez, in C. h.t., n. 9. Non obst. l. antep. C. de loc. et cond. [C. 4.65.34], Cuj., l.
12, O. 38, Mev. p. 2, decis. 380, n. 1; Stryk, Usus modernus, vol. 3, to D. 21.1, § 4, p. 678: 'Annon ob
rem  vitiosam  locatam  conductori  nullum  datur  remedium?  Datur  sane  actio  conducti,  qua  idem
consequitur,  quod  actione  aedilitia  obtinere  potuisset';  Titius,  Iuris  privati,  4.20.3,  p.  562;  Hahn,
Observata,  vol.  2, to D. 21.1, no. II,  p. 37:  'Non itaque locum habet in caeteris contractibus, ut in...
locatione conductione etc'.

152 For biographical data see A. von Eisenhart, 'Schmid, Johann Ludwig', in: ADB 31 (1890), p. 671.
153 For biographical data see E. Landsberg, 'Thibaut, Anton, in: ADB 37 (1894), pp. 737-744.
154 Schmidt, Praktisches Lehrbuch, § 936: 'Hierwider kann zur Ausflucht vorgeschüßt werden, 1) daß Kläger

die Sache umsonst erhalten hätte,  (§ 932),  2) daß durch den Contract  kein Eigenthum auf Klägern
gekommen (§ 932)';  Thibaut,  System,  I, par. 190, p. 148: 'Es kann bey allen Geschäften deßhalb die
Contracts-Klage  auf  Rescission  des  Geschäfts,  oder  Verminderung  der  Gegenleistung  angestellt
werden. Durch ein Edict des Aedilen wurden … noch zwey  besondere Klagen... gestattet, und dießward
in der Folge auf alle, das Eigenthum nicht unentgeltlich übertragenden, nicht aber auf andere Geschäfte
ausgedehnt, wiewohl bey diesen die Contracts-Klagen dieselben Dienste thun'. 

155 See 3.5.
156 Wolff, Ius naturae, 4.4, § 1044 and § 1045, p. 727-729: 'Vitiae rei, qua in oculus non incurrunt... emtori

indicare tenetur venditor'.
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'Thus, if by my fault you incur some damage or a part of your profit is lost, I am liable to

you  for  all  the  costs  you  made  because  of  that'  (§ 623,  part.  3,  Iur.  nat.)  [my

emphasis]'.157 

Also  illustrative  of  Wolff's  adherence  to  the  requirement  of  fraud  was  that  he

constructs  some sort  of  fault  whenever  that  was necessary  to  bring  legal  theory  and

natural law principles into line, something we have already seen in the writings of Castilian

scholars'  deliberating about  acceptable behaviour in the  forum internum.  Early modern

scholastic scholars discussed the puzzling Digest texts about the sale or lease of defective

barrels in which the unknowing seller or lessor was held liable for consequential loss. 158

Disregarding the texts' literal content, Molina  granted a remedy against the seller only if

his ignorance was surmountable (vincibilis).159 Wolff betrays his indebtedness to what his

Castilian predecessors already had figured out in his discussion of the leaky barrel-case: 

'Thus,  in  the same vein,  he [Ulpian in  D.  19.2.19.1]  accepts Cassius'  view that,  if

someone unknowingly leases out defective barrels and it consequently seeps wine, he

[sc.  the  lessor]  is  liable  for  all  the  costs  incurred  and  his  ignorance  is  not  to  be

excused. The Roman jurists took marvellously great pains to provide for a reason why

one should accept something else in defective barrels than in other defective things.

However,  from  the  proposed  example  the  underlying  reason  follows  easily.

Unsurprisingly, the ignorance of the lessor, who should not at all have leased out a

defective thing but one fit for its use, is held to be surmountable. After all, he could or

should have known that the barrel was defective so that it could not contain wine, if he

had only wanted to investigate it, since it is a plain fact following from common sense

that empty barrels very easily contract a defect. In other instances, ignorance is held to

be insurmountable, because such a common occurrence and civil laws are [not] made

to address those instances of ignorance, because they are many, so D. 1.3.3. On the

other hand, the law is not accommodated to what very rarely happens, D. 1.3.5'.160

Similar to Molina, Wolff opines that the lessor could be blamed for his ignorance. He

could by himself easily have overcome his ignorance (ignorantia vincibilis) by testing his

barrels before leasing them out. Only if he could not have helped his ignorance ( ignorantia

invincibilis), could the lessor suffice with a reduction of the rent the lessee was due. The

resemblance  in  use  of  language  between  Wolff  and  Molina,  who  likewise  uses  the

157 Wolff,  Ius naturae,  4.3, §  503, p. 351:  'Enimvero si  culpa mea damnum quoddam incurris, aut lucrum
quoddam tuum cessat, ad id, quod interest, tibi teneor (§ 623, part. 3, Iur. nat.)'. 

158 D. 19.1.6.4; D. 19.2.19.1.
159 See 3.3.3.
160 Wolff, Ius naturae, vol. 4, §1302, p. 922: 'Enimvero ibidem Cassii probat sententiam, quod, si quis dolia

vitiosa ignarus locaverit,  deinde vinum effluxerit,  teneatur in id quod interest,  nec ignorantia eius sit
excusata.  Mirum in  modum se hic  torquent  interpretes Iuris  Romani,  ut  reddant  rationem,  cur  aliud
obtinere debeat  in  doliis  vitiosis,  quam in  re  vitiosa alia.  Enimvero ex propositione praesenta facile
redditur ratio. Habetur nimirum ignorantia locatoris, qui rem vitiosam locare minime debebat, sed habilem
ad eum usum, ad quem conducitur, pro vincibili,  quippe qui nosse poterat  ac debebat,  dolium esse
vitiosum, ut vinum continere non possit, modo in id inquirere voluisset, cum dolia vacua vitium facillime
contrahere obvia experientia constet. In aliis autem casibus ignorantia por invincibili habetur, quod talis
plerumque sit: neque [sic] enim leges civiles constituuntur in his, quod ut plurimum sit l. 3, ff. de LL, quod
vero peraro evenit, ad id ius non aptatur, l. 5. h.t.'
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wordings ignorantia vincibilis, is hard to miss161.

Yet, by exclusively dealing with situations in which the seller or lessor acted with

fraud, Wolff neglects the distinction made by Aquinas and later early modern scholastics

between sin and liability. Aquinas had stated that in the event of selling something without

being aware of its defectiveness, though the seller does not sin, he nevertheless has to

compensate the buyer, if the damage suffered is considerable.162 In the same vein, Grotius

and Pufendorf concede that also in the event of a defect for which the seller is not to

blame the imbalance resulting thereof has to be made good. Thus the Verschuldensprinzip

seems to be carried less far by Grotius and Pufendorf than advocated in early modern

Castilian views.163

Another solution to the text in the Corpus iurisi civilis  which contrary to the shared belief

that only sellers in bad faith should meet a full  liability was proposed along a different

strand which too had already had its precursors. The Flemish humanist Mudaeus had

elaborately speculated on the importance of the various qualities a seller could possess.

Someone  selling  goods  commercially  met  with  an  increased  liability  as  compared  to

someone  selling  off  some  personal  property  in  the  course  of  conducting  his

housekeeping.164 This line of thought is picked up by Grotius. As an exception to the liability

rule that only a knowing seller is liable for all damages, Grotius formulated a particular

liability for a professional merchant.165 

In France, Dumoulin  had also already formulated the principle that an increased

liability always rested on professional sellers, something he expressed in the stock phrase

professio artis obligat.166 Domat followed suit: 

'Et il en serait de même, si le vendeur était obligé de connoître les défauts de la chose

vendüe, quoyqu'il prétendit les avoir ignorez: comme si un architecte qui fournit les

materiaux  pour  un  bâtiment,  y  en  avoit  mis  de  mal  conditionez:  il  seroit  tenu  du

dommage qui en arriveroit  ([note]...  Quod imperitia peccavit, culpam esse, quippe ut

artifex conduxit, d. §5. [D. 19.2.9.5] V. l'art. 2 de la Sect. 8 du loüage).'167 

In a note, Domat refers to a Digest text on lease. Without hesitation he applies  to sales a

161 Cf. Molina, De iustitia et iure, vol. 2, disp. 353, no. 28, p. 248. Text cited in section 3.3.3.
162 Aquinas, Summa, vol. 9, IIaIIae, q. 77, a. 1, ad. pr., p. 148.
163 Grotius,  IBP, 2.12.12, p. 346:  'quanquam sine culpa partium, puta quod vitium latebat, ea quoque sit

resarcienda et demendum ei qui plus habet reddendumque minus habenti, quia in contractu id utrimque
propositum  au  fuit,  aut  esse  debuit,  ut  uterque  tantundem  haberent...'.  The  same  passage  is  in
Pufendorf, Ius naturae, 1.15.7, p. 238. Yet, it is interpreted by Groenewegen van de Made as referring to
a seller who knew about the defects. Groenewegen van der Made's commentary on Grotius' Inleidinge,
3.15.7,  ad  7:  'Vitium  tempore  venditionis  latens  reddit  venditionem nullam;  nam is  qui  cum aliquo
contrahit,  nota sibi  [my emphasis]  vitia  significare debet,  idque non tantum legibus civilibus,  sed et
naturae quoque actibus congruere, monet Auctor de Jur. B. et P., lib. 2, c. 12, § 9, n. 1. Ratio est, quia
consensus in contractu requiritur, qui errore impeditur, Puf. de off. hom. et civ. lib. 1, cap. 9, § 12'. 

164 See 4.2.3 .
165 Grotius,  Inleidinge,  3.19.12, p. 255:  'Voor de schade die door ghebreck van het verhuirde den huirder

overkomt, mag den huirder vergoedinghe eisschen indien 't ghebreck de verhuirder is bekent gheweest
ofte van weghen sijn ambacht behoorde bekent te zijn: anders niet [my emphasis]'.

166 See 4.2.3; De Bruijn, 'Professio artis obligat', p. 32.
167 Domat, Les lois, 2.11.7, p. 165.
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text which originally applied only to lease. Again, we experience the natural law scholars'

inclination to  generalize their  findings in  consistent  and coherent  theories built  around

general principles; a professional seller naturally has to guarantee certain qualities of the

items he sells.168

Pothier likewise referred to a professional seller selling things in a bad condition. He

also believed that such behaviour produced an attributable mistake. Thus he rephrased

what had already been said in Spain 150 years earlier for the forum internum:

'Il y a un cas auquel le vendeur quand même il auroit ignoré absolument le vice de la

chose vendue, est néanmoins tenu de la réparation du tort que ce vice a causé à

l'acheteur dans ses autres biens; c'est le cas auquel le vendeur est un ouvrier ou un

marchand que vend des ouvrages de son art ou du commerce dont il fait profession:

cet  ouvrier  ou  ce  marchand  est  tenu  de  la  réparation  de  tout  le  dommage  que

l'acheteur a souffert par le vice de la chose vendue... quand même cet ouvrier ou ce

marchand  prétendroit  avoir  ignoré  ce  vice...  La  raison  est  qu'un  ouvrier  par  la

profession  de  son  art, spondet peritiam  artis;  il  se  rend  envers  tous  ceux  qui

contractent avec lui, responsible de la bonté de ses ouvrages, pour l'usage auquel ils

sont naturellement destinés. Son impéritie ou défaut de connoissance dans tout ce qui

concerne son art,  eust un faute qui lui est imputée, personne ne devant professer

publiquement un art, s'il n'a toutes les connoissances nécessaire pour le bien exercer,

imperitiae culpae annumeratur, l. 132 ff. R. J.  [D. 50.17.132]. Il en est de même du

marchand fabriquant ou non-fabriquant:  par la profession publique qu'il  fait  de son

commerce  il  se  rend  responsible  de  la  bonté  des  marchandises  qu'il  débite  pour

l'usage auquel elles sont destinées. S'il  est fabriquant, il ne doit employer pour les

fabriquer que de bons ouvriers, du fait desquels il répond: s'il n'est pas fabriquant, il ne

doit exposer en vente que de bonnes marchandises: il doit s'y connoître et n'en débiter

que de bonnes'.169

Pothier generally refrains from imposing an increased liability on the seller. In his view, the

ground rule was and remains that no seller can be held increasingly liable for a defect

without having knowledge of it or being surmountably unaware of the defect.170 

Usus modernus-scholars without  exception followed the  ius commune-rules on liability.

The  damages  an  unknowing  seller  had to  compensate  never  exceeded the  purchase

price.  The  knowing  seller,  however,  also  had  to  compensate  for  consequential  loss.

Interestingly, the majority of usus modernus-scholars ignore the defective barrel texts and

168 Domat,  Les lois, 2.11.12, p. 166:  'Si le vendeur a declaré quelque qualité de la chose vendüe, outre
celles qu'il doit garentir naturellement...'.  

169 Pothier, Vente, vol. 1, no. 213, pp. 207-208. 
170 Pothier, Vente, vol. 1, no. 215, pp. 209-210: 'Hors ces cas d'un ouvrier ou d'un marchand, le vendeur qui

n'a eu ni la conoissance, ni aucun juste soupçon du vice redhibitoire, n'est tenu à autre chose qu'à
rendre le prix à l'acheteur qui doit lui rendre la chose et il n'est aucunement tenu du dommage que ce
vice a causé à l'acheteur dans ses autres biens. C'est pourqoi si au lieu d'acheter mes tonneaux d'un
tonnelier ou d'un marchand, je les ai achetés d'un particulier qui m'a vendu ceux qu'il avoit de trop, et
que quelqu'un de ces tonneaux se trouve défectueux, il ne sera tenu envers moi qu'à la restitution du
prix; mais il ne sera pas tenu de la perte de mon vin que j'aie soufferte par la perte de ce tonneau.  
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the question whether a different liability regime applies to professional sellers.171 Grotius

too contends in his Inleidinge that an ignorant seller had to answer for defects in a limited

fashion.  A professional  lessor,  however,  had  to  compensate  all  loss  the  lessee  had

suffered.172 

6.2.4 Liability for encumbrances on immovables

The liability regime in the Corpus iuris civilis for encumbered immovables differed from that

for defective movables. Some defects in immovables such as additional taxes (capitatio)

and servitudes could only be remedied with a price reduction, even if the seller knew of the

land being encumbered.173 This differed from the liability regime for defective movables in

which, generally speaking, an unknowing seller could be held liable for the price paid at

most, whereas a knowing seller had to compensate all the buyer's losses.174 Humanists,

Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian scholars, as well  as the occasional  scholar from the

other  Dutch  provinces,  had  argued  for  a  liability  regime  for  immovables  that  either

approached or deviated from this regime. The various efforts to do so had all in common

that  they were  thought  out  against  the  background  of  Justinian's  compilation  and  the

interpretation of it as had come into being in medieval ius commune.175

Things were different in early modern Castilian legal scholarship. Influenced by age-

old  laws  as  the  Siete  Partidas and,  most  likely,  natural  law-based  early  modern

scholasticism, it dismissed the view that there existed several liability regimes for different

kinds of objects sold which appeared defect. To early modern Castilian theologians, all

shortcomings constituted a breach of contractual fairness which in principle gave rise to

one and the  same liability,  viz.  to  restore  the  contractual  imbalance.  This  might  have

induced legal scholars to accept a general rule of liability for all encumbrances and defects

in the thing sold according to which a knowing seller was liable for all damages and an

unknowing seller for a reduction of price.176

The tendency signalled in early modern Castilian law persists in the writings of natural law

scholars. Grotius in his Inleidinge states that the seller has to deliver a sold thing free from

whatever  defect, without further qualifications.177 Concerning servitudes, the seller had to

ensure their absence. If the seller had not done so, he had to compensate for what the

buyer would have paid less.178

171 Brunneman presents D. 19.1.6.4 only as an example of a seller who gives an explicit warranty. He further
disregards the intriguing second half  of  the text.  Commentarius,  vol.  1,  to  D.  11.1,  no.  29,  p.  380;
Lauterbach in his Collegium does not mention the text at all, nor do Struve in his Jurisprudentia romano-
germanico, Stryk in his Usus modernus, and Schilter in his Praxi iuris romani. None of these works' titles
on sales, the aedilician remedies, and lease discuss the increased liability rule for ignorant sellers or
lessors of leaky barrels. 

172 Grotius, Inleidinghe, 3.15.7; see 5.2.3.
173 C. 4.49.9 (capitatio); D. 21.1.61 (servitude); Hallebeek, 'The ignorant seller's liability', p. 188, 191.
174 D. 19.1.13pr.
175 See 4.2.4 (humanism) and 5.2.4 (early modern Dutch law).
176 See 3.3.4.
177 Grotius, Inleidinge, 3.15.7: ' eenig gebrek (whatever defect)'.
178 Grotius, Inleidinge, 3.15.5, p. 245: 'Want den verkooper moet de verkochte saeck den kooper leveren vrij
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Yet, Grotius leaves much to be asked. Is there a difference in liability depending on

whether  the  sold  object  was  a  movable  or  immovable?  It  seems  that  Grotius  still

maintained  a  different  liability  regime for  servitudes.  After  all,  he  does  not  distinguish

between a knowing or unknowing seller of the encumbered land, so that both seem liable

for price reduction at most. This open end may be due to a lack of resources while writing

the Inleidinge. On the other hand, Grotius' seemingly loose style perhaps again betrays a

lack of interest in the issue involved, which would fit  well  with Grotius'  earlier detected

natural law-approach in which he reasoned that any breach of contractual fairness has to

be amended, regardless of the seller's faith or the kind of thing sold. Exactly how the

breach should be repaired is something Grotius does not dwell upon.179 That said, this in its

turn does not explain why Grotius holds sellers of land with servitudes of which they were

aware only liable for price reduction. 

An effort to define more precisely the legal consequences of a breach of fairness in

exchange with regard to the sale of a defective item is outlined in French legal scholarship.

Yet, the natural law scholar Domat does not approximate the liability for encumbrances to

that for latent defects. Alternatively, he seeks to streamline it with the liability for eviction

and places both liabilities under  the same header of  'garantie'.180 The seller  of  a  later

evinced or otherwise 'troubled' thing is liable for reimbursement of the price paid and for

damages the buyer might have suffered as a result of being evinced, irrespective of the

seller's faith.

'[10] Si la vente est resolue par une éviction, le vendeur est tenu de rendre le prix, et

d'indemniser l'acheteur des dommages et interêts qu'il  en pourra souffrir. Ainsi qu'il

sera expliqué dans les articles  suivans...  [11]...  Et  dans se cas,  soit  que la  vente

subsiste, ou qu'elle soit resolüe, le vendeur doit les dommages et interêts selon l'effet

du trouble (D. 21.2.70)'.181 

Without paying heed to all that has been said throughout the ages by scholars versed in

the medieval ius commune about the difference in liability for encumbrances depending on

the knowledge of the seller, Domat accepts full liability under all circumstances. He simply

ignores the Digest texts in which the seller's liability is determined by his good or bad

faith.182 Domat picks out what suits his needs to come to a coherent liability regime based

on 'garantie' and discards without qualms what does not.183

van alle dienstbaarheden/ofte anderssints is ghehouden te vergoeden 't gunt de kooper daer aen was
geleghen...(For the seller must deliver to the buyer the thing sold free of all servitudes or otherwise he is
bound to compensate the buyer for how much he would have bought the thing...)'.

179 Cf. previous section.
180 Domat, Les lois, 1.2.10, no. 3, p. 153: 'L'acheteur évincé, ou troublé, ou en peril de l'être, a son recours

contre le vendeur, qui doit  le garantir. C'est à dire, faire cesser les évictions, et les autres troubles,
comme il sera dit dans les articles qui suivent'.

181 Domat, Les lois, 1.2.10, no. 10-11, p. 156.
182 D. 18.1.59, D. 19.1.41 and D. 19.1.21.1.
183 Domat, Legum delectus, ad D. 19.1, no. 2, p. 202: 'Venditor, si, cum sciret deberi servitutem, celavit, non

evadet ex empto actionem: si modo eam rem emptor ignoravit. Omnia enim quae contra bonam fidem
fiunt, veniunt in empti actionem, l. 1, par. 1'; Domat likewise passes over a treatment of title D.21.1 in his
Legum delectus. He discusses the remedies for latent defects in title D. 19.1, thus indicating that the ius
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Pothier further elaborates the theme of  garantie.  He too equates the liability for

encumbrances with that for eviction. Rules for eviction he consequently applies to sellers

of encumbered immovables. As the liability rules for eviction are the same as those for

latent defects, Pothier saw only one set of principles governing the liability of sellers of

encumbered things,  be  the  encumbrance consisting  in  a  latent  defect  or  a  third-party

claim, something which would later be fixed in article 1639 of the Code civil.184 

'Cette action est une branche de l'action personnelle ex empto, de même que l'action

de  garantie  en  cas  d'éviction;  et  tout  ce  que  nous  avons  dit  dans  la  section

précédente, de l'obligation de défendre l'acheteur des demandes en éviction, reçoit

application à l'égard de l'obligation de le défendre des demandes pour raison des

droits réels prétendus sur l'heritage185, lorsqu'il n'en a pas été en chargé'.186

However, Pothier explains the content of the seller's safeguarding duty in a manner

more in keeping with ius commune-rules for liability for eviction and for encumbrances on

immovables. Concerning eviction, unlike the seller in bad faith, the seller in good faith is

not liable for all the damages the buyer incurred but only for a repayment of the price and

compensation of the loss the buyer suffered because he could not keep the thing in his

possession (propter rem ipsam non habitam).187 Pothier gives an example of the sale of a

house, which the buyer turns into a pub. The buyer can not claim damages he suffered as

pub-keeper consisting, for example, of loss of clients, if the seller did not know that a third

party  could  lay  claim  on  the  property.188 This  falls  in  with  the  discernible  trend  since

medieval ius commune to apply the rule of D. 19.1.13pr about contagious cattle and rotten

wood to all cases of the seller's liability in the contract of sale.189

Another  remark  illustrating  Pothier's  indebtedness  to  medieval  ius  commune-

doctrine is that a seller does not need to declare encumbrances 'réglés par les coutumes

et usités dans la Province'.190 Already Accursius had proferred that a tributum does not give

rise to a duty to compensate, since 'the buyer should have known about the provincial

tax'.191 

In  the  more  practically  orientated  usus  modernus-literature,  the  approximation  of  the

liability regime for defects in immovables to that for defects in movables seems to have

persisted. At least,  usus modernus-doctrine favours a regime in which the liability of the

commune  distinctions  between  remedies  on  the  contract  and  remedies  based  on  the  edict  are
substantially the same.

184 Les autres questions auxquelles peuvent donner lieu les dommages et intérêts résultant pour l'acquéreur
de l'inexécution de la vente doivent être décidées suivant les règles générales établies au titre "Des
contrats ou des obligations conventionnelles en général.

185 The reader should be aware that the term 'heritage' not only means inheritance but also 'les immeubles
réels, comme terres, maisons', see Litrré, sub voce 'héritage' .<http://littre.reverso.net>.

186 Pothier, Vente, vol. 1, 2.1, no. 201, p. 197.
187 Ibidem, vol. 1, 2.1, no. 130, p. 120-121.
188 Ibidem, vol. 1, 2.1, no. 136, p. 127.
189 See 2.2.4.
190 Ibidem, vol. 1, 2.1, no. 196, p. 193.
191 Gloss Quanto minoris to D. 19.1.13(14).1. See 2.2.4. 
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seller depends on his good or bad faith. The first allows for a limited liability such as price

reduction at most. The latter triggers a full responsibility. Some scholars look at Castilian

law for inspiration.192 Yet, contrary to the natural law scholars discussed in this section,

usus modernus-scholars do not provide the choices they make with a theoretical basis. 

192 Lauterbach, Resolutiones, to D. 19.1, q. 5, p. 361; idem, Collegii, to D. 19.1, §12, p. 1322: 'sciens propter
dolum actione emptio convenitur ad interesse; d.l. 1, §1, l. pr., l. 39, ff. h.t. Gomez. d. n. 45...'; Berger,
Oeconomia, 3.5.15, nota 4, p. 666: 'Venditorem, qui celavit emtorem servitutem, canonem, censum aut
pignus, in re emta constitutum, actione emti ad id, quod interest, teneri, si quidem onera scierit, l. 6,13 et
30 de act. emt. vend. sin minus, ad id praestandum quanti minoris ipse onerum conscius, emisset, d.l. 13
et 41 d.t., …'; Wernher, Manuale, to D. 19.1, no. 7, p. 180: 'sciens propter dolum ad interesse tenetur..
.ignorans vero obligatur quanti minoris alter emturus fuerat, si scivisset, servitutem impositam esse'.  
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6.3 The end of laesio enormis?

A significant part of the previous chapters was devoted to the remedy for lesion beyond

moiety which was based on a disproportionality between the price paid and the just value

of the thing sold. We have seen that throughout the early modern period an extended

version of the remedy developed which encroached upon the field of application of the ius

commune-remedies based on a defect in the thing sold, in particular when a defect had

caused  a  prejudice  of  more  than  half  the  item's  just  price.  In  early  modern  Castilian

theology the remedy competed with those remedies in all instances of a breach of contract

because of a defect in the sold object. It even drove the remedies for defects in the thing

out of legal practice. The main cause for this development was that Aquinas had used the

concept of fairness in exchange to express his theological views on justice. Due to the

introduction of Aquinas'  Summa  as the main textbook in the early modern Salamancan

faculty of theology, Aquinas' theory was adopted by his early modern Castilian followers

who eventually caused its percolation into civil law. This section explores the role assigned

by 17th  and 18th  century natural law scholars to the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. The

answer to that question is inextricably bound up with how their thoughts about justice in

contracts conformed to or conflicted with those of their Castilian forerunners. 

First of all, Althusius, Grotius, Pufendorf, Wolff, Heineccius and Philipp Reinhard Vitriarius

(1647-1720)193 do not question aequalitas as the foundation of contractual justice, and the

aptness of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety to ensure fairness in exchange.194 Grotius,

as mentioned in this chapter's introduction, reasons from a breach of fairness in exchange

to determine how parties to a contract must act in accordance with justice.

'if  in the circumstances an inequality arises,  even if  the parties have acted without

fraud, for example, if there was a latent defect, this inequality must be restored. There

should be taken from him who has more and be given back to him who has less,

because in the contract it was or should have been proposed that both side would both

hold the same amount.'195 

Althusius also considers the remedy as one that gives effect to the requirement that

contracts should be fair.196 Pufendorf, concentrating more on the rights that a duped party

to a contract has, states that 'for him who has less, a right comes into being to demand

193 For biographical data see F. Frensdorff, 'Vitriarius, Philipp Reinhard', in: ADB, 40 (1896), p. 82.
194 Becker, Die Lehre, p. 32; contra Schulze, Die Laesio, p. 35, however, unconvincingly. See further notes

in this section.
195 Grotius,  IBP, 2.12.12, p. 347:  'in re tamen deprehendatur inaequalitas,  quanquam sine culpa partium,

puta quod vitium latebat,  ea quoque sit  resarcienda et  demendum ei qui  plus habet reddendumque
minus habenti, quia in contractu id utrimque propositum aut fuit, aut esse debuit, ut uterque tantundem
haberent...'.

196 Althusius,  Dicaeologica,  1.74.37, p. 37:  'Quam ob causam emptori laeso et decepto tenetur venditor
pretium restituere re vendita reddita, vel ad aequalitatem et justam aestimationem, pretium redigere et
moderari, d.l. 2 [C. 4.44.2],...'.
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that that which he lacks will be supplemented'.197

Yet,  a minor shift  in the approach to justice in contracts appears with Wolff.  He

makes the demand of fairness in exchange depend on the will of the contracting parties.

As the seller is owner of the object he wants to sell and the buyer of the money he wants

to spend, both are free to determine under what conditions they would like to do so. 'In the

contract of sale, it depends solely on the will of the contracting parties whether or not they

want to observe fairness in exchange'.198 

Nevertheless, it is required that parties agree not to have the contract governed by

the natural law requirement of fairness in exchange. There must be strong reasons for

parties to do so. Thus, according to Wolff, by default a sale still has to answer to natural

equity expressed in a fair price for the item.199

Vitriarius'  in  his  Institutiones again  harks  back  to  the  views  of  Grotius  and

Pufendorf.200 In his commentaries to Grotius' De iure belli ac pacis he leaves the estimation

of a thing's just price to a third party, not to the parties to the contract themselves. 

'The judge or an honourable man shall determine how much the laesio must be here,

taking into account the height of the price and the thing's value in accordance with

what right reason dictates them to be equitable'.201

It has been earlier observed that Heineccius accepted that contracts in general are

governed by the requirement of equality. Not only in sales, but in all contracts in which

both parties have to perform should mutual performances be in proportion.202

In sum, fairness in exchange is fully maintained in 17th  and 18th  century natural law

doctrine as a concept for determining whether or not onerous contracts can be qualified as

just. 

6.3.1 How to restore a breach of fairness in exchange?

Another question is whether or not the remedy for lesion beyond moiety is the preferred

way to ensure fairness in exchange. Early modern Castilian theologians favoured that

remedy because a defect in a thing sold did not necessarily mean a breach of fairness in

197 Pufendorf,  De iure naturae,  5.3.1, p. 622:  'Habent hoc omnes contractus onerosi...., ut in illis versari
debeat aequalitas, seu ut uterque tandundem nanciscatur et ubi inaequalitas intervenerit, alteri qui minus
accepit, ius nascatur ad postulandum, ut suppleatur, quod sibi deest'; 

198 Wolff, Ius naturae, vol. 4, § 975, p. 671: 'in emtione venditione a contrahentium unice voluntate pendet,
utrum aequalitatem observare velint, nec ne'; Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 45.

199 Wolff, Ius naturae, vol. 4, § 976, p. 671: 'In emtione venditione is animus esse videtur contrahentibus, ut
observetur aequalitas, nisi adsint rationes fortes in contrarium'; Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 46.

200 Vitriarius,  Institutiones,  2.12.8, p. 281: '... contractus inter homines ineuntur, ut pro re vel opera aliquid
aequipollens recipiant, quod ob certas causas expetunt possidere potius, quam rem suam retinere, aut
opera  supersedere,  ius  naturae,  ut  et  in  domino  semel  introducto,  aequalitatem imperat,  ita  ut  ex
inaequalitate ius oriatur minus habenti'.

201 Vitriarius, Institutiones, 2.12.16, p. 286: 'Quanta autem hic debeat esse laesio, judex aestimabit, vel vir
bonus, ex ipsa pretii magnitudine et rei valore, secundum id, quod aequum esse ipsis recta ratio dictat'.

202 Heineccius, Praelectiones,  to Grotius' IBP, 2.12.8-12, pp. 291-293, and 2.12.19, p. 299: [2.12.19] 'At si
res ordinariae et ubivis obviae, vel operae illiberales locantur: tunc aequalitas et proportio inter rem et
mercedem  observanda...  Unde  et  locationem  conductionem  ius  civile  rescindit  ob  laesionem  ultra
dimidium l. 2. C. de resc. vendit. [C. 4.44.2].'.
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exchange. After all, the seller could have lowered the price accordingly. Furthermore, early

modern scholastic theory demanded an objective standard to determine whether or not

fairness in exchange had been breached. The remedy for lesion beyond moiety could

easily be brought in line with that demand because it evolved around a deviation of price.

Finally, a lesion beyond moiety enabled scholars to presume fraud and thus condone a

remedy against a seller who had not been proven to be of bad faith. When it came to

granting a remedy against a seller in good faith, the concept of dolus in re ipsa was more

to  the  palate  of  the  Castilian  natural  law  theologians,  who  only  reluctantly  granted

remedies against sellers in good faith solely on the basis of the presence of a defect.203

Yet, contrary to all these deliberations, later natural law scholars no longer think it self-

evident that the proper way to solve a breach of fairness in exchange in sale was with the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety. A first indication that they no longer did so is that both

Grotius and Pufendorf also paid attention to the aedilician and civil remedies for defects as

equally sound means with which to repair a contractual imbalance. It was earlier observed

that Grotius already considered those to be valid remedies in his  Inleidinge.204 Pufendorf

explicitly refers to D. 21.1.2 and D. 19.1.13.1-4, which contain remedies for defects, as

examples of Roman law in which a breach of fairness in exchange is remedied.205 Although

Pufendorf also mentions the remedy for lesion beyond moiety in C. 4.44.2 as a means to

do the same, he does not favour it over the others. Where does this lack of enthusiasm for

the remedy for lesion beyond moiety come from?

Pufendorf  believes  that  the  criterion  of  being  prejudiced for  more  than half  the

thing's  just  price  is  more  or  less  randomly  chosen by  Roman jurists.  In  the  words of

Pufendorf, this rule in C. 4.44.2 misses a sound rationale.206 Whether a lesion is grave

enough to justify compensation should not depend on the infortunate standard of a fixed

devation of the just price as it was introduced by the Codex text.

'neither is it required by natural law that such an inequality exceeds half the just price.

After all, the famous law C. 4.44.2... is merely a provision of positive law and above all

backed by the reasoning that no tribunal will suffice in settling cases, if on the ground

of whatever small lesion the praetor could be sought after... Since in whatever manner

the praetor must not be tired by cases of minor importance. Yet, there is no reason why

he would want to refuse his help where someone has been badly prejudiced, even

though the lesion is less than half. For example, if I sell a house that was 900 for 600,

why is all legal help to claim back 300 denied to me, while a remedy is given for far

less? Hence it is that among those who are governed solely by the law of nature and

the people, a small lesion does not give cause to rescission or litigation, if there is no

fraud by one of the contracting parties. Likewise, where the lesion is bigger but does

not amount to more than half the just price, it is rightly demanded that the contract be

203 See 3.5.
204 See 6.2.1.
205 Pufendorf, De iure naturae, 5.3.9, p. 629: 'inaequalitas... corrigenda sit, et demendum ei qui plus habet,

addendumque minus habenti. Add. l. 13, princ. §1, 2, 3, 4, D. de act. emti, l. 1, §2, D. de aedilit. edicto'. 
206 Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 42.
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rescinded or what is lacking in the just price be made good. After all, the graveness of

the lesion is estimated by the magnitude of the price or by the lack of resources of the

prejudiced, concerning which the damage done to a richer person must be disregarded

whenever it vehemently afflicts [him]'.207 

Thus, the just price does not provide a fair standard to determine who has a right to legal

aid and who does not. Pufendorf favours a more personalized standard.208 First, the lesion

must  be  considered  in  absolute  numbers.  Secondly,  this  absolute  number  should  be

related to the prejudiced's wealth. For example, damages of 1000 guilders constitute an

enormous prejudice for someone with an annual income of 6000 guilders, whereas the

same loss would not even lead a millionaire to blinking his eye.

In the work of Domat we even read that the remedy for lesion beyond moiety has

been abolished in France for the buyer. It was the wish to make legal practice workable

which lead to  this  limitation of  the remedy. Despite  Domat conceding that  natural  law

forbids whatever lesion, commercial  reasons demand to withold a remedy for it  to the

buyer 'parce qu'il y auroit trop d'inconveniens de resoudre les ventes par l'excès du prix'.209

Domat,  in  excluding  the  buyer  from the  remedy,  adopts  Automne's  and  Cujas'

positions210,  whereas  Pothier  acknowledges  that  both  buyer  and  seller  are  obliged  to

restore contractual fairness, if breached. Yet, liberty of commerce prevents granting the

parties  going  back  on  an  agreement  in  which  there  is  not  a  lesion  beyond  moiety.211

According to Pothier, an all too readily available remedy to rescind a sale would frighten

people off from concluding contracts as they can easily be annulled.212 For that matter, only

207 Pufendorf, De iure naturae, 5.3.9, p. 629: 'neque de iure naturae requiritur ut illa inaequalitas dimidiam
partem justi pretii excedat. Nam famosa illa l. 2. C. de rescindenda vendit... est mere positiva et nititur ea
potissimum ratione, quod nulla tribunalia sint suffectura expediendis litibus, si ob quamcunque minutam
laesionem praetor posset adiri… Nam utut in exigui momenti negotiis praetor non sit fatigandus, tamen
cur iste subsidium suum velit denegare, ubi quis graviter, etsi intra dimidium, fuerit laesus, ratio non est.
V.g. si domum, quae 900 erat, pro 600 vendiderim, cur ad 300 recuperanda omne mihi legis auxilium
denegetur, cum ob longe minores summas actio detur? Inde uti et inter eos qui solo naturae et gentium
jure  reguntur  exigua  laesio  quae  citra  dolum  contrahentium  intervenit,  rescissioni  aut  querela  sat
idoneam causam non praebet. Ita ubi gravior illa fuerit, licet dimidium justi pretiii non attingens, recte
postulatur  contractum  vel  rescindi,  vel  quod  justo  pretio  deest  suppleri.  Gravitas  autem  laesionis
aestimatur vel ex ipsa pretii magnitudine, vel ex tenuibus laesi facultatibus, quas damnum opulentori
negligendum quandoque vehementer affligit'.

208 This is, however, not the same as a subjective price estimation, as Schulze and Langer would have it.
After all,  in  Pufendorf's view the lesion itself  is  still  calculated on the basis of  objective criteria.  The
subjective factor consists in weighing the lesion in relation up against the prejudiced party's personal
circumstances. Cf. Langer, Laesio enormis, p. 62; Schulze, Die Laesio, p. 35. 

209 Domat,  Les lois,  1.2.2, no. 26, p. 125; idem, 1.2.9, no. 1, p. 151: '...il est de l'interêt public, de ne pas
troubler le commerce des vente, par de trop frequentes lesions'; Domat, Legum delectus, lib. 18, tit. v, p.
198: 'Si res minus dimidia veri pretii venierit, rescinditur venditio'. That is, only a seller (who venierit) can
rescind a sale (venditio) because of lesion beyond moiety.

210 See 4.3.4.
211 Pothier,  Vente,  vol. 1, 5.2, no. 372, p. 365:  'Mais elle est fondée sur un principe tiré de la nature des

contrats  commutatifs,  dans  lesquels  chacune  des  parties  contractantes  n'entend  donner  ce  qu'elle
donne, que pour recevoir l'équivalent; d'où il suit que ces contrats sont vicieux, et doivent être comme
tels rescindés, lorsque l'une des parties y souffre un lésion énorme et ne reçois pas à beaucoup près

l'équivalent de ce qu'elle donne'.
212 Pothier, Obligations, vol.1, 1.3.4, p. 47: '...le for intérieur oblige à suppléer le juste prix; néanmoins dans

le for extérieur, les majeurs ne sont point écoutés à se plaindre de leurs conventions, pour cause de
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the seller - or buyer - of immovables could rescind.213 

Domat's view means that a breach of contractual fairness has to be solved by other

means than the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. As a consequence, the remedies for

latent defects and for eviction come to the fore. Again the attention shifts away from the

thing's price to the thing's quality  as the decisive factor in determining whether or not

someone has a remedy because of a breach of fairness in exchange.214 

6.3.2 Doctrinal arguments against fairness in exchange

Other, more doctrinal, arguments against the remedy for lesion beyond moiety as a means

to safeguard justice in contracts are  furnished by Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679)215, Barth

von Harmading, Heinrich von Cocceji and Thomasius. As a matter of fact, these scholars

discard  the  remedy  because  they  no  longer  acknowledge  fairness  in  exchange  as  a

requirement for contracts to be just. 

Hobbes argues that the 'right of nature, which writers commonly call ius naturale, is

the liberty each man hath, to use his own power, as he will himself, for the preservation of

his own Nature'.216 Reason guides man in the use of this liberty to avoid doing things which

go against his self-preservation. Principles derived from that use of reason are called laws

of nature.217 Men who are able to exercise their natural right (liberty) enter into contracts

not because of a wish to form a just society, as Grotius contended, but only to ensure their

own well-being. Admittedly, Hobbes calls it a fundamental law of nature that man seeks

peace,  by  which  his  self-preservation  is  best  served.  Yet,  the  only  demand posed by

natural law on a contract seems to be that it preserves peace.218 If a party to a contract

freely agrees to buy for less than the object's market price, the contract is nonetheless

valid. Natural law does not demand fairness in exchange based on a price which can be

objectively  determined irrespective  of  the  contracting  parties'  wishes.  On the  contrary,

according to Hobbes, 'the value of all things contracted for, is measured by the appetite of

lésion, à moins qu'elle ne soit  énorme, ce qui a été sagement établi  pour la sûrete et  la liberté du
commerce, qui exige qu'on puisse facilement revenir contre les conventions; autrement nous n'oserions
contracter, dans la crainte que celui avec qui nous aurions contracté s'imaginant avoir été lésé, ne nous
fît par la suite un procès'; Pothier, Vente, vol. 1, no. 242, p. 237.

213 Pothier, Vente, vol. 1, 5.2, no. 330, p. 324: 'l'égalité étant de la substance des contrats commutatifs, du
nombre desquels est le contrat de vente, l'iniquité qui s'y rencontroit, et la lésion que l'une des parties
souffroit, rendoit ces contrats vicieux et sujets à rescision. C'est en conséquence de ces principes que la

loi 2, Cod. de resc. vend. accorde au vendeur une action rescisoire...'; Pothier, Obligations, vol. 1, 1.3.4,
p. 50: 'La raison de ce droit peut être que nos pères faisoient consister la richesse dans les biens-fonds,
et  faisoient  peu  de  cas  des  meubles:  de-là  vient  que dans la  plupart  des  matieres  de  notre  Droit
François, les meubles sont peu considérés....ce commerce seroit troublé, si on admettoit la restitution
pour cause de lésion à l'égard des meubles'; for the seller idem, no. 375, p. 368. 

214 See 4.3.4.
215 For  biographical  data  see  the  Stanford  Encyclopedia  of  Philosophy  <plato.stanford.edu>  entries  >

hobbes>.
216 Hobbes, Leviathan, 1.14, p. 64.
217 Hobbes, Leviathan, 1.14, p. 64: 'A Law of nature is a precept, or general rule, found out by reason, by

which a man is forbidden to do that, which is destructive of his life'. 
218 Hobbes, Leviathan, 1.14, p. 65.
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contractors  and  therefore  the  just  value  is  that  which  they  be  contented  to  give'.219 

Hobbes' reasoning resounds in the writings of legal scholars who argue against the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety. Barth von Harmading contends that a just price in the

sense of an objectively right one for the thing sold is not required in sales.220 We observed

earlier that Heinrich von Cocceji even goes that far as to argue that fairness in exchange is

not required in contracts at all.221 In addition, he turns upside down the argument that the

remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  was  meant  to  curb  gross  instances  of  breaches  of

contractual fairness. According to Cocceji, the fact that Roman law had decreed a remedy

for  laesio enormis only proves that lesser prejudices were allowed by nature,  not that

these were forbidden, as early modern Castilian scholars had always contended.222

Another  'hobbist',  Thomasius,  in  his  rather  polemic  dissertation  De  aequitate

cerebrina  (On  chimerical  equity223),  similarly  refutes  that  contractual  fairness  in  the

scholastic Aristotelian sense should be observed.224  On the contrary, it was an invention

derived from the principle that man's eternal salvation should be safeguarded, a principle

completely unknown to Roman law and out of line with Hobbes' right to self-preservation

as well. Thomasius wonders how Grotius and Pufendorf could have led themselves be so

misguided into taking it  as a starting point  for  their  theories.225 Not  man's afterlife226 is

constitutive of legal norms, but man's free will. The latter should be taken as the starting

point  for  every discussion about  what is allowed in  sales and what is not.  Thomasius

believes it a ground rule that when men have given their free consent, for example, to

219 Hobbes, Leviathan, 1.15, p. 75; Loo, Vernietiging, p. 37.
220 Barth  von  Harmading, Disputatio:  '[XLI]  Ad  substantiam emptionis  et  venditionis  non  requirimus  ut

pretium justum sit,  utpote in quo contrahentibus sese invice circumvenire naturaliter permissum est';
Cocceji, 'Non autem requiritur justum pretium. Cum enim res quibus utimur certum ac definitum precium
a natura non habeant, sed varient quam maxime rerum precia pro vario affectu, indigentia, copia, locis,
temporibus  etc.  facile  constat,  natura  omne precium aequale  esse,  quod utriusque partis  consensu
definitur:  Atque  hoc  est  quod  Jcti  Romani  ajunt:  in  precio  emtionis  et  venditionis  naturaliter  licere
contrahentibus  se  circumscribere.  Nimirum  vel  minus  vel  majus  pretium  exhibendo:  ita  enim  rem
explicant: ut concessum sit, quod pluris est minoris emere, quod minoris est pluris vendere, atque ita se
invicem circumscribere'. 

221 See 6.2.1.5.
222 Cocceji,  Introductio,  diss. 7, sec. 3,  § 58, no. 14. p.  111:  'Verum non est in contractibus aequalitatem

spectari...  Iure naturae quamlibet  inaequalitatem corrigi  debere:  iure gentium vero id de majori,  non
leviore statutum esse.'; Loo, Vernietiging, p. 37, note 44.

223 Cf. Ahnert, 'The Case of Christian Thomasius', p. 154.
224 Thomasius, Dissertatio de aequitate cerebrina, c. 2,  § 35, p. 64: 'Decipit ulterius Jctos nostros quod in

contractibus  onerosis  qualis  potissimum  emtio  est,  requiratur  aequalitas  praeprimis  ex  doctrina
Aristotelica secundum proportionem arithmeticam ut videlicet praecise tantum quis accipiat,  quantum
alienet…'

225 Thomasius,  Dissertatio  de aequitate  cerebrina,  c.  1,  § 10,  p.  9:  'Legislatoria  aequitas cerebrina est
quando legislator legem condit quae prima fronte ratione aequa niti videtur, quam tamen si accuratius
examines,  facile  deprehendere poteris,  sub  ea lege  latere  iniquitatem,  quae damnum magis  afferat
reipublicae, quam ut ad promovendam eius quietem prosit.  [c. 17, p. 18]  Sic regula illa juris canonici
principiis iuris romani plane opposita quod juramenta quae salva salute aeterna servari possunt, sint
servanda, etsi alias promissiones plane diversis et similes profluunt, ita imposuit etiam perspicacissimis,
Grotio et Pufendorffio, ut eius falsitatem non observarent.  [c. 2,  § 5, p. 35] Nec agnosco dolum ex re
ipsa, quem hic communiter in ore habere solent iuris interpretes, putantes, si venditor pretium minus
dimidio acceperit, non quidem dolum personae subesse, sed tamen dolum ex re ipsa oriri'.

226 Grotius replaced the afterlive by man's appetitus societatis.
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transfer  property  for  whatever  price  that  is  consented  to  should  stand.  It  must  be

considered just because it came into being as a result of bargaining between free persons.

In Thomasius' view, there is no place for a third party who determines whether the

agreed price is just. It amounts to an infringement of the right of men to freely bargain

about a sale, and, hence, an infringement on the law of nature, when a price estimated by

a third should replace a freely agreed one. By thus curtailing man's liberty, his right to self-

preservation would be seriously impaired.227 To conclude, Thomasius rejects fairness in

exchange and the corresponding remedy for lesion beyond moiety.

However, Thomasius' polemic work leaves much to answer. For instance, if one of

the parties suffered from a feeble will, how and by which standard should the contract be

remedied? Suppose that a sold item has a defect of which the buyer was not aware. To

determine  the  price  reduction  the  seller  is  liable  for,  the  buyer's  prejudice  has  to  be

established. However, it is difficult to see which possibilities Thomasius' theory offers to do

that. After all, according to Thomasius, the defective item's just price, which he equates

with whatever the buyer aware of the defect is willing to pay and the seller to receive can

be any. As a consequence, buyer and seller can rightly contend two different just prices,

leaving  the  judge  without  any  means  to  cut  the  knot.  By  which  standards  should  he

determine the price both parties would have agreed on, if the thing were sound? It seems

that such cannot be done without some standard lying outside the 'Appetite of contractors',

as there is, for example, the market price or the price established either by experts or

witnesses.  It  would  otherwise  be  impossible  to  decide  what  both  parties  should  have

agreed on and, consequently, to fix the right reduction of price. Hence, Beck seems to be

correct  when  he  infers  that  also  Thomasius  can  not  do  without  an  objective  price

standard.228 

Thomasius'  disqualification  of  the  remedy for  lesion  beyond moiety  did  not  meet  with

everyone's approval. Wolff demonstrates no signs of subscribing to Thomasius' view and

traditionally equals the just price to the common market price.229 Moreover, he explains that

a price can be manifestly unequal (iniquum), even when its assessment is by agreement

left to a third party. Thus, Wolff shows signs of adherence to the scholastic theory of an

objectively determined just price. Even a third party can miss the item's objective value. 230

227 Thomasius,  Dissertatio de aequitate cerebrina,  c. 2,  § 11, p. 51:  'Omnes enim conventiones nituntur
libero contrahentium consensu. Consensus autem hic liber non foret si dependeret ab arbitrio tertii, nisi
forte contrahentes libero consensu in hujus tertii aestimationem compromiserint. Nec interest sive ille
tertius sit unus homo sive uno plures. Quin et si plurimi pretia rerum aliter aestiment quam contrahentes,
nulla tamen ratio est quae in statu libertatis stringat contrahentes, ut pretia rerum in conventione sua
determinent arbitrium plurium'; Similarly, Wolff, Ius naturae, vol. 4, § 975, p. 670: 'in emtione venditione a
contrahentium unice voluntate pendet, utrum aequalitatem observare velint, nec ne'; Ahnert, 'The Case
of Christian Thomasius', passim.

228 Becker, Die Lehre, p. 38.
229 Wolff,  De iure naturae,  vol. 4,  § 1033, p. 713:  'si quis rem vendit pro justo pretio...in commune quod

tempore contractus est, consensisse intelliguntur'.  Also Darjes, Martini (1726-1800) and Abicht (1762-
1816) stick to an objective price determination. See Becker, Die Lehre, p. 33 for exact references.

230 Contra  Schulze,  Die  Laesio,  p.  35.  Schulze's  reference  to  Wolff's  dismissing  the  remedy for  lesion
beyond moiety, however, is unconvincing. In the passages Schulze refers to, Wolff does not discuss the
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Heineccius,  similarly  unimpressed  by  Thomasius'  exhortations  to  dismiss  early

modern scholastic theory, considers an objectively assessed just price intrinsically linked

with the mutual fairness of performances required in contractual obligations in which both

parties have to  perform. Yet,  Heineccius admits  that  difficulties come with it.  First,  the

method of assessing this just price is not an easy one, as it is established by convention.

With that, Heineccius means that the common opinion, for example, the one expressed by

the market price, determines what is to be accepted as the just price for the thing sold.

Such a volatile standard inexorably brings with it all kinds of intricacies. Secondly, granting

a remedy for every minor deviation of the just price would lead to a flooding of law courts,

something  which has to  be  forestalled.231 For  those reasons,  -  repeating the awkward

historical  view  that  Roman  emperors  too  had  been  reflecting  on  Aristotles'  theory  of

commutative  justice  -,  Heineccius  accepts  that  not  every  lesion,  but  only  one beyond

moiety should be accepted, so as to prevent a flood of complex litigation. He obliquely

remarks that

'although Thomasius wants to prove that even that rescission based on C. 4.44.2 has

no footing in contractual fairness, I confess not to subscribe to his view'.232

Vitriarius' in his  Institutiones likewise accepts that in principle every lesion beyond

moiety qualifies as a prejudice produced liability for the seller, but that civil law limits the

cases for which it actually grants a remedy to those in which the prejudiced party suffered

a  lesion  beyond  moiety.233 The  lesion  had  to  be  assessed  by  a  judge  or  bonus  vir.

Furthermore, the just price of a thing is either decreed by the state or it is the price for

which a thing is  commonly traded for. Parties have to  agree on the price,  but do not

constitute its justness.234 Hence, Vitriarius too accepts an objective assessment of the just

price and goes against Thomasius who holds that the contracting parties' subjective will

determines whether the price is just. Vitriarius, however, adds that the just price has to be

assessed in accordance with the particulars of the case, thus mixing in what Pufendorf had

remedy. Moreover, in other places in his  De iure naturae Wolff gives multiple examples of why certain
goods (e.g. necessities) should have a low price, i.e. should be assessed by a yardstick other than the
parties' free will. Cf. Idem, vol. 4, §  304, p. 230.  

231 Heineccius,  Praelectiones,  to Pufendorff's  De officio,  1.15.4, p. 154:  'omnis laesio vel inaequalitas sit
emendanda... Haec quidem ex iure naturae certa sun et in theoria facile intelligentur, sed in re publica et
praxi  non  possunt  adcurate  observari;  Nam  1.  pretium  rerum  definitur  plerumque  non  lege,  sed
conventione...2. interest rei publicae, ne lites in infinitum gliscant... itaque leges civilis inprimis l. 2. C. de
rescind.  vendit.  [C.  4.44.2]  definiunt  tunc demum actioni  locum fore,  si  alter  laesus sit  enormiter  in
negotio...'.

232 Heineccius, Praelectiones, to Pufendorff's De officio, 1.15.4, p. 154: 'quin ne aequitate quidem niti illam
rescissionem contractuum ob  l. 2, C. de rescind. vendit.  singulari  Dissertatione de aequitate cerebrina
remedii ex l. 2, C. de rescind. vendit. [C. 4.44.2] demonstrare voluit Thomasius, quamvis eius sententiae
me haud suffragari fatear'.

233 Vitriarius, Institutiones, 2.12.16, p. 286: 'Ut autem tunc demum rescindatur, quando quis laesus est ultra
dimidium veri pretii, est ex iure civili, et ne nimium multiplicarentur lites, si ob quamcunque laesionem
contractus rescinderentur, constitui potuit'.

234 Vitriarius,  Institutiones,  2.12.19,  p.  288:  'Altero per communem hominum aestimationem et judicium,
accendente consensu eorum qui inter se contrahunt, et hoc vocatur commune pretium seu naturale... res
tanti aestimatur, quantum pro ea communiter offerri aut dari solet'.
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pointed out in his treatise on the law of nature, sc. that the yardstick of prejudice by more

than half the just price does not constitute a fair measure.235

Johann  Gottfried  Schaumburg  (1703-1746)236,  in  answer  to  Thomasius'  attack,

contemplates that the remedy for lesion beyond moiety is a suitable instrument to forestall

developments  which  could  jeopardise  the  commonwealth  (praejudicium Reipublicae).237

The  remedy  flows  forth  from  the  need  to  safeguard  fairness  in  exchange,  which

requirement of equity is not at all cerebrina. Heinrich Abraham Hilbert († 1766)238, major of

Dresden  who  defended  his  thesis  with  Schaumburg  presiding,  strongly  rejects  the

qualification of fairness in exchange as a 'chimeric' idea.

'In general our law roots in that equity from which many other requirements flow forth,

sc. that no one becomes enriched at another's expense. And this equity for sure is not

chimeric, on the contrary. It is clearly recognisable in the principles of natural law, since

these dictate that no one damages another or draws profit from another's loss.  [§  6]

Furthermore, this equity,  sc. that nobody should be made richer to the detriment of

somebody else, is perpetual'.239 

Though Hilbert here offers a school example of a petitio principi – after all, the only thing

he says is that equity is a principle of natural law, because it is dictated by natural law – his

opinion is nevertheless illustrative of the fact that Thomasius'  view was far from being

shared by many of his colleagues. 

Leaving natural law theory aside, we find in usus modernus-doctrine and customary law,

on the one hand that the validity of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety is beyond doubt.240

It can be brought within 10 or 30 years by both buyer and seller and it is applicable to all

235 Vitriarius, Institutiones, 2.12.16, p. 286: 'Quanta autem hic debeat esse laesio, judex aestimabit, vel vir
bonus, ex ipsa pretii magnitudine et rei valore, secundum id, quod aequum esse ipsis recta ratio dictat'.

236 For biographical data see A. von Eisenhart, 'Schaumburg, Johann Gottfried', in: ADB 30 (1890), pp. 643-
644.

237 Schaumburg, Annotationes, 3.11, p. 685: 'Quae cum ita sint, facile patet, legislatores humanos suo iure
usos esse, vi cujus permittitur ut propositiones juris naturalis universalis circumscribere et si collidant
inter se invicem minori malo electo majus avertere possint. Quod iniquitatem non continet sed ad caput
aquitatis  hypothecae  referri  meretur,  quam eligere  potest  legislator  humanus,  quando  ex  aequitatis
absolutae observantia praejudicium Reipublicae imminet, ceu late contra Thomasius, qui aequitatem L.
2. C. de resc. vendit. [C. 4.44.2] cerebrinam nominavit in peculiari Dissert. aliosque demonstravi'. 

238 Mittheilungen, vol. 1, no. 20, p. 73.
239 Hilbert,  Dissertatio juridica, § 5-6, pp. 6-7: 'In genere enim lex nostra se fundat in illa aequitate ex qua

plures aliae condictiones fluunt, scil. ne quis cum alterius damno locupletior fiat. Et haec aequitas sane
cerebrina non est, se potius ex ipsis pincipiis iuris natural.  satis conspicua, quippe quae dictitant, ut
nemo alterum laedat, vel ex alterius damno lucrum capiat.  [§  6]  Et haec quoque aequitas quod scil.
nemo cum alterius damno debeat fieri locupletior, perpetua est'. 

240 Schulze,  Die Laesio,  p. 35, 65-66; Lauterbach,  Collegium,  vol.  1, to D. 18.5, p. 1264ff.;  Stryk,  Usus
modernus, 3, p. 425: 'Interim ex humanitate rescissio ob enormem laesionem contra ius strictum indulta
et in praxi recepta est, uti quotidiana experientia docet'; Kreittmayer, Anmerkungen, vol. 4, 4.3, no. 1seq.,
p. 221: 'Wasgestalten de iure naturae jede laesion und de iure civili nur jene, welche über die Helfte des
Werths  hinausgeht,  im  Kauf  corrigirt,  und  abgestellt  werde,  ist  schon  oben  par.  pho.  4,  not.  5,
vorgekommen.  Aus dieser  letzern  allein  entspringt  also  die  sogenannte (a)  Querelas  laesionis  oder
remedium leg. 2, Cod. de rescind. vend. [C. 4.44.2]'; Schmid, Lehrbuch, § 943, p. 499: 'Deren Grund ist
eine unmässige Verletzung, oder eine Verletzung über die Hälfte, bey einem Contract, welcher nach
Absicht der Contrahenten eine Gleichheit wechselseitiger Leistungen erfordert...'    
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bona fide contracts241, which presents a serious advantage over the aedilician remedies.242

The debated point what kind of dolus lesion beyond moiety in itself constitutes is passed

over by the majority of  usus  modernus-scholars  without much ado. They attach similar

consequences to lesion beyond moiety as to dolus ex proposito.243 The just price has to be

determined either by experts, judges or witnesses, which implies an objective standard in

the sense that a third party assesses the thing's just price.244

On the other hand, notably French legal scholars inspired by customary law, such

as Domat, are of the opinion that the remedy had to be limited to sellers. Pothier, though

he  also  grants  the  remedy  to  buyers,  exclusively  limits  it's  applicability  to  sale  of

immovables, something we will see working through in the Code civil of 1804 in the next

chapter.245 The same goes for the remedy's applicability  to immovables or inheritances

only.246 Pothier fixes the remedy's duration on 10 years, which period would be reduced to

two  in  the  Code  civil.247 Routier  († 1749)  holds  30  years.248 He  further  adds  that  in

Normandy  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  was  only  possible  in  sales  of

241 Lauterbach,  Collegium,  vol. 1, to D. 18.5, no. 60, p. 1298:  'Praescribitur haec querela J. communi 30
annis, arg.  l. 3 & 4, C. de 30 annor. praescript. [C. 7.39.3-4]...'.  Lauterbach abundantly refers to other
scholars; Berger,  Oeconomia, 3.5.18, nota 4, p. 671; Titius,  Iuris privati,  4.20.23, p. 568; Schulze,  Die
Laesio, p. 43-44.

242 Hilbert, Dissertatio juridica, § 22, pp. 19-20: '...non dubitamus quin lex nostra quoque locum inveniat in
locatione conductione'; Kreittmayer, Anmerkungen, vol. 4, no. 7, p. 217; Schulze, Die Laesio, p. 35, 55,
79.

243 Winckler (1597-1648), De emptione venditione, th. IX: 'Dolus in tot iure exosus, contractibus bonae fidei
maxime adversatur, irritamque facit  emptionem-venditionem, etiamsi  deceptio  sit  infra  dimidium iusti
pretii et ipsum preterea decipientem obligat ad interesse decepto praestandum'; Carpzov, Jurisprudentia,
const. 34, p. 720; Leyser (1683-1752), Meditationes, vol. 3, p. 574ff: 'Tunc etiam propter laesionem infra
dimidium rescinditur venditio, quum dolus concurrit'; Queisen,  Disputatio juridica,  2.10, pp. 19-20:  'Ut
vero remedio huic ob enormem laesionem in pretio locus sit, dolus laedentis non requiritur, nam si dolus
alterutrius intervenit,  quaelibet laesio ad rescissionem sufficit,  l.  5, C. de rescind. vendit. [C. 4.44.5]'.
Hence, as to its effects, a prejudice of more than half the thing's just price must be considered dolus. 

244 Winckler,  De emptione-venditione,  th. 11: 'non rescinditur contractus, nisi deceptio sit  ultra dimidium,
quod arbitrio boni viri aestimandum...'; Lauterbach, Collegium, vol. 1, to D. 18.5, no. 12, p. 920: 'Laesio
vero enormissima judicis arbitrio determinatur'; idem, no. 13, p. 920: 'In computanda hac enormi laesione
respiciendum est  non ad singularem unius affectionem, sed ad communem rerum aestimationem...' ;
Stryk,  Usus  modernus,  vol.  3,  to  D.  18.5,  §  15,  p.  438;  Titius,  Iuris  privati,  4.20.17,  p.  566:
'...respiciendum est  ad commune rerum pretium...´;  Queisen, Disputatio,  2.10,  pp.  19-20:  'Ut  itaque
probetur  verum rei  pretium,  plerique id  non per  testes fieri  posse ajunt,  sed per  probos peritosque
aestimatores, ita Sandius, lib. III, tit. 4'; Kreittmayer, Anmerkungen, vol. 4, 4.3, §§ 4-8, no. 8, p. 172: 'Ob
nun zwar wohl die Schätzung durch Schätzleute die gemeinste und üblichste ist... so sind doch dadurch
andere Probsmittel, um auf den wahren Werth zu kommen, nicht ausgeschlossen, sonder es kann die
diesfallig nöthige Probe auch per Testes geschehen'..   

245 Pothier, Vente, vol. 1, no. 334, p. 327.
246 Pothier, Vente, vol. 1, nos. 339, 375, pp. 368; idem, Obligations, vol. 1, 1.3.4, p. 50: 'La raison de ce droit

peut être que nos peres faisoient consister la richesse dans les biens-fonds, et faisoient peu de cas des
meubles: de-là vient que dans la plupart des matieres de notre Droit François, les meubles sont peu
considérés... ce commerce seroit troublé, si on admettoit la restitution pour cause de lésion à l'égard des
meubles'. .

247 Pothier, Vente, nos. 347, 373, pp. 341, 366: '[np. 347] comme celui de toutes les actions rescisoires pour
lesquelles il faut prendre des lettres en chancellerie'; [no. 373]: 'En conséquence elle ne peut s'intenter
qu'en vertu des Lettres de rescision obtenues en la Chancellerie du Palais, par lesquelles le Prince
ordonne la rescision du contrat, si'il appert au Juge de la lésion exposée par l'acheteur.'

248 Routier, Principes géneraux, 7.1.7, p. 340.
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immovables.249 

It  can be concluded that  in the period just  before the modern civil  codes emerged,  a

majority  of  natural  law and  usus modernus scholars  were  in  favour  of  preserving  the

remedy for  lesion beyond moiety.250 Yet,  notably in France,  legal  doctrine and practice

restricted the use of the remedy for reasons of procedural economy. Secondly, Thomasius

and a few other scholars attacked the foundations of the traditional just price theory by

refuting the requirement of fairness in exchange as it  was interpreted in early modern

scholastic theory. Both currents influenced how the remedy for lesion beyond moiety would

be incorporated in later codification projects. We will see that the position remedies for

defects would occupy in the civil codes fluctuates with that of the remedy for lesion beyond

moiety.  

249 Routier, Principes géneraux, 7.1.2, no. 5, p. 333: 'Tout contrat de vente peut se résoudre... ou pour les
causes qui rendent nuls les autres contrats, comme... le dol... la lésion d'outre moitié du juste prix, qui
n'a lieu que pour le vendeur et non pour l'acheteur...'; 4.11.4, p. 427: 'Le vendeur peut être restitué contre
le contrat de vente d'un immeuble, lorsqu'il souffre une lézion d'outre moitié du just prix...'. Routier refers
to Dupineau, Coûtumes, ch. 13 and 14, pp. 711-715. 

250 Schulze,  Die Laesio,  p. 35.  Schulze's reference to Wolf'f  is  unconvincing,  since Wolff  gives multiple
examples of why certain goods (e.g. necessities) should have a low price, i.e. should be assessed by a
yardstick other than the parties' free will. Cf. Idem, vol. 4, §  304, p. 230.  
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6.4 Remedies for latent defects vs the remedy for lesion beyond moiety 

The previous section demonstrated how the preference of early modern Castilian natural

law doctrine for the remedy for lesion beyond moiety as the means to restore a breach of

fairness in exchange came under attack in 17th and 18th century natural law. 

Though the majority of scholars studied in this chapter do not doubt the requirement

of fairness in exchange in sale in itself, some do question whether the remedy for lesion

beyond  moiety  is  the  appropriate  method  to  ensure  that  a  sale  answers  to  justice.

Pufendorf explicitly states that it 'neither is required in natural law that such an inequality

exceeds half the just price'.251 In a subsequent example, Pufendorf stages a buyer of an

expensive house who, though prejudiced for less than half the just price, nevertheless has

to sustain substantial losses in absolute numbers. By granting him a remedy, Pufendorf

illustrates that he uses other criteria to determine whether or not fairness in exchange has

been  breached.252 His  explicit  reference  to  the  civil  and  aedilician  remedies  for  latent

defects surmises that Pufendorf not only considers the price of the item bought but also its

quality relevant to determine whether a breach of fairness in exchange has occurred. The

remedies lying for defects he finds accordingly suited to restore justice.253 Titius even more

explicitly puts the remedies for latent defects and lesion beyond moiety on a par.254 This is

a significant change of approach, compared with that of, for example, Vitoria. This early

modern scholastic scholar rejected the idea that a lack of quality in the thing sold could

cause a breach of fairness in exchange, if the price paid corresponded with the defective

thing's worth.255 

Domat and Pothier neither discard the requirement of fairness in exchange. Yet,

they curtail the remedy for lesion beyond moiety out of commercial considerations, while at

the same time extensively discussing the remedies for latent defects. Hence, the 17th and

18th century natural law approach to the law concerning defects in exchanged things no

longer seems inextricably bound up with the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. Both the

remedies for defects and the remedy for lesion beyond moiety are considered as suitable

means to legally solve a breach of fairness in exchange.

Another attack which the remedy for lesion beyond moiety had to endure was the

result of direct criticism of the concept of fairness in exchange as a requirement to which

contracts in general had to answer in order to be called just. Thomasius, and, to a lesser

extent, Wolff, cast doubt upon the premise that fairness in exchange should be measured

by the item's objective price.256 To both scholars, a thing does not have a just price which

251 Pufendorf, De iure naturae, 5.3.9, p. 629: 'neque de iure naturae requiritur ut illa inaequalitas dimidiam
partem justi pretii excedat.

252 Pufendorf, De iure naturae, 5.3.9, p. 630; for a more elaborate discussion of the example see 6.3.1.
253 Pufendorf, De iure naturae, 5.3.9, p. 629: 'inaequalitas... corrigenda sit, et demendum ei qui plus habet,

addendumque minus habenti. Add. l. 13, princ. §1, 2, 3, 4, D. de act. emti [D. 19.1.13pr, 1-4], l. 1, §2, D.
de aedilit. edicto [D. 21.1.2]'.

254 See 6.1.1.
255 See 3.5.
256 See 6.3.2.
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exists irrespective of what the parties are willing to agree on concerning the item's worth.

The latter is solely determined by what the parties are willing to pay and receive for their

payment.

As a consequence, Thomasius discards the remedy for lesion beyond moiety as

being contrary to natural law. Contracting parties would never want a contract which can

afterwards be rescinded on grounds which the parties have not agreed on. Nevertheless,

Thomasius opines that in sales defects in things should be revealed. However, this is not

because fairness in exchange so dictates but to enable the buyer to rightly determine what

he or she is willing to give for the object in question and thus to establish his free will. Free

consent became the yardstick by which a contract's fairness had to be established257

A consequence of this point of view is that the aedilician remedies again step into

the limelight. The presence of defects influences the buying party in the exercise of his

free will and consequently bears upon the question whether or not a contract should be

considered just. A buyer who succeeds in proving that the thing he had bought suffered

from a latent defect, has strong proof of his having unwillingly entered into the contract.

The contract can then be repaired by removing the cause of his flawed consent either

through lowering the item's price in accordance with its defectiveness or by rescinding the

sale, if the buyer would never have bought the thing in defective condition.

Thomasius' rebuttal of fairness in exchange would have its effects when national

lawgivers began drafting their civil codes. In the next chapter we will see that the position

the aedilician remedies would occupy in the various codifications alternates in importance

with the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. The two acting as communicating vessels, the

extent of their incorporation into the civil codes would largely depend on what strand of

natural law reasoning drafters were inclined to follow.  

257 Thomasius,  Dissertatio de aequitate cerebrina,  c. 2,  § 35, p. 66:  'Et quamvis alteruter contrahentium
obligatus sit in  his contractibus alteri aperire vitia rei sibi cognita...'. Thomasius' theory was favourably
received by Darjes, a student of his. See  Instititutiones iurisprudentiae universalis, § 484; cf. Schulze,
Die Laesio,  p. 64. Schulze's reference to Hugo,  Lehrbuch des Naturrechts,  §  283 is less convincing.
Hugo does not mention laesio enormis anywhere in the referred passage, so that it can not be contended
that he disqualified the remedy for lesion beyond moiety for the reason that a just price would be difficult
to establish. 
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6.5 Summary and concluding remarks

This chapter largely acted as a sequel  to the chapter on early modern Castilian legal

scholarship.  Many changes in  the perception of  how defects  in  things sold should be

remedied which had occurred in 16th century Castile were adopted by the 17th and 18th

century natural law scholars discussed in this chapter. 

Yet, this did not mean a wholesale adoption of Castilian doctrine (6.1.1). First of all,

in 17th  century natural law doctrine deductive reasoning reached a climax. Scholars in the

social  sciences reasoned  more Geometrico.  The conclusions which resulted from such

reasoning  were  more  cogent  than  those  formulated  in  early  modern  scholasticism.

Secondly, a  major  part  of  the  scholars  in  this  chapter  no  longer  took  the  differences

between the forum internum and externum into consideration. They used the natural law

theories originally developed for the forum internum as a model for their day's positive law.

According to  Grotius, no longer divine law, but man's desire to form a society (appetitus

societatis)  evoked  legal  principles  without  which  a  peaceful  society  would  never  be

realised. These principles, which to a large degree resembled the early modern scholastic

views on the forum internum, should as far as possible be applied in worldly jurisdiction. 

The immediate workings of natural law upon worldly jurisdiction were particularly felt

in  the  law  of  contracts,  because  Grotius  perceived  contracting  parties  as  forming  a

'miniature'  society.  Contracts  should  therefore  answer  to  the  demand  of  fairness  in

exchange, so that no party would benefit at the other's expense and a peaceful society

would not be jeopardised. Grotius' view was picked up by later natural law scholars. By

means of deductive argument, they concluded that both the  ius commune-remedies for

defects  in  the  thing  sold  and  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  safeguarded  the

proportionality of performances. In a remarkable twist of history they furthermore believed

that these same natural law principles had also been the incentive for the Romans to bring

the mentioned remedies into existence.

A result of deductive natural law reasoning was that the ius commune-remedies for defects

in the thing sold underwent significant changes (6.2). In particular, medieval ius commune-

subtleties concerning  the  two  sets  of  remedies  which  were,  according  to  medieval

scholars,  transmitted  in  the  Corpus  iuris  civilis  were  largely  ignored  (6.2.1).  Grotius

reasoned that a breach of fairness in exchange could be caused by either a defect or a

deviation of price. Whether there were different kinds of defects did not seem to occupy his

mind, as it neither raised the interest of Pufendorf and Wolff. 

Admittedly, according to the French natural law scholar Pothier remedies for defects

lay only for particular 'redhibitorian' defects. Practical demands induced Pothier to limit the

workings  of  the  natural  law  principle  of  fairness  in  exchange  in  legal  practice.  The

presence of  problematic  Digest  texts which presumably proved a limited scope of  the

various remedies for defects did not play a part in his argument (6.2.1.1). In his refusal to

grant remedies for all defects, Pothier demonstrated the legitimacy of applying natural law

to practice as far as it went, but no further. As such, he acted in keeping with the much
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quoted adage of Cicero that 'it is not something to wonder about that laws only remedy

iniquities in as far as these are manageable, whereas philosophers do so in as far as the

iniquities can be grasped by reason and intelligence'. 

A result  of  these  divergent  perspectives  was  that  civil  law  had  to  put  up  with

divergent manifestations of natural law in the positive law. Althusius already demonstrated

that maintaining the ius commune-distinction between corporeal and non-corporeal defects

was not necessarily in conflict with a natural law approach to law (6.2.1.2).

Agreement was reached with regard to the question how the assessment of price

reduction should take place. The majority of 17th and 18th century natural law scholars

continued on the path set out by Castilian legal  theory that it  should be based on an

objective assessment  of  the item's  value (6.2.1.3).  However, Thomasius and few like-

minded scholars posed a notable exception here. Contrary to the medieval ius commune

tendency to discard the remedy for price reduction in which the buyer himself under oath

declared what he thought the bought item was really worth, Thomasius held that 'the price

of things in agreements depends only on the consensus of the agreeing or contracting

parties, not on the views of a third party'. Though representing only a minor current in 17th

and 18th natural law thought, Thomasius' view would prove highly influential to the drafters

of the various national civil codes which began to emerge around 1800.

The natural law scholars central to this chapter furthermore believed that natural law

did not allow personal actions to expire as fast as Roman law-texts have it. Yet again,

practical demands induced them to impose time limits for suing for defects in the sold thing

(6.2.1.4).  Nevertheless,  scholars  such  as  Grotius,  Routier,  and  Pothier  heeded  the

deductive character of natural law reasoning in that they no longer differentiated between

the remedies for rescission and price reduction. To both remedies they applied one and

the same period of limitation.

The last particularities of the aedilician remedy which ius commune-scholars often

cited to justify the two sets of remedies for defects in the item sold in the  Corpus iuris

civilis are plainly dismissed in 17th and 18th century natural law. Pufendorf, Thomasius, and

Pothier rejected the buyer-friendly features of the aedilician remedies (6.2.1.5). They held

that it was contrary to natural law principles that a creditor gained more than the damages

he had actually incurred because of the defect. By the same reason of natural equity,

Pothier contended that sellers have to explicitly agree on a liability for more than their

share in the sale. 

Scholars  who  worked  in  the  usus  modernus-fashion,  however,  did  not  prove

altogether  susceptible  to  natural  law  arguments.  A majority  upheld  the  ius  commune-

division in  remedies for  corporeal  and non-corporeal  defects.  Regarding the remedies'

limitation, they continued to reason along traditional ius commune-lines in Bartolist fashion

and applied a six-month and one-year limitation. Moreover, they held on to the buyer-

friendly characteristics of the aedilician remedies for defects in the thing sold. The result of

this was a growing dichotomy of bookish natural law scholarship and the law as it was
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interpreted by scholars more versed in the day's legal practice. This dichotomy is explicitly

identified in the works of Heinrich von Cocceji, who accused Grotius of 'mixing up the rules

for the interpretation of natural law with those for the interpretation of civil law'.

The spirit of natural law could also be seen at work with regard to the question whether the

aedilician  remedy  for  returning  the  thing  could  be  used  in  other  contracts  than  sales

(6.2.2). Though 17th and 18th century natural law scholars themselves did not engage with

the matter, some of their usus modernus-contemporaries did. Their writings demonstrated

a clear tendency to have equity overrule the restrictive text of D. 21.1.63. Sales and lease

are very similar contracts, so that equity forbids that remedies which the buyer could bring

in the event of a defect in the sold item should be withheld from the lessee with a similar

problem with the thing leased. 

Furthermore, similar to early modern Castilian scholars, 17th and 18th century natural

law scholars betrayed unease in holding an ignorant seller or lessor of a defective item

liable for more than the item's value. Wolff approached D. 19.2.19.1 and D. 19.1.6.4, which

contained such a  liability  for  an  ignorant  seller  or  lessor  of  a  defective  barrel,  with  a

presumption of fraud (6.2.3). Domat and Pothier also explained the same texts in terms of

presumed knowledge on the seller's or lessor's side. It is telling that the examined natural

law scholars all adhered to some kind of fault or refrain from discussing the barrel texts at

all.  The fact  that  usus modernus-scholars also failed to discuss the possibility  that  an

ignorant  seller  was  liable  for  more  than  the  thing's  price,  illustrates  how  the

Verschuldensprinzip became generally accepted from the 17th century onwards.    

Finally, natural law scholars of the 17th and 18th centuries considered the liability for

encumbrances  on  immovables  not  dogmatically  different  than  liability  for  defects  or

eviction (6.2.4). Already Grotius seemed to reason that encumbrances should be treated

as any other defect in a sold object. The French scholar Pothier certainly did. In keeping

with Accursius he applied D. 19.1.13pr. about contagious cattle and rotten wood to all

cases of the seller's liability in the contract of sale, including those in which the seller had

delivered  an  encumbered  thing.  Also  in  line  with  medieval  communis  opinio,  Pothier

excepted from liability sellers of burdens of which the buyer should have been aware of.

Usus modernus-scholars adopted the same approach to the matter. 

The indebtedness of the scholars studied in this chapter to early modern Castilian natural

law thinking was ostentatiously demonstrated in their discussion of the remedy for lesion

beyond moiety (6.3). Although Thomasius attempted an attack on the foundations of that

remedy, he did not succeed in convincing his peers. The majority of 17th and 18th century

natural law scholars proffered views which were firmly rooted in the concept of fairness in

exchange based on an objective just price.

However,  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  was  no  longer  the  unrivalled

champion in the solving of a breach of fairness in exchange (6.3.1). Pufendorf rejected the

remedy's standard of a deviation of more than half the thing's just price as chosen too

randomly. In France, scholars limited the remedy's application to sellers only or completely
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rejected it. People would be frightened off from engaging in commerce when contracts

could easily be annulled (6.3.1). 

The heaviest  criticism the remedy for  lesion beyond moiety  in  its  early  modern

outlook had to endure was vented by Thomasius. He tried to cut to the heart  of it  by

attacking its underlying theory that fairness in exchange should be required in contracts

(6.3.2). Inspired by Hobbes' natural law view, Thomasius defended that whatever price

was consented to should stand. However, as Thomasius did not properly explain how an

alternative remedy to the remedy based on objective criteria could be applied, most of his

contemporaries dismissed his theory. Yet, they acknowledged that the remedy for lesion

beyond  moiety  was  not  in  every  aspect  the  ideal  measure  that  could  correct  unfair

contracts.

One thing and another lead to restoring the balance of remedies for defects and the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety as a suitable means with which to address sales of a

defective object (6.4). In the first place, Thomasius' theory favoured the remedies based

on the object's quality. As defects hindered buying parties in the exercising of their free will,

the presence of defects in the thing sold bore upon the question whether or not a contract

could be considered just in the Thomasian sense. Consequently, civil  law could not do

without remedies to goad sellers into revealing defects in the thing sold. Yet, it remained

unclear  how  Thomasius  could  do  without  an  objective  standard  in  the  event  a  price

reduction had to be determined by a judge. 

Of more consequence was that 17th and 18th century natural law scholars dared to

question the rationale of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety against the backdrop of

fairness  in  exchange.  Pufendorf's  deprecatory  statement  that  C.  4.44.2  'is  merely  a

provision of positive law' combined with Thomasius' half-hearted rejection of fairness in

exchange proved a catalyst for voices arguing for the abolition of the remedy for lesion

beyond moiety in the future national  civil  codes. These will  be the subject of  the next

chapter.  

At the beginning of this volume a factual situation was formulated to serve as a means of

comparison.258 What legal possibilities are available to B now that the thing he received

turns out to be defective? 

From the schedule below one thing immediately become clear from the indications

in red. The tendency already present in early modern Castilian scholasticism to reason

deductively is carried further among 17th and 18th century natural law scholars. In the main,

these scholars reason from fairness in exchange in order to describe how a sale of a

defective  thing  can  be  remedied  in  the  worldly  jurisdiction.  Similar  to  early  modern

scholastics who wrote for the court of conscience, most scholars studied in the present

chapter explain, accept or reject the Roman law-remedies for defects in sold goods by

reference  to  commutative  justice  which  required  equivalent  performances.  More  in

particular, 17th and 18th century natural  law scholars abolished the distinction between

258  See 1.2.1.
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aedilician and civil remedies for latent defects and rejected that the kind of goods sold and

whether the defects the sold goods suffered from were corporeal or non-corporeal had any

bearing  on  the  question  which  remedy  B  could  bring.  In  short,  categories  which  had

governed the law concerning latent defects for centuries found their end at the quills of

natural law scholars studied in this chapter.
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Chapter Seven. Codes of civil law  on the remedies for defects in the

thing exchanged for money

7.1 Introduction

With the rise of nation states, the call for national civil codes became increasingly louder.1

In France, Charles-Louis Montesquieu (1689-1755)2 in his L'esprit de la loix argued that
the law was not only a product of unchangeable natural law prescripts but also of the

culture  in  which it  developed.3 In  the German regions,  Anton Friedrich Justus Thibaut
(1772-1840)4 and Franz Anton von Zeiller (1751-1828)5 urged with similar arguments for

their own national code.6 Also in other parts of Europe the call for national civil codes was
heard. The  1798  Staatsregeling  (Constitution)  of  the  Dutch  Republic  announces  the

coming into  being of  a  national  civil  code in  article  28.  In  Spain,  codification  projects
started from 1821.7  

The coming into being of the nation state's civil codes evolved along various lines.
First, they were rooted in usus modernus-doctrine.8 At the dawn of the age of codification,

many Gordian knots present in  ius commune  law regarding the sale of defective goods
had already been cut.  Usus modernus-scholars had accepted that a knowing seller was

more liable than one who was unaware of a defect in the thing sold9, that a price reduction
should  be  assessed  objectively10,  that  the  aedilician  remedies  possessed  certain

favourable  characteristics11 and  that  the  aedilician  limitation  periods  applied  to  both
aedilician  and  contractual  remedies  for  latent  defects.12 Usus  modernus-scholars  also

persisted in maintaining a strict division between the aedilician and contractual remedies
with regard to the kind of defects for which these could be brought. Furthermore, they

generally did not allow for an extension of the aedilician remedies to lease.13 Regarding
the remedy for lesion beyond moiety usus modernus-scholars univocally approved of it in

its most extended version. They applied the remedy to buyers, movables, and all other
bona fide contracts. The just price had to be determined objectively and the remedy lasted

for 10 or 30 years.14 
This doctrinal framework partly resounded in the major German civil codes which

are central to this chapter, sc. the Allgemeine Landrecht für die preußischen Staaten of 

1 Wieacker, Privatrechtsgeschichte, pp. 322-326, 331-332.
2 For a biography of Montesquieu see É. Tillet, 'Montesquieu, Charles-Louis de Secondat Baron de la

Brède', in: Dictionnaire, pp. 572-574.
3 Rabello, 'Montesquieu', passim.
4 For biographical data see E. Landsberg, 'Thibaut, Anton Friedrich Justus' in: ADB 37 (1894), pp. 737-

744.
5 For biographical data see <austria-forum.org > biographien > Zeiller, Franz Anton von.
6 Thibaut, Über die Notwendigkeit, passim; Zeiller, 'Nothwendigkeit', passim.
7 Sirks, 'Code Napoléon', p. 323; Florijn, Ontstaan, p. 9; Tomas y Valiente, Historia, pp. 540ff. 
8 Wieacker, Privatrechtsgeschichte, pp. 322-323.
9 See 6.2.3.
10 See 6.2.1.3.
11 See 6.2.1.5.
12 See 6.2.1.4.
13 See 6.2.2.
14 See 6.3.
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1794 (ALR), the Österreichische Allgemeine Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch of 1811 (ABGB) and

the Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch of 1900 (BGB).15 
Another line of development is rooted in the customary and natural law inspired

writings of  Domat and Pothier. Through France's  Code civil of  1804 (Cc),  which drew
substantively from Pothier's work, this mix of customary law and natural law theory also

acquired a place in the Dutch Code of 1838 (BW 1838)16 and Spain's Código civil of 1889
(Código).17 Natural law thinking also influenced the deductive structure of the Germanic

civil codes mentioned above.18

Furthermore,  Roman-Dutch  law,  Roman-Frisian  law  and  German  19th century

Pandectism contributed to the Dutch Burgerlijk wetboek of 1838 (BW 1838) and the BGB.
Finally, all codes were highly indebted to the early modern scholastic natural law

view on contract which had shaped both  usus modernus-doctrine and Pothier's thinking,
as will become clear from the study of the natural law elements which the ALR, ABGB and

the Cc possess. Drafters of the codes were not able to get round the need to justify their
choices in sales law in the light of the theory of commutative justice. Both advocates and

adversaries referred to the theory of fairness in exchange and explained why they adopted
or dismissed its precepts in their versions of the codes on which they were working.

The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate which remnants of the centuries old debate
concerning how to shape the law about defects in sold goods eventually made their way

into the modern civil codes. As the material about the remedies for defects in sold things
and lesion beyond moiety in the 19th century civil codes is overwhelming, a selection of the

subject matter is made based on recent legal developments.19 
First, the major challenge in present day law concerning the law about the sales of

defective goods appears to  be to  achieve a workable arrangement with  regard to  the
limitation of remedies available to the buyer. Various Western-European civil codes suffer

from over-complex  rules  concerning  the  time  period  within  which  buyers  can  institute
remedies for defects in things, encumbrances on things, eviction, non-performance and

damages which resulted from the defect. Moreover, it is often unclear how these remedies
relate to each other.20  

Part of these difficulties is caused by the choices made by the late 18th - and early
19th century drafters of the civil codes which are still in force today. As explained above,
15 For an overview of the codifications projects in the German states which existed independently before

the  founding  of  the  German  Empire  in  1871  see  Stobbe,  Geschichte, I.  2,  §90seq.,  pp.  443ff.  A
discussion of these goes beyond the scope of this study. 

16 Sirks,  'Code Napoléon', p. 325 (BW 1838). Much went before the coming into being of the BW 1838,
such as the  draft for a civil code by Joannes van der Linden of 1807, the Wetboek Napoleon, ingerigt
voor het Koningrijk Holland  of  1809 and the drafts by Joan Melchior Kemper of 1816 and 1820. A
discussion of these codes and drafts, however, goes beyond the scope of this book; see Hallebeek, Lijf
ende Goedt, pp. 184ff.; Lokin&Zwalve, Codificatiesgeschiedenis, pp. 297ff.

17 For a commentary on Spain's Código civil in which the Código's articles are compared with those of other
European codes see Manresa y Navaro, Commentarios, vol. 8-10. 

18 Wieacker, Privatrechtsgeschichte, pp. 332, 337, 475.
19 This book has taken account of developments in legislation up until 2010. 
20 See chapter 8.
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many of these men were steeped in the ius commune-tradition which interacted with usus

modernus,  customary  and natural  law doctrine.  Often  these strands offered conflicting
solutions to difficult points of law concerning the exchange of defective things for money. It

will appear that the drafters of modern civil codes kept many controversies surrounding the
law about defects in sold objects into their codes which were still unsolved at the time they

prepared their designs. Unsurprisingly therefore, in many regions immediately upon the
entering into force of civil codes the ius commune-debate about the law governing things

exchanged for money resurfaced again. As of yet, the 19th and 20th century civil  codes
constitute a tricky legal inheritance which members of committees for law reform have to

come to terms with when taking up the challenge to update the law of sales. This chapter
explores the origins of the difficulties concerning the limitation of remedies for defects in

things sold which scholars and law-reformers are still grappling with today.
A second subject central  to this chapter concerns the remedy for lesion beyond

moiety.  Recent literature deplores the abolishment of a remedy which influenced contract
law for ages. It may prove instructive to pursue the development of the remedy from its

medieval roots up until its disappearance in 19th century civil codes.21 
This  chapter  explores  these  two  issues  in  chronological  order  for  the  following

codes; the ALR (7.2), Code civil (7.3), ABGB (7.4), BW 1838 (7.5), Código civil (7.6), and
the BGB 1900 (7.7).22 For  each code,  this  chapter  studies  its  preparatory  history  and

provisions related to the law about defects in the thing sold and lesion beyond moiety. The
exploration is limited to the early years of the codes' existence. Except for the ABGB, the

investigation also covers case law evolving under the respective codes.23 At the end of the
chapter a summary presents the findings in the various sections (7.8).

Compared  with  the  preceding  chapter,  the  present  one  is  organised  somewhat
differently. As it mainly focusses on the limitation of remedies for defects, provisions which

touch upon other controversial issues regarding the aedilician and civil remedies are not,
or only marginally, discussed. Hence, issues such as the right method to assess the owed

reduction of price, the aedilician remedies'  buyer-friendly features or their  extension to
lease do not figure in this chapter. Secondly, not all civil codes examined in this chapter

contain  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety.  As  a  consequence,  it  was  not  always
possible to explore the application of that remedy through the study of the law in force in

the periods under investigation. In jurisdictions in which the remedy was discarded, its
vicissitudes are unearthed by means of an investigation of preparatory works in which the

21 Notably Van Loo, Vernietiging, passim.
22 This  chapter's  structure ensures  that  for  each  codes the same matter  is  discussed under  a  similar

paragraph number. For instance, subsection 3 always discusses the remedy for lesion beyond moiety.
Hence, for the ALR this subject can be located under 7.2.4, for the Code civil under 7.3.4, for the ABGB
under 7.4.4 and so forth. Codes of German regions which disappeared over time, because the regions in
which they were in force became part of Prussia or the German Empire shall not be further explored in
this  book  (the  Codex  Maximilianeus  Bavaricus  civilis  (1756),  the  Badisches  Landrecht  (1810),  the
Sächsisches Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch (1863)).

23 Case law of the  Oberster Gerichtshof  has to my knowledge not yet been made available online.  Time
unfortunately lacked to consult this court's earliest law reports in situ.  
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reasons for its abolishment were put forward. 
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7.2 The Allgemeine Landrecht für die preußischen Staaten (1794)

Under the inspiring leadership of Frederic II, Prussia embarked on a journey towards a

codification of civil law consisting of clear provisions which, in the words of the king 'would
allow no place to pettifoggery'24. With regard to the law about defects in the thing sold, the

ALR's structure reflects systematic natural law thinking.25 As a consequence, it presents a
wholly different picture from that which we have observed in pre-codification jurisdictions in

which ius commune was the main source of sales law.
 In order to demonstrate more clearly to what extent the ALR deviated from the path

set out by ius commune-scholarship, the next section will discuss in brief what the views
on the subject were just before the coming into being of the ALR (7.2.1). After this follows a

treatment of the ALR's deductive structure (7.2.2). The law about defects in the thing sold
has become part  of  the overarching concept of  Gewährleistung,  which concept will  be

described in some detail. Finally, the ALR's substantive law on the remedies for defects
and lesion  beyond moiety  is  investigated  (7.2.3  and  7.2.4).  Findings in  the  latter  two

sections  are  constantly  mirrored  to  the  prevailing  doctrinal  positions  found  in  ius
commune-works written prior to the ALR or after the ALR came into force as expounded in

section  7.2.1.  For  illustrative  reasons,  the  investigation  of  the  ALR's  substantive  law
includes some judgements given by the  Königliches Obertribunal,  the highest appellate

court in Prussia while the ALR was in force. The Tribunal's Entscheidungen are explored
for useful material until 1851, the year in which Savigny published his  Obligationenrecht

and a  new wind  that  had  already  been blowing  in  the  legal  landscape  shook up the
German law of obligations as well.26  

7.2.1 The law of latent defects in 18th century Prussia

In the legal doctrine just before the ALR came into force, usus modernus-positions about

the  law of  defects  in  the  thing  sold  discussed in  this  chapter's  introduction  prevailed.
Writers who illustrate to what extent that was still the case at the time the ALR came of had

just  come  into  existence  were  Christian  Friedrich  von Glück  (1755-1831)27 and  Ernst
Christian Westphal  (1737-1792).  The first,  professor in Erlangen who wrote a possibly

over-extensive commentary on the Digest, is one of those scholars who did little more than
repeating usus modernus-doctrine. Yet, he did so very thoroughly, in an easily accessible

work called  Ausführliche Erläuterung der Pandecten nach Hellfeld.28 Glück held that the
aedilician and contractual  remedies are clearly distinct  measures which serve different

24 Dissertation, in: Oeuvres de Frédéric II, roi de Prusse, vol. 7, p. 116: 'Des lois précises ne donnent point
lieu à la chicane...'; Lokin & Zwalve, Codificatiegeschiedenis, p. 226

25 Wieacker, Privatrechtsgeschichte, pp. 332-333.
26 Savigny (1779-1861), Das Oligationenrecht als Theil des heutigen römischen Rechts, Berlin: 1851-1853.
27 R. von Stintzing, 'Glück, Christian Friedrich von', in: ADB 9 (1879), pp. 253-256.
28 Glück,  Ausführliche Erläuterung (1819),  20.1,  §1111, p. 86 (liability); idem, §1107,  p. 50 (assessment);

idem,  20.1,  §1113,  p.  153-155  (limitation);  idem,   §1107, p.  41  (extension);   idem,   §1111, p.  107
(penalties), p. 110 (multiple seller's liability  in solidum); idem, 20.1, § 1107, p. 137 (corporeal vs non-
corporeal defects).
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purposes.29 

Westphal, law professor in Halle and, according to Landsberg,  'ein Vielschreiber
ohne erheblichen Werth'30, proves which strong influence ius commune-doctrine exercised

on the legal minds just prior to the ALR. In particular, he categorically separates the duty to
safeguard from latent defects from other duties a seller has, e.g., the duty to safeguard the

buyer from eviction by a third party. The latter he terms Gewährung der Mängel which is,
according to Westphal, something different from Gewährsleistung for latent defects. In line

with usus modernus-theory, Westphal treats the remedies coming with Gewährsleistung as
separate from those falling under the term  Gewährung der Mängel.  All  have their own

limitation periods and rules of liability and applicability.31

Despite the prevalence of usus modernus-doctrine at the time, 18th century Prussian

law about defects in the thing sold was also influenced by natural law theory. One of the
main features of natural law thinking was that it deduced legal arguments from general

principles. For contracts the requirement of fairness in exchange proved such a guiding
principle.  As  observed  in  the  previous  chapter,  many  scholars  believed  that  this

requirement best  found its  expression in the remedy for lesion beyond moiety and its
inherent just price.32 

Conceptual  natural  law  thinking  sometimes  seemed  difficult  to  rhyme  with  the
characteristics of usus modernus-doctrine which originated in an inductive ius commune-

approach to law.  How it nonetheless percolated through and became mixed with  usus
modernus-theory, can be demonstrated by the writings of Johann Ludwig Schmid (1726-

1792). Professor in Jena and legal practitioner, first as assistant to Jena's aldermen court,
later in the Saxon High Court, Schmid must have been well versed into both doctrine and

practice.33 Both materialised in  his  Practisches Lehrbuch von gerichtlichen Klagen und
Einreden. Schmid ranges the seller's duties to safeguard from eviction, encumbrances and

latent defects,  under one and the same heading of  Gewährleistung.34 Nonetheless, the
content of this general safeguarding duty such as the remedies of the receiving party has,

remains strongly inspired by ius commune-doctrine.
As explained in  the  preceding chapter, natural  law reasoning had also  induced

some scholars to argue against fairness in exchange as a basis for contemporary contract
law.  Thomasius  vehemently  discarded  the  concept  as  a  'chimerical'  requirement  of

contract law imposed by clerics who were solely driven by their agenda to impregnate civil

29 Glück, Ausführliche Erläuterung, §1107, p. 135-137.
30 E. Landsberg, 'Westphal, Ernst Christian', in: ADB 42 (1897), pp. 197-198.
31 Westphal, Lehre, § 366, p. 287-288: 'Sie [i.e. Gewähr der Mängel] ist von der Pflicht zur Gewährsleistung

unterschieden'.
32 See section 6.3.
33 A. von Eisenhart, 'Schmid, Johann Ludwig', in: ADB 31 (1890), p. 671.
34 Schmid,  Practisches Lehrbuch von gerichtlichen Klagen und Einreden,  § 894, p. 463 (about the  actio

empti): 'Dahin gehört, 1) dass die Sache von allem Besitz leer sey; 2) dass sie die erforderliche Grösse
und eigenschaft habe; besonders das sie nicht fehlerhaft [note x to D. 19.1.11.3/4 and D. 21.1.4.4], nicht
mit dienstbarkeiten [note y to D. 21.1.61], nicht mit einem Pfandrecht, noch mit andern ungewöhnlichen
Lasten beschwert sei'.  
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law with catholic morality. According to Thomasius, not clerics, but the contracting parties

should  determine  by  agreement  what  constitutes  a  just  price  for  the  object  sold.
Consequently, the question whether the item delivered answered to what the contracting

parties' had agreed on, however absurd the deal might have been, determined whether
there had been a breach of contract. There was no role for a third party who independently

fixed a just price. A latent defect, of course, could not have been taken into account by the
parties when giving consent, simply because it was unknown to them. The price, however,

could. Hence, it makes sense to grant unknowing buyers means to remedy latent defects,
whereas it does not to give buyers an instrument to attack a sales on the grounds that the

price  they had  explicitly  agreed  on was not  just.35 Thomasius'  way of  reasoning went
against the grain of hitherto accepted natural law theory based on fairness in exchange. It

would frequently surface in the debates that took place in the various committees installed
to  think  out  a  Prussian  Civil  Code.  The  following  sections  explore  what  the  scholars

concerned with the design of that code picked out of the whole gamut of available legal
theory to shape the law concerning defects in sold things.

7.2.2 Towards a Prussian civil code

The call for a Prussian civil code became all the more urgent after a string of miscarriages

of  justice.  King  Frederic  II  of  Prussia  believed that  a  civil  code would  prevent  similar
events.  In  1746,  the  enlightened ruler  gave his  first  orders  to  compile  'ein  Teutsches

Allgemeines  Landrecht,  welches  sich  blos  auf  die  Vernunft  und  Landes-Verfassungen
gründet...  damit einmahl ein gewisses Recht im Lande etabliret...'.36 The lurking conflict

between natural law reason and the  usus modernus-tradition can already be glimpsed
from this announcement, with the Landes-Verfassungen being based on ius commune and

not on natural law precepts.37  
After some foundered attempts by Samuel von Cocceji, the project was passed into

the hands of Carl Gottlieb Svarez (1746-1798)38, a student of Ernst Ferdinand Klein (1744-
1810)39, and an adherent of Wolff's theories. The Code enjoyed its coming into force on 1

June 1795.  Proclaimed a subsidiary source of  law where provincial  laws and statutes
already existed, it nevertheless strongly reduced the role ius commune had hitherto played

in the regions that now formed Prussia.40 Yet,  since it  was based on an extract of  ius
commune-law, an investigation into the  Allgemeine Landrecht  gives an insight into how

these rules were conceived in the early codification era. Let us therefore continue with its

35 See 6.3.2.
36 Stobbe, Geschichte der Deutschen Rechtsquellen, II, 1864, p. 451. 
37 For example, with regard to the acceptance of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. See 6.3.
38 Schulze, Die laesio, p. 84.
39 Kleinheyer, 'Klein, Ernst Ferdinand', in:  NDB 11 (1977), pp. 734-735. Online version: <www.deutsche-

biographie.de/pnd116211148.html> 
40 According to the Publikationspatent of 5 February 1794 in: Koch, Allgemeines Landrecht, pp. 2-4: '….Die

in  den  verschiedenen  Provinzen  bisher  bestandenen  besonderen  Provinzialgesetze  und  Statuten
behalten  zwar  vor  der  Hand  noch  ihre  gesetzliche  Kraft  und  Gültigkeit';  Lokin  &  Zwalve,
Codificatiegeschiedenis, p. 231; Klischies, Entwicklung, p. 75.
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structure.

7.2.2.1 Structure of the Allgemeine Landrecht für die preußischen Staaten

In accordance with the deductive natural law approach, the first part of the ALR states
general rules and principles which are further specified later on in the code. Thus, one has

to consult the first part of the ALR, title V, Von Verträge, for general rules applying to all
contracts, unless otherwise stated. As these provisions are not decreed for any contract in

particular  but  apply  to  all,  the  ALR  uses  the  contractually  neutral  terms  of  'giver'  or
'promisor' and 'recipient' to indicate the parties to a contract. Relevant for the subject of

this book are the rules pertaining to the giver's safeguarding duties (Gewährsleistung41)
and the scope of his liability.42

More sale-specific rules pertaining to defects in the sold object are expounded in
the ALR's first part, title XI, first section  Von Kaufs- und Verkaufsgeschäften.  Here one

finds the remedy for lesion beyond moiety (Verletzung über die Hälfte).43 That this remedy
is  relegated  to  the  section  dealing  with  sales  corresponds  with  the  limited  field  of

application it receives in the ALR. Besides sales, this remedy can only be brought in lease.
The provisions governing lease are in the ALR's first part, title XXI. Section two of this title

deals  with  long-term  lease  (Erbpacht).  The  third  section  Von  dem  eingeschränkten
Gebrauchs- und Nutzungs-Rechte fremder Sachen contains rules pertaining to defects in

lease (Miethe) and to encumbrances in both sales and lease. 

7.2.2.2 Gewährleistung in the Allgemeine Landrecht für die preußischen Staaten

Unlike  usus  modernus-doctrine,  the  ALR  posits  a  general  safeguarding  duty
(Gewährleistung) for the promisor for contracts in which all parties have to perform. 

'Auch die Leistung der Gewähr gehört zur Erfüllung einese Vertrags. Bey allen lästigen

Verträgen,  wo  nicht  besondere  Gesetze  oder  ausdrückliche  Verabredungen  ein
Anderes mit sich bringen, muß ein Theil dem andern dafür haften, daß sich derselbe

der gegebnen Sache, nach der Natur und dem Inhalt des Vertrags, bedienen könne'.44

The ALR further specifies  Gewährleistung  as safeguarding from a lack of qualities the
thing normally possesses45,  safeguarding  from third-party claims46,  safeguarding from a

lack of  promised qualities47,  safeguarding from encumbrances48,  and safeguarding from
defects  in  separate  parts  of  a  larger  item  (Inbegriff).49 The  promisor's  duty  of

Gewährleistung  is part of the fulfilment of the contract. A breach of a safeguarding duty

41 German language allows for both Gewahr(s)leistung with or without s.
42 I, V, §§ 317-318 ALR (Gewährleistung); I, V, §§ 287seq. ALR (liability).
43 I, XI, §§ 58-69 ALR.
44 I, V, § 317-318 ALR.
45 I, V, §§ 319-322 ALR.
46 I, V, §§ 323-324 ALR.
47 I, V, §§ 325-328 ALR.
48 I, V, §§ 333-338 ALR.
49 I, V, §§ 339-342 ALR.
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constitutes non- or mal-performance.50

All  this is at odds with the  usus modernus-view about sale, because, first,  usus
modernus-doctrine held that the duty to deliver free from defects was not required in order

to rightly execute a contract. As long as the purchased item was delivered, the seller had
fulfilled his contractual obligations. The aedilician remedies only served to mitigate loss

caused by particular  defects  in  the  properly  delivered thing.51 The ALR's  drafter  Klein,
however, reasons from the idea that fulfilling a sales contract automatically implies that the

seller delivers free from defects:

'Aus einem gültigen Kaufvertrage entsteht auf der Seite des Verkäufers die Pflicht, die
verkaufte  Sache  nebst  zubehör  in  dem  bedungenen  oder  stillschweigend

vorausgesetzten Zustande, fehlerfrei dem Käufer zu übergeben'.52  

Secondly, usus modernus-doctrine did not consider the remedies for defects, third-

party claims and encumbrances as part of one and the same duty of  Gewährleistung. A
case  in  point  is  Thibaut's  discussion  of  the  concept  of  the  ALR  in  his  System  des

Pandekten-Rechts. He still distinguishes between particular rules for safeguarding against
eviction and safeguarding against latent defects. The former rules he applies to all onerous

contracts,  whereas  the  latter  he  limits  to  onerous  contracts  in  which  property  is
transferred.53 

The ALR, however, brings all together under the same heading. It goes even further
in  that  it  extends  safeguarding  duties  to  all  contracts  in  which  both  parties  have  to

perform.54 So one can read that a leaseholder is able to sue the lessor for not having

50 I, V, § 317: Auch die Leistung der Gewähr gehört zur Erfüllung eines Vertrags.
51 Lauterbach,  Collegium,  vol. 2, to D. 21.1, no. 9, p. 158:  'Cum itaque bonae fidei contrarium esset, si

emptor cogeretur retinere rem vitio affectam'; Hahn, Observata,  vol. 2, to D. 21.1, no. II, p. 37:  'causa
introductionis... ne morbosum mancipium aut vitiosum pro sano, aut malam mercem pro bona emant';
differently, Klempt, Grundlagen, p. 66. However, the usus modernus-scholars Klempt produces of whom
he contends that they consider delivery free from defects a duty arising from the sales contract are not
unambiguous concerning that  matter. For  instance,  Lauterbach seems inclined to  see the aedilician
remedies as additional protection on top of the contractual remedy. Such a need can only arise, if the
action on the contract does not entail a duty to deliver free from defects. Therefore, Klempt's reference to
Lauterbach's  Collegium,  to D. 19.1, no. 11, p. 1322 to illustrate that  usus modernus-scholars believed
that absence of defects was a prerequisite for a valid sales contract is not to the point. Lauterbach even
mentions that  remedies on the contract  are only given for  concealed  defects,  which concealment is
against the bona fides. Lauterbach, Collegium, vol. 1, to D. 19.1, no. 12, p. 1322: 'Ob vitia enim, quae...
celata sunt, datur actio redhibitoria, aestimatoria, sive quanti minoris, et hodie etiam actio ex empto'.  

52 Klein,  System, 1,  § 248, p. 277; Klein,  System, 1,  § 259, p. 281: 'Der Verkäufer muss dem Käufer die
Sache so gewähren, dass dieser dieselbe bedungenermassen als sein Eigenthum besitzen nutzen und
darüber verfügen kann. In Beziehung auf die Verpflichtung zur Gewährleistung finden die allgemeinen
Grundsätzen (Lehrbuch.  §. 115sqq.), so weit sie nicht nachstehend abgeändert oder modificirt worden
sind, Anwendung'.

53 Thibaut, System, I, § 178, p. 135 (eviction): 'Diese Pflicht das übertragene Recht zu gewähren (obligatio
ad  evictionem praestandam),  findet  nicht  bloss  bey  Geschäften  statt,  welche  das  Eigenthum einer
Sache, sondern auch bey denen, welche andre dingliche oder persönliche Rechte übertragen' ; idem,
§190,  p.  143  (latent  defects):  '...dies  ward  in  der  Folge  auf  all  das  Eigenthum  nicht  unentgeltlich
übertragenden, nicht aber auf andere Geschäfte ausgedehnt'. 

54 I, XXI, §§ 623 and 624 ALR.
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sufficiently  safeguarded  against  defects  in  the  land.55 After  having  made  the  lessor

acquainted  with  the  defects,  the  leaseholder  can  subsequently  'within  a  period  (nach
einem Zeitverlaufe)' bring a remedy against him. Pufendorf's argument that all reciprocal

contracts  require  fairness in  exchange  had  already partly  been  filled  in  by  Titius  and
Barbeyrac, although these still recoiled from overruling the explicit Roman law text arguing

against extension to lease.56 The ALR disregards this ius commune-peculiarity and thinks
natural law theory right through to its logical conclusion.

That the roots of the ALR's view on Gewährleistung lie in early modern natural law doctrine
based on Aquinas' ideas about commutative justice can also be gathered from the works

of the ALR's drafters. Klein, who expounded his views on how the law about latent defects
related to the general principles of contract in his  System des preußischen Civilrechts,57

notes that remedies for defects in the thing sold are a result of the requirement in onerous
contracts that  the 'recipient  must  have the equivalent  of  his performance'. 58 Klein here

adopts early modern scholastic natural law reasoning about proportionality in contracts in
which both parties have to perform.59  

The other important mind behind the ALR, Svarez, argues in a similar vein.60 Urged
by their own and king Frederic II's wish to make the ALR accessible to the common man 61,

Svarez together with another member of the draft committee Christoph Gossler (1752-
1817), wrote the Unterricht über die Gesetze für die Einwohner der preußischen Staaten

(1793).  In  this  most  informative  booklet  ('kleines  Schrift')62, the  general  character  of
Gewährleistung comes clearly to the fore.63

'Bey  allen  gewöhnlichen  Contrakten,  die  nicht  bloss  Schenkungen  sind,  muss  ein

Contrahent dem andern die Gewähr leisten, d.h. er muss dem anderen dafür stehn,
daß sich dieser der gegebnen Sache, oder des übertragnen Rechts, so wie es die

55 §  623:  Wenn  der  Pächter  eines  Landguts  Gewährsmängel  an  den  ihm  verpachteten  Rubriken  zu
bemerken glaubt: so liegt ihm ob, den Verpächter noch vor Ablauf des Jahres, in welchem diese Mängel
sich hervorgethan haben, davon Anzeige zu machen; § 624: Alsdann hängt es von ihm ab: ob er die ihm
dafür  zukommende  Vergütung  sofort,  oder  nach  einem  Zeitverlaufe  einklagen;  so  wie  von  dem
Verpächter: ob er den Pächter zur Anstellung dieser Klage gerichtlich auffordern wolle.

56 See 6.1.1; D. 21.1.63.
57 The first edition is from 1801. See G. Kleinheyer, 'Klein, Ernst Ferdinand', in:  NDB, vol. 11 (1977), pp.

734-735.
58 Klein,  System, vol. 1,  § 115, p. 144-145: 'Die Verbindlichkeit folgt aus der Natur der lästigen Verträge,

indem ohne dieselbe der Empfänger kein Aequivalent für seine Leistung haben würde'.
59 See 3.2.2.2.
60 For biographical information see J.E. Wessely, 'Svarez, Karl Gottlieb', in: ADB 37 (1894), pp. 247-256. 
61 Svarez & Gossler, Unterricht, Vorrede, VIII-IX: 'Unser Auszug ist für diejenige Classe von Staatsbürgern

bestimmt, die, ohne eigentliche gelehrte Erziehung, durch einen gewöhnlich guten Schulunterricht zum
Nachdenken  einigermaassen  vorbereitet,  deren  Seelenkräfte  durch  ihren  Gebrauch  bey  nicht  bloss
animalischen oder thierischen Functionen des häuslichen und bürgerlichen Lebens, vielleicht auch durch
einige Lectüre schon etwas mehr ausgebildet,  und die also fähig sind, allegemeine Wahrheiten und
Grundsätze,  wenn  sie  in  der  Leichten  Sprache  des  täglichen  Umgangs,  ohne  wissenschaftliche
Einkleidung vorgetragen werden, zu begreifen und einzusehen'.  

62 Svarez & Gossler,  Unterricht,  Vorrede, III;  according to the authors the book is  ',,,einen kurzen und
verständlichen Auszug...', Vorrede, IV.

63 An online version is available via the University of Marburg's website <http://archiv.ub.uni-marburg.de>. 
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Natur und der Inhalt des Contracts mit sich bringen, bedienen könne'.64

Gewährleistung entails the safeguarding of promised qualities of the thing, of qualities the
thing  normally  possesses,  of  third-party  claims,  and  of unusual encumbrances  or

encumbrances of which the absence has been explicitly guaranteed.65 Thus, the in  ius
commune  hitherto  separately  arranged liabilities for  latent  defects,  encumbrances,  and

eviction  are  merged  into  one  overarching  concept.66 This  overarching  concept  of
Gewährleistung also harmonises the limitation of all instances of Gewährleistung, so that

remedies for eviction, defects, and encumbrances have to be brought within the same time
period.67  

In  sum,  the  allgemeine  Landrecht  is  radical  in  its  merging  of  the  various  ius
commune-rules into single concepts from which the liabilities in particular contracts can be

deduced. For some, in doing so, the ALR exceeded all limits. Concerning the liability of the
promisor  Christian  Friedrich  Koch  (1798-1872),  legal  scholar  and  judge  to  the

Oberlandesgericht  of  Breslau,  sighs  that  'alles  das  findet  sich  im  L.R.  ohne  alle
Unterscheidung zusammengeworfen. Daher die Unbestimmtheiten, die Unsicherheit der

Praxis und die Meinungsverschiedenheiten'.68 I explore later to what extent Koch's remark
is pertinent in particular with regard to the periods of limitation within which the recipient

has to bring a remedy for breach of Gewährleistung or non-performance.

7.2.3 Limitation periods

Most  usus modernus  scholars adhered to the short aedilician limitation periods when it
came to  remedies  for  latent  defects.69 That  this  view was  still  present  in  the  German

regions at the time Frederic II's  codification project had started, can be gathered from
Glück's commentary on the Digest.70 A remedy of rescission because of a latent defect

lasted for six months, irrespective of whether the contractual or aedilician remedy was
brought. The remedy for price reduction lived for one year. Glück argues along traditional

lines, explaining that C. 4.58.2 in which the Roman Emperor could not envisage a remedy
after one year had lapsed offers no room for a 30-year duration of the remedy on the sales

contract.71 Schmid adheres to the same ideas.72

Thibaut reaches the same conclusion via another argument. He accepts the division

between the action on the contract's perpetual life as opposed to the aedilician remedies'

64 Svarez & Gossler, Unterricht, 2.5, § 41, p. 106-107.
65 Ibidem, p. 107.
66 Leske, Vergleichende Darstellung, vol. 1, § 60, p. 193. 
67 Svarez & Gossler, Unterricht, 2.5, § 44, p. 107-108.
68 Koch, Allgemeines Landrecht, note 59 to § 317, p. 333; for biographical details see J. Rückert, 'Rückert,

Joachim, 'Koch, Christian Friedrich', in: NDB 12 (1979), pp. 257-260.
69 Here Stryk poses a notable exception. See 6.2.1.4.
70 Glück, Ausführliche Erläuterung (first ed. 1819), 20.1, § 1113, pp. 153-155.
71 Ibidem, p. 153: 'Wird auf Rescission des Contracts geklagt, und zwar a) auf Zurücknahme der Sache

wegen eines dazu geeigneten Fehlers derselben, so dauert die Klage nur 6 Monate, es mag aus dem
Edict,  mit  der  actio  redhibitoria  oder  aus  dem Contract,  mit  der  actio  emti  geklagt  werden'; Idem,
Ausführliche Erläuterung, 20.1, § 1113, p. 155.

72 Schmidt, Practisches Lehrbuch (first ed. 1786), § 941, note i, p. 498. 
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temporariness.  'When in doubt,  all  remedies are perpetual,  i.e.  in  the language of  the

Codex, they have to be instituted within 30 years'.73 Doubt, however, is absent in the case
of the aedilician remedies, as they are furnished with specific limitation periods laid down

in the edict; six months (redhibitoria) and one year (quanto minoris). According to Thibaut,
these  periods  therefore  also  apply  to  the  remedy  under  the  contract  when  brought

because of latent defects.74 
Besides the remedies for defects in sold movables,  ius commune-doctrine knew

remedies for encumbrances and eviction. These, however, were part of the action on the
sales contract and therefore lasted for 30 years, in accordance with the standard period of

limitation for civil actions in ius commune-theory.75

The ALR now gives the limitation of remedies for defects a sweeping turn. First, it

makes  it  dependant  on  whether  the  thing  sold  was  immovable  or  a  movable. 76 Klein
remarks that the ALR abolished the 'impractical' Roman law rules, replacing them with a

system that was based on convenience for the recipient to acquaint himself with a defect.
Hence, to defects in lands a longer period applies than to defects in movables, as we can

read in part I, section IV, title IV of the ALR.77 There, § 343 provides that defects in estates
must be remedied within three years, whereas for plots of land in urban areas the period is

fixed at one year. Remedies for defects in movables should be brought within six months. 78

Paragraph 344, however, reduces these periods to one year, six months and three

months respectively for defects which do not bear upon the thing itself but on its non-
intrinsic  qualities  (äußere  Eigenschaften,  Befugnisse  oder  Lasten).79 Gustav  Alexander

Bielitz (1769-1841), a commentator to the ALR, interprets § 344 as referring to defects
which are difficult to discover. For that reason, the provision lets the limitation period begin

only when the defect has come to the knowledge of the recipient (nach der von dem
Mangel erlangten Kenntniß).80 According to Könne, in a note to Klein's System, however, §

73 Thibaut,  System,  II,  § 1034, p. 408:  'Im Zweifel sind alle Klagen perpetuae, d.h. in der Sprache des
Codex, binnen 30 Jahren anzustellen'.

74 Ibidem, II, § 1036, p. 411.
75 See 6.2.1.4.
76 Klischies, Die geschichtliche Entwicklung, p. 79.
77 Klein,  System,  I,  §1 22, note 3, p. 150:  'Diesen [i.e.  the aedilician] Unterschied hebt das A.L.R. als

unpractisch auf, und setzt an dessen Stelle den, ob der Uebernehmer der Sache von dem Fehler der
Sache früher oder später unterrichtet seyn könne, welches wieder davon abhängt, inwiefern der Fehler
in der Sache selbst, oder nur in einem Mangel äusserer zufälliger Eigenschaften liegt...'.

78 I, V, ALR:  Zeit, binnen welcher die Gewährleistung gefordert werden muß. § 343:  Die Rechte, welche
dem Uebernehmer einer Sache wegen natürlicher die Sache selbst betreffender Fehler zukommen, muß
derselbe,  bey  Landgütern  innerhalb  Dreyer  Jahre,  bey  städtischen  Grundstücken  innerhalb  Eines
Jahres,  bey  beweglichen  Sachen  aber  innerhalb  Sechs  Monathe,  nach  dem Empfang  der  Sache,
ausüben.

79 I, V, § 344, ALR: Wegen solcher Mängel hingegen, welche nicht die Sache selbst, sondern nur äußere
Eigenschaften, Befugnisse oder Lasten derselben betreffen, muß der Uebernehmer seine Rechte bey
Landgütern  innerhalb  Eines  Jahres,  bey  städtischen  Grundstücken  innerhalb  Sechs,  und  bey
beweglichen Sachen innerhalb Dreyer Monathe, nach der von dem Mangel erlangten Kenntniß, geltend
machen.

80 Bielitz,  Praktischer Kommentar, vol. 1, p. 711:  'so wird man wohl der Wahrheit am nächsten kommen,
wenn  mann...  unter  den  Mängeln  an  äußern  Eigenschaften,  Befugnissen  und  Lasten  der  Sache
hingegen diejenigen versteht, welche dem Besitzer der Sache leicht verborgen bleiben können'.
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343 pertains to defects for which the aedilician remedies were available in ius commune-

theory, whereas the puzzling text of § 344 refers to cases of eviction by a third party and
given warranties.81 This suggestion presents a significant shift away from  ius commune-

doctrine,  which had always regarded the remedies for  eviction and breach of  a  given
warranty as a subspecies of the action on the contract and consequently ascribed a 30-

year limitation to it.  The latter view is still  adhered to by the Code civil and, as far as
eviction is concerned, the Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch.82 

However, the fact that later Prussian law did not dare to fully break with Roman law
boundaries, as suggested by Könne, can be derived from Hierzemensel's Ergänzungen.

Admittedly, in his comments on §§ 343 and 344, he also argues that the latter paragraph
refers to eviction. However, for the remedies against such breaches of the giving party's

safeguarding duty he persists in a 30-year period.83 The short periods in the paragraphs
mentioned only apply to what Hierzemensel terms 'eigentliche  actio redhibitoria',  viz. to

cases in which there is no fraud or error. A similar interpretation of the ALR can only be
explained from a still lingering adherence to ius commune-theory, since it runs counter to

both the views of Klein in his System and Svarez in his Unterricht who explicitly mention
eviction as a breach of the duty to safeguard the recipient of the thing to which the short

limitation periods of § 343 and § 344 apply.84  
Another  difficulty  with  regard  to  limitation  concerns  the  remedies  for  non-

performance. According to I,  IX, § 546, remedies for non-performance, e.g,  for  wrong,
non-, or late delivery85, are subject to a 30-year period of limitation and not to the short

periods  which  are  determined  for  breach  of  Gewährleistung. This  huge  difference  in
limitation is remarkable, if  one takes into account  that  the ALR considers a breach of

Gewährleistung a species of non-performance. If Gewährleistung is part of the promisor's
duty to perform it would have made more sense to subject a breach of Gewährleistung to

the same period of limitation as a breach of non-performance.
For particular categories of remedies this had indeed been decreed by the statute of

31 March 1838.86 This statute fixes a two-year limitation period for all remedies brought by
a  wide  variety  of  people  involved  in  everyday  commercial  activities.  E.g.  hawkers,

salesmen, representatives of industry, and pharmacists can be sued for two years on the

81 Klein, System, I, § 122, note 4, pp. 150-151.
82 See 7.7.3.
83 Hierzemensel refers to I, IX, 9,  § 546 ALR:  'Die einmal angefangene Verjährung durch Nichtgebrauch

wird, wenn die Gesetze nicht ausdrücklich eine andere Frist bestimmen, in einem Zeiträume von dreyßig
Jahren vollendet. (§. 629. sqq.)', Hiersemensel, Ergänzungen, to §§ 343-345, no. XI, pp. 192-193; Leske,
Vergleichende Darstellung, vol. 1, § 57, p. 187, footnote 4.

84 Klein, System, to  I, V, § 118, ALR, p. 147: 'Auch wegen der Ansprüche eines Dritten, dieselben mögen in
einem Eigenthumsanspruch and die vertragsmässig gegebene Sache, einem behaupteten Recht auf die
Sache, oder darin bestehen, dass ein der Sache anklebendes Recht bestritten wird, muss der Geber
Vertretung leisten...';  Svarez,  Unterricht,  pp.  106-108;  Besides the remedies for  Gewährleistung,  the
recipient of a defective thing can sue the promisor for deliberate fraud (Betrug). This remedy lasts for 30-
years in accordance with I, V, §350 ALR and  I, IX, § 546 ALR.

85 I, V, § 285- § 291 ALR. 
86 'Gesetz wegen Einführung kürzerer Verjährungsfristen', in: Handbuch, no. 15, pp. 437-438.
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grounds of non-performance by the recipient of their wares.

The question about the limitation period of remedies for non-performance was also
raised and answered in front of the  highest appellate Court of Prussia at the time, the

Royal  Obertribunal.  This  court  decided  in  1859  that  the  short  limitation  periods  for
remedies for breach of Gewährleistung of § 344 did not apply to §§ 285-291, which contain

remedies for non-performance. Koch argues that the general 30-year limitation of § 620
underlies these provisions because they are based on the promisor's fault (Verschuldung).

As fault does not play a role in a breach of  Gewährleistung,  a shorter limitation is fairer
towards the party who without fault caused the breach, so Koch seems to reason. By and

large, however, one can conclude with Koch that the ALR ' in Folge der Verwisschung oder
vielmehr Verdunkelung der Spezifizirung der Klagen' does not provide clear rules on the

limitation of remedies for non-performance.87 
Significantly  less ambiguous is  the ALR's arrangement of  the remedy for  lesion

beyond moiety which is the subject matter of the following sections.    

7.2.4 Lesion beyond moiety (laesio enormis)

The  doctrine  immediately  prior  to  the  ALR's  acquiring  force  of  law fully  accepted  the
validity of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety.88 Schmid justified its existence by referring

to  the  natural  law  requirement  of  fairness  in  exchange  which  governed  reciprocal
contracts.89 Thibaut, under reference to a plethora of contemporary jurists defending the

remedy, likewise applied it to all contracts in which both parties have to perform. 90 Legal
practice also allowed for a remedy for lesion beyond moiety for sellers, as can be read in a

1843 case decided by  the  Obertribunal.  The judges refer  to  a  1832 sentence by the
Hofgericht  of Arnsberg91, which had found in favour of a  seller who had in keeping with

usus modernus-theory92 started proceedings for having sold a plot of land for less than half
its just price.93

Thomasius, however, had attacked the remedy as being an instance of a chimerical

87 Koch, Allgemeines Landrecht, I, § 320, p. 334, fn. 62.
88 Westphal,  Lehre,  § 801seq., pp. 603ff.; Glück,  Ausführliche Erläuterung,  § 1029seq., pp. 66ff.; for an

overview of usus modernus-scholars defending the remedy see 6.3.2. 
89 Schmid,  Practisches Lehrbuch,  § 943, pp. 500-501; I do not understand Schulze's remark that natural

law theory necessarily concludes to the abolishment of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. Schulze,
Die Laesio, p. 83.

90 Thibaut, System, I, § 197, pp. 148-149; idem, § 155, p. 117; for the natural law basic principles see 6.3.
91 Arnsberg (Arensberg) was part of the Duchy of Westphalia, where the ALR was introduced in 1825.

Cases brought to  Court  before that  year  were still  to be judged in  keeping with local  sources.  See
Gesetzsammlung, 1825, no. 13, § 17, p. 156.

92 Although  the  Hofgericht  does  not  explicitly  state  so,  its  references  to  usus  modernus-scholars
Lauterbach, Mevius and Leyser surmise that the case was decided by subsidiary  ius commune. Vid.
Entscheidungen, 9, 1844, no. 29, p. 429. 

93 Entscheidungen, 9, 1844, no. 29, p. 426-427: '...die Wittwe [hatte]... wegen behapteter Verletzung über
die Hälfte, die Auflösung des von ihrem Ehemann geschlossenen Verkaufs beantragt  ...und es wurde
auch durch ein, erst am 8. September 1832 eröffnetes, rechtskräftig gewordenes Urtheil des Hofgerichts
zu Arnsberg der vorgedachte Verkaufskontrakt für augehoben under der Käufer schuldig erklärt,  den
Schultenhof zu Blumenthal mit  allem Zubehör gegen Erstattung der  Gegenleistungen an die  Kläger
herauszugeben...'.
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equity, which, so he said, was abusively claimed as a requirement in onerous contracts. 94

Despite the majority of scholars refuting Thomasius' views on the matter, the drafters of
the Prussian code Svarez and Klein do not prove altogether immune for the critique vented

by Thomasius. In one of his Ämtliche Vorträge Svarez discusses whether the remedy can
still be of use in the ALR. Somewhat hesitatingly, he answers in the affirmative, although

he admits that estimating the just price of a thing is horrendously difficult and that there are
other remedies available for fraud and error. Moreover, the seller can exonerate himself

from the remedy for lesion beyond moiety, virtually rendering it obsolete. The only reason
Svarez can find for keeping the remedy for lesion beyond moiety to aid the buyer in the

code was that  the proof  needed for  dolus  was even more difficult  to  obtain  than that
needed to prove a lesion beyond moiety. Concerning the seller, however, Svarez finds it

hard to conceive how he could ever contend not to have known about selling the thing for
less than half its worth.95 Klein likewise withholds the remedy from the seller.96

Svarez' and Klein's words create an impression that the remedy eventually did not
find its way into the ALR in the extended version as it had been received in ius commune-

doctrine. Indeed this was precisely what happened. It is exclusively reserved to sales and
to the buyer only.97

94 See 6.3.2.
95 Svarez, Ämtliche Vorträge, to I, XI, § 69, p. 16: 'Dem Käufer, welcher die Sache, die er kauft, noch nicht

kennt, und also durch allerlei Vorspiegelungen und Kunstgriffe in der Beurtheilung ihres Werths leichter
hintergangen  werden  kann,  ohne  just  allemal  einen  eigentlichen  Dolum  des  Verkäufers  juristisch
beweisen zu können, noch irgend ein Hülfsmittel zu dagegen, es sei so schwach es wolle, übrig zu
lassen'.  Available  online at  <http://digital-beta.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de>;  Schulze,  Die  Laesio,  p.  86;
Loo,  Vernietiging,  p. 85, renders Schulze's summary of Svarez' views and consequently the views of
Svarez himself incorrect when he states that Svarez was against including the remedy into the ALR. Cf.
Schulze, Die Laesio, p. 84: 'Svarez wollte die laesio enormis als besondere Möglichkeit der Anfechtung
wegen Irrtums in das Gesetzbuch aufnehmen'.  

96 Klein, System, I, § 269, p. 287.
97 I, XI, 1, ALR: Von der Verletzung über die Hälfte. § 58: Der Einwand, daß der Kaufpreis mit dem Werthe

der Sache in keinem Verhältnisse stehe, ist für sich allein den Vertrag zu entkräften nicht hinreichend ; §
59:  Ist jedoch dieses Mißverhältniß so groß, daß der Kaufpreis den doppelten Betrag des Werths der
Sache  übersteigt,  so  begründet  dieses  Mißverhältniß,  zum  Besten  des  Käufers,  die  rechtliche
Vermuthung eines den Vertrag entkräftenden Irrthums. (Tit. IV. §. 75. sqq.); § 69:  Der Verkäufer kann
den Kauf aus dem Grunde, daß der Werth der Sache den Betrag des Kaufpreises selbst  mehr als
doppelt übersteige, nicht anfechten. Klein, System, I, I.XI, 3, § 269, p. 286: 'Der Verkäufer kann sich auf
eine Verletzung über die Hälfte nicht berüfen '; scholars who argued for extending the remedy to sellers:
Schmid, Practisches Lehrbuch, § 896, p. 465: 'Dieser Klage [sc.  actio emti]  kann der Beklagte [i.e. the
seller] folgende  Einreden  entgegensetzen...6)  es  sei  eine  Verletzung  über  die  Hälfte  vorhanden;...';
Glück, to D. 18.5, § 1028ff, p. 69ff.; Westphal,  Lehre,  § 807, p. 605-606; Thibaut,  System, I, § 197, p.
149.
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7.2.4.1 Presumption of fraud

In the 1843 case cited above, the  Obertribunal explains that the remedy lesion beyond
moiety in the ALR is grounded in a different rationale than the one traditionally put forward.

The remedy is meant to solve an instance of error (Irrthum) on the buyer's side.98 Unlike
what it  had been in some  ius commune-interpretations, the remedy is not based on a

presumption of fraud. The view which makes error the justification for the remedy seems to
be a Prussian invention rooted in early modern natural law theory.99 

Although the pre-ALR scholars Schmid and Westphal did not provide an alternative
explanation for the remedy's justification, both refuted that it had to be looked for in dolus.

In their opinion, lesion beyond moiety did not constitute fraud.100 When reading Glück and
Thibaut, one also feels that for neither of them must it have been easy to dogmatically

underpin the remedy. Both are equally ambiguous as Schmid and Westphal with regard to
what is the underlying cause to grant  a remedy when one of the contracting parties has

been prejudiced for more than half the thing's just price. According to Glück, it can neither
be fraud, nor error, since these causes rule out the remedy for lesion beyond moiety in

favour of other remedies.101 Thibaut does not go into details.102 
Svarez' and Klein's accounts reflect this wavering attitude in legal doctrine just prior

to the ALR. Although Svarez explicitly relates the remedy to fraud - Svarez finds it hard to
imagine a lesion beyond moiety without the seller being involved in some trickery - 103, he

does not want to go so far as to presume dolus in the event of lesion beyond moiety. He
terms a situation in which a buyer pays more than one and a half times the thing's value

and the seller is without blame 'error'.104 Klein mentions that in the event of lesion beyond
98 Entscheidungen, 9, 1844, no. 29, p. 429: 'Die Theorie des Allgemeinen Landrechts vond der Verletzung

über  die  Hälfte,  ...  beruht  auf  anderen  Grundprincipien,  als  das  Römische  Recht,  nämlich  auf  der
Vermuthung eines Irrthums in dem Wesentlichen dse Geschäfts, oder in dem Hauptgegenstande' ; also
noted by Langer, Laesio enormis, pp. 81-82.

99 See 3.2.2.5. 
100 Schmid,  Practisches Lehrbuch,  § 946, p. 501:  '...wenn die Verletzung, wie diese Klage  [i.e. for lesion

beyond moiety] zum voraussetzet nicht aus dessen Betruge entsprungen ist'; Westphal, Lehre, § 814, p.
609: '…, weil sie auf eben dem Irrthum beruht...'.

101 Glück, Ausführliche Erläuterung, § 1030, p. 80: 'Das Rechtsmittel wegen einer Verletzung über die Hälfte
fällt weg, wenn der Kauf z. B. wegen Betrugs, Furcht und Zwangs, oder wegen Irrthums schon an sich
nichtig ist'. Glück's remark is difficult to understand. According to Leyser, to whom Glück refers, a lesion
beyond moiety constitutes  dolus.  That being said,  how can an instance of  dolus (Betrug)  exclude a
remedy which is given in the event of  dolus? Glück's vagueness probably stems from his disregarding
the  differences between  dolus  in  re  ipsa  and  dolus  ex  proposito,  which  definitions  are  essential  to
understand the  ius commune-interpretation of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. The remedy was
generally grounded in the first kind of dolus.

102 Thibaut, System, I, § 197, p. 149.
103 Schulze, Die laesio, p. 84; Koch, Allgemeines Landrecht, p. 730, note 37.
104 Koch,  Allgemeines Landrecht,  I, p. 730, note 37:  'Nur darin ist vielleicht das Römische Recht zu weit

gegangen, dass es die aus der Läsion entstehende Vermuthung als eine  praesumtio iuris et de iure
etablirt, und die Existenz einer Verletzung über die Hälfte für sich allein, ohne alle Rücksicht auf die
übrigen Umstände, zur Rescission des Kontrakts für hinreichend erklärt hat. Ich würde also annehmen,
dass, wenn ein überwiegendes Missverhältnis zwischen dem gemeinen und gewöhlichen Werthe und
dem stipulirten Kaufpreise sich ergiebt, die Vermuthung für den Käufer streite, dass er sich in den bei der
Sache  gewöhnlich  vorausgesetzten  Eigenschaften  geirrt  habe';  Becker,  Die  Lehre,  p.  147;  cf.
Schermaier,  Bestimmung,  p.  310:  'Für  ihn  [Barbeyrac]  wie  für  Pufendorf  und  beider  Zeitgenossen
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moiety a presumption of 'error' has to be assumed, instead of a presumption of fraud. 105 

The lawgiver, in line with the views of the drafters Klein and Svarez, chose to range
lesion beyond moiety under error.106 This move constitutes a breach with a centuries old

discourse in which the remedy had always been linked to  fraud, be it  as fraud in the
situation itself (dolus in re ipsa) or premeditated fraud (dolus ex proposito). The first boiled

down to accepting fraud without further proof. The lesion in itself was enough. The second
kind of fraud came close to accepting a presumption of the seller or buyer's fraud which

needed to be proven. 
To consider lesion beyond moiety as an instance of error means that the prejudicial

contract is null, if the lesion is proven.107 This rules out the  ius commune-rule108 that the
party who had caused the prejudice could keep the contract intact by compensating the

other party's prejudice. After all, the contract had never existed.109 The ALR for the same
reason also seems to deny that the prejudiced party could claim damages while keeping

the contract intact.110 
In the event of fraud, however, the buyer could keep the contract intact and claim

compensation.111 Now to grant a party which suffered a lesion beyond moiety the same
possibility, the ALR by means of a connecting paragraph applies the liability rules for fraud

likewise  to  instances  of  error.  Consequently,  the  party  who  erred  in  the  price  can
nonetheless sue for damages and keep the contract intact.112 A result of this manoeuvre is

that the dogmatically different approach of the ALR to lesion beyond moiety has more or
less the same practical consequences as the  ius commune-doctrine of  dolus in re ipsa.

zerfliessen die Grenzen zwischen diesen Rechtsinstituten. Barbeyrac argumentiert, als sei die Wandlung
als Gewährleistungsanspruch dasselbe wie die Irrtumsanfechtung'; idem, pp. 409-418.

105 Klein, System, I, I.XI, 3, § 269, p. 286: 'findet sich alsdann, dass der Kaufpreis den doppelten Betrag des
Werths der Sache übersteigt, so ensteht daraus die Vermuthung, dass ein der Vertrag entkräftender
Irrthum obwalte, und der Verkäufer muss, wenn er diese Vermuthung nicht heben kann, die Sache in
dem Zustande zurücknehmen, in welchem er sie dem Käufer übergeben hatte;...'

106 I, XI, § 59 ALR: Ist jedoch dieses Mißverhältniß so groß, daß der Kaufpreis den doppelten Betrag des
Werths  der  Sache  übersteigt,  so  begründet  dieses  Mißverhältniß,  zum  Besten  des  Käufers,  die
rechtliche Vermuthung eines den Vertrag entkräftenden Irrthums. (Tit. IV. §. 75. sqq.).

107 Hiersemenzel, Ergänzungen, to I, IV, §§ 75-83 ALR, p. 131: 'Man muß jedoch wohl unterscheiden ob der
Irrthum  von  der  Beschaffenheit  ist,  daß  der  Consensus  gänzlich  mangelt...  Im  ersten  Falle  wird
nichtigkeit... anzunehmen sein'.

108 Which rule, however, is still found in Kreitmayer's commentaries to the Codex Maximilianeum Bavaricum.
Kreitmayer, Anmerkungen, vol. 4, p. 167: '... ist zwar der Kontrakt deswegen nicht ipso iure null, C. 3.6.
X,  de  emt.  vendit.  [X.  3.17.6]  zieht  aber  gleichwohl  die  quaerelam laesionis  oder  das  sogenannte
Remedium ex l. 2. Cod. de rescind. vend. [C. 4.44.2] nach sich'.

109 Koch,  Allgemeines  Landrecht,  I,  p.  732,  note  39:  'Dem  Verkaufer  ist  nicht  gestattet,  das  Plus
herauszuzahlen und dadurch den Kauf wider den Willen des Käufers aufrecht zu erhalten'.

110 I, XI, § 60, ALR only mentions rescission of the contract (Aufhebung).
111 Klein,  System,  I,  I.V,  § 124,  p.  286:  'Der  Betrogene kann vom Vertrage abgehen,  wenn der  Betrug

causam dans...  und vom Betrüger ausgegangen ist. Er kann aber auch beim Vertrage stehen bleiben
und jedenfalls für den ihm etwa zugefügten Schaden vollständige Genugthuung fordern'.

112 I, V, § 358 ALR: Ist der Vertrag zwar nicht durch Betrug veranlaßt, aber doch der eine Theil dabey von
dem andern zu einem solchem Irrthum, welcher die Willenserklärung gänzlich entkräftet, (Tit. IV. §. 75.
sqq.) betrüglich verleitet worden, so finden die obigen Vorschriften (§. 349-356.) ebenfalls Anwendung. I,
V, 9,  §§ 349 and 350 ALR offer the possibility to rescind or to claim damages only while keeping the
contract alive.
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The only difference is that the choice to keep the contract intact or to annul it is not granted

to the party who had caused the damages but to the party who is prejudiced. 

7.2.4.2 Limitation periods

With regard to the remedy's limitation, the ALR also chose its own path. Scholars prior to
the ALR held on to what had been taught for hundreds of years in  ius commune-theory,

viz. that the remedy was perpetual. Schmid has it lasting for 30 years in accordance with
C.  7.39.3-4.113 Westphal  attributes  a  30-year  limitation  period  to  the  remedy for  lesion

beyond  moiety, because,  according  to  him,  it  has  to  be  seen  as  an  action  aimed at
restoring  the  parties'  original  positions  (restitutio  in  integrum).114 Also  arguing  from  ius

commune-civil  law,  Thibaut states  that  all  remedies  are  perpetual,  unless  decreed
otherwise. Seeing that the latter is not the case for the remedy for lesion beyond moiety,

we can assume that Thibaut regarded it as perpetual.115 
The ALR, contrariwise, opts for the short limitation periods of Gewährleistung in I, V,

8,  § 343.116 As observed earlier in this chapter, contrary to  usus modernus-practice, the
ALR regulated the limitation periods for the remedies for safeguarding the thing's use,

quality and property in accordance with whether the object of the contract was a movable
or immovable. Now that the ALR similarly applies this approach to lesion beyond moiety, it

has streamlined the limitation of all remedies which may concur in the event a defect, third-
party claim or encumbrance caused a prejudice to the buyer of more than half the thing's

just price.117 
Seen against the backdrop of contemporary doctrine in the German regions, the

ALR's outlook in this respect appears rather revolutionary.118 Yet, in other parts of Europe
the limitation period of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety had already been brought

back to four or two years. In Spain, this development had taken place in the 16th century.
Moreover, in France, Pothier had advocated a substantial reduction of the remedy's life-

span to 10 years.119 What is, however, noticeable, is that whereas Pothier and the Castilian
scholars left the limitation periods of the aedilician remedies and the remedies for eviction

intact, the ALR furnishes all these and the remedy for lesion beyond moiety with the same
duration. A common sense step, so it seems, since it only gives cause to legal disputes, if

113 Schmid, Practisches Lehrbuch, § 947, p. 502, note P.
114 Westphal, Lehre, § 810, p. 608; similarly Glück, Ausführliche Erläuterung, § 1029, p. 69. Yet, a restitutio

in integrum induced other ius commune-scholars to argue in favour of a four year limitation period. Cf.
Roman-Dutch positions in 5.3.2.

115 Thibaut, System, II, § 1034, p. 408; idem, § 1036, p. 411-413.
116 I,  XI,  § 68 ALR:  Endlich, wenn er innerhalb der Tit.  V. §. 343. bestimmten Frist die Aufhebung des

Vertrags  aus  diesem Grunde  nicht  nachgesucht  hat; Klein,  System, I,  I.XI,  3,  § 269,  p.  286:  Der
Verkäufer kann sich auf eine Verletzung über die Hälfte nicht berüfen, auch geht das Recht des Käufers,
sie zu rügen binnen der T.5, §343 des A.L.R. und §116 d. LB.bestimmten Frist verloren (§68, 69 h.t.).

117 I, XI, § 68 ALR jo. I, V,  § 343 ALR (lesion beyond moiety),  I, V, § 343 ALR jo. § 319 (lack of qualities the
thing normally possesses),  I,  V, § 343 ALR jo.  § 323 (eviction),   I,  V, § 343 ALR jo. § 329 (lack of
promised qualities) I, V, § 343 ALR jo. §§ 333-334 (encumbrances).

118 Cf. Schulze, Die Laesio, p. 89. 
119 For Spain see 3.4.2; for the French scholars see 6.3.2.
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various remedies applicable to similar factual situations are subjected to divergent periods

within which they can be instituted. Limiting them all in the same fashion forestalls litigation
about whether or not the one remedy could still be brought after the other had already

died. 
Finally, to return to  Koch's remark that the ALR lumps together what had hitherto

been neatly separated this is admittedly pertinent. Nevertheless, the ALR's treatment of
the remedy for lesion beyond moiety has not made the law less clear, as was Koch's fear.

On the contrary, the ALR's streamlining of the various limitation periods for remedies which
apply under identical factual circumstances seems to be a gain in terms of legal clarity. On

the  other  hand,  the  distinction  between  remedies  for  non-performance  and
Gewährleistung  appears  problematic  and leaves  the  reader  wondering  why the  ALR's

drafter's had not opted for streamlining those remedies with the remedies for breach of
Gewährleistung as well.

7.2.4.3 Just price

Thomasius had criticised the validity of the just price concept coming with the remedy for

lesion beyond moiety as it was conceived in ius commune-doctrine. It was to the parties to
agree on a price, which price should stand, even if it appeared much beyond or below the

price that was commonly paid for the thing sold. Yet, Thomasius' fulminating attack against
a  practice  of  which  hardly  any  scholar  had  ever  imagined  the  difficulties  divined  by

Thomasius had not left marks of great impression on later doctrine. Westphal and Glück
still favoured a price estimation by a third party.120  

Also  according  to  Thibaut  the  prejudice  had  to  be  objectively  assessed  by
arbitratores.  These are to be  designated by the contracting parties to judge the thing's

market price in the event of movables or, in the event of immovables, to tax the object's
price in accordance with the region in which it is located. 121 By the same token, the ALR still

holds on to an objective price determination, if not otherwise agreed by the contracting
parties.122

120 Westphal,  Lehre,  § 802, p. 604: '...von Sachkundigen taxirt...'; Glück,  Ausführliche Erläuterung, 16.1, §
979, p. 74-75: 'Wird der Preis durch Uebereinkunft der Partheyen bestimmt (pretium conventionale) so
ist  er  so  lange  für  gesetzmässig  zu  halten  al  er  keine  Verletzung  über  die  Hälfte  enthält' ;  idem,
Ausführliche Erläuterung, 20.1, § 1028, p. 61: '...es werden zum Beweis der Verletzung über die Hälfte
wahre Zeugen erfordert, welche von dem Werthe, den dergleichen Sachen, von deren Preis die Rede
ist, zur Zeit des geschlossenen Handels hatten, hinlängliche Wissenschaft haben'.

121 Thibaut, System, I, § 198, p. 150.
122 I, XI, 1, § 61 ALR: Die Ausmittelung des Werths, zur Begründung dieses Einwandes [sc. lesion beyond

moiety], kann nur durch die Abschätzung vereideter Sachverständigen erfolgen;  §62:  Dabey muß auf
den Werth, welchen die Sache zur Zeit des abgeschlossenen Vertrags gehabt hat, Rücksicht genommen
werden;  §64:  Sind die gesetzlich vorgeschriebenen oder sonst landüblichen Abschätzungsgrundsätze
verändert  worden, so muß auf diejenigen, welche zur  Zeit  des geschlossenen Kaufs statt  gefunden
haben, Rücksicht genommen werden; §65: Der Käufer kann dieses Einwands sich nicht bedienen, wenn
er demselben ausdrücklich entsagt hat; §66: Auch alsdann nicht, wenn aus dem Vertrage selbst, aus der
Beschaffenheit  seines  Gegenstands,  oder  aus  den  vor  und  bey  der  Abschließung  desselben
vorgefallenen  Umständen  erhellet,  daß  bey  Bestimmung  des  Kaufpreises  nicht  auf  den  gemeinen,
sondern auf  den außerordentlichen Werth  der  Sache Rücksicht  genommen worden;  Schulze in  Die
Laesio enormis,  p. 88,  argues that the ALR constitutes a breach with usus modernus in which the just
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7.2.4.4 Extension to lease

Schmid, Westphal, Thibaut and Glück note that contemporary legal practice and doctrine

grant not only the buyer, but also the lessee a right to sue for lesion beyond moiety. 123

Thibaut  emphasises that  contracts  in  which all  parties have to  perform qualify  for  the

remedy.124 Glück  mentions  in  particular  that  a  breach  of  fairness  in  exchange  brings
rescission because of an enormous prejudice within reach in all contracts in which both

parties have to perform, which gives the extension of the remedy a natural law flavour.125

Yet,  the  ALR does not  go  that  far. Admittedly, it  extends the  remedy for  laesio

enormis to barter but it does not do so to lease.126 Svarez in his  Unterricht  and Ämtliche
Vorträge is silent on the reasons why the remedy's extension was not carried through in

accordance with the communis opinio  of the time. This is all the more strange, since he
and the other drafter of the code, Klein, understood lesion beyond moiety as an instance of

error.127 Since  error  in  contemporary  doctrine  not  only  annulled  sales  but  also  other
contracts, why was not the remedy for lesion applied to those as well?128 Indeed, in some

cases the litigating parties questioned this denial. It had to be made explicit in a prejudicial
statement of the Obertribunal that the remedy was not available in lease.129 In this respect,

the  law  under  the  ALR conformed  with  the  French  Code  Civil.  However,  in  the  next
sections it will be demonstrated that the arguments put forward in the debate surrounding

the  Code Civil to either accept or reject  ius commune-theory were of a wholly different
nature.

price would be assessed by experts only. This is not convincing, since there was not a conceivable
majority view among usus modernus-scholars. Stryk, for example, mentions that the assessment can be
left to both experts and witnesses. Stryk, Usus modernus, vol. 3, to D. 18.5, p. 436.

123 Schmid, Practisches Lehrbuch, § 960, p. 510; Westphal, Lehre, § 813, p. 608; Thibaut, System, I, § 197,
p. 149: 'sondern auch bey andern zweyseitigen Geschäften, welche das Eigenthum, oder andre Rechte
übertragen...'; Glück, Ausführliche Erläuterung, to D. 18.5, § 1028, p. 60. 

124 Thibaut, System, I, § 197, p. 148: '...bey onerosen Verträge'.
125 Glück, Ausführliche Erläuterung, to D. 18.5, § 1032, p. 120: 'Man wendet das Rechtsmittel wegen einer

Verletzung über die Hälfte in der Praxis auch bey andern zweyseitigen Geschäften an, welche eine
Gleichheit  wechselseitiger  Prästationen  erfordern,  es  mag  dadurch  das  Eigentum,  oder  es  mögen
andere Rechte übertragen werden'.

126 I, XI, § 365 ALR: Unter eben den Umständen, wo ein Käufer, wegen des Mißverhältnisses zwischen dem
Werthe der Sache, und dem dafür erlegten Kaufgelde, von dem Kaufe wieder abgehen kann, ist beym
Tausche jeder der Contrahenten, wegen eines solchen Mißverhältnisses zwischen der empfangenen
und der dafür gegebenen Sache, dazu berechtigt; I, XI,  § 876 ALR:  Bey Verträgen, wodurch Sachen
gegen Handlungen, oder Handlungen gegen einander versprochen werden, findet, wegen angeblicher
Verletzung im Werthe, außer dem Falle eines Betrugs, weder Anspruch noch Einwand statt ; Schulze,
Die Laesio, p. 88; Becker, Die Lehre, pp. 81-82. Becker rightly corrects Schulze in his assumption that
undertaking also allowed for a rescission because of lesion beyond moiety.

127 Klein, System, I, § 269, p. 286: 'und findet sich alsdann, dass der Kaufpreis den doppelten Betrag des
Werths der Sache übersteigt, so entsteht daraus die Vermuthung, dass ein den Vertrag entkräftender
Irrthum obwalte, und er Verkäufer muss, wenn er diese Vermuthung nicht heben kann, die Sache in dem
Zustande zurücknehmen, in welchem er sie dem Käufer übergeben hatte'.

128 Schermaier, Bestimmung, pp. 86-87 (Zasius).  
129 Entscheidungen, 19, 1850, no. 227, p. 489: 'Dem Pächter steht der Einwand einer Verletzung über die

Hälfte nicht zu'; Koch, Allgemeines Landrecht, I, p. 731, note 39; Becker, Die Lehre, note 274, p. 82.
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7.3 The Code civil (1804)

Having secured France's  position among the European superpowers in  1800,  the first
consul of France, Napoleon Bonaparte, thought the time ripe for codification of French civil

law. A commission consisting of Jacques Maleville (1741-1824)130, Félix Bigot-Préameneu
(1747-1823), Denis-François Tronchet (1726-1806) and the inevitable Jean Étienne-Marie

Portalis (1746-1807) was appointed on 12 August 1800 to elaborate Napoleon’s wishes.
Portalis  provided the  eventual  product  of  the  commission's  labours  with  a  preliminary

discourse by means of which he staged himself as the new civil code's most influential
editor.131 Moreover, Portalis wrote a preliminary treatise to the draft Code on the form and

nature of sales. Similar to what was observed in the previous sections on the Allgemeine
Landrecht,  premeditated concepts of justice in general and sales in particular determine

how detailed provisions dealing with remedying latent defects and lesion beyond moiety
eventually turn up in the French civil code. The Code Civil was promulgated on 16 March

1804. 
The following sections are devoted to the general structure of the Code civil (7.3.1),

its rules governing the law concerning latent defects (7.3.2) and its limitation (7.3.3) and
lesion beyond moiety (7.3.4). Special attention goes to the Code civil's rules on limitation

of remedies which would, long after their first entering into force, continue to haunt law-
makers in their efforts to bring the Code civil more in line with the demands of their times.  

7.3.1 Structure of the Code civil132

The  Code civil's  provisions governing the sale of a defective thing are found in section

3.6.4.3, entitled De la garantie. Articles 1641-1649 deal with the seller's duty (garantie) to
safeguard that the sold item is free from defects. The remedy for lesion beyond moiety is

section 3.6.6.2. Article 1674 Cc provides a remedy for the seller, if he has been prejudiced
for more than 7/12 of the price  of a sold immovable. As will be discussed further on, the

Code civil no longer grants the buyer a remedy for lesion beyond moiety. 
Other provisions containing remedies which touch upon the situation in which one

the contracting parties incurred damages because of a defect in the object of the contract
are articles 1200, 1202 and 1203 Cc, which deal with the seller's liability for more than his

share in the event of multiple sellers, and articles 1629 and 1630 Cc which are about
eviction. The liability of the lessor for defects in the thing leased out is laid down in article

1721 Cc.

130 For biographical data see G.D. Guyon, 'Maleville, Jacques de', in: Dictionnaire, pp. 530-532.
131 Levasseur, 'Code Napoleon',  passim; for biographical data see C. Delplanque, 'Portalis, Jean-Étienne-

Marie', in: Dictionnaire, pp. 634-636.
132 For a critical discussion of the Code civil's ramshackle sequence and dogmatically dubious content of the

articles in which the law of obligations is expounded see Marcadé, Explication, vol. 4, p. 344ff. E.g. the
Code's definition of contract in article 1101 is imprecise. A contract is a subspecies of the generic term
convention. In the Code, the terms are used interchangeably. 
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7.3.2 The Code civil on latent defects

French civil law prior to the Code civil was in some regions determined by customary law
and in others by Roman law in its ius commune-clothing. In the chapter on natural law the

main representatives of both, Bourjon, Domat and Pothier, have all been discussed. In the
present chapter recapitulations of their views are made, if necessary for the interpretation

of articles in the  Code civil.  The reader is referred to the previous chapter for a more
thorough discussion of how defects in sold and leased out things were solved in French

law before the Code civil's entering into force. 

7.3.2.1 La garantie in the Code civil

Similar  to  the  Allgemeine Landrecht, the  Code civil is  suffused with  the spirit  of  early
modern natural law theory. The nature of contracts is expressed in terminology already

familiar to the reader of this study. Article 1104 explains a contract in which both parties
have to perform in accordance with natural law terminology as 'commutative' because both

performances have to  be of  equal  worth.133 A breach of this equality  causes a duty to
restore the contractual imbalance.134 Already deep in the 19th century, Raymond-Théodore

Troplong  (1795-1869)135 still  demonstrates  the  belief  that  fairness  in  exchange  should
govern the sales contract. He endorses a decision by the Court of Lyon in 1824 to grant

the buyer of a dilapidated house a remedy with the argument that ' l'égalité que les parties
se sont proposée en contractant est évidemment rompue, et la vente perd son caractère

commutatif'.136

The most influential drafter of the Code civil, Portalis, was also the main defender of

a natural law view of the workings of the sales contract in particular and of a natural law
approach to law in general. He emphasises that the seller's general duty to safeguard the

buyer comprises what in  ius commune-doctrine went under the denominators of eviction
and safeguarding from latent defects. For the rest, he does not add much. The subject

matter is arranged in the Code Civil in accordance with the 'hallowed legal prudence of all
times and bound to the principles of an everlasting equity', so he informs the reader who is

subsequently referred to the draft itself.137

Closer scrutiny of the Code civil  reveals that according to article 1603 the seller 'a

deux obligations principales, celle de délivrer et celle de garantir la chose qu'il vend. '138 A
bit further it is explained that the safeguarding duty concerning the sold object has two

133 Il [sc. le contrat] est commutatif lorsque chacune des parties s'engage à donner ou à faire une chose qui
est regardée comme l'équivalent de ce qu'on lui donne, ou de ce qu'on fait pour elle.

134 Art. 1136 Cc; art. 1142 Cc; Troplong, De la vente, vol. 2, no. 556, p. 1. See 7.3.4.
135 C. Gau-Cabée, 'Troplong, Raymond-Théodore', in: Dictionnaire, pp. 754-756.
136 Troplong,  De la vente,  vol. 2, no. 556, p. 18; Marcadé,  Explication,  vol. 6, p. 286:  'La garantie dont il

s'agit est due pour toute espèce de choses, aussi bien pour de immeubles que pour des meubles...'.
137 Portalis, Discours, p. 248: 'Le projet de loi détermine l'étendue de la garantie, soit en cas d'éviction, soit

en cas de défaut ou vices cachés dans la chose vendue. Nous n'entrerons point à cet égard dans de
détails inutiles; on se convaincra, par la seule lecture du projet, qu'il ne fait que rappeler des maximes
consacrées par la jurisprudence de tous les temps, et liées aux principes de l'éternelle équité'.

138 The Code civil can be retrieved online at <www.legifrance.gouv.fr>.
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aims:

'La  garantie  que  le  vendeur  doit  à  l'acquéreur  a  deux  objets:  le  premier  est  la

possession paisible de la chose vendue; le second, les défauts cachés de cette chose
ou les vices rédhibitoires.'139

Troplong, in his commentary on the  Code civil describes the first duty as  la garantie de

droit and the second as la garantie de fait. The latter Troplong interprets as concerning the
seller's duty to deliver a thing without latent defects.140 

The Code civil and its interpreters thus dogmatically separate the duties to perform
and to safeguard from defects and ensure the thing's peaceful possession. Unlike the ALR

and as  we  will  later  see  the  ABGB,  the  Code civil  does  not  consider  a  breach  of  a
safeguarding duties as a breach of the duty to perform.  

7.3.3 Limitation periods

Despite the fact that the Code Civil's  general articles on contract law breath natural law,

the  Code civil, initially, did not contain fixed periods of limitation for remedies lying for a
breach of the seller's duty to safeguard from latent defects but made them depend on local

custom. Article 1648 only demands that the buyer brings a remedy within a short period of
time, determined by the nature of the defect and local custom.141 In the sixth chapter of this

book, it was observed that, according to Pothier, the periods which were in use for horses
and cows in the Bourbonnais, the region around the city of Moulins, only lasted for eight

days.  Domat also referred to  comparably short  periods.142 In  keeping with  Pothier  and
Domat, Boileux (1802-1872) in his commentary of 1844 on the  Code civil confirms that

commercial interests demand a short period for bringing a remedy.143 
The  Code  civil  neither  states  whether  the limitation  periods  start  to  run  at  the

moment of the delivery of the thing sold or only upon the defect's discovery. Troplong, who
had a rather low opinion of the moral rectitude of his fellow Frenchmen when involved in

litigation, favours the first to avoid a buyer's haggling over the period. He notes that that
had also been the approach taken in various Coûtumes.144 

However, in 1838, things changed. A statute was promulgated that harmonised the
limitation periods for sales of all domesticated animals.145 As a result, remedies for some

139 Art. 1625 Cc.
140 Troplong, De la vente, vol. 1, no. 412, p. 504.
141 Art. 1648 Cc (1804): L'action résultant des vices rédhibitoires, doit être intentée par l'acquéreur dans un

bref délai, suivant la nature du vice rédhibitoire, et l'usage du lieu où a été faite la vente. 
142 See 6.2.1.4.
143 Boileux, Commentaire, vol. 3, to art. 1648 Cc, p. 282: 'la sûreté du commerce exigeat qu'on n'accordât

qu'un bref délai our exercer les actions'; for biographical details see <www.thesaurus.cerl.org>.
144 Troplong,  De la vente,  vol. 2, no. 586, p. 54:  'il dépendra toujours de l'acheteur de dissimuler, afin de

proroger le temps de la préscription.  Autant vaudrait-il  que la loi  n'eût  pas fixé  de délai  fatal....  Au
surplus, la question se trouve singulièrement préjugée par le texte de plusieurs coutumes qui, en parlant
des vices rédhibitoires des chevaux, déclarent ouvertement que ce n'est pas du jour où l'acheteur a
connaissance du vice que court la déchéance'; Marcadé, however, quotes a case in which the judge
decided otherwise. Marcadé, Explication, vol. 6, to art. 1649, no. 2, p. 295, no. 1.

145 Journal  du  Palais,  vol.  1,  p.  591:  'La qualification  d'animal  domestique  se  tire  de  la  nature  et  de
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particular  defects  gained  a  fixed  period  of  limitation.146 The  Code  civil's provisions

governing the seller's safeguarding duties, however, were left unchanged until  2005. In
that year, under influence of European Community law, an amendment modified the period

in article 1648 Cc. Since then, the buyer has a remedy for as long as two years.147 

As regards the limitation of remedies for encumbrances on immovables, the Code civil of

1804 follows Pothier and equates the seller's liability for encumbrances on immovables to
eviction.148 As a consequence, the remedies for encumbrances on immovables expire only

after 30 years.149 Moreover, this period starts to run from the moment the creditor is able to
start  proceedings  (contra  non  valentem  agere,  nulla  currit  praescriptio).150 In  practice,

however,  judges  also  referred  to  local  custom  in  the  event  of  sales  of  encumbered
immovables, which granted six months or longer to the buyer within which he had to bring

a remedy.151  
Finally, the Code civil in its 1804 version reduces the limitation periods for a remedy

for rescission because of fraud to 10 years. However, the provisions on the seller's duty to
safeguard from defects in the thing also mention the knowing seller. They thus constitute a

lex specialis to the remedy for rescission because of fraud. It must be presumed that the
general  remedy for fraud does not  lie for  fraudulently selling a defective object.  Since

according  to  article  1648,  claims  against  a  knowing  seller  also  have  to  be  solved  in
accordance with customary law and that in local custom the ius commune-view held sway

that remedies for fraud lasted for 30 years, the remarkable situation occurred that via a
back door the remedy for fraudulently concealing a defect in a thing could be brought over

a longer period than the 10 years the Code civil decrees for remedies for rescission in the
case of fraud.152 This is the result of the Code civil's not providing for a separate remedy for

l'éducation de l'animal, par opposition à ceux qui vivent dans l'état souvage'.
146 Loi concernant les vices rédhibitoire dans les ventes et échanges d'animaux domestique 20 mai 1838:

Art. 3. Le délai pour intenter l'action rédhibitoire sera, non compris le jour fixé pour la livraison: De trente
jours pour le cas de fluxion périodique des yeux et d'épilepsie ou mal caduc; De neuf jours pour tous les
autres cas; Marcadé, Explication, vol. 6, pp. 286-287.

147 'Ordonnance n° 2005-136 du 17 février 2005 relative à la garantie de la conformité du bien au contrat
due par le vendeur au consommateur', in:  JORF, 41, no. 26, p. 2778: 'Article 3. Au premier alinéa de
l'article 1648 du code civil, les mots : « , dans un bref délai, suivant la nature des vices rédhibitoires, et
l'usage du lieu où la vente a été faite. » sont remplacés par les mots : « dans un délai de deux ans à
compter de la découverte du vice. »'; Calais-Auloy, 'Une nouvelle garantie', in: RTDciv., p. 708; more on
this in 8.4.

148 Pothier, Vente, vol. 1, no. 201, p. 197; Troplong, De la vente, vol. 1, no. 433, p. 536.
149 Art. 2262 Cc: Toutes les actions, tant réelles que personelles, sont prescrites par trente ans, sans que

celui  qui  allègue  cette  prescription  soit  obligé  d'en  rapporter  un  titre,  ou  qu'on  puisse  lui  opposer
l'exception deduite de la mauvaise foi.

150 Pothier, Obligations, vol. 2, no. 645, p. 252: 'que le temps de la prescription ne peut commencer à courir,
que du jour que le créancier a pu intenter sa demande'. 

151 Troplong, De la vente, vol. 2, no. 586, p. 52: 'S'il s´agit de vente d'immeubles, les magistrats consulteront
aussi les anciens usage, s'il en existe, et les circonstances. Je ne crois pas qu'ils puissent accorder
moins de six mois. C'était de délai suivi en Bretagne, en Provence, etc. La cour impériale de Lyon a pris
ce laps de temps pour règle, à défaut d'usage dans la province'. 

152 Art. 1304 Cc: Dans tous les cas où l'action en nullité ou en rescision d'une convention n'est limitée à un
moindre temps par une loi  particulière, cette action dure dix ans. Ce temps ne court,...  dans le cas
d'erreur ou de dol, du jour où ils ont été découverts;...; Marcadé, Explication, vol. 4, to art. 1304 Cc, p.
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consequential loss due to the defect. 

This problematic aspect would also turn up in civil codes based on the Code civil
such as the Dutch  Burgerlijk Wetboek  of 1838 and the  Código Civil Español,  which will

both be discussed further on in this chapter. More recent civil law projects have aimed or
are as of yet aiming to correct this anomaly. Whether these efforts have in all respects

been or will be successful is discussed in the eighth chapter of this book. Suffice it to say
that the Code civil's inaccuracy which is here touched upon lies at the root of many legal

intricacies which today's lawmakers are still struggling with.  

7.3.4 Lesion beyond moiety (laesio enormis)

Besides the remedies for latent defects based on the  ius commune-interpretation of the
aedilician edict, in France prior to the Code civil parties to a sale could claim rescission of

the contract or have the other party compensate the disproportionality of price, if they had
not even received half the thing's just price.153 Though this remedy had not known a similar

broad application in France as in the German regions, the discussion about its adoption in
the Code civil is nevertheless revealing. It gives an insight into how 19th century scholars

considered the relation between buyers and sellers and how they tried to express that
relation in the day's legal terminology.

First of all, Thomasius' diatribe against the remedy for lesion beyond moiety had not
passed unnoticed to the drafters of the Code civil. It was put on the table during one of the

session about the future code in the Conseil d'État. Though Thomasius' attack had set the
remedy for lesion beyond moiety as one of the key themes of the preliminary discussions

about  the  sales  chapter, his  ideas were  dismissed one by  one in  a  lucid  apology by
Portalis.154 

The gist of Portalis' argument was that justice existed independent of what parties
to a contract agree on. For sales this follows from its commutative character; one gives

something to receive back its equivalent.155 Consequently, the price, in order to be the
given thing's equivalent, needs to answer to the given thing's worth. If  not, contractual

677: '... ce délai, qui, dans l'ancien droit, s'étendait souvent à trente années...'.
153 Pothier, Vente, vol. 1, 5.2.2, no. 374, p. 367
154 Portalis, Discours, p. 395: 'Le citoyen Defermont soutient qu'entre majeurs la fraude, la violence, le dol,

sont les seules causes qui doivent amener la résolution des contrats. La rescision en matière de de
vente d'immeubles, ainsi que le traitait lignager, avait pour but, avant la révolution, le maintien des biens
dans les familles et dans le mains des seigneurs. Ce système est aujourd'hui changé, on doit écarter la
rescision  pour  cause  de  lésion  entre  majeurs';  p.  406:  'Berlier,  s'appuyant  sur  l'autorité  du  docteur
Thomasius, établit que la loi 2, c. de rescind. vend. [C. 4.44.2] est apocryphe, qu'elle vient de Dioclétien,
et que ses successeurs jusqu'à Justinien ne l'avaient pas appliquée; il expose les dangers de laisser les
contrats imparfaits, ous soumis à des annullations postérieurs à leur acceptation, entre majeurs, puis la
difficulté de fixer quel est le juste prix, et celle de déterminer la quotité de la lésion, et conclut au rejet un
système que le projet de la section tend à faire revivre après l'abolition de l'article 3...' ; Gönner, 'Über die
Rescission', p. 363.

155 Portalis, Discours, p. 395: 'Ils on été posés dans cette séance même, le contrat de vente a été mis au
rang des contrats commutatifs, et dans cette idée on a cherché à le ramener à sa nature, en corrigeant
toutes les inégalités qui pouvaient mettre quelque différence à l'avantage du vendeur ou de l'acheteur'.
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equality is violated, which violation has to be remedied.156 Similar to what many natural law

scholars believed, Portalis thought that this sense of justice was already present when
Diocletian wrote his rescript in which he condoned rescission because of lesion beyond

moiety.157 Contracts in which a breach of an immutable natural equity had occurred, should
not be allowed to stand. Portalis thus interpreted Roman law through the lens of early

modern scholastic doctrine and repeated the somewhat awkward believe that Roman law
already adhered to a synthesis of Aristotelian justice and Christian morality as elaborated

by Aquinas.158 
However, though Portalis considered remedies for a breach of contractual fairness

inevitable, he reiterated the objections uttered by Pothier that not every breach could be
undone, since that would only breed an over-abundance of lawsuits to the detriment of

society as a whole. Hence, a golden mean between an all too strict justice and human
greed in need of correction had to be found.159 

This balancing of interests resulted in the remedy for lesion beyond moiety being
applicable  only  to  sellers  of  immovables.  Though Portalis  admitted  that  natural  equity

should not withhold the remedy from buyers nor from parties dealing with movables 160, he

156 Portalis,  Discours,  p.  257:  'Ce  contrat  [sc.  de  la  vente]  a  été  rangé  dans  la  classe  des  contrat
commutatifs.  On  définit  le  contrat  commutatif  celui  par  lequel  on  donne  une  chose  pour  recevoir
l'équivalent. De là vient le principe qu'il ne peut exister de vente proprement dite sans la stipulation d'un
prix; et puisque le [258] prix doit être l'équivalent de la chose vendue, il faut que ce prix réponde à la
valeur de cette chose: s'il y a lésion, c'est-à-dire, s'il n'y a point d'équilibre entre la chose et le prix, le
contrat se trouve sans cause, ou du moins sans une cause raisonnable et suffisante à l'égard de la
partie. Ainsi l'action rescisoire pour cause de lésion a son fondement dans les maximes communes à
tous les contrats, et elle est une conséquence immédiate, une conséquence nécessaire de la nature
particulière du contrat de vente'; Troplong, Commentaire, vol. 2, no. 785, p. 283: 'La vilité du prix change
la condition des parties et blesse profondément la nature du contrat'.

157 See 6.1.1.
158 Portalis,  Discours,  pp. 253-257:  'Une question vraiment importante s'est  élevée. Doit-on admettre la

rescision  du  contrat  de  vente  pour  cause  de  lesion?  [254]  En  France,  nos  jurisconsultes  ont  été
uniformes sur  la  justice  de  cette  action.  Quelques auteurs  étrangers,  et  entre  autres  des  docteurs
allemands, ont publié une doctrine contraire à celle de nos jurisconsultes [256] Les auteurs qui attaquent
l'action rescisoire pour cause de lésion jusque dans sa source prétendent que le contrat fait tout;...A
Dieu ne plaise que nous voulions affaiblir le respect qui est dû à la fois des contrats! Mais il est des
règles de justice qui sont antérieurs aux contrats même, et desquelles les contrats tirent leur principale
force. Les idées du juste et de l'injuste ne sont pas l'unique résultat des conventions humaines; elles ont
précédé ces conventions, et elles en doivent diriger les pactes. De là les jurisconsultes romains, et après
eux toutes les nations policées, ont fondé la législation civile des contrats sur les règles immuables de
l'équité naturelle. [257] Il en est autrement des contrats intéressées. La cause de ces sortes de contrats
est, selon les jurisconsultes, l'intérêt ou l'avantage, qui est le motif et comme la raison d'un engagement.
Il y a donc à examiner si cet intérêt ou cet avantage est réel ou imaginaire, s'il est proportionné, c'est-à-
dire, s'il y a un équilibre raisonnable entre ce que l'on donne et ce que l'on reçoit'; similarly Troplong, De
la vente, vol. 2, no. 781, p. 279.

159 Portalis, Discours, p. 263: ' Toute lésion sciemment est un acte d'injustice aux yeux de la morale, mais
en saurait être un moyen de restitution aux yeux de la loi...Si la moindre lésion suffisait pour résoudre la
vente, il y aurait parmi les hommes presque autant de procès qu'il se fait d'acquisitions. C´est pour éviter
cet  inconvenient  général  que  les  lois  romaines  avaient  cru  devoir  fermer  les  yeux  sur  quelques
inconvénients particuliers, et prendre une sorte de milieu entre les règles d'une justice trop exacte et les
spéculations odieuses de la cupidité humaine'; for Pothier see 6.3.

160 Fenet,  Recueil,  vol.  14,  p.  75-76: 'M. Portalis  dit  qu'il  avait  pensé que l'action en lésion devait  être
accordée  aux  deux  parties;  mais  que  la  section  a  cru  devoir  la  restreindre  aux  vendeur';  Portalis,
Discours, p. 397: 'cependant, comme la nécessité n'est pas le seule cause de la lésion, et que par des
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had to draw a line. The frequent changing of hands for movables and their varying prices,

together with  the possibility  of  rescinding their  sales because of lesion beyond moiety
would prove too heavy a burden on trading.161 'Le premier consul' Napoleón added that –

unlike  in  the  case  of  movables  -  society  is  not  indifferent  towards  how an  individual
disposes of his immovable property. Just as every child was granted a right to a statutory

portion of his or her parents' inheritance in order to safeguard a child's means of existence,
so  the  right  to  alienate  part  of  one's  patrimony  according  to  one's  whims  should  be

curtailed to avoid children squandering their sustenance.162 Eventually, the remedy was
phrased as follows: 

Art. 1674 Cc:  'Si le vendeur a été lésé de plus de sept douzièmes dans le prix d'un

immeuble, il a le droit de demander la rescision de la vente, quand même il aurait
expressément renoncé dans le contrat à la faculté de demander cette rescision, et qu'il

aurait déclaré donner la plus-value'.

This configuration of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety is exactly the opposite of the
ALR's, which excluded not the buyer but the seller from seeking a rescission or price

reduction on the grounds of lesion beyond moiety. 
Another reason for this limited application, besides shielding trade, might have been

that buyers already had sufficient remedies at their disposal,  for example, those which
become available after a breach of the seller's safeguarding duties and those lying for

fraud. 
A last thing to note is the exotic demand of a lesion of 7/12 of the thing's just value,

which was introduced to avoid bickering over the question whether there really was a
lesion of more than half the just price.163 One might imagine, however, that this produced

only a nominal change with regard to what element the defendant would aim his arrows at,
since procedures would now concentrate on whether the requirement of 7/12 was met.

manoeuvres le vendeur a pu abuser de la fantaisie de l'acheteur, il est juste qu'en ce cas celui-ci soit
également relevé'. 

161 Portalis, Discours, p. 267: 'On conçoit que les fréquents déplacements des effets mobiliers et l'extrême
variation dans le prix de ces effets rendraient impossible un système rescisoire pour cause de lésion
dans la vente et l'achat de pareils objets, à moins qu'on ne voulût jeter un trouble universel dans toutes
les relations commerciales, et qu'on ne voulût arrêter le cours des opérations journalières de la vie. Dans
ces matières, il faut faire plus de cas de la liberté publique du commerce que de l'interêt particulier de
quelques citoyens. Il en est autrement des immeubles. Leur prix est plus constant, et leur circulation est
certainement moins rapide'; for exclusion of buyers from the remedy Discours,  p. 272: 'on n'est jamais
forcé d'acquérir; on est toujours présumé dans l'aisance quand on fait une acquisition';Troplong, De la
vente, vol. 2, no. 789, p. 288.

162 Fenet,  Recueil,  vol.  14, p.  57:  'Peu importe comment un individu dispose de quelques diamans, de
quelques tableaux; mais la manière dont il dispose de sa proprieté territoriale n'est pas indifférente à la
société... et c'est après ce principe que la loi assure une légitime aux enfants sur les biens des pères,
aux pères sur les biens des enfants.  C'est  parce que le droit  de propriété ne donne à personne la
disposition indéfinie  de ses biens...  que la loi  pèse d'un côté  les affections...  et  que,  par  de sages
prohibitions, elle empêche l'homme de faire céder ses obligations à ses penchants'.

163 Troplong,  Commentaire, no. 794, p. 295; Fenet, Recueil, vol. 14, p. 63; Schulze, Die laesio, p. 96.
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7.3.4.1 Presumption of fraud

In the view of Portalis, a huge prejudice stands on the same footing as fraud. Referring to
the medieval jurists, he interprets lesion beyond moiety as proof of dolus.164 Yet, on closer

look and backed by French authorities such as Dumoulin, Portalis even seems to equate
an enormous prejudice with  dolus ex proposito,  when he contends that abolishing the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety would be paramount to giving a free hand to fraud and
deceit.165 Interestingly,  Portalis  equates  the  Latin  deceptus  with  dolus.  These  terms,

however, had always been given a distinct meaning. In early modern terminology, only a
party deceived (deceptus) for more than half  the thing's price was considered to have

been defrauded. The fact of being deceived was in itself not enough to trigger the other
parties' liability, since, according to most early modern scholars, parties were to a certain

degree  allowed  to  deceive  each  other  in  the  bargaining  process.166 Portalis,  however,
seems to overlook these subtleties.  Indeed,  he  seems to do so,  on  purpose.  Portalis

believes that fraud, error and fear are all species of one kind. They all have in common
that  their  presence  presumes  that  there has been no true consent  on the part  of  the

deceived. Lesion beyond moiety, be it proof of fraud or error, seems to presume the same
in Portalis' somewhat rambling account; nullity of the contract because of failing consent. 167

Troplong partly agrees with Portalis' view. According to him, lesion beyond moiety in
itself does not presume bad faith on the seller's side. Good faith must always be presumed

and bad faith should be proven by the plaintiff. As such, Troplong overturns the idea of
Portalis who considered enormous prejudice as a presumption of bad faith or error.168 

7.3.4.2 Limitation periods

Before the Code civil, French jurists had argued for a 10 or 30-year period of limitation for

164 Portalis,  Discours,  p. 264: 'Or la lésion, tell que le projet de loi la fixe, pour qu'elle puisse devenir un
moyen de restitution n'équivaut-elle pas au dol? Les jurisconsultes romains appelaient la lésion ultra-
dimidiaire un dol réel, dolum re ipsa, c'est-à-dire un dol prouvé non par de simples présomptions, mais
par la chose même. [265] Nos jurisconsultes francais n'ont pas tenu un autre language (Dumoulin, dans
son traité De usuris [quest. 14])'.

165 Ibidem, p. 264: ´Dumoulin, en parlant de celui qui est qu'on doit même le regarder, par le fait seul d'une
telle lésion, comme trompé, diceptus [sic] ultra dimidiam partem. Dans plusieurs textes de droit la lésion
ultra-dimidiaire est présentée plutôt comme une fraude que comme une simple lésion:  non laesio, sed
potius deceptio.  C'est  sous ce même point  de vue qu'elle  a  été  présentée par  six  ou sept  de nos
anciennes coutumes, qui, au lieu de servir du simple mot de lésion, ont employé celui de  déception
d'outre moitié. Ce serait donc évidemment autoriser le dol et la fraude que de refuser l'action rescisoire
dans le cas d'une lésion aussi considérable que celle qui est annoncée dans le projet de loi, et qui est
plus qu'ultra-dimidiaire'.  

166 See 3.4.1, 4.3.1, 5.3.1, and 6.3.
167 Portalis,  Discours,  p.  264:  'Au surplus,  pourqoi  le  dol,  l'erreur  et  la  crainte  sont-ils  des  moyens de

restitution  pour  les  majeurs  eux-mêmes?  C'est,  entre  autres  raisons,  parce  que  l'on  présume qu'il
n'intervient point un véritable consentement de la part de celui qui se trompe ou qui est trompé, errantis
aut decepti  nullus est  consensus';  idem, p.  396: 'la  fraude devient  évidente lorsqu'il  y  a une lésion
tellement  énorme,  que jamais  un  homme raisonnable  n'y  eut  consenti  naturellement';  Schulze,  Die
Laesio, p. 94.  

168 Troplong,  De la vente,  vol. 2, no. 842, pp. 341-342:  'La rescission n'empêche pas que l'acheteur n'ait
possédé en vertu  d'un titre  apparent  qui  suffit  pour  faire  présumer sa bonne foi...  La bonne foi  se
présume toujours, et d'ailleurs, dans le doute, le droit le moins rigoureux doit être adopté'. 
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the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. The Code civil  considerably shortens this period to

two years.169 During the preparatory meetings for the Code civil, limitation periods were
proposed ranging from six months to two years. The citoyen Créte argued that, if creditors

were given only two months to inspect whether they had been prejudiced by the sale of
things pledged to them, why should an ordinary seller have two years to come back from a

sale?170 Portalis has to pull out all the stops to convince the gathering that a decrease from
ten years to one was too rigid. First, he throws in an historical argument; according to

customary  French  law, the  remedy  could  be  brought  during  ten  years.  Secondly,  the
remedy safeguarded the interests of women and minors and should therefore never be

limited to as short a period as one year only.171 Finally, invoking natural equity, Portalis
warns against reducing the remedy's life-span to a period which would render it virtuously

obsolete.172 
Portalis received powerful support. Napoleon himself used Portalis' argument that

family property should be protected from being sold frivolously and that the remedy should
not  be  rendered  illusory  by  reducing  its  limitation  period  to  less  than  two  years. 173

Interestingly, Napoleon dropped a hint  in  the direction of  a  four  year  limitation period,
which is the period that had been current in Castile since the promulgation of the 13th

century statute Las Siete Partidas and the knowledge of which had become widely known
in Europe through the works of scholars such as Gómez and Covarrubias.174 

7.3.4.3 Just price

Thomasius had held that the only just price was that which the contracting parties had

agreed on. Portalis rejects this view. The just price covers more than only the contracting

169 Art. 1676 Cc: La demande n'est plus recevable après l'expiration de deux années, à compter du jour de
la vente; see 6.3.2.

170 Portalis,  Discours,  p. 422: 'On n´accorde, dit il [sc. le citoyen Crétet], que deux mois à des créanciers
pour reconnaître si la vente de leur gage leur est préjudiciable et pour surenchérir, pourquoi accorderait-
on deux ans à un vendeur? Six mois devraient lui suffire; mais pour n'être pas trop rigoureux, on peut lui
donner un an'; Crétet here refers to a contract  in which the debtor gives a thing in pledge (gage). If the
debtor does not perform his contractual duties, the creditor could demand a judge that the gage become
his by means of payment of the debt. Alternatively, the creditor could ask the judge permission to sell the
gage by auction. Crétet seems to hold that a creditor has two months two check whether or not he had
been prejudiced by the auction. Art. 2071, 2073 and 2078 Cc (provisions scrapped in 2011); Marcadé,
Explication, vol. 9, nos. 1149seq, pp. 638seq.       

171 Portalis,  Discours,  p. 422: 'On n´accorde, dit il [sc. le citoyen Crétet], que deux mois à des créanciers
pour reconnaître si la vente de leur gage leur est préjudiciable et pour surenchérir, pourquoi accorderait-
on deux ans à un vendeur? Six mois devraient lui suffire; mais pour n'être pas trop rigoureux, on peut lui
donner un an. Le citoyen Portalis combatte cette proposition. Il observe d'abord qu'autrefois l'action en
rescision subsistait pendant dix ans, et que c'est en abréger prodigieusement la durée que de la réduire
à deux. Il ajoute qu'elle exitera au profit des femmes, des mineurs, enfin de tous ceux que la loi regarde
comme privilégiés, et que par cette raison elle n'a pas soumis à la prescription ordinaire; il est difficile de
la réduire à l'égard de toutes ces personnes à une durée d'un an'.

172 Ibidem,  p. 416: 'On objecte enfin qu'il est dangereux de laisser la propriété incertaine. Il se peut qu'un
terme de dix ans soit trop long. Rien ne s'oppose à ce qu'on donne à l'action une durée moins longue:
mais s'il fallait la sacrifier en entier à cette crainte de laisser un moment la propriété incertaine, ce serait
sacrifier l'équité même, et alors l'action de dol, d'erreur, et beaucoup d'autres ne peuvent plus subsister'.

173 Fenet, Recueil, vol. 14, p. 69; Troplong, De la vente, vol. 2, no. 80, p. 322.
174 See 3.4.2.
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parties' individual concerns. In a strongly natural law inspired argument, Portalis contends

that the majority of men who live under comparable conditions have comparable needs. It
is from these needs, which always surface in the same degree for all men that a common,

current price emerges for a thing which can satisfy a particular need. This current price
should be considered just and a standard of comparison whenever a man is on the brink of

striking a deal. If  an agreed price deviates from the just one, the agreement does not
answer to the requirement of equality which natural law imposes on a sales contract.175

Thomasius' argument that it is almost impossible to rightly assess the just price, is
lightly brushed aside. According to Portalis, in every community one is generally aware of

a particular plot of land's value in relation to those surrounding it.176 Troplong contemplates
that  'Thomasius  acts  like  those  men  who  live  solitary  lives  in  their  studies...  and  he

becomes embarrassed whenever he has to deal with practice, custom and application of
the law'.177 

To ensure the right estimation of the common, current price, Portalis argues that
experts be appointed either by the judge or by agreement among parties and that these

experts  have to  speak with  one mouth.178 Portalis  makes explicitly  clear  that  he  is  ill-
disposed towards witnesses. In that, he and the Code civil  differ from the ius commune-

approach in  which  the  use of  witnesses  was  not  frowned upon and sometimes  even
favoured over the use of experts.179 Portalis' preference for experts found its expression in
175 Portalis, Discours, p. 258: 'Le juste prix est déterminé par des rapports plus étendus, qui en tiennent pas

uniquement  à  la  situation  particulière  dans  laquelle  deux contractants  peuvent  accidentellement  se
trouver. Le prix conventionnel n'est que l'ouvrage des volontés [259] privées qui ont concouru à le fixer.
Le juste prix est le résultat de l'opinion commune...Il est vrai néanmoins que la situation et des besoins
de tous les vendeurs et de tous les acheteurs, ou du plus grand nombre, diffèrent peu, si on considère
les choses et les hommes dans les même temps, dans le même lieu, et dans les mêmes circonstances:
or, c'est de cette espèce de conformité de situation et de besoins que se forme par l'opinion publique
une sorte de prix commun ou courant qui donne aux objets mobiliers ou immobiliers une valeur à peu
près certaine tant que les mêmes circonstances subsistent...Il y a donc pour chaque chose un juste prix
qui est distinct et indépendant du prix conventionnel...on confronte tous les jours le prix conventionnel
avec  le  juste  prix  pour  savoir  si  un  contrat  auquel  on  donne  le  nom  de  contrat  de  vente  en  a
véritablement les caractères et la nature'; similarly Troplong, De la vente, vol. 2, no. 785, p. 284. 

176 Portalis,  Discours,  p.  407:  'Mais,  dit  Thomasius,  cette  vérification  est  très-difficile.  Il  exagère  les
difficultés; dans chaque localité on connaît en général la valeur réelle et la valeur relative des propriétés,
l'on décide du prix de celle qu'il faut estimer par la comparaison avec celles qui l'environnent'. 

177 Troplong, De la vente, vol. 2, no. 785, p. 284: 'Thomasius fait comme les hommes qui vivent solitaires
dans leur cabinet...et se trouve embarrassé toutes les fois qu'il s'agit de la pratique, de l'usage et de
l'application des lois'.

178 Portalis, Discours, p. 270: 'Ayant à estimer s'il y a ou s'il n'y a pas lésion dans un contrat de vente, ils ont
sous les yeux l'immeuble qui est l'objet de l'estimation, et ils peuvent le confronter facilement avec le prix
qui a été stipulé dans le contrat,  et  avec les circonstances qui établissent le juste prix,  et  qui  sont
garanties par l'opinion commune, étayée de tout ce que les localités peuvent offir d'instructions et de
lumière: rien de plus rassurant'...On entoure ensuite la preuve de l'estimation par experts de toutes les
formes qui peuvent nous rassurer sur l'interêt de la justice et de la vérité. Les  trois experts doivent être
nommés à la fois; ils doivent tous être choisis d'office par le juge, ou du commun accord des parties; ils
doivent opére ensemble; ils sont tenus de dresser un seul procès-verbal, et de ne former qu'un seul avis
à la pluralité des voix [Potalis' emphasis]'.

179 Portalis, Discours, p. 270: 'Un témoin peut être corrompu ou suborné; sa mémoire peut être infidèle. Les
faits sur lesquels on rend ordinairement témoignage sont, pour la plupart fugitifs; ils ne laissent aucune
trace après eux. Ainsi,  en matière de preuve testimoniale,  la nature des choses qui sont à prouver
augmente les dangers de la preuve'; Troplong, De la vente, vol. 2, no. 832, p. 333; an advocate of the
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articles 1678 and 1680 Cc, according to which the judge must appoint three experts who

by majority count should determine the just price of an item.  According to Troplong this
provision proves an improvement in comparison with the law of the  Ancien Régime  in

which the parties assigned their own experts.180 Thus, similar to the ALR, the  Code civil
adopted an objective price determination carried out by experts. 

7.3.4.4 Extension to lease

In keeping with Pothier and Domat's views,  the remedy for lesion beyond moiety was

restricted to sales of immovables only.

use  of  witnesses  was  Leyser,  Meditationes,  vol.  3,  no.  205.  5,  pp.  578-579;  cf.  Bijnkershoek  who
demonstrates  that  the  Dutch  Supreme  Court  used  both  experts  and  witnesses.  See  Blom,
Urteilsbegründungen, p. 240. See 5.3.3.1. In the jurisprudence of the Castilian Royal Chancery the use
of witnessess seems to be the usual approach, although cases in which the estimation is left to experts
also appear. See section 3.4.3.1.  

180 Art. 1678 Cc: Cette preuve ne pourra se faire que par un rapport de trois experts, qui seront tenus de
dresser un seul procès-verbal commun, et de ne former qu'un seul avis à la pluralité des voix; art. 1680
Cc: Les trois experts seront nommés d'office, à moins que les parties ne se soient accordées pour les
nommer tous les trois conjointement; Troplong, De la vente, vol. 2, no. 834, p. 334.
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7.4 The Österreichische Allgemeine Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch (1811)

Similar to other European states vying for military and cultural hegemony, Austrian rulers

tried  to  keep  up  with  contemporary  developments  and  started  their  own  codification

projects. In 1811 the  Austrian Allgemeine Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch  (ABGB) entered into

force with which Austria put itself on the map again alongside Frederic II's Prussia and

Napoléon Bonaparte's  France.  The following sections explore this  strongly natural  law

inspired  code  for  its  rules  about  limitation  of  the  remedies  for  defects  in  the  thing

exchanged and more generally its drawings of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. This is

primarily done by studying the provision of the code itself and the work of the ABGB's

fountainhead, Franz Alois Edler von Zeiller (1751-1828), professor of natural law and the

Institutes at the university of Vienna.181 

7.4.1 Structure of the Allgemeine Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch

In keeping with natural law theory and similar to the Prussian ALR, the ABGB contains an

extensive general part on the law of obligations. Depicting the general theory of contracts

in neutral terminology, the code reasons from a general conception of duties and rights

which apply to all contracts. For example, the ground rule that 'contracts must be kept'182,

invokes  a  right  for  the  'promisor  (promissar)'  to  enforce  a  contract.  The  neutral  term

promisor  can  mean  either  seller,  lessor,  depositor  or  whatever  promising  party  to  a

contract. Another example of the use of language which cannot be directly related to a

particular contract is that the duty to safeguard is described in terms of 'someone ( jemand)'

who has to ensure 'another (einem Anderen)' the explicitly warranted or normally present

qualities of the item handed over.183

Similar to the ALR, the ABGB's provisions regarding remedies for defects in the

thing contractually agreed on are in a chapter on contracts in general  (Von Verträgen

überhaupt).184 Paragraphs  923  -  932  sum  up  the  promisor's  safeguarding  duties.

Paragraph 933 provides the limitation periods of remedies for a breach of safeguarding

duties. Paragraphs 932, 871 and 872 describe the consequences of such a breach in

terms of error.185

Unlike the ALR, the ABGB's provisions concerning the remedy for lesion beyond

moiety are also in the general part on contracts.186 That this remedy is explained here and

not in the chapter about the sales contract is illustrative of the fact that the ABGB's drafters

181 C.  von  Wurzbach,  'Zeiller,  Franz  Alois  Edler  von', in:  Biographisches  Lexikon  des  Kaiserthums
Oesterreich, vol.  59, pp. 283–287; more recent: <www.austria-forum > AEIOU > Zeiller, Franz Anton>.

182 Zeiller, Commentar, vol. 3.1, § 861, p. 8: 'Das Prinzip des ganzen Vertragsrechtes ist: Verträge müssen
gehalten werden.'

183 § 922 ABGB: Wenn jemand eine Sache auf eine entgeldliche Art einem Anderen überläßt; so leistet er
Gewähr, daß sie die ausdrücklich bedungenen, oder gewöhnlich dabey voraus gesetzten Eigenschaften
habe, und daß sie der Natur des Geschäftes, oder der getroffenen Verabredung gemäß benützt und
verwendet werden könne.

184 Chapter 17, §§ 859-937.
185 See 7.4.2.1.
186 §§ 934-935.
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attached a broader scope to the remedy than that given by their colleagues of the ALR. In

the ABGB the remedy for lesion beyond moiety can be brought in all onerous contracts. By

the same token, the reader of the ABGB finds the limitation applicable to the remedy in the

chapter on limitation and prescription in general.187 The remedy no longer has its own

particular rules on limitation.

The  provisions  which  determine  the  scope  of  the  promisor's  liability  are  also

grouped  together  in  a  separate  chapter,  which  fact  underscores  their  general  field  of

application.188 Compensation is determined by §§ 1323 and 1324 which lay down liability

rules  for  both  contractual  and  non-contractual  liability. This  division  is  particularly

noteworthy when it comes to determining which limitation period applies to the remedies

the duped receiver of a defective thing can institute. Paragraph 1489 provides a particular

limitation for the remedy for damages, which period differs from the periods laid down in §

933 for contractual remedies for breach of Gewährleistung.189

In addition to these general provisions, separate chapters of the ABGB contain rules

which apply to particular contracts only. For sales, the duties of parties to a sales contract

are described in §§ 1053-1089. For the object of this book, however, the content of these

paragraphs is only of marginal interest. As the ABGB is the code which has carried through

the natural law tendency of deductive reasoning to its fullest extent190, the jurist interested

in the law governing liability for defects in the thing sold has to look up the pertinent rules

in the chapters about contracts, limitation and liability in general. He will have to work with

general precepts which are not tailored to particular contractual relations.   

7.4.2 The Allgemeine Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch on latent defects

Since its coming into force in 1811, the AGBG's sections on contractual liability for defects

underwent two major revisions. The first took place in 1916, the second in 2001.191 What

remained unchanged, however, is that similar to the ALR, the ABGB formulates a duty for

parties who promised to deliver a thing for money to deliver it free from defects. This duty

goes under the name Gewährleistung.  

7.4.2.1 Gewährleistung in the Allgemeine Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch

Gewährleistung  in the ABGB not only comprises the promisor's duty to safeguard from

latent defects but also the duty to safeguard from eviction, and to the duty to live up to

warranties of quality and  unusual  encumbrances. Furthermore, the promisor is liable for

selling a perished object as existing or another's as his. Also a given warranty about the

thing's fitness for a special  purpose or the absence of  usual  encumbrances triggers a

liability, if things turn out otherwise. In § 923 ABGB all these instances of liability for fraud,

187 § 1487.
188 The 30th  chapter entitled Von dem Rechte des Schadenersatzes und der Genugthuung.
189 This  paragraph  was  revised  in  1916.  See  Kaiserliche  Verordnung  vom  19.  März  1916,  in:

Reichsgesetzblatt, vol. 38, no. 69, p. 160
190 Gschnitzer, in: Klang, Kommentar, vol. 6, to § 923 ABGB, p. 499.
191 In this chapter's sections which discuss the ABGB revised paragraphs are indicated by the year of their

revision. Where the year is absent, the provision refer to the 1811 version.
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eviction, encumbrances and defects in the thing are taken together:

'Wer also der Sache Eigenschaften beylegt, die sie nicht hat, und die ausdrücklich oder

vermöge  der  Natur  des  Geschäftes  stillschweigend  bedungen  worden  sind;  wer

ungewöhnliche  Mängel  oder  Lasten  derselben  verschweigt;  wer  eine  nicht  mehr

vorhandene, oder eine fremde Sache als die seinige veräußert; wer fälschlich vorgibt,

daß die Sache zu einem bestimmten Gebrauche tauglich; oder daß sie auch von den

gewöhnlichen Mängeln und Lasten frey sey; der hat, wenn das Widerspiel hervorkommt,

dafür zu haften'.

Zeiller  distinguishes  between  contracts  in  which  both  parties  have  to  perform

(entgeltliche Verträge)  and those that  are  merely  beneficiary  (unentgeltliche Verträge).

Gewährleistung applies only to the first, which is in keeping with natural law theory as we

encountered it in the writings of,  for instance, Pufendorf.192 In the same vein as in the ALR,

Zeiller no longer differentiates between the promisor's duties to safeguard from eviction

and  latent  defects,  as  ius  commune-scholars  were  used  to;  in  the  ABGB  both  are

considered instances of a breach of contractual fairness.193

All  mentioned  instances  of  a  breach  of  the  promisor's  safeguarding  duties  are

solved along the line of error. A defect, third-party claim or encumbrance unknown to the

recipient of the thing in question induced him to erroneously enter into the contract, if, had

he known the  exact  state  of  things,  he  would  not  have concluded it  under  the  same

conditions.194 As a result, in accordance with the rules of error expounded in §§ 871 and

872,195 the  contract  concluded  is  null  and  void  and  the  promisor  who  is  liable  for

Gewährleistung  has  to  restore  the  receiving  party  into  his  or  her  former  position.196

Paragraph  932  further  specifies  the  consequences  of  error  in  case  of  breach  of

Gewährleistung.197 In the event the recipient has suffered loss because of the breach of

192 See 6.1.1; Zeiller,  Commentar, vol. 3.1, p. 121 
193 Cf. Zeiller, Commentar, vol. 3.1, p. 124: [noting the ABGB's deviation from ius commune] 'Das gemeine

Recht unterscheidet zwischen der Evictions-Leistung und der Gewähr für Mängel und Eigenschaften.
Thibaut,  System,  §§ 160-178';  Klang,  Kommentar,  vol.  4.1, to  § 923 ABGB, p. 500:  'Der allgemeine
Begriff  des  Rechtsmangels  ist  somit  auf  dem  Boden  des  österreichischen  Rechtes  ziemlich
bedeutungslos'.

194 Zeiller, Commentar, vol. 3.1, to § 932 ABGB, no. 1, p. 138: 'Da die Gewährleistung hauptsächlich in dem
Irrhtum des Uebernehmers einer Sache ihren Grund hat, so sind auch die über die Wirkung des Irrthums
ertheilten Vorschriften (§. 871 und §. 872) auf die Wirkung der Gewährleistung anzuwenden. Verborgene
Mängel, ... begründen einen Hauptirrthum ( §. 871)'. 

195 § 871 ABGB: Wenn ein Theil von dem andern Theile durch falsche Angaben irre geführt worden ist, und
der Irrthum die Hauptsache, oder eine wesentliche Beschaffenheit derselben betrifft, worauf die Absicht
vorzüglich gerichtet und erkläret worden; so entsteht für den Irregeführten keine Verbindlichkeit ; § 872
ABGB: Betrifft aber der Irrthum weder die Hauptsache, noch eine wesentliche Beschaffenheit derselben,
sondern einen Nebenumstand; so bleibt der Vertrag, in so fern beyde Theile in den Hauptgegenstand
gewilliget, und den Nebenumstand nicht als vorzügliche Absicht erkläret haben, noch immer gültig; allein
dem Irregeführten  ist  von  dem Urheber  des  Irrthumes  die  angemessene  Vergütung  zu  leisten ;  the
angemessene  Vergütung  is  spelled  out  in  §  932.  Zeiller  explains  that  it  can  be  supplementation,
compensation for weight and measure or reduction of price. Zeiller, Commentar, vol. 3.1, to § 932 ABGB,
no. 2, p. 139.

196 Zeiller, Commentar, vol. 3.1, to § 932 ABGB, no. 1, p. 138.
197 § 932 ABGB describes the angemessene Vergütung mentioned in § 872. Zeiller explains that it can be

supplementation, compensation for weight and measure or reduction of price. Zeiller,  Commentar,  vol.
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Gewährleistung, he can the general claim for damages in §§ 1323 and 1324, which claim

is subject to its own three-year limitation of § 1489.198                

7.4.3 Limitation periods

That brings us to the ABGB's system of limitation regarding the duty to safeguard from

eviction, latent defects and encumbrances. In short, it is almost similar to that of the ALR.

Also in the ABGB, the decisive factor is whether the traded item is movable or immovable.

Following the ALR, § 933 ABGB has a three-year period of limitation for immovables and a

shorter six-month period for movables.199 The ABGB's drafters opted for short  periods,

because with the increase of time it grows more and more difficult to prove the presence of

a defect at the time of the contract's conclusion.200 The periods start to run with the delivery

of the thing, as in Zeiller's words 'one will quickly perceive the defect'. Unlike the  Code

civil, the ABGB makes a clear choice about when the periods start.201 

Paragraph 933 ABGB has the same limitation periods for remedies for eviction as

for  the  remedies  for  latent  defects  and  encumbrances.  The  ABGB  also  imposes  the

remedy upon a promisor who warranted the absence of defects or conceals them to the

short  limitation periods of § 933.  Similar to the ALR, the ABGB no longer makes the

limitation periods depending on whether the recipient sues for rescission or reduction of

price. Yet, the period within which the recipient can bring a remedy for encumbrances or

eviction does not start  before the recipient  becomes acquainted with  the thing's being

encumbered or subject to a third-party claim. Zeiller argues that only from that moment on

can the recipient effectively institute a claim.202

In the event the recipient wants to sue for loss which had resulted from the thing's

defect, encumbrances, non-performance203 or eviction, he has, according to § 1489, three

years to do so. The period of this remedy's limitation also only begins after the damages

have become known to the recipient.204 This is a noteworthy difference with the limitation of

3.1, to § 932 ABGB, no. 2, p. 139.
198 § 1489 ABGB:  Jede Entschädigungsklage erlischt nach drey Jahren von der Zeit an, zu welcher der

Schade dem Beschädigten bekannt wurde. Ist ihm der Schade nicht bekannt worden, oder ist derselbe
aus einem Verbrechen entstanden; so verjährt sich das Klagerecht nur nach dreyßig Jahren.

199 §933 ABGB:  Wer die  Gewährleistung fordern will,  muß sein  Recht,  wenn es unbewegliche Sachen
betrifft, binnen drey Jahren; betrifft es aber bewegliche, binnen sechs Monathen geltend machen, sonst
ist das Recht erloschen; the ALR has three years for immovables and one for movables. See 7.2.3.

200 Zeiller,  Commentar,  vol.  3.1,  p.  140;  which is  something different  than 'Sicherheit  des Verkehrs'  as
Gschnitzer believes was the reason for the short limitation periods. Klang,  Kommentar,  4.1, to § 933
ABGB, p. 550.    

201 Zeiller,  Commentar,  vol. 3.1, p. 139:  '... von der Zeit der Übergabe weil man die Mängel bald gewahr
nimmt...'; for the Code civil see 7.3.3.

202 Zeiller, Commentar, vol. 3.1, p. 140: '... weil vond dem Rechte auf Gewährleistung vor diesem Zeitpuncte
kein Gebrauch gemacht werden konnte (§ 1487)'.

203 § 919 ABGB: Wenn ein Theil den Vertrag entweder gar nicht;... erfüllet; so ist der andere Theil... nicht
berechtigt, die Aufhebung, sondern nur die genaue Erfüllung des Vetrages und Ersatz zu fordern ; from
§§ 1295 and 1489 ABGB it  follows that  the limitation period for  this  remedy is  three years;  Zeiller,
Commentar, vol. 3.1, p. 116.

204 § 1489 ABGB: ... von der Zeit an, zu welcher der Schade dem Beschädigten bekannt wurde...; the 1916
reformulated § 1489 made it clear that this period covers both contractual and extra-contractual loss,
although Zeiller had already explained that that was the case. § 1489 ABGB 1916: ... der Schade mag
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the remedies for Gewährleistung, which, as told, start to run with the delivery of the object.

All  the  foregoing  constitutes  a  breach  with  ius  commune-theory  in  which  the

remedies for price reduction and rescission were subject to distinct periods of limitation

and in which the remedy for eviction and knowingly selling a defective thing were subject

to the general  30-year period of limitation.205 In particular, the fact that the remedy for

damages is perceived as distinct of the remedy for breach of Gewährleistung is innovative.

We see in the next chapter that civil codes which do not separate the remedies for repair

of the breach of safeguarding duty and remedies for damages irrespective of how the

promisor  responded  to  the  remedy  based  on  Gewährleistung  engender  difficulties.  In

many civil codes, the general remedies available for damages overlap with the remedies

particularly provided for breach of safeguarding duties. Difficulties often arise, if a breach

of safeguarding duties results in damages, because then both remedies for the breach and

for damages become available. Which limitation applies to such a case? By separating the

remedies for breach of safeguarding duties and those for damages, the ABGB already at

its  earliest  stage manages to  prevent  similar  problems of  concurrence.  Damages can

always be sued for within three years after these have become known to the recipient.     

7.4.4 Lesion beyond moiety (laesio enormis)

Thomasius' rejection of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety appears not to have made

any headway in Austria. The Codex Theresianus (1776) applied the remedy in its most

extended form to all kinds of goods and to both buyer and seller. It only reduced its field of

application somewhat by requiring the value of the contract's object to be at least 100

guilders. The modifications of the Codex Theresianus drafted by Horten (1772-1786) and

Martini (1790-1797) further limited the remedy by maintaining the mentioned requirement

and applying the remedy only to sales and barter. In addition, Martini had its period of

limitation reduced to five years.206 

Yet,  the  ABGB  of  1811  harks  back  to  the  Codex  Theresianus  of  1776  and

extensively allows for rescission for lesion beyond moiety in  § 934 ABGB. The required

minimum value of the earlier draft Codices was abolished and the remedy made applicable

to all reciprocal contracts.207 

According to Schulze, the acceptance of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety in the

ABGB was mainly due to Zeiller's efforts who supposedly went against the natural law

durch Übertretung einer Vertragsplicht oder ohne Beziehung auf einen Vertrag verursacht worden sein... ;
Kaiserliche  Verordnung  vom 19.  März  1916,  in:  Reichsgesetzblatt,  vol.  38,  no.  69,  p.  160;  Zeiller,
Commentar, vol. 4, to § 1489, p. 249

205 See 7.1; Klang, Kommentar, 4.1, p. 500.
206 Schulze, Die laesio, pp. 99-102.
207 § 934 ABGB:  Hat bey zweyseitig verbindlichen Geschäften ein Theil nicht einmahl die Hälfte dessen,

was er dem anderen gegeben hat,  von diesem an dem gemeinen Werthe erhalten;  so räumet das
Gesetz dem verletzten Theile das Recht ein, die Aufhebung und die Herstellung in den vorigen Stand zu
fordern. Dem anderen Theile stehet aber bevor, das Geschäft dadurch aufrecht zu erhalten, daß er den
Abgang bis zum gemeinen Werthe zu ersetzen bereit ist. Das Mißverhältniß des Werthes wird nach dem
Zeitpuncte des geschlossenen Geschäftes bestimmt.
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current of his time.208 However, Schulze's contention that the ABGB's drafters could not

make up their mind to follow natural law reasoning is based on too narrow a view of what

natural law theory entailed. Thomasius was only one natural law scholar who had argued

against the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. Many others embraced it.209 It can, therefore,

just as easily be defended that Zeiller followed natural law theory in an even stricter sense

than the drafters of other civil codes who limited or abolished the remedy for lesion beyond

moiety. After all, natural equity ordained fairness in exchange in commutative contracts of

all  kinds.210 Consequently,  every  breach,  however  small,  should  produce  a  remedy

irrespective of which party in the contract had suffered harm, of what sum of money was

involved and of what kind of thing the contract concerned. Only practical demands lead

scholars,  such as Portalis,  to compromise the workings of  natural  equity  and limit  the

remedy's scope of application. 

Zeiller, however, did not subscribe to curbing the remedy in such a manner. In the

ABGB it could be brought by both buyer and seller, in almost all transactions in which both

parties  have  to  perform and  for  both  movables  and  immovables.211 Nevertheless,  the

ABGB condones a lesion beyond moiety by either buyer or seller, if the contracting party

had  been  willing  to  acquire  or  dispose  of  a  thing  because  of  a  special  interest.  For

instance, the buyer of land adjacent to his factory cannot contend to have been duped for

more  than  half  the  just  price,  if  his  wish  to  expand  his  industrial  activities  had  him

deliberately  agree on such a  higher  price.  Similar  instances of  special  interest  and a

willingness to pay dearly must be made known explicitly by the buyer; they are not to be

presumed by the seller.212 

7.4.4.1 Presumption of fraud

According to Zeiller, lesion beyond moiety is not a species of fraud. Zeiller writes that a

seller or buyer who finds himself prejudiced for more than half a just price is likely to have

contributed to his own quandary. Most of the time, Zeiller believes, the prejudice will be the

result of the buyer's or seller's careless attitude (unvorsichtiges Benehmen), who, for that

reason, has to bear part of the burden himself.213 Thus, Zeiller overturns the presumption

of fraud into a presumption of some sort of contributory negligence; the damaged party is

most likely himself to blame for the predicament he finds himself in after the contract's

conclusion.

208 Schulze,  Die  laesio,  p.  102:  'konnten  sich  diese  nicht  dazu  entschliessen,  den  in  jenen  deutlich
werdenden naturrechtlichen Überlegungen zu folgen'.

209 See 6.3.2.
210 As acknowledged by Zeiller,  Commentar,  vol.  3.2,  to  § 923, p.  121:  'Den in entgeldlichen Verträgen

beabsichtiget man Gleichheit des Werthes der zu vertauschenden Gegenstände'.
211 Zeiller, Commentar, vol. 3.1,  p. 141-144.
212 § 935 ABGB; Cf. Zeiller, Commentar, vol. 3.1,  p. 141-146; Nippel, Erläuterung, vol. 6, p. 201.
213 Zeiller, Commentar, vol. 3.1,  p. 143: 'Dass der Verkürzte (ausser dem Falle eines Betruges, § 874) auch

die von dem andern in der Zwischenzeit unverhältnissmässig gezogenen Nutzungen oder Zinsen zurück
fordern könne, sagt das Gesetz nicht; es ist nicht unbillig, dass er, indem ihm, wenn nicht immer, doch in
den  meisten  Fällen  ein  unvorsichtiges  Benehmen  zur  Last  fällt,  einen  Theil  seines  Verschuldens
übernehme (§ 1304)'.
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7.4.4.2 Limitation periods

The  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  has  a  specific  limitation  period  of  three  years,

according to § 1487.214 The ABGB thus brings the remedy's limitation period partly in line

with the periods which apply to breaches of the promisor's safeguarding duties, which

period is fixed on three years for immovables and six months for movables.215 

7.4.4.3 Just price

The  provisions  providing  for  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  refer  to  a  lesion

consisting in more than half the thing's common value (gemeinen Werthe).  Paragraphs

305 and 306 provide that the estimation of the common price should be determined by

looking at what is usual in the time and place in which the bargain was struck. 216 If the

word 'price' in these paragraphs means the same as 'value' in the paragraph describing

the remedy for lesion beyond moiety, the just price must be assessed objectively. Neither

Zeiller nor Nippel properly discuss the matter.217 The more recent commentary of Langer,

however,  does.  It  affirms  that  the  common market  price  should  be  taken  as  point  of

departure to determine whether or not one of the contracting parties had suffered a lesion

beyond moiety.218

7.4.4.4 Extension to lease

Having accepted the remedy for lesion beyond moiety in its fullest form, by means of § 935

the ABGB extends it to all transactions in which both parties have to perform (zweyseitig

verbindlichen Geschäften).219 By doing so, the ABGB goes much further than any other

code hitherto discussed. 

214 § 1487 ABGB: Die Rechte... einen entgeldlichen Vertrag wegen Verletzung über die Hälfte aufzuheben,
oder die vorgenommene Theilung eines gemeinschaftlichen Gutes zu bestreiten;  und die Forderung
wegen einer  bey dem Vertrage unterlaufenen Furcht,  oder eines Irrthumes,  wobey sich der  andere
vertragmachende Theil keiner List schuldig gemacht hat, müssen binnen drey Jahren geltend gemacht
werden. Nach Verlauf dieser Zeit sind sie verjährt; Zeiller, Commentar, vol. 4, p. 245.

215 § 933 ABGB (1811). 
216 § 305 ABGB: Wird eine Sache nach dem Nutzen geschätzt,  den sie mit Rücksicht auf Zeit  und Ort

gewöhnlich und allgemein leistet, so fällt der ordentliche und gemeine Preis aus;... ; § 306 ABGB: In allen
Fällen, wo nichts Anderes entweder bedungen, oder von dem Gesetze verordnet wird, muß bey der
Schätzung einer Sache der gemeine Preis zur Richtschnur genommen werden.

217 Nippel, Erläuterung, p. 198.
218 Klang, Kommentar, vol. 4.1, to § 935 ABGB, p. 558.
219 Zeiller,  Commentar,  vol. 3.1,  p. 141:  'Unser Gesetz gewährt diese Rechtsmittel ordentlicher Weise (§

935) in allen zweyseitig verbindlichen Geschäften, also sowohl bey den entgeldlichen Verträgen... als
anderen entgeldlichen Rechtsgeschäften...'.
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7.5 The Dutch Burgerlijk wetboek (1838)

From 1806 onwards, the young Batavian Republic, the nation state into which the hitherto

sovereign Dutch Provinces were merged, attempted to produce one national civil  code.

However, these attempts came to naught as in the turmoil of Napoleonic expansionism

Napoléon Bonaparte turned the Batavian Republic into a puppet kingdom ruled by his

brother, Louis.  It  was under this king, in  1809,  that  the inhabitants of  the Kingdom of

Holland became acquainted with their first civil code, the Wetboek Napoleon, ingerigt voor

het Koningrijk Holland. It contained  remedies for defects in the thing sold and for lesion

beyond moiety modelled after those in the Code Napoléon of France.220 

Louis'  Kingdom of  Holland,  however, was short-lived. Considering his brother to

'Dutch',  Napoléon  annexed  the  Kingdom  to  France  in  1811  and  had  the  Wetboek

Napoléon  revoked.221 In  1811,  the  French  code civil was promulgated in  what  formed

merely a département of the French Empire. With the withdrawal of French troops in 1813

and the battle-smoke cleared, the liberated Dutch, now united in the sovereign state of the

Netherlands, could again think of their own national code of civil law. From 1814 onwards,

various  committees  worked  on  what  was  to  become  the  Dutch  civil  code.  It  would

nonetheless  last  as  long  as  1838  for  the  Kingdom,  by  then  split  in  half  by  the

independence of Belgium, to witness its own civil code coming into force and replacing to

code civil.222

Despite  the  strong anti-French feelings in  the Netherlands after  the devastating

wars waged by Napoléon, the Dutch Burgerlijk wetboek (Civil code) of 1838 (BW 1838) is

largely modelled after the French Code civil, be it in sometimes doubtful renderings of the

original French.223 It also contains traces of the law of the Dutch Provinces. In particular,

Roman-Dutch  law  was  a  source  of  inspiration  for  the  articles  of  the  BW  1838.224

Nevertheless, the BW's provisions governing defects in the thing sold closely follow the

Code civil's articles based on ius commune- and customary interpretations of the aedilician

edict. Among other things, this includes the provision that the limitation of remedies for

defects in sold objects depends on local custom.225 On the other hand, the remedy for

lesion beyond moiety, which the Code civil still has for sellers of immovables, was left out

of the Dutch code.226 The BW 1838 would remain in force until the promulgation of the New

Dutch civil code in the second half of the 20th century.

220 Wetboek Napoleon, artt. 1414-1422 (remedies for defects), artt. 1446seq. (lesion).
221 Sirks, 'Code Napoléon', p. 324.
222 Sirks, 'Code Napoléon', pp. 324-326; in this chapter I leave aside the various committees and their drafts

for a civil code which appeared since 1814, because they had no decisive influence on the rules in the
BW 1838.

223 Cf. the rendering of the French in art. 1625 Cc to the Dutch of art. 1527 BW (1838).
224 Sirks, 'Code Napoléon', pp.  326-327.
225 Art. 1547 BW 1838.
226 Asser, Het Nederlandsch burgerlijk wetboek vergeleken, p. 507.
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7.5.1 Structure of the Burgerlijk wetboek 1838

Unlike the Code civil, the BW 1838 does not explicitly proffer the commutative character of

contracts in which both parties have to perform. The BW's 1838 drafters omitted the Code

civil's articles 1102 – 1104 Cc, according to Asser, because 'these are merely doctrinal,

familiar to every legal scholar and devoid of any practical effect'.227 Stating thus, Asser

seems  to  acknowledge  that  contracts  in  which  both  parties  have  to  perform  are

commutative and to take the Code civil's natural law roots for granted for the BW 1838 as

well.

The BW's 1838 structure regarding the promisor's duties to safeguard from latent

defects resembles that of the Code civil. In keeping with the French code and unlike the

ALR or ABGB, it does not phrase duties to safeguard from latent defects, encumbrances

and eviction in general terms. The provisions governing the duties to safeguard from latent

defects are placed in the section on the sales contract.228 Of these, article 1510 sums up

the seller's duties. He has to deliver the thing and safeguard it.229 Article 1527, which is a

translation  of  article  1625  Cc,  reads,  similar  to  the  Code  civil,  that  the  BW  1838

distinguishes between safeguarding from eviction and from latent defects.230  What these

duties entail follows in the articles 1528-1539 (eviction) and 1540-1548 (latent defects).  

Besides the remedies for latent defects, the BW 1838 contains remedies for non- or

mal- performance in articles 1279-1288 BW 1838. The line between latent defects and

other instances of breach of contract drawn in this code is thin. As a result, judges at times

held that a buyer of a thing which appeared to be defective would nevertheless have to

bring a remedy for non-performance or vice versa.231 Driven by the wish to end this legal

uncertainty, already soon after the BW's entering into force, Dutch legal scholars urged for

merging  the  remedies  for  non-performance  and  latent  defects  into  one  remedy  for

malperformance (wanprestatie). Yet, such did not happen until the introduction of the New

Dutch Civil  Code in the second half of the 20th century, which is discussed in the last

chapter of this book.232

Finally, another major difference between the Code civil and the BW 1838 is worth

227 Asser, Het Nederlandsch burgerlijk wetboek vergeleken,  p. 478:  'dezelve zijn louter leerstellig, iederen
regtsgeleerde bekend, en geene praktische resultaten teweeg brengen'.

228 In book III, title V, section II, artt. 1540 – 1548 BW 1838.
229 Art. 1510 BW 1838 (= 1603 Cc).
230 Art. 1527: De vrijwaring waartoe de verkooper jegens den kooper gehouden is, heeft twee strekkingen,

namelijk, voor eerst, het rustig en vreedzaam bezit van de verkochte zaak; ten tweede, de verborgene
gebreken dier  zaak,  of dezoodanige die aanleiding geven to vernietiging van den koop ; For a lucid
description  of  the  articles  and  of  their  sometimes  curious,  even  clumsy  rendering  in  Dutch,  see
Opzoomer,  Het burgerlijk wetboek verklaard,  vol. 8, pp. 102ff. E.g. article 1527 mentions 'de strekking
verborgen gebreken te vrijwaren' which makes in English 'the aim to ensure latent defects'. The French
'deux objects' should never have been translated as 'twee strekkingen'.  Having summed op numerous
other flaws, Opzoomer dismisses the article as an 'in a practical sense utterly useless introduction to the
rest of the section (practisch volstrekt onnoodige inleiding tot de rest der afdeeling)'.  

231 Star Busmann gives the example of a horse which appeared younger than the buyer could rightly have
expected.  Rechtbank Groningen nevertheless dismissed a remedy for latent  defects.  Star Busmann,
Verklaring, vol. 5.1, p. 76; Nauta, 'Preadvies', pp. 54-59, 67.

232 See 8.2.
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mentioning. Despite the BW's being based on the natural law idea of commutative justice

in contracts, it does not contain the remedy for lesion beyond moiety in the BW 1838. In

the light of the legal tradition in the Dutch Republic and the Code civil which both accepted

the remedy to a certain degree, this is a remarkable thing. Therefore, due attention will be

paid to the subject in section 7.5.4. 

7.5.2 The Burgerlijk wetboek 1838 on latent defects

“The safeguarding for latent defects in the thing sold', said Beelaerts van Blokland, 'is

completely  in  agreement  with  the  [French]  code  now in  force  and  has  not  raised

objections in the [treatment of the] sections”.233

Though  Carel  Asser  (1780-1836)234 points  at  some  minor  adjustments235,  the  quoted

Member of Parliament was for the major part correct. The BW's 1838 law about latent

defects did not differ much from that in the Code civil. For subjects not discussed here, the

reader is therefore referred to their treatment in the section on the Code civil.

7.5.2.1 Vrijwaring of latent defects in the Burgerlijk wetboek 1838

Though the BW 1838 does not explicitly mention the commutative character of contracts in

which both parties have to perform, it maintains the French garantie, a general duty to the

seller  to  safeguard the absence of defects in sold things,  which duty originated in the

theory of fairness in exchange.236 According to articles 1510 BW 1838, the Dutch seller

has the duty to safeguard (vrijwaring) the goods he sells from defects. The shape this duty

takes to a large degree follows the French model.

7.5.3 Limitation periods

The influence of  the  Code civil  comes clearly to the fore in the BW's arrangement of

limitation of remedies for latent defects. As in the French civil code, the BW dogmatically

separates the duty to safeguard from latent defects from the duty to perform and uses

local custom to determine the limitation periods of the remedies for defects in movables

while  remedies  for  non-performance  expire  in  accordance  with  the  general  rules  on

limitation.237 However, the Dutch regions did not know any local custom pertaining to the

limitation periods for defects.238 Consequently, county judges filled in the article's content.

233 Voorduin,  Geschiedenis  en beginselen,  vol.  5,  p.  186:  “De vrijwaring',  zeide de Heer Beelaerts  van
Blokland,  'wegens  gebreken  aan  de  verkochte  zaak  bevonden,  is  geheel  overeenkomstig  het
tegenwoordig geldend [Fransche] wetboek, en heeft ook geen bedenkingen in de afdelingen ondergaan”.

234 J. van Kuyk, 'Asser, Carel', in: NNBW, vol. 3, pp. 42-44. 
235 Asser, Het Nederlandsch burgerlijk wetboek vergeleken, pp. 517-518. E.g. article 1543 BW 1838 has the

price reduction, which according to the Cc must be assessed by experts, carried out by the judge, after
having been informed by experts; Diephuis, Burgerlijk Regt, vol. 11, p. 315.  

236 Section 7.3.2.1.
237 Art. 1547 BW 1838:  De regtsvordering, voortspruitende uit gebreken die de vernietiging van den koop

ten gevolge hebben, moet door den kooper aangelegd worden binnen eenen korten tijd, overeenkomstig
den aard dier gebreken, en met inachtneming der gebruiken van de plaats alwaar de koop gesloten is;
artt. 2004-2014 BW 1838

238 Sasse van IJsselt,  Vrijwaring,  p. 54:  '... dat naar bekomene inlichtingen in de meeste streken van ons
vaderland geene plaatselijke gebruiken gevonden worden'.
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In  keeping  with  the  demand  for  a  short  term  in  article  1547  most  judges  fixed  both

remedies at a period of six weeks or 40 days.239 Similar to other codes, the BW 1838 no

longer makes the periods depend on the kind of remedy. Both the remedy for returning the

thing and that for price reduction are subject to the same short limitation periods.240  

In keeping with its French model, the BW 1838 considers encumbrances on land a

breach  of  the  seller's  duty  to  safeguard  the  buyer  the  immovable's  unhampered  and

peaceful possession (art. 1527 BW 1838).241 As no specific limitation period is established,

the remedy for such a breach is subject to the general limitation of actions which is 30

years.242 

7.5.4 Lesion beyond moiety (laesio enormis)

Although Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian law had always accepted the possibility  to

rescind a sale because of  lesion beyond moiety243,  the BW 1838 does away with  the

remedy which had for so long faithfully served those in search of their rights.

The objections against accepting the remedy for lesion beyond moiety are the usual

ones, which were already put forward by pre-codification natural law scholars.244 During

the Parliamentary session of 26 January 1825 in which the title on sales of the future BW

1838 was discussed,  Member  of  Parliament  Beelaerts  van Blokland mentions that  he

cannot  agree with  the  view that  the  sales  contract  is  an  exchange of  an  item for  its

corresponding value as expressed in a just price. According to him, sales is an 'agreement

to deliver a thing for an  agreed  price... the essence of this agreement is not value, but

consent'.245 Again Thomasius is dug up in the fight against the remedy for lesion beyond

moiety. Not fairness in exchange but consent should determine the validity of the sale. 246

After this initial  rejection of the early modern idea of how commutative justice governs

239 Sasse van IJsselt, Vrijwaring, pp. 54, 56; Diephuis, Burgerlijk Regt, vol. 11, p. 325.
240 Star Busmann, Verklaring, vol. 5.1, p. 91, note 4; Opzoomer, Het burgerlijk wetboek verklaard, vol. 8, p.

145.
241 Nauta, 'Preadvies', p. 47.
242 Art. 2004 BW 1838  = art. 2262 Cc.
243 As well in doctrine as in legal practice. See 5.3.
244 Loo, Vernietiging, pp. 90-91.
245 Handelingen Tweede Kamer 1824-1825, 28th session, 26 January 1825, p. 211 (retrievable online at

<www.statengeneraaldigitaal.nl>): '...koop is geen verruilen eener zaak tegen gelijke waarde; neen, zij is
eene overeenkomst tot levering eener zaak tegen den  bedongen  prijs..'.  The parliamentary acts here
referred to cover the parliamentary discussion of 1825 on a civil code for a country which at the time
existed of what would become the two separate states of Belgium and the Netherlands. After Belgium
gained independence in 1830, a new discussion of the laesio enormis in the code which was now only to
be in force in the Netherlands does not seem to have taken place. Voorduin in his description of the
travaux préparatoires to the BW 1838 also only refers to the pre-1830 discussion of the subject matter.
Voorduin, Geschiedenis, vol. 5, p. 147.   

246 Perhaps  the friction between the Dutch and Walloon officials also played a part in the decision to abolish
the remedy. Its main adversaries, MP Beelaerts van Blokland and Secretary of Justice Maanen were
Dutch. Its advocates De Secus and Dotrenge Walloons. Telling are Maanen's personal notes in which he
qualifies Dotrenge's arguments in favour of the remedy as 'gibberish'.  See ibidem, p. 213:[Maanen's
summary  of  Dotrenge's  plea]  'De  laesio  ultra  dimidium  is  in  comité-generaal  besloten;  zij  moest
behouden blijven en is nuttig; zij  is overeenkomstig onzen staat van beschaving. Voorts wartaal' ;  cf.
Gordley, 'Equality', p. 1600.
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contracts, Beelaerts van Blokland continues with a string of other objections.247

First, a presumption of fraud in the event someone had received less than half the

thing's just price runs counter to the rule that fraud is not presumed, but has to be proven.

Secondly, it would constitute a breach of good faith, if a seller could reconsider a sale,

even  if  he  had  initially  on  purpose  assented  to  a  very  low  price.  Thirdly,  reiterating

Pufendorf's objection, the remedy does not take into account the absolute proportion  of the

damages incurred.248 Fourthly, because of the absolute criterion of the lesion, one guilder

could make the difference between being granted the rescission of the sale or having to

put up with the situation of having been prejudiced but just not enough. Fifthly, buyers

would see their interests seriously impaired, if a seller could strike a quick bargain only to

rescind the purchase a few years later. Finally, the remedy is more likely to engender

mutual distrust than confidence between contracting parties.249 

Carel Asser (1780-1836)250, in his comparison of the Dutch and French civil codes,

remarks that one only has to cross the Dutch-Belgian southern borders to see to what a

complex, unworkable set of provisions the French Code civil's abiding by the remedy had

produced. Citing Thomasius, he concludes with the statement that the remedy's life had all

been a result of a flawed interpretation of Diocletian's rescript.251 

Yet, almost none of the arguments put forward by Beelaerts van Blokland and Asser

hold  water.  In  particular,  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  is  not  necessarily

incompatible with the sale's contract being rooted in consent, since if free consent makes

a  contract  valid,  it  must  necessarily  follow  that  flawed  consent  impairs  the  contract's

validity. A prejudice of more than half the thing's value can be considered as a presumption

of such an error, so that the remedy to rescind because of a disproportionate price is not at

all  difficult  to rhyme with the contractual  freedom which supposedly governs the sales

contract. Indeed, as observed earlier, such was the ALR's approach to the matter, which

grounded the remedy for lesion beyond moiety in error. The Dutch drafters, however, failed

to grasp this point or deliberately ignored it.  

Other objections were already refuted in Portalis' defence of the remedy or by the

Code  civil's  content.252 First,  Beelaert  van  Blokland's  and  Asser's  contention  that  the

presumption of fraud opposes the rule that fraud has to be proven seems to confound

presumption with  proof.  Portalis  and other  adherents of  the remedy for  lesion beyond

moiety considered a prejudice of more than half the thing's just value sufficient  proof of

fraud. It is to opponents of the remedy to convincingly argue why such is not the case,

something which Beelaerts van Blokland does not do. 

The second objection against the remedy for lesion beyond moiety was rooted in

the fear of leaving agreed contracts uncertain as regards their validity. This, however, is an

247 Also in Asser, Het Nederlandsch burgerlijk wetboek vergeleken, pp. 507seq.
248 See 6.3.1.
249 Handelingen Tweede Kamer 1824-1825, 28th session, 26 January 1825, pp. 211-212.
250 J. van Kuyk, 'Asser, Carel', in: NNBW, pp. 42-44.
251 Asser, Het Nederlandsch burgerlijk wetboek vergeleken, p. 511.
252 See 7.3.4.
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exaggerated  exposition  of  how  the  remedy  works  out  in  practice.  Parties  can  only

reconsider a sale in the event of a huge prejudice, so for the majority of contracts an

impending rescission is out of the question. Moreover, parties who transact a thing of high

value can take legal precautions against the other party coming back on the agreement,

for example, by stipulating an exoneration clause. 

Thirdly,  the  argument  that  one  guilder  can  make  an  intolerable  difference  is

unconvincing, since every remedy comes with a thin line between facts which allow for the

remedy and facts that do not. 

The fourth objection, however, is not explicitly refuted by either Portalis or the Code

civil's provisions. It has to be admitted that the limit drawn by the Code civil 7/12's is rather

arbitrary and does not come to terms with the flaw that a lesion can in absolute numbers

be highly prejudicial, but yet not enable the injured party to bring the remedy for lesion

beyond moiety.

Against the fifth objection that parties to a contract can come back on what they

agreed on, adherents to the remedy can point at the limitation to which the remedy is

subjected. The possibility to reconsider an agreement is limited in time.

Finally, Beelaerts van Blokland's contention that the remedy would engender mutual

distrust  instead  of  reducing  it  is  hard  to  understand.  It  is  not  difficult  to  imagine  that

someone who agrees on a disproportionate price knows that what he does is likely to harm

the  other  party.  Hence,  a  dubious  disposition  is  already  present  irrespective  of  the

consequences  such  behaviour  may  have.  That  is  exactly  why  some  early  modern

theologians considered lesion beyond moiety a proof of fraudulent behaviour. Furthermore,

a party that knows that hard bargaining comes with a price will refrain from such actions

which are not likely to be in the other party's interest.

Be that as it may, despite the feebleness of most of the arguments which were put

forward during the draft's discussion, the remedy for lesion beyond moiety was denied a

place in the BW 1838, as 'it would be contrary to all reasonable principles to avoid a sale

for the sole reason of prejudice, without this prejudice being accompanied by fraud...'.253  

253 'Het strijdt echter tegen alle gezonde beginselen, om eenen koop en verkoop voor enkele benadeeling te
kunnen  vernietigen,  zonder  dat  die  met  bedrog  is  gepaard  gegaan...',  so  according  to the  Dutch
government. Quoted in Voorduin, Geschiedenis, vol. 5, p. 147; Hallebeek, 'De iustum pretium-leer', p. 8.
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7.6 The Código civil Español (1889)

Spain, and Castile in particular, had known a rich tradition of statute-promulgating Kings

and Queens.  At  the  dawn of  what  is  generally  acknowledged as  the  codification  era,

Castile  had already experienced the  birth  of  various statutes  which  provided rules for

remedies for defects in the thing sold.254 The last of these was the Novísima Recopilación

(1805), which was promulgated at the eleventh hour before the revolutionary storm which

had broken out in France would likewise overwhelm Spain's Antiguo Régimen.255

However, it would still take some time before Spain acquired its own national civil

code.256 In  1843,  with  the  introduction  of  a  'Comission  of  State  for  Codification',  a

cumbersome period began of preparatory efforts for a Spanish civil code. A first draft was

produced in 1851. Finally, with the promulgation of the Código civil (henceforth: Código) in

1889, a statute entered into force which, in accordance with the prevailing  laissez faire

attitude, strongly emphasized the importance of keeping contracts intact.257 

The  Código's  emphasis on legal certainty clashed with the perceived workings of

the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. In the third chapter of this study, it was argued that in

Castile's legal practice this remedy had gradually ousted the remedies for latent defects

based on the aedilician edict as the most important means to remedy a sale in which the

seller had delivered a defective object.258 The Código presents a shift in legal thinking in

this regard. Its most influential drafter Florencia García Goyena (1783-1855) put the use of

particular remedies for latent defects again back into the limelight of sales law. Though

since the Siete Partidas the use of aedilician-inspired remedies had been left in the black

books, in the Código they again take over the role as the preferred method for remedying

latent defects. As presently discussed, according to the Código's provisions the only post-

delivery grounds for rescission of a contract between adults are eviction, latent defects, or

burdens on the sold thing. A lesion beyond moiety no longer constitutes a separate ground

to rescind a contract.259 

7.6.1 Structure of the Código civil

The Código's structure is roughly based on the French Code civil.  General provisions on

the law of obligations which touch upon matters discussed in this book appear in 4.1.4-6.

The Código copies the Code civil's provisions on la garantie in sales in section 4.4.1 and

254 See 3.2.1.
255 Tomás y Valiente, Manual, pp. 401ff.
256 Tomás y Valiente, Manual, pp. 483ff.
257 Artículo 1293 Código: Ningún contrato se rescindirá por lesión, fuera de los casos mencionados en los

números  1.º  y  2.º  del  artículo  1.291;  Tomas  y  Valiente,  Manual,  pp.  414-417:  [about  Spain's
implementation  of  measures  to  liberalize  the  economy]  'De  estos  principios  teóricos  legalmente
protegidos se derivaron dos fundamentales consecuencias jurídicas: Primera, que el contrato de trabajo
agrario  o  industrial  deberá  concertarse  entre  dos  individuos,  el  empresario  y  el  trabajador,  sin
intervención  de  terceros  y  sin  fijación  por  parte  del  Estado  de  condiciones  mínimas  de  jornal  ni
educación'. 

258 See 3.5.
259 However, in some regions local custom in which the remedy was accepted remained in force. See Tomás

y Valiente, Manual, pp. 491-492. 
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3, articles 1461 and 1474 respectively. The seller's duty to  saneamiento  in the  Código

strongly resembles the French garantie. Articles 1484-1492, which deal with the content of

saneamiento,  are the equivalent  of  the  Code civil's  articles 1641-1649.  Article 1583 in

section 4.3.1 extends the seller's duty to saneamiento to the lessor. Articles 1475-1482 are

about  eviction  and  article  1483  deals  with  the  seller's  liability  for  encumbrances  on

immovables. In addition to the seller's safeguarding duties the  Código  states a duty to

perform in article 1096 (cumplimiento).260 Article 1293 in section 4.5 explicitly denies a

general remedy for lesion beyond moiety.   

7.6.2 The Código civil on latent defects

With regard to how the seller's duties are shaped, the Código follows a pattern similar to

what we  have observed earlier in the Code civil. Largely modelled after the French Code,

the  Código likewise  coins  an  overarching  concept  which  covers  most  instances  of

malperformance, be it only for sales and, unlike its French model, explicitly for lease. More

akin  to  the  Code  civil's  garantie  than  to  the  ALR's  Gewährleistung,  the  Código's

saneamiento is only a duty for the seller and, by extension, for the lessor.261 The Código

does not extend a safeguarding duty to a broad category of promisors or givers as in the

ALR and ABGB.262

7.6.2.1 Saneamiento in the Código civil

Similar to the Code civil, the Código divided the seller's safeguarding duty in two parts.263

First,  the  seller  has  to  ensure  the  buyer  unhampered  possession  of  his  purchase.

Secondly, the seller has to safeguard against latent defects.264 Manresa y Navarro (1818-

1905), a judge of Spain's Tribunal Supremo and commentator of the Código, explains this

duty by stating that the price paid has to equal the thing received. That can only be the

case, if the price corresponds with the thing's fitness for the use to which it is normally put.

Eviction, encumbrances and latent defects impede the object's use, thus rendering the

object's value unequal to the price paid for an object thought fit for its purpose. Manresa y

Navarro uses distinct natural law terminology here. However, this does not prevent him

from condemning that other famous natural law remedy, the remedy for lesion beyond

260 Art.  1096  Código:  Cuando  lo  que  deba  entregarse  sea  una  cosa  determinada,  el  acreedor,
independientemente del derecho que le otorga el artículo 1.101, puede compeler al deudor a que realice
la entrega...

261 Art. 1461 Código (= art. 1603 Cc):  El vendedor está obligado a la entrega y saneamiento de la cosa
objeto de la venta.

262 See 7.2.2.1 (ALR) and 7.4.2.1 (ABGB).
263 Art.  1474 Código (= art.  1625 Cc):  En virtud del saneamiento a que se refiere el  artículo 1.461, el

vendedor responderá al comprador: 1.º De la posesión legal y pacífica de la cosa vendida. 2.º De los
vicios o defectos ocultos que tuviere; Manresa y Navarro, Commentarios, vol. 10, p. 173. 

264 Art.  1474 Código;  art.  1484  Código  (≈ 1641):  El  vendedor  estará  obligado  al  saneamiento  por  los
defectos ocultos que tuviere la cosa vendida, si la hacen impropia para el uso a que se la destina, o si
disminuyen de tal modo este uso que, de haberlos conocido el comprador, no la habría adquirido o
habría  dado  menos  precio  por  ella;  pero  no  será  responsable  de  los  defectos  manifiestos  o  que
estuvieren a la vista, ni tampoco de los que no lo estén, si el comprador es un perito que, por razón de
su oficio o profesión, debía fácilmente conocerlos.
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moiety, as will be demonstrated later on in this chapter.265 

7.6.3 Limitation periods

Unlike codes earlier discussed, the Código opts for a short, six-month period in which both

the remedy for rescission and price reduction have to be brought.266 Yet, this is only half

the story. Similar  to  the  Code civil before its  2005 revision,  the  Código has a special

arrangement concerning the sale of animals. The actio redhibitoria for particular defects in

animals dies after 40 days, if local custom does not rule otherwise.267 

Furthermore, article 1483 of the Código provides a distinct limitation period of one

year for rescission or two years for a reduction of price, if the immovable appears to be

burdened with servitudes or other encumbrances.268 

Finally, the  Código de civil  brings the knowing seller also within the scope of the

remedies  for  breach of  safeguarding  duties.269 It  is  argued  that  the  seller's  fraudulent

behaviour induced the buyer to erroneously enter into buying a defective item.270 As a

result, a buyer has to be rather quick and bring a claim against a seller who knowingly sold

a  defective  thing  within  six  months.  This  is  a  notable  difference  from  ius  commune--

doctrine, according to which a remedy was available for 30 years.271 

Spain's Código is much clearer in its arrangements of the seller's liability for defects in and

265 Manresa y Navarro, Commentarios, vol. 10, p. 173.
266 Art.  1490 Códigol:  Las acciones que emanan de lo dispuesto en los cinco artículos precedentes se

extinguirán a los seis meses, contados desde la entrega de la cosa vendida; Goyena, Concordancias,
vol. 3, p. 402; Manresa y Navarro, Commentarios, vol. 10, p. 243: [citing G. Goyena]...una vez conocidos
éstos [vicios ó defectos]  no se descubre razón para la diversidad del tiempo ó términos en que el
comprador haya de manifestar su voluntad y usar de su derecho'. 

267 Art. 1496 Código: La acción redhibitoria que se funde en los vicios o defectos de los animales, deberá
interponerse dentro de cuarenta días, contados desde el de su entrega al comprador, salvo que, por el
uso en cada localidad, se hallen establecidos mayores o menores plazos..;  cf.  art.  1648 Cc and its
interpretation in 7.3.3.

268 Art. 1483 Código: ... Durante un año, a contar desde el otorgamiento de la escritura, podrá el comprador
ejercitar la acción rescisoria o solicitar la indemnización. Transcurrido el año, sólo podrá reclamar la
indemnización dentro de un período igual, a contar desde el día en que haya descubierto la carga o
servidumbre. 

269 Art. 1487 Código (≈ art. 1647, first part, Cc):  Si la cosa vendida se perdiere por efecto de los vicios
ocultos,  conociéndolos el vendedor, sufrirá éste la pérdida,  y deberá restituir  el  precio y abonar los
gastos del contrato, con los daños y perjuicios. Si no los conocía, debe sólo restituir el precio y abonar
los gastos del contrato que hubiese pagado el comprador; art. 1488 Código (≈ art. 1647, second part,
Cc) :  Si la cosa vendida tenía algún vicio oculto al tiempo de la venta, y se pierde después por caso
fortuito o por culpa del comprador, podrá éste reclamar del vendedor el precio que pagó, con la rebaja
del valor que la cosa tenía al tiempo de perderse. Si el vendedor obró de mala fe, deberá abonar al
comprador los daños e intereses; Manresa y Navarro,  Commentarios,  vol. 10, p. 238:  'En uno y otro
supuesto,  para  discernir  la  responsabilidades  que  procedan,  entraña  un  decisivo  interés  para  la
apreciación de la buena ó mala fe del vendedor, pues si bien su responsabilidad siempre se da, la
extensión de la misma debe variar en buenos principios, según que aparezca ó no el dolo como carácter
y modalidad de su conducta'. 

270 Manresa y Navarro,  Commentarios,  vol. 10, p. 239:  '...vicio occulto que, si bien no llegó á causar su
pérdida,  originó  de una parte  el  error  del  comprador, causado por  la  mala fe  del  vendedor que á
sabiendas ocultó el vicio, y  de otra puso de manifiesto que la cosa no valía lo que por ella se dió'.

271 According to the Código the remedy for fraud would have lasted for four years. See art. 1101 jo. 1301
Código.
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encumbrances on the thing sold than the French Code civil. First, as mentioned above, the

general description of the duty of saneamiento distinguishes between a duty to safeguard

from legal encumbrances on the object sold and eviction.272 Consequently, both duties

receive a separate treatment. Eviction is expounded in articles 1475-1482 and liability for

encumbrances in  article  1483.  The  latter  mentions a  limitation  period  of  one year  for

rescission or two years for compensation for damages, which specific limitation 'is not

provided for in any other code', as Goyena remarks.273 The reason for its adoption was that

a short limitation would give more certainty concerning the immovables' legal status than

the long 10-year period which applies to eviction.274

7.6.4 Lesion beyond moiety (laesio enormis)

Castile had known a long tradition of statutes which had assigned an important place to

the remedy for  lesion beyond moiety. The  Siete Partidas,  perhaps the most  influential

statute in the long run, applied the remedy in its most extended version to the alienation of

all objects, movables as well as immovables, and to both buyer and seller.275 Also in the

Royal Chancery's 16th  century jurisprudence the remedy appeared to be the number one

remedy to attack a sales, no matter what facts had caused the discrepancy between price

paid and thing received.276 

This was still the case at the time Spain's codification project started. Since 1812,

the highest appellate court of Spain277, the Tribunal supremo de justicia (Supreme Court)

based its verdicts on the  Novíssima Recopilación  (1804),  which statute provided for a

remedy for lesion beyond moiety in its fullest form.278 Its 19th century case law prior to the

Código's promulgation  demonstrates the Court's  acceptance of  the remedy for  lesion

beyond moiety and the remarkable absence of the remedies for latent defects.279

272 Art. 1474 Código (≈ 1641 Cc).
273 Art. 1483 Código (≈ 1638 Cc): ...Durante un año, a contar desde el otorgamiento de la escritura, podrá el

comprador ejercitar la acción rescisoria o solicitar la indemnización.  Transcurrido el año, sólo podrá
reclamar la indemnización dentro de un período igual, a contar desde el día en que haya descubierto la
carga o servidumbre...; Goyena,  Concordancias,  vol. 3, p. 395:  'En ninguno de los otros Códigos se
halla prescrito término especial...'.

274 Goyena, Concordancias, vol. 3, p. 395, vol. 4, p. 324.
275 SP 5.5.56; Goyena, Concordancias, vol. 3, p. 178. See 3.4.4.
276 See 3.5.
277 <http://www.poderjudicial.es> tribunal supremo > información insitucional > Historia del TS > .
278 NR 10.1.2:  Si el vendedor ó comprador de la cosa dixere, que fue engañado en mas de la mitad del

justo precio...mandamos que el comprador sea tenido de suplir el precio derecho que valia la cosa al
tiempo que fue comprada, ó de la dexar al vendedor tornándole el precio que rescibió, y el vendedor
debe tornar al comprador lo demas del derecho prescio que le llevó ó de tomar la cosa que vendió, y
tornar el precio que recibió: y esto mismo debe ser guardado en las rentas y en los cambio, y en los
otros contratos semejables; y que haya lugar esta ley en todos los contratos sobredichos, aunque se
haga por almoneda del dia que hueren hechos fasta en quatro años, y no despues.

279 'Sentencias', in:  Colección legislativa,  1863, no. 272, p. 922; idem, 1863, no. 282, p. 953; idem, 1864,
vol. 1, no. 215, p. 742 (limitation of four years); idem, 1864, vol. 2, no. 29, p. 88 and no. 89, p. 298; idem,
1866, vol. 1, no. 280, p. 1067; idem, 1866, vol. 2, no. 140, p. 550 (This case reveals that the just price
was determined by experts whose appointment was agreed on by both parties.  'recibido el  pleito a
prueba en 26 de Setiembre de dicho año 1864, por peritos de nombramiento de las partes se tasó en 29
Noviembre del mismo año... la casa en 7188 reales...'); idem, 1868, vol. 2, no. 125, p. 539; idem, 1869,
vol. 1, no. 113, p. 550. In the latter cases cited, the Supreme Court considered the question whether
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Given this history, the least likely occurrence came to pass in 1889. 'The Committee

[of 1851], seeing so much disagreement of and conflicts among the various Codes and

weighing up the pros and cons concerning the two aspects of justice and convenience,

finally decided to dismiss this kind of rescission', so Goyena remarks.280 Spain, the cradle

of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety applied in its fullest scope, has to do completely

without in its Código civil.281 

Similar to the debate in the Netherlands, among the objections raised by Goyena

are those once put forward by Pufendorf and Thomasius. The criteria used to establish a

lesion  beyond  moiety  Goyena  considers  arbitrary,  the  theory  of  dolus  in  re  ipsa

unconvincing, and the just price impossible to determine. Finally, Goyena changes his tune

somewhat to that of a 19th century laissez faire liberal. He contends that, if one allows the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety in the case of immovables, it would be inconsistent to

exclude  it  from  movables.  However,  seeing  that  the  majority  of  transactions  concern

movables,  the  possibility  of  reconsidering  contracts  concluded  about  movables  would

create chaos and the ruin of industry and commerce.282 'This source [of judicial  strive]

remains filled up', Goyena assuredly concludes.283 

Manresa  y  Navarro  also  rejects  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  in  the

strongest terms. 'Lesion really is an evident economic absurdity, defended with reference

to an erroneous idea of equity'.284 To Manresa y Navarro the difficulties lie in the seemingly

problematic estimation of the just price. Furthermore, he senses arbitrariness in granting a

remedy  to  a  party  prejudiced  for  one  penny  more  than  half  the  item's  just  price  but

withholding it from one who lacked a penny for his prejudice being able to qualify as lesion

beyond moiety. Therefore, in keeping with local custom which adhered to the maxim that 'a

thing is worth so much as it can be sold for', article 1293 explicitly denies a remedy for

there was a lesion beyond moiety as a purely practical matter (cuestión de hecho) and as such not
admissible to revision in appeal. Perhaps that is the reason why later case law reports - I checked until
1871 - no longer contain cases about the remedy. In all  studied reports the search terms  acciones
personales,  contrato,  obligaciones, vicios,  saneamiento,  redhibitoria,  quanti  minoris,  compraventa  or
venta yielded no examples of remedies specifically meant for latent defects.

280 Goyena,  Concordancias,  vol. 3, p. 180:  'La Comision, en vista de tanta discordancia y contradicción
entre los Códigos, y pesado el pro y contra bajo el doble aspecto de justicia y conveniencia, se decidió
al fin por rechazar esta especie de rescisión'.

281 This does not alter the fact that local custom could still apply the remedy for lesion beyond moiety, seeing
that the  Código civil was a subsidiary source of law, as follows from article 5 of the  Ley the Bases.
Manresa y Navarro inserted this law in its entirety in his Commentarios, vol. 1, pp. 1ff; cf. 'Sentencias', in:
Colección legislativa, 1864, vol. 2, no. 89, p. 298. Catalan law was applied in this case, which took the
remedy for lesion beyond moiety from the subsidiary ius commune; Becker is imprecise when he asserts
that articles 1293 and 1294 of the Código are about the remedy for lesion beyond moiety in general. In
accordance with article 1291, they only apply to contracts which involve tutors or absentees. On the
whole, Becker appears to have missed the  Código's subsidiary character in relation with the regional
fueros. Cf. Becker, Die Lehre, p. 150.

282 Goyena, Concordancias, vol. 3, p. 181: 'Y no olvideis, que las ventas y negociaciones industriales son
hoy día mas importantes que las de los bienes inmuebles: si no envolveis en la rescision las primeras,
sois inconsiguientes: si las envolveis, introduscis el caos: matais la industria y el comercio'.

283 Goyena, Concordancias, vol. 3, p. 181: 'este manantial queda cegado'.
284 Manresa y Navarro,  Commentarios,  vol.  8,  p.  740:  'La  lesión es,  en efecto,  un absurdo económico

evidente, defendido por una idea errónea de la equidad'.
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lesion beyond moiety. Pufendorff's criticism evidently resounds.285  Finally,  Manresa  y

Navarro criticises the view that a lesion beyond moiety is an instance of error, sc. that an

enormous prejudice is an indication that one of the parties erred with regard to thing's

price. We observed earlier that the ALR's drafters Svarez and Klein defended this view.286

In Manresa y Navaro's opinion, however, error results in a contract being null, so that there

is no need to rescind it.287 

These  and  other  alleged  inconsistencies  in  the  pleas  of  the  advocates  of  the

remedy highly discredited the institution, which was accordingly left  out of  the  Código.

Articles 1291 and 1293 explicitly  state that  no contract  shall  be rescinded because of

lesion,  except  those  concluded  under  certain  circumstances  by  guardians  who  had

refrained from consulting the family council, and representatives.288

285 Manresa y Navarro,  Commentarios,  vol.  8, pp. 740-741:  'Es un aburdo económico porque niega las
variaciones enormes del precio, empeñándose en fijar sus oscilaciones alrededor de un justo límite,
imposible de determinar. En el orden jurídico, ..., conducía á la arbitrariedad, permitiendo ó no, que se
rescindieran los contratos por unos céntimos de diferencia...[741] no deja de tener apoyo en el derecho
patrio foral, en el axioma aeptado en Aragón: Tantum valet res quantum vendi potest'; for Pufendorff's
view see 6.3.1.

286 See 7.2.4.
287 Manresa y Navarro,  Commentarios,  vol.  8,  p.  741:  'Pero lo  más extraño es que no se redujera la

influencia de la lesión á determinar una acción rescisoria, sino que se la elevase al rango de un vicio del
consentimiento, en cuanto supone, según sus defensores, un error como base de aquél... Bajo este
critero la lesión éra causa de nulidad, no simplemente de rescisión...'.

288 Art. 1293: Ningún contrato se rescindirá por lesión, fuera de los casos mencionados en los números 1.º
y 2.º del artículo 1.291; Art. 1291: Son rescindibles: 1.º Los contratos que pudieren celebrar los tutores
sin autorización del consejo de familia, siempre que las personas a quienes representan hayan sufrido
lesión en más de la cuarta parte del valor de las cosas que hubiesen sido objeto de aquéllos. 2.º Los
celebrados en representación de los ausentes, siempre que éstos hayan sufrido la lesión a que se
refiere el número anterior...
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7.7 The Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch (1900)

In 1814, Anton Thibaut published a pamphlet  Über die Notwendigkeit eines allgemeinen

bürgerlichen Rechts in Deutschland. In it he called for a national German codification that

should unite the patchwork of German states which increasingly obstructed the Empire's

economic  and  political  growth.  Thibaut's  plans,  however, met  with  severe  criticism by

Savigny, so that the German aspirations to come to a national civil code were put on the

back burner. 

Being less politically precarious, the project for a commercial code for all regions

which were part of the German Confederation did  culminate in the promulgation of the

Allgemeine Deutsche Handelsgesetzbuch (HGB)  in 1861.289 Though the HGB concerns

sales between professional merchants290, for which reason its extensive treatment does

not fit well into the comparative investigation of this book, some of its provisions are worth

mentioning. First, the HGB provides one remedy for all defects in the sold thing with one

limitation period; the six-month aedilician period for returning the thing.291 Furthermore, the

HGB  explicitly  rejects  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety.292 According  to  Koch,  a

commentator to the ALR and HGB, the main reason for this abolition was that merchants

are presumed to possess thorough knowledge about the value of what they trade.293

These two features of the HGB are a precursor to what was to become the law

about defects in the thing sold in the future German civil code. Since Thibaut's pamphlet

and despite Savigny's opposition, efforts to come to a civil code had always continued.

The proclamation of the German Empire in 1871 provided a major impetus; a national civil

code perfectly suited Bismarck's agenda for nation building. Consequently, in 1873 a first

committee was formed to do the preparatory work. Nevertheless, it was not before 1887

that  a  first  draft  was  published,  which  was,  however,  dismissed  as  antisocial  and

professorial. The Reichstag discussed a slightly modified second draft in 1895 and 1896.

On 1 January 1900, this one entered into force as the Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch (BGB) for

the young German empire.294 

These following sections discuss the BGB's law concerning liability for breach of

safeguarding duties in sales, in the first decades in which it was in force. Investigation of

commentaries to the BGB's provisions and contemporary legal doctrine form the major

input.  It  can be observed that  the BGB, compared to the codes previously discussed,

clearly chose its own path. In 2002 a major revision of the code's law of obligations

was given effect. This  Schuldrechtsreform  and the implications it had for the law about

289 Wieacker, Privatrechtsgeschichte, p. 462.
290 Art. 4 jo. art. 272 HGB. 
291 Art. 349 HGB: 'Der Mangel der vertragsmäßigen oder gesetzmäßigen Beschaffenheit der Waare kann

von dem Käufer nicht geltend gemacht werden, wenn derselbe erst nach Ablauf von sechs Monaten seit
der Ablieferung an den Käufer entdeckt worden ist'; Koch, Handelsgesetzbuch, p. 353, note 33.

292 Art. 286 HGB: 'Wegen übermäßiger Verletzung, insbesondere wegen Verletsung über die Hälfte, können
Handelsgeschäfte nicht angefochten werden'.

293 Koch,  Handelsgesetzbuch,  p.  298,  note  41:  'Der  Grund des  Artikels,  daß man bei  Kaufleuten  eine
gründliche Kenntniß des Werthes der verkauften Sache voraussetzen könne... '.

294 Wieacker, Privatrechtsgeschichte, pp. 468-472.
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latent defects will be discussed in chapter eight. If not indicated otherwise, the version of

the BGB referred to in the present chapter is that of 1900.

7.7.1 Structure of the Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch 

The structure of the BGB is much less inspired by natural law theory than that of the ALR.

Though the BGB has titles in which general principles of contract law are posited, the duty

to safeguard a recipient from third-party claims, encumbrances and latent defects in a

thing exchanged for money is not accepted in a general sense for all contracts in which

both parties have to perform but for sales only.295 Consequently, the major part of the rules

governing the exchange of a defective thing for money have to be looked for in the parts of

the BGB which are about the sales contract. 

Sales is arranged in the second book, chapter seven, first  title,  of  the BGB. An

important thing to note is that the BGB strictly distinguishes between the seller's duty to

safeguard  from defects  and  his  duty  to  safeguard  the  buyer  the  thing's  unhampered

possession. The former duty is formulated in §§ 459-493. Paragraphs 434-436 state the

seller's  duty to ensure to  the buyer  that  the object is  free from third-party  claims and

encumbrances.296 It appears that the limitation, damages and scope of the latter remedies

are determined by the provisions in  the general  parts  of  the BGB on obligations.  For

example, their limitation answers to the provisions in chapter five in which the standard

period of limitation is fixed for 30-years.297 Contrariwise, the remedies accompanying the

seller's duty to safeguard from latent defects (Gewährleistung) have their own particular

provisions regarding limitation, damages and scope.298 

295 The same held for Windscheid's first draft of the BGB. See Entwurf, § 381 BGB, p. 85: Wer sich durch
Vertrag zur Veräußerung einer Sache verpflichtet, haftet dem Erwerber dafür, dass die Sache in dem
Zeitpunkte, in welchem die Gefahr auf den Erwerber übergeht, die zugesicherten Eigenschaften hat. Der
Veräußerer haftet dafür, dass die Sache in demselben Zeitpunkte nicht solche Mängel hat, welche den
Werth oder die Tauglichkeit derselben zu dem gewöhnlichen oder nach dem Vertrage vorausgesetzten
Gebrauche aufheben oder mindern. Eine unerhebliche Minderung des Werthes oder der Tauglichkeit
kommt nicht in Betracht.

296 § 434 BGB: Der Verkäufer ist verpflichtet, dem Käufer den verkauften Gegenstand frei von Rechten zu
verschaffen, die von Dritten gegen den Käufer geltend gemacht werden können;  § 435: Der Verkäufer
eines Grundstücks oder eines Rechtes an einem Grundstück ist verpflichtet, im Grundbuch eingetragene
Rechte,  die  nicht  bestehen,  auf  seine  Kosten  zur  Löschung  zu  bringen,  wenn  sie  im  Falle  ihres
Bestehens das dem Käufer zu verschaffende Recht beeinträchtigen würden. Das Gleiche gilt bei dem
Verkauf eines Schiffes oder eines Rechtes an einem Schiffe für die im Schiffsregister eingetragenen
Rechte;  §  436:  Der  Verkäufer  eines  Grundstücks  haftet  nicht  für  die  Freiheit  des  Grundstücks  von
öffentlichen Abgaben und von anderen öffentlichen Lasten, die zur Eintragung in das Grundbuch nicht
geeignet sind. 

297 § 195 BGB: Die regelmäßige Verjährungsfrist beträgt dreißig Jahre; Leske, Vergleichende Darstellung,
vol. 1, §57, p. 189: 'Abweichend vom ALR unterliegt nach dem BGB der Gewährleistungsanspruch des
Käufers wegen eines Mangels im Rechte der gewöhnlichen Verjährungsfrist'. 

298 § 459 BGB:  Der Verkäufer einer Sache haftet dem Käufer dafür, daß sie zu der Zeit, zu welcher die
Gefahr auf den Käufer übergeht, nicht mit Fehlern behaftet ist, die den Werth oder die Tauglichkeit zu
dem gewöhnlichen oder dem nach dem Vertrage vorausgesetzten Gebrauch aufheben oder mindern.
Eine unerhebliche Minderung des Werthes oder der Tauglichkeit kommt nicht in Betracht. Der Verkäufer
haftet auch dafür, daß die Sache zur Zeit des Ueberganges der Gefahr die zugesicherten Eigenschaften
hat; §462 BGB:  Wegen eines Mangels, den der Verkäufer nach den Vorschriften der §§. 459, 460 zu
vertreten hat, kann der Käufer Rückgängigmachung des Kaufes (Wandelung) oder Herabsetzung des
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7.7.2 The Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch on latent defects

As observed  earlier,  the  BGB argues  from a  strict  division  between  safeguarding  the

thing's  unhampered  possession  and  safeguarding  from  latent  defects.  In  doing  so,  it

follows the views formulated in the first draft299 by Windscheid (1817-1892).300 The BGB

consequently treats the duty to safeguard from third-party claims, including encumbrances,

and the duty to safeguard from latent defects as two different institutions.301 Underlying

Windscheid's views was Savigny's,  who had emphasised the difference between error

caused by a defect in the thing bought and eviction. In the first case the contract, though

erroneously agreed to, has been carried out correctly. The item sold has been delivered

and the seller could not have done otherwise.302 Eviction, however, was not an instance of

error but of non-performance (Nichterfüllung),  viz. the contract has not been carried out

properly. Unlike the duty to safeguard from defects, Savigny considered safeguarding the

thing's unhampered possession a contractual duty.303 This rather finical distinction induced

future  drafters  of  the  BGB  to  further  develop  two  safeguarding  duties  in  a  possibly

dogmatically sound but  complicated framework.

7.7.2.1 Gewährleistung in the Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch

As a result, the concept of Gewährleistung used by the BGB is more narrowly defined than

that of the ALR or ABGB. In the BGB, it only comprises the duty to safeguard the buyer

from defects in the thing sold. The seller's liability for third-party claims and encumbrances

is otherwise dealt with. This has its consequences for the limitation periods assigned to the

remedies which buyers could bring when one of these duties was breached, which issue

will now be treated at greater length.   

vertreten hat, kann der Käufer Rückgängigmachung des Kaufes (Wandelung) oder Herabsetzung des
Kaufpreises (Minderung) verlangen;  §481 BGB:  Für den Verkauf von Pferden, Eseln, Mauleseln und
Maulthieren, von Rindvieh, Schafen und Schweinen gelten die Vorschriften der §§. 459 bis 467, 469 bis
480 nur insoweit, als sich nicht aus den §§. 482 bis 492 ein Anderes ergiebt. 

299 Motive,  vol.  2,  §  370,  p.  211:  'Der  Entwurf  behandelt  die  Verpflichtung  zur  Gewährleistung  des
veräusserten Rechtes (§§ 370ff.)  und diejenige zur Gewährleistung wegen Mängel der veräusserten
Sache (§§ 381ff.), abweichend vom preuss. Rechte (preuss ALR. I, 5, §§ 317, 318ff., I, 11, §§ 136ff.) und
vom dem österr. GB (§§ 922, 923, 932), durchaus als zwei, nach Inhalt und Rechtsmitteln verschiedene
Rechtsinstitute'.

300 E. Landsberg, 'Windscheid, Bernhard', in: ADB 43 (1898), pp. 423-425.
301 Leske, Vergleichende Darstellung, vol. 1, § 60, p. 193; Mugdan, Materialien, vol. 2, § 370, p. 116.
302 If the sale was of a thing in kind. In the event of sale of fungibles, the seller should deliver things of the

same type without defects.
303 Savigny, System, vol. 3, Beylage 8, no. 11, p. 358, note b:  'Denn der Wahre Grund der Klage ist hier

nicht der Irrthum, sondern der nicht gehörig erfülte Kauf'; cf. Dernburg, Pandekten, vol. 2, § 97, p. 267:
'Ausserdem aber hat er [sc. the seller] die s.g. exceptio evictionis imminentis, wenn ihm zwar erfüllt ist,
wenn ihm aber Eviktion droht'; similarly Windscheid, Pandekten, vol. 2, § 389, p. 486: 'Der Verkäufer ist
verpflichtet, dafür zu sorgen, daß der Käufer die Kaufsache habe... Zur Erfüllung dieser Verpflichtung ist
nicht erforderlich die Verschaffung des Rechts am Kaufgegenstand'; idem, 2, § 391, fn. 32, p. 507: 'durch
die Entwehrung [eviction] werde nicht sowohl ein neuer Anspruch begründet, als vielmehr herausgestellt,
daß der dem Käufer aus dem Kaufe erwachsene Anspruch unerfüllt sei'.
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7.7.3 Limitation periods

Regarding the limitation of the remedies for a breach of Gewährleistung, Dernburg (1829-

1907)304 made the following observation.

'Die kürze Verjährung der Klagen wegen Mängel der Kaufsache hat sich in das neuere

Recht, insbesondere auch in das BGB vererbt.'305

Dernburg';  s  statement is only  partly true,  however. Admittedly, similar  to the aedilician

remedies for latent defects, the remedies in the the BGB are subject to short limitation

periods. However, unlike ius commune-doctrine, the BGB makes the limitation periods of

the remedy for returning the thing and of the remedy for price reduction depend on what

kind of object has been sold. According to§ 477, both remedies have to be brought within

six  months  in  case  of  movables  or  within  one  year,  if  the  object  of  the  sales  is  an

immovable.306 Again the ius commune-limitation previously based on the kind of remedy is

replaced by a limitation grounded in whether the thing sold is a movable or unmovable.

Before the BGB, the ALR and ABGB had already opted for a similar approach.307 

Furthermore, the BGB subjects  a breach of warranty to the same short limitation

periods determined for a breach of the seller's safeguarding duties.308 In ius commune, this

was different. Wrongly warranting a quality's presence or absence in itself amounted to

fraud, which justified the long 30-year period of limitation and liability for all damages.309

According to the BGB, however, the 30-year period and full liability only apply, if the breach

of warranty is accompanied by fraudulent concealment (arglistiges Verschweigen).310   

The reason the BGB's drafters justify a short limitation in the case of a breach of

warranty is legal certainty. If after a short period the seller no longer has to be afraid for a

future  claim,  he  can  invest  the  revenues  from the  sale  in  other  commercial  activities

without having to fear of needing them at a later stage for compensation. All this would be

thwarted, if the buyer retained the ability to sue because of a breach of warranty after the

304 G. Wesenberg, 'Dernburg, Heinrich', in: NDB, 3 (1957), pp. 608-609.
305 Dernburg, Pandekten, vol. 1, § 147, p. 342.
306 §477 BGB: Der Anspruch auf Wandelung oder auf Minderung sowie der Anspruch auf Schadensersatz

wegen Mangels einer zugesicherten Eigenschaft verjährt, sofern nicht der Verkäufer den Mangel arglistig
verschwiegen hat, bei beweglichen Sachen in sechs Monaten von der Ablieferung, bei Grundstücken in
einem Jahre  von  der  Uebergabe  an.  Die  Verjährungsfrist  kann  durch  Vertrag  verlängert  werden... ;
Mugdan, Materialien, vol. 2, § 397, p. 131.

307 Leske, Vergleichende Darstellung, vol. 1, § 60, p. 204. 
308 §477  BGB:  ... sowie  der  Anspruch  auf  Schadensersatz  wegen  Mangels  einer  zugesicherten

Eigenschaft...
309 Windscheid,  Pandekten, vol. 2, § 393, p. 513: 'der Anspruch auf Leistung des Interesse verjährt in der

gewöhnlichen Frist';  cf.  D. 19.1.13.3: Quid tamen si ignoravit quidem furem esse, adseveravit  autem
bonae frugi et fidum et caro vendidit? Videamus, an ex empto teneatur. Et putem teneri. Atqui ignoravit:
sed non debuit facile quae ignorabat adseverare. Inter hunc igitur et qui scit praemonere debuit furem
esse, hic non debuit facilis esse ad temerariam indicationem. 

310 Entwurf, §397 BGB, p. 240; Leske, Vergleichende Darstellung, vol. 1, § 60, p. 204.; yet, a 1905 case of
the Reichsgericht mentions the court in first instance still using the ius commune approach according to
which being aware of a defect and not revealing it already equals fraud. RG 1 July 1906, vol. 61, no. 41,
p. 172. 
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limitation periods of the remedies to enforce safeguarding duties had already lapsed.311

However, this reasoning apparently did not count for the remedies for eviction and

encumbrances,  as  the  BGB nonetheless  assigns  to  these  the  long  30-year  period  of

limitation.312 Hence, under the BGB, a buyer of an encumbered immovable had 30 years to

institute a claim, whereas one who had been delivered a movable suffering from a defect,

despite a warranty to the contrary, could only bring a remedy within six months or one

year, unless he could prove the seller's fraudulent concealment.313

Compared to the other Germanic codes discussed in this chapter, the BGB does not

seem to have opted for the most satisfactory system for the law concerning latent defects.

The ALR had brought the remedies for eviction and encumbrances under the same header

as those for latent defects.314 This solution seems more coherent. It meant that a buyer

who suffered loss because of encumbrances in 19th century Prussia had to bring a remedy

within the same period of time as one who suffered loss because of a breach of warranty,

when a burden on the object  which,  despite  a warranty to  the contrary, proved to  be

present.  Both buyers had to  bring a remedy within  one or  three years,  depending on

whether the thing transferred was a movable or immovable. In addition, if the seller's fraud

could be proven, the buyer could sue for damages within 30 years.315 The ABGB even

more thoroughly keeps to the wish of short limitation periods. Unlike the ALR and BGB, it

also applies a short limitation period to the remedy for fraudulent intent. The seller's fraud

only has consequences for the scope of his liability, not for the period within which the

buyer has to institute a claim.316  

7.7.4 Lesion beyond moiety (laesio enormis)

'Das  BGB  hat,  ebenso  wie  bereits  das  bisherige  HGB,  die  Anfechtung  wegen

Verletzung über die Hälfte beseitigt'317

As this quote from Dernburg's  Pandekten  illustrates, the legal atmosphere around 1900

was not  in  favour  of  offering a broad remedy to  rescind a contract  because of  lesion

beyond moiety to either one of the contracting parties. The precursor of pandecticism,

Savigny, already roundly rejected that someone who erred regarding a thing's price should

be  legally  protected,  since  serious  neglect  could  be  imputed  to  such  a  person.318

Furthermore, a contract concluded in error is not in itself null, nor can it be annulled by

311 Mugdan, Materialien, vol. 2, § 397, p. 133; Entwurf, § 397 BGB, p. 238.
312 § 195 BGB. The period starts with the coming into being of the possibility to bring a remedy § 198 BGB.
313 Maximilian, Anwendungsbereich, p. 74, with literature.
314 See 7.2.2.1.
315 Leske, Vergleichende Darstellung, vol. 1, § 60, p. 198, note 3. 
316 See 7.4.3.
317 Dernburgh, Pandekten, vol. 2, § 102, p. 284.
318 Savigny,  System,  vol. 3, Beylage 8, p. 340:  'Wer z. B. eine Sache zu theuer bezahlt oder zu wohlfeil

verkauft, weil er über ihren wahren Wert im Irrthum ist, wird gegen diesen Nachtheil nicht geschützt' ;
idem, Beylage 8,  p.  341:  '...  daß in  den Fällen,  die  an sich für  die  Wirksamkeit  des Irrthums wohl
geeignet sind, diese Wirksamkeit dennoch wegfällt, sobald dem Irrthum eine große Nachlässigkeit zum
Grunde liegt'; idem, Beylage 8, p. 345:  'Aber gerade über diesen wichtigen und häufigen Fall sind so
ziemlich Alle einig, daß der Irrthum keine Hülfe gewähre'.
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means of an ordinary remedy. Justified exceptions must be formulated in positive law.319

For  unclear  reasons,  Savigny admits  the aedilician  remedies as  such,  but  refutes  the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety as an exception to this rule.320

Considered  against  the  background  of  the 19th century  laissez  faire  climate,

Savigny's  dismissal  of  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  is  not  really  unusual.

Illustrative of the liberal views current at the time is Dernburg's wholesale refutation of the

requirement of a just price in sales. He believes it  to be at odds with the freedom of

contracting parties to agree whatever price suits them. Dernburg thus sets no boundaries

to  the  degree to  which  parties  are  free  to  deceive  each other.321 Brinz  (1820-1887)322

similarly believes that in sales law 'no one has to care for another. Each only needs to

pursue  his  own advantage'.323 In  the  same vein,  Keller  (1799-1860)324 argues  that  an

objective yardstick to measure a contract's fairness irrespective of the parties' wills does

not exist.325 The conclusion that  the roots of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety are

doubtful is drawn by Arndts von Arnesberg (1803-1878).326 Observing that almost all codes

differently regulate or even dismiss rescission due to  lesion beyond moiety, Arnesberg

concludes that the practical value of C. 4.44.2 is dubious.327

In accordance with the views sketched above, the Prussian lawgiver decided to

exclude the remedy for lesion beyond moiety from its 19th century Codes. First, article 286

of the HGB of 1861 decrees that commercial transactions cannot be rescinded because of

a disproportionate prejudice, 'in particular because of lesion beyond moiety'.328 The main

reason  for  abolishing  the  remedy  in  commercial  transactions,  put  forward  during  the

preparatory discussions on the HGB, was that professional merchants are presumed to be

aware of the quality of the things they trade. In addition, the abolishment of the remedy for

a disproportionate price would enhance legal certainty. If the HGB had not regulated the

matter, the subject would still be governed by the civil codes and usus modernus in force

at the time of the HGB's promulgation in 1861 throughout the various parts of the German

319 Savigny, System, vol. 3, Beylage 8, p. 355: 'Es ist also der durch Irrthum veranlaßte Vertrag weder schon
an  sich  selbst  ungültig,  noch  auch  durch  eine  gewöhnliche  Klage  oder  durch  eine  Restitution  zu
entkräften möglich'.

320 Savigny, System, vol. 3, Beylage 8, no. 11, p. 358.
321 Dernburg, Pandekten, vol. 2, § 94, p. 258: 'Dem Sachwerth gleich – justum – muss der Kaufpreis nicht

sein. Vielmehr darf man theurer verkaufen und wohlfeil verkaufen. Es gilt Vertragsfreiheit'.
322 G. Wesenberg, 'Brinz, Alois Ritter von, in: NDB, 2 (1955), p. 617.
323 Brinz,  Lehrbuch,  vol. 2.2,  § 329, p. 750:  '... das Kaufsrecht, wonach keiner für den andern zu sorgen,

jeder nur seinen Vortheil zu verfolgen braucht (D. 4.4.16.4)'.
324 J. K. Bluntschli, 'Keller, Friedrich Ludwig, in: ADB, 15 (1882), pp. 570-579
325 Keller, Pandekten, vol. 2, § 332, p. 73: 'Daß bei Zweiseitigen Geschäften Leistung und Gegenleistung in

einem richtigen und billigen Verhältniß zu einander stehen, ist in gewissem Grade ein Postulat der Moral
des Verkehrs. Dafür gibt es aber keinen allgemeinen objectiven Maßstab, welcher durch seine Wahrheit
und  Sicherheit  im  Gebiete  des  Rechts  dem  Willen  der  Contrahirenden  übergeordnet  zu  werden
verdiente'.

326 G. Wesenberg, 'Arndts von Arnesberg, Ludwig', in: NDB, 1 (1953), pp. 363-364.
327 Arndts von Arnesberg,  Lehrbuch,  § 307,  p. 588:  'Diese Differenzen beweisen wohl, daß die fragliche

Bestimmung [sc. C. 4.44.2] überhaupt von sehr zweifelhaften Werthe ist'.
328 Art. 286 HGB: 'Wegen übermäßiger Verletzung, insbesondere wegen Verletsung über die Hälfte, können

Handelsgeschäfte nicht angefochten werden'; Langer, Laesio enormis, p. 79.
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territories. As these all differently recognise rescission because of a disproportionate price,

legal uncertainty would inevitably have been the result. E.g., in Prussia only the buyer had

the remedy for lesion beyond moiety, whereas in regions where ius commune was applied,

the seller could also bring the remedy. In Rhineland-Pfalz, where the Code civil was in use,

only the remedy for sales of immovables lay.329 In short, had the HGB not provided for

clear rules, trade among the  German states would have been seriously impaired because

of uncertainty whether a contract could be attacked for reasons of a disproportionate price.

Another argument for limiting the remedy's use was that it gave rise to fruitless litigation.330

However, when reading the HGB's parliamentary discussion one wonders why the

only option to regulate a disproportionality between thing traded and price seems to have

been  a  complete  rejection  of  the  possibility  to  attack  such  a  disproportionality.  An

explanation  for  entirely  dismissing  of  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  instead  of

bringing the divergent rules in the various codes back to one in the HGB, must be sought

in the views of pandectist scholarship mentioned above.

The remedy for lesion beyond moiety is also left out of the BGB. 'In today's societal

views this [remedy because of lesion beyond moiety], which is without ground, detrimental

to legal certainty and security of title, controversial or - where it is still acknowledged by

law - divergently shaped, lacks both foundations in the general principles of the project,

and  need'.331 The  general  principles  which  are  referred  to  here  concern  the  BGB's

contemporary  perception  of  error.  Only  in  the  event  a  party  erred  with  regard  to  an

essential quality of the object of the contract, could the contract be avoided (beachtliches

Irrthum). The thing's price is not such an essential quality. Hence a party who erred as

regards  the  thing's  price  has  no  ground  to  sue  for  entire  or  partly  rescission  of  the

contracts,  because  it  is  an  instance  of  irrelevant  error  (unbeachtliches  Irrtum).332  Of

course, this is arbitrary reasoning. One only needs to consider the price as an essential

quality of the object sold, to make it perfectly conceivable to grant a remedy to the erring

party, as was observed in the sections discussing the ALR and ABGB. Adversaries of the

remedy for lesion beyond moiety should have explained  why  a thing's price is  not  an

essential quality, but they failed to do so. Arguments against the remedy appear to be

more  fuelled  by  the  day's  economic  and  societal  predilections,  than  by  an  impartial

weighing of pros and cons.

Be that as it may, the BGB is not altogether destitute of provisions which take a

deviation from the performance's objective value as measure to determine a contract's

329 Koch, Handelsgesetzbuch, p. 299, note 42. 
330 Koch,  Handelsgesetzbuch,  p.  299,  note  42:  'Die  Bestimmungen  über  laesio  enormis,...  seien  nicht

praktisch und hättten auch nach dem Zeugnisse fast aller Praktiker höchst selten einen Erfolg gehabt,
wohl aber schon oft zu Chikanen Anlaß gegeben'. 

331 Mugdan, Materialien, vol. 2, § 460, p. 178: 'Es fehlt für dieses in den heutigen Verkehrsanschauungen
nicht  mehr  begründete,  für  die  Rechts-  und  Verkehrssicherheit  gefährliche,  kontroverse,  bz.  wo  es
gesetzlich noch anerkannt ist,  verschiedenartig gestaltete Rechtsmittel, wie an der Grundlage in den
allgemeinen Grundsätzen des Entw. (§§ 98, 102), so am Bedürfnisse'; Schulze, Laesio enormis, pp. 110-
111,

332 Mudgan, Materialien, vol. 1, § 98, p. 461.
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validity. Some remnants of the age-old thinking in terms of fairness in exchange can still be

found in § 138 BGB about the invalidity of contracts which go against good morals. This

paragraph makes a notable imbalance between performance and counter-performance as

a ground for rescission.333 Yet, the provision's make-up differs significantly from that of its

ancestor's  based  on  C.  4.44.2.  It  requires  either  destitution,  thoughtlessness  or

inexperience on the injured side.334 The plain rule, however, that a prejudice of certain

measure  enabled  the  rescission  of  the  prejudicial  contract  faded  out  of  the  legal

vocabulary of 19th century German scholars and practitioners.  

333 § 138 BGB: Ein Rechtsgeschäft, das gegen die guten Sitten verstößt, ist nichtig. Nichtig ist insbesondere
ein  Rechtsgeschäft,  durch  das  Jemand  unter  Ausbeutung  der  Nothlage,  des  Leichtsinns  oder  der
Unerfahrenheit  eines  Anderen  sich  oder  einem  Dritten  für  eine  Leistung  Vermögensvortheile
versprechen  oder  gewähren  läßt,  welche  den  Werth  der  Leistung  dergestalt  übersteigen,  daß  den
Umständen nach die Vermögensvortheile in auffälligem Mißverhältnisse zu der Leistung stehen.

334 See in extenso Becker, Die Lehre,  pp. 137ff.; against the backdrop of Dutch law Loo, Vernietiging,  pp.
262ff.
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7.8 Summary and concluding remarks

This chapter explored to what extent remnants of the centuries old debate concerning how

to shape the law about defects in the thing sold eventually made their way into the civil

codes of  the 19th and 20th centuries.  Subject  of  study in  chronological  order  were the

Allgemeines Landrecht für die preussischen Staaten of 1794 (ALR), France's Code civil of

1804, the Österreichisches allgemeine bürgerliche Gesetzbuch of 1811 (ABGB), the Dutch

Burgerlijk wetboek of 1838 (BW 1838), the Código civil of 1889 (Código) and the German

Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch of 1900 (BGB). For all codes, except the ABGB, case law was

also  examined  where  necessary  to  check  how  dogmatic  imprecision  in  the  codes'

provisions was  clarified  in  legal  practice.  In  order  to  be  able  to  better  appreciate  the

possible breaks with previously accepted law the chapter frequently commuted between

pre-codification legal scholarship and the provisions as encountered in the studied codes. 

More in particular, the chapter focused on the rules in the various codes regarding

the limitation of remedies for defects in things sold. The reason for singling out this topic

was that the time period within which a buyer of a defective object has to bring a remedy

presents difficulties which committees for law reform are still grappling with today. Today's

civil codes are not at all clear how the limitation of remedies for latent defects relate to

those for non-performance, fraud and contractual damages. By studying the origins of the

rules on limitation this chapter forms the prelude to the last of this book in which difficulties

which present day reformers of civil law have to deal with are discussed more in detail.  

In addition, this chapter explored the positions of the codes concerning the remedy

for lesion beyond moiety, be it either through studying the codes' provisions in point, or,

when the remedy was abolished, by means of an investigating of preparatory works in

which the reasons for its abolishment were brought forward. Recent scholarship has put

this age-old remedy again back in the limelight. Hence, the tracing of its vicissitudes might

provide  useful  input  for  any  ensuing  debate  about  the  use  of  a  remedy  based  on  a

presupposed equity in today's law.

Before  continuing  with  a  discussion  of  the  results  of  the  investigation  into  the  topics

mentioned above some general remarks should be made about a particular feature all

codes appeared to share and which constitutes a breach with earlier law concerning latent

defect. The feature alluded to is the following. All studied codes approached a defect in a

sold thing through the lens of a breach of contractual fairness, which had to be made

good, notwithstanding the fact that some codes abolished the remedy for lesion beyond

moiety. Influenced by natural law theory's deductive reasoning, the drafters of the codes

discussed in this chapter  had translated the requirement of contractual  fairness into a

general  duty  of  the  seller  to  safeguard  the  absence  of  defects  in  the  thing  sold.  It

accordingly appeared in the ALR, ABGB and BGB as Gewähr(s)leistung. In the Code civil,

BW 1838, and Código  the seller's safeguarding duty was respectively worked out in the

concepts of garantie, vrijwaring, and saneamiento (7.2.2.2, 7.4.2.1 and 7.7.2.1).
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Nevertheless, each studied code shaped the seller's safeguarding duty differently.

The ALR and ABGB applied the concept of breach of safeguarding duty in the broadest

sense to all  contracts in which both parties had to perform. Moreover, it  covered both

eviction and encumbrances on immovables. On the other hand, the Code civil, BW 1838,

Código,  and BGB provided a more limited scope to the seller's safeguarding duty which

had consequences for the demarcation of remedies for breach of safeguarding duties and

other contractual remedies such as those for non-performance and contractual damages.

Despite their differences, the mentioned codes had one thing in common. All divided

the seller's safeguarding duties in two: (1) the duty to safeguard the absence of defects,

and (2) the duty to ensure the buyer unhampered and peaceful possession of the thing.

The latter duty contained liability for eviction and encumbrances on immovables, which

was made subject to provisions which in some respects varied from those governing the

duty to safeguard from defects in the object. The BGB even more radically distinguished

between  the  seller's  duty  to  safeguard  from defects,  and  his  liability  for  eviction  and

encumbrances  on  immovables.  The  last  two  were  not  considered  a  part  of

Gewährleistung. Hence, their corresponding remedies shared the traits of the remedy for

non-performance (7.7.2).    

The  introduction  of  general  safeguarding  duties  had  its  consequences  for  the  legal

approach to sales in which the things sold turned out defective or encumbered. However,

this did not necessarily mean that the law governing defects in the thing sold became less

complicated. Though the codes offered new solutions to aspects which had always elicited

controversies, these solutions could not always be said to outshine pre-codification law in

terms of clarity. This came most clearly to the fore in the civil  codes' dealings with the

limitation  periods  within  which  a  buyer  had  to  start  proceedings  for  defects  or

encumbrances regarding the sold goods.

At first glance, it seemed as if the codes studied in this chapter had managed to

solve the ius commune-difficulty of two different sets of remedies with different periods of

limitation. First of all, the two sets of remedies were merged into one. The ius commune-

distinction between civil and aedilician remedies for latent defects did not return in any of

the studied codes. Furthermore, with the exception of the Código, the studied civil codes

no longer based the limitation periods on whether the remedy involved rescission or price

reduction.  

However, the civil codes investigated in this chapter did not agree on how long the

generalised periods should last. The ALR let that depend on whether the thing sold was a

movable or immovable. The latter category the ALR divided further into estates and urban

areas. Remedies for defects or encumbrances lasted for one year in the event of estates

and urban areas and six months in the event of defects in movables. Furthermore, the ALR

introduced  shorter  periods  of  limitation  in  the  event  the  defects  or  encumbrances

concerned non-intrinsic qualities. However, the precise nature of such qualities remained

unclear in both doctrine and practic. Finally, the ALR extended the short limitation periods
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for Gewährleistung to cases of eviction (7.2.3). 

The arrangement opted for by the drafters of the ABGB largely resembled that of

the ALR but less intricate. For remedies for defects in movables it provided a six-months

limitation. A remedy for encumbrances had to be brought within three years. The ABGB did

not  divide  immovables  into  further  categories.  Moreover,  the  ABGB applied  the  same

division concerning limitation periods to remedies for eviction and breached warranties.

The claim for loss due to non-performance is subject to a three-year period. A complicating

factor in the ABGB, however, is the differing moments on which the various periods start to

run. The period of the remedy for defects starts with the delivery of the object, whereas the

remedies for eviction and loss because of non-performance do not run before the buyer

has become acquainted with the eviction or his loss. Finally, the ABGB did not attach

meaning to whether or not the seller was aware of the defect or encumbrance. The seller's

fraud only had consequences for the scope of his liability, not for the period of time within

which the buyer had to institute a claim (7.4.3).

Similar  to  the  ALR  and  ABGB,  the  BGB  neither  distinguished  between  price

reduction or returning the thing when it came to the period within which remedies had to be

brought. Again, the limitation period depended on whether the sold thing was movable or

immovable. Remedies for defects in the item generally lay for six months in the event of

movables and for one year when an immovable was the object of the sale. 

The ALR, ABGB and BGB also had in common that they subjected the seller who

gave  warranties which did not materialise to the short limitation periods for a breach of the

seller's  safeguarding  duties.  This  was at  odds with  ius  commune,  according  to  which

wrongly guaranteeing the absence of defects equalled fraud and consequently triggered a

contractual remedy which could be brought for 30-years. The BGB, however, reserved the

30  year  limitation  exclusively  for  sellers  who  with  malicious  intent  (arglistiges

Verschweigen) had concealed defects or encumbrances (7.7.3).

A  different  regime  with  regard  to  the  limitation  of  remedies  for  defects  or

encumbrances was found in the Code civil  and the BW 1838. First, these codes did not

contain  fixed  limitation  periods  for  remedies  for  defects  in  movables.  Both  made  the

limitation periods depend on local  custom. In  practice this  boiled down to significantly

shorter periods than those stated in the other codes. The Code civil and the BW 1838 also

subjected the  remedy against  a  knowing seller  to  local  custom.  As  a result,  because

knowingly selling a defective thing in customary law constituted fraud, this remedy could

last for 30 years. Secondly, the buyer's claim due to encumbrances on immovables was

likened to a remedy for eviction (7.5.3), which therefore also lasted for 30 years, according

to the corresponding provisions in the Code civil (7.3.3).  

Finally,  the  Spanish  Código  civil  decreed  a  six-month  period  of  limitation  for

remedies for defects in movables. In the event of immovables, the Código maintained the

ius  commune-  distinction  in  limitation  between  the  remedy  for  rescission  and  price

reduction. The first lapsed after one year, the second after two. Regarding the knowing
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seller, the  Código functioned as the BGB. A remedy against a seller who had knowingly

sold a defective thing did not last for 30 years, but six months only. The drafters of the

Spanish  Código civil  had furthermore learned from the ambiguity  of  its  French model

concerning the limitation of remedies for encumbrances on immovables and eviction. To

avoid the difficulties the Code civil had trailed with it by bringing claims for encumbrances

and eviction under the contractual action which lasted for 30 years, the  Código decreed

particular rules. The buyer of an encumbered immovable had one year to bring the remedy

for rescission and a two-year period to claim price reduction (7.6.3).  

In short, the factual question when, due to lapse of time, a buyer was no longer able

to  bring  a  claim  because  he  had  been  sold  a  defective  or  encumbered  thing  had

engendered a wide variety of answers in the main European civil codes since 1794. 

The other issue central to this chapter was the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. In legal

doctrine just prior to the entering into force of the national codes, this remedy had secured

a position as a means to rescind reciprocal contracts in which the performances were not

in  balance.  Since  medieval  ius  commune-scholarship,  the  remedy  had  been  further

developed,  notably  by  Castilian  scholastics.  Natural  law  scholars  such  as  Grotius,

Pufendorf  and  Wolff  had  lifted  the  remedy  out  of  the  scholastic  context  imbibed  with

catholic moral theology and stripped it of its theological clothing. Despite severe criticism

by Thomasius, a secularised version of the remedy was accepted in its fullest form in usus

modernus-doctrine.  

Considering  these  developments  it  is  not  surprising  that  the  codes  with  the

strongest natural law flavour, the ALR and ABGB, had cleared ample space to rescind a

sales because of enormous prejudice. Of the two, the ABGB proved the least susceptible

to the criticism the institute had endured by Thomasius. It  granted the remedy to both

buyer and seller, in almost all transactions in which both parties had to perform and for

both  movables  and  immovables  (7.4.4).  The  ALR  demonstrated  somewhat  more

reluctance toward accepting the remedy and withheld it from the seller and excluded if

from lease (7.2.4; 7.2.4.4). 

Something the ALR and ABGB had in common was that they no longer grounded

the remedy in fraud because of an enormous difference between the thing's just price and

what was actually paid for it. In the ALR, fraud in the situation itself (dolus in re ipsa) had

made way for error. Yet, the ALR's structure ensured that this code's dogmatically different

approach to lesion beyond moiety had more or less the same practical consequences as

the ius commune-doctrine of dolus in re ipsa (7.2.4.1). To avoid conflicts with the remedies

for latent defects, both ALR and AGBG had brought the limitation of the remedy for lesion

beyond moiety partly in line with that of the remedies lying for  Gewährleistung  (7.2.4.2;

7.4.4.2).

On  the  other  hand,  the  drafters  of  the  BW 1838,  Código and  BGB  had  been

convinced by the arguments which Thomasius had brought forward against the remedy for

laesio enormis. All excluded it from their codes. It was commonly held that not fairness in
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exchange  governed  contracts  but  party  autonomy,  and  that  a  remedy  for  rescission

because of an enormous prejudice infringed on man's liberty to contract as he thought fit

(7.5.4; 7.6.4; 7.7.4).

A somewhat exclusive position with regard to the acceptance of the remedy for

lesion beyond moiety was taken by the Code civil. Legal doctrine in France just prior to the

Code civil had already substantially limited its availability to sellers of immovables only.

Though the code's main drafter Portalis volunteered a discourse imbibed with the natural

law doctrine of fairness in exchange, this did not result in a restoration of the remedy for

lesion beyond moiety in  its former splendour. Yet,  with the help of Bonaparte himself,

Portalis warded off further attacks against the remedy fuelled by Thomasius' treatise and

managed to keep it in the Code civil. The most notable change was that the lesion had to

consist in seven twelfths instead of half the just price (7.3.4).
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Chapter Eight. Contemporary civil law 

8.1 Introduction

The previous  chapter  of  this  study  demonstrated  that  the  civil  codes  which  began  to

appear in the late 18th century solved some ius commune-difficulties with regard to the law

governing defects in the thing exchanged for money, but at the same time engendered

new problems.  In  particular, the limitation of  remedies for  defects  in  exchanged items

proved  difficult  to  arrange  in  a  satisfactory  manner  for  both  doctrine  and  practice.

Difficulties  were  enhanced  because  the  codes  kept  the  demarcation  of  remedies  for

defects in the thing sold, encumbrances, and eviction intact or in some  cases even further

accentuated it.  As  all  these  remedies  which  not  infrequently  concurred had  their  own

characteristics, complexities arose which proved difficult to disentangle.

From  the  early  20th century  onwards,  legal  scholarship  in  various  countries

acknowledged that there were difficulties in their civil  codes, notably with regard to the

limitation of the various remedies which a recipient of a thing exchanged for money could

institute. Minor revisions of civil  codes were undertaken, as for example the 1838 and

2005 statutes modifying the Code civil's limitation, and the 1916 revision of the ABGB.1 In

addition,  problematic issues were partly solved by Courts  in their  case law.2 However,

since judges can not determine which cases will make it to their desks and far-reaching

legal adjustments through court decisions are doubtful in terms of democratic legitimacy,

voices were elsewhere heard for large scale revisions.

In this respect, European integration and an increase of cross-border trade proved a

catalyst for projects aimed at restructuring civil codes. The late 20th century experienced

multiple  projects by lawgivers who made the most  of the mandatory transformation of

European directives into national law and availed themselves of the opportunity to address

problematic aspects of the civil  codes in force at the same time. The majority of these

codes had barely changed since their entering into force in the 18th or 19th century and

were thought in need of an overhaul to meet the demands of the 20 th and 21st century

societies.  In  particular,  Directive  1999/44/EC  engendered  law-making  activities  which

reached far beyond consumer sales law, which was the Directive's object.

In this chapter, four major 20th century revisions of codes discussed in the previous

chapter will  be explored for their  dealings with problems surrounding the remedies for

defective things exchanged for money.3 Where possible, the content of these reforms is

approached through the  lens of  legal  history. It  will  be  pronounced upon whether  the

choices which the reformers made are fortunate or likely to engender new problems which

a look at history might have helped avoiding. 

First, for each revision it is investigated how it deals with the dichotomy between 

1 See 7.3.3 and 7.4.3.
2 See for a decision about what limitation periods the Code civil applies to remedies for defects in leased

things 7.3.3; in 1859, the Prussian Obertribunal explained the relation between the rules of limitation for
remedies brought because of a breach of Gewährleistung and those brought for non-performance. See
7.2.3.

3 This study has taken account of legal developments up until 2010. 
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safeguarding  duties and non-performance.  Secondly, this  chapter  explores  how recent

legal developments endeavour to solve the difficult matter of limitation of the remedies for
defects in things exchanged for money.  

The first section discusses what is not really a revision but a complete replacement
of an old code, the new Dutch Burgerlijk wetboek of 1992. Thereafter follows the German

Schuldrechtsmodernisierung of 2002; the French Réforme de la prescription of 2008; and
theproposed overhaul  of  the Spanish  Código civil,  which has not  yet become law, but

nonetheless contains interesting material concerning the direction the law about defects in
sold items can take. The penultimate section discusses the Austrian ABGB of 1811 which

remarkably easily navigated through the recent storms of legal reform which shook other
European codes. The chapter ends by paying attention to one of the main instigators of

activities aimed at reform: European legislation. 
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8.2 The new Dutch Burgerlijk wetboek (NBW)

As observed in the previous chapter, the Dutch  Burgerlijk wetboek of 1838 (BW 1838)
closely followed the Code civil as concerned its law governing the remedies for defects in

things sold.4 It imposed a duty to the seller to safeguard from latent defects, eviction and
encumbrances on immovables. This safeguarding duty was dogmatically separated from

the  seller's  duty  to  perform and  described  in  separate  provisions,  which  arrangement
engendered obscurities as to the applicable limitation periods. Remedies for defects were

subject to local custom, the absence of which left their limitation to the judge. Remedies for
encumbered  immovables  and  eviction,  however,  were  limited  in  accordance  with  the

general 30-year period.5 Furthermore, the BW 1838 did not differentiate between remedies
for a breach of safeguarding duties and a remedy for sustained loss, irrespective of the

underlying cause of the loss.   
These issues were already addressed in a 1926 by Nauta (1884-1967)6, professor

of  civil  law in  Rotterdam, who wrote a recommendation regarding redrafting the BW's
sections on eviction and latent defects. Nauta's advice was inspired by the wish to solve

complexities in Dutch legal practice. First, the difference between non-performance and
breach of safeguarding duty was unclear. As a result, Courts rejected claims of plaintiffs

who had opted for a remedy for non-performance, where in the Courts' view a breach of
the seller's safeguarding duty had occurred, or the other way round. To the frustrations of

the man seeking justice this happened frequently.7 Star Busmann gives the example of a
horse which appeared younger than the buyer could rightly have expected. The buyer

consequently sued for a breach of the seller's safeguarding duty. The Groningen county
Court nonetheless dismissed a remedy for latent defects, as the plaintiff should have sued

for non-performance, because age could not be considered a latent defect.8

Secondly, Nauta  drew attention  to  the  fact  that  the  remedies  for  breach  of  the

seller's  safeguarding  duties were  subject  to  short  limitation periods determined by  the
Court, while the remedy for non-performance, on the other hand, lasted 30 years. 

After  dismissing the arguments in  favour  of  keeping the remedies for breach of
safeguarding  duties intact,  Nauta concluded that  the  buyer  would be better  off  with  a

general remedy for non-performance.9 The remedies for eviction and encumbrances could
be brought in line with the remedy for non-performance.10 Also, the delivery of a defective

thing where a sound object was agreed upon could be arranged accordingly. The separate
provisions  regarding  the  seller's  safeguarding  duties  could  then  be  abolished  as

superfluous.11

4 See 7.5.2.1.
5 See 7.5.3.
6 Kok, Rotterdamse juristen, pp. 219-227.
7 Nauta, 'Preadvies', p. 54; Verhoeven, 'Het gelijk', pp 33seq.
8 Star Busmann, Verklaring, vol. 5.1, p. 76
9 Nauta, 'Preadvies', p. 59.
10 Nauta. 'Preadvies', pp. 47seq.
11 Nauta, 'Preadvies', pp. 53seq.
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One argument in favour of keeping the remedies for breach of the duty to safeguard

from defects in the thing intact which Nauta had to deal with was that articles 1544-45
distinguished between a seller aware of the defect and a seller who was not. The first was

liable  for  all  the  buyer's  loss,  in  accordance  with  ius  commune-doctrine  based  on  D.
19.1.13pr.12 This  distinction between knowing and unknowing seller  would disappear if

Nauta's  proposals  would  be  implemented.  Nauta  aims  to  circumvent  this  problem by
considering that a duty to deliver a thing free from defects as a contractual performance

logically  implies  the  seller's  liability  for  all  loss  in  the  event  of  non-performance  by
delivering a defective item. Yet, Nauta here confuses the seller's liability to compensate for

not  living  up  to  a  contractual  obligation  and  the  question  how  or  what  he  has  to
compensate for. That a duty to compensate follows makes sense indeed. That this should

consist of all loss without further distinction, is, however, not self-evident and needs to be
better explained than Nauta appears to be able to. After all, with the exception of the BGB,

all other major European codes distinguished between sellers in good and bad faith.
Be that as it may, in the years after Nauta's advice, case law continued to struggle

with the problematic aspects he had noted. One of drafters of the new BW, of which the
books 6 and 7, relevant to this study, were enacted on the first of January 199213, was the

legal historian E.M. Meijer. Meijer took these issues addressed by Nauta into account and
came up with solutions which closely resembled the changes proposed by him.

In keeping with Nauta's view, the NBW no longer formulates safeguarding duties.
The seller's duty to safeguard from defects in things is replaced by a duty to deliver the

thing in conformity with what was contractually agreed, which duty is part of the seller's
general duty to perform.14 The duty to deliver in conformity comprises that the object sold

should be free from defects and that there should not be delivered another object than the
object agreed upon. Hence, the earlier mentioned example of the horse which on delivery

appears to be younger than agreed, falls within the scope of this duty. The lawgiver thus
hoped to have got rid of the problematic issue as to whether the buyer of a thing with

which something appeared to be wrong had to sue for non-performance or for breach of a
safeguarding duty. A buyer no longer runs the risk of losing his case for wrongly bringing

the  remedy  for  non-performance,  while  the  right  remedy  for  breach  of  the  seller's
safeguarding duty had already expired. 

Furthermore, the NBW no longer has a duty for the seller to  safeguard the buyer
from encumbrances on the thing sold. Instead, article 7:15 states a duty to  deliver  free

from encumbrances.15 According to the lawgiver's comments to the provision, delivery of
an  encumbered  item  equalled  non-performance,  to  which  consequently  the  general

12 Nauta, 'Preadvies', p. 58
13 Florijn, Ontstaan, p. 1. The first two books of the NBW were already enacted in 1970 and 1976. Book 9 is

still work in progress. 
14 Art. 7:17 (1) NBW: De afgeleverde zaak moet aan de overeenkomst beantwoorden. 
15 Art. 7:15 (1) NBW: De verkoper is verplicht de verkochte zaak in eigendom over te dragen vrij van alle

bijzondere lasten en beperkingen, met uitzondering van die welke de koper uitdrukkelijk heeft aanvaard. 
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provisions regarding non-performance apply.16 

Similarly, the seller's duty to safeguard the buyer from eviction is replaced by a duty
for the seller to come to the aid of the buyer, if the buyer is sued for eviction of the thing

sold. This duty, according to the lawgiver's comments to article 7:16, originates in the seller
not having delivered free from third-party claims.17 

Finally, the scope of the seller's liability for either a breach of his duty to deliver free
from defects or to safeguard the buyer from eviction is determined by article 6:95 NBW.

Unlike article 1283 BW 1838, the new BW's provision for non-performance does not take
into account the seller's good or bad faith.18 

The mentioned changes in the new NBW closely resemble how the ALR and ABGB, the
two codes most inspired by natural law thinking, shape the giver's/promisor's liability for

breach  of  safeguarding  duties.  The  ALR  of  1794  likewise  eliminates  the  difference
between breach of safeguarding duties and breach of contract due to non-performance. It

considers what was traditionally described as a breach of safeguarding duties as a species
of non-performance. The ABGB also starts from a broad concept of Gewährleistung which

covers cases in which the recipient receives a thing which turned out to be defective,
burdened, or liable to a third-party claim.19 

However, the  NBW differs  from the ABGB in  one important  aspect.  It  does not
provide for separate remedies for loss suffered because of the non-conformity or non-

performance. In the NBW, non-conformity or non-performance automatically imply a right
to  damages.20 The  ABGB,  however,  considers  the  recipient's  remedy  for  damages

independent  of  the  remedy  for  non-performance  or  Gewährleistung.  Consequently,
damages due to non-performance or breach of Gewährleistung have to be claimed with a

general remedy lying for contractual and extra-contractual loss irrespective of the cause of
the damages. As a result, the buyer of a defective thing has to make a separate claim for

damages based on a degree of fault in addition to his claims for curing the breach of
contract. Both remedies have their own period of limitation.21 

16 MvT Tweede Kamer, zitting 1981, 16979, no. 3, to art. 7.1.2.5 (= art. 7.15), p. 33 (retrievable online at
<www.statengeneraaldigitaal.nl>):  'De verkoper die een zaak levert die in strijd met het voorgestelde
artikel behept is met een last of beperking, zal voortaan, evenals de verkoper die de eigendom niet
overdraagt, in de nakoming van zijn verbintenis tekortschieten met alle gevolgen welke het gemene recht
daaraan verbindt'.

17 MvT Tweede Kamer, zitting 1981, 16979, no. 3, to art. 7.1.2.6 (= art. 7.16),  p. 33 (retrievable online at
<www.statengeneraaldigitaal.nl>):  'Uit  hetgeen...  is  opgemerkt,  vloeit  voort  dat  deze verplichting niet
meer  haar  grond  zal  vinden  in  een  bijzondere  plicht  tot  vrijwaring,  maar  in  de verplichting  van  de
verkoper  de eigendom, vrij van alle bijzondere lasten en beperkingen, over te dragen'.

18 The  new  BW  largely  answered  to  the  demands  in  Directive  1999/44/EG  on  consumer  sales.
Nevertheless,  the transposition of this Directive in 2003 resulted in new articles and some additions
concerning consumer-buyers to existing articles. As these changes are mostly of a cosmetic nature they
will not be further discussed in detail here. Newly inserted articles concerning consumer sales are 7:22,
7:24 and 7:25. In article 7:23 (1) a sentence has been added. For a detailed discussion see Verhoeven,
'Het gelijk', pp. 37-45.

19 See 7.2.2.2 (ALR) and  7.4.2.1 (ABGB).
20 Art.  6:96 NBW.
21 See 7.4.2.1 (ABGB). The ALR knew a similar systematic 7.2.2.1 (ALR). 
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8.2.1 Limitation

As a result  of  the fact  that the NBW does not define separate remedies for damages
suffered because of non-conformity or non-performance difficulties arise with regard to

limitation. One of these difficulties is caused by the fact that the buyer's claims for non-
conformity expires within two years after discovery of the defect, but that other remedies

the buyer might possibly want to institute based on the same facts, e.g. remedies for error
or delict, last longer.

In the event a thing turns out not to be in conformity with what was agreed, article
7:23 NBW provides that both consumer-buyer and non-consumer-buyer22 in the first place

must give the seller notice 'within due time (bekwame tijd)' of the defect's non-conformity
after discovery of the defect.23 If the seller does not repair the non-conformity within 'a

reasonable amount of time' the buyer can subsequently bring a remedy for what is left of
two years following his notifying the seller of the thing's non-conformity with the contract's

content.24 
However,  suppose  that  a  delict  underlies  the  non-conformity  or  that  the  non-

conformity  is  caused  by  the  seller's  deliberate  fraud.  The  buyer  then  has  a  right  to
damages due to non-conformity. After all, the NBW provides for that claim in the event of

non-performance,  of  which  non-conformity  is  a  species.25 Indeed,  article  7:24 for  non-
conformity in consumer sales states that in the event a consumer-buyer bought a non-

conforming thing 'the buyer has a right to damages against the seller in accordance with
sections 9 and 10, title one, book 6'.26 That is, the consumer-buyer can sue for loss in

accordance with  the  general  rules  for  non-performance.27 It  does  not  follow from any
provision that such should be otherwise in the event of a buyer who is not a consumer.

How can the buyer claim his damages due to the non-conformity? 
At this point matters become difficult. Unlike the remedies for non-conformity, the

remedy for non-performance (wanprestatie) is subject to the general limitation period of
five years counted from the moment the buyer could have instituted the remedy. As the

BW does  not  explicitly  pronounce  upon  the  boundaries  between  the  limitation  of  the
buyer's  remedies for  non-conformity  and that  of  his  remedy for  damages due to  non-

22 E.g. business or enterprise or an individual buyer who buys for professional purposes.
23 Art. 7:23 (1) NBW: De koper kan er geen beroep meer op doen dat hetgeen is afgeleverd niet aan de

overeenkomst beantwoordt, indien hij de verkoper daarvan niet binnen bekwame tijd nadat hij dit heeft
ontdekt of redelijkerwijs had behoren te ontdekken, kennis heeft gegeven. Blijkt echter aan de zaak een
eigenschap te ontbreken die deze volgens de verkoper bezat, of heeft de afwijking betrekking op feiten
die hij  kende of behoorde te kennen doch die hij  niet heeft meegedeeld, dan moet de kennisgeving
binnen bekwame tijd  na  de  ontdekking  geschieden.  A phrase  was  added in  2003,  because  of  the
transposition of 1999/44/EC concerning consumer sales. Consumers had to inform the seller of non-
conformity within 'due time (bekwame tijd)'. On the difficulties surrounding this addition see Verhoeven,
'Het gelijk', passim. 

24 Art. 7:23 (2) NBW. 
25 Art. 6:74 (1) jo. art. 6:96 BW.
26 Art. 7:24 (1) NBW: ... heeft de koper jegens de verkoper recht op schadevergoeding overeenkomstig de

afdelingen 9 en 10 van titel 1 van Boek 6.
27 Art. 6:74(1) NBW jo. 6:96 BW. 
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performance, it is unclear which limitation period applies to a claim for damages due to

non-conformity. Does this claim answer to the two-year period of limitation of 7:23 NBW or
does it last five years in accordance with the general period for limitation which attaches to

claims for damages due to non-performance?28 
Similarly, one could question whether behaviour on the seller's side should not have

consequences for the limitation of the buyer's right to damages, such as it always had
throughout legal history. This question has indeed been posed by litigants in court. In a

case in the year 2000, which eventually made it to the Hoge Raad (Dutch Supreme Court
for revision of cases), the buyer sued the seller for damages on the grounds that a delict

had been committed by delivering a thing not in conformity with what was agreed in the
sales contract.29 For delicts, the NBW applies a five-year period of limitation counted from

the day the incurred damages and the wrongdoer have become known.30 The Supreme
Court, however, heeding its General-Prosecutor, decided that in such a case the two-year

limitation period of non-conformity applied and not the longer period governing the remedy
for delicts.31 The argument which the Supreme Court's General-Prosecutor Spier produced

was that the shorter period of article 7:23 (2) BW served the interest of both buyer and
seller. Seeing that the shorter period of limitation was meant to benefit also the seller, it

would  be unacceptable  that  that  limitation  period  could  be  extended  by  the  buyer  by
choosing another remedy than that for non-conformity, notwithstanding the fact that the

other remedy was rooted in the same facts of the sale and delivery of a non-conforming
thing.32 After the Supreme Court's decision lower courts followed suit.33

It  can be questioned whether this reasoning holds water. After all,  the limitation
periods  of  remedies  for  delict34,  error35,  deliberate  fraud36,  and  loss  because  of  non-

performance37 have also been introduced to serve particular interests. For example, it is on
purpose made harder to prove deliberate fraud than non-performance. Deliberate fraud is

behaviour which is commonly considered more reprehensible than merely not living up to
one's contractual obligations. This argues for a longer period within which the party who

suffered from fraudulent behaviour should be able to sue. Such a longer period ensures
that the buyer has enough time to meet the heavier burden of proof. Moreover, it adds to a

28 Art. 6:74(1) NBW jo. 3:307(1) NBW. The latter view is defended by Hijma,  'Koop en ruil',  p. 738, and
Wessels, 'Koop', no. 41, n.p.

29 The Dutch onrechtmatige daad art. 6:162 NBW.
30 Art. 3:310(1) NBW.
31 HR 21 April 2006, ECLI:NL:HR:2006:AW2582, no. 4.3; similarly in the event of a claim for the buyer's

loss HR 15 April 2011, ECLI:NL:HR:2011:BP0630, no. 3.5.5.
32 Cf.  the legal opinion to HR 21 April  2006, ECLI:NL:PHR:2006:AW2582 by Spier, no.  4.17.1;  HR 12

February 2016 ECLI:NL:HR:2016:234, no. 3.3.2. 
33 Hof 's-Hertogenbosch, 4 October 2011, ECLI:NL:GHSHE:2011:BT6945, no. 4.5; Hof 's-Hertogenbosch

15  April  2014,  ECLI:NL:GHSHE:2014:1075,  no.  4.9.1:  '...  artikel  7:23  lid  1  (klachtplicht)  en  lid  2
(verjaring)  gelden  voor  iedere  rechtsvordering  van  de  koper  die  feitelijk  gegrond  is  op  het  niet
beantwoorden van de afgeleverde zaak aan de overeenkomst'.

34 Art. 3:310 (1) NBW (five years).
35 Art. 3:52 (1) (c) NBW (three years).
36 Art. 3:52 (1) (c) NBW (three years).
37 Art. 3:307 (1) NBW (five years).
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general sense of justice that a defrauded buyer should still be able to pursue his right even

after his contractual remedies have expired. It would be strange indeed, if the deliberately
defrauding seller, who behaved more reprehensible than one not involved in deliberate

fraud, benefits no less from the short limitation in article 7:23 BW.38 That deliberate fraud
has been committed in the wake of performing a contract does not change the fact that it is

still deliberate fraud for which a particular remedy and corresponding limitation have been
brought to life. Hence,  the NBW's disregarding the age-old ius commune-principle that the

consequences  sellers  face  should  depend  on  their  behaviour  gives  rise  to  legal
controversy.39

Problems concerning the limitation of the remedy for non-conformity also surface in
the event of encumbrances and eviction concerning the sold thing. Article 7:15 NBW has a

separate provision in which it is stated that the seller should also deliver the object free
from encumbrances. Article 7:16 BW formulates a duty for the seller to come to the aid of

the  buyer, if  the buyer  is  sued for  eviction.  The question is  whether  these duties are
subject to the general five-year limitation for non-performance40 or whether the buyer must

bring  a  remedy  within  the  two-year  period  for  non-conformity.41 Both  positions  are
defended. The Rechtbank42 of 's-Hertogenbosch decided that a remedy for encumbrances

can be brought within five-years.43 Contrariwise, the  Rechtbank of the Mid-Netherlands44

applies the two-year limitation for non-conformity to land encumbered with a servitude.45

The  latter  approach  is  in  keeping  with  ius  commune.  A servitude  had  always  been
considered as an encumbrance on land to which the aedilician remedies for defects in the

thing  applied.46 Finally,  the  Rechtbank in  Zutphen  decided  that  the  remedy  for  non-
conformity in a mixed contract is subject to a five-year limitation instead of the two-year

limitation of 7:23 (2) NBW.47 To conclude, the law reform of 1992 does not seem to have
made the law of limitation of remedies for non-conformity, encumbrances on immovables,

and eviction less complicated. 

The difficulties elicited by the Dutch law reform could have been avoided, if  the Dutch

lawgiver in keeping with the ABGB had, first,  created a separate remedy for loss as a
result  from  non-conformity,  non-performance,  error  and  deliberate  fraud  with  its  own

limitation period and requirements. Irrespective of the cause that underlies their  claim,
Austrian parties who have suffered loss, must bring a claim within three years after the

damages and person who has caused it had become known. This arrangement prevents

38 Hijma, 'Koop en Ruil', p. 736. 
39 See the sections on 'Increased liability' throughout this book.
40 Art. 3:307(1) NBW.
41 Art. 7:23(2) NBW.
42 Lower county court of first instance. 
43 Hof 's-Hertogenbosch 12 december 2013, ECLI:NL:GHSHE:2013:6068, no. 5.10.7; also Rb. Rotterdam,

16 February 2011, ECLI:NL:RBROT:2011:BP6549, n.p.  
44 The district Mid-Netherlands (Midden-Nederland) comprises the provinces of Utrecht and Flevoland.
45 Rb. Midden-Nederland 18 June 2014, ECLI:NL:RBMNE:2014:3090, no. 5.4.
46 Hof Arnhem-Leeuwarden 12 April 2016, ECLI:NL:GHARL:2016:2891, no. 4.9.
47 Rb. Zutphen, 12 October 2011, ECLI:NL:RBZUT:2011:BU2146, no. 7.4.
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that injured parties bring multiple civil claims with varying limitation periods for the same

loss.48 If  the  Dutch  lawgiver  had  opted  for  a  similar  approach,  buyers  of  defective,
encumbered or things liabile to third-party claims would all  have had the same period,

counting from the discovery of their loss, to bring a  remedy for loss caused by the non-
conformity.

Secondly, the Dutch lawgivers could have forestalled doubts about the applicable
rules in the event of encumbered items and items threatened by eviction by putting both

instances  under  the  same  heading  of  non-conformity.  The  result  would  have  been  a
clearer picture of what limitation period applied to what type of breach of contract. 

48 See 7.4.2.1.
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8.3 The German Schuldrechtsmodernisierung of 2002

In 2002 the law of obligations in the German  Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch  (BGB 1900) was
subject of a major revision. After a few decades in which proposals were made to be left

gathering  dust  on  the  ministerial  bookshelves,  the  European Directive  1999/44/EC on
consumer sales provided the impetus for a whole-sale revision of the BGB's Schuldrecht.49

One of the main points of criticism about the BGB 1900 concerned the concurrence
of remedies for non-performance and breach of safeguarding duties. Similar to the Dutch

BW 1838,  the  BGB 1900 considered the  duty  of  the seller  to  perform his  contractual
obligations and the duty to safeguard from, among other things, defects in the thing sold,

as essentially different. As a result, a buyer had to choose from various remedies, if he
wanted to retrieve the loss he had suffered due to  a defect, eviction, or an encumbrance.

As these remedies were not always in line with each other, a complex and obscure body of
case law accumulated over the years, in which the Schuldrechtsmodernisierung aimed to

bring light.50

The  Schuldrechtsmodernisierung hoped to achieve a simpler system of remedies

for  breach  of  contract  by  no  longer  dogmatically  separating  the  remedies  for  non-
performance and breach of the seller's duty to safeguard from defects in the thing sold for

both  consumer-  and  non-consumer  sales.51 Since  2002,  it  is  a  part  of  the  seller's
obligations under the sales contract to deliver goods free from defects (Sachmängel) and

free from third-party  claims (Rechtsmängel),  if  the sales contract  so requires.  In  other
words, the seller has to deliver in conformity with contract.52 The presence of a defect or

third-party claim are both what the lawgiver newly termed instances of non-performance
(Pflichtverletzung), the consequences of which are described in the general part of the law

of obligations (§§ 241-432).53

The  buyer  of  a  non-conforming  thing  can  sue  for  repair  or  replacement

(Nacherfüllung),  rescission  or  price  reduction,  and  compensation  for  loss
(Schadenersatz).54 The  right  to  repair  or  replacement  are  spelled  out  in  particular

provisions concerning sales. The limitation periods for remedies for repair, replacement,

49 See Schlechtriem&Schmidt-Kessel, Schuldrecht, nos. 9-11, pp. 6-7; Zimmermann, The New German law
of Obligations, p. 81; Directive 1999/44/EC had one year earlier brought the Austrian legislator to modify
the ABGB's concept of  Gewährleistung.  See the Gewährleistungsrechts-Änderungsgesetz in BGBl, no.
48, 2001.

50 See 7.8; Maximilian, Anwendungsbereich, p. 74; Canaris, Schuldrechtsmodernisierung, passim.
51 Zimmermann, The New German law of Obligations, pp. 96-97; Behrensmeyer, Die Verjährung, p. 37.
52 § 433 (1) BGB 2002: Durch den Kaufvertrag wird der Verkäufer einer Sache verpflichtet, dem Käufer die

Sache zu übergeben und das Eigentum an der Sache zu verschaffen. Der Verkäufer hat dem Käufer die
Sache  frei  von  Sach-  und  Rechtsmängeln  zu  verschaffen;  §  434  BGB 2002  (Sachmangel),  §  435
(Rechtsmangel);  Zimmermann,  The  New  German  law  of  Obligations,  p.  99;  Maximilian,
Anwendungsbereich, p. 9.

53 Maximilian, Anwendungsbereich, p. 75.
54 § 437 BGB 2002: Ist die Sache mangelhaft, kann der Käufer, wenn die Voraussetzungen der folgenden

Vorschriften vorliegen und soweit nicht ein anderes bestimmt ist, nach § 439 Nacherfüllung verlangen, 2.
nach den §§ 440, 323 und 326 Abs. 5 von dem Vertrag zurücktreten oder nach § 441 den Kaufpreis
mindern und 3. nach den §§ 440, 280, 281, 283 und 311a Schadensersatz oder nach § 284 Ersatz
vergeblicher Aufwendungen verlangen; §§ 280seq.
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and Schadenersatz  for losses which resulted from the non-conformity are also arranged

separately. The remedies for  rescission (Rücktritt)  and price reduction are,  as general
remedies in the event of a creditor's  Pflichtverletzung,  brought under the general part of

the BGB on relations between debtors and creditors (Schuldverhältnisse).55 
As Zimmermann points out, these revisions do not solve all problems from which

the  BGB 1900  suffered.  In  particular  with  regard  to  how the  limitation  periods  of  the
remedies for non-performance,  delivery of  a  non-conforming thing,  and delict  relate to

each other remains unclear.56

8.3.1 Limitation

The 2002 reform particularly aimed at simplifying the law of limitation. The general 30-year
period  of  limitation  of  the  BGB  1900,  which  governed  the  remedies  for  eviction  and

encumbrances on sold objects, was considered too long, while the limitation periods of the
remedies for defects in the thing sold of six months or one year were believed to be too

short.57

In keeping with the abolition of the dogmatic difference between non-performance

and breach of safeguarding duties, the BGB's reform introduced new limitation periods for
the various remedies. The 30-year general limitation in § 195 BGB 1900, which applied to

all contractual and non-contractual remedies, unless otherwise determined, was replaced
by a three-year limitation in § 195 BGB 2002.58 However, going against the rationale of

equating a breach of safeguarding duties with non-performance, the remedies for non-
conformity are not subjected to this general three year period of limitation in § 195 BGB

2002.  Since the reform of the BGB in 2002 the limitation of remedies for defects in the
thing sold - by then called remedies for non-conformity with agreed qualities (vereinbarte

55 § 439 BGB 2002.
56 Zimmermann, The new German Law of Obligations, pp. 116-117.
57 Behrensmeyer, Die Verjährung, p. 11; Zimmermann, The New German law of Obligations, pp. 93seq.; §

477 BGB 1900; see 7.7.3.
58 § 195 BGB 2002: Die regelmäßige Verjährungsfrist beträgt drei Jahre; Behrensmeyer, Die Verjährung, p.

22.
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Beschaffenheit)59- is fixed for 30 years for third-party claims60, five years for immovables

(Bauwerk), and two years for all other things.61 Nevertheless, again in keeping with the
provisions about non-performance, the buyer has to grant the seller a period within which

he can repair or replace the non-conforming thing (Nacherfüllung).62 The buyer can thus
only bring remedies for non-conformity, if the seller has not cured the non-conformity after

a fixed deadline, in accordance with § 437 (2) BGB 2002. 
The limitation of the remedy for rescission (Rücktritt) in § 437 (2) would become one

of the moot points under the revised BGB. Since rescission is a general remedy for non-
performance, it is to be expected that it answers to the general three-year limitation of §

195 BGB 2002. At least, there is no provision which suggests otherwise. However, such is
not the case. 

The  difficulty  lies  in  the  beginning  of  the  limitation  periods  of  the  remedy  for
rescission in  in § 437 (2) and of the other remedies lying for non-conformity in § 438 jo. §

437 (3).  The limitation periods of the remedies for non-conformity start with the physical
delivery of the movable thing, or the transfer of the immovable63,  whereas the general

limitation of  § 195, which applies to non-performance,  does not begin to run before the
loss has become known to the creditor. If the three-year period of § 195 would also apply

59 § 434 BGB 2002: (1) Die Sache ist frei von Sachmängeln, wenn sie bei Gefahrübergang die vereinbarte
Beschaffenheit hat. Soweit die Beschaffenheit nicht vereinbart ist, ist die Sache frei von Sachmängeln,
1.wenn sie sich für die nach dem Vertrag vorausgesetzte Verwendung eignet, sonst 2. wenn sie sich für
die gewöhnliche Verwendung eignet und eine Beschaffenheit aufweist, die bei Sachen der gleichen Art
üblich ist und die der Käufer nach der Art der Sache erwarten kann. Zu der Beschaffenheit nach Satz 2
Nr. 2 gehören auch Eigenschaften, die der Käufer nach den öffentlichen Äußerungen des Verkäufers,
des Herstellers (§ 4 Abs. 1 und 2 des Produkthaftungsgesetzes) oder seines Gehilfen insbesondere in
der Werbung oder bei der Kennzeichnung über bestimmte Eigenschaften der Sache erwarten kann, es
sei denn, dass der Verkäufer die Äußerung nicht kannte und auch nicht kennen musste, dass sie im
Zeitpunkt  des  Vertragsschlusses  in  gleichwertiger  Weise  berichtigt  war  oder  dass  sie  die
Kaufentscheidung nicht  beeinflussen konnte.  (2)  Ein Sachmangel  ist  auch dann gegeben,  wenn die
vereinbarte Montage durch den Verkäufer oder dessen Erfüllungsgehilfen unsachgemäß durchgeführt
worden  ist.  Ein  Sachmangel  liegt  bei  einer  zur  Montage  bestimmten  Sache  ferner  vor,  wenn  die
Montageanleitung  mangelhaft  ist,  es  sei  denn,  die  Sache  ist  fehlerfrei  montiert  worden.(3)  Einem
Sachmangel steht es gleich, wenn der Verkäufer eine andere Sache oder eine zu geringe Menge liefert ;
Jordan, Anwendungsbereich, p. 24.

60 Behrensmeyer, Die Verjährung, p. 39.
61 § 438 BGB 2002: 1) Die in § 437 Nr. 1 und 3 bezeichneten Ansprüche verjähren 1. in 30 Jahren, wenn der

Mangel  a)  in  einem dinglichen  Recht  eines  Dritten,  auf  Grund  dessen  Herausgabe  der  Kaufsache
verlangt werden kann, oder b) in einem sonstigen Recht, das im Grundbuch eingetragen ist, besteht, 2.
in  fünf  Jahren  a)  bei  einem  Bauwerk  und  b)  bei  einer  Sache,  die  entsprechend  ihrer  üblichen
Verwendungsweise für ein Bauwerk verwendet worden ist und dessen Mangelhaftigkeit verursacht hat,
und 3. im Übrigen in zwei Jahren. (2) Die Verjährung beginnt bei Grundstücken mit der Übergabe, im
Übrigen mit der Ablieferung der Sache. (3) Abweichend von Absatz 1 Nr. 2 und 3 und Absatz 2 verjähren
die  Ansprüche  in  der  regelmäßigen  Verjährungsfrist,  wenn  der  Verkäufer  den  Mangel  arglistig
verschwiegen hat. Im Falle des Absatzes 1 Nr. 2 tritt die Verjährung jedoch nicht vor Ablauf der dort
bestimmten Frist ein.

62 § 323 (1) BGB 2002:  Erbringt bei einem gegenseitigen Vertrag der Schuldner eine fällige Leistung nicht
oder nicht vertragsgemäß, so kann der Gläubiger, wenn er dem Schuldner erfolglos eine angemessene
Frist zur Leistung oder Nacherfüllung bestimmt hat, vom Vertrag zurücktreten; BGH 12 March 2010, V
ZR 147/09, no. 9.

63 § 438 (2) BGB 2002: ... Die Verjährung beginnt bei Grundstücken mit der Übergabe, im Übrigen mit der
Ablieferung der Sache ...
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to the rescission of  § 437 (2) BGB 2002, a buyer would be able to sue for rescission even

after the periods to bring remedies for repair, replacement or compensation for loss due to
non-conformity  have  lapsed.  After  all,  the  latter  period  already  starts  at  the  physical

delivery or transfer of the thing, whereas the limitation of § 195 does not start to run before
the creditor knows of his loss. Consequently, in theory and practice, the question arose

whether  rescission  in  the  event  of  non-conformity  should  not  likewise  be  curbed  in
accordance with the 30-, five-, and two-year periods for non-conformity of § 438.

A first answer to this question was formulated in a 2006 case brought before the
Bundesgerichtshof (BGH). Germany's highest court for revision of cases first explained the

viewpoint of scholars who argued in favour of applying the various limitation periods of the
remedy for non-conformity in  § 438 likewise to rescission in the event of non-conformity.

They defended their position with the argument that the seller should not have to worry
about a remedy for rescission over a longer period than he has to worry about remedies

for repair or replacement.64 
Advocates  of  keeping  to  the  general  three-year  period  of  limitation  of  §  195

applicable to the remedy for rescission argued - doctrinally sound, but demonstrating only
minor  concerns  with  practicability  -  that  a  buyer  gives  effect  to  rescission  by  plain

announcement. The remedy for rescission in § 437 (2) BGB 200265 in their view is actually
a remedy against debtors not living up to their duties which result from a prior rescission

by plain announcement, and not a remedy aimed at rescission of the sale itself. 66 One can
think of a buyer who claims back the money he paid, now that the sales is rescinded and

the seller refuses to give back the paid sum.  These kind of claims are governed by the
general limitation period of § 195 and not by the limitation periods for non-conformity in §

438 BGB 2002.67  
This argument, however, elicits new questions. First, it implies that the buyer has to

wait for a certain amount of time before he can bring the remedy in § 437 (2). The seller
has to be granted some time to be able to fulfil his new obligations which have arisen due

to the rescission by plain announcement. The question is how much time the seller should
be granted. Furthermore, the reasoning does not deal with what is at stake,  sc.  not the

limitation of remedies available after the seller refused to live up to his obligations due to
rescission, but the limitation of the remedy for rescission itself. How long does the buyer

64 BGH  14 November 2006, VIII ZR 3/06, no. 36: 'Dies soll einer ergänzenden Auslegung des §  218 BGB
zu entnehmen sein, wonach der Schuldner den Konsequenzen des Rücktritts nicht länger ausgesetzt
sein solle als denen des Leistungs - und Nacherfüllungsanspruchs'. 

65 § 437 BGB 2002: Ist die Sache mangelhaft, kann der Käufer, ..., 2. nach den §§ 440, 323 und 326 Abs. 5
von dem Vertrag zurücktreten oder nach § 441 den Kaufpreis mindern... 

66 In German legal terminology the remedy for rescission in  § 437 (2) BGB 2002 is an right flowing forth
from a rescission (Anspruch aus Rücktritt) and not a right to rescission Gestaltungsrecht.

67 BGH 14 November 2006, VIII ZR 3/06, no. 36: 'Nach der überwiegend vertretenen Gegenansicht, die der
Senat teilt, unterliegen Ansprüche des Käufers aus wirksam erklärtem Rücktritt wegen eines Mangels
der  Kaufsache  dagegen  der  dreijährigen  Regelverjährung  nach  §§  195,  199  BGB.  Erst  durch  den
Rücktritt entsteht ein Rückabwicklungs-schuldverhältnis nach §§ 346 bis 348 BGB, aus dem sich der
Anspruch des Käufers auf  Kaufpreisrückzahlung ergibt.  Dieser  Anspruch wird von § 438 BGB nicht
erfasst'.
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have to wait before he can rescind the sale by plain announcement? 

Despite these questions, the BGH makes the reasoning of the advocates in favour
of keeping  the general three-year period of limitation of § 195 applicable to the remedy for

rescission its own. As a result,  apparently remedies exist for  non-conformity which the
buyer has to bring within 30, five or two years, depending on the kind of thing sold, but

also a remedy for not living up to one's obligations which results from rescission, which the
buyer must institute within three years from the moment the buyer is able to bring it. When

he is able to bring it, remains unclear, however.68 It is to be expected that this complex
system of remedies will spawn cases in which litigants will question the lines drawn by the

BGH.69  
What adds to the complexity is that besides the remedies for non-conformity or the

one based on rescission, the buyer of a non-conforming thing can also bring a remedy for
delictual or quasi-delictual damages. For example, he can bring a remedy for deliberate

fraud70 or delict.71 Furthermore, a buyer who suffered loss due to the non-conformity of the
thing he had bought can retrieve consequential loss (Mangelfolgeschäden), if he succeeds

in  proving  the  seller's  fault.  In  a  2016  case  before  the  Bundesgerichtshof,  it  was
furthermore decided that in the event of non-conformity the buyer could sue for damages

because of unjust enrichment, if the remedies for non-conformity were not available.72 
All these remedies expire in keeping with the general three-year limitation counted

from the moment the loss became known to the creditor and not from the moment of
delivery, similar to the remedies for non-conformity.73 Consequently, the situation can occur

in which the buyer already lost his remedies for non-conformity, but can still bring one of
the above mentioned claims for damages caused by the non-conformity in time. Indeed, in

various  cases  plaintiffs  sue  for  damages  on  the  ground  of  delict,  deliberate  fraud  or
Mangelfolgeschäden to circumvent the quickly expiring limitation period of the remedy for

damages due to non-conformity.74  
It is debatable whether such an unravelling of one and the same factual situation

68 § 195 jo. § 199 (1) BGB 2002.
69 Cf. going against the BGH's view LG Frankfurt am Main, 19 July 2006, 2-02 O 470/05, no. 12: 'Ein

Rücktritt  wegen  nicht  vertragsgemäß  erbrachter  Leistungen  ist  zwar  unwirksam,  wenn  der
Nacherfüllungsanspruch  verjährt  ist  (§§  438  IV,  218  BGB)';  retrievable  from
<www.lareda.hessenrecht.hessen.de>

70 § 438 (3) BGB 2002: (3) Abweichend von Absatz 1 Nr. 2 und 3 und Absatz 2 verjähren die Ansprüche in
der regelmäßigen Verjährungsfrist, wenn der Verkäufer den Mangel arglistig verschwiegen hat. Im Falle
des Absatzes 1 Nr. 2 tritt die Verjährung jedoch nicht vor Ablauf der dort bestimmten Frist ein. 

71 § 823 (1) BGB 2002.
72 BGH 25 February 2016, VII ZR 156/13, no. 44.
73 § 823 (1) jo. § 195 and § 199; Maximilian, Anwendung, p. 40; BGH, 7 March 2007, VIII ZR 218/06, no.

14.
74 OLG  Brandenburg,  1  July  2008,  6  U  120/07,  no.  14.  Retrievable  from

<www.gerichtsentscheidungen.berlin-brandenburg.de>; OLG Nürnberg, 30 June 2015, 2 U 1836/14, nos.
4, 13; LG Aschaffenburg, 27 February 2015, 32 O 216/14, Entscheidungsgrund no 2; LG Kempten, 15
December 2014,  21 O 186/13, Entscheidungsgrund A2: 'Hinsichtlich der Mangelfolgeschäden sind die
Schadensersatzansprüche  des  Klägers  nicht  verjährt.  Für  die  letztgenannten  Ansprüche  gilt  die
regelmäßige Verjährungsfrist von 3 Jahren gem. § 195 BGB'; the last three decisions are all retrievable
from <www.gesetze-bayern.de>.
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into various legal claims is desirable. Similar issues came to light in the discussion of the

Dutch NBW which also recognizes a three year period of limitation in the event a buyer
seeks to avoid a contract due to deliberate fraud. Dutch plaintiffs consequently argued that

the short limitation period which the NBW decrees for remedies for non-conformity was not
applicable to remedies based on other legal concepts than non-conformity, such as error,

fraud,  delict,  and claims for  damages  due  to  non-performance.75 The Dutch  Supreme
Court, however, pragmatically found that the Dutch lawgiver had expressly stated a wish to

have all remedies based on the  facts  which boil down to non-conformity lasting equally
long as the remedy for non-conformity itself.76 It seems that the German BGH takes the

complexity of a dogmatically sounder approach for granted. 
However, in comparison to the Austrian ABGB it seems that the reformed German

BGB  might  have  gained  much  clarity,  had  the  remedies  for  repair  or  replacement
(Nacherfüllung) and for damages (Schadenersatz) been arranged separately. A general

remedy for damages caused by whatever reason, but based on the fault of the party who
inflicted  the  loss,  would  have  rendered  the  difficult  to  read  §§  437-438  BGB  2002

significantly less complex.  

75 art. 3:52 (1)(c) NBW.
76 See 8.2.1.
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8.4 The French Réforme de la prescription of 2008

A first superficial look at the Code civil before its revisions of 2005 and 2008 might make
one believe that French sales law suffered from flaws similar to the Dutch sales law under

the BW 1838. The latter had experienced concurrence problems between remedies for
latent  defects,  non-performance,  deliberate  fraud,  and  error.77 However,  the  Cour  de

Cassation proved more flexible than the Dutch Supreme Court in that it did not consider
the remedies for a breach to safeguard from latent defects and the remedies for non-

performance mutually exclusive. If the remedy for latent defects had expired, judges had to
explore whether the longer-lasting claim for non-performance lay open.78 

Consequently, in France, the boundaries between the limitation periods of remedies
for  non-performance and latent  defects  were not  strictly  drawn.  The expiration of  one

remedy did not necessarily exclude the other. As a result, there were less incentives for a
rapprochement of the remedies for defects and non-performance in France than there had

been among Dutch and German law scholars before the legal reforms of 1992 and 2002.79

Until recently, therefore, steps to modify the remedies for defects in things sold in

the Code civil had not yet been taken. With the implementation of Directive 1999/44/EG on
consumer rights in sales, however, a debate ensued among French legal scholars whether

the then existing dichotomy between  garantie  and performance of contracts should be
maintained  in  the  Code civil.  Some  argued  that  the  distinction  between  safeguarding

duties and a duty to perform was based on a proper balance of interests of buyers and
sellers.  Equating  the  delivery  of  a  defective  item  as  non-performance  would  be  too

detrimental to sellers. Others argued that delivery of a defective object equally constituted
non-performance as late delivery or delivery of less than agreed.80 

A  proposal  issued  in  2002  by  professor  Viney  to  replace  the  seller's  duty  to
safeguard from  defects in the  Code civil  by a duty to deliver an item in conformity with

what  had been agreed failed  to  convince the  French lawgiver.81 Merely  the  remedies'
periods of limitation were changed. Since 2005, article 1648 Cc decrees a two-year period

to  be  counted  from  the  discovery  of  the  defect  in  order  to  put  an  end  to  the  legal

77 See 8.2.
78 The Cour de Cassation argues that that duty flows forth from article 12 of the Code de procédure civile.

See Cass. 1re civ., 12 July 2005, 03-19725 (unpublished): 'que l'arrêt attaqué a rejeté cette demande en
considérant qu'elle n'avait pas été introduite dans le délai de l'article 1648 du Code civil; Attendu qu'en
statuant ainsi, sans rechercher, comme elle en avait l'obligation aux termes de l'alinéa 2 de l'article 12 du
nouveau Code de procédure civile, si l'inexactitude du kilométrage figurant au compteur ainsi que dans
le certificat de cession remis par le vendeur ne devait pas être qualifiée comme un manquement de ce
dernier à son obligation de délivrer un véhicule conforme aux spécifications convenues entre les parties,
ce qui aurait exclu l'application de l'article 1648 du Code civil, la cour d'appel n'a pas légalement justifié
sa  décision';  Cass.  1re  civ.,  24  January  2006,  04-11903  (unpublished); the  Cour  de  Cassion  also
frequently  interprets  a  supposed  vice  cachée  as  non-performance  in  order  to  cirumvent  the  short
limitation of article 1648. See Cass. 1re civ., 29 January 2002, Bulletin 2002, I, no. 35, p. 27; Cass. 3e
civ., 6 October 2004, Bulletin 2004, III, no. 167, p. 153; Cass. 1re civ., 15 May 2007, Bulletin 2007, I, no.
192.

79 Hondius, Preadvies, p. 4.
80 For an overview of pros and cons see Calais-Auloy, 'Une nouvelle garantie', p. 710. 
81 Viney, 'Quel domaine', pp. 1497-1501.
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uncertainty which the old article 1648 Cc had caused by leaving the period in which the

remedies for defects in the thing expired to be determined by local custom.82 Admittedly,
the concept of non-conformity made its appearance in French law in the same year, but

that  was  only  in  consumer  sales.  The  Code  de  la  consommation  (Consumer  Code)
provides remedies in the event the movable thing bought does not conform to what was

agreed on in the sales contract.83 

8.4.1 Limitation

However, at the beginning of the 21st century, the law of limitation in the Code civil, which
also touched upon the remedies for defects in things exchanged for money, underwent

significant changes. In the view of some scholars, the way limitation of remedies had been
organised in  the  Code civil  according  to  19th century principles constituted a veritable

'chaos'. Among other things, the general 30-year period for all remedies was considered
too  long  and  the  many  particular  periods  which  deviated  from this  general  period  of

limitation had made the law too complex.84 For example, though the factual situations of
sales of encumbered immovables and of defective things only differed slightly, remedies

for  encumbered  immovables  lasted  for  30  years  beginning  from the  discovery  of  the
encumbrance, whereas remedies for latent defects since 2005 expired after two years

counted from the delivery of the thing.85  
In answer to these supposed difficulties surrounding limitation, in 2005, a proposal

for  reforming  the  law  of  limitation  and  prescription  saw the  light; the  Avant-projet  de

réforme de droit des obligations et du droit de la prescription.86 Though not all changes

which the Avant-project proposed ultimately became law, a significant change took place
concerning the general limitation period of remedies. By statute of 17 June 2008, the 30-

year period after which remedies generally expire was reduced to a five-year period for
personal actions and actions for movables counted from the moment the creditor became

aware of the facts which open up a possibility to seek legal redress. To put a definite end
to uncertainty about the status of things, a creditor has 20 years from the day his right

came into existence to become acquainted with his right  and to act  accordingly ('long
stop').87 

82 Art. 1648 Cc (1804): L'action résultant des vices rédhibitoires, doit être intentée par l'acquéreur dans un
bref délai, suivant la nature du vice rédhibitoire, et l'usage du lieu où a été faite la vente ; art. 1648 Cc
(2005): L'action résultant des vices rédhibitoires doit être intentée par l'acquéreur dans un délai de deux
ans à compter de la découverte du vice...; the change was brought about by art. 3 Ordonnance n°2005-
136, 17 February 2005. 

83 Art. L211-4 Consumer code 2005 (= L217-4 Consumer code 2016).
84 Catala, Avant-projet, p. 171; Zimmermann, 'Prescription', p. 807, with references to French literature.
85 See 7.3.3.
86 Catala, Avant-projet. The complete proposal can be retrieved from <www.justice.gouv.fr>.
87 Zimmermann, 'Prescription', p. 809; art. 2224 Cc (Modifié par LOI n°2008-561 du 17 juin 2008 - art. 1)

Les actions personnelles ou mobilières se prescrivent par cinq ans à compter du jour où le titulaire d'un
droit a connu ou aurait dû connaître les faits lui permettant de l'exercer ; art. 2232 Cc (Modifié par LOI
n°2008-561 du 17 juin 2008 - art. 1): Le report du point de départ, la suspension ou l'interruption de la
prescription ne peut avoir pour effet de porter le délai de la prescription extinctive au-delà de vingt ans à
compter  du  jour  de  la  naissance  du  droit...;  for  criticism  on  this  arrangement  see  Zimmermann,
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A result of this revision was that the differences in limitation between remedies for

eviction, non-performance, and defects in the thing sold were significantly reduced. Be
there  a  third-party  claim,  non-  or  malperformance  the  buyer  is  in  all  cases  denied  a

remedy, if  five years have lapsed since the moment the facts which gave ground to a
remedy have become known to him. In the event of a defect in an object, a buyer has two

years  counted  from the  discovery  of  the  defect.  Before  2008,  the  remedies  for  non-
performance and eviction lingered on for  another  25 years,  whereas the remedies for

defects expired after two. Hence, in terms of legal certainty the adopted changes of the
Avant-projet may seem an improvement.

However, this only partly holds true. First, the French lawgiver chose to leave the
two-year  limitation  of  the  remedies  for  latent  defect  in  article  1648  Cc  unaltered.

Consequently,  the  problems  of  concurrence  with  the  longer-lasting  remedies  for  non-
performance,  error  and  delict,  comparable  to  those  observed  in  the  sections  on  the

reforms of the Dutch and German civil codes will most likely remain. Can a buyer bring still
bring remedies for non-performance, error or delict after the remedies for defects have

expired? Indeed, it seems that the Cour de Casssation keeps answering the same kind of
questions as those that  had been posed before the reform and which the reform was

supposed to solve.88

Secondly, the French Consumer Code, which was created as the implementation of

Directive 1999/44/EC, seems not to have been taken into account in the reform of the
Code civil based on the Avant-projet. Since the entering into force of the Consumer Code

in 2005, a consumer who buys a defective movable thing can sue for non-conformity.
However, this remedy's limitation begins to run with the delivery of the item, whereas the

period  of  limitation  of  the  remedy  for  defects  in  the  Code civil  is  calculated  from  the
defect's discovery.89 The different approach to limitation which these remedies imply are

likely to cause difficulties in practice. As the Consumer Code does not exclude consumers
from pursuing their rights by means of the remedies available in the Code civil, consumers

can  bring  either  the  Consumer  code's  remedy  for  non-conformity  or  the  Code  civil's

remedy for latent defects.90 For example, it is possible that a defect in a car appears later

'Prescription', p. 811.
88 In 2010 the  Cour de Cassation  again argued that  judges have to explore whether a claim for non-

performance lies. That duty flows forth from article 12 of the Code de procédure civile.  See Cass. 1re
civ.,  25 November 2010, 09-67495 (unpublished):  'qu’en ne recherchant pas si  les défauts qu’elle a
relevés, à défaut de constituer des vices cachés, ne caractérisaient pas un manquement du vendeur à
son obligation de délivrance, la Cour d’appel a privé sa décision de base légale au regard de l’article
1604 du Code civil,  ensemble de l’article 12 du Code de procédure civile';  again in Cass.  chambre
comm., 17 May 2017, 15-23079 (unpublished); in a 2007 case, the Cour de Cassation  affirmed that a
remedy based on art. 1648 Cc brought as a subsidiary to the remedy for non-performance takes the
latter's period of limitation. See  Cass. 3re civ., 10 October 2007, 06-18130, Bulletin 2007, III, no. 174.

89 Art. L211-12 Code de la consommation (2005) = art. L217-12 Code de la consommation (2016):  L'action
résultant du défaut de conformité se prescrit par deux ans à compter de la délivrance du bien; Art. 1648
Cc (2005): ... à compter de la découverte du vice...

90 Art. L211-13 Code de la consommation (2005) = art. L217-13 Code de la consommation (2016):  Les
dispositions de la présente section ne privent pas l'acheteur du droit d'exercer l'action résultant des vices
rédhibitoires telle qu'elle résulte des articles 1641 à 1649 du code civil ou toute autre action de nature
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than two years after delivery. Under the Consumer Code a consumer has forfeited his right

to remedy the defect. Nonetheless, he can still opt for a remedy for defects based on the
provisions for latent defects in the Code civil.91 

This unclear state of affairs has been noted by French legal scholars who argue for
a wholesale replacement of the remedies for latent defects with a general remedy for non-

conformity of the bought thing with what had been agreed. Advocates of such a revision
usually take the UN Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG ),

the  Dutch  NBW  and  the  BGB  after  the  Schuldrechtmodernisierung  as  a  point  of
reference.92 However, no initiatives to this purpose have as of yet made it into France's

civil law.

contractuelle ou extracontractuelle qui lui est reconnue par la loi; in Austria the ABGB is only a subsidiary
to the Consumer code (Konsumentenschutzgesetz). See Barta, Grundriss, p. 113. 

91 Calais-Auloy, 'Une nouvelle garantie', p. 708. 
92 Calais-Auloy, 'Une nouvelle garantie', p. 711. 
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8.5 The Spanish  Propuesta para la modernización del Derecho de obligaciones y

contratos of 2009

Similar to the French Code civil, the BW 1838 and the BGB 1900, the Spanish Código civil

of 1889 distinguishes between the seller's and lessor's duty to safeguard the buyer from
defects in the thing sold (saneamiento) and the duty of the seller to perform his contractual

obligations (cumplimiento).93 In agreement with some of their French colleagues, Spanish
legal scholars considered this 19th  century viewpoint a misfit in the 21st century society.94

Moreover, the need to accommodate Spain's national civil  law to European private law
was  increasingly  felt.  Though  initially  the  Spanish  legislator,  similar  to  the  French,

implemented Directive 1999/44/EC by means of a separate Consumer statute in 200395,
voices were heard which argued for the incorporation of consumer sales in the Código.

In  2009,  the  Spanish  committee  for  codification  launched  a  proposal  for  the
modernisation of the Spanish law of obligations in the  Código civil. Inspired by the UN

Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG) and the European
Principles of Contract law (PECL), the committee proposed an overhaul of the  Código's

law governing defects in things sold.96 
The  committee  underpins  its  choice  for  discarding  the  safeguarding  duties  and

replacing  them by  non-conformity  by  referring  to  Von  Jhering's  disqualification  of  the
principle  of  favor  debitoris.97 Instead  of  debtors,  so  the  Spanish  committee  argues,

creditors should get the benefit of the doubt in the event of non-performance. Creditors
should  always have a  right  to  performance by  the  debtor, irrespective  of  the  debtor's

culpability,  cases  of  impossibility  and  cases  of  which  the  performance  would  prove
particularly detrimental to the debtor excepted.98 

This change of perspective had already come to the fore in the treatment of the
seller's liability for defects in things sold in the CISG and Directive 1999/44/EC. There, the

seller - who may become a debtor, if what he sells turns out defective -, must deliver the
goods without defects. A breach of that performance does not depend on whether or not

the seller  could be considered liable for the presence of defects.  Thus, the buyer - or
creditor, if the situation is explained in terms of Von Jhering's  favor debitoris - gets the

benefit  of  the doubt.  According to the Spanish committee for the modernisation of the
Código's,  in  the  CISG and  Directive  1999/44/EC a  'unitarian'  concept  of  performance

prevails based on Von Jhering's  favor debitoris  instead of a system in which the seller's

93 See 7.6.1.
94 Ponce de León,  Propuesta,  p. 17;  the proposal  can be retrieved from <http://www.mjusticia.gob.es>

Áreas temáticas> Actividad Legislativa> Comisión General de Codificación> Propuestas>; Gómez Calle,
'Los remedios', p. 33.

95 Ley 23/2003 de 10 de julio, de Garantías en la Venta de Bienes de Consumo.
96 Christiandl, 'Der Spanische Schuldrechtsmodernisierungsentwurf', p. 908.
97 A principle which, to my knowledge, does not seem to have played a role in the development of the law

of latent defects in the BGB.
98 Ponce de León, Propuesta, pp. 22-23; Christiandl, 'Der Spanische Schuldrechtsmodernisierungsentwurf',

p. 907.
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duties  were  put  in  the  different  categories  of  the  duty  to  safeguard  and  the  duty  to

perform.99 
In order to accommodate the Código to the CISG and European consumer law, the

committee  proposes  the  same  unitarian  approach  to  performance  for  sales  in  the
Código.100 It replaces the seller's duty to safeguard from latent defects (saneamiento) with

a duty to perform in conformity with the contract's content as a species of the contractual
duty to perform (cumplimiento).101 Not only the seller's duty to safeguard from defects in

the thing, but also his duties to safeguard from eviction and encumbrances on immovables
are abolished.102 The committee's proposal furthermore aims to incorporate the demands

of  Directive  1999/44/EC  on  Consumer  sales  into  the  Código,  so  that  the  separate
Consumer  Code  can  be  done  away  with.  At  present,  the  remedies  for  breach  of

safeguarding  duties  in  the  Código  and  those  in  statute  23/2003  with  which  Directive
1999/44/EC is implemented are incompatible. The consumer-buyer has to choose and can

not bring both.103   
In addition to introducing the concept of non-conformity, the proposal modifies the

present  Código's  law  of  non-performance  (incumplimiento).  The  Código had  always
distinguished between non-performance of contracts to give, to do, or to refrain and their

corresponding remedies,  which  resulted  in  a  fragmented system of  remedies  for  non-
performance.104 Contrariwise, in the proposal all these cases of non-performance produce

uniform remedies.105 The creditor can demand performance, reduction of price, rescission,
and compensation for loss.106

Finally,  proposed  article  1455  states  the  seller's  duty  to  deliver  the  thing  in
conformity with the contract and free from third-party claims.107 Unlike, for example, the

Dutch NBW, the proposal for a new Código thus brings the previously separately arranged
duties to safeguard from defects and third-party claims together in one duty to perform.108

According to article 1190, non-performance opens the way for the buyer to claim a price
reduction, rescission, or loss. Consequently, because non-conformity is a species of non-

99 Ponce de León, Propuesta, p. 25: 'Básicamente el nuevo sistema se caracteriza por utilizar un concepto
unitario de incumplimiento del contrato y articular, adecuadamente, los remedios tradicionales con que
cuenta en ese caso el acreedor'; Gómez Calle, 'Los remedios', pp. 36-37.

100 Ponce de León, Propuesta, p. 25.
101 Ibidem, p. 18; Gómez Calle, 'Los remedios', p. 38.
102 Ponce de León, Propuesta, pp. 26-27.
103 Ibidem,  p.  25:  'Puede permitir,  en  su  día,  incorporar  al  Código  civil  la  Ley  23/2003';  Law 23/2002

excludes consumers from remedies available in the  Código.  See art. 13 Law 23/2003:  '... Disposición
adicional. Incompatibilidad de acciones. El ejercicio de las acciones que contempla esta ley derivadas
de la falta de conformidad será incompatible con el ejercicio de las acciones derivadas del saneamiento
por vicios ocultos de la compraventa...'.

104 Artt. 1096-1099 Código.
105 Ponce  de  León,  Propuesta,  p.  25:  'Conforme al  nueva  sistema,  la  falta  de  ejecución  de  cualquier

obligación resultante del contrato constituye incumplimiento, con independencia de que la inejecución
sea o no imputable al deudor'.

106 Art. 1190 Proposal.
107 Art. 1455 Proposal: 'Por el contrato de compraventa el vendedor se obliga a entregar una cosa que sea

conforme con el contrato y esté libre de derechos de tercero que no haya sido contemplados en él...
108 See 8.2;  Gómez Calle, 'Los remedios', p. 38.
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performance,  the  same  remedies  are  available  to  the  buyer  of  non-conforming,

encumbered  or  evinced  object.109 Moreover,  as  the  drafters  of  the  proposal  consider
delivery of a thing which later is evicted as delivery of a non-conforming thing, the rather

vast section on eviction in the present Código is left out of the proposal.110 

8.5.1 Limitation

The committee considered the limitation in the Código in force concerning defects in sold
things both too short and too long. However, the dogmatic repositioning of safeguarding

duties under non-performance would not bring the desired changes in limitation. Without
further  modification  of  the  Código,  the  proposed equation  of  non-conformity  with  non-

performance  would  have  meant  that  the  buyer's  remedy  for  a  defective  thing  would
become subject to the general limitation period for non-performance of 15 years.111 The

committee  found  such  a  15-year  remedy  excessively  long  and  advocated  a  shorter
limitation.  At  the  same  time,  the  committee  considered  the  six-months  period  of  the

remedy for defects and the one and two-years periods of the remedies for encumbered
immovables in the unchanged Código too short.112 Hence, the proposal envisages some

drastic changes.
First, article 1488 of the Proposal lays down limitation periods of the remedies for

non-conformity; five years for immovables and two in all other cases.113 The remedy for
non-conformity because of a third-party claim has its own limitation in proposed article

1495; 10 years for immovables, and three in all other cases.114 Finally, proposed article
1190 states the remedies for non-performance, which remedies answer to the general five-

year limitation of all personal actions laid down in article 1964 already in force. Hence, the
Proposal provides longer periods for buyers of non-conforming things (at least two years

instead of six months) but shorter periods in the event of non-performance (five years
instead of fifteen).

A complicating factor, however, is that the periods mentioned start to run on different

109 Art. 1490 Proposal: Si un tercero estuviere en condiciones de ejercitar contra el comprador un derecho
relativo a la cosa no contemplado en el contrato,...  el  comprador podrá, a su elección, ejercitar los
derechos  mencionados  en  el  artículo  1482; art.  1482  Código  (proposed):  En  caso  de  falta  de
conformidad, el comprador podrá por su sola declaración dirigida al vendedor exigirle el cumplimiento,
reducir  el  precio  o resolver el  contrato.  En cualquiera de estos supuestos podrá exigir, además, la
indemnización de los daños y perjuicios, si procediere.

110 Ponce de León, Propuesta, p. 41. Artt. 1490-1496 (proposed) replace artt. 1475-1483 Código (1889).
111 Art. 1461 Código (1889) jo. art. 1974 (1889):  La acción hipotecaria prescribe a los veinte años, y las

personales que no tengan señalada término especial de prescripción, a los quince.
112 Ponce de León, Propuesta, p. 38.
113 Art. 1488 Proposal: Los derechos y acciones que corresponden al comprador por falta de conformidad

de la cosa prescriben 1o A los cincos años, si la cosa vendida es un inmueble construido o edificado. 2o

A los dos años, en los demás casos. El plazo se computará desde el día en que el comprador tuvo la
cosa en su poder; pero si el vendedor ha ocultado la falta de conformidad, el plazo se computará a partir
del día en que el comprador la haya descubierto o no haya podido ignorarla... 

114 Art. 1495 Proposal: Los derechos y acciones que corresponden al comprador por virtud del artículo 1490
prescriben: 1.o A los diez años, si la cosa vendida es un immueble y el derecho que el tercero pueda
hacer valer sobre ella faculta para privar de la posesión al comprador. 2.o A los tres años en los demás
casos...
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moments  in  time.  The  general  limitation  period  for  personal  actions  in  article  1964  is

counted from the day the seller or creditor has become or should have been aware of the
non-performance or non-conformity.115 Yet, the limitation periods for non-conformity start to

run on the moment the thing bought comes in the possession of the buyer or is delivered
to him. In the event of the seller's bad faith limitation is again determined differently; the

period does not start before the buyer discovers or could have discovered the defect.116

Furthermore,  some  remedies  for  non-conformity  are  made  dependent  on  the  buyer's

notification of the non-conformity to the seller within 'a reasonable time'.117 This variety of
limitation periods and concomitant moments on which they start to run is likely to become

a future cause of confusion. 
The committee's proposal furthermore distinguishes between a seller who in bad

faith conceals the lack of conformity and one who does not. In the first case, the limitation
starts to run not before the buyer discovers or could have discovered the non-conformity.

Hence, the seller who knowingly sold a non-conforming thing is 'punished', as the buyer
who suffered from this fraud is granted a longer period to bring a remedy than when he

had dealt with a seller in good faith.
This distinction between sellers in good and bad faith is also carried through in the

implementation of the demand in Directive 1999/44/EC that the buyer has to inform the
seller within 'a reasonable' time of the non-conformity. The proposal applies this duty to

inform to both consumer and non-consumer sales. If the buyer fails to act accordingly, he
forfeits  his  claim for  fulfilment  of  the contract  (repair  and replacement),  but  keeps the

possibility to sue for price reduction and compensation for loss. Against a seller in bad
faith, however, the buyer's neglect to inform the seller does not have consequences; the

buyer keeps all the claims available under non-conformity.118 
With regard to the buyer's duty to notify the seller within a reasonable period of

time, the Spanish proposal compares favourably with the Code civil, BGB 2002 and NBW
in terms of legal certainty. As observed above, the Dutch legislator made the duration of

the remedy for non-conformity depend on whether the buyer had within 'a reasonable time'
informed the seller of the non-conformity. The seller had to be granted a reasonable period

to repair his breach of contract. If the buyer had not interrupted limitation during the seller's
efforts to cure the breach, he had to bring a remedy for rescission and loss within two

115 Art.  1190  Proposal:  En  caso  de  incumplimiento  podrá  el  acreedor...  exigir  el  cumplimiento  de  la
obligación, reducir el precio o resolver el contrato, y, en cualquiera de estos supuestos, podrá además
exigir la indemnización  de los daños y perjuicios  producidos; the interpretation of article 1964 can be
found in the report of the Comisión general de la codificación, p. 4.

116 Art. 1488 Proposal: ... pero si el vendedor ha ocultado la falta de conformidad, el plazo se computará a
partir del día en que el comprador la haya descubierto o no haya podido ignorarla...

117 Art. 1489 Proposal: El comprador que no comunique la falta de conformidad de la cosa al vendedor en
un plazo razonable desde que la hubiese conocido o hubiera debido conocerla, sólo tendrá derecho a
reducir el precio o a exigir la indemnización de daños y perjuicios, excluido el lucro cesante; pero si el
vendedor conociere o no hubiere podido ignorar la falta de conformidad, el comprador conservará todos
los derechos que le corresponden; Ponce de León, Propuesta, p. 40.

118 Art. 1489 Proposal:  ...excluido el lucro cessante; pero si el vendedor conociere o no hubiere podido
ignorar la falta de conformidad, el comprador conservará todos los derechos que le corresponden.
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years from the day he had made the seller aware of the non-conformity on the pain of

forfeiting his rights. This meant that the period the buyer had granted to the seller to cure,
had to be deducted from the two-year period within which the remedy for non-conformity

could be instituted.
The proposal for a new  Código  does not attach such grave consequence to the

requirement of notifying the seller within 'a reasonable time' of the non-conformity. The
proposed article 1489 separates the claim for price reduction, rescission and damages

caused  by  the  non-conformity  from the  remedy for  repair  or  replacement  of  the  non-
conforming  thing.  Irrespective  of  whether  the  buyer  notified  the  seller  of  the  non-

conformity, he keeps the possibility to sue for price reduction or damages. In the event the
seller had acted in bad faith, the buyer retains all remedies for non-conformity. Thus, the

Spanish buyer who does not notify the seller of the non-conformity within a reasonable
time after the non-conformity became known or should have become known to him only

jeopardises his right to repair or replacement. He keeps the possibility to sue for other loss
within five or two years, if the non-conformity lies in a defect, or ten or three years in the

event  of  a  third-party  claim,  counted  from  the  day  he  received  the  thing  in  his
possession.119 

The committee's proposal to thus separate the claim for price reduction, rescission
and damages caused by the non-conformity from the remedy for repair or replacement of

the non-conforming thing resembles the systematic of the ABGB. The Austrian civil code
also distinguishes between remedies for restoration of a breach of safeguarding duties and

remedies  for  loss  resulting  of  such  a  breach.  Also  similar  to  the  ABGB,  the  Spanish
proposal makes the scope of the seller's liability dependent on his bad faith.120 According

to the ABGB, only deliberate fraud triggers a liability for lost profits. The proposal similarly
determines that only sellers in bad faith can be held liable for lost profits.121 

However,  the  Spanish  proposal  does  not  carry  through  the  distinction  between
remedies for non-conformity and for compensation for loss resulting from non-conformity

as  far  as the ABGB does.  In  the  Austrian  code the remedy for  damages lying  for  all
contractual and extra-contractual loss is perceived as a general remedy which has nothing

to do with conformity. It is simply a claim for loss in accordance with the debtor's fault,
irrespective of what event had caused the loss.122 The remedy is consequently brought

under the general part of the ABGB on claims for loss and has a distinct period of limitation

119 Art. 1495 Proposal: Los derechos y acciones que corresponden al comprador por virtud del artículo 1490
prescriben: 1.o A los diez años, si la cosa vendida es un immueble y el derecho que el tercero pueda
hacer valer sobre ella faculta para privar de la posesión al comprador. 2.o A los tres años en los demás
casos. Los plazos se computarán a partir del día de la entrega de la cosa; pero si el vendedor hubiera
ocultado al  comprador, al  celebrar  el  contrato,  el  derecho que el  tercero pueda ejercitar, o hubiera
intervenido posteriormente en su creación, se computarán a partir del día en que el comprador descubra
su existencia o no pueda ignorarla; art. 1496 Código applies art. 1489 likewise to things subject to third-
party claims.

120 See 7.4.3 (ABGB).
121 See 7.4.3; Art. 1489 Proposal.
122 See 8.6.
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which starts to run at the moment on which the creditor became known with the loss and

the  person  who  had  caused  it.  Irrespective  of  whether  the  remedy  for  repair  or
compensation for a breach of safeguarding duty has expired, the buyer under the ABGB

keeps a possibility to sue for damages which resulted from the breach. Contrariwise, the
Spanish proposal arranges the buyer's claims for damages under the remedy for non-

conformity in article 1489, which makes it subject to the limitation of remedies for non-
conformity. 

In  this  regard,  a  complicating  factor  of  the  Spanish  proposal  is  that  claims  for
reduction  of  price,  rescission,  and  loss  are  also  available  under  the  header  of  non-

performance in article 1190. For these claims the general five-year limitation period applies
which starts to run at the moment the creditor becomes acquainted with the damages and

the  person  who  caused  them.123 As  non-conformity  is  considered  a  species  of  non-
performance, the questions arises what differences there are between the remedies for

price reduction, rescission, and damages based on non-conformity and their equivalents
which lie for non-performance. For example, can a buyer of a non-conforming thing bring

only the claims on the basis of article 1489 within the limitation period of the remedy for
non-conformity? The separate mentioning of the claims seems to suggest so. On the other

hand, in keeping with the committee's view that a uniform concept of non-performance and
corresponding remedies should hold sway in the revised Código124, one might interpret the

remedies in article 1489 as a mere repetition of the general remedies for non-performance
as summed up in article 1190. Yet,  these remedies are limited in accordance with the

general  five-year  period  which  does  not  start  to  run  before  the  creditor  becomes
acquainted with the damages and the person who caused them.125 Hence, which limitation

period should be applied to the remedies in 1489? As the proposal does not provide a
specific answer, it is to be expected that the question will be posed by future litigants in

court. The drafters of the proposal would have done wiser, had they proposed one and the
same limitation period for price reduction, rescission, and damages, irrespective of the

place in the  Código  where one encounters them, as exactly the ABGB has done for all
remedies for contractual and non-contractual damages.

Similarly problematic seems the absence of clear drawn-out boundaries between
remedies for non-conformity and for error or fraud. In the latter cases a remedy lies in the

Código now in force for avoidance of the contract. This remedy can be brought within four
years  from the  contract's  conclusion.126 However,  in  the  proposal  the  limitation  of  the

remedy for  avoidance because of  error  or  fraud is  counted from the day the  creditor
became known with the error or fraud.127 As a result, the remedy for error or fraud will
123 Art. 1190 Proposal; Gómez Calle, 'Los remedios', p. 80. For their limitation see art. 1964 Código. The

interpretation of this article can be found on page 4 of the earlier proposed and carried out Reforma de la
prescripción y la caducidad by the Comisión general de codificación.

124 Ponce de León, Propuesta, p. 25.
125 Reforma, p. 4.
126 Art. 1301 Código: La acción de nulidad sólo durará cuatro años. Este tiempo empezará a correr... En los

de error, o dolo, o falsedad de la causa, desde la consumación del contrato...
127 Art. 1304 Proposal:  La acción caducará a los dos años y este tiempo empezará a correr... en los de
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concur with the claims based on non-performance, which limitation begins at the same

moment.  Furthermore,  the remedies for  fraud and error  will  outlast  the claim for  non-
conformity, which already starts to run at the moment the buyer is in possession of the

non-conforming thing. Hence, a buyer who sees his remedies for repair or replacement
expired might under circumstances still be able to sue for error or fraud.

With all these concurring and overlapping remedies and the absence of provisions
which determine which remedies are applicable to non-conformity, a similar discussion as

the  one  which  surfaced  in  the  NBW  about  the  relation  between  general  contractual
remedies and the particular remedies for non-conformity might be the result of adopting

the proposal in its present shape.128     

error o dolo... desde que el legitimado para anular el contrato hubiese conocido o debido conocer la
causa de la anulabilidad.

128 Cf.  8.2.1;  uncritical  towards  the  proposal  in  its  entirety  is  Christiandl,  'Der  Spanische
Schuldrechtsmodernisierungsentwurf', p. 912.
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8.6 The Austrian Allgemeine Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch of 1811

The Austrian Allgemeine Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch of 1811 had much in common with the
ALR.  Gewährleistung  in  the ABGB was defined similarly  broad and encompassed the

seller's duty to safeguard from defects, eviction and unusual encumbrances. Both the ALR
and  ABGB  based  their  provisions  about  the  seller's  safeguarding  duties  -  of  which

safeguarding from defects in the sold thing was one - on the general need to remedy
'Äquivalenzstörungen' caused by a disproportionality between the mutual performances of

the parties to the contract.129 These principles survived the reform of the ABGB in 1916
and the implementation of Directive 1999/44/EC in 2002130, so that the natural law-concept

of fairness in exchange appears fully alive and well  in a code still  in force in the 21 st

century.  

Unlike  in  the  Dutch  BW  1838,  the  boundaries  in  the  ABGB  between  non-
performance  and  the  seller's  duty  to  safeguard  from,  among  other  things,  defects  in

purchased goods, had over the years become clearly established. Until  delivery of the
thing, the seller's breaches of contract are to be understood as non-performance. Once

the goods have been delivered,  the seller  can no longer  commit  non-performance. All
breaches  of  contract  from  that  moment  on  are  to  be  considered  as  breaches  of

safeguarding duties.131 
Moreover,  the  ABGB's  remedies  for  error,  loss  due  to  fault  (verschuldeter

Schaden)132, loss due to the seller's deliberate fraud133, and breach of Gewährleistung are
not mutually exclusive. A buyer whose remedy for breach of safeguarding duty has, in the

event of movables, expired after six months, can still bring a remedy for error or for loss
caused by the seller's fault or fraud. The remedy for error lasts for three years counted

from the conclusion of the contract.134 The remedies for loss due to the seller's fault or
deliberate fraud also last for three years with the addition that their limitation does not start

before the creditor gains knowledge of the loss and the person who has inflicted it. 135

Finally, there is also a 30-year remedy in the event the contract was concluded under

129 Barta,  Grundriss,  p.  459:  'Unser  Rechtsinstitut  dient  dazu,  um  bei  entgeltliche  Geschäften
Äquivalenzstörungen,  die  durch  den  (bereits  erfolgten)  Leistungsaustausch  entstanden  sind,  zu
beseitigen oder doch zu mildern'; the Oberster Gerichtshof rejects compensation for loss due to breach
of  Gewährleistung which would put the buyer into a better position than he would have been in, if the
contract  had  been  carried  out  correctly.  See  OGH  5  March  2009,  1Ob16/09y,  no.  2:  'eine  dem
schadenersatzrechtlichen  Ausgleichsgedanken  widersprechende  Bereicherung';  OGH  7  April  2011,
2Ob135/10g, no. 6: '...schadenersatzrechtlichen Ausgleichsgedanken...'

130 BGBl., I, no. 48, 2001.
131 Barta, Grundriss, p. 460.
132 § 1295 (1) ABGB: § 1295: Jedermann ist berechtigt, von dem Beschädiger den Ersatz des Schadens,

welchen dieser ihm aus Verschulden zugefügt hat, zu fordern; der Schade mag durch Übertretung einer
Vertragspflicht oder ohne Beziehung auf einen Vertrag verursacht worden sein.

133 § 1324 ABGB. 
134 §  1487  ABGB;  OGH  27  April  1976,  3Ob511/76  (error);  Barta,  Grundriss,  pp.  346,  470;  Riedler,

'Systemfragen', p. 361.
135 OGH 7 March 1990, 1Ob536/90; § 1324 and § 1489 ABGB (limitation); Barta,  Grundriss,  pp. 470-471:

'Seither  besteht  uneingeschränkter  Konkurrenz  zwischen  Gewährleistungs  und
Schadenersatzansprüchen'.
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duress.136 Hence,  unlike  under  the  new  Dutch  civil  code,  Austrian  buyers  can  bring

remedies other than those for breach of safeguarding duties, even if the underlying facts of
the case constituted a breach of Gewährleistung.137 

The  ABGB's  1811  definition  of  Gewährleistung  differs  only  slightly  from  what
Directive 1999/44/EC understands by conformity with contract. The pertinent provision in

the ABGB  describes the duty of  Gewährleistung  as the duty to safeguard the thing's
quality in conformity with what one can normally expect or with what is explicitly agreed on

in  the  contract  (der  getroffenen  Verabredung  gemäß).138 Also  the  difference  between
liability for defects and that for eviction had always been less marked in the ABGB than in

the  other  European  codes,  as  both  were  considered  a  breach  of  one  and  the  same
safeguarding duty.139 

The absence of problems of concurrence of non-performance and Gewährleistung

and the 'non-conformity-style'  definition of  Gewährleistung  in the ABGB meant that the

Austrian legislator did not see the need for a wholesale revision of the code. Unlike in the
Netherlands and Germany the demands of Directive 1999/44/EC could be met with a slight

adjustment of  § 922. Since 2001, the paragraph states more explicitly that the delivered
object  should  be  in  conformity  with  what  was  contractually  agreed  (dem  Vertrag

entsprechen).140 Another  change  pertains  to  the  limitation  of  the  remedies  for
Gewährleistung. Since 2002, paragraph 933 adds that the limitation periods begin with the

delivery of the thing in the event of defects in the thing (Sachmängel). A remedy which is
brought for a third-party claim (Rechtsmangel) does not begin its limitation period before

the claim becomes known to the buyer.141 
In sum, of all codes hitherto discussed, the ABGB, after the Code civil  the second

oldest civil code still in force, appears remarkably robust regarding its provisions governing
the law of defects in the thing delivered. This feature can be ascribed to the natural law

style in which the provisions about Gewährleistung are conceived. Encompassing not only
defects in objects,  but also cases of sellers not living up to what was agreed, the old

provision was smoothly transformed into a duty to safeguard the thing's conformity with the

136 § 870 ABGB jo. § 1478 ABGB; Barta, Grundriss, p. 346; Riedler, 'Systemfragen', p. 361.
137 Cf. 8.2.1.
138 § 922 ABGB (1811):  Wenn jemand eine Sache auf eine entgeldliche Art einem Anderen überläßt; so

leistet  er  Gewähr,  daß  sie  die  ausdrücklich  bedungenen,  oder  gewöhnlich  dabey  voraus  gesetzten
Eigenschaften habe, und daß sie der Natur des Geschäftes, oder der getroffenen Verabredung gemäß
benützt und verwendet werden könne.

139 See 7.4.2.1.
140 § 922 (1) ABGB (2001): Wer einem anderen eine Sache gegen Entgelt überlässt, leistet Gewähr, dass

sie  dem Vertrag  entspricht.  Er  haftet  also  dafür,  dass  die  Sache die  bedungenen oder  gewöhnlich
vorausgesetzten  Eigenschaften  hat,  dass  sie  seiner  Beschreibung,  einer  Probe  oder  einem Muster
entspricht und dass sie der Natur des Geschäftes oder der getroffenen Verabredung gemäß verwendet
werden kann.

141 § 933 (1) ABGB (2001): Das Recht auf die Gewährleistung muss, wenn es unbewegliche Sachen betrifft,
binnen drei Jahren, wenn es bewegliche Sachen betrifft, binnen zwei Jahren gerichtlich geltend gemacht
werden. Die Frist beginnt mit dem Tag der Ablieferung der Sache, bei Rechtsmängeln aber erst mit dem
Tag, an dem der Mangel dem Übernehmer bekannt wird. Die Parteien können eine Verkürzung oder
Verlängerung dieser Frist vereinbaren; Barta, Grundriss, p. 463.
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contents of the agreed contract. 
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8.6.1 The ABGB in comparison

A significant difference with the NBW and the modified BGB is that the ABGB keeps the
distinction  between  non-performance  and  Gewährleistung  intact.  Yet,  this  choice  is

certainly no less advantageous than the choice made in the Netherlands and Germany to
put non-performance and safeguarding duties on a par. As observed above, at present,

Dutch law does not provide handles to the buyer as to which periods of limitation have to
be applied to remedies based on the facts of non-conformity. German civil law, in keeping

with ius commune, regards eviction as a species of non-performance for which a 30-years
limitation holds, instead of the five-year limitation of remedies for non-conformity due to

encumbrances on edifices or  the two-year  limitation of  remedies for  non-conformity  in
other things. As a result, a buyer confronted with a non-conforming edifice has 25 years

less time to act than the buyer of an immovable of another kind which appears to be
subject to a third-party claim.142 

The ABGB in its present fashion escapes such intricacies by assigning an equal
limitation to all remedies for Gewährleistung, including remedies for third-party claims and

defects in the sold item. The only thing parties have to take into account is that the period
of the remedy for eviction does not begin with the delivery of the object, but at the moment

at which the buyer has become acquainted with the third-party claim.143 The underlying
reason for determining such a short period of limitation for defects was that the defect

should  be  present  at  the  time  of  delivery.  A  long  limitation  period  would  make  it
increasingly difficult to prove that such had been the case. However, in case of third-party

claims this is different. Since such claims depend on a third-party's wish to exercise his
right, the buyer cannot make use of a remedy for  Gewährleistung against the seller, as

long as the third party  does not  bring a claim. In keeping with  the adage  contra non

valentem  agere,  nulla  currit  praescriptio,  the  beginning  of  limitation  is  in  such  cases

postponed.144 
Furthermore, the ABGB grants the recipient the option to sue for damages which

might  result from the seller's fault or fraud.145 This remedy lies irrespective of how the
promisor acted on the claims to cure his breach of safeguarding duty and has its own

requirements. The promisor's liability depends on and is measured by his fault or fraud.146

142 § 438 BGB 2002.
143 More precisely, the period begins to count from the moment a serious effort to discover the third-party

claim (ernsthafte Prüfung) would have yielded effect. See OGH 14 May 1992, 6Ob531/91; OGH 21 April
2005, 6Ob353/04m.    

144 Zeiller, Kommentar, 3.1, p. 140
145 § 1295 (1) ABGB, §§ 1323-1324 ABGB.
146 Gschnitzer, in: Klang, Kommentar, vol. 6, to § 923 ABGB, p. 545: 'Der neue Text: 'In allen Fällen haftet

der  Übergeber  für  den  verschuldeten  Schaden',  soll  klarstellen,  '  daß  neben  dem
Gewährleistungsanspruch  der  Anspruch  auf  Schadenersatz  nur  besteht,  wenn  der  Schaden  vom
Übergeber verschuldet ist'. Der Wiedergegebene Schlußsatz des ersten Absatzes des  § 932 will also
dem  Erwerber  nicht  einen  Schadenersatzanspruch  gewähren,  sonder  nur  einen  bereits  aus  der
allgemeine  Regel  des   §  1295  sich  ergebenden  und  and  die  allgemeinen  Voraussetzungen  einer
Schadenersatzpflicht gebunendenen Schadenersatzanspruch - neben den Gewährleistungsansprüchen
- vorbehalten'; Barta, Grundriss, pp. 599-600.
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Fault results in a limited liability consisting in compensation for loss, whereas deliberate

fraud means that he also has to compensate for lost profits.147 The remedy lies for three
years from the moment at which the recipient became aware of the loss and the person

who had caused it.148

This approach seems altogether more just than the opaque Dutch system which

does not distinguish between sellers in good faith and fraudulent sellers nor grants the
buyer who sues on the grounds of delict or fraud a longer period to bring his claim. As

observed earlier, under the NBW, both knowing and unknowing seller face a similar claim
for loss. Moreover, Dutch civil law assists the seller who acts fraudulently by applying the

short  limitation period of the remedy for non-conformity, since this short  limitation was
extended to remedies for loss because of delict, error, and fraud, whenever the facts of the

case  could  constitute  non-conformity.149 Contrariwise,  the  ABGB  ensures  that  the
fraudulently acting seller has to fear for claims for full damages. Moreover, according to the

ABGB the limitation period of the claim for loss does not start before the claimant has
become aware of his loss and the person who caused it. As a result, a duped buyer can

bring a remedy for such loss even after the remedies for  Gewährleistung have expired.  
In  general,  the  solutions the  ABGB offers  seem the result  of  a  more  balanced

compromise  between  common  sense  justice  based  on  the  natural  law
Verschuldensprinzip and the urge to renew the law governing defects in things sold under

influence of a changed society and the increasing Europeanisation of national civil law. 

That even an old concept as the remedy for lesion beyond moiety still has its merits today

is also proven by the ABGB. As a last resort, according to the ABGB, a buyer has this age-
old ius commune remedy at his disposal.150 In the event a thing is sold for less than half it

just  price,  the  buyer  can  sue  for  rescission.  Alternatively,  the  seller  can  decide  to
compensate  the  buyer  by  paying  back  the  excess.  In  a  fairly  recent  case,  the  OGH

declared  that  the  remedies  for  Gewährleistung  and  lesion  beyond  moiety  are  fully
compatible.151 This means that the remedies for non-conformity in the new §§ 932-933 do

not exclude the buyer demanding compensation without asking for repair or replacement
first.152 The  buyer  has  three  years  to  do  this,  calculated  from  the  conclusion  of  the

contract.153

147 § 1324 ABGB.
148 § 1489 ABGB.
149 See 8.2.1.
150 § 934 ABGB.
151 OGH 17 April 2007, 10Ob21/07x: 'Nach herrschender Rechtsprechung und überwiegender Lehre stehen

daher  das  Gestaltungsrecht  zur  Vertragsaufhebung  wegen  Verkürzung  über  die  Hälfte  und  die
Ansprüche wegen Gewährleistung miteinander in (voller) Konkurrenz'.  

152 OGH  17  April  2007,  10Ob21/07x:  'Nachträgliche  Verbesserungen  der  Sache  konnten  das
Anfechtungsrecht  des  Verkürzten  hingegen - wie  sich  schon  aus  den  bereits  wiedergegebenen
grundsätzlichen Ausführungen zu § 934 Abs 3 ABGB ergibt - nicht beseitigen'; Riedler, 'Systemfragen', p.
4. Contra Bydlinksi, 'Anwendungsbereich', p. 46.

153 § 1487 ABGB; Riedler, 'Systemfragen', p. 361.
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8.7 The Proposal for a Common European Sales Law of 2011

The previous sections explored how some of the national civil codes had endeavoured
over  the  years  to  put  an  end  to  numerous  difficulties  which  existed  with  regard  to

concurrence of overlapping remedies and the limitation periods of the remedies for defects
in the thing exchanged. In 2011, the European Commission published a Proposal for a

Common European Sales Law (CESL). It  is  meant to serve as an optional regime for
cross-border sales of movable goods in the European Union.154 The drafters of the CESL

had  inevitable  come  to  terms  with  the  varying  regimes  regulating  defects  in  things
exchanged for money which exist throughout the Member States of the European Union.

For  this  tasks  they  could  draw  from  the  Draft  Frame  of  Common  Reference  which
appeared in 2009.155 As the CESL largely follows the DFCR in matters of non-conformity of

sold goods, the latter will not be separately dealt with in this section.
In  article  99  (1),  the  CESL introduces  a  duty  to  deliver  in  conformity  with  the

[content of the] contract.156 In article 102, it is decreed that goods must be free from any
third-party claim.157  The remedies for non-conformity are those available in the event of

non-performance.  A buyer  can,  among other  things,  sue for  performance,  rescind  the
contract,  claim  reduction  of  price,  and  claim  damages.158 As  regards  the  limitation  of

remedies, article 122 lays down a duty for the buyer to notify the seller about the lack of
conformity within due time. According to the first section of the same article, this period

starts  to  run  when  the  goods  are  supplied  or  when the  buyer  discovers  or  could  be
expected  to  discover  the  lack  of  conformity.  This  indecisiveness  about  when  the

limitation159  starts to run is checked by section three, according to which the buyer must
have made the notification within two years from the time at which the goods were actually

handed over to the buyer.160 The limitation of all remedies for non-performance is fixed for

154 COM (2011) 635 final, Preamble, no 21, p. 18: 'In any case, in business to business transactions, traders
enjoy full freedom of contract and are encouraged to draw inspiration from the Common European Sales
law in the drafting of their contractual terms'; Plaza Penadés & Martinez Velencoso (eds.),  European
Perspectives, preface, v.; on one of the Proposal's faltered predecessors 'COM (2008) 614 final' see De
Bruijn, 'Historical perspectives', p. 111.

155 Bar & Clive, DCFR, pp. 1308ff. (articles 2:301-2:309). 
156 Art. 99 (1) CESL:  In order to conform with the contract, the goods or digital content must: be of the

quantity, quality  and description  required  by  the  contract;  be contained or  packaged in  the  manner
required by the contract; and be supplied along with any accessories, installation instructions or other
instructions required by the contract.

157 Art. 102 (1) CESL: The goods must be free from and the digital content must be cleared of any right or
not obviously unfounded claim of a third party. 

158 Art. 106 (1) CESL: In the case of non-performance of an obligation by the seller, the buyer may do any of
the following: (a) require performance, which includes specific performance, repair or replacement of the
goods or digital content, under Section 3 of this Chapter; (b)... (c) terminate the contract under Section 5
of this Chapter and claim the return of any price already paid, under Chapter 17; (d) reduce the price
under Section 6 of this Chapter; and (e) claim damages under Chapter 16.

159 In the CESL the word 'prescription' is used to denote the period after which a remedy can no longer be
brought.

160 Art. 122 CESL: (1) In a contract between traders the buyer may not rely on a lack of conformity if the
buyer does not give notice to the seller within a reasonable time specifying the nature of the lack of
conformity. The time starts to run when the goods are supplied or when the buyer discovers or could be
expected to discover the lack of conformity, whichever is later. (2). The buyer loses the right to rely on a
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two years counted from the moment the creditor has become or could be expected to have

become aware of the facts as a result of which the right can be exercised.161 A maximum is
set on ten years counted from the moment the debtor has to perform or from the act which

gave rise to right to damages.162 Article 182 provides that the time parties use up in their
negotiations about their rights or about the circumstances which might give rise to claims

has to be added to the general limitation periods.163 
Taking  these  provisions  into  consideration,  it  seems  that  the  Proposal  has

succeeded in dealing with many of the pitfalls which lie in ambush when one tries to devise
the law governing defects in and third-party claims on things sold.

First, the CESL brings the seller's liability for non-conformity and third-party claims
under the same header of non-performance. As a result, the remedies buyers of defective

things and of objects subject to a third-party claim are uniformly arranged. Importantly, the
limitation periods of the remedies for third-party  claims do not differ  from those of the

remedies for non-conformity. Only with regard to the buyer's duty in article 122 to notify the
seller of a lack of conformity the regulation of third-party claims differs somewhat. The

buyer of a thing subject to eviction does not need to notify the seller of the existence of
third-party claims within two years from the time the goods were handed over.164   

The ABGB's drafter Zeiller had already contended that it is difficult to predict when a
third-party claim will  be made, so that limitation should not begin before the third party

actually asserted his right in the thing. By excluding the buyer of an object subject to a
third-party to notify within two years, the CESL leaves open the possibility for the buyer to

start proceedings, if a third party after two years of the thing's delivery claims a right, of
which existence the buyer could not have been aware before that time.

Secondly, the CESL adopts a uniform system of limitation. Unlike Velencoso and
O'Flynn  suggest,  the  CESL's  arrangement  of  the  limitation  of  remedies  for  non-

performance seems much clearer than the reformed BGB's.165 Contrary to the BGB, the
CESL applies the same limitation regime to remedies for defects and third-party claims.

The BGB still distinguishes between the two.166 Furthermore, according to the case law of
the BGH, the period within which a buyer can sue for rescission of the contract differs from

lack of conformity if the buyer does not give the seller notice of the lack of conformity within two years
from the time at which the goods were actually handed over to the buyer in accordance with the contract.

161 Art. 179 (1) jo. art. 180 (1) CESL.
162 Art. 180 CESL: (1) The short period of prescription begins to run from the time when the creditor has

become, or could be expected to have become, aware of the facts as a result of which the right can be
exercised. (2) The long period of prescription begins to run from the time when the debtor has to perform
or, in the case of a right to damages, from the time of the act which gives rise to the right. 

163 Art.  182 CESL:  If  the parties negotiate  about  the right,  or  about  circumstances from which a claim
relating to the right might arise, neither period of prescription expires before one year has passed since
the last communication made in the negotiations or since one of the parties communicated to the other
that it does not wish to pursue the negotiations.

164 Art. 122 (4) CESL: Paragraph 2 does not apply in respect of the third party claims or rights referred to in
Article 102.

165 Velencoso & O'Flynn, 'The rules on Prescription', in: European Perspectives, p. 288.
166 See 8.3.1.
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the period within which he can sue for repair or replacement.167 In the CESL all  these

remedies are subject to one and the same two-year period, which results in a considerably
clearer systematic than the BGB's and one more akin to the natural law inspired ABGB. 

Thirdly, also similar to what is found in the ABGB, the CESL separates the buyer's
rights  to  damages  as  a  result  of  the  non-conformity  from his  rights  to  cure  the  non-

conformity itself.168 Irrespective of the seller's response to admonishments to cure the non-
conformity, the buyer retains a right to claim damages. The CESL also avoids the doubt

present in the NBW and the pending Proposal for a revision of the Spanish Código as to
which  limitation  period  applies  to  remedies  solely  aimed  at  retrieving  loss.169 As  all

limitation periods start to run in accordance with the adage contra non valentem non currit

praescriptio, the buyer has two years from the time the facts which caused the damages

have become known, irrespective of whether the seller in the meantime manages to cure.
Already in 1811, the ABGB had come with a similar arrangement.170  

Nevertheless, all the foregoing should go accompanied by one caveat. The CESL
only covers sales of movables and provides an exclusive regime for those who agree to

use it. Hence, its drafters did not need to define the boundaries between remedies for non-
conformity and those existing e.g. for  error, damages, delict,  and non-performance not

being  delivery  of  a  non-conforming  thing,  which  issue  caused  the  drafters  of  all-
encompassing national codes the greatest difficulty. 

167 See 8.3.1.
168 Art. 109 (7) CESL: Notwithstanding cure, the buyer retains the right to claim damages for delay as well

as for any harm caused or not prevented by the cure; Schmidt-Kessel&Silkens, 'Breach of contract', in:
European Perspectives, p. 115.

169 See 8.2.1 (NBW) and 8.5.1 (Código).
170 See 7.4.2.1.
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8.8 Summary and concluding remarks

Central to this chapter were two issues concerning the law about latent defects in the civil
law currently in force in various European countries. First, lawgivers in the Netherlands,

Germany,  and  Spain  eliminated  the  dichotomy  between  non-performance  and
safeguarding duties of sellers in their civil codes. Instead, they made delivery of a thing

free from defects and encumbrances part of the seller's duty to perform. The Dutch and
German legislators expressed the duty of the seller  to deliver free from defects in the

concept of non-conformity under influence of Directive 1999/44/EC and the UN Convention
on  Contracts  for  the  International  Sale  of  Goods  (CISG).  It  was  part  of  the  seller's

performing  duties  to  ensure  that  the  sold  item was  in  conformity  with  the  contractual
arrangements  as  agreed  upon.  In  Spain,  a  proposal  with  similar  content  is  presently

pending. As a result, remedies for defects in things sold became species of the remedies
lying for non-performance. 

The  broad  concept  of  non-conformity  in  theory  not  only  comprised  liability  for
defects in the thing sold, but also liability for third-party claims, and encumbrances on the

object. Nevertheless, only the Spanish committee for reform of Spain's Código civil  drew
this inference by applying the remedies for non-conformity similarly to cases in which the

thing appeared liable to third-party claims or encumbrances (8.5). The ABGB has always
equated the cases of eviction with a breach of a safeguarding duty, so that a uniform

concept of the seller' liability was already present before Directive 1999/44/EC and the
CISG began to put pressure on European legislators to rework their civil law accordingly

(8.6). On the other hand, the Dutch NBW (8.2) and the Code civil (8.4) maintained that the
seller's  liability  for  third-party  claims  deserved  its  own  approach,  separated  from  the

seller's liability for non-conformity. It was observed that, as a consequence, uncertainty
exists in the NBW about how cases of eviction should be addressed (8.2). The German

BGB faces similar issues. Although it has nominally brought eviction and defects in the
object under the same header of non-conformity, since its 2002 reform, it retained different

limitation periods for remedies for non-conformity for defects and eviction. Consequently,
in practice the BGB continues to treat cases of third-party claims and situations in which

the buyer is confronted with a defect in the thing he had bought differently (8.3).     
The second issue central to this chapter concerned the limitation of remedies for

defects in things exchanged. By and large, the limitation of remedies for non-conformity
and competing remedies proved a tricky matter in the jurisdictions studied.  The Dutch

Supreme Court struggled with cases in which buyers brought remedies for loss (delict) or
deliberate  fraud based on the facts  of  non-conformity. It  was not  clear  what  limitation

period  applied  then.  In  a  debatable  opinion  the  Supreme  Court's  General-Prosecutor
advocated exclusively applying the limitation of the remedy for non-conformity, so that

concurring  remedies  for  delict  or  deliberate  fraud  would  also  expire  within  two years,
instead of five. The Supreme Court followed the General-Prosecutor's argument (8.2.1).
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Other European jurisdictions approached similar cases differently. Under the BGB

2002, buyers of non-conforming things appeared not to be tied to the limitation of the
remedy  for  non-conformity. Where  the  facts  constituted  a  case  of  delict  or  deliberate

concealment, buyers could bring a remedy over a longer period than the one stated in the
code  for  remedies  for  non-conformity  (8.3.1).  In  the  same vein,  the  expiration  of  the

remedies for breach of the duty to safeguard from latent defects did not dismiss French
Courts from exploring whether the facts of the case perhaps constituted non-performance

(8.4). 
The  pending  Proposal  for  a  reform  of  the  Spanish  Código  civil  differentiated

between remedies aimed at curing the non-conformity itself and those for price reduction,
rescission, and damages based on loss suffered due to the non-conformity, irrespective of

whether or not the seller had managed to cure the non-conformity. However, it remained
unclear whether the Proposal assigned the general five-year limitation to these remedies,

which does not begin to run before the buyer becomes or should have become acquainted
with the facts which gave rise to his claims, or the shorter periods for claims to cure non-

conformity (8.5.1).   
Contrary to the drafters of the Proposal for revision of the Código, the drafters of the

ABGB  in  1811 had  explicitly  opted  to  separate  the  remedies  for  curing  a  breach  of
safeguarding duties and claims for damages due to breach of the giver's duty to safeguard

the delivered thing free from defects, encumbrances, and third-party claims. As a result,
there were no doubts about whether a recipient retained his claims for damages resulting

from fraud, error or delict, also if the remedies for curing the breach which had caused
those damages had expired. The drafters of the Spanish Proposal would have acted wiser,

had they adopted the same approach.
On the  whole,  the  second-oldest  of  the  civil  codes treated in  this  book proved

remarkably fit to weather the storms of 20th and 21st century reforms (8.6). The ABGB's
traditional  dichotomy  between  safeguarding  duties  and  non-performance  was  not

necessarily problematic. Though similar to other European lawgivers the Austrian legislator
had to respond to the demands of Directive 1999/44/EC. Unlike most other codes studied

in this chapter, it kept the ABGB's duty of  Gewährleistung  as a duty different from the
seller's duty to perform intact. That this could be done is mainly due to the strong natural

law character of the ABGB, which made that Gewährleistung had already since 1811 been
defined as a broad, uniform concept, applicable to all contracts in which both parties had

to perform. Problems relating to the division between remedies for defects and for third-
party claims, and issues concerning overlapping remedies and their respective limitation

were largely absent in the ABGB. 
As the Austrian civil code has proven to conciliate the best of Europe ius commune-

tradition  with  the  demands  of  the  21st century, it  is  not  surprising  that  the  European
Commission's Proposal for a Common European Sales law of 2011 resembles the ABGB

in many of the aspects central  to this chapter. Similar to the Austrian code, the CESL
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brings the seller's liability for non-conformity and third-party claims under one heading,

applies the same limitation regime to  remedies for defects and third-party  claims, and
separates the buyer's rights to damages caused by non-conformity from his rights to cure

the non-conformity itself.
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9.1 For the last time: B's remedies

Let  us for  a  last  time briefly  resume which legal  remedies stood at  the disposal  to  B

throughout  the  early  modern  period.  B  was  one of  the  actors  in  the  following factual

situation:  

A agrees  to  deliver  a  thing  to  B.  B  agrees  to  give  A a  certain  sum of  money  in

exchange for receiving the thing in his possession. The thing appears to be defective

and therefore does not correspond to what A and B had agreed on. 

The corresponding question,  which the scholars and practitioners central  to  this  study

posed, was:

What  legal  recourse is  open to  B now that  the thing he received turns  out  to  be

defective?  

The research was limited to legal doctrine based on ius commune as it developed out of

the  Corpus  iuris  civilis.  It  appeared  that  defects  in  objects  were  mostly  treated  with

reference  to  sales  and  lease.  Moreover,  the  scope  of  the  prejudice  B  had  suffered

determined whether B had additional remedies at his disposal based not on the defect in

the thing, but on the disparity between the sum of money B had handed over the A and the

thing A had in exchange delivered to B determined.

B's legal options for compensation for the defect in the item he had received varied

significantly through time.  At the dawn of early modern times,  ius commune  provided a

multitude of remedies which could at some point apply to B's exchange of money for a

defective  thing.  One  group  of  remedies  evolved  around  the  defect.  It  granted  B  the

possibility to give back the object received to A in return for the sum of money B had given

to A. Alternatively, B could claim back only a part of the sum of money paid and keep the

thing in his possession. The first group of remedies based on the object's defectiveness (or

quality)  was  further  divided  into  aedilician  and  civil  remedies  based  on  an  edict

promulgated around 100 BC. As a result, the factual situation as spelt out above evoked

remedies which varied regarding what thing had been exchanged, the time within which

they had to be instituted, their methods to assess the thing's price, and the scope of A's

liability. 

Another remedy came within reach, if B had suffered a prejudice of more than half

the thing's price. This remedy was not based on the thing's quality but on B's prejudice. It

started from the supposition that if B had given more than one and a half times the sum

commonly  given  for  the  thing  exchanged,  a  lack  of  equilibrium  between  A's  and  B's

performances had occurred, which rendered the agreement unfair. A could either accept

the option of saving the exchange by returning to B a part of the sum of money B had paid

in order to restore the equilibrium required between the A and B's mutual performances.

This remedy for lesion beyond moiety overlapped with the remedies based on defects in

the exchanged object, if the defects resulted in a prejudice of more than half the object's

common value. Though medieval ius commune did not demonstrate how this concurrence 
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should be solved, the history of B's legal  options in subsequent ages is marked by a

continuous tension and interplay between the two types of remedies. Due to changed

approaches  to  law,  societies  favoured  the  one  at  some  point,  while  the  other  again

appeared in the limelight at other moments in history.

A clear example of such a development was observed in early modern Castilian civil

law. Probably under the influence of early modern scholastic thought, 16th century legal

practice of theRoyal Chancery of Valladolid limited B's legal  options to the remedy for

lesion beyond moiety. In the event his prejudice did not amount to half the thing's just

price, it seemed that he could only sue A in the event A had concealed the defects or

warranted its absence, i.e. when A had acted in bad faith.

Yet, subject to the capriciousness of history, which does not follow a linear path, in

the works of 16th century humanist scholars, B's legal position was again largely restored to

the one he occupied according to  medieval  ius commune.  Roman-Dutch and Roman-

Frisian legal doctrine and practice added even more remedies with traits based on the

deductive approach as advocated by the early modern Castilian scholarship to the already

sundry remedies available to B in medieval and humanist law.  

Eventually, aided by 17th and 18th century natural law scholars, the natural law views

first  developed in early modern Castilian moral  theology made it  to the worldly courts

outside Spain. As a result, the merging of the aedilician and civil remedies into one set

became  definite.  Moreover,  B's  legal  position  was  increasingly  considered  from  a

perspective which took breach of  fairness in exchange into account,  not  what  type of

contract had been breached. The remedies B could legally bring were the result of A's

failure to live up to his duty as giver to safeguard the absence of defects, encumbrances,

or third-party claims. The kind of defect no longer determined what remedy B could bring.

This  view  lead  scholars  to  abandoning  the  specific  traits  which  had  accrued  to  ius

commune-remedies, since these had originally come into being as remedies meant for use

in particular contracts. For example, as natural law did not determine a period of limitation

for personal actions there was no need to subscribe to the length of remedies mentioned

in the Corpus iuris civilis. Neither did special features as the buyer-friendly characteristics

of  the  aedilician  remedies  fit  in  a  general  natural  law theory  of  breach of  fairness in

exchange. Also under influence of natural law principles, natural law scholars determined

A's liability in accordance with his good or bad faith. Nonetheless, a significant part of the

ius commune-subtleties with regard to the thing lived on in legal practice and determined

which remedies B could institute.  This co-existence of  natural  law remedies based on

deductive  reasoning  and  ius  commune-remedies  which  continued to  be  used  in  legal

practice caused a queer mixture of both in the civil codes which began to appear from the

late 18th century onwards. The natural law codes of Prussia and Austria largely shaped B's

remedies in accordance with natural law views of breach of fairness in exchange. Hence, if

A breached his duty to safeguard the absence of defects in the object exchanged - no

matter what object was exchanged - , B had a remedy of which it was clear within which
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period it had to be brought, how it would determine A's liability, and what its relation was

with the remedies for non-performance and lesion beyond moiety.

Inversely, other codes incorporated both ius commune- and natural law remedies. In

these, B's legal options became inextricably bound up. In accordance with whether the

thing exchanged was a movable or immovable, the thing suffered from an encumbrance or

a  defect,   whether  A had  acted  in  good  or  bad  faith,  B  had  to  reckon  with  different

remedies subject to their own specific rules. In particular, differences in limitation caused

that B's legal position was unclear. 

Twentieth and twenty-first century revisions aimed to tackle these difficulties, but

with  only  modest  results.  Yet,  it  seems  that  on  European  level  legal  scholars  and

practitioners prove more eager to avoid the difficulties which legal history demonstrated to

be lying in ambush in the event someone carried out the simple act of exchanging money

for things. 
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9.2 Summary

This book examined legal recourse for recipients of things exchanged for money, if the

thing exchanged turned out to be defective. It explored how continental Western European

legal  doctrine  and  practice  of  the  early  modern  period  (1500-1800)  formulated  the

recipient's remedies against the background of Justinianic Roman law, which in the High

Middle Ages had become part of the ius commune. Since early modern legal debate about

remedies for defects in things exchanged for money mainly evolved around sales and

lease of objects, this study focussed on the Roman law remedies in their  ius commune-

clothing available under those types of contracts.

Justinianic Roman law provided various remedies for sales and lease in which the

exchanged item turned out to be defective. First, Justinian's Corpus iuris civilis contained

remedies which had once been formulated by the aediles, the Roman supervisors of the

slave market on the banks of the river Tiber. These had granted the buyer remedies based

on defects in sold cattle and slaves.  Under certain circumstances, a buyer could sue for

the price paid upon returning the thing received (actio redhibitoria) or for reduction of price

(actio quanti minoris). Justinian's compilation extended the aediles' remedies to all goods.

Besides these aedilician remedies, Justinianic Roman law granted the buyer a contractual

action, the actio empti, with which the buyer could bring similar remedies.1 

Justinianic Roman law was far from clear on how these various remedies related.

As  a  result,  controversies  arose  in  medieval  legal  scholarship  about  the  correct

interpretation of the Corpus iuris civilis' provisions. The result was an intricate web of legal

options which early modern legal scholarship had to come to terms with.  

A second possibility to remedy a defect in a thing exchanged for money provided for

by  ius commune-scholars was rooted in C. 4.44.2. According to Justinianic Roman law,

this provision granted a seller  of  a plot of  land a remedy in the event of a significant

imbalance between the land's just value and the paid price. Medieval legal scholarship

extended this remedy to both buyers and lessees of both movables and immovables. If the

sum the recipient had paid amounted to more than one and a half time the just value of the

object or its use, the recipient had been enormously prejudiced ( laesio enormis). He could

then claim that the promissor restore the imbalance either by rescinding the contract or by

paying back part of the price. Consequently, if a defect in a thing exchanged had brought

about the prejudice, the recipient could besides the remedies based on the presence of a

defect bring this remedy for lesion beyond moiety based on an imbalance between the

parties' performances.

Early modern legal doctrine and practice expressed the legal options granted to a

recipient of a defective thing in terms of these aedilician and civil remedies for defects and

the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. This study explored how the interpretation of these

Justinianic Roman law  concepts changed throughout the early modern period by studying

the works of scholars who were part of the major currents in legal thinking which the period

1 See 1.1.1.
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has  known: early  modern  scholasticism,  legal  humanism,  Roman-Dutch  and  Roman-

Frisian law, 17th and 18th century natural law. To contextualize the developments in this

period,  medieval  ius  commune  and  the  codification  movement  at  the  end  of  the  18th

century have also been explored. It is investigated what changes occurred and also why

these changes in the interpretation of the legal position of a recipient of a defective thing

took place. By so doing, this study found a missing link in legal historical literature. In

addition, it  provides the reader with information about the origins of the law governing

defects in things exchanged for money as found in today's codes of civil law. 

Throughout this book a fairly simple factual situation has been used as a connecting

thread  and  backdrop  against  which  developments  were  pinpointed,  illustrated  and

evaluated. 

A agrees to  deliver  a  thing  to  B.  B agrees  to  give  A a  certain  sum of  money  in

exchange for receiving the thing in his possession. The thing appears to be defective

and therefore does not correspond to what A and B had agreed on. 

The  corresponding  question  which  the  scholars  and practitioners  central  to  this  study

posed was:

What  legal  recourse is  open to B now that  the  thing he received turns out  to  be

defective?  

The  study  consequently  investigated  which  answers  early  modern  scholars  and

practitioners who worked with the  ius commune  of their time offered regarding B's legal

position.  To enable a more precise study of  how these answers were conceived,  five

controversial issues were selected which throughout the history of Western European civil

tradition had continuously surfaced in the legal debate about B's legal quandary. These

issues also served as connecting threads in and between the various periods and currents

of legal thought which are covered by this study.

The  present  section  contains  concluding  remarks  based  on  the  results  of  the

investigation and it  provides an overview of  which shifts  were made in  answering the

controversial issues through time and among the various currents of legal thought which

emerged in  the early  modern period.  These findings have been brought  together  in  a

summary of how B's legal options evolved in the event he had received a defective object

in his possession in exchange for a sum of money. Let us first restate briefly the legal

controversies which were dealt with in this study.

9.2.1 Research topics2 

(1) Justinian's  Corpus iuris civilis  has various remedies for defects in things received in

exchange for a sum of money. These notably concern defects in a thing sold or leased.

Some of them - the remedies formulated in the Aedilician Edict and the remedies available

under the action on the sales contract - are almost identical. They all grant the buyer the

2 For a more detailed description see 1.2.2.
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right to sue for rescission and return of the paid sum of money on return of the thing (actio

redhibitoria).  Under circumstances, the buyer can sue for price reduction (actio quanto

minoris).  Ius commune-scholars discussed this  seeming duplication of remedies in the

Corpus iuris civilis  by means of four subquestions. (1a) Did the various remedies have

different  scopes of  applicability?  (1b)  Did  the  aedilician  and  civil  remedies  come with

distinct  methods  to  calculate  the  price  reduction  a  buyer  could  claim?  (1c)  Did  the

aedilician and civil  remedies have divergent  periods of  limitation? (1d)  Finally, did  the

buyer-friendly characteristics of the aedilician remedies speak against their redundancy? 

(2) As suggested by the factual situation which forms the background of this study,

there does not appear to be much difference between delivery of a defective object as part

of a lease or as an obligation under a sales contract. Hence, the question was posed

whether the aedilician remedies for sales could not also be applied to lease, despite the

explicit prohibition of such an extension in D. 21.1.63? What argues in favour or against

such  an  extension?  This  issue  formed  a  second  topic  which  was  used  as  lead  to

developments in the early modern approach to B's legal position.

(3) Thirdly, the  Corpus iuris civilis  is not unequivocal about the scope of the A's

liability for defects in the thing exchanged. What rules did  ius commune-scholarship and

legal practice employ to determine how much A had to compensate B?

(4) The fourth issues central to this study concerned the factual situation in which B

turns  out  to  have  received  an  encumbered  immovable  for  his  money.  Ius  commune-

scholarship frequently raised the question whether the separate provisions in the Corpus

iuris civilis on A's liability for selling an encumbered immovable should not be interpreted in

keeping with those governing the liability of A as a seller of a defective movable thing.

(5) Finally, since medieval  times,  ius commune  civil  law gave B a remedy for a

defective thing received in the event he had, due to the defect, suffered a prejudice of

more than half the thing's just price (laesio enormis). By extension of C. 4.44.2, a remedy

for such a lesion beyond moiety originally reserved for sellers of immovables, medieval ius

commune granted a similar remedy also to buyers. Yet, the aedilician and civil remedies

for defects,  in theory, also remained available alongside the remedy for lesion beyond

moiety. How did early modern scholars and practitioners offset these competing remedies

against each other?

9.2.2 Findings

(1) A major branch of medieval scholarship had further deepened out and emphasised to

what extent the two sets of civil and aedilician remedies for defects in the object remedies

differed.  Driven  by  a  textual  analysis  of  the  pertinent  Digest  and  Codex  texts,  the

glossators Azo and Accursius and the commentators Bartolus and Baldus held that the

aedilician remedy for returning the thing only lay in the event of corporeal defects. Non-

corporeal defects could only be remedied with the civil remedy for fraud (1a). Similarly,

these  scholars  held  that  the  aedilician  and  civil  remedies  had  separate  methods  for

calculating the price reduction the seller of a defective item owed the buyer (1b).  The
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aedilician  remedies  presupposed  an  objective  method  based  on  the  thing's  common

market value, as opposed to the civil  remedies which came with a calculation method

based on the buyer's personal judgement under oath about how much the thing would

have been worth, if in good condition. Furthermore, medieval  communis opinio accepted

that the civil remedies remained available in perpetuity, whereas the aedilician remedy for

rescission only lasted for six months and the aedilician remedy for price reduction for one

year (1c). Finally, the medieval scholars mentioned, took the  favourable features of the

aedilician remedies for granted (1d). This marked distinction between remedies for defects

based on the Aedilician Edict  and those available under the action on the contracts is

referred to, throughout this book, by the name of its main protagonist as the 'Accursian'

distinction.

However,  this  Accursian  distinction  did  not  meet  with  every  medieval  scholar's

approval. Notably two ultramontani from the School of Orléans, Jacques de Revigny and

Pierre de Belleperche, rejected the existence of more than one method of calculation for

price reduction and dismissed the view that the aedilician and civil remedies expired after

different time periods. Yet, both the 'Accursian' and its competing view resulted from very

similar techniques of interpretation of the Corpus iuris civilis. Texts were skilfully analysed,

seemingly without heeding practical consequences of the chosen interpretations or their

conformity with broader concepts of justice. That this method yielded spectacular results is

illustrated by the work of Baldus. According to Roman law, the aedilician remedies can be

brought against multiple sellers but only if they had joined in a partnership to sell slaves

(societas venaliciariorum). Baldus applies this buyer-friendly characteristic to all sales in

which multiple sellers jointly sell one item. 

Broader concepts of justice played a more explicit  role in early modern Castile.

Since the 13th  century, a tradition of statutory law-making had tackled the  ius commune

intricacy of the Accursian distinction. With regard to the method of calculation for the price

reduction a seller of a defective thing is due, the  Siete Partidas,  a 13th century statute,

applied only one objective method and ignored the view that remedies for defects could be

brought  perpetually.  Early  modern  Castilian  civil  law  scholars  adopted  similar  views.

Neither  did  these scholars betray any awareness of  the buyer-friendly  features  of  the

aedilician remedies. Remarkably though, the same scholars left the distinction between

corporeal and non-corporeal defects intact. This position of Castilian early modern civil law

scholars can not only be ascribed to an established legal tradition which probably had the

same roots as the School of Orléans. It might also be due to the changing winds blowing in

the field of legal theory. 

Experiencing the heyday of scholasticism, early modern Spain became infused with

scholastic natural law concepts. In particular, the view that contracts in which a thing was

exchanged  for  money  were  instrumental  to  realising  commutative  justice  became

entrenched  in  the  minds  of  Castile's  theologians.  These  mostly  Salamancan  scholars

formulated in legal terms how one should behave in commercial transactions in order to
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save one's  soul  in  the court  of  conscience  (forum internum),  where God weighed the

scales and pronounced sentence about man's afterlife. 

According to the demands of commutative justice, as explained in early modern

Iberian  scholasticism, contracts should be in balance. This meant that mutually executed

performances had to be in proportion. For example,  the value of the thing exchanged

needed to be in  proportion with the thing received.  If  a party  found himself  put  at  an

advantage or disadvantage after the fulfilment of a contract, the party who had excessively

benefited  from the  contract  at  the  other's  expense  had  to  bring  back  the  contract  in

proportion  with  what  commutative  justice  required.  In  other  words,  contracts  required

fairness in exchange. 

As a result of this demand of proportionality, the question whether a contract could

be considered just focussed on whether the paid price was just. A defect in a thing did not

necessarily mean that a disproportionality existed between price paid and thing received,

since prices could be lowered in accordance with the thing's impaired condition. Hence,

early modern scholastic scholars rejected remedies which took the defect in the object as

means to evaluate a contract's validity. 

Not long after Castile's theologians of Salamanca had incorporated the concept of

fairness in exchange, Castile's legal scholars also made it part and parcel of their treatises

about the law of obligations. Compared to their medieval colleagues they paid remarkably

less attention  to  remedies for  defects  in  things sold.  The same applies  even more to

Castile's legal practice. Remedies based on defects are virtually absent in the case law of

the Royal  Chancery of Valladolid,  Castile's highest appellate court  in the period under

investigation. The explanations of divine jurisdiction in ius commune-terminology may also

have induced early modern Castilian law scholars to reject a reinterpretation of the Siete

Partidas in keeping with humanist views in the majority of cases. 

Sixteenth century legal humanism was characterised by an inductive approach to

law and was only marginally influenced by early modern scholasticism as regards its views

on the Accursian distinction. Humanist scholars resumed the discussion concerning the

civil  or  aedilician  remedies'  redundancy  in  much  the  same  way  as  their  medieval

predecessors  had  done,  viz.  humanists  also  reached  their  conclusions  by skilfully

distinguishing on the basis of an exclusive body of Roman law texts. However, there were

some significant differences. Unlike medieval ius commune scholars, legal humanists read

Greek and frequently referred to historical facts to underpin their interpretation. 

Despite  these  different  approaches  a  major  branch  of  scholars  within  legal

humanism known for its vilifying of medieval legal scholarship reached the same results as

Accursius: the aedilician and civil remedies were distinct as regards their scope, limitation,

and buyer-friendly characteristics. Only with regard to the method of computation for price

reduction, did a majority of legal humanists reject the medieval view that the civil remedies

were based on the buyer's subjective declarations. Personal notes from Viglius of Aytta,

assessor to the  Reichskammergericht,  suggest that this method was also abolished in
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legal practice. It may be that the natural law preference for an objective price as a pivot

around which the questions of fairness turned, had seeped through to legal humanism. On

the other hand, the humanist scholars studied in this book demonstrate remarkably little

awareness of the theological works espoused in the same period from the Salamancan

collegios, so that definite inferences can not be made.

Another  branch  of  humanists  reached  exactly  the  opposite  positions.  Though

arguing even more in  medieval  fashion,  this  group,  headed by the dissident  medieval

scholars  of  Orléans  and  those  who  subscribed  to  their  interpretations,  rejected  the

assertion that two different sets of remedies for defects in sold things existed in the Corpus

iuris civilis. 

A general theory of remedies for non-performance of which the remedies for defects

in the thing are part could be glimpsed in the works of Doneau, although he was still far

from equating the remedies for  defects  with  the action on the sales contract  for  non-

performance and left most of their particularities intact.

Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian scholars partly adopted the Accursian view which

distinguished between an aedilician and a civil set of remedies. They upheld the view that

the aedilician remedies only lay for corporeal defects and some scholars subscribed to the

buyer-friendly characteristics of the aedilician remedies. Nevertheless, possibly driven by

changes of procedural law, a majority of Dutch scholars no longer accepted the existence

of various limitation periods. Some accepted only the short aedilician periods, others opted

for a one-year period for  all  personal  remedies. Furthermore,  similar to their  humanist

colleagues,  they questioned Accursius'  subjective estimation of the thing's  price in the

determination of the price reduction which the seller was due. As regards legal practice,

Cornelis  van  Bijnkershoek's  personal  notes,  similar  to  those  of  the  humanist  Viglius,

demonstrated that the Supreme Court of Holland, Zeeland and West-Friesland used an

objective price estimation based on the common market price of the traded object.  

However, unlike medieval and humanist scholars, some Roman-Dutch and Roman-

Frisian   scholars  distinguished  the  aedilician  remedies  from  their  civil  equivalents  by

pointing  out  the  particular  purpose  for  which  they  were  allegedly  brought  to  life:  the

correction  of  inequality  in  contracts.  Here,  evidently  a  reference  to  the  early  modern

scholastic notion of commutative justice is made. A peculiar result of this view was that,

against  the  current  of  time  to  abolish  penal  remedies  in  civil  litigation,  Roman-Dutch

scholars, in keeping with views, ascribed a penal character to the aedilician remedy for

returning the thing. Roman-Dutch scholars considered that a suitable means to correct

contractual unfairness.

In the course of time, early modern scholastic natural law concepts became part of

the vocabulary of  legal  scholars across Europe.  The treatises of  17th  and 18th century

natural  law  scholars  from  the  Netherlands,  the  German  regions,  and  France  most

markedly  demonstrate  to  have  been  influenced  by  early  modern  scholasticism.  The

concept of fairness in exchange became the point of departure in the debate about how
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the  law governing  defects  in  things received should  be.  As  a  result  of  this  deductive

reasoning  natural  law  scholars  largely  ignored  medieval  ius  commune-subtleties

concerning two sets of remedies which were supposedly transmitted in the  Corpus iuris

civilis. Whether different kinds of defects or more than one remedy based on defects in an

object existed or not did not seem to occupy the natural law scholar's mind. Neither did

natural 17th - and 18th century law scholars differentiate between the limitation of remedies

for rescission and price reduction. To both they applied one and the same period. Finally,

natural  law scholars  rejected the  buyer-friendly  features  of  the  aedilician  remedies  as

going against the natural law principle that a creditor should not gain more compensation

than the damages he had truly incurred because of the defect.

However, there was always a tension between the ideal law as natural law scholars

managed to construct it and the extent to which such ideal law could be realised. Though

natural  law  theory  held  that  personal  actions  did  not  expire,  natural  law  scholars

nonetheless limited the periods within which recipients had to bring their legal claims for

practical reasons. They did so in accordance with the legal tradition of the regions in which

they worked, so that throughout the various regions of Europe the periods of limitation

which natural law scholars accepted differed. Thus, the first signs of legal fragmentation

could already be observed which would later hallmark the civil codes which would emerge

from the end of 18th century onwards.

Influenced  by  natural  law  theory's  deductive  reasoning,  these  civil  codes

approached a defect in a sold item through the lens of a breach of contractual fairness

which had to be made good, as it was explored for the limitation of remedies for defects in

things exchanged for money. The codes no longer differentiated between the limitation

periods of aedilician and civil remedies. Neither did the periods within which a remedy died

depend on whether the remedy was for rescission or price reduction. However, a new

distinction based on whether the thing sold was a movable or immovable took the place of

the  former:  most  codes  granted  a  longer  period  to  bring  a  remedy  in  the  event  of

encumbered immovables than for a movable. Finally, the civil codes do not always clearly

delineate the remedies for defects or encumbrances of the remedies for non-performance.

The  latter  in  many  cases  had  a  longer  period  of  limitation.  As  a  result,  problems  of

concurrence surfaced in the Code civil, BW 1838 and BGB 1900.

Thus, though the ius commune-controversy about the existence of two different sets

of  remedies  with  their  own  characteristics  had  largely  been  solved,  other  difficulties

surfaced. Some varied the limitation of remedies in accordance with whether or not the

object traded was an immovable. Some civil codes also introduced an artificial difference

between breach of non-performance and something broadly translated as breach of the

promisor's 'safeguarding duties (Gewährleistung, garantie, vrijwaring, saneamiento)'. As a

result,  it  was  possible  that  in  one  jurisdiction  a  recipient  who  had  been  sold  an

encumbered thing could start proceedings over a time period as long as 30-years (Code

civil), whereas under another regime he had to act within three (ABGB). In short, though
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the civil law had been pruned of its medieval intricacies, the law of limitation had not grown

less complex. Questions about limitation would continue to haunt civil law systems until the

present day.   

(2) Throughout the early modern period legal scholarship and practice struggled with D.

21.1.63 which seemed to prohibit an extension of the aedilician remedy for returning the

thing,  because  of  a  defect,  to  lease.  Indeed,  it  seems  that  the  aedilician  remedies

concentrate on the factual situation in which someone receives an item in his possession

for which possession he had agreed to pay a sum of money. This may just as well qualify

as lease. After  all,  a lessee holds and uses a thing in exchange for a certain sum of

money, be it paid in total in advance or in several instalments.  

Nevertheless, a majority of medieval legal scholars stuck to the text of D. 21.1.63

and excluded the extension of the aedilician remedy for returning the thing to lease. They

justified their position by reasoning that 'in lease one does not intend to transfer property,

as one does in sales'. Despite the spirit of early modern scholasticism pervading early

modern Castile, the civil law in Castile of the period seems to adopt the medieval position.

Yet, this may also be ascribed to the predominance of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety

which the lessee could bring, if his prejudice amounted to more than half the just price for

holding and using the thing. Due to the preponderance of that remedy in the early modern

Castilian legal landscape, the remedies for defects were  dealt with only cursorily.

The first serious attempts to tear down the wall thrown up by D. 21.1.63 was made

by the legal humanist Cujas who, with the help of an unglossed Greek Codex text and a

grammatical  analysis  of  the text  of  D.  21.1.63,  concluded that  the  text  did  'not  at  all'

exclude the aedilician remedy for returning the thing to sales. Yet,  Cujas' position was

exceptional.  The  majority  of  humanist  scholars  did  not  go  beyond  what  medieval

scholarship had written on the matter.

Another shift in approach was observed in Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian legal

scholarship. Contrary to Cujas, some Dutch scholars kept to the medieval view that lease

does not transfer property and for that reason did not  permit  the aedilician remedy in

lease. However, others argued that a defect in a leased object caused less damage than a

defect in a thing sold. A lessor could simply return the object, as the lease contract already

provided for a suitable remedy in the event the object leased out did not serve the purpose

for which it was leased. Contrariwise, these scholars argued on historical grounds that in

sales there was a need for additional remedies. Before the aedilician edict was introduced,

a buyer who had concluded a sale on an object which turned out to be defective was

definitely left in the possession of a defective thing. There was no action on the sales

contract, since a seller had only the duty to ensure the thing's unhampered possession,

not its being free from defects. This absence of a contractual remedy justified the particular

remedy for rescission of a sale as mentioned in D. 21.1.63.

Despite  the  Roman-Dutch  ingeniousness  aimed  at  saving  D.  21.1.63,  usus

modernus-scholars  who  were  inspired  by  17th and  18th century  natural  law  thinking,
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resumed the attack on the text initiated by Cujas. Yet, their arguments were of another kind

than Cujas'. Some usus modernus-scholars demonstrated a clear tendency to have equity

overrule the restrictive text. Sales and lease are very similar contracts, so that it would be

against equity when remedies which the buyer could bring in the event of a defect in the

thing sold were withheld from the lessee suffering from a similar problem under lease.

Natural law scholars themselves had not explicitly pronounced upon the matter. 

(3) The third controversial issue which was used as a lead to locate changed perceptions

of the law governing the exchange of money for a defective thing concerned what rules ius

commune-scholarship and legal practice employed with regard to the scope of A's liability.

Medieval scholars agreed that D. 19.1.13(14)pr. about rotten beams and contagious cattle

provided the general rule which had to be applied to all instances in which a defective or

encumbered item was delivered. According to this text, a knowing seller is liable for more

than the seller who had not been aware of any defect in the thing sold. However, contrary

to this general rule, texts D. 19.1.6.4 and D. 19.2.19.1 hold a seller and lessor liable for all

loss  where  ignorant  of  a  defect  in  the  barrel  they  exchanged.  Medieval  scholars  put

considerable efforts into aligning these unruly texts with D. 19.1.13(14)pr. However, their

efforts did not go beyond explaining the text with casuistic arguments.

Contrariwise, early modern Castilian scholasticism argued from deductive principles

based on the ideas about commutative justice, which included that someone should not

benefit  from  a  contract  at  the  other  party's  expense.  Hence,  in  principle,  A has  to

compensate B's loss, but nothing more. At the same time, B's claims on A were curbed by

the fact that he too should not gain more from the contract than initially agreed. Early

modern scholastics were consequently ill at ease with holding a seller who was unaware of

the defect in the thing liable for all contractual damages. Nonetheless, contemporary civil

law doctrine held on to the medieval ius commune approach in the treatment of D. 19.1.6.4

and D. 19.2.19.1, which texts state a liability for all damages for a seller or lessor ignorant

of the defects in the barrels sold or leased. To bring these Digest texts in line with the

earlier  stated  scholastic  principles,  the  theologian  and  legal  scholar  Molina  read  a

presumption of fraud in them. Early modern Castilian legal  practice, however, more in

keeping  with  early  modern  scholastic  views,  held  only  fraudulent  sellers  liable  for

compensation.  

An effort  similar to Molina's to run with the hare and hunt with the hounds was

already encountered in the somewhat older works of the legal humanists Dumoulin and

Mudaeus.  These  scholars  managed  to  interpret  the  unruly  texts  D.  19.1.6.4  and  D.

19.1.2.19.1 in keeping with the general rule in D. 19.1.13(14)pr. by reading professional

sellers  and  lessors  into  the  first  two.  Apparently,  professionals  were  subject  to  an

increased liability regime, as Dumoulin and Mudaeus understood the texts. This doctrine of

professio  artis  obligat  would  find  its  supporters  throughout  the  subsequent  periods

investigated  in  this  book.  Other  humanists,  however,  such  as  Cujas  and  Doneau,

continued to explain the texts by means of a medieval casuistic approach.
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Among Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian scholars all views found in medieval  ius

commune and legal humanism concerning the scope of the seller's liability are defended.

Even Doneau's somewhat far-fetched argument to explain D. 19.1.6.4 that a leaky barrel is

not a barrel, so that the seller of a leaky barrel acted in breach of an implicit warranty that

the thing sold was really a barrel capable of containing liquids, turned up in Roman-Dutch

and Roman-Frisian  writings.  On the  whole,  early  modern  Dutch  legal  doctrine  proved

highly  eclectic.  There were no signs of  a  lasting impression of  Castilian views on the

solutions proposed by early modern Dutch scholars. A more coherent picture was found

among  the  17th and  18th century  scholars  of  natural  law.  Similar  to  their  Castilian

predecessors, they betrayed unease in holding an ignorant seller or lessor of a defective

thing liable for more than the thing's value. A number of scholars approached D. 19.2.19.1

and D.  19.1.6.4,  which  contained  such  a  liability  for  an  ignorant  seller  or  lessor  of  a

defective barrel, with a presumption of fraud. Pothier explained the texts in terms of a

professional  seller.  All  natural  law  scholars  studied  adhered  to  some  kind  of  fault  or

refrained from discussing the barrel texts at all. With the help of usus modernus-scholars,

it seemed that the Verschuldensprinzip became generally accepted from the 17th century

onwards.

Yet,  similar  to  what  was observed with  regard to  the extension of  remedies for

defects in sold things to lease, the liability of professionals was not uniformly applied in the

civil codes of the 18th and 19th centuries. A clear division appeared between the natural law

inspired ALR and ABGB, and the codes partly rooted in customary law, the Code civil and

the BW 1838. The first two continued the course set by early modern scholasticism and

natural law. Not only professional sellers, but all professional 'givers' or 'promisors' raised

expectations which evoked an increased liability. In the  Code civil,  BW 1838 and BGB,

however, similar provisions were absent. In France, the  Cour de Cassation  repaired this

omission in its case law in which it equated professional sellers with sellers who were

aware of defects in the things they sold. To my knowledge, no such thing had happened in

the Netherlands and Germany until the introduction of consumer rights in the 20th  century.

The drafters of the Spanish Código again did what those of the Code civil had neglected to

do; they implicitly incorporated Pothier's doctrine of professio artis obligat, which equated a

professional seller with a knowing seller, so that he faces a corresponding liability in the

event a sale turned awry.

(4) A fourth topic which has continuously been treated in early modern legal doctrine and

practice was the seller's or lessor's liability for encumbrances on immovables. The Corpus

iuris  civilis  contains  distinct  rules  on  the  seller's  liability  for  encumbrances  on  land,

according to which sellers ignorant of burdens on immovables could not be held liable at

all.  Yet,  from a factual  point  of  view, deliveries of  movable and immovable things are

closely  related.  Legal  scholars  and practitioners  consequently  explored whether  these

situations should not be made subject to the same set of rules of liability.

The medieval glossator Accursius by means of an extensive interpretation of the
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law-texts of  the  Corpus iuris  civilis  indeed managed to bring defects in  movables and

encumbrances  on  immovables  under  the  same  legal  regime.  To both,  the  rule  of  D.

19.1.13 (14)pr. applied according to which unknowing sellers were liable for the price paid

at most but knowing sellers could be sued for all the buyer's loss. Only burdens which

were so common that no buyer could with a deadpan expression contend not to have been

aware of them - e.g. provincial land tax - formed an exception as encumbrances for which

debtors could not be held liable. 

Accursius'  view not  only  turned out  as  the  medieval  communis  opinio  but  also

dominated discussions about the topic in subsequent ages. Early modern Castilian civil

law likewise aligned the liability for encumbered things with that for defects in movables. 

However, wishing to interpret the Corpus iuris civilis more precisely, legal humanists

became inextricably lost in its contradictory texts on the seller's liability for encumbrances

on immovables and gave up efforts to explain it in terms of a liability for sellers of defective

objects  in  general.  Accursius'  solution,  clear  though  it  was,  was  dismissed  as

unsubstantiated  by  texts  in  the  Corpus  iuris  civilis  by  Doneau.  The  French  humanist

maintained the rule in the Corpus iuris civilis that sellers ignorant of encumbrances on the

immovables they sold could not be sued. Doneau defended this rule with the somewhat

puzzling remark that, 'the thing encumbered with a servitude or tax, we can possess no

less'. Since buyers continue to enjoy the encumbered immovable a rigorous liability is not

required, so Doneau seemed to mean.

In Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian law both Accursius' and Doneau's along with

new views were defended. Similar to Accursius, a number of Roman-Dutch writers had no

qualms in stretching texts of the  Corpus iuris civilis  which seemed to indicate another

liability regime than the one they wanted it to indicate. Also Doneau's restrictive reading of

the Corpus iuris civilis made headway both among legal scholars and in the case law of

the Supreme Court.  On the other  hand,   Bronchorst  and Grotius formulated a liability

regime which was unheard of before. According to them, both sellers aware and unaware

of encumbrances on land were liable for price reduction. Voet held only knowing sellers

liable and then for all loss.

Grotius seemed to reason that encumbrances should be considered as any other

defect in a sold object. This approach is reminiscent of how Castilian scholastics framed

the sale  of  a  defective item in  the  more general  terms of  unjust  enrichment,  error  or

mistake. Natural  law scholars of the 17th  and 18th centuries carried this further. Domat

defined a safeguarding duty applying to various troubles relating to immovables. This was

a first step toward a legal approach in which not the kind of defect, but the seller's duties

vis-à-vis the seller became the determining factor in defining liability. Domat's  garantie

would  find  its  sequels  in  the  Code civil's  garantie,  the BW 1838's  vrijwaring  and  the

Código's saneamiento. The ALR, ABGB and BGB all coined the term Gewährleistung for,

roughly speaking, the same concept.   

Other natural law scholars overruled Doneau's view that encumbrances should be
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treated differently than defects in movables. The French scholar Pothier certainly did so. In

keeping with  Accursius'  position,  he applied D. 19.1.13pr. about  contagious cattle  and

rotten wood to all  impairments of sold  items, including encumbrances on immovables.

Pothier also held that  there were burdens for  which the seller's  liability  should not  be

accepted, because the buyer should have been aware of them. 

(5) The last topic which elicited legal  debate in  ius commune-doctrine and its practice

throughout the early modern period concerned the use of the remedy for lesion beyond

moiety (laesio enormis)  as a means to remedy defects in things sold or leased which

reduced the things' value by more than half. Originally, according to C. 4.44.2 and 8, this

remedy came within the  seller's reach in the event he had suffered a prejudice of more

than half the object's just value irrespective of whether or not the prejudice was caused by

a defect. The seller could claim that the buyer of the object either accepted rescission or

compensated him for the difference between the object's just value and the insufficient

sum actually  paid.  Despite  the  fact  that  C.  4.44.2  and 8  mention  a  prejudiced  seller,

medieval scholars, already at an early stage, started to also grant the buyer the possibility

of disputing a sale, because of a disproportion between price paid and thing received due

to  a  defect.  Medieval  moral  theology  probably  contributed  to  the  acceptance  of  an

extensive version of the remedy, although it is not altogether clear whether theologians

and canon lawyers were the first to assign it a wider field of application or whether they

simply borrowed concepts of civil law to express their moral viewpoints. Be that as it may,

leaving aside the rather opaque theory of 'fraud in the situation itself' (dolus in re ipsa), the

remedy  with  its  long  period  of  limitation,  its  straightforward  objective  method  of  price

assessment,  its  applicability  to  lease,  and  its  procedural  clarity  made  it  a  formidable

competitor to the remedies for defects in the thing sold.    

Nevertheless, the potential of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety as a suitable

means to remedy contracts in which the delivered thing appeared defective was not fully

realised before the 16th century, when early modern scholasticism proved a catalyst for the

growing preference of  the  remedy for  lesion  beyond moiety  to  the aedilician and civil

remedies. The remedy, which evolved around an equilibrium of performances, proved well-

suited for translating the Catholic moral perception of contracts as a token of commutative

justice into worldly legal terms. Catholic confessors who concerned themselves with the

Christian duties of confessing parties in commercial matters expressed those duties in ius

commune-terminology.  The  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  became  a  vehicle  to

elucidate what was expected of the confessing party. Hence, an approximation of the rules

which applied to the heavenly jurisdiction (forum internum), in which confessors appealed

to the confessing party's moral conscience, and the worldly jurisdiction (forum externum),

in which the contractual party's behaviour was judged in Court in accordance with worldly

legal norms.

A result of this approximation was that interpretations of civil law became influenced

by the content of the moral duties a confessing party had to answer to. One difficulty with
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which early modern Castilian theologians and legal scholars had to come to terms with

was that Justinian's Corpus iuris civilis contains provisions which allow outwitting the other

party in the bargaining proces (D. 4.4.16.4 and D. 19.2.22.2). These provisions do not find

fault with whatever disproportion between price and thing exchanged. How could it then be

explained that  in  the  same  Corpus iuris  civilis  a Codex text  does just  that? Medieval

scholars  had  developed  the  theory  of  'fraud  in  the  situation  itself  (dolus  in  re  ipsa)',

according to which a deviation of half the thing's price constituted a kind of objective fraud.

Early modern Castilian civil law scholars, however, gave dolus in re ipsa a more subjective

colouring.  Though  they  retained  the  terminology  of  'fraud  in  the  situation',  Castilian

scholars explained the concept in terms of a presumption of subjective fraud (dolus ex

proposito). Thus, the seller could prove that the presumption of his fraud was unwarranted

and  so  escape  liability.  This  was  more  in  keeping  with  the  reluctance  among  moral

theologians to hold sellers in good faith responsible for the other party's loss.

A second result of the approximation of moral and worldly duties was that legal

concepts which were less apt to express moral norms, also disappeared from the worldly

jurisdiction of early- modern Castile. Such seemed to have been the fate of the aedilician

and civil  remedies for defects in the thing sold. Theologians such as Vitoria  held that

selling a defective  item was not  necessarily  a  sinful  act.  If  the  seller  had sold for  an

accordingly low price, there was no breach of his duties in the court of conscience. Again,

this view rhymes with the early modern scholastic hesitation to accept a liability for defects

on the seller's side without fraud. 

Early  modern  Castile's  legal  practice  seemed  more  susceptible  to  such

deliberations than doctrine. Indeed, an investigation into the legal practice of the Royal

Chancery of Valladolid, Castile's highest appellate court at the time, revealed an absence

of remedies based on defects in the thing. Likewise, cases in which sellers in good faith

were held liable did not surface. A study of more than 50 manuscript records of cases

brought before the Chancery and executory writs it issued revealed that buyers or lessees

of defective items either sued because of lesion beyond moiety or because of fraud on the

seller's  or  lessor's  side.  Could  it  be  that  scholastic  views  had  brought  about  the

obsoleteness of remedies for defects in the thing in the case law of the Royal Chancery of

Valladolid? Or was it simply the advantageous features of the remedy for lesion beyond

moiety (longer limitation, plain method of price calculation, etc.) which induced plaintiffs to

frame their claims in terms of a lesion. It is tempting to think that scholastic notions had

percolated into civil law practice. Nevertheless, I have not been able to trace more than

only circumstantial  evidence to prove that hypothesis.  Additional  research on the topic

might yield more convincing material about the effects current moral norms exercise on

worldly legal practice.

Contrary to early modern Castilian civil law, legal humanism did not demonstrate a

preference for the remedy for lesion beyond moiety in order to solve sales of defective

things. It accepted the remedy as a subsidiary to the remedies based on the aedilician
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edict. In keeping with the tendency to keep close to the text of the  Corpus iuris civilis,

Cujas denied that the remedy for lesion beyond moiety was also at the disposal of buyers.

This position would eventually make it into the Code civil. 

Early  modern Dutch  legal  scholarship  neither  professed  a  preference  for  either

remedy. Nevertheless, a significant number of Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian scholars

interpreted the remedy for lesion beyond moiety in early modern scholastic fashion as a

means to safeguard fairness in exchange. Grotius'  desire to  form a society  (appetitus

societatis)'  necessitates   fairness  in  exchange  as  regards  the  parties'  performances.

Huber, Tulden and Noodt followed suit. Both doctrine and practice, as Bijnkershoek's notes

demonstrate, accepted the remedy in its extended version. In this respect, Roman-Frisian

legal scholarship appeared far removed from a 'pure' application of Justinianic Roman law.

In the various positions taken, medieval ius commune is the order of the day.

The early modern Castilian predominance of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety

was also patchily adopted by 17th and 18th century natural law scholars. Admittedly, as

could be expected from the propagators of early modern scholastic concepts, the majority

of 17th and 18th century natural law scholars submitted views about liability for defects in

things sold or leased out which were firmly rooted in the concept of fairness in exchange.

Yet, the remedy for lesion beyond moiety was no longer the unrivalled champion when

solving a breach of fairness in exchange. Natural law scholars considered the standard of

a  deviation  of  more  than  half  the  thing's  just  price  as  too  arbitrary.  Furthermore,

commercial interests demanded a cautious approach as regards the remedy for rescission

because of a disproportionate price. Finally, to determine whether fairness in exchange

had been breached, natural law scholars considered a lack of quality in the item a similarly

suitable criterion alongside prejudice of price A

dogmatically fuelled attack against the remedy for lesion beyond moiety was initiated by

Thomasius. Inspired by Hobbes' natural law view, Thomasius argued that all prices should

stand,  if  consented  to  under  free  will.  Consequently,  contrary  to  what  early  modern

scholastics had contended and contemporary natural law scholars still defended, remedies

could not take the thing's just price as point of departure for determining whether or not the

contract was just. Under influence of Thomasius' learning, the remedies based on defects

in the object sold again stepped into the limelight. As defects in a thing impeded buyers to

exercise their free will,  i.e.  in determining what they wanted to spend on the thing, the

presence of defects bore upon the question whether or not a contract could be considered

just. 

Though Thomasius' contemporaries were not impressed by his views, as chance

would  have  it  the  drafters  of  some 18th and  19th century  civil  codes  took  Thomasius'

discrediting of the remedy for lesion beyond moiety to heart. The BW 1838, Código, and

BGB 1900 left the solving of sales of defective things exclusively to remedies based on the

thing's quality. Its drafters had rejected the remedy for lesion beyond moiety, sometimes in

very  strong  terms.  By  contrast,  the  ALR  and  ABGB  kept  true  to  their  natural  law
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background. Yet, these codes no longer grounded the remedy in fraud. More precisely, the

ALR qualified  a  lesion  beyond moiety  as  error. It  likewise  explained the  remedies  for

defects in terms of a recipient erroneously entering into a contract because of the item's

deviating quality. As a consequence, the ALR determined the effects of the remedy for

lesion beyond moiety and the remedies for defects in a similar fashion. All of them were

subject to one and the same limitation period. Furthermore, the scope of the creditor's

liability  did  not  depend  on  the  cause  of  the  liability  but  was  determined  by  general

provisions applicable to all relations between creditors and debtors.   
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9.3 Concluding remarks

From the foregoing, some general notes can be made about the development of the law

which governed the situation in which things are exchanged for a sum of money but in

which the thing exchanged turned out to be defective.  

First, although medieval legal scholarship indeed construed a complex system of

remedies for defective things exchanged, some tendencies to create a coherent law could

also  be  observed.  The  ultramontani  Belleperche  and  Revigny  merged  the  various

remedies  for  defects  in  objects  as  found  in  the  Corpus  iuris  civilis  into  one  set.  The

Accursian Gloss endeavoured to streamline the liability for encumbrances on immovables

to  that  for  defects  in  movables.  Furthermore,  almost  all  medieval  scholars  studied

accepted the rule of D. 19.1.13(14)pr. that sellers aware of defects should be liable for

more  than  sellers  ignorant  of  them.  Yet,  medieval  interpretations  largely  derived  from

textual  analysis  and  the  wish  to  solve  contradictions  in  the  Corpus  iuris  civilis.

Considerations of practical nature or signs which underlying concepts of justice played a

part in the medieval interpretations were hardly encountered in their writings. Neither did

medieval scholars explain why they extended the remedy for lesion beyond moiety of C.

4.44.2 in order that it became available in almost all contracts and to all parties involved

who had suffered a prejudice. 

Contrariwise,  Castilian  early  modern  scholastics  underpinned  their  views  about

liability for defects in things exchanged with a solid theory of justice of which the concept of

commutative justice formed the backbone. Deductive argument led early modern Castilian

theologians towards treating hitherto separately perceived liabilities as species of one and

the  same  breach  of  fairness  in  exchange.  Concerning  themselves  with  the  duties  of

contracting parties in the court of conscience (forum internum), theologians of the School

of Salamanca expressed theological theories on justice in ius commune-terminology. This

might have been done to provide clear guidance to those who confessed regarding what

behaviour was expected of them in commercial dealings in a language they understood.

As ius commune-law stood at the basis of Castile's worldly law (forum externum), the most

obvious and most readily available vocabulary to express moral duties was that of civil ius

commune. 

Be  that  as  it  may,  at  around  the  same  time  at  which  theologians  elaborated

overarching theories of justice, Castilian civil law scholars likewise began to approach ius

commune-law concerning defects in  sold goods deductively. They disregarded specific

buyer-friendly  features  of  ius  commune  remedies,  accepted  only  one,  objective,

determination of price, developed general rules about the scope of liability of all creditors

based on fault,  and equated the liability for encumbered things with that for  defects in

movables. First notions of a Verschuldensprinzip,  according to which fraud determined a

party's  liability, made headway in  early  modern  Castilian  civil  law doctrine,  and,  more

markedly, in practice. Another notable development was that the  ius commune-remedies

based on defects in the object gave way to the remedy for lesion beyond moiety. The latter
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was presumably better suited to translate and give practical effect to the requirement of

fairness in exchange, which commutative justice imposed on contractual relations in which

both parties had to perform. By and large, the early modern Castilian approach to law

differed significantly from earlier usage. Deductive reasoning and a strong inclination to

explain moral duties in civil law terminology by moral theologians seemed to have added

to a change in thinking about the law by civil law scholars and practitioners as well.

Legal  humanists,  however,  appeared  remarkably  immune  to  the  shift  in  legal

thinking which their contemporaries south of the Pyrenees had brought about. Generally,

humanist civil law demonstrated a tendency to further pursue and refine the methods of

interpretation applied by  medieval  scholars  shored up by  historical  argumentation and

knowledge of Greek. Hence, Accursius' distinction between aedilician and civil remedies

was  restored  in  its  full  splendour  by  Cujas  and  the  distinct  liabilities  for  defects  and

encumbrances even further accentuated by Doneau. Another group of legal humanists

adhered to the views of De Belleperche and De Revigny. As a logical result, in imitation of

their  medieval  predecessors,  legal  humanists  provided  as  many  solutions  as

interpretations which the Corpus iuris civils could yield. Not infrequently humanist scholars

often advocated explanations of the  Corpus iuris civilis which are difficult to rhyme. For

example, it  was observed that Cujas kept the Accursian distinction intact.  At the same

time, however, he extended the aedilican remedies to lease, a move which the medieval

mindset had never envisaged as being possible. In the same vein, Doneau disproved a

significant part  of  Accursius'  theory of two sets of  remedies for defects in things sold,

whereas at the same time he shrunk from breaking with medieval doctrine when it came to

extending the aedilician remedy for returning the thing to lease. It seems that just as in the

medieval approach to law, neither considerations of practical nature or coherent concepts

of justice played a part  in the humanist interpretations of the law governing defects in

things  exchanged.  All  this  had  as  a  result  that  the  interpretations  which  humanists

concocted in answer to the intricate law developed by the descried 'writers of glosses'

turned out to be of a complexity which even the craftiest medieval mind would never have

dared to imagine for real. 

Roman-Dutch and Roman-Frisian scholarship proved perhaps even more eclectic in

nature than legal humanism. Not only the medieval and humanist approach to law were

carried on in the works of Dutch legal scholars, the deductive approach was also favoured

in Castilian scholasticism. In addition, local custom influenced the shape the Dutch law

about defects in things exchanged for money would take. The result was a variegated

legal landscape. For example, the limitation of remedies for defects which Dutch scholars

adopted varied in accordance with the views in medieval  ius commune or local custom.

Some Dutch  scholars  defended  the  abolition  of  the  perceived  penal  character  of  the

aedilician  remedies  either  with  reference  to  humanist  ius  commune-doctrine  or  the

requirement of fairness in contracts. The extension to lease of the aedilician remedy for

rescission  was  rejected  both  on  the  grounds  of  medieval  interpretative  as  well  as
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systematic arguments. In their deliberations about the seller's liability for encumbrances on

immovables Dutch scholars dug up again the whole gamma of medieval legal reasoning.

The remedy for lesion beyond moiety was explained in terms of fairness in exchange and

adopted  in  its  medieval  ius  commune-outlook.  Particularly  Roman-Frisian  civil  law

accepted  the  remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  in  its  most  extended  medieval  ius

commune-version.  In  general,  early  modern  Frisian  legal  scholarship  proved  highly

receptive  to  medieval  ius  commune-interpretations  of  the  law  about  defects  in  things

exchanged for money. This was remarkable despite the self-declared view propagated by

Roman-Frisian scholars that their approach to law was more 'Roman' in outlook than the

approaches  to  law  of  the  surrounding  Dutch  provinces.  Taking  everything  into

consideration, it seems hard to consider Roman-Dutch or Roman-Frisian scholarship as

one current of legal thought of which the members share specific traits. In their dealings

with the law governing defects in exchanged items through time, Dutch scholars proved

either to be influenced by humanist approaches to medieval ius commune, by natural law

scholastics, or  by commentators of customary law.

Compared  to  legal  humanism  and  Roman-Dutch  and  Roman-Frisian  legal

scholarship, 17th - and 18th century natural law presented a more coherent picture. In all

issues  discussed  in  this  investigation,  natural  law  scholars  advocated  a  deductive

approach to law based on early modern scholastic concepts. In keeping with early modern

scholastic  views,  the  remedies  open  to  a  buyer  were  not  determined  by  the  kind  of

contract  that  had  been  breached.  According  to  natural  law,  a  breach  of  fairness  in

exchange in whatever contract in which both parties had to perform produced uniform

effects. That 17th and 18th century natural law scholars went further in their efforts to come

to  a consistent approach to the law governing defects in goods sold  than their Castilian

predecessors was illustrated in their dealings with  the remedy for lesion beyond moiety.

Glorified by early modern scholastics, this remedy did not escape the natural law scholars'

critical  minds. According to them, a prejudice of the thing's just price was not the sole

criterion by which to determine whether a breach of fairness in exchange had occurred. A

lack of quality in the item traded was equally suited to serve that purpose. As a result,

unlike their  Castilian  predecessors,  natural  law scholars  of  the  17th and 18th centuries

considered both remedies based on defects and the remedy for lesion beyond moiety as

suitable means to legally solve a breach of fairness in exchange. 

As a result of deductive reasoning the outlook of the remedies for latent defects

underwent  significant  changes.  Natural  law  scholars  largely  ignored  medieval  ius

commune-subtleties concerning the two sets of remedies for defects in exchanged things

which were supposedly transmitted in the Corpus iuris civilis. The ius commune-remedies

for defects lost their features which were specifically adapted to the sales contract, as for

example the buyer-friendly features of the aedilician edict. Also differences as to whether

or not the defect was corporeal or lay in a movable or immovable object were no longer

taken into account. Particularly noteworthy was that natural law did not dictate specific
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periods of limitation to personal remedies. This enabled natural law-scholars to dismiss the

periods  of  remedies  for  defects  mentioned  in  the  Corpus  iuris  civilis  or  to  discard

differences  in  limitation  between  the  remedy  for  rescission  and  reduction  of  price.

Nevertheless, the natural law-scholars' inclination to develop a coherent legal regime was

shipwrecked by legal practice. Acquiescing in Cicero's adage that 'that laws only remedy

iniquities in as far as these are manageable', natural law scholars turned a blind eye to

local  deviations concerning  the outlook of  remedies.  Consequently, throughout  Europe

various limitation periods for remedies for defects remained in existence.  

Practical matters cast similar doubts on the question concerning which features the

remedy  for  lesion  beyond  moiety  should  possess.  Some  scholars  considered  the

requirement of a prejudice of more than half the thing's just price too arbitrary. Thomasius

even replaced the  requirement  of  fairness in  exchange by  the  exclusive  demand that

parties should have agreed on a price by their free will. The remedy for lesion beyond

moiety, being based on a 'chimerical' concept of justice, should be relegated to the dustbin

of history. 

Though  Thomasius'  views  did  not  gain  much  support  among  his  contemporary

colleagues, it would prove attractive to the drafters of some, but certainly not of all, civil

codes which made their appearance on the European continent from the end of the 18th

century onwards. By and large, those civil codes brought a fragmented picture of the law

about defects in exchanged objects. The developments in early modern Castilian and later

natural  law which  hinted  at  an  increasing  uniformity  of  remedies  for  defects  in  things

exchanged  for  money  was  only  partly  continued  in  the  various  codification  projects.

Notably the Prussian ALR and the Austrian ABGB were inspired by natural law views.

'Givers' or 'promisors' in all contracts in which both parties had to perform had to safeguard

the 'recipient' from defects in, encumbrances on, and third-party claims to the delivered

item. Hence, the remedies of the recipient in case of breach of one of these safeguarding

duties all answered to the same periods of limitation. The giver's or promisor's scope of

liability was determined in keeping with his degree of faulty behaviour. Finally, the ALR and

ABGB kept  the remedy for lesion beyond moiety in reserve as a subsidiary means to

correct gross contractual imbalance. However, neither the ALR or ABGB took the logical

step  of  subjecting  breach  of  safeguarding  duties  (Gewährleistung) and  breach  of

performance to the same limitation.  

Other codes, such as the Code civil, BW 1838, and the BGB 1900 harked back to a

mixture of  ius commune,  natural law, and local custom. However, these sources did not

prove compatible, so that difficulties in the interpretation of these codes soon surfaced.

Such was particularly the case regarding the limitation of the remedies for exchanged

things. Due to an artificial difference between breach of non-performance and breach of

something  approximatively  translated  as  the  promisor's  'safeguarding  duties'

(Gewährleistung,  garantie,  vrijwaring,  saneamiento),  the  remedies  for  defects,

encumbrances, and third-party claims were again dogmatically separated. Consequently, it
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could occur that in one jurisdiction a recipient who had been sold an encumbered object

could  start  proceedings  for  as  long  as  30  years  (Code civil),  whereas  under  another

regime he had to act within three (ABGB). 

The drafters of the German BGB 1900 and the Spanish Código managed to avoid

some of the aforementioned difficulties. Nevertheless, the BGB 1900 carried through the

dogmatic  distinction between non-performance and duties to  safeguard.  As in  the BW

1838, the boundaries between short limitations of the remedies for breach of safeguarding

duties  and long periods for  the  remedies  for  non-performances were  unclear  and the

subject  of  much  legal  debate.  In  short,  though  a  few  medieval  intricacies  had  been

sheared  away  from  civil  law,  the  law  had  not  grown  less  complex.  Particularly,  the

limitation of remedies posed major difficulties.

In  the  20th and  21st centuries,  committees  for  law  reform  in  various  European

jurisdictions took up the task to tackle these issues. The NBW and BGB 2002 replaced the

seller's safeguarding duties with the more broadly defined duty to delivery in conformity

with the contract. However, this measure still left tricky questions about the limitation of

various remedies unsolved. The same held true for the reforms of the Code civil  and the

Spanish Código. Only the ABGB proved remarkably  capable of coping with the demands

imposed in the 20th and 21st centuries. This was mainly because the code had always

applied a broad definition of safeguarding duties and separated remedies for breach of

Gewährleistung and non-performance from remedies for loss caused by such a breach. 

Unlike their colleagues working with the Member States' national law, the drafters of

a  Common  European  Sales  Law  learned  their  lessons  from  history  well.  The  CESL

demonstrates adherence to a deductive natural law approach to law. In keeping with the

ALR and ABGB, it brings all duties of the seller together under a single title of duties to

perform. Moreover, the remedies a buyer has do not receive their features on the basis of

non-performance but answer to general provisions applicable to all remedies irrespective

of the breach of contract from which they originate. Finally, all remedies share the same

period  of  limitation.  Thus,  the  direction  favoured  by  natural  law  doctrine  has  made a

comprehensive entry into an influential piece of codified civil law. It is yet to be seen how

robust this approach will prove over time.
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Appendix A. Overview of studied manuscript files of cases brought 

before the Royal Chancery of Valladolid and of executory writs issued 

by the same Chancery.

1)  Pleitos

Below are the manuscript files of cases (pleitos) brought before the Royal Chancery of

Valladolid which have been consulted at the Chancery's Archive in Valladolid. Only eight of

them proved actually relevant for this study. See appendix B for scans.

No. Pleitos registered by the escríbano Fernando Alonso

1 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 54, 4 (1541-1547)

2 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 70, 2 (1580-1581)

3 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 128, 4 (1586-1587)

4 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 370, 4 (1556-1557)

5 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 401, 1 (1553-1557)

6 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 447, 1 (1589-1590)

7 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 449, 2 (1553-1556)

8 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 494, 3 (1570-1571)

9 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 524, 4 (1549-1550)

10 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 550, 2 (1597-1599)

12 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 555, 3 (1602-1603)

13 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 559, 3 (1579-1581)

14 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 770, 3 (1496-1498)

15 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 792, 2 (1543)

16 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 849, 2 (1564)

17 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 922, 4 (1597-1598)

18 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 971, 7 (1575)

19 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 1079, 7 (1580-1583)

20 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 1135, 3 (1505-1506)
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21 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 1218, 2 (1566-1567)

22 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 1313, 2 (1583-1584)

23 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 1429, 8  (1579-1580)

24 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 1448, 2 (1523)

25 Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 1558, 1 (1591-1604)

Pleitos registered by the escribano Pérez Alonso

26 Pl. civ., P. Alonso (f.), caja 1135, 3 (1531)

27 Pl. civ., P. Alonso (f.), caja 189, 2 (1589)

28 Pl. civ., P. Alonso (f.), caja 1454, 2 (1597-1599)

29 Pl. civ., P. Alonso (f.), caja 1009, 2 (1562-1564)

Pleito registered by the escribano Alonso Rodríguez

30 Pl. civ., A. Rodríguez (olv.), caja 223, 9 (1628)

Pleitos registered by the escribano Ceballos Escalera

31 Pl. civ., C. Escalera (d.1), caja 116, 5 (1699)

32 Pl. civ., C. Escalera (d.), caja 51, 2 (1603)

33 Pl. civ., C. Escalera (d.), caja 87, 3 (1564)

34 Pl. civ., C. Escalera (f.), caja 2490, 5 (1669)

35 Pl. civ., C. Escalera (f.), caja 2690, 2 (1762)

36 Pl. civ., C. Escalera (f.), caja 3090, 2 (1732)

Pleito registered by the escribano Moreno

37 Pl. civ., Moreno (olv.), caja 546, 3 (1511)

1 'd.' = 'depositado'. Parties could decide to put their case brought before the Chancery on hold. After the
passing of  ten years,  such cases  could  no  longer  be continued and were deposited  in  the Court's
archives as being abandoned. Hence, pleitos depositados. Mendizabal, Investigaciones, p. 52.   
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2) Ejecutorias 

Below is a list of manuscript files of writs of execution (ejecutorias) issued by the Royal

Chancery of Valladolid. All 23 writs are used in this study, though a significant number

concerns almost identical cases about the sale of a 'defective' slave. In all these cases, the

seller had guaranteed the slave's good condition. The writs can be consulted online at the

website of Spain's department of Education, Culture and Sports.1 

No. Ejecutorias (in chronological order) 

1 Reg. ej., caja 307, 41 (1516)

2 Reg. ej., caja 308, 65 (1516)

3 Reg. ej., caja 316, 11 (1517)

4 Reg. ej., caja 324, 46 (1517)

5 Reg. ej., caja 332, 8 (1518)

6 Reg. ej., caja 333, 17 (1518) 

7 Reg. ej., caja 338, 68 (1519)

8 Reg. ej., caja 349, 13 (1521)

9 Reg. ej., caja 352, 37 (1521)

10 Reg. ej., caja 360, 49 (1521)

11 Reg. ej., caja 362, 44 (1523)

12 Reg. ej., caja 364, 6 (1523)

13 Reg. ej., caja 374, 20 (1524)

14 Reg. ej., caja 392, 28 (1526)

15 Reg, ej., caja 835, 69 (1555)

16 Reg, ej., caja 837, 27 (1555)

17 Reg, ej., caja 850, 8 (1555)

18 Reg, ej., caja 1072, 24 (1564)

1 <http://pares.mcu.es > 
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19 Reg. ej., caja 1175, 43 (1570)

20 Reg. ej., caja 1595, 2 (1587)

21 Reg. ej., caja 1606, 42 (1588)

23 Reg. ej., caja 1679, 4 (1590)
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Appendix B. Scans of manuscript files of pleitos brought before the 

Royal Chancery of  Valladolid.

1) Pleitos

Throughout this book the reader encounters passages from pleitos decided by the Royal

Chancery of Valladolid.  The exact references to the quoted  pleitos are in the schedule

below. The folia from which passages are cited are printed in this book on the pages

indicated in the third column. 

Pleitos brought before the Royal Chancery of Vallodolid 

which are quoted in this study

Scans Page 

number(s)

Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 128, 4 (1586-1587) 2, 3, 16, 

19, 20, 31

77, 118-

119

Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 447, 1 (1570) 13, 14, 21-

22, 25, 28, 

29, 38-39, 

104, 142-

143

76-77,

100, 126,

128, 132,

139

Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 494, 3 (1571) 7-8, 40-43, 

58, 69-70, 

145-146

97-98,

100, 112,

132, 138

Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 971, 7 (1575) 10, 31-32, 

34, 49, 

107-108

71, 100,

131-132

Pl. civ., F. Alonso (f.), caja 1351, 5 (1544-1546) 8 126

Pl. civ., A. Rodriguez (olv.), caja 223, 9 (1628) 7,8 100, 104

Pl. civ., P. Alonso (f.), caja 1135, 3 (1531) 1 126

Pl., civ., C. Escalera (f.), caja 2690, 2 (1762) 3 76, 112
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Scans of pleitos cited in this study
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Figure 1: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 128, 4
(1586-87), scan 2
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Figure 2: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 128, 4
(1586-87), scan 3
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Figure 3: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 128, 4
(1586-87), scan 16
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Figure 4: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 128, 4
(1586-87), scan 19
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Figure 5: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 128, 4
(1586-87), scan 20
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Figure 6: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 128, 4
(1586-87), scan 31
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Figure 7: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 447, 1
(1570), scan 13
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Figure 8: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 447, 1
(1570), scan 14
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Figure 9: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 447, 1
(1570), scan 21
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Figure 10: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 447, 1
(1570), scan 22
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Figure 11: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 447, 1
(1570), scan 25
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Figure 12: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 447, 1
(1570), scan 28
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Figure 13: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 447, 1
(1570), scan 29
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Figure 14: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 447, 1
(1570), scan 38
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Figure 15: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 447, 1
(1570), scan 39
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Figure 16: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 447, 1
(1570), scan 104
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Figure 17: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 447, 1
(1570), scan 142
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Figure 18: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 447, 1
(1570), scan 143
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Figure 19: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 494, 3
(1571), scan 7
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Figure 20: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 494, 3
(1571), scan 8
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Figure 21: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 494, 3
(1571), scan 40
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Figure 22: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 494, 3
(1571), scan 41
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Figure 23: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 494, 3
(1571), scan 42
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Figure 24: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 494, 3
(1571), scan 43
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Figure 25: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 494, 3
(1571), scan 58
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Figure 26: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 494, 3
(1571), scan 69
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Figure 27: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 494, 3
(1571), scan 70
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Figure 28: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 494, 3
(1571), scan 145
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Figure 29: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 494, 3
(1571), scan 146
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Figure 30: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 971, 7
(1575), scan 10
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Figure 31: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 971, 7
(1575), scan 31
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Figure 32: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 971, 7
(1575), scan 32
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Figure 33: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 971, 7
(1575), scan 34
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Figure 34: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 971, 7
(1575), scan 49
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Figure 35: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 971, 7
(1575), scan 107
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Figure 36: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 971, 7
(1575), scan 108
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Figure 37: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 1351, 5
(1544-46), scan 8
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Figure 38: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 223, 9
(1628), scan 7
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Figure 39: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 223, 9
(1628), scan 8
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Figure 40: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 1135, 3
(1531), scan 1
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Figure 41: España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo de la Real
Chancilleŕıa de Valladolid, PL CIVILES, FERNANDO ALONSO (F), CAJA 2690, 2
(1762), scan 3
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Gloss dolum habet to 
D. 45.1.36

53

Gloss iudicis to C. 4.44.2 57, 87

Gloss elegerit to C. 4.44.2 51, 197

Gloss precia rerum to 
C. 4.44.2

129

Gloss minus daret to 
C. 4.49.9

39, 40

Gloss dabitur to C. 4.54.2 265

Gloss to C. 7.39.3.1 127
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